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Foreword

The 19th International Conference on Human–Computer Interaction, HCI International
2017, was held in Vancouver, Canada, during July 9–14, 2017. The event incorporated
the 15 conferences/thematic areas listed on the following page.

A total of 4,340 individuals from academia, research institutes, industry, and gov-
ernmental agencies from 70 countries submitted contributions, and 1,228 papers have
been included in the proceedings. These papers address the latest research and
development efforts and highlight the human aspects of design and use of computing
systems. The papers thoroughly cover the entire field of human–computer interaction,
addressing major advances in knowledge and effective use of computers in a variety of
application areas. The volumes constituting the full set of the conference proceedings
are listed on the following pages.

I would like to thank the program board chairs and the members of the program
boards of all thematic areas and affiliated conferences for their contribution to the
highest scientific quality and the overall success of the HCI International 2017
conference.

This conference would not have been possible without the continuous and unwa-
vering support and advice of the founder, Conference General Chair Emeritus and
Conference Scientific Advisor Prof. Gavriel Salvendy. For his outstanding efforts,
I would like to express my appreciation to the communications chair and editor of HCI
International News, Dr. Abbas Moallem.

April 2017 Constantine Stephanidis
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Program Board Chair(s): Aaron Marcus, USA,
and Wentao Wang, P.R. China

• Sisira Adikari, Australia
• Claire Ancient, UK
• Jan Brejcha, Czech Republic
• Hashim Iqbal Chunpir, Germany
• Silvia de los Rios Perez, Spain
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The full list with the Program Board Chairs and the members of the Program Boards of
all thematic areas and affiliated conferences is available online at:

http://www.hci.international/board-members-2017.php 



HCI International 2018

The 20th International Conference on Human–Computer Interaction, HCI International
2018, will be held jointly with the affiliated conferences in Las Vegas, NV, USA, at
Caesars Palace, July 15–20, 2018. It will cover a broad spectrum of themes related to
human–computer interaction, including theoretical issues, methods, tools, processes,
and case studies in HCI design, as well as novel interaction techniques, interfaces, and
applications. The proceedings will be published by Springer. More information is
available on the conference website: http://2018.hci.international/.

General Chair
Prof. Constantine Stephanidis
University of Crete and ICS-FORTH
Heraklion, Crete, Greece
E-mail: general_chair@hcii2018.org

http://2018.hci.international/ 

http://2018.hci.international/
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Abstract. While technology has improved the speed, accuracy, and effi-
ciency of work, its prolonged use also weakens users’ cognitive abilities
over time. By creating usable, efficient, emotive, and engaging experi-
ences, HCI researchers and practitioners have inadvertently led users to
offload their innate capabilities onto their devices. How should technology
be (re)designed so as to reduce the negative effects of on users’ cognitive
abilities when used over time? In this paper, we discuss a set of design
principles intended to help designers consider how long-term use of their
artefacts could maintain and even improve users’ unassisted abilities and
reduce negative impacts of over-reliance on technology. We illustrate the
design principles by redesigning commonly-used applications, and report
the findings from a workshop conducted with digital natives to obtain
feedback on these redesigned applications.

Keywords: Design practice · Technology use over time · Persuasive
System Design · User interface · Gamification

1 Motivation

While technology has improved the speed, accuracy, and efficiency of work, its
prolonged use also weakens users’ cognitive skills over time. By automating our
cognitive tasks such as problem-solving and decision-making, we reduce our abil-
ity to “translate information into knowledge and knowledge into know-how” [1].

Many research efforts conducted among different domains corroborate this.
Through a series of experiments van Nimwegen and colleagues observed that
computer-game players who received minimal guidance in the game had better
conceptual understanding of the game, strategised better and finished the game
faster than players who received assistance from the system [2]. Similar obser-
vations were made with experiments involving the use of everyday applications
c© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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like planning software [3,4]. The theory of technology dominance [5] (studied
and tested in accounting and taxation, e.g. [6–8]) discusses how both experi-
enced and novice decision makers may become reliant on decision aids. In the
case of novice users, they end up not acquiring domain expertise at all and as
a result, they come to rely on the decision aid, whereas, in experienced users,
there is a de-skilling effect due to over-reliance on the decision aid when the task
complexity, decision aid familiarity, and cognitive fit are all high. A study on
cab drivers’ reliance on GPS units concludes that it causes atrophy of drivers’
hippocampus [9]. Our ability to read long articles has decreased, owing to bite-
sized information readily presented over the Internet [10]. A series of recent
experiments indicates that the ready availability of information online weak-
ens our memory [11]. Architects seem to have lost their sense of scale due to
employing computer-aided designing over paper-drawing [12]. The shortcomings
of spell-checker software discussed in [13] exemplify automation complacency,
i.e., the user becomes less vigilant about system’s output due to a false sense
of confidence in the system’s accuracy [1]. Simply knowing that an experience
has been photographed with a digital camera weakens a person’s memory of the
experience [14].

2 Need for Redesign

We see a need to propose a new set of design principles in the wake of growing
evidence on the negative impact of prolonged use of technology. This is because
traditionally human-computer interaction (HCI) has emphasized on usability,
optimization, and efficiency, in order to reduce cognitive overload on the user
with a task at hand. This approach increases the overall productivity of users, but
it also makes them offload their innate capabilities onto the plethora of ‘smart’
devices surrounding them. Borgmann introduces the concept of ‘devices’ in his
‘device paradigm’ and describes them as highly commoditised and disengaging
us from our surroundings [15]. He argues that as result of using devices, skilled
engagement with one’s environment is no longer required. Hence the satisfaction
of adeptly completing a task is now replaced by passive consumption of tech-
nology. One may argue that engagement with digital technologies could increase
certain capabilities of the user that are directly related to the interaction with
technology. For example, because of working more on a PC, one’s typing skills
in terms of speed, would improve. However, spell-check and autocorrect software
functionality may actually reduce the user’s inherent spelling abilities.

Unlike the more observable and immediate physical effects of over-reliance
on technology, the cognitive effects are likely long-term, thus may be more dif-
ficult to discern and reverse when they have become observable. How should
technology be (re)designed so as to reduce the negative effects of on users’ cog-
nitive abilities when used over time? Many of the design guidelines/heuristics
such as Nielsen’s heuristics [16] and Shneiderman’s Golden Rules [17] focus on
designing for efficiency and usability, as these have been the main aims and
goals of many consumer hardware/software products in the past. As we spend
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increasingly longer hours interacting with IT devices, this trend is expected to
increase, thus a shift of design approach is a timely and necessary endeavor.

In the next section, we summarise some alternative points of view on
designing for usability and how they address the limitations of the efficiency/
productivity- and user satisfaction-focused interactions which we have been aim-
ing for today. Then in Sect. 4, we summarise our design exercises that con-
sider some of the commonly-used applications today and come up with artefacts
that may support minimising the negative cognitive effects of use over time.
Section 4 also reports the findings from a half-day workshop with 21 young par-
ticipants who discussed and gave feedback on the designed artefacts. Section 5
then extracts from the design exercises and the findings from the workshop, the
common and essential factors and concepts that may serve as principles for any
future designs to ensure minimal negative long-term consequences in the use of
any interactive application.

3 Discussion of Related Work

There is increasing discussion in the HCI community about design approaches
that run counter to accepted design practices. In this section, we highlight four
related design approaches that may inform how we can come up with principles
for helping designers consider how long-term use of their artefacts could maintain
and even improve users’ unassisted abilities and reduce negative impacts of over-
reliance.

3.1 The Philosophy of “slow” Technology

Hallnas and Redstrom [18] explore creating ‘slow technology’ for supporting
reflection over efficiency in performance. They describe slow technology as one
where the user “takes time to: learn how it works, understand why it works
the way it works, apply it, see what it is, find out the consequences of using
it.” While such slowness is considered to be bad design as it could cause user
frustration, it could be intentionally leveraged to provide opportunities for the
user to reflect on/while using the technology.

This philosophy has been applied in a variety of applications. Hessenwahl
and Klapperich [19] compare the experiences of brewing coffee in automated
and manual ways and recommends an “experience-centred design” of everyday
automation. If response time of search systems were to be compromised, while
the perceived quality of results may be low, in certain scenarios the actual search
results may be of greater value to the user, as discussed in [20]. A reflective app-
roach for motivating people to increase their physical activity has been discussed
in [21].

3.2 “Hard-to-use” Interfaces

There is growing evidence that sometimes what is traditionally viewed as
“usability issues” may actually benefit the user sometimes [22]. The work of
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Cockburn et al. [23] discusses how user interfaces that require more user effort
improve users’ spatial memory and benefit the learning of spatial tasks. However,
this extra effort has to be meaningful and discretionary i.e. the user is not man-
dated to go through additional effort, but willingly chooses to do so [24]. Pierce
and Paulos’ work [25] is aimed at studying what affordances can be provided
through counter functional things and intentionally designed limitations. This
approach of introducing “counter functionality” takes “hard-to-use” systems to
an extreme by suggesting the opposition or even omission of functionality to
actually provide the feature.

3.3 (In)appropriateness of Technology and “Undesigning”

Baumer and Silberman [26] discuss a series of questions aimed to help design
practitioners to gauge the appropriateness of using technology to solve problems
in specific contexts. They ask designers to consider if a problem can be solved
using a “low-tech” or even non-technological solution. When designers choose
to provide a technological solution, they have to consider if the solution does
more harm than the good it provides. Finally, designers have to ascertain if the
technology they choose solves the actual problem, or just a representation of the
problem that can be solved by that technology.

Pierce [27] proposes “undesigning of technology” i.e. elimination of design,
to negate the harmful effects of technology, on social and environmental issues,
through design. One of the design elimination approaches discussed in this paper
is the use of persuasive design. While the approach is generally thought of as
persuading users to behave in an intended manner, Pierce proposes the use of self-
inhibition, that is, designing technology that inherently inhibits its own usage.
The author also explains how the principles of persuasive design (discussed in the
next sub-section) can in fact be applied to dissuade undesirable user behaviour
or attitudes.

3.4 Persuasive System Design and Gamification

Persuasive system design and persuasive technologies have been extensively
used for promoting behaviour change for health and safety [28], supporting self-
management of health [29], promoting sustainable behaviours [30], help overcome
substance addiction [31], in web-based learning environments [32], and even for
contributing to crowd-funding campaigns [33].

The persuasive system design (PSD) framework proposed by [34] discusses
design principles for primary task support (including guiding users in moving
closer to attaining desired behaviour/attitude, providing tailored and person-
alised content and services, and tracking users’ performance over time), dialogue
support (such as praising and rewarding target user behaviour, and providing
suggestions that aid users in performing target behaviour), system credibility
support (through third-party endorsements and verification), and social support
(by creating opportunities for competition, cooperation, social comparison, and
recognition among users).
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The use of game elements to persuade user behaviour/attitude in intended
direction has been studied by [41]. Gamification can be defined as “the appli-
cation of lessons from the gaming domain to change behaviors in non-game
situations” [35]. Gamification concepts (such as those discussed in [36]) have
been employed to promote healthy behaviour [37], in education [38], to increase
performance of elderly and disabled workers in production environments [39],
and even in enterprise software use [40].

There is considerable overlap between gamification concepts and persuasive
design principles, specifically those corresponding to dialogue and social sup-
port. Also, understanding the inevitable trade-offs incurred when serious situa-
tions are gamified (e.g. time efficiency and short-term productivity vs. sustained
engagement and fun) and the strategies to strike the right balance, seem to share
similar considerations for trade-offs in designing technologies that promote users’
cognitive efforts while at the same time ensure a reasonable level of usability.

4 Redesign Exercise and Feedback Session

Drawing from some of the techniques and theoretical concepts discussed in the
previous section, we conducted a series of design exercises to re-design commonly-
used applications today, specifically calculator, spell-checker, scheduling/to-do
list, GPS navigation app, and app marketplace. They illustrate how the inter-
action could be designed in such a way that may reduce the negative effects of
over-reliance on them and possibly even to increase the users’ cognitive ability
while using them, while at the same time supporting the task that the users
want to achieve.

To validate our proposed design approach and to elicit feedback on various
aspects of the redesigned applications, we undertook a design studio approach
(similar to the methodology described in [42,43]) and conducted a half-day feed-
back workshop with 21 participants. Demographics of the participants were: ages
between 18 and 23; 11 females and 10 males; nationalities included Cambodian,
Chinese, Filipino, Indonesian, Japanese, Malaysian, Mongolian, Myanmarese,
Singaporean and Sri Lankan.

The workshop was conducted with users of this specific age-group as they
are considered to be “digital natives” who have been using IT applications and
devices throughout their lives and hence are at high risk of over-reliance on
technology and yet may not be aware of how it could adversely affect their cog-
nitive abilities/skillset over time. By engaging users from a breadth of countries
with varying levels of technological adoption and attitude towards tech-use, we
obtained a more balanced feedback on the acceptability of our design approach.

The participants were divided into five groups of four/five users and moved
around each design artefact. Each artefact had a dedicated facilitator walking the
participant group through the redesign and rationale. Participants were encour-
aged to ask questions and discuss the design implications among other members
of their group. In addition, they provided individual and anonymous feedback on
each artefact through post-it notes. At the end of the workshop we collated the
feedback received and identified common themes for each and across all artefacts.
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4.1 GPS Navigation App

Instead of providing turn-by-turn directions, the GPS navigator makes the user
look out for landmarks and cues that help to retain and even improve the driver’s
situational awareness (Fig. 1).

In this redesign, instead of providing very specific, detailed, step-by-step
instructions, we provide leeway for users to figure out intermediary steps on
their own. When the usage situation repeats over time, instead of providing the
entire set of instructions, we encourage users to recollect from their memory, as
much as possible, before intervening and revealing the instructions. The GPS
app has been redesigned such that it exhibits self-inhibition through the use of
gamification elements such that the lesser the users require the app’s assistance
for navigation, the more they progress through levels. (See Fig. 6 in Sect. 5 for
explanation in the context of extracted design principles.)

Fig. 1. Redesigned GPS app: Provide spatial cues instead of detailed directions. (a)
Upon indicating the destination, an overall route with major enroute landmarks is
visualised. (b) As the user drives by the landmarks, photos of the landmark scenes
are displayed. (c) Instead of providing turn-by-turn instructions using length measure-
ments, spatial cues are used so that users may recollect from memory during subsequent
trips.

Feedback: The redesigned GPS navigation app met with unanimous positive
feedback from the participants. They felt it is good to have the role of the
GPS navigation app relegated to that of sous-navigator who only helps when
the driver explicitly asks, rather than actively directing the driver. In fact, one
participant commented “I like how it brings technology to its assistive role, to
be there when I really need it, while letting me use my own memory otherwise.”
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4.2 Calculator

We have designed a calculator app (see Fig. 2) which, when invoked for sim-
ple calculations, elicits a ‘guesstimate’ from the user. The app then reveals the
actual answer and indicates how accurate the user’s guess was. We have used
the concept of counter-functionality whereby, the user, who wants an accurate
answer immediately with minimal effort, is asked to first try to ‘guesstimate’
the value. We believe the extra effort is meaningful and discretionary as the
user is provided the option to skip this step and directly obtain the calculated
value. Finally, the system provides tips on how to guess better, corresponding to
PSD framework’s design principle on providing suggestions for system-human
dialogue.

Fig. 2. Redesigned calculator: Encourage the user to ‘guesstimate’ arithmetic calcu-
lations before revealing the actual answer. (a) User types in query. (b) Instead of
displaying the answer immediately, the system asks the user to estimate the answer,
while also providing the option to “skip”. (c) The system then responds how close the
estimate is, and reveals the correct answer.

Feedback: Participants welcomed the approach of asking them to attempt to
calculate values on their own first. However, they acknowledged that they may
sometimes be in situations where accuracy and timeliness are of the essence.
Hence they liked the feature to quickly switch between ‘ability’ and ‘accuracy’
modes. Some participants suggested identifying and designing for specific usage
scenarios where the ‘ability’ mode is strictly enforced and tips and hints are
displayed everyday, for example, in education. Participants also wanted to see
some kind of analytics to understand how their “guessing accuracy” has improved
over time.

4.3 Scheduling App/to-do List

In this redesigned calendar/scheduling app (see Fig. 3) the user is made to rec-
ollect the agenda and timing of the day’s meetings, instead of being informed
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by the app. The user is presented with the timings for the events/appointments
of the day and a list of possible events. (The number of events is more than
the number of time slots.) The user is required to match the timing with the
event that is scheduled for that time, in order to see the actual appointments
for the day.

By making the user match the day’s meetings with their corresponding times,
we hope to encourage users to reflect on those events when they go through the
extra step. By praising the user for correctly matching the tasks and timings,
the redesign supports system-human dialogue principle of the PSD framework.

Fig. 3. Redesigned scheduling app: Help users in recollecting meetings and agendas,
instead of reminding them. (a) When the app is opened, the user is asked to drag and
drop the main events to the correct time slots. (b)The correct schedule is then shown,
thereby confirming the user’s answers.

Feedback: Participants saw the redesigned interaction as opportunities for
reflecting on the events/meetings. Some even suggested adding more dimen-
sions, like testing the user on facts relating to the meetings or using pho-
tographs to “involve more senses.” The interaction could be gamified through
incentives, points, or unlocked features. However, a few participants felt that
planning/scheduling should not be complicated and should remain in the form
of passive notifications or popups.

4.4 Spell-Checker

Figure 4 shows how a text-writing application (e.g. email or word-processor)
could be redesigned such that the user is informed of the presence of error in
the text, without being shown the exact error and the correct solution. The user
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Fig. 4. Redesigned spell-checker: (a) The sentence with incorrect spelling is highlighted,
as a whole. (b) When the user identifies the misspelt word, spelling variations are
presented for the user to choose the correct spelling. (c) Upon choosing a word, the
system reveals the answer.

would thus have to first identify the error, then decide on the correction and
finally, learn ways to remember the correct form.

The proposed redesign can be considered slow and hard-to-use as the user is
required to spend some effort in pinpointing the exact error and then choosing the
correct version. However, the additional effort followed by hints and suggestions
should improve error prevention and users’ recall.

Feedback: While participants liked how the redesigned spell-checker makes
them identify and correct the mistake on their own rather than auto-correcting,
they felt the redesign could be extended to cater to different learning abilities
of individuals, some through examples, some through mnemonics, and others
through explicit repetition of words that are always misspelt by the user. One
participant suggested displaying a summary of mistakes the user had made, as
recap, when the user saves and closes the document.

4.5 App Marketplace

Given the innumerable number of apps, how can we ensure that users actually
choose those that are beneficial to them despite the perceived extra effort in
using those apps?

We propose that, in addition to the existing information like app ratings,
customer ratings and reviews, app marketplaces should also display information
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about how prolonged use of the app could affect the user’s different cognitive
abilities. We have named this set of information “UX2.0 index” as we hope our
proposed design approaches encourage designers to think about user experience
design as being more than just usable, compelling, and emotive, but also con-
sider the long-term consequences to the users. Similar in approach to those for
enforcing ethical behaviour-design [44], the proposed elements support system
credibility design principles of the PSD framework.

In Fig. 5, the app download page pertains to a section that shows possible
effects on the user’s cognitive skills over time, in ratings by different cognitive
abilities/skills. Such quantitative ratings may be difficult, if not impossible, to
measure for a newly developed app, but in this exercise we are illustrating how
the consideration of long-term use and its cognitive consequences might even-
tually manifest so that it becomes one of the features from which the potential
users could decide whether to purchase it or not.

Fig. 5. Redesigned app marketplace: On the lower-right side of the screen, the page
provides the ratings in 5 cognitive abilities/skills (arithmetic, memory, visual and spa-
tial, language and interpersonal) and explanations on how prolonged use of the app
may affect users’ cognitive abilities

Feedback: Participants felt that rather than discouraging them from choos-
ing apps that are harmful for them, the information in app marketplace could
actually encourage app designers and developers to create apps that rate highly
on the UX2.0 index, thereby indirectly designing better for cognitive abilities.
Some participants suggested including limiting access to apps by age, based on
effect on cognitive abilities. Others advocated allowing users to make their choice
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and potentially only displaying warning messages, like similar labels on cigarette
packs. A couple of participants raised the issue of reliability of UX2.0 index rat-
ing and suggested having a credible organisation or institution to review and
rate apps based on the index parameters.

5 Moving Towards Design Principles

From our review of literature, design exercise, and the user feedback for our
designs we extract a set of general considerations as the step towards establishing
design principles intended to help designers consider how long-term use of their
artefacts could maintain and even improve users’ unassisted abilities and reduce
negative impacts of over-reliance.

One of the designed artefacts, the GPS navigation app, has gone through
more rigorous discussions and thus covers wide principles and categories we con-
sidered. We ended up redesigning the GPS app more fully. We present our design
principles, along with illustrations of how apply them, through the redesigned
GPS navigation app, which we call “GPS2.0”.

1. Consider whether the domain you are designing for and the technology and
interactions you are designing, have long-term effects on users’ cognitive abil-
ities. Determine which abilities will be affected and how.

2. Allow users to switch easily between a mode in which the principles are imple-
mented (ability mode), and a mode in which speed, efficiency and accuracy
are the main goals (accuracy mode). Leave the choice of using the ability
or accuracy mode to users, as some may not be concerned with effects of
prolonged technology use, but warn them of the potential consequences.
In Fig. 6d and e, the user is able to easily switch between GPS2.0 mode
where there is more wholesome interaction offering some room for exerting
more mental effort, and normal GPS mode in which the system provides turn-
by-turn instructions. When the system operates in normal mode it displays
a warning message about potential harm to user’s spatial abilities.

3. Show, don’t tell : Don’t show full solution but find a way to help users find
the solution themselves by:

– Suggesting a more wholesome/physical/natural way of solving
– Giving minimal amount of information, in the form of appropriate hint

or quiz to guess or reflect first
– Highlighting user’s error, rather than auto-correcting

In Fig. 6a the system displays a general overview of the entire journey, akin to
physical map, and minimal information in terms of expected duration, num-
ber of main decision points/landmarks and total distance of the journey. In
Fig. 6b–d landmarks and visual cues (i.e. expected scenery or view during
the drive) are used to inform and confirm users about driving directions,
rather than the traditional way of turn-by-turn instructions and distance
measurements.
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Fig. 6. GPS2.0: Proposed design principles applied for redesigning GPS navigation app

4. Hints should not be repeating the same pattern but changing.
When the user requires directions for the same route repeatedly, do not pro-
vide the entire set of hints. Encourage users to recollect from their previ-
ous experience(s) of driving through the same route. Only if they explicitly
request assistance or appear to be lost, provide the hints/suggestions. Even
then, change the nature or pattern of hints.

5. Introduce gamification elements like (a) rewards (b) progression through lev-
els and (c) competition, to ensure sustained use of the app.
As seen in Fig. 6f, the system uses gamification concept of levels and pro-
gression, to encourage users to drive unassisted by GPS as much as possible.
In this particular example, the user has used the app in GPS2.0 mode for a
great part of the journey, thereby attaining the level of “London cab driver”
(whose spatial navigation skills are well-known [45]).
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6. Encourage users to exercise their abilities through data analytics to show how
the abilities progress over time.
The GPS2.0 app tracks how well the user is able to navigate (a) without
assistance of the app and (b) using GPS2.0 mode instead of normal GPS
mode. This information is used in conjunction with gamification elements to
encourage users to continue using their inherent abilities, as shown in Fig. 6f.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have established the necessity for approaching user experience
design from the perspective of reducing and preventing over-reliance on technol-
ogy, and maintaining and possibly even improving users’ cognitive abilities when
used over time. Through investigation of literature on recent design discussions
in the HCI community, persuasive systems, and gamification, we have derived
a set of design principles to help designers consider how long-term use of their
artefacts could maintain and even improve users’ unassisted abilities and reduce
negative impacts of over-reliance.

The principles encourage users to keep using their own unassisted cognitive
abilities in completing a task while also allowing them to get an immediate task
solution. This is an important facet that manifests in the changed tone from the
existing design guidelines. To address the dichotomy between the two modes (i.e.
ability versus accuracy, as described in Sects. 4 and 5), we continue to explore by
expanding the concepts and principles introduced in this paper into a spectrum
for determining the appropriate tradeoff/balance point(s). We hope that our
proposed design approach generates discussions to start the awareness in the
HCI community.
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Abstract. It is necessary to accept new users, retain old users, keep users
active, promote user consumption, and restore the loss of users, after all websites
and products are released online. User operations are almost the core work of the
development of each site or product. So what is the core content of user oper-
ation? The answer is opening source (to pull new users), throttling (to prevent
loss of users), promoting activity (to enhance user activity), Promoting payment
(to stimulate the user to pay conversion). In fact, none of the above contents is
easy to achieve. So we must apply the basic knowledge of the user operations,
combined with the user experience knowledge, to create the operational design
thinking. The operational design thinking can help the sites or products to obtain
a good user experience.

Keywords: User experience design � User operations � Opening source �
Promoting activeness

1 Introduction

Product design is a long and escalating process which includes the following steps, first
of all combining the user needs with the market demands, secondly a series of
development, testing, releasing online, and then understanding the product’s results
through the data feedback, and finally improvement and optimization.

Operation is of great importance for the success of a product. When the product
design and development are completed, the operation can help the product to propa-
gate, promote the user to use, and improve the user retention. So operational design is
very important to make the product live better and longer.

The user experience is a design behavior that runs through the entire product
lifecycle. As the user experience designers, we must fully understand the operational
knowledge, master the design of operational thinking, and design products to meet
users’ needs, in different user operating stages. Products can run better and longer once
they meet the needs of users.

The operations include three aspects: content operations, user operations, and event
operations. This paper is mainly about the user operations, which is most closely
integrated with the user experience and has greatest guiding value for the user expe-
rience design. Mastering the user operational design thinking can help us to improve
the quality and value of the user experience design.
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2 The Importance of the User Operations

It is necessary to accept new users, retain old users, keep users active, promote user
consumption, and restore the loss of users, after all websites and products are released
online. User operations are almost the core work of the development of each site or
product. The content operation, the activity operation, and the evaluation of the KPI are
all determined by the user operations. Besides, the discussions of the user scale, the
user payment, operation data health, as well as other factors are all in fact contained in
the work of user operations. In general, the user operations include the following items:

• First of all: We must fully understand the user structure of our products. For
example, among our users, are men more or women more? How old are they?
Which provinces are they in? How about their education levels? What are they
interested in? Are these data above possible to create common user types?… …
These are the basic data for user analysis.

• Second: We must understand the scale of the users. How many new users? How
many old users? What is the number of the daily growth? What stage are the users
at in their life cycles? When clearing these questions, we can understand the stage of
our website and product, as well as the stage of our users. Then we are able to select
the appropriate user operation method.

• Finally: We must know and understand the data of the user behavior on our website.
By analyzing the data, we can understand why the users come? Why the users
leave? Why the users active? Why the users retained? Only by understanding these
user behaviors, we can use different operating strategies to attract new users, to
active old users, to restore lost users, etc.

Therefore, the core contents of user operations are the opening source (to pull new
users), the throttling (to prevent loss of users), the promoting activity (to enhance user
activity), and the promoting payment (to stimulate the user to pay conversion). In fact,
none of the above contents is easy to achieve. So we must apply the basic knowledge of
the user operations, combined with the user experience knowledge, to create the
operational design thinking. The operational design thinking can help the sites or
products to obtain a good user experience. Referring to the following figure (Fig. 1).

• Opening source: When the users use the product at the first time, we need to ensure
that the user experience is very good in order to attract them to stay.

• Promoting users’ activity: In order to make users like our products and continue
using our products, we must divide the users into sub-groups, and provide them
different quality services based on their different interests.

• Promoting payment: On the basis of users’ psychology, we should seize the needs
of the core users, let the user use the paid features, and then guide the user to pay for
the features.

• Throttling: In order to find the possibly lost users in advance, we should analyze the
behavior of the lost users, and do some operations to recall them.
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3 User Operational Design Thinking

On the basis of the knowledge of the user operations and the knowledge of user
experience, the user operational design thinking can help us to improve the user
experience, to design the satisfactory products, and to follow the law of the user
operations.

3.1 Opening Source (Enhance the User Experience at the First Time)

The purpose of opening source is to expand the number of users. The main tasks
include expanding the registration channels and enhancing the registration rate. From
the perspective of user experience, how to reduce the login threshold is the focus
problem for the designers at this stage. The purposes are to allow users to smoothly and
quickly complete the registration process and to improve the rate of successful regis-
tration. Especially for a new product, we must reduce the registration threshold in order
to obtain more users.

3.1.1 Lower Login Threshold - Third Party Authorization Login
After years of development, the registration of Internet products has been very mature.
Besides the registration way of the product itself, there will be other ways to register,
such as binding registration. Binding registration allows the user of other products to
quickly log on our products by the authorization account. This approach can signifi-
cantly reduce the cost of obtaining the users. For example, the current common login
page, refer to the following figure, prompts users to use the accounts of Sina
microblogging, QQ, and WeChat to directly login the website, which can quickly
increase the user numbers, especially for the new products. Referring to the following
figure (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. User operational design thinking
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3.1.2 Lower Login Threshold - Account Exchange
Many companies not only have one product, but a product group, which are closely
related products. In this case, it is necessary to make full use of any product account to
get through the group of the products in order to reduce the threshold of registration.

For example, Baidu has a number of apps such as Baidu on the phone, Baidu map,
Baidu Nuomi, Baidu take-away, Baidu reading, etc. In order to reduce the login
threshold, Baidu uses the account exchange. The user logged in an app, and his account
information will be recorded. When the user login Baidu’s other apps in the same
phone, it will be prompted whether to use the recorded account to login. Referring to
the following figure (Fig. 3).

This approach greatly reduces the login threshold, and enhances the success rate of
the login. Baidu’s products fully share account resources between each other.

3.1.3 Lower Login Threshold - Product Optimization
With the advent of the age of the mobile Internet, everyone has a mobile phone
number. Mobile phone number is not only convenient to contact, but also very con-
venient to remember. So mobile phone number has gradually become a very important
account information.

It will be more convenient using mobile phone number to register in the app than
using the mailbox to register. Referring to the following figure (Fig. 4).

Fig. 2. Third party authorization login
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Fig. 3. Baidu account exchange

Fig. 4. Using mobile phone number to register
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3.2 Promoting Users’ Activity (Divide the User Group, and so
the Different Design)

The needs of users are very diverse:

• Although each site has the clear positioning and the specific user groups, the users
are still very different. So the demands from the users are certainly different.

• Each user has a specific life cycle (including start-up, growth, active, recession).
The users starting to use the product at the different time, will be in different stages;
Or the users starting to use the product at the same time but having different growth
rates, will also be in different stages. In different life stages of the user, the demands
for natural products are also different.

In summary, regardless of the user’s own differences or their different stages, the
user’s needs are different. So we have to divide the users into groups. For different user
characteristics of different groups, we must do the different designs in order to enhance
the users’ activity. Referring to the following figure (Fig. 5).

In the process of categorizing the user, we found that different types of user group
account differently. The groups with large proportion are named with important user
groups. For these user groups, we should do a special treatment to meet their particular
needs.

For example, the education group, the largest user group, which accounts for 40.8%
in the whole number of users of Baidu Library. They have great demands for viewing
and downloading the educational documents. So we specifically design and deliver
educational VIP for them. The original solution that users can view and download
documents 10 times within a month without the limitation of document types is
upgraded to 15 times a month only with educational documents. For the educational
user group, the membership value is increased by 1.5 times at the same price. While

Fig. 5. The different user groups
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after releasing the new solution, the VIP income is increased with 4.1%, and the ARPU
is increased with 3.6%. Referring to the following figure (Fig. 6).

3.3 Promoting Payment (Pay Before the First Experience)

On the basis of users’ psychology, we should seize the needs of the core users, let the
user use the paid features, and then guide the user to pay for the features. Referring to
the following figure (Fig. 7).

The role of the user experience is important to stimulate users to pay for the
services provided by the products. For example, many products have a membership
system. We can only use the corresponding privileges after purchasing members, while
if we do not buy members, we can only see a bunch of cold copies of the presentation.

Please remember that: The users’ purposes of using the products are not to buy
members, but to meet their specific needs. So a good experience process is: The user

Fig. 6. Classic VIP vs Education VIP

Fig. 7. Pay before vs Pay after
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can try to use the membership functions. After that, if they are satisfied with the
service, they will buy the members. Although this process delays the purchase of
members, the purchase behavior will be more effective, have higher purchase success
rate, and have better purchase experience after the trial.

3.4 The Throttling

Throttling refers to keep the user scale and avoid user loss. The main work mainly
includes analyzing the behaviors of the lost users, finding the possible lost users in
advance, and recalling users through operation. So the core of the user experience is:
earlier prevention, earlier recall. Referring to the following figure (Fig. 8).

So we need to analyze the same characteristics of the lost users. Such as whether
the registration channels are the same or not, the gender ratio, the age, the behavior
characteristics, the interest characteristics, and so on.

For example, the rate of users who upload their pictures in the lost users is only
20%, while at the same time, the rate of the users who upload the picture in the
remaining users is 80%. So uploading the head picture is a very important indicator,
which can determine whether the user will be lost.

Many people think that uploading avatars is a very small function, which is not
involved in the user’s core functions. But the small picture obviously has a butterfly
effect. For example, in the SNS virtual community, the avatar photos allow others to
understand our preferences at the first glance. If it is a true picture, the user will be very
easy to be recognized by their friends. So the avatar photo is very important to build
their user relationships.

In summary, first of all, we need to find the same performance of the lost users.
Once the users show these performance, it indicates that these users having the trend to
be lost. We need to recall these users in advance.

Fig. 8. User growth model
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4 Conclusion

After releasing a new product, it is necessary to attract new users, retain old users, keep
users active, promote user consumption and restore the loss of users. It can be seen that
user operation has become the core of the online products. On the basis of the oper-
ational knowledge and the user experience knowledge, the user operational design
thinking can guide the user experience design, help us to design the satisfying products
and to follow the law of the user operations.

Acknowledgements. Thanks again to Operation methodology created by Professor Zhang
Liang, which gives me deep thinking of Internet Operation.
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Abstract. With the breakthrough of the confinements of materials by Screen
Technology, it has ushered in another kind of expression mode, which is
detached from the sense of distance featured by technology and is fused with the
realistic world. The appearance of the screen media which surpasses the defi-
nition of papers but has costs lower than paper would once again subvert the
human visual experience and life habits. As a kind of new means of visual
language, since the 1960s, interface design has brought the world brand new
design concepts and design norms. The human beings’ entry into the intelligent
era has been much more rapid than expected, and this has brought design
tremendous impacts and challenges, but has also brought the designers
boundless possibilities. Under the influence of visual language for interface
designs, designers wonder how to conduct designs and in reverse it would aid
such an era to a certain place. The Author proposes that in the visual language
for interface designs there exists a developmental trend from “fear to be unseen”
to “fear to be seen”; meanwhile it is also proposed that the visual language for
interface designs features profound effects and behavior planning on the con-
ventional graphic design. This Paper holds that there would be no development
of interface design without the screen, and the development map of the interface
designs would put forward new requirements on the development process of the
screen. It can be said that the screen has shaped the temperament of the modern
technological society featuring constant fusion and merging. The appearance of
the screen established a boundary, but this boundary possesses boundless
integration and merging ability, and this is not only manifested in the exter-
nalized substance, but is more manifested in people’s hearts. The boundary
between substances is disappearing.

Keywords: Screen technology � Interface design � Graphic user interface

1 From “Fear to Be Unseen” to “Fear to Be Seen”

From “Fear to be Unseen” to “Fear to be Seen”, and what such a process of sim-
plification indicates is the elevation of the users’ abilities… The Author.

When tracing the development of the scroll bars in the visual language for interface
designs during the desktop era, we would discover that there exists a process of
simplification, but this process does not simplify for the mere purpose of simplification,
and neither is it a transformation of the aesthetic angle on the visual organs. The Author
names this process a process from “fear to be unseen” to “fear to be seen”; for the users
of the Xerox Star era in 1981, many people failed to understand that the world of screen
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is something that can scroll ahead in an unlimited way. The world can scroll ahead
without any limits; in the era of viewing TV, the users were only responsible for
receiving the signals transmitted from the screen. However, in front of a PC, if no
command is given, it would have no response of any kind, and a scroll bar is just one of
the most important breakthroughs in the visual language for interface designs. In order
to enable the users to understand and use such a function, the design of its visual
images involved being fearful of not being seen by the users, and the rolling direction
of the arrow was a metaphorical expression with the arrow being pushed upward from
downward and moved from upward to downward. However, such a metaphori-
cal expression incurred some changes in the scroll bar design of the Apple Lisa
interface language in 1983, and under the guidance of direct perception and clearance
and no need for more considerations, moving upward means the upward moving of the
page and moving downward means the downward moving of the page. In 2007, in the
visual language for interface designs of iPhone iOS, the arrow for scroll bars was
eliminated. This indicated that with the popularization of the PCs, under the long-term
influence of the visual language for interface designs, users’ comprehension of the
operations of the interface has been substantially elevated, and without the excessive
interpretations of the visualized language, the users are able to understand the screen
can be scrolled, so the indicative role of the scroll bar’s functions were lowered, and its
visual images gradually subsidized; when necessary, users would take the initiative to
find it, and its function only indicates the position of the current scrolling (Fig. 1).

It took two-third of the 20th century for the PCs to be transformed from their
gigantic sizes to the desktops, from military applications to civilian uses, from super
users to individuals, from the mechanical moving to the intelligence of the screen
interface. At present, desktops, notebooks, and palm PCs coexist. Not only can PCs
assist you in doing your jobs, learning and entertainment, they can even help you at any
time. People no longer need to worry about the differences in applications brought
about by the changes in sizes. Regardless any forms, the similar interfaces and the same
applications are operated.

Fig. 1. The scroll bar development from 1981 to 2011
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PCs have made our modern living become so unconventional; however, what is the
thing that integrates such seemingly disorderly life needs? It is the screen, and the
visual language for interface designs. The interface created by the screen is just like an
all-mighty pocket, while the visual language for interface designs contains and inte-
grates people’s constant life needs on the same platform, and this process is still in
progress. The fusion ability of the screen interface has failed to reach its limits.

On one hand, portable PCs have been transformed into today’s notebook PCs along
its own route of development; on the other hand, it sped up the advent of palm PCs, and
quickened the appearance of palm PCs, thus enhancing the development of the screen
interfaces of smaller sizes; this was closely associated with the advancement of the
screen technology. The emergence of such a group of flat screens as LED made the
screen sizes more flexible.

1.1 Interfaces Without Any Need for Thinking About Operations

The inception of the “Palm PCs” concept was not aimed at making “smaller PCs”;
instead, it made endeavors to explore the “handwriting PCs”. SketchPad was just a
model of the handwriting PC, which was invented in 1963 by Ivan Sutherland by
American computer scientist as well as the pioneer of the Internet. The Author holds
that the Sketchpad which had initially solved the problem of handwriting entry should
be the father of palm PCs. This is because only with the emergence of handwriting
entry that people would imagine regarding the screen as a piece of waste paper and
hold it in hand and make entries in the mode of writing with a pen. What SketchPad
used was already a kind of touch screen interactive technique; however, it was not until
the 21st century that such a touch Screen Technology began to gradually enter the
ordinary families; the crucial element lied in that there was a lack of the flexible and
changeable screen technologies and application software that could match them.

SketchPad enabled its inventor Ivan Sutherland to be awarded the 1988 Turing
Award. What is noteworthy is that the fact an invention of the 1960s was awarded the
highest award in computer technology indicated that the importance of that invention
was not substantiated until the 1980s. The end of the 1980s was the golden era for the
development of the flat screen technology, and it was also the golden era for the
development of interfaces. Upon the sufficient preparation of technology, SketchPad
provided a multitude of PC developers with a new orientation of development. Such an
event is a verification of the Author’s viewpoint: The SketchPad with pen entry was an
infancy of the modern palm PCs, with the only difference being that such a pen was
now replaced by the finger. Its emergence has re-written the interactive relation
between the humans and the screen. We should know that before its advent, people
were only able to communicate with a screen through the mode of the intervention of a
third party. Its emergence provided humans and the screen with a “touch” type inter-
action relation, and such a kind of new relation is bound to guide human beings in
advancing towards an intelligent era that is freer and broader.

The working goal of Ivan Sutherland for the invention of SketchPad was a hope
that the users could have better communication with the PCs and the communication
speed could also be substantially elevated. Indeed, there was nothing that was more
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direct the “touch-response” type communication. However, there was also a regret, i.e.
SketchPad still failed to accomplish the entry of texts. The “Light-Pen” it used to be a
kind of photosensitive input device; it allowed the users to conduct operations on the
CRT screens and get direct responses; however, such a device was not sensitive enough
to express more detailed things, such as words as well as complicated images; what is
more, it failed to manipulate the sizes of the entry contents. Despite all these, this was
only a new start; during the end of the 1980s, under the stimulation of the screen
technology as well as the development of technologies, SketchPad began to be valued
or even led to the advent of a new term that matched it Pen Computing”.

It took about 3 decades for the desktop PCs to develop to palm PCs. During this
period, there were technological developments, and also the users’ expectations and
adaptations. GUI has played an important role, and it was the popularization of GUI
that sped up the users’ quests for palm mobile smart terminals.

From the end of the 1980s to the early 1990s, prior to the advent of Palm, some
embryonic forms of the tablet PCs had emerged, such as GRIDpad, Workslate,
Momenta, Go, Casio Zoomer, Sony Magic, as well as Apple Newton, which was a
model of the Apple, and these tablet PCs all adopted the interactive mode of pen entry;
nevertheless, most of them were not clearly positioned and were highly priced;
although their hardware was meticulously made, their functions failed to match it; most
importantly, the user interface designs were not ideal and failed to entice users; they all
came to a demise on the market.

What are the PCs that can represent the future? Jeff Hawkins, who developed GRiD
Compass as well as GRIDpad holds that the desktop PCs, as the personal computers,
are still too over-sized, too complicated and too power-consuming for the future, and
the PCs needed by everyone should be a small type electronic device, which can be
placed in a handbag or even the pocket.

The extended meaning of the word Palm means the palm, and Jeff Hawkins defined
the success of Palm on size, price as well as speed. The link that connected these four
items was the “interface”. For a desktop, there should be a distance of at least 60 cm
between the users and the PCs for viewing; however, for a palm device, the viewing
distance was greatly reduced, so it was inevitable to adjust the interface. Palm’s GUI
was guided by the rapid online of the cursor, and the users’ most commonly used
functions are placed on the most conspicuous positions. In order to avoid the misop-
eration caused by the numerous and small keys, efforts were also made on the Palm to
reduce the number of buttons on the hardware, with the conversion to the use of a set of
virtual keyboard and handwriting pen was used for entry, and it did not take long to
realize the replacement of the writing pen with the finger.

“The differences of Palm’s GUI with the desktop are not only manifested in such an
interactive mode as “Navigation”, but also in such a variety of aspects as the charac-
teristics of the menus, reading experience, active control and accessibility. Prior to the
advent of the handwriting era, Palm had found one possibility of solution for the
development of palm PCs. Palm also had a highly featured interface configuration, i.e.
the command shortcuts, as well as some special combinations of Graffiti. They enabled
the users to bypass the menus and rapidly execute the commands. Such an approach; on
one hand, they elevated the efficiency of the skilled users, but, on the other hand, it
required the users to memorize more things.
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1.2 From WIMP to FIMS

Since the 1990s, the expansion of Microsoft Windows exerted tremendous amount of
pressure on the Apple. However, the situation saw a fortunate turn in the early 20th

century. In January, 2007, Steve Jobs released the iPhone on the MacWorld Confer-
ence, announcing the formal advent of the era of the smart cell phone GUI. It was
indicated by the previous statements of the Apple that the iPhone team used to intend to
rely on the original mature interface system; however, the reason for their original
abandoning was something of great interests. However, the Author holds that the
crucial reason of the problem lied in the “screen”. From desktop to palm, the screen’s
sizes had been changed, and the interactions among humans must have a mode that can
adapt to these changes (Fig. 2).

The Author holds that the visual language for interface designs under the popu-
larization of the smart cell phones had seen some changes, and transformation from the
screen viewing mode and the operation mode exerted real-time changes on the prin-
ciples of the visual language for interface designs. The Pointer (P) in WIMP had totally
vanished in the smart cell phones, and the language mode of the interface designs of the
windows (W) had also become extremely vague, or had even vanished, with them
replaced by the users’ finger (F), and the users’ fingers becoming the most important
element for interactions with the screen; the emergence of windows was also replaced
by the sizes of the screens themselves, so users no longer consider the contents of
different windows and only need to be concerned about the contents that are ongoing
on the current screen. The users can manipulate the screen with the near-perfect
“pinching, extending, shortening and expanding” and “inertial scrolling”, thus making
the application programs more natural and more real-time. This is a gigantic step
forward. The geniuses of the Apple Company creatively subverted the human per-
ception of machines. It enabled “humans” to be closer to children; we all know that
when the children perceive this world at the initial stage, the direct responses brought
about by the “touching” could usually bestow upon them a sense of achievement and
they can obtain an incentive for “continuing”.

Fig. 2. From WIMP to FIMS (F represents Finger, I represents Icon, M represents Menu and S
represents the Screen)
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In 1993, the Apple Company used to promulgate a 415-page Human Interface
Guidelines.1 When renewing the OS, the Apple conducted revisions on this “Guide-
lines”. Through the revision process, we can see the developments and changes in from
human interface visual language for interface designs over the past 20 years. In 1995,
the established “Human Interface Principles” pointed out for the users the development
orientation of human interface in the future for the Apple. The users here mainly
referred to the then program developers and the interface designers. This principle was
divided into a total of 11 parts, namely: Metaphors, Direct Manipulation,
See-and-Point, Consistency, WYSIWYG, User Control, Feedback and Dialog, For-
giveness, Perceived Stability, Aesthetic Integrity as well as Modelessness.

After the birth of iPhones, the Apple leaped into the era of iOS, with the original
“principles” being unable to fully support the development of human interface visual
language for interface designs. Therefore, in 2008, the Apple started the gradual
adjustments on the “principles”, and Perceived Stability, Modelessness, Forgiveness
and Mental-Model, etc. were abolished, with the additions of “Explicit and Implied
Actions”. Soon, after the release of iOS 4, See and Point also disappeared from the
iOS’ “principles”. There had also been substantial changes in the rankings of the
various items of the “principles”, and I the list of “principles” released in 2015,
“Aesthetic Integrity” had been ranked top, with “Metaphors” and “User Control”
ranked the last ones.

Through such changes, the Author holds that during its development the visual
language for interface designs has been transformed from the concepts of technology
and functions to the concepts of providing higher quality, from the mode of guiding,
constructing and encouraging the users’ uses to the elevation of the users’ conscious
uses, from the interactions of human-machine interface to the interactions of
human-machine content. Such items that have disappeared in the list of “principles” as
detectability, feedback, evoking and consistency were not useless in the true sense; the
only difference is that with the elevation of the users’ abilities, those items have become
trivial.

For the current vast PC users, the important thing is not the indications of functions,
but rather “viewable” and “usable” contents, as well as the interactions with these
contents. In the latest iOS 9, we can easily see such changes. Deference Principle
display of UI should facilitate the users in better comprehending the contents and have
interactions with them, rather than dispersing the users’ concentration on the contents
themselves. Clarity Principle requires that the texts of various fonts should be clarified
and legible, the icons be precise and conspicuous, and the excessive modifications
should be eliminated so as to substantiate the key points so as to drive the designs with
content functions. Depth Principle encourage the sense of levels of vision as well as the
interactive animations, and these would bestow upon the UI new vigor and facilitate the
users in better comprehending and elevating the users’ sense of pleasure during the
application process.

Under iOS, the visual language for interface designs is limited, and this is the
possibility that was brought about by the technologies and behaviors which was

1 Apple Computer Inc. (1993).Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines, Addison-Wesley Professional.
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provided by the iOS. This possibility makes the job of interface designers transformed
into the interface designs for various kinds of application programs. The visual lan-
guage of the application programs would impact the executions of the background
programs, and it would also affect the users’ behaviors, or even influence the contents
of the programs. The iOS provides each APP with a uniformed platform, thus enabling
them to substantiate the core functions, and manifest the associations, and meanwhile
bring the users direct and detailed experience and the impressions with rational
modifications. The point of the drive APP interfaces lies in the content and functions,
rather than in precedents and the various prior hypotheses. Aesthetic Integrity does not
simply mean how pretty an APP interface is, but rather refers to whether the APP’s
out-appearance is perfectly combined with the functions. The APPs used for handling
the practical jobs are usually the simplified and modified UI elements, and its impor-
tance lies in the tasks themselves, and they are transmitted to the users in such a way,
and it is the unification of this APP in objectives and features. If the contents are not
considered and only the bazaar and flaring interfaces are provided, this would cause the
users to fail to comprehend them and give rise to a mood of displeasure and contra-
diction. The consistency in the mode of interface language is to ensure the users can
make references to the relevant knowledge and experience in the previous uses. This
item does not serve as an encouragement for copying, but rather the sufficient uti-
lization of the experience advantages brought about by normalization and hipping.
Direct Manipulation allows users to directly manipulate the objects on the screen and it
is no longer necessary to accomplish them via the operation of a third-party control.
This is extremely important for the users’ dedication in the tasks themselves, and can
more easily help the users comprehend and imagine the outcomes of the operations.
The screen’s “multi-touch technology” enables the users to truly experience the con-
venience of direction operations. Through the means of gesture operation, the mouse is
discarded and the keyboard light medium, thus bestowing upon the users more sense of
intimacy, as well as a sense of control for the interface. Feedback is a response to the
users’ operations, thus enabling the users to be assured that their own requests are being
processed. Users hope that when operating the controls, they can receive real-time
feedback; in case the operation process is lengthy, it would be necessary to constantly
display the progress of the renewed operations. Metaphor refers to the reflection of the
virtual world to the realistic world, with a “folder” being a typical example’ in the true
world, people use folders to holding things. Therefore, in PCs, the placements of files
into folders can be rapidly understood. There are also many examples of metaphors: for
example, in the gaming, the dragging, rolling and sliding of objects; the sliding of
bidirectional switches; the rolling of pictures; and selections conducted through a
selector, etc., which enable the users to control them. User Control refers to the users’
sufficient Authority, but meanwhile assists the users in avoiding the perilous outcomes.
Sufficient Authorities can help the users better familiarize, comprehend and memorize
them, but this is not at the sacrifice of devastation. For the mistaken and dangerous
operations, it is very important for the users to have a chance to halt and return to a
certain phase.

The current visual language for interface designs have drawn humans and the
machine to a highly close position. The machine would also make responses according
to the humans’ desires, and this is also the objective for human beings’ constant
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promotion of technological innovation and the interface developments. Under such a
condition, the job of interface design has become more complex and much broader,
because it has tasted the benefits, and the users with elevated abilities would have more
demands so as to satisfy their ceaseless demands for living.

In contrast to iOS’ standardized visual language for interface designs, for a long
time Android has retained in the developments of the functions and applications. The
users’ interface GUIs were accomplished by the various manufacturers of cell phones
themselves; therefore, we would see different cell phones have different modes of
visual languages for interface designs. However, the behavioral modes were mostly the
mimics of the iOS. In 2014, Google released the design language texts for “Material
Design”, thus specifying an orientation for the developers and designers of Android. In
contents, this “Material Design” which is similar to the Apple’s “Human Interface
Guidelines” also featured its own characteristics. Seen from the objectives, “Material
Design” was aimed at providing the cell phones, tablet PCs and desktops and “other
platforms” with a broader “out-appearance and sensation”. What was established by
Google was a rather broad framework rather than a uniformed platform. It only
included three design principles, namely “metaphors”, “sharpness�image�thoughtful-
ness”, as well as “significant animation effects”. “Metaphor” means the construction of
a “substantial metaphor” through the construction of systematic dynamic effects and the
rational utilization of space. The unconventional sense of touching is the basis for the
substance, and this inspiration originated from the research on paper and ink. Such a
principle of Android is forward-looking, and it is believed that with the technological
advancements, it will have an enormous future perspective for applications. The
stimulations of the surfaces and edges of the substances can provide a visual experience
based on the true effects, and the familiar sense of touching can incite the users to
rapidly have comprehension and cognition. The diversity of the substances would also
provide more and rich design effects with practical significance. Meanwhile, the sim-
ulations of “light effect, surface texture and sense of motion” can better interpret the
intersection relation, spatial relations as well as trajectory of motion between the
substances. What is implied in “sharpness�image�thoughtfulness” means that in the
handling of the basic elements, aided by such conventional printing designs as layout,
grids, space, proportions and color configuration and image applications. These basic
graphic design norms have direct experience to follow in such aspects as delighting the
users, constructing the visual hierarchies, visual meaning as well as visual focusing.
Through the meticulous selections of colors, images as well as the fonts and blanks that
are proportional, it creates a distinctive and vivid visual language for user interface,
thus providing the users with an operational guidance and entice the users to be
immersed in it. Meanwhile, Google held that “meaningful animation effects (abbre-
viated as animation effects)” not only can give effective hints and guide the users’
behaviors; in addition, they can change the sense of touching of the integral designs.
Meaningful and rational “animation effects” can make the substance changes look more
consistent and smoother, and they can make the users more dedicated to the changes
that are talking place and will take place.

The visual language for interface designs has become the most important compo-
nent of the mobile palm PCs, and without an excellent interface language, even there is
a faster, better and more stable system, its function cannot be brought into play. When
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the screen definition of cell phones has reached the equivalent level of the definition of
the desktop PCs, or is even higher, users would prefer to use cell phones, because it has
broken through the limitations of locations, while its control mode is more direct and
rapid. In contrast to PCs’ development, the development of touch screen smart mobile
devices was just a phenomenon in the past few years; however, many people would
discover that we have become used to such an interactive mode as touching; some-
times, we would unconsciously use gestures on the desktop PCs. It was the touch type
screen technology that has cast the current era in which the interface is prevalent.

1.3 Aesthetic Integrity

Prior to the advent of the screen, its important value lied in “displaying” and “repro-
duction”. The impacts brought about by it were: it turned out that not only are we able
to reproduce the “reality”, we can also reproduce the “reality” dynamically. It means of
interactions with humans is that we can decide to view or not to view them, as well as
what contents to view within a limited scope. As for the contents that are seen, they are
predetermined, and they are not determined by the wills of an individual user. At this
time, the interface is “the hard interface”, with twisting, pressing and drawing being the
main stream. For each user, these actions have represented “modernity”. In the novel
Gulliver’s Travels created by Jonathan Swift in 1726, the plot that surpassed the reality
was still a kind of groundless and far-fetched illusions. However, the sci-fi writer Jules
Verne of the 19th century had already begun considering the future “reality”. The
screen provides such imaginations with a perfect platform, and sci-fi movies are an
important category of the movie families. Incredible future, machine wonders, mad
scientists, stars and space, etc. through such movies, people predict the future. The
development of the screen technology has shortened the distances between these
predictions and the reality.

When the screen has become a standard configuration for PCs, the interactive mode
of “input-response” closely associates the PCs and the users. From military applications
to business and civilian uses, the scope of users has been constantly expanded. The
hard interface was transformed to the soft interface. The development of the interfaces
better conforms to the expectations of single users, and with the establishment of the
GUI concept, the users’ abilities have been gradually enhanced, and conversely, this
has impacted the development direction of the technology. With the impressive ele-
vations of such core elements of the screen technology as “pixel”, “definition”, “color
gamut”, “viewable area”, “contrast” and “response time”, the degree of freedom that
can be manifested by the interface has become increasingly bigger, the colors clearer
and brighter, the sizes more flexible and changeable, and the operations simpler and
more convenient. The boundary between the PC design and substance design is dis-
appearing. Anything that can be imagined can almost be turned into reality. However,
designs still can be distinguished as being good or poor; then, what are the norms for
judgments?

The Author holds the opinion that design does not exist in an isolated way, and all
the designs are the methods for problem solutions under various restraints. For the
boundaries, when a technology is still at the initial stage, the excessively high design
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requirements are nothings but “far-fetched ideas”; technological advancement and
technological orientation will be the fundamentals; when technologies have developed
to a certain extent, the space provided for “designs” will be expanded, and at this time,
the importance of “designs” will be substantiated. This is because fundamentally
speaking, technological developments need APPs, and no matter where the APPs are
used, there will be a need to the subjects of APPs, i.e. the users; the users’ needs are the
service subjects of “designs”. During the initial period of the interface development, the
engineers were the first ones to appear and were the most important roles; but inter-
estingly, at the crucial links of the interface developments, we could all see the figures
of the designers and artists. It was due to their participations that the GUIs could have
been manifested in a more ideal way. At present, engineers and designers are coop-
erating in various means; however, through the event that amendment of the Human
Interface Guidelines by the Apple listed Aesthetic Integrity on the top rank, we shall
have a new positioning of the role played by the designers in the interface develop-
ment. By GUI, graphs is placed before the users, and the graphs with adequacies and
Aesthetics are the preconditions of the user interface and they are the reliance for the
users’ comprehensions; and they are an important basis for the elevation of the users’
experience. In the views of the Author, those designers who can design ideal interfaces
should be interdisciplinary; on one hand, they should be highly aware the extent of
technological development and know the bottom lines of the technological realizations;
on the other hand, they also should grasp the users’ demands and are capable of
providing the users with more functions.

Current designers can already use better techniques, but there have been no fun-
damental changes in the nature of designs and it still stands on top of the art and
practicality. People with a grasp of art history all know that there was nothing that had
not totally existed before and people have always been standing on the shoulders of the
giants, with reliance of the previous experience, and some of the experience is close to
the present, while others are distant; the flashing of inspirations usually had some
trigger points. The screen is a virtual window, while the interface is a desktop in
imagination, and we would place some images on the desktop and to a large extent,
they originated from people’s habits of sorting and classification. This can be exem-
plified by a simple example, i.e. why are artists used to do paintings using the pixel
points on the he screen? It is quite simple that fundamentally speaking, rugs,
embroidery and mosaic are all arts that are created using the alignments of points. Such
truth is not only reflected in the subjects of art history, it also has similar manifestations
in such a multitude of humanity disciplines as sociology, history and information
communication. As pointed out by Marshall McLuhanin his work Understanding
media: The content of each medium is another kind of medium2. Its intrinsic conno-
tation means that the media would become increasingly, and would have hierarchies
with the sequences of history. The older medium was always the content of a newer
medium. For example, as a relatively “older” medium, movies are always the topics
and contents of the “new” media TV and the PCs. What they interpreted is just such a
principle. A good design is a product of the synthetic actions of the social environment

2 Marshall McLuhan (1964). Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man, Signet Books.
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and technological developments, users’ needs and aesthetics, and the medium itself is
not the whole content. What is important is that the designers must be aware what they
are able to do, what people need, as well as what kinds of tools can be used.

Users are positioned in the front end of the interface, and, using the existing entry
modes—the mouse, keyboard, monitor and touch screen for operating the various kinds
of modes of interfaces–WIMP interface, web-based interfaces, gesture-based interfaces,
and voice-based interfaces, etc. in the various kinds of PC terminals—PCs, TV sets,
smart cell phones, and tablet PCs, the application programs are run. On one hand,
whether an application program can benefit the users has to do with the modes of input
and output; most importantly, it is related to the interfaces. Technologies have provided
the interface’s degree of freedom with space, the primary the technology, the smaller
the space, and the greater the gas from the users; the higher the technology, the greater
the design space of the interfaces, and the closer of its relation to the users. At present,
in contrast to the past, the screen technologies closely associated with interfaces have
been developed to a certain height, with the confinements on interface design gradually
diminished, and this has deepened the users’ dependence on the interfaces, thus
manifesting the greater importance of excellent interface designs. Meanwhile, the
interfaces’ connotation and denotation have also been expanded. In the era when the
PCs were still the auxiliary tools of personal jobs, the interfaces included the interfaces
for the desktops and programs.

Under such a condition, it is held by the Author that the current development of
interfaces should follow several principles. Firstly, it involves “simpler and more
direct”, and everyone is equal in front of science and technology; the job of a designer
should be making efforts to enable more users to experience the convenience of
technology, so efforts should be made to avoid any designs that could result in the
users’ perplexities. Users can no longer need to save the complicated instructions, and
can effectively use the interfaces when driving, walking and queuing. People do not
need to abandon the various kinds of screens to be able to return to the simple living,
for these screen interfaces will become simpler and more direct and more integrated,
and the “enthusiasts of electrical appliances” and the “old antiques” will all find modes
that suit their needs. Secondly, it involves being “safer and clearer feedback”, and the
users no longer need to worry about the leakage and losing of data. The accident
incidence of users when using these screen interfaces will be reduced. Meanwhile, the
era of big data has brought the users with convenience, but also panics, and the
association of the online identity and the real identity will become closer; the protection
of privacy and the safety of interface operation should be one direction for the future.
Thirdly, it means a “cleaner environment”, and users can be more dedicated to the
interface operations without being disturbed by irrelevant events, unless they intend to
do so. At the same time, the program association will be enhanced so as to prevent the
users from making constant searches in the complex structures. Fourthly, it is the “more
coordination of the interface and contents”, without the sensation of the interface’s
existence and better utilization of its content should be a higher state of the interface
designs. Design is not aimed for being more obvious, more substantial’ excessive
beautifying will not necessarily bring about better outcomes; but conversely it means
you have a commanding view from a vantage ground and it involves disrespect for the
users.
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1.4 An Opportunity for New Breakthroughs

The word “medium” is the translation of the English word “medium”, and its Latin
source was “Medius”, which denotes “being in the middle”, and contains the meaning
of “communication”. Historically, its concept has been rather complex, and the con-
notation of “medium” we use today was established in the 1960s, which was an
important period for the development of TV sets and PCs. In Chinese, it is translated
into “Mei Jie”, which is a highly adequate wording. By “Mei”, according to Zhou Li, a
classical book in ancient China, “it is something that brings together two things of
different kinds; as for the wording “Jie”, according to XunZi, a classical book I ancient
China, “When the dukes meet, you serve as a Jie”. Such two wording ideally interprets
the connotation of this expression meaning “being in an important intermediate posi-
tion and features the function of communication”. In a broad sense, languages, liter-
ature and music are all media; however, since they were not established ad inherited by
the social organizations, they are called “informal media”.

As seen by the Author, within the visible scope, screen technology will have
parallel development along such three directions as “material revolution”, “display
revolution” and transformation of operational mode”. Through the decades of devel-
opment, there is no doubt about the 2-D display capacity of the screens; the emergences
and applications of multiple touching and press control have also brought the advan-
tages of the screen’s “touch” operational mode into extreme. Within a few years, the
screen will still rely on “glass” as the medium, becoming bigger, thinner, lighter, more
durable, brighter and clearer. It will also try some changes in shapes, such as bending
and folding. The ePaper has appeared, and this mainly a monitor that adopts the
technique of electrophoresis Display, EPD, and can be as thin as a piece of paper, and
can be bent and erased. It is quite possible that it will play an important role in the
not-too-distant future. If its industry can replace paper, it will greatly enhance the
conversation of energy, and people will be able to bid a farewell to the embarrassment
and frustrations of having to find a cell phone everywhere; the PCs will be fused with
the office environment, thus saying good-bye to a computer configuring mode featuring
“the mainframe-screen-keyboard-mouse”.

The operational mode of the screen would also see changes accordingly, and
multi-touch and press touch will be realized in a greater scope. With the assistance of
the “gestures”, the screen will become more intimate with humans. As n important
organ for the using of tools by humans, the hand receives the direct commands of the
brain and such behaviors as expansion, shrinking, sliding, clicking, pressing and trial
are closer to the instincts, probably, just like the Author, you have often heard people
mention that the current children seem to be born for the PCs, and they feature innate
strong controllability on the PCs. In fact, the PCs have found a mode to be more
intimate with the humans. The PCs have finally become a tool that differ from auto-
mobiles and they need no drivers’ license, and even children can use them for con-
ducting learning and having amusement. As the aids of “gestures”, the development
perspective for voice control can also be seen, with the Apple iOS already having the
voice assistant SIRI; although it still has flaws in the aspect of voice identification, it
has certainly made s gigantic leap forward in the aspect of voice control technique.
Regarding voice input, voice companion and voice control, etc., voice will become
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another bright spot for the screen following the gestures. Regarding the aspect of screen
displays, it is quite obvious that 2-D has already failed to satisfy the market needs, and
3D effects would be a better option. This should be a beneficial transition to the
all-rounded transformation to the “full image”.

With the technology with “glass” as the screen being developed into an extreme
value, within a period of time, people would rack their brains to expand the screen’s
extensions, and anywhere with glass will be screens, such as car windows, household
windows, mirrors and photo frames. People can watch news while brushing their teeth;
and in the social public areas, there will no longer be a need to hang the display panels
high on the wall; and for the buildings themselves, even all the plugs for the electrical
power, telephone and the Internet will disappear, and all the wall surfaces are com-
posed of a material similar to a e-screen; all the electrical appliances have wireless
power supplies, and lighting fixtures will disappear, for the ceiling and any a wall
surface will become a lighting device; in addition, t is possible to create different
lighting effects according to the setups of the programs. Finally, a day will come when
people will consider abandoning the substantial body of the “screen”. What is note-
worthy is that the glass material mentioned in this Paper does not specifically denote
the glass in the sense of physics, but rather the glass surfaces and they may also be
transparent films.

With the abandonment of the “glass” screens, the conventional tablet substances
will gradually come to demise, with the “Virtual Reality” being the best alternative.
Currently, such a trend has begun to be substantiated, and “Virtual Reality,VR” and
“Augmented Reality, AR” are the products that symbolize the future. The emergence of
the VR concept was actually in the 1980s and it refers to a technique that can cast a 3-D
dynamic scene; through the users’ substantial behaviors, it can enable them to be
engrossed in the scene. Such a technique features strong practical significance and can
provide assistance to such a multitude of fields as urban planning, training of special
professions, and the protection and restoration of tangible and intangible cultural relics.
Currently, there have been relevant products on the market, such as Oculus Rift, which
is mainly applied in gaming so as to elevate the users’ experience of being in the scene
in gaming. Oculus Rift uses a head-mounted display device and it has accumulated
some experience in the casting of realistic scenes. Its development is only a matter of
time. The technique of Augmented Reality, AR involves the integration of the virtual
images into the realistic scenes and can also support the users in having interactions
with them. In contrast to VR, there are some variations in the users’ senses of existence.

For the AR, the virtual images are combined in a realistic scene nod what people
perceive is still the reality, the only difference being that the reality was added new
“furniture”, such as interface, operations, data, texts and the contents that the users
intend to view. It does not make the users in other locations; instead, it only “augments”
the users’ status of current existence, and the Reality Goggles of BMW MINI and
Google Glass, as well as the Hololens of the Microsoft are just the techniques of this
kind. Take the Reality Goggles as an example, when the glasses are worn, not only a
user’s personal information can be displayed, it can also display such auxiliary contents
as speed, navigation and telephone alarm, and even through the cameras mounted on the
cars, a user can also realize the “transparent eyes” and have a full view of the actual
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situations inside and outside the vehicle. For VR, people’s experience is fused with the
virtual scenes and is totally detached with the surrounding realistic world.

Under guidance, human senses are transformed from reality to fiction. People are
no longer seated at the door for viewing; but rather open the door and walk into it. It is
quite probable that this will be the ultimate morphology for the future transformation of
the screen. Through the reconstruction of a world, human beings would bring about a
substantial leap-forward for their life experience, and they can be placed in the space to
view the vast galaxies; they can also be placed in the ancient time to see the migration
of the dinosaurs. In contrast to AR, VR has a stronger sense of immersion; in com-
parison to VR, AR features a greater degree of freedom. Therefore, in the future, AR’s
application scope will be much broader and enduring, while VR will possess obvious
advantages in some specific fields. Regardless AR or VR, their speeds of development
have become increasingly faster. Nevertheless, for the present, they are nothing more
than the trial products of a handful enthusiasts or technicians. Their main resistance
stems from the PCs’ ability to have real-time rendering of HD images, for only when
this problem is solved, the users can sense the existence of the VR scenes and would
incite the revolution of the developments of the screen and the interface.

GUI, as a derivative of the screen technology and the means of the visual language
of the interface visual language, will walk onto a new path of development by taking
the changes of screen technology as an opportunity. Firstly, its key point will be
somewhat shifted, walking from “desktop” to contents. With the constant elevation of
the users’ abilities, the desktops themselves no longer seem too important, and the
important things are the contents contained in them. APP interfaces will replace the
desktops and become the main topic for desktop developments. How can payments be
simpler and safer, how can the various APPs be better connected and have mutual
benefits, how can the APPs be better compatible in different equipment and different
systems, and how can socialization be become more convenient and swift? Such
questions are the issues faced by the interface designs within a certain period of time.
This is not the future, and it is already the “present continuous tense”. If we are more
careful, we will discover that: when we turn on a PC or use a cell phone, the time for
retention on the screen has been constantly reduced; usually, we retain on various APP
interfaces. After the screen had made a breakthrough in the limits of materials, the
boundary formed by the interfaces will not disappear within a certain period of time;
this is because the gate for the association of the virtual world and the realistic world
still relies on the interfaces to conduct indexing for the construction of a virtual world.
By then, the interface designs will be conducted centering on the virtual reality, and
under AR, if we want to discard a file, maybe we only need to stretch our hand to grab
it and throw it into a virtual waste basket. But under the VR condition, what we are
faced with may be one after another door, and if we have taken a wring way, then we
can turn around and walk out of it. Despite this fact, the mode of interface language
will see some changes, and people can find another kind of mode for association with
the virtual world; and people can also walk ahead amid a virtual maze. Such a way s
bound to exist, such as voice control, gesture, face identification and motion capture.
Through more effective means, it is possible to covey commands and obtain responses,
and the language of the graphic interfaces will lose a great field.
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In the future, a brand new interface design language will be needed for coping with
the connections and interactions between the realistic world and the virtual world.
Under the influences of the changes of technologies and the interface structures, the
interface design language shall be transformed from a passive state to an active state,
and this is because the mode needed for people’s expressions will become more direct,
such as calling, and, under the principle of Aesthetic Integrity, the interface design
language should have its own coping strategies, such as the reduction in the concerns
about the machine’s vibrations, but rather attach importance to the users’ intensity;
reduction of the concerns about the brightness of the screen, but rather attach more
importance to the brightness of the users’ environment, reduction of the smoothness on
the screen interface, but rather attach more importance to users’ sense of touching on
the screen; reduction of concerns on the sense of speed of the interface, but rather
attach more importance to the users’ time of response; reduction of the concerns on the
interface’s graphic designs, but rather attach more importance to the designs of fonts;
reduction of concerns on the colors on the interface, but rather attach more importance
to the interface’s dynamic effects; reduction of finger input, but rather attach more
importance on voice entry; reduction of the human-machine interactions, but rather
attach more importance to the interactions between humans. The human-human
interactions are the fundamental element, while fundamentally speaking the
human-machine interactions aim to solve the various kinds of limitations for the
human-human interactions; and the interface design language should become more
intelligent, and big data analyses and the trial experience and error calculation shall be
used for determining what kinds of ways of communications are needed by the users.

2 Conclusion: The Disappearing Boundaries

With the breakthrough of material limits by the screen technology, it has ushered in
another expression mode, which is detached from the alienation of science and tech-
nology and integrated with the realistic world. The emergence of screen medium with
definitions superior to that of paper and costs lower than that of paper would once again
subvert human visual experience and life habits. The breakthroughs made in the
multi-dimensional projection technology and air projection technology enable the users
to truly return to the desktops and have interactions with the virtual world by
manipulating the realistic world. Metaphor is no longer used; instead, the intuitive
appearance is used, and this would result in a world which is more realistic than the
reality, thus enabling the users to view the true illusions which were originally invisible
and intangible.

Human body would become an important interface, and the operations of this
interface would be extended from the screen, human hands to the entire human body,
and the various parts of the body might become the interfaces that can be operated, and
this would bring about new needs for the developments of the interfaces, and the
emergence of new visual language for interface designs, Meanwhile, the linkage trend
between the interfaces began to be substantiated, and the body movements would be
interlinked with visions, thus forming a truer interaction. In the process of processing
the interface visual contents, our brains are bound to become smoother, stabilized and
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enclosed. People would become more habitual and dependent on the interactions of the
three-dimensional true space, while the space for two-dimensional virtual interfaces
would be phased out or retained in a certain corner. The interface language in the
three-dimensional space would thoroughly alter the existing form of images, with
images and objects gradually becoming convergent in visual experience and their
differences diminished. This would lead result in people’s neglects of the images or the
out-appearances of substances, and turn to the process and outcomes of the interactions.
Designers’ job would accordingly have important changes, and become more real-time,
synchronized with the users and step towards the interactive experience with the users.

“Display is operation” has guided the visual language for interface designs onto a
path of rapid development and reshaped the jobs of the designers; the metaphoric
method has cast the currently most prevalent the visual language for interface designs—
GUI, and the “WYSIWYG (What you see is what you get)” that is advocated by it, after
successfully bringing human beings to an era in which everyone can use the PCs. Will
reach an era of “WYGIWYT (What you get is what you think)”, and this would alter the
status in which the interface language has an over-reliance on vision. The current visual
language for interface designs based on graphs will also need to have some new
changes; the language for interface designs is bound to be changed at a faster speed, for
the development trend of the screen technology has permeated into different fields;
however, such a screen is not necessarily one with vision as the center, but rather one
with the user as the center; just like the current scroll bars, screens will also be fearful of
being seen.

The jobs of the future architects no longer simply involve conducting designs with
eyes, but rather need to regard senses of hearing and touching as the important elements
of designs. The roles of such undeveloped sensations will even surpass vision itself. In
addition to senses of smell and taste, the Author holds that the path for the interactive
combination of the senses of smell and taste has not emerged. The changes in the
design contents will bring about new professions, with Somatosensory Designer being
one of them; the interactive language design with human body as an interface will
become a main stream, and with the body as an interface, this will provide the users
with a real-time, audio-visual mode for communication with the virtual world.
“Somatosensory Designers” will make attempts to blur the boundary between the
virtual world and the realistic world. In other words, the paramount job of a
“Somatosensory Designer” lies in the simulation of the perceptions of the virtual world
into the realistic world; such designs will be unprecedented, with the screen and the
interface becoming the link of these two worlds; this will fundamentally elevate the
position of interface design in the design field, become an important orientation of
development for the future of designing and the language for interface design that is
closer to people’s needs will become the key point.

With the constant deepening and expansion of intellectualization, most users would
reach a height of high automation and independent thinking in the perception of
graphic interface, the operating system would regard the contents as the main body and
the distributions and positions of the language for interface designs would retreat and
be gradually fused into the content. The language concepts of definition and pixels
would disappear or become no longer important, and the screen technology would push
definition to the extreme limits of the human being, or even surpass the definition
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needed by human beings themselves; the screen proportions and viewing distance that
have made breakthroughs in the material limits are the important job items for the
designs of the interface language. The fundamental reason for human-machine inter-
action is to return to the high-efficiency communication between persons, and the
users’ needs are the sole prime mover for the developments of technology and the
design languages.

The Author holds that the screen technology and interface visual language it created
has shaped our current way of living. Its development is bound to exert important
impacts on the development of the design language of interfaces and it is the key for the
solutions of the various kinds of problems caused by the revolution of human visual
experience. The advent of the screen established a boundary, but such a boundary
features boundless abilities of fusion and merging, and this is not only manifested in the
externalized substance, it is more manifested in people’s hearts. The boundary between
substances is disappearing and the boundary between the substances has been broken.
Accordingly, the boundary between the social industries is also disappearing, with the
new commercial modes constantly emerging. The boundary between humans and the
virtual world is also disappearing, and there have been drastic changes in the way
people view this world as well as living modes. The breakthroughs of these barriers and
the disappearances of such boundaries made our living more efficient and convenient
and this is an opportunity that has been brought to the world by the screen and the
visual language for interface designs; our jobs, and regardless it is engineers or
designers, what they need to do is to sufficiently utilize such an opportunity and have
constant expansions so as to benefit more users, thus truly realizing the universal
equality in front of technologies.
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Abstract. This paper describes an approach to analyzing interpretation of a
kind of dynamic, metaphorical interface, which shows contingent changes over
time provoking imagination and reflection, so named “lively”. Grounded in the
concept of animacy, blending theory, and embodied interaction, the approach
integrates interpretive analyses with empirical studies. It includes a protocol of
cognitive processes in two stages of use facilitating researchers to speculate the
user experience of a lively artifact, to craft interview questions inviting partic-
ipants to retrospectively express their thoughts and feelings during use, and
finally to summarize possible interpretations constituting verisimilar design
narratives. To demonstrate, three exemplary lively artifacts are examined in the
laboratory.
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1 Introduction

When a user interacts with an interface, one understands the perceived feedback based
on different actions at different moments of use differently. When an Apple Watch user
rolls up the digital crown and sees listed contents on the display moving up accord-
ingly, he or she intuitively assumes rolling down the digital crown will bring the
contents down as well. The action and feedback looks similar to controlling a rotary
knob connecting to a mini scroll “inside” the watch. On the other hand, rolling up the
digital crown at the home screen of the watch will zoom in to an app icon in the center
incrementally. The user can hold the zooming by pausing the roll action, or even zoom
out and in casually with the finger sliding down and up aimlessly. This gives the user
an illusion of moving the viewpoint toward or away from the center app icon. In either
case, the user understands digital operation logic through metaphorical mapping of
familiar sensorimotor experiences from mundane physical operations, resulting in
different interpretations (i.e., rolling a scroll vs. moving the viewpoint).

Some interface metaphors are dynamic. They show contingent changes over time,
which provoke extended or “shifted” interpretations at higher cognitive levels. An
example is the mobile phone NEC FOMA N702iS (designed by Oki Sato and Takaya
Fukumoto). It features a “water-level” battery meter, which is displayed on the phone’s
screen as an image looking like water. Holding the phone, the user is allowed to tilt it,
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resulting in animation that the water seemingly flows to react (see Fig. 1). The sen-
sorimotor experience resembles swaying a container filled with liquid, giving the user
an immediate sense of a water-filled phone. At a later time, the water level, indicating
the battery level, drops and causes the user to become curious. One may infer that the
water is gone and start to worry. It is like having insufficient drinking water for a
journey. This extended interpretation builds on metaphorical projections from water to
electricity, from drinking to consuming, which may lead to user reflection on one’s
own behavior.

We call this kind of dynamic, metaphorical interface “lively”. This paper describes
the theoretical grounding of the liveliness framework and a methodology for collecting
and analyzing user interpretation of lively artifacts in hope of bridging the interpre-
tation gap between designers or researchers and users.

2 Related Concepts

The notion of liveliness is related to the concept of animacy, blending theory, as well as
embodied interaction and reflective design.

2.1 Animacy with Contingency

Animacy refers to people’s concept separating animate from inanimate. In cognitive
science, it is a kind of image schema [1]. Lakoff [2] and Johnson [3] introduce the idea
of image or embodied schemata, which are spatial structures and/or dynamic patterns
recurring in our bodily experiences (e.g., things up above are usually more difficult for
one to access and so more precious) and underlying many entrenched, basic concepts in
our minds (e.g., GOOD is UP). Lakoff and Johnson [4] raise numerous evidences from
everyday life via what they call “conceptual metaphors” (e.g., we say and see some-
thing good as “high quality”). Mandler [1] and Turner [5] (pp. 20–22) point out that
animacy is a complex image schema of observed movements, including self-motion,
which can be irregular and unpredictable, as well as contingent motion, whose link to
other happenings may not be obvious, thus eliciting curiosity or even wonder.
Contingent change, a broader view than motion, is a key quality of liveliness, which
prompts one to interpret and imagine.

Fig. 1. The water image displayed on the phone flows in response to a user’s action in real time.
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2.2 Blending: Emergent and Embodied

While embodied schemata and conceptual metaphors explain the bodily basis of
entrenched concepts like animacy, Gilles Fauconnier and Mark Turner’s blending (aka
conceptual integration) theory [6] extends to explicate the dynamic, emergent nature of
our thoughts (in which metaphor is regarded as a kind of asymmetric static blend). The
notion is built on ideas including mental spaces [7] and frames [8, 9]. Mental spaces are
“small conceptual packets” that an individual constructs for local understanding and
action [6] (p. 40), representing particular scenarios as perceived, imagined, or
remembered. A mental space typically contains elements of the scenario and relations
between them, which are structured by background knowledge from long-term memory
called “frames” [10] (p. 21). One accesses a frame from long-term memory and fills in
local information as elements to form a mental space. By integrating two or more
mental spaces with analogical mappings between corresponding elements and relations,
new “blended” meaning is generated. Blending is emergent that the output of one blend
can become input to another new blend, forming a conceptual integration network.
Fauconnier and Turner regard metaphor as a kind of asymmetric static blend [11] and
point out many cases of emergent blends in everyday life [6].

Blending is also pervasively embodied in many situated sensorimotor experiences,
like throwing crumpled paper into a trashcan as if shooting a basketball through the
hoop [12], and operating the computer desktop like manipulating things on a task table
[13]. Blending, as an analytical instrument, is useful in analyzing or predicting possible
imagination prompted by lively artifacts, which feature dynamic metaphorical mapping
of familiar, mundane experiences.

2.3 Everyday Experience in Interaction and Reflection

The idea of blending with familiar sensorimotor experiences and scenarios from
everyday life for meaning making and imagination resonates with Paul Dourish’s
proposal of embodied interaction [14]. Drawing on notions from phenomenology,
including Martin Heidegger’s “being-in-the-world”, Dourish emphasizes meaning
creation through the use of interactive artifacts based in the everyday world (p. 126).
Designing interactive systems should consider people’s familiar, everyday experiences,
such as physical habits or social practices, in pursuit of meaning. Although meaning
can be multiple and design is open to user interpretation [15], embodied interaction,
with its emphasis on the everyday world, seems to provide frames for multiple, yet not
completely open, interpretations in the use of interactive artifacts. The everyday world,
we believe, also provides interpretive frames for imaginative blends to take place when
lively artifacts evoke familiar experiences.

Multiple interpretations entail different assumptions and perspectives, which may
lead to different levels of reflection. Fleck and Fitzpatrick [16] delineate reflection into
four levels. The ground level is just describing actions or happenings, which is not
reflective. The first level is providing explanations or justifications for actions taken in
events. The second level is considering different reasons, hypotheses, or perspectives.
The third level is asking fundamental questions and challenging personal assumptions,
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leading to a change in practice. Finally, the fourth level is considering a wider context
including social or ethical issues. Everyday experience integrated in lively artifacts
enables imaginative blends in users, which can be elaborated at multiple levels of
understanding, from inference, imagination, to reflection.

3 The Cognitive Processes in the Liveliness Framework

Lively artifacts trigger different levels of interpretation at different moments of use.
Users first understand the initial operation logic of a system via an immediate blend
with a familiar sensorimotor experience from a mundane physical operation. Yet, the
blended experience continues to change, which seems curious and prompts elaboration
or shifting of the initial interpretation at a later time. For researchers to conduct
interpretive analyses, the user experience of lively artifacts can be delineated in two
stages, each of which involves four cognitive processes, resulting in different levels of
understanding.

At the initial stage of use, immediate understanding of operation comes about:

1:1 Perceiving affordances – The user perceives something do-able with motor action
and then acts on the interface.

1:2 Receiving quick feedback – The user receives quick sensory feedback based on
the action taken, forming an experience at the sensorimotor level.

1:3 Triggering immediate blends – The sensorimotor experience looks familiar to the
user, triggering an immediate blend with a past experience, yielding an imaginary
concept of the operation.

1:4 Becoming second nature – After repeated use, the operation becomes second
nature. Gaps between action and feedback are bridged by the blend and become
unnoticed.

At later stages of use, the artifact provokes further imagination and extended
interpretation:

2:1 Noticing contingent changes – The user perceives changes over time, and becomes
curious about the meaning in accordance with the imaginary concept in 1.3.

2:2 Invoking interpretive frames – The user invokes a frame from memory, which
includes a remembered or imagined scenario with similar changes.

2:3 Elaborating metaphorical blends – The remembered or imagined scenario is
analogically mapped with the imaginary concept in 1.3 plus the changes. Both
become inputs to the next blend, yielding an imaginary scenario elaborated from
the imaginary concept.

2:4 Reflecting on the situation – Through invoking different frames, the user reviews
possible explanations for the situation, which invite one to see from different
perspectives.
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4 Researcher Interpretation

To demonstrate the methodology, several lively artifacts, including the water-level
interface, a messaging website (SnowDays), and an art-game (Passage), are examined.
The study of each artifact starts with researchers’ interpretive analysis, followed by
experience prototyping and laboratory experiments involving users.

4.1 The Water-Level Mobile Interface

At the initial stage of use:

1:1 Perceiving affordances – The user perceives the subtle water movement on the
interface of the phone in hand, and impulsively tilts the phone to see if the water is
reactive.

1:2 Receiving quick feedback – The user sees the water moving in response to the tilt,
forming a sensorimotor experience.

1:3 Triggering immediate blends – The tilt action and the reactive water movement
look similar to the everyday act of holding a bottle of water. The phone is mapped
to the bottle, the water graphics (including the waves and bubbles) to the real
water. The immediate blend is an imaginary action of moving the water trapped
inside the phone. The main gaps include the lack of weight-shifting during the tilt.

1:4 Becoming second nature – After receiving several incoming calls, the user gets
used to shaking the phone for bubbles to cancel. The operation becomes second
nature. The gaps like lack of weight-shifting become unnoticed.

At a later stage of use:

2:1 Noticing contingent changes – The user notices the drop in water level, and
wonders how and why the water is gone.

2:2 Invoking interpretive frames – The drop prompts the user to invoke a frame about
consumption. The user attributes the drop to battery consumption in which the
level descends gradually without the act of drinking.

2:3 Elaborating metaphorical blends – With the consumption frame, the user sets up a
mental space of a remembered or imagined scenario like having not enough water,
food, or gasoline for the rest of a journey. The battery power is analogically
mapped with the limited resource left. A possible metaphorical blend results in a
parable that the “juice” in the phone is insufficient for today.

2:4 Reflecting on the situation – In the parable, the user understand he or she has
consumed too much “juice”. The user feels anxious and may try to “save the
juice”.

4.2 The SnowDays Website

SnowDays (snowdays.me) is a messaging website whose front page depicts a snowy
scene in which each falling snowflake has been previously crafted by a web visitor
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(with the tool provided by the site). When making a snowflake, one may leave a
message “inside” it, and the recipient is notified. When a visitor gazes at the graphical
scene and moves the mouse pointer over a particular falling flake, a close-up view of
the flake pops up (see Fig. 2). One feels like catching and examining it. When the
visitor uses the given tool to make a new flake, it is like doing folded paper cut.

At this initial stage, the cognitive processes include:

1:1 Perceiving affordances – The visitor sees an animation of paper folding and
becomes aware that he or she is able to draw lines to “cut”, by dragging the mouse
pointer.

1:2 Receiving quick feedback – The visitor sees the six-sided symmetric graphic
resulted from his or her drawing in real time. The coupling of action and per-
ception forms the sensorimotor experience.

1:3 Triggering immediate blends – The folding of paper, drawing, symmetric graphic,
and then typing messages all look familiar to the user, evoking the childhood
memory of making origami cutouts or greeting cards. The symmetric graphic is
mapped to the physical paper, drawing by mouse to cutting by scissors, and typing
messages to writing messages. The immediate blend is an imaginary operation of
crafting origami cutouts to send out over the Internet. The main gaps include the
lack of physical action while sending the handicraft (just by clicking).

1:4 Becoming second nature – After crafting a few snowflakes, the user feels a sense
of control. One becomes accustomed to the drawing dexterity and unaware of the
gap between drawing on the touchpad and cutting with scissors, because of the
immediate blend. The operation becomes second nature, and the user can focus on
the creation process.

In fact, one may revisit the page, appreciate falling flakes, and respond any time.
The background of the scene changes in color according to the time of day at the
visitor’s geographical region. At this later stage, the cognitive processes include:

2:1 Noticing contingent changes – The user notices the background color of the scene
has changed, and feels amazed that the time of day in the virtual scene matches
that in the user’s time zone.

2:2 Invoking interpretive frames – The user invokes a frame about live broadcast,
assuming that the virtual scene is current and live, just like live video streaming of
a real nature scene.

2:3 Elaborating metaphorical blends – As the virtual snowfall is current, the falling
flakes are newly created. The myriad different flakes in the virtual scene newly

Fig. 2. Moving the mouse pointer over a snowflake opens a close-up view of it.
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crafted by different people are analogically mapped with the countless, varied
pieces emerging in the nature. One possible metaphorical blend yields an imag-
inary scenario that many people are currently making and presenting their crafts.

2:4 Reflecting on the situation – Through this frame, the user sees many different
people currently in the show. One may want to make flakes and join now.

4.3 The Passage Game

Passage is an expressive art-game created by independent game designer Jason Roher.
It presents the metaphor, “life is a journey,” literally as a main horizontal walkway with
many branches and obstacles (see Fig. 3). A player starts the game with a character
walking alone. The character sprite (the on-screen graphic)’s screen position shifts
toward the right at regular time intervals. The right end of the screen are purposely
blurred and unfolded only when the character moves toward it. When the character
bumps into a companion, the couple walks hand in hand and becomes unable to pass
through many passageways and collect treasures, though still able navigate the major
passage.

At this initial stage of play:

1:1 Perceiving affordances – The pixel-graphic style suggests that the player uses the
arrow keys on the keyboard or touchscreen to move the character up, down, left,
or right.

1:2 Receiving quick feedback – The player sees the character moving in accordance
with the key pressed or tapped. The coupling of pressing an arrow sign and seeing
the corresponding movement forms the sensorimotor experience.

1:3 Triggering immediate blends – The four directional movements are a
two-dimensional simulation of our everyday walking. The sliding of the character
is mapped to one’s strides, sliding right is moving ahead, moving up or down is
turning left or right. If the character sticks with the companion, some passageways
down south become too narrow to pass through. The width of the graphics is
mapped to the physical width in the real world. The immediate blend is an
imaginary possible walk around passageways and corners in the maze.

1:4 Becoming second nature – Just after a few strides and turns, one knows well the
ability of walking through a passageway or not, with or without the companion.
The user feels a sense of control.

Fig. 3. A screenshot of passage showing a horizontal walkway with obstacles and the blurry
right end.
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Meanwhile, the character is depicted as increasingly older (going bald and grey,
becoming hunched, etc.). The character’s moving speed (the player only presses a key
and has no control of the speed) is also decreasing. In 5 min, no matter what the player
has done, the character sprite reaches the right end of the screen and dies. At this later
stage of play, the cognitive processes include:

2:1 Noticing contingent changes – The player notices the subtle changes in the
character appearance. More importantly, the slow motion makes the user feel hard
to move and wonder what happens to the character.

2:2 Invoking interpretive frames – The curious changes prompt the user to invoke a
frame about lifespan, in which every person is getting older and older as time goes
by. It is the same for the character.

2:3 Elaborating metaphorical blends – Since the character is getting old and finally
dies, the journey in the maze means his life. The right end is analogically mapped
with the future, the left end is the past, the main horizontal straight walkway is the
stable, typical type of life, the winding narrow passages down south is different
alternative, adventurous styles of life, and the journey companion is the life
companion. One possible metaphorical blend is that marriage limits possibility. In
the scenario with a companion, a person cannot pass through many branches to
explore and collect rewards.

2:4 Reflecting on the situation – Through different frames, lifespan or marriage, the
player understand there are limitation or constraints. Marriage brings you a
companion yet limits possibility. One may feel blessed or regretful, which
depends on his or her attitude.

5 User Experience Studies

Laboratory experiments were conducted on each artifact or its prototype with one
participant at a time. Each participant was involved in a set of activities, followed by an
in-depth semi-structured interview. The activities, which took place in a usability study
room, were designed to let participants experience the artifacts or prototypes for a
period of time. We paid attention to what participants perceived, acted, felt, and
thought via observations and interviews. Some findings of the studies have been
published elsewhere [17, 18]. This paper is not to delineate the experiments in details,
but to summarize major empirical findings in comparison with interpretive analyses for
discussion.

5.1 The Water-Level Mobile Interface

20 participants (6 females and 14 males, 6 at the age between 18 and 25, 9 between 25
and 35, and 5 above 35) were involved. Each participant was asked to stay alone in a
sitting room environment with a given iPhone with an audio content, which was
intended to engage the participant. The phone came with a simulated implementation of
the water-level interface. The participant was asked to cancel any incoming calls from
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“Unknown caller” by shaking the phone. The participant was also reminded to “pay
attention to the interface, which showed the battery level” (in exact wordings). The
water surface started at a level of 70% on the screen and continuingly descended to the
bottom in only 16 min.

5.2 The SnowDays Website

17 participants (12 females and 5 males, 10 at the age between 18 and 25, 6 between 25
and 35, and 1 above 35) were involved. Each participant was introduced to the website
on a notebook computer and allowed to explore for a couple of minutes with
think-aloud protocol. The participant was then asked about the first impression of it.
The participant then spent 5 to 10 min to create a snowflake with the web tool, and
send it to a real person. The interview then started. Lastly, the participant was required
to re-visit the website at some other night, followed by answering another set of
questions online

5.3 The Passage Game

The participant set is the same as that of SnowDays. Each participant played Passage
for two rounds on a tablet computer. After each round, one had to describe the passage
and differences between the two if any.

5.4 Major Findings

Interviews were semi-structured according to the outline of cognitive processes in two
stages of use. We then transcribed all interviews and identified participants’ quotes as
chunks of expression and information. According to the corresponding interview
questions, sometimes with individual participants’ free digressions, and their contents
and semantics, the quotes were categorized as signals of various cognitive processes
and clustered into different cognitive phenomena, as seen in the following tables with
example quotes (Tables 1, 2 and 3).

6 Discussion

Comparing the empirical findings with the researcher’s interpretive analyses, we
uncover the interpretation gap at different stages of use.

6.1 The Water-Level Mobile Interface

At the initial stage of use, 17 participants have thought of liquid containers implying
hand interactions, while 10 participants have imagined fixed containers (some have
mentioned both kinds). The lack of hand interactions in some interpretations is
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probably due to incomplete modalities represented by the interface. The interface
shows visuals reactive to hand movements, yet there is no sound or force feedback.
While the current mobile phone products have limitations in simulating the sense of

Table 1. Participants’ responses to the water-level interface, clustered into various cognitive
phenomena.

Cognitive
processes

Major responses

1.1 & 1.2 Tilted the phone arbitrarily and found the movement of the on-screen
graphics (e.g. the blue line) seemingly responding to the phone orientation

1.3 Imagining liquid containers with hand interactions:
– “Glass/cup/bottle of water”, “juice box”
– “Spirit level”
– “Water inside goggles when swimming”
– “Glass ball toys with water and maybe snowflakes inside”
Imagining liquid containers without hand interactions:
– “Fish tank/bowl”, “aquarium”
– “Swimming pool”
– “Lava lamp”

1.4 Hesitant for a second about the first ring. Tried with the way and
magnitude of shaking in order to cancel it. After the first call, reacted
quickly by shaking the phone

2.1 & 2.2 Noticed the level drop and invoked different frames
Leaking or draining:
– “The line drained, …”
– “Pulling the plug of the sink and water drains”
From draining to time passing:
– “Hourglass”
– “Deadlines, time is less and less, and one still has a lot of things to do”

2.3 Imagining drinking:
– “I’m consuming the water”
– “Drinking a glass of juice using straw”
Imagining eating:
– “Similar to a jar with lots of candies, and as you pick the candies, it gets
empty”

Imagining intangible consumption:
– “Money becomes less and less with everyday shopping and eating”
Imagining virtual consumption:
– “Fighting games – energy bar to show how much energy the player got”

2.4 Imagining replenishment after consumption:
– “Like hourglass, it’s been empty out; I think if we flip it over, it will refill”
– “Had I shake the phone longer, it’d have filled up the water!”
Tried to save the battery:
– Putting the phone horizontal to save the battery as “this turned the screen
off”

– Turning down the volume “to stop the water from leaking”
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weight-shifting due to water flow, adding the sound of water flow can be a means to
enhance the sensorimotor experience of moving a water-filled phone.

At later stages, due to the aforementioned nuances in initial interpretation, the
frames invoked to explain the water-level drop are also varied. 12 participants have
thought that the drop was a result of leaking, draining, or indicatively time passing as
seen in an hourglass, which are different from the researcher interpretation. Meanwhile,
11 participants could associate with consumption, although the materials might be
varied from beverage to food and even money. Whether it is leaking or consuming,
changes over time are important to making such meaning.

6.2 The SnowDays Website

At the initial stage of use: Speaking of the flakes, 10 participants mentioned handmade
decorations to be put up on windows, while only 6 participants mentioned handmade
gifts. This shocking difference from the researcher interpretation may be because
participants saw their creations immediately being shown in the snow scene, while the

Table 2. Participants’ responses to SnowDays, clustered into various cognitive phenomena.

Cognitive
processes

Major responses

1.1 & 1.2 “Checking” the patterns and messages of different flakes, but not everyone
excited

1.3 Remembering handicraft done in childhood with others, sticking on
windows:
– “In kindergarten, teacher would teach to fold the paper, cut and make
snowflakes and stick on the window”

Imagining putting up decorations:
– “Traditional decoration for New Year, ‘flowers on the window’”
Imagining making a gift:
– “It is more about putting thoughts rather than buying a gift”

1.4 Said they “catch” the flakes
Excited about creating own flakes using the web tool:
– “Extremely excited, entirely open to process of making”

2.1, 2.2 Noticed the color change in the background and assuming it was night.
Invoking frames related to live connection:
– “The virtual environment keeps changing with the real world”

2.3 Thinking of individual uniqueness:
– “Some new snowflakes created by others … much more unique and
meaningful”

– “They represent many people on the world. Each one is unique”
2.4 Thinking of showing among people:

– “Like the leaves on a wishing tree that everyone who uses this website
can see what you wrote on it”

– “It’s a platform for strangers to view the artworks of others and make
compliments although they don’t know each other”
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sent messages only received acknowledgment much later. Although both the falling
flake and the message were processed immediately by the website, one’s perception
and attention are overwhelmed by the prominent snowfall scene, rather than by the
message delivery. Perceived immediacy in feedback plays a crucial role at this
immediate level of understanding.

At later stages of use, most participants noticed the color change in the background
of the snow scene and assumed it was live and current. There was not much dis-
crepancy from the researcher interpretation. On elaborating the metaphorical blends, 4
participants thought of individual uniqueness and 3 participants saw flakes as visible
expression. The central thought seems to be about making one’s unique expression

Table 3. Participants’ responses to passage, clustered into various cognitive phenomena.

Cognitive
processes

Major responses

1.1 & 1.2 In the first round, wandering, feeling bored, confused
In the second round, mildly excited about exploring the maze

1.3 Imaging exploring a city, an unfamiliar place, etc.
– “Like exploring a city or when I am lost or unfamiliar to the place”
Thinking of romance:
– “Like falling in love with a totally random stranger”
Thinking of companion:
– “If you go out to eat as two people, you have to consider the other; if you
go alone, you have more freedom and choices”

1.4 Get used to the navigation:
– “With two persons, it was difficult to go to some places as they were too
narrow”

2.1 & 2.2 Noticed the character’s hair was changing in color, walking slower,
hunched over, implicitly invoking the lifespan frame:
– “Hair changed colors, character got bald, slowed down after the girl
character died - definitely ageing”

2.3 Mapping journey companion to life companion:
– “When you are alone, you are free, have more freedom but with wife and
baby, have more responsibilities and also have to respect their thoughts”

Mapping the passage to the life journey:
– “Forward means no obstacles, no bonus, going down you get obstacles
but you also get bonus”

– “Left is more like going down the memory lane and right is future”
2.4 Reflecting on marriage:

– “Marriage is like taking drugs. If you fall in love, you are like taking
drugs. You are addicted to something or someone … The girl in the game
was like a burden”

On life companion:
– “It is like a cooperation. You have lot of difficulties to face; you need a
partner with something in similar, same aim for life so that you can
cooperate”

On life and death:
– “Sad and helpless as it makes me think about death”
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visible to others. In other words, the idea of sending the flake to someone was further
diluted and unnoticed. Instead, showing off to the public became major. This meaning
is possible only when one revisits the website after some time and notices the changes.

6.3 The Passage Game

At the initial stage of use, only 4 participants could associate the maze exploration with
their experiences of going to an unfamiliar place. Others probably just saw it another
mundane maze game, until some unexpected changes emerged in their avatars. Their
attentions were conversely caught by the coupling with another character and the
walking hand-in-hand.

At later stages of use, a majority, 11 participants, was able to tell their avatars were
getting old, not only because of the changing appearance, but surprisingly also due to
the slowing down walking speed. The registration of the slowing down of the character
is a much more noticeable change than the whitening hair or hunching over. The latter
is limited by the pixel graphics representation, which could be less obvious to some
users. The former conversely gives a direct change in the moving speed in response to
the same user action (just pressing the key). This simple variation in displacement over
time elicits powerful, embodied sense of decreasing motility in users, prompting the
lifespan frame and enabling the metaphorical imagination.

7 Design Implications

After the discussion about the nuances between researcher and user interpretations, we
come up with additional design guidelines or recommendations to narrow the gap.

Guideline 1: Aware of Limited Modalities in Sensory Feedback
Designers have to be aware of what forms of sensory perception are possible. Due to
technical constraints or resource limitation, common sensory feedback today includes
visuals, sounds, or vibrations. Other parameters like surface texture, temperature, and
weight, are largely missed out. For the water-level interface, without a shift of gravity
some participants could not associate the experience with hand interactions. While
adding weight-shifting effect to a mobile phone may not be feasible, designers can add
extra audiovisual effects to cover up the gap. For example, adding a straw in the
interface reminds users of “drinking”.

Guideline 2: Animate the Feedback for Meaning
Not only should feedback be quickly perceivable, the feedback that is crucial for
meaning making has to be prominent, for example, by animating it. In the water-level
interface, the reactive graphic representing the water surface flows continuously. In
SnowDays, user action of sending a flake is immediately followed by the flake falling
in the snow scene, rather than the message flying toward the recipient. This is the
reason why our participants could not associate it with sending handmade gifts to
someone; instead they were engrossed in the immediate presenting of their creations in
the open space, which evoked the memory of putting up paper cutouts on windows.
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Guideline 3: Changes in Intuitive, Interactive Forms
Changes may take many different forms. They can emerge in the visual, like the
descending line in the water-level interface, the changing background color in
SnowDays, or the changing appearance of the character in Passage. Other dimensions,
like movement and interactivity, should also be considered. For example, the character
in Passage starts to move slower in response to user action after “getting old”. This
changing speed scale between control and output proved intuitive to the participants in
our study. To make the changes easy to notice and interpret, designers may consider
more intuitive, interactive forms.

8 Conclusion

Lively artifacts enable interactions that are reminiscent of people’s familiar sensori-
motor experiences for understanding from the operational level to the reflective level.
The changes in the processes of use look curious, prompting one to invoke different
frames to explain them. Through reframing, one elaborates the initial blend and looks at
things from different perspectives. This paper articulates the theoretical framework of
liveliness and describes the analysis methodology, followed by demonstration. As the
post-structuralist argument goes, meaning is never given, but instead made by readers,
viewers, users, and people. Yet, as designers/researchers, we should not just leave
interpretation completely open. We can speculate and collect possible interpretations
with user participation, identify the intended meaning, and then try to narrow the
spectrum. By comparing interpretive analyses and empirical results from user experi-
ence studies, in accordance with the proposed cognitive processes protocol,
designers/researchers can identify the design components that probably influence
interpretation.
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Abstract. The era we are facing today, pushing design to the process of
paradigm shift, the transformation of thinking is particularly important, so
mindset shifting become an inevitable problem. In order to study the shifting of
mindset, this research launched a “fair-themed” extending over 2 days’ work-
shop. Four teams solving a service design problem in workshop have been
studied, which providing us with the empirical observation of how teams change
their mindset from industrial thinking to service thinking. Firstly, we find the
trigger point and push point of mindset shifting, and then we examine the factors
work on (spur, accelerate or delay) this process. Multiple, coordinated research
methods, including spot observations, structured interviews, oral analysis were
used. we would like to provide a reference for cultivating the interdisciplinary
talents in the information era.

Keywords: Mindset shifting � Transformation nodes � Interaction behavior �
Knowledge sharing � Boundary spanning

1 Introduction

Service Design is an emerging, new holistic, multi-disciplinary, integrative field
focused on the creation of well thought through experiences using a combination of
intangible and tangible mediums. Service design as a new domain, emphasizes mul-
tidisciplinary cooperation in order to make it possible to innovative and competitive
co-creation, and with the characteristics of brand-new, strong integrity. It combines
different methods and tools from various disciplines. It is a new way of thinking as
opposed to a new stand-alone academic discipline. Service design as a practice gen-
erally results in the design of systems and processes aimed at providing a holistic
service to the user. This cross-disciplinary practice combines numerous skills in design,
management and process engineering [1].

Service design in essence is a kind of design thinking mindset. Industrial thinking is
characterized by tangible, visible, product-related, and dominated by function and
visual performance. While, service thinking is intangible, invisible, emphasizing ser-
vice flow process, whole system, and putting user experience in the first place. The era
we are facing today, makes the design into the process of paradigm shift, which
requires designers to change design thinking from tangible to intangible. It is in essence
a change of design thinking. Therefore, whether in the field of design or in the field of
education, the transformation of thinking is particularly important, so mindset shifting
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becomes an inevitable problem. A mindset is dynamic. It tends to expand into com-
plexity by a widening process and shrink into simplicity by a narrowing process.
Switching from one set of cognitions to another is a universal nature of human mind,
although there are marked differences in the nature and extent of switching as a
function of, among other factors, cultural imperatives [2]. The thinking process of
designers is one of the most important issues in design research [3]. The thinking
activity of designers is a brain activity, which can not be directly observed and
described; Trying to analysis the thinking process and mindset of designers, difficulties
occur because we have no direct measures to inspect the process in the designer’s
brain. Besides the implicity, design thinking also has complex, fine-grained, dynamic
features. This bringing huge challenges to the research of design thinking.

The creation of innovative service design often requires the exploration and inte-
gration of dynamic and diverse knowledge from multiple domains, disciplines and
contexts among specialists. In the field of service design, it is widely acknowledged
that design teams increasingly include participants from different domains who must
explore and integrate their specialized knowledge in order to create innovative and
competitive services. These participants come to the design situation with pre-existing
patterns of work activities, specialized work languages. Participants’ unique past
experiences, specialized work language, and differences in work patterns, perceptions
of quality and success, organizational priorities, and technical constraints may cause
them to challenge or contest one another’s contribution. This phenomenon, charac-
terized as ‘contested collaboration’ [4], can lead to conflict and has a negative impact
on the quality of the design process and design outcomes. Design participants need to
explore and integrate these differences. Thus communication, including integration of
specialized knowledge and negotiation of differences among team participants, has
emerged as a fundamental component of the design process. Human communication is
a dynamic process in which one person consciously or unconsciously affects the
cognition of another through materials or agencies in symbolic ways. The effectiveness
of design communication becomes critical for designers in sharing design information,
in decision-making and coordinating design tasks. The necessity of communication is
based on the possibility of different cognition of representations by different partici-
pants as well as conveying new information [5]. Thus, good team communication can
promote the transformation of design thinking. Language-based communication has
been argued to play a principal role although the structuring of communication as
scaffolds for knowledge construction has never been measured directly [6].

During the design process, team participants often sharing knowledge about the
current (and evolving) task, service context, design context, stemming from their past
knowledge. Participant’s knowledge sharing behaviors (KSBs), making the experience
or knowledge of one unit transmitted to the other unit. And knowledge sharing is
considered as a process in which one unit is affected by the knowledge and expertise of
another unit. Sharing knowledge is an important process in enhancing organizational
innovativeness and performance. A research was conducted by Rivera-Vazquez et al.
[13] to investigate overcoming cultural barriers for innovation and knowledge sharing
[7]. To a certain extent, it will accelerate the transformation of the design thinking of
the whole team and affect the final design output. The concept of knowledge sharing is
getting more and more attention in the research and practice of knowledge management
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[8]. Wang et al. [12] aimed to study the impact of knowledge sharing on firm per-
formance and the mediating role of intellectual capital. Kumar and Rose [14] examined
the factors that contribute to knowledge sharing behavior, Kamaşak and Bulutlar [15]
explored the effects of knowledge sharing on innovation [7]. The sharing of system
structure and task knowledge positively and significantly influence task performance
and group performance, whereas interpersonal relationship knowledge sharing posi-
tively and significantly influences group performance.

2 Method

In this paper, our purpose is to find factors works on the mindset shifting by launching
and focusing on the “fair-themed” extending over 2 days’ workshop, which provided
us with the empirical observation of how teams change their mindset from industrial
thinking to service thinking and its influential factors (spurred, accelerated or delayed
the mindset shifting process).

2.1 Participants

A total of 17 graduate students (mean age: 22.764 years, SD: 0.831, male: 5, female:
12) participated in the workshop extending over 2 days. All participants (come from
different design backgrounds, including Industrial Design, Visual Communication
Design, Furniture Design and Mechanical Design, Automation, etc. mainly major in
industrial domain) had no service design background and were divided into four groups
(g1 to g4), g1, g2, g3 each consisting of four participants, g4 five participants, and were
required to design a service system based on the theme of “fairness”. No participant
was assigned any particular role in the task.

2.2 Procedure

The main purpose of this workshop is to find how participants and groups change their
mindset from industrial thinking to service thinking, and factors accelerated or slowed
this transformation process. To spur the transformation of mindset, the teacher will
preach some basic features, introduce some tools and methods, and related knowledge
of service design to participants. Besides, give comments on each group’s design
outcomes of each stage. This “fair-themed” workshop is divided into the following
stages:

Stage 1, Case Finding Period: Participants were required to find unfair cases in the
field of service design.

Teacher A preached “individual-stakeholders-local community-society”, guided
participants change their design concerns from individual to stakeholders and local
community, even to society and the world, take more considerations about the system
and service ecosystem. Teacher B preached “product & experience & service”
(PES) flow chart, intended to change participants’ focus from product itself to user
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experience, and then transit from user-experience centered mindset gradually to a
service ecosystem that users and service providers are both satisfied. Besides, introduce
brainstorming methods to participants.

Stage 2, Pain Point and Context Period: Participants used brainstorming to make a
deeper exploration, to dig out the situation and pain points behind these unfair cases.
Made clear of problem scope and generated preliminary design opportunities.

Two teachers (A+B) made comments on the outcomes of each group in stage 2.
Introduce Customer Journal Map, Value Statement to participants.

Stage 3, Solution and Rank Period: Participants took comprehensive consideration
of all kinds of stakeholders, and used Customer Journal Map, proposed solutions
revolve around the problem scope, and write Value Statement of solutions. Then made
a comparison and rank among those various solutions and choose the optimal one.

Two teachers made comments on the solutions of each group in stage 3. Introduce
story board and business canvas methods to participants.

Stage 4, Complete and Perfect Solution Period: Completed and perfected the selected
solution, submitted the final design.

Two teachers made comments on the final solutions of each group in stage 4.
PS: There were presentations after each stage, each group presented their periodical

outcomes.

2.3 Date and Analysis

This study applies grounded theory to examine the factors involved in the process of
mindset shifting. Grounded theory is emphasized that conclusion must be traced back
to the original data, must be based on empirical facts. In this research we utilized data
from actual workshop and participants to develop systematic theories. Firstly, we
collected all the original documents (such as sketches, brainstorming maps, power
point slides, etc.), and we also recorded the video of each group’s presentation (there
were presentations after each stage, 4 * 4 totally 16 segment videos). Secondly, we
took the approach of spot observation (real time and dynamic observation of each
group’s design process), some findings were observed and recorded in time. Thirdly,
we conducted 30 min. long structured interviews with 8 participants (each group
selected 2 participants) at the end of this workshop. This ‘retrospective’ research aimed
to examine each group’s design process and mindset shifting more deeply. Examples of
studies that have taken this approach include Curtis et al. [9] Peng [10]. Finally, we
used “oral analysis” approach to analyze the aforementioned interview materials.

3 Results

In this study, we use the aforementioned methods to examine the process of mindset
shifting and factors worked on this process in the real workshop. The members of the
four teams come from different design backgrounds, mainly from industrial design,
and no one from the service design background. Thus they must to break the original
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industrial mindset and transform to service thinking mindset to give a satisfying service
solution. After empirical observations combine with deep analysis of dates, we pri-
marily find that all groups have successfully transformed into service design thinking
mindset through this workshop. While the speed and quality of the transformation of
each group is not the same. There are some factors can accelerate or slow mindset
shifting process, and affect the quality of transformation, and thus affect the final design
outcomes.

Figure 1 shows each groups’ mindset transformation process in workshop.

3.1 The Drive Point and Trigger Point of Mindset Shifting

Figure 1 shows that there are two key nodes which play an important role in the
process of mindset shifting. One is “Driving point”, a quantitative transformation node,
which means service design mindset to be continuously strengthened while original
thinking mindset to be weakened. Another is “Trigger point”, a qualitative transfor-
mation node, means completely jumping out of the original mindset and growing into
service mindset. Figure 1 also shows that the trigger point and driving point of each
team are very different and the speed of mindset transformation is not the same.

G1’s trigger point was spurred by teacher’s preaching of PES flow chart
(Product-Experience-Service). In case finding period, G1 mainly found product-related
cases, focusing on the unfair situations caused by product itself. After the preach of
PES, G1 gradually transited to service design thinking, they understood that product is
one part of the service flow, is a touch point of service eco-system. Thus G1 gradually
considered design problem with the system thinking. For G2 and G3, their mindset
shifting was both spurred by teachers’ comments. After stage 1 and stage 2, they all
failed to transform their mindset to service thinking. Their mindset was still limited in
the area of product design. Pain points and contexts that G2 had proposed, were all
focused on the improvement or redesign of one product, falling into the black hole of
product. While G2 started the transformation process after listening to teachers’
comments on their outcomes of Pain point and Context period. Instead of transfor-
mation, G3 continue caught into “product” black hole until the end of stage 3, when
teachers gave comments on their design solutions. G4, before case finding period, G4
participants searched the definition of service design and gathered some existed service
cases, applied this definition and cases to their own design scheme in later design

Fig. 1. Four groups’ mindset transformation process in workshop
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process. Thus, at the beginning of this workshop, G4 already started to use service
thinking to solve unfair service problems. Therefore, G4 had no clear trigger point in
this work-shop. Moreover, because they were too dependent on the searched definition
and cases, their mindset was framed, showing low activity. Driving Point can
strengthen service design thinking and accelerate transformation process. Tools such as
customer journal map and business canvas, helped participants to think design prob-
lems with service thinking.

Figure 2 shows mindset shifting process of four groups.

We also find that G2 and G3 both caught into the “product” black hole at the
beginning, and their trigger point were all teachers’ comments. There existed industrial
design thinking and service design thinking at the beginning, and then completely
transformed into the service design thinking. However, the trigger point of G2 is earlier
than G3, and service thinking is more active than G3. What factors affect the rate and
quality of transformation of thinking in the team?

Fig. 2. Mindset shifting process of four groups
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3.2 Intragroup Interactions in Design Collaboration

In order to study factors that affect the speed of mindset shifting, we use oral analysis to
analyze structured-interview materials, and combine with the natural observation of
participants’ behavior in workshop. Authors took communication and interaction
behaviors among team members as the breakthrough point. Participants’ unique past
experiences, specialized work language, and differences in work patterns, etc. may
cause them to challenge or contest one another’s contribution. This phenomenon,
characterized as ‘contested collaboration’. Team members need to coordinate and
integrate these differences across organizational, task, discipline and personal bound-
aries. In this coordinating process, we find that within the groups there exist ‘com-
munication conflicts’ and ‘coordination breakdowns’. When the communication
conflict escalates to a certain extent, it will lead to coordination breakdown, which has a
negative impact on the design process and the quality of design outcomes.

Communication conflicts are inevitable because team members must integrate their
own different thoughts and ideas. The research of this paper is based on the theory of
Amason and Sapienza, they divided conflicts into cognitive conflict and affective
conflict, abbreviated as C conflict and A conflict. Cognitive conflict is task-oriented
disagreement arising from differences in perspective. Affective conflict is individual-
oriented disagreement arising from personal disaffection [11]. Factors influencing
conflicts include communication skills of individuals, existing incentive systems, team
emotional atmosphere, different representational formats, and norms for individual
behavior, and mores.

We eventually dig out five typical interaction behaviors of team communication in
the context of design situation. As shows in Table 1. And on the basis of Amason and
Sapienza’s research (C conflict and A conflict), we deeply analyze those interaction
behaviors’ attributes and orientations.

Table 1. Five typical interaction behavior

A, B represent some person(s)

No-communication breakdown
PS Idea

persuade
A attempt to change B’s thoughts, attitudes, aims at letting B accept
A’s idea. Result usually shows that A’s idea are reserved while B’s
discarded

IG Idea
integration

A, B integrate their own existing idea through discussion and
coordination
Result usually shows that the generation of idea (A+B)

CB Idea
co-building

A, B have no idea, but through cooperation, construct a new idea
together
Results usually shows that the generation of brand-new idea C

Appear communication breakdown
IR Idea

ignorance
Have no interests on others’ idea or proposal, A, B have no mutual
interaction, develop independent

AT Idea attack Blindly deny other’s views
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Orientations: The reason behind behavior is divided into cognition-oriented or
emotional-oriented.

Attributes: In order to distinguish the role of those intragroup interactions, we
further analyze attributes behind them. We concluded that there are three attributes,
respectively:

1. Aggressive, usually time-consuming and inefficient, such as Idea Persuade.
2. Constructive, foster productive, conducive to the creation of more good ideas,

promote the design process, such as idea integration, idea co-building.
3. Conflictive, the ideas or actions of one are either resisted by or unacceptable to

another. Usually leads to friction, disagreement, or discord arising within a
group. Such as idea ignorance, idea attack.

Based on the time axis of the workshop, intragroup interactions of 4 groups are
showed in Fig. 3.

Results show that the high-performance group, they have more complex interactive
behavior network, and constructive behavior is always interwoven within it. Moreover,
frequency and intensity of constructive behaviors were significantly better than that of
ordinary groups. Besides, most of this constructive interactions are cognition-oriented,
few is based on emotion.

On the contrary, interactions within ordinary group, often shows high frequency on
idea persuade, idea ignorance and idea attack. Besides, intragroup communication
conflicts are mainly emotional oriented. However, emotional oriented interaction often
leads to lengthy and invalid arguments, and further leads to tension, confrontation,
hostility and other negative emotions in group. The most typical one is G3, in stage 2,
pain point and context period, team members start to appear aggressive and conflictive

Fig. 3. Intragroup interaction behaviors of 4 groups
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interactions, but those are mainly based on cognitive orientation. While in stage 3,
solution and rank period, constructive interactions are disappeared and replaced by
emotional oriented aggressive and conflictive interactions (mainly idea persuade, idea
attack and idea ignorance), accompanied with coordination breakdowns. This high
frequency of emotional based aggressive and conflict interactions leads to bad atmo-
sphere within group. The result is that group splits into two opposites, the two parties
dispute and do not compromise.

High frequency of emotional oriented aggressive and conflictive interactions, and
low frequency of cognitional oriented constructive interactions, may explain why G2’s
mindset shifting process is faster and better than G3. In this part, we conclude that
emotional oriented interactions can hinder the shifting of mindset, and constructive
interactions can improve design efficiency and influence the final design outcomes.

3.3 Knowledge Sharing

Nowadays, knowledge becomes the key component of competitive advantage and the
main factor to enhance productivity and improve organizations. Knowledge sharing
which may occur through formal collaboration or in informal everyday interaction. Due
to the cross disciplinary nature of the service, knowledge sharing behavior is especially
essential to creative outcomes. In this workshop, we also noticed that participant’s
knowledge sharing behaviors (KSBs), making explicit and/or implicit experiences or
knowledge of one unit transmitted to the other unit, could accelerate the process of
mindset shifting. Knowledge sharing as a human behavior, embedded with ideas and
skills, can facilitate knowledge for innovation at workplace. Indeed, knowledge sharing
is considered as a basic facilitator for knowledge management which helps in achieving
organization goals.

“A little spark can cause a conflagration”. In this workshop, each team’s design
goal is to design a service system. One members’ past-existed or new-acquired
knowledge, which connected to service design, transits to the other members of the
team through KSBs, promoting others’ understanding and absorption of service design,
expanding the diversity of personal thinking. Furthermore, promoting their mindset
shifting process, and eventually impacting on the whole team’s mindset. In this study,
we found that in high-performance group, their KSBs were significantly abundant than
ordinary groups. The most typically is G1, the amount of KSBs is significantly higher
than other groups. And one member of G1 has participated in a service project, her
KSBs greatly promote the whole team’s mindset shifting. And these frequently KSBs
also improve the quality of thinking transformation.

Thus, we concluded that the more frequencies of knowledge sharing behavior and
the more complex of sharing network, the faster the process of mindset shifting. While,
the thin spread of application domain knowledge will inhibit the transformation of
team’s mindset and affect the design output.
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3.4 Boundary Spanning

In this workshop, participants are asked to think outside the box of industrial design
and think about the design problem with service thinking. That means participants must
jump out the circle of industrial design and jump into the circle of service design. And
we define this behavior as “boundary spanning”. Research also shows that groups who
have trans-boundary movements tend to have higher thinking activity than those who
haven’t. The most typical is G4, at the beginning of this workshop, G4 already started
to use service thinking to solve unfair service problems. Thus this group did not go
through boundary spanning, unlike other groups with multiple switching from indus-
trial domain to service domain (or from service domain to industrial domain). G4
participants searched the definition of service design and gathered some existed service
cases, applied this definition and cases to their own design scheme in later design
process. However, we find that G4’s mindset seems to be framed and level of thinking
activity is low, the reserve strength for innovation are weak. Although G4 is the first
group to complete the process of mindset shifting, while the quality of the mindset
shifting is inferior to other groups.

Results from these studies positively relate high boundary spanning activity to high
project performance. Groups who have gone through boundary spanning, could
understand the difference between service design and industrial design more deeply,
and the final design output is more inclined to service, and with higher quality. Instead,
non-boundary spanning groups, their thinking activity shows inactive, and their final
outputs is inferior to high-boundary spanning groups.

4 Conclusion

In this research we utilize data from actual workshop, design participants to develop
systematic theories. In this “Design for fairness” workshop, 4 teams’ mindset shifting
process are studied. Firstly, we find that all groups have successfully transformed into
service design thinking mindset through this workshop. And there are two key nodes
which play an important role in the process of mindset shifting. One is “Driving point”
and another is “Trigger point”. Moreover, the trigger point and driving point of each team
differed significantly and the speed of mindset transformation is not the same. Then we
further analyze intragroup communications and interactions, dig out five typical inter-
action behaviors of team communication in the context of design situation, 3 attributes
(aggressive, constructive, conflictive) and 2 orientations (emotion-oriented, cognition-
oriented). Results show that the efficiency and effective of mindset shifting significantly
are influenced by intragroup communications and interactions. High frequency of con-
structive interactions, low frequency of aggressive and conflictive interactions will
promote the efficiency of mindset shifting. Besides, emotion-oriented interactions are
negatively correlated, cognition-oriented interactions are positively with the shifting
effectiveness. In this workshop, we also noticed that the more frequent knowledge
sharing behavior and the more complex the sharing network, the faster the process of
mindset shifting. Finally, results from these studies positively relate high boundary
spanning activity to high project performance and high mindset transformation.
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There are some limitations. First, as the sample size of this study consisted of only
4 groups, significant findings should be interpreted with caution. Moreover, the effi-
ciency and effectiveness of various trigger point and driving point was not well
researched and requires further study. However, our results are instructive for mindset
shifting, and bear implications for training and practice in education and design related
fields. We would like to provide a reference for cultivating the interdisciplinary talents
in the information era.
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Abstract. In a globalized world, collaboration within geographically dispersed
team members is becoming more important due to the possibilities given by
information systems and the increase in productivity of knowledge workers.
Design Thinking is a creative innovation method that is originally performed to
enable participants to collaborate successfully in analog workshops. By referring
to this initial situation, we hypothesize that a virtual Design Thinking platform
can be at least as effective for generating creative innovations as an analog one,
if the platform and the underlying processes are designed in an adequate way
that enables collaboration and communication.
The key question in this research is, consequently, how a virtual Design

Thinking platform should be designed to enable effective real-time communi-
cation and collaboration like in regular face-to-face Design Thinking
workshops.
As the guiding approach for our methodology, we apply a Design Science

Research approach. In the first section of this paper, we introduce the problem
statement as well as a detailed motivation of our research project. Following, we
present latest research on telework, virtual collaboration, and Design Thinking
as the underlying foundation for our propositions. In section three, we introduce
our methodological research approach, introducing our artifact – a virtual
Design Thinking platform – and finally presenting our case study and survey
results. Subsequently, we discuss the findings vis-à-vis recent research findings
and draw conclusions. We can reveal that our virtual Design Thinking platform
is applicable for virtual collaboration and team members can produce a valuable,
creative and innovative solution in less time than working face-to-face.

Keywords: Design Thinking � Innovation � Virtual teams � Collaboration

1 Introduction

Due to the continuous development of information systems (IS), digitization is shifting
the workforce towards an economy that generates value through digital work [1].
Furthermore, information and communication technologies (ICT) enable remote work.
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Research show that remote work increases knowledge workers’ work-life balance and
productivity, saves time on commuting to work, decreases pollution and attracts
qualified workers across the world [2, 3]. The primary reason why knowledge workers
support remote work is based on the empirically proven fact that it increases pro-
ductivity, job satisfaction, employee’s time flexibility and lower expenses [2].

In a globalized, ICT supported work environment remote work of geographically
dispersed teams is becoming more important [4]. To cope with contemporary require-
ments for collaboration, ICT tools, which support virtual teamwork are becoming a
necessity for companies [5–8]. Research show that remote work performs over regular
office work, when there is a need for uninterrupted concentration on one task [3].

De Vreede and Briggs [9] state that collaborative processes must be strictly
designed, so that teams can achieve a common goal. Hence, remote teams need
structured collaborative processes in order to develop an innovative solution for the
customer relating to the common goal that needs to be achieved [9]. Design Thinking
(DT) is one strictly designed, user-centered, creative and collaborative innovation
method that has proven to be successful during analogue face-to-face co-work settings
[10, 11]. A user-centered innovation collaborative method, such as DT, lowers the risks
of creating unwanted results and consequently, risks concerning the implementation of
innovations are reduced [12].

To guarantee that a DT team performs well, specially trained moderators/coaches
must set up, organize, and guide the team in a sound way [10, 13]. However, coaching
and moderating in a virtual environment is much more complex than in a face-to-face
environment, and it require adequately designed supporting ICT tools (platform) and
functionalities [14]. In this paper, we propose that virtually performed DT can, despite
the difficulties that come with virtual collaboration, be as effective as DT performed in
an analog environment, if adequately designed supporting ICT tools are used. In order
to test this proposition, we develop and test the effectiveness of a virtual DT platform.

As the underlying approach for our paper, we follow the principles of Design
Science Research (DSR) [15] by structuring our research accordingly: – introduction,
literature review, method, artifact description, evaluation, discussion, and conclusions.
DSR has proven its applicability in IS and guarantees a general approach to develop
and evaluate artifacts [16]. Consequently, the introduction is followed by the review of
relevant research in related fields, which are in this case telework, virtual collaboration,
and Design Thinking. The research streams and their findings serve as a foundation for
the development of the artifact and formulation of propositions. The section is followed
by the presentation and explanation of our methodological approach. Following the
seven guidelines of DSR, we introduce and evaluate our artifact – a virtual DT plat-
form. The evaluation is based on a case study and a survey.

In the closing section, we discuss our findings vis-à-vis prior research findings.
Eventually, we conclude and give answer to our key research question: How effective
can a virtual DT platform perform compared to face-to-face Design Thinking?
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2 Related Work

In order to build an appropriate artifact and to define the propositions of our research
project, related work is reviewed. To gain insights, we present and discuss research
findings on remote work/telework, virtual collaboration, and Design Thinking. These
three perspectives will be discussed separately and fuse our research framework.

2.1 Remote Work/Telework

Martin and MacDonnell [17] define telework as the “substitution of communication
technology for work-related travel […it…] can include work from home, a satellite
office, a telework center or any other work station outside of the main office […]” [17,
p. 603].

Due to the advancements of IS, people can work from a distance and still be within
the structure of an organizational framework of a company [18]. Harpaz [18] states that
a ““telecommuter” can structure his/her work tasks and working life in many ways –
dependent on the nature of the work, the organization, the customer-base, etc.” [18,
p. 75]. The difference between “telecommuters” is a variable degree of “remoteness” –
“the ratio of time spent on organizational premises versus the time spent at home” [18,
p. 75]. Remote work and telework are interchangeable terms which appoint to
employees, who work from a distance, while being connected via ICT within the
organizational framework of a company [2, 18, 19].

One of teleworks primary advantages is the potential increase in productivity which
can range from 10% to 40% on average [2]. The main reason for an increase in
productivity is that teleworkers can choose their working hours flexibly without any
disturbances from colleagues [2] and time lost for travel [18]. But telework comes also
with disadvantages, such as no separation between home and work, a need for
self-discipline or the over-availability syndrome [18]. Apart from the high increase in
productivity, an organization faces also some risks when letting employees telework
such as a possible loss of commitment, investment in training and new supervising
methods [18]. Harpaz [18] concludes that advantages of telework outweigh the dis-
advantages. Furthermore, not only single teleworkers, but virtual teams, composed of
teleworkers, can outperform normal (non-virtual) teams [19].

2.2 Virtual Collaboration

Collaboration is considered when at least two or more people are working on the same
problem to achieve a shared goal [20]. According to Nunamaker [21], collaboration
encourages to be more creative and therefore innovative solutions can be presented. In
the past, collaboration has been geographically determined to one physical place. With
recent technological advancements, it has been possible to collaborate remotely and
simultaneously [21, 22].

The fast paced business environment needs individuals who are able to generate
innovative ideas in order for companies to remain competitive on the global market [23].
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One way to enhance the generation of creative ideas, is the implementation of ICT that
fosters idea generation within a company [23]. During a controlled experiment, Massetti
[23] has found out that ICT enhance the creative performance of individuals, while
generating more novel ideas than with a pen and paper. Teams connected virtually
together via ICT are called “virtual teams” [24] and the process is called “virtual
teaming” [24]. Virtual teams, who are focusing on the customer’s needs while gener-
ating great solutions in the today’s competitive economy, have high chances of suc-
ceeding [24].

Voigt and Bergener [25] argue that the majority of creative work is done in teams,
rather than by individuals. Companies are understanding creativity as a competitive
advantage and strategic asset [26] and that is why they often choose to apply ICT to
enhance creative collaboration [27]. From an IS perspective, a focus is set towards
designing systems which are supporting teams at developing creative ideas [25]. In
order to create such a system that focuses on the development of creative ideas, De
Vreede and Briggs [9] state that collaborative processes must be strictly designed, so
that teams understand each phase of the collaborative process and can achieve a
common goal. Such a collaborative and strictly designed innovation process can be
referred to as Design Thinking [10].

2.3 Design Thinking - A Method for Innovation Management

DT is a creative and user-centered innovation method to solve complex/wicked
problems within multidisciplinary teams [28–30]. Due to the fact that DT is a
human/user-centered problem solving approach, empathy is the foundation since it
reveals the core needs and real problem statements [28, 31]. During the entire DT
process, a focus is set towards the user’s needs, starting with understanding and
observing the problem and the user, redefining the problem statement from a user
perspective, continuing with the generation of ideas and ending with the creation of a
product, service or process that is tested [29]. For each phase there exist multiple
methods and tools that can be applied to enhance the creation of new ideas, understand
the problem or prototype [1]. Additionally, the DT approach inherits a mindset, which
acts as a framework of requirements to secure the quality of a DT process [32, 33].
The DT mindset involves aspects such as user-centeredness, creativity, iteration,
multidisciplinarity, creativity, co-creation and space aspects, etc. [10, 28, 34–37].
Especially, while performing DT workshops, the design of the space and surroundings,
such as moveable furniture, tools and materials, visualization of new ideas foster
creativity [37].
Design Thinking Process and Process Features. Due to its popularity, we have
chosen to focus on the DT process approach based on Stanford’s d.school, which
includes the phases “Empathize”, “Define”, “Ideate”, “Prototype”, and “Test” [38].
During the first phase “empathize”, it is important to observe the behavior of users and
gain empathy for their problem by communicating with them. This phase helps
understanding the potential user, for whom teams are developing a new product, ser-
vice, or processes [35]. After collecting a wide spectrum of insights and needs from
potential users, information must be focused to formulate a clear problem statement
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during the second phase “define”. Hence, a clear definition of the problem serves as a
guideline for the multidisciplinary DT team to generate creative ideas from the user’s
perspective [35]. The key process features of the third phase “ideate” are to generate a
wide spectrum of diverse and creative ideas without boundaries and judgement by
other team members at the beginning and to focus on a few ideas at the end of the idea
generation process [35]. During the fourth phase “prototype”, the development of a
prototype begins that allows interaction, because during the last phase “test” new
insights may be gathered by observing the user’s interaction with a prototype. After
testing the prototype, the multidisciplinary team(s) may realize that the problem has not
been defined correctly or the prototype needs an improvement and the phases can be
repeated due to DT’s iterative process.

During “empathize”, “define”, “ideate”, and “test” communication within the team
and with the user is very important to gain empathy, understand the problem, and
communicate while discussing ideas. This interactive communication is considered as
an important feature of DT [39]. While generating ideas, the “DT team” needs to
organize, share and develop their ideas, hence, collaboration and creativity are key
features in this phase. During the development of prototypes interaction among the
team members [10] is needed. In summary, four key features of DT can be extracted as
relevant for our research: communication, developing creativity, collaboration, and
interaction. These four key features must be supported by a virtual Design Thinking
(VDT) platform. While designing an artifact for VDT (the VDT platform), two per-
spectives need to be considered - management and technology [40].

The discussion on remote work/telework, virtual collaboration, and DT indicates
that wicked problems can be effectively solved by virtual teams, who collaborate on a
VDT platform. This finding guides us to our research questions: Can a VDT platform
outperform face-to-face Design Thinking? What is an adequate design of a virtual DT
platform to effectively support virtual DT teams?

2.4 Propositions in Regards to a Virtual Design Thinking Platform

In this section, propositions are derived from the presented findings.
In a globalized and highly competitive economy, companies need creative indi-

viduals and teams to remain or grow the company’s market share with the creation of
demanded goods [23]. The modern workforce prefers telework when a task demands a
high level of concentration [3]. To achieve a common goal, a virtual team needs a
structured collaborative process [9]. To further guarantee a high level of competi-
tiveness, company’s innovations (product, service, process) must be user-centered and
of high relevance [23, 41]. Cronin and Tayler [41] state that the quality of a good is
measured in relation to consumer satisfaction. DT is a user/customer-centered approach
that focuses on the development of innovative and desired goods by the customer [12].
We therefore derive the following proposition:

1. A virtual Design Thinking platform supports dispersed and remote teams at
achieving satisfactory innovations for their customer.
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ICT allows people to work remotely on projects [18]. Guthrie [42] states that
high-involvement work practices increase job satisfaction and also productivity. People
who work remotely have the chance of improving their time management skills and be
more productive [18]. Sandmann [2] confirms the increase of productivity in telework
and states that an increase in productivity between 10% and 40% on average can be
expected, when people are working remotely. Individual teleworkers can be connected
via ICT to form a virtual team [19]. Due to an increased level of productivity and
structured collaboration via ICT using DT a shared goal can be faced [10, 11]. Based
on these findings, we derive the following proposition:

2. A virtual Design Thinking platform increases a remote team’s productivity/
efficiency at innovating.

In the remainder of this paper, we will test these propositions.

3 Methodology

As the guiding approach for our methodology, we apply Design Science Research
(DSR) [40]. DSR has proven its applicability in IS and provides a structured approach
to develop and evaluate artifacts [16]. Our methodological approach is based on the
seven guidelines of DSR [40], shown Table 1.

Table 1. Design science research guideline by Hevner (Source: Hevner [40, p. 83])

Guideline Description

Guideline 1: Design as an
artifact

Design-science research must produce a viable artifact in the
form of a construct, a model, a method, or an instantiation

Guideline 2: Problem
relevance

The objective of design-science research is to develop
technology-based solutions to important and relevant business
problems

Guideline 3: Design
evaluation

The utility, quality, and efficacy of a design artifact must be
rigorously demonstrated via well-executed evaluation methods

Guideline 4: Research
contributions

Effective design-science research must provide clear and
verifiable contributions in the areas of the design artifact,
design foundations, and/or design methodologies

Guideline 5: Research rigor Design-science research relies upon the application of rigorous
methods in both the construction and evaluation of the design
artifact

Guideline 6: Design as a
research process

The search for an effective artifact requires utilizing available
means to reach desired ends while satisfying laws in the
problem environment

Guideline 7:
Communication of research

Design-science research must be presented effectively both to
technology-oriented as well as management-oriented
audiences
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Following the seven guidelines, we introduce and evaluate our artifact – a VDT
platform. The evaluation is based on a case study and a survey. Because there is limited
research on the digitization of a DT process, we chose an exploratory case study to test
and improve our artifact. A case study is suitable, when the aim of a contribution is to
answer “how” and “why” questions and if the behavior of the involved participants
cannot be manipulated [43]. The developed artifact is tested under controlled quasi-real
conditions with a geographically dispersed team. The principle research rigor of DSR
(guideline 5) is to determine how well an artifact works or does not work, in order to
enable the development of new artifacts study [40]. The explanatory case study is
focused to answer the questions of how well our artifact works [43].

The designed artifact in this contribution (guideline 1) can be considered an
instantiation, “type of system solution” [40, p. 77], which can demonstrate the feasi-
bility of a VDT platform [40]. We have analyzed the process features of each DT phase
in respect to communication, development of creativity, collaboration, and interaction
and derived the required features for an adequately designed VDT platform. We did not
develop new ICT tools but we assembled suitable existing ICT tools for virtual
communication, collaboration, creative work, and interaction into the virtual DT
platform based on Voigt’s and Bergener’s framework [25]. A detailed description of
the VDT instantiation is presented in the next subsection.

Guideline 2 of the DSR refers to the relevance of the problem [40], which can be
solved with a technology-based approach as described in the introduction of this paper.
We evaluated our artifacts (guideline 3) by conduction an explanatory case study under
quasi-real conditions (see Subsect. 3.2) [40]. Additionally, we performed a survey to
compare the findings from the case study with the participant’s opinion about various
factors, such as the quality of the result, pace of work, quality of communication,
required skills to participate or the efficiency of virtual collaboration.

The contribution of our research (guideline 4) is to show that geographically dis-
persed teams can innovate as effectively as face-to-face teams, by using a VDT plat-
form [40]. Our case study will answer how a virtual Design Thinking platform should
be designed to enable effective real-time communication, collaboration, creative work,
and interaction like in regular face-to-face Design Thinking workshops. The findings
are presented in this section.

Guideline 6 of the DSR framework states, that not all means (infrastructures), ends
(utility and constraints) and laws (cost and benefit constants) can be considered while
designing an artifact since it is infeasible, but it should be focused on the utilization of
available means, ends and laws [40]. That is the reason why we assemble already
existing, easy accessible (Internet) and free-of charge ICT tools, in order to design the
artifact of the VDT platform. While designing the artifact of the VDT platform both
perspectives have been considered - management and technology (guideline 7) [40].

In the following subsection, we present and explain our artifact for a VDT platform.

3.1 Virtual Design Thinking Platform (Artifact: Instantiation)

Guideline 1 (design as an artifact) of DSR requires the instantiation of a viable artifact
[40]. Voigt and Bergener [25] identified a framework for the development of systems
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for creative group processes. We have chosen Voigt’s and Bergener’s framework [25]
because a creative group process is inherent in DT and the framework stresses the
importance of communication, group collaboration and to develop a new services or
products (prototypes). Voigt and Bergener [25] also argue that teams are more creative
than individuals. In order to enhance creativity, ICT are often applied [27]. Further-
more, virtual teams can outperform offline teams [19]. Our VDT artifact is focusing on
enabling the development of any type of innovation, such as service, product or pro-
cess, while the geographically dispersed team members are collaborating on an ICT
platform. Further, our VDT-artifact combines various access-free internet communi-
cation, collaboration, and interaction tools, which foster creativity. The requirements
for our IS tools have been derived from the four key process features of DT: com-
munication, creative work, collaboration, and interaction. The artifact of our VDT
platform and its supporting IS tools for each DT phase is shown in Fig. 1.

Communication is an important key feature of the whole DT process. Virtual teams
can apply synchronous (real-time) and asynchronous (non real-time) communication
[44, 45]. Virtual synchronous communication can be conducted by using for example
video conferencing [46].

According to guideline 6 of DSR, the artifact should be focused on the utilization of
available means (infrastructures), ends (utility and constraints) and laws (cost and
benefit constants) [40]. This is why we assemble existing free to use ICT tools for our
VDT platform. In the following, the applied ICT tools, which were applied in all DT
steps, will be described.

Fig. 1. Our virtual design thinking platform artifact
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We identified three ICT based communication and collaboration tools, which are
used throughout all five DT phases. We suggested Slack [47] as a tool for all asyn-
chronous communication in the group, e.g. for tracking project updates. Slack [47] has
been chosen because it is a free-to-use software, and it is a widely-known tool for
text-based synchronous and asynchronous communication. We introduced Asana [48]
as a project management tool for remote teams. It has been chosen because it makes
teams more efficient, makes team’s goals clear, and reduces communication efforts
[48]. The platform workingON enables a minimalistic status reporting on each task
[49]. It has been chosen because of its easy-to-use functionality and usability (status
reporting) which is needed for structured teamwork.

In the following, we will describe ICT tools, which are applicable in each indi-
vidual DT phase.

Tools for the “Empathize” phase. In the emphasize phase, team members have to get
familiar with the problem at hand, immerse in the life of others and build up empathy
with users (user-centered-approach). To do so, synchronous communication is neces-
sary. Documentaries in form of written text, photos, and videos need to be developed,
shared and explained within the group. In our case study, the groups were free to
choose their preferred tool for their synchronous communication. However, we pro-
posed video conferencing tools for communication such as Google Hangouts [50] and
Skype [51].

Tools for the “Define” phase. In the define phase, an asynchronous and synchronous
communication is necessary since teams may decide to discuss their observation
together or write down their comprehension of the problem individually. Suggested ICT
tools that support participants to share their written information are the following ones:
Mural (for sharing unstructured information, such as pictures or audio files), Google
Docs (for written text documentations) and Dropbox (for sharing files). Mural is a digital
whiteboard [52]. Google Docs can be used to virtually collaborate simultaneously or
asynchronously [53]. Dropbox enables file sharing [54]. These ICT tools have been
suggested to be used, because they offer simultaneous and asynchronous collaboration,
are easy-to-use, are widespread, and are (in their basic versions) free of charge.

Tools for the “Ideate” phase. The ideation phase is a highly interactive and creative
phase. Within this phase ideas are collaboratively developed. Mural [52] enables virtual
collaborative and creative work. This virtual whiteboard is free-of-charge and can be
used in an intuitively way. Google Hangout was suggested for synchronous commu-
nication [46].

Tools for the “Prototype” phase. The characteristics of the given problem and of the
possible innovations (product, service, process) define the prototyping phase and the
applied methods. The methods, which can be applied in this phase range from rapid
prototyping, over website mock ups to virtual role plays (just to name a few). For the
development of apps and website mock ups, we suggested to use JustINMIND [55],
POP app [56] or invision [57]. For visual 3D-prototypes the groups were free to use
any suitable computer aided design software, which suits best their needs and
experiences.
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Tools for the “Test” phase. The goal of the test phase is to present and review the
prototype. In principle, user insights are recorded (video, photo, text) and shared. We
suggested to use the same ICT tools for asynchronous communication as in the
emphasize phase, i.e. Google Hangout were suggested to be applied.

3.2 Design Evaluation: Case Study

By following the DSR methodology, we evaluated our proposed artifact within an
exploratory case study under quasi-real conditions [40]. We constructed a survey to
capture the group member’s perceived effectiveness of our artifact [58]. A total of
seven people have participated in the case study, which consisted of six male design
team participants and one male assignment provider (acts as the customer). All design
team participants are between 23 and 26 years old. The assignment provider is 45 years
old. The design team participant’s backgrounds are in computer science, crash simu-
lation engineering, patent law, production system engineering, business administration
and mechanical engineering. The assignment provider is a professor of aeronautical
engineering. The case study has been limited to three days and all participants have
been located at different places across Germany.

Case study structure. We recorded an instructional video where the work team
explain DT and the purpose of this study, in order to minimize the need for moderation
and coaching in the DT process. In the beginning of the case study, the group members
needed to watch the instructional video and the group was introduced to the initial
assignment (problem to be solved).

The task of the DT team was to come up with an innovative idea on how to
advertise a specific communication platform used by the International Forum for
Aviation Research (IFAR) to the IFAR employees and external project partners.
The NASA and the German national aeronautics and space research center (DLR) use
the social network platform, called IFARLink, to connect scientists and executives and
discuss upcoming topics in aviation.

During the “Empathy” phase, the assignment provider introduced the task to and
discussed the task with the team. In the “Define” phase, the team members individually
formulated their understanding of the assignment before they collaboratively discussed
their understandings by using video conferencing. In the “Ideation” phase, the team used
the virtual whiteboard Mural to conduct brainstorming, and to cluster and to select ideas.

As the final idea, the group agreed on the development an infomercial video to
introduce and advertise the IFARLink platform to the end-users. In the “Test” phase,
the script for the video was shown to the assignment provider (customer) via internet
(available at https://www.ifarlink.aero/video) and discussed by the support of video
conferencing to iterate the solution. Finally, the infomercial video was presented the
board members of IFAR.

After the completion of this case study, each group member had to fill out a
questionnaire with 38 items. The assignment provider/customer received a specific
questionnaire to gather information about his prominent role during the DT process.

The next section covers the design of the two questionnaires.
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3.3 Questionnaire and Data Analysis

For each of the five phases of the DT process, questions were derived based on the
guidelines by Porst [59] and Fink [58] to determine if the VDT platform (our artifact)
supported creative group work (communication, collaboration, interaction). Before the
virtual group work started, two control questions were asked about the team members’
preferred way of communication, collaboration, and interaction in group work. Further,
this question helped to determine if the experiences with the VDT platform changed
group members’ opinion about their preferred way of communicating, collaborating,
and interacting in team work.

The questionnaire was divided into six sections. Section 1 listed items about the
perceived quality of the result of the VDT. Section 2 of the questionnaire had questions
about the required skills to use the VDT platform and to communicate, collaborate and
interact in a creative way via ICT. The questions in section 3 asked about participants’
perceived effectiveness of the virtual collaboration. The fourth sections contained
questions about the workflow and continuity. Section 5 contained items to get infor-
mation about group members’ perceived level of satisfaction of the results and quality
of the outcome. Section 6 listed question about the perceived quality of the commu-
nication within the team.

We furthermore asked about the group members’ experiences with the suggested
ICT tools, with the applicability, the usefulness, and the degree if support for creative
work in each single phase of the DT process. To do so, we referred to questions from
the Creativity Support Index (CSI) [60]. The CSI covers six dimensions “Enjoyment,
Exploration, Expressiveness, Immersion, Results Worth Effort and Collaboration” [60,
p. 21] with two questions each.

As the “assignment provider” was not directly involved in group work but in
communication and coordination task, we established another questionnaire to get
information about the assignment providers’ experiences with digital collaboration, and
experienced difficulties. To get information about these experiences, qualitative, open-
ended questions were asked [61].

3.4 Data Analysis and Results

We conducted a three-staged analysis method to gather qualitative data [61], including
data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing. In order to achieve a data
reduction, we abstracted and transformed the answers into insights based on the
answers from the group members. The answers were clustered on a whiteboard, pat-
terns were analyzed, and conclusions were derived in a narrative approach.

Face-to-face or virtual collaboration. Four group members preferred direct, non-ICT
based collaboration, two participants expressed their perception that “offline” collab-
oration leads to better collaboration. Two group members were indifferent in their
opinion about the effectiveness of offline and ICT-based group work. One person
answered that the process itself is very structured and motivates people to collaborate
and only focuses on the problem to find a good solution.
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Necessity of Skills. The participants have been asked about the skills that are neces-
sary to complete the DT process. According to the answers, basic computer skills are
necessary to be able to set up all ICT tools and to be able to perform virtual group
work. Two out of six group members think that for a virtual DT communication is as
important as a creative and structured thinking.

Efficiency of virtual collaboration. Four out of six participants answered that results
are not achieved in a faster way in a face-to-face environment (in comparison to a virtual
setting). The results show that ICT tools foster creativity, which leads to a faster solving
of given problem and the sharing of information is faster in a virtual environment.
However, two out of six group members think that results could be achieved faster in a
face-to-face setting, due to less technical issues and non-verbal communication.

Quality of the results. All six group members expressed that the VDT leads to better
results (in comparison to face-to-face settings), although the expressed reasons for this
vary.

Quality of communication. Conference calls are perceived by three out of six group
members as good as face-to-face communication, as there was “no noticeable differ-
ence in workflow” and that everybody was able to see each other. The other three group
members missed non-verbal communication and mentioned slow Internet bandwidth as
a limiting factor for virtual communication.

Work flow and continuity. Four group members mentioned that catching up with the
group progress has not been a problem because everybody was able to see what other
participants did in the meantime, due to asynchronous communication.

Empathize phase. All of the participants answered that they would not understand the
problem better while being in person. The group members stated that they were able to
ask questions in the same manner and with the same effectiveness as in face-to-face
meetings.

Define Phase. The participants stated that they did not experience any difficulties in
defining the problem and collectively formulating the problem digitally. One partici-
pant stated that there is less pressure to understand everything related to the problem,
because ICT tools and IS-based methods help to understand the details. In general, all
team members appreciated how well the problem was defined in the virtual, remotely
conducted “Define” phase.

Ideate phase. The following table presents the results of the CSI analysis with the
software Mural (Table 2).

The results show that the digital whiteboard Mural succeeded at enhancing cre-
ativity according to the CSI by Cherry and Latulipe [60] as all CSI scores are way
above 50%. Digital whiteboards, such as Mural, support idea generation and support
creativity in the process. Nevertheless, two group members mentioned that they had
problems with organizing their ideas.

Prototyping Phase. The team decided to continue to work with Mural in the proto-
typing phase to write a script for the informational video (prototype). Five team
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members mentioned that they were not able to prototype the idea in any better way in
person, because the tool provided a good overview of the process and the progress.

Test Phase. All participants mentioned in the questionnaire that gathering feedback in
person would not lead to any better results than with the digital-based solution. Fur-
thermore, the team members were very satisfied with the test phase, because they had a
common understanding of the solution.

Data Analysis of Assignment Provider. The assignment provider (customer) stated
that he prefers to use a virtual communication and collaborate platforms for group
work, since it offers him the freedom of location choice. He experienced no quality loss
in any regards.

4 Discussion

Our research aims to find out how effective a VDT platform can perform in comparison
to face-to-face DT. In this paper, we firstly introduced our motivation, problem
statement and methodology. We structured this paper along the logic of DSR and,
therefore, started with an examination of related research that builds the theoretical
foundation for (a) our artifact/VDT platform and (b) the derivation of propositions,
which allow to the answer our research question [2, 9, 40, 42]. Within Sect. 3, we
introduced our methodological approach based on the seven DSR guidelines and
started with the introduction of our artifact, continued by the presentation of our
evaluation approach, a case study and a survey [15]. Within this section, we fuse the
findings from the related work. Our research results prove proposition 1, i.e. a VDT
platform supports remote teams at achieving satisfactory results for their customer.

Our artifact is a digital representation of the creative innovation method Design
Thinking (DT). DT follows a structured logic of five iterative phases. Design Thinker’s
values are driven by a specific open, collaborative and creative mindset for group work.
This is in line with De Vreede and Briggs [9], who state that virtual teams are in need
for a structured, collaborative process to achieve a common goal [9].

The results of the case study and the survey, with particular regard to the stated
satisfaction of the assignment provider [41], prove that the VDT platform supports
remote teams at achieving satisfactory results for their customer (which is in our case
the assignment provider). Therefore, our proposition 1 is supported.

Table 2. CSI results for mural as a creativity support tool based on Cherry and Latulipe [60]

Six dimensions of creativity support Results

Exploration 86.66%
Enjoyment 83.93%
Expressiveness 73.85%
Immersion 80.18%
Results wirth effort 91.02%
Collaboration 89.28%
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Proposition 2 – A virtual Design Thinking platform increases a remote team’s
productivity/efficiency at reaching goals.

The VDT platform supports remote-based Design Thinking by providing adequate
ICT tools. Due to the results from our case study and survey, the participants using the
VDT platform confirm that their perceived level of efficiency in virtual collaboration
was higher in comparison to face-to-face interaction. The answers of the survey reveal
that the VDT platform supports a more structured collaboration that leads to reaching
goals more efficiently, which is in line with De Vreede and Briggs [9]. This is also in
line with recent findings that remote work/telework leads to a higher productivity/
efficiency of reaching goals in general [2, 18]. Additionally, the evaluation revealed
that team members focus more on the task when using the VDT platform, which affects
the efficiency of collaboration. This can be traced back to a “high-involvement work
practice”, which – according to Guthrie [42] – increases productivity and efficiency.
Hence, our proposition 2 is supported.

However, our findings show that the majority of participants prefer face-to-face
collaboration instead of virtual collaboration, which is due to a lack of non-verbal
communication and technical issues that interrupted the workflow.

To summarize, we can state that our artifact – the VDT platform – is a viable
solution to effectively do Design Thinking in a virtual way. Nonetheless, there is room
for improvement concerning the satisfaction of virtual team performance and over-
coming technical difficulties.

5 Concluding Remarks and Outlook

Through the continuous process of digitization and development of information systems
(IS), work is increasingly performed virtually [1]. The use of ICT in companies allows
individuals and teams to perform remote work/telework and thereby create values. This,
on the one hand, leads to more flexibility in time management and productivity of
workers but, on the other hand, requires adequate ICT to allow and support virtual
collaboration [2, 3, 9]. The need for ICT supported collaboration for remote work of
geographically dispersed teams is gaining importance and companies are challenged to
keep up pace with this contemporary necessity [4]. Furthermore, companies require
innovative products, services and/or processes to satisfy customer’s needs and to
achieve success [23, 24]. Design Thinking (DT) is a creative innovation method that is
originally used in analog team settings to develop innovative products, services and/or
processes [10–12]. The DT process, DT methods and DT mindset together form a
strictly designed procedure that is targeted towards user-centered innovations. To meet
contemporary business requirements, our research project aimed at enabling virtual
teams to perform DT in a geographically dispersed setting with the support of a newly
design VDT platform. We set up an artifact that follows the requirements of DT with the
support of existing platforms and tools. In this research paper, we present our research of
the evaluation of our artifact, which is based on the research question: How effective can
a VDTplatform perform compared to face-to-face DT?

In this paper, we firstly introduced our motivation, problem statement and
methodology. We structured this paper based on DSR, and therefore, started with an
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examination of related work that builds the theoretical foundation for (a) our
artifact/VDT platform and (b) the definition of propositions that enable the answering
of our research question. Within Sect. 3, we introduced our methodological approach
based on the seven DSR principles [40] and started with the introduction of our artifact,
continued by the presentation of our evaluation approach, a case study and a survey.
Our propositions – a VDT platform supports remote teams at achieving satisfactory
results for their customer and a VDT platform increases a remote team’ s
productivity/efficiency at reaching goals [2, 18] – are confirmed based on the exami-
nation of related research work and our findings from the evaluation. Nonetheless, our
evaluation revealed that a lack of non-verbal communication and challenges with
technical issues downgrades the performance of our VDT platform in comparison to
face-to-face interaction.

Concluding, we can reveal that DT can be virtually performed without any loss of
efficacy in comparison to face-to-face DT. Nevertheless, there is room for improvement
of the VDT platform. A fully automated platform would probably lead to positive
effects on the workflow and the effectiveness of virtual DT collaboration. Hence,
further research is needed.

Our paper has several limitations that need to be considered for future research. The
digitization of DT entails the adherence of all DT requirements. For upcoming
research, the effectiveness of the VDT platform also needs to be evaluated concerning
the level of (team) creativity within the process and of the solution itself. Furthermore,
there are several approaches for DT phase sequences, which can be tested. The number
of participants within the case study is restricted, additionally future research could be
conducted to test how the virtual DT process works with participants from different
backgrounds, different levels of computer skills, more multidisciplinary, multicultural,
diverse gender settings and different ages in the team constellation. Additionally, the
influence of altered timeframes for DT performance could be tested as well as potential
differences when developing products, services or processes.

Acknowledgement. This paper is part of a project called DETHIS – Design Thinking for
Industrial Services, funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF);
Grant # 02K14A140.
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Abstract. Technologies increasingly inhabit ever more mundane and
personal settings, a fact that has caused some designers to reflect upon
the emergent, inaccessible nature of context. Recently, processless design
has been proposed as an important alternative to existing design think-
ing. Processless design argues that by intentionally leaving out processes,
or minimally embedding processes in system design, designers might be
able to come up with systems that are more open to different interac-
tional possibilities. In this paper, we extend the processless design idea,
and propose customizable processes and appropriable opportunities as
two key design ramifications of the original processlessness concept. We
argue that processless design supports the ability of users to construct
more spontaneous, opportunistic and meaningful experiences in situ.,
and that processlessness is the key in designing educational technologies
for increasing student learning, and in making it possible to account for
promoting teacher adoption during the design time.

1 Introduction

Years ago, Weiser foresaw the future as technologies would become so pervasive
and ubiquitous that they would disappear into the fabric of everyday life [12].
Indeed, the use of wireless handheld devices such as mobile phones, PDAs, and
tablets is no longer bound to work places, but becoming increasingly integrated
into every aspect of our lives, promoting socio-cultural reformations from within.
In the field of education, the influx of digital technologies opened up new forms
of educational opportunities such as mobile learning and distance learning, while
it also instigated reformation of centuries-old classroom learning [11].

Over the years, an increasing number of educational technologies have been
designed, developed and deployed by designers and researchers, yet the discussion
of whether or not the technology is beneficial to education is still inconclusive.
Technologies proven to produce positive increases in student learning in experi-
mental settings have shown limited success in actual classroom adoption [1,14].
Longitudinal studies also report incompatible findings. For instance, Dynarski
et al. [4] report that they did not find either an increase or decrease in stu-
dent learning after a year-long study testing the effectiveness of Reading and
Mathematics software in classrooms whereas Roschelle et al. [7] report strong
classroom learning gains from a large-scale, multi-year investigation of deploying
SimCalc in multiple classrooms.

c© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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Noticing such discrepancies, Dickey-Kurdziolek and Tatar [2] assess the dif-
ficulties in educational technology design, and point out that a strategy of
“design(ing) for student learning, and then find(ing) ways to increase teacher
adoption later [2]” is bound to produce ineffective classroom technologies. They
suggest that technology designers need to consider the design tensions [9]
between “designing for the student experience” and “designing for teacher adop-
tion” in design time. Roschelle et al. [7] contend that the key to the successful
deployment of classroom technology is not just about designing novel technolo-
gies, but is more about creating “interventions that deeply integrate professional
development, curriculum materials, and software in a unified curricular activity
system [7, p. 874].” Yet, both Dickey-Kurdziolek and Tatar [2] or Roschelle
et al. [7] do not explicitly show how to design educational technologies that can
increase student learning while promoting teacher adoption, or that can easily
be integrated with the professional development and curriculum materials.

Every school, every classroom and every teacher is unique and probably has
very different demands and requirements for technology use in the classroom.
This multifarious nature of classroom context makes designing classroom tech-
nologies which can easily be integrated to a number of different existing curricula,
while meeting individual teacher’s local needs a formidable task. Furthermore,
even for the same school, same classroom and same teacher, the use of technolo-
gies is always being continually defined and negotiated in the classrooms in the
moment. That, in turn, makes context not only illusive and slippery, but also
central and critical in interactive system design [3]. In a similar vein, context is
central and critical in educational technology design as well.

In order to demystify context and account for ever-changing context in the
design process, researchers have introduced different design ideas. For instance,
Höök et al. suggest making the representation of systems’ internal mechanisms
transparent to users as a way to enable user appropriation [5]. Dourish lists three
approaches for supporting continually manifested and interactionally defined
context in system design [3]. He argues for making systems that display their
context and support “deep customization” at the architectural level. In addition,
he proposes separating information from the structure in which the information
is organized. More recently, drawing on Zensign, the idea that what we leave
out of a design is as important as what we put in it [10], Lee et al. [6] have pro-
posed processless design as an important alternative to existing design thinking.
Processless design argues that by intentionally leaving out processes, or mini-
mally embedding processes in system design, designers might be able to come up
with systems that are more open to different interactional possibilities. Yet, Lee
et al. [6] do not explicitly discuss design considerations relating to the process
of leaving out processes in design.

In this paper, we extend processless design, and discuss customizable processes
and appropriable opportunities as two key design ramifications of the original
processlessness concept. We concur with Lee et al. [6] in believing that processless
design can support the ability of users to construct more spontaneous, oppor-
tunistic and meaningful experiences in situ. We further argue that processlessness
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is the key in designing educational technologies for increasing student learning,
and in making it possible to account for promoting teacher adoption during
the design time. We present a sample design case that demonstrates how the
design embodying processlessness can eventuate in an increased adoptability for
multiple educational settings.

2 Processless Design Extended

2.1 Processlessness

Lee et al. [6] recount that processless design does not suggest that interactional
process is located solely in the artifact, and hence fully defined by the arti-
fact’s built-in features. Process as a larger phenomenon is always interactionally
defined, managed, negotiated and recreated in the moments of use. People and
artifacts co-define process as they constantly reconfigure each other in situ [8,13].
Yet, by trying to encode and rigidify the processes at design time, designers
might be depriving individuals of opportunities to create more diverse, tailored,
and appropriate processes in situ. In this sense, processless design is not about
removing processes from holistic human-nonhuman interactions, but rather it is
about redistributing some of the process-making activity to the users, times and
places in which the artifacts are enacted.

2.2 Customizable Processes

While processless design values removing processes from digital artifacts as the
primary design principle, building technologies devoid of any process at all is
not practical, if not entirely infeasible. That is, when we design digital artifacts,
even in the processless way, we are destined to put a certain amount of processes
into the design. In that respect, we contend that the subsequent auxiliary prin-
ciple in processless design is the user customizability of the embedded processes.
Designers need to provide ways in which users can replace or supplement any
built-in processes.

Dourish points out that, in information technology design, it is important to
separate information from the structure in which the information is organized [3].
On top of that, processless design proposes separating processes from the struc-
tures in which processes are organized. By modularizing processes and making
processes replaceable and customizable, designers can incorporate processes into
the digital artifacts in the processless way.

2.3 Appropriable Opportunities

By minimally embedding processes in digital artifacts, and preparing the embed-
ded processes to be easily customizable, designers not only create interaction
technologies, but also fabricate new possibilities for user interactions around the
built artifacts. Designers, especially educational technology designers, however,
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also need to take a step further and attempt to design holistic user experi-
ences. With what they provide or do not provide through technology designs,
educational technology designers need to create interventions that integrate (1)
individual teacher’s needs, (2) existing curriculum materials and (3) different
use practices.

When leaving out processes in technology design, designers are not delegating
their responsibilities to the users. “Whatever designers leave out, the users will
fill in” is not the philosophy of processlessness. Designers should always consider
what it means to leave out certain processes in technology design, and think
about how users will or will not be able to appropriate interactional possibilities
created by the design. Thus when leaving out any processes in design, design-
ers should not consider themselves as practicing not-designing, but instead see
themselves as designing interactional possibilities beyond the artifacts as well as
the affordances for unfolding users’ activities.

In sum, designers practicing processless design should consider putting min-
imal processes in the digital artifacts. When embedding any processes, they
should consider making the processes easily customizable. When leaving out any
process, they should consider the consequences of not embedding the process.

3 ESL Password: An Example

In this section, we present ESL (English as a Second Language) Password as a
sampler applique of ESL class activities, and demonstrate how the three design
principles of processlessness are embodied in technology design.

3.1 Software

ESL Password is a multi-user parallel distributed game activity. It resembles a
television game show from the 60’s in which a presenter is given a target word or
phrase and asked to use words that would get the guesser to say the target. For
example, a presenter can say “it’s raining cats and . . .?” to make the guesser say
“dogs.” Guessers are allowed to ask presenters questions and actively engage in
the game. If the guesser cannot guess the word, the presenter may “pass” and
move on to the next word. Thus, the original game involves two roles, that of
the presenter, who knows the word or phrase, and that of the guesser, who does
not. These roles are filled by exactly one person at a time. There is also a third
role, that of audience, filled by many people. The audience is told the target
word or phrase and is therefore presumably more allied with the presenters’
than the guessers’ experiences. Although the audience role is tacit in the game
description, this role is quite important. The original T.V. game was arguably
designed as much or more for the audience as for the players. (Indeed to whom
else would a television show be targeted if not for the studio audience and for
home viewers?).
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Inspired by the fact that the rules of the game obligate participants to speak,
we developed ESL Password (Fig. 1) for people learning English as a second lan-
guage. Users can choose to take one of three roles. Different helping mechanisms
were added to help ESL students with their roles.

Fig. 1. ESL Password - PDA version

The system is used to deliver words/phrases for the players as well as to
provide hints. Presenters can fetch words or phrases on their devices as well
as retrieve a dictionary definition of the word. Guessers can access six different
kinds of hints from the system. These are machine-generated hints such as an
anagram, the length of the word, or the revelation of random letters.

In order to grant the audience access to the information available to presen-
ters and guessers, the audience mode has an option to display both the given
words and the hints given for the guessers. In addition, in order to nudge the
audience to take an active role in the game play, the audience is given an option
to keep track of the scores for the current game.

3.2 Embedding Minimal Processes

Two main processes embedded in the software are a word-delivery system with
built-in English dictionary and hinting mechanisms. These two functionalities
represent two embedded processes that automate different user tasks in the non-
digitized version of gaming activity. For instance, a word-delivery system is a
substitute for a flashcard that displays different words/phrases. We could have
designed the activity to require one dedicated player to flip the flashcard for
the presenter. Our design rationale for automating the flashcard and the card
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flipping task is rather obvious; the flashcard flipping task requires an additional
role without adding any value to the game. Hinting systems provide mechanisms
for balancing task difficulty levels for non-native speakers.

3.3 Customizable Contents

Two embedded processes in ESL Password are both user customizable. Users can
replace the built-in dictionary with custom built ones. This is a key feature in
ESL Password since teachers would need to customize the words list, and possibly
the presenter hints prior to using ESL Password in the classroom. Similarly, the
hinting mechanisms for the guessers are also user customizable. Users can either
use computer generated hints, or author textual, auditory, and pictorial hints.
For instance, one can use a series of pictures depicting the given word or even a
translation of the given word in the guesser’s native language. Figure 2 shows a
pictorial hint and a Korean translation of the word, ‘apple’ from the children’s
version of the game.

3.4 Designing Appropriable Opportunities

ESL Password is designed to include only processes that are essential to the
game play. For instance, without a word-delivery system, ESL Password activ-
ity itself regresses to the non-digitized form of the gameplay. Without hinting
systems, ESL Password is no more than an automated flashcard. Two features
we intentionally left out in designing ESL Password are scoring and encoding
user roles. While we have user interface for marking, increasing and decreasing
scores, no process has been embedded in the software. In addition, even though

Fig. 2. Pictorial and Korean guesser hints from children’s version
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we support three user roles by providing different user interfaces for the differ-
ent roles, we do not explicitly encode the roles in the software. Users can always
switch to different user modes at any given time. The enacting and regulating
of user roles is left to the users to decide, manage and negotiate in the course of
acting out the gameplay.

4 ESL Password in Action

ESL Password has been deployed on multiple occasions and has been tested
with a variety of student groups and settings. In this section, we report on two
occasions in which ESL Password was used in distinctively different ways.

4.1 English Language Institue

As a first attempt to deploy ESL Password in a classroom setting, researchers
conducted three game sessions with students at the English Language Institute
at Virginia Tech on three different days. With help from the teachers at the
institute, we were able to get consent from students to video record the ses-
sions. The vocabulary lists as well as the logistics of the game were modified to
accommodate class curriculum and schedule.

The teachers administered ESL Password activities in three different ways.
Some teachers, prior to using ESL Password, had used a whiteboard as a medium
for the game activity. Students were asked to pair up with another student. The
pairs were then asked to play the traditional version of the game. Guessers were
seated in the front row facing backwards while presenters were seated in the
second row facing the whiteboard. When a teacher wrote a word on the board,
all the presenters tried to explain the word to their partner guessers. The pair
who got the correct answer first won a game-point (It was up to the teacher to
decide whether to wait for other pairs to finish guessing the word or to continue
on to the next word).

When teachers used ESL Password, students were asked to form presen-
ter/guesser/audience triplets or quadruplets (two audience participants). As
with the traditional game mode, teachers in this setting also controlled the game
play. They decided when to move on to the next word and also changed dictio-
naries if needed.

When a teacher initiated the game play, a randomly selected word from a
dictionary was displayed on all the presenters’ PDA screens. Instead of looking
at the whiteboard for a word, presenters were able to use their handheld devices
to look at the given word. All the presenters tried to explain the word to their
partner guessers. The team that got the correct answer first was given a game
point. The teacher clicked on the next-word button when she decided to go on
to the next word.

ESL Password was tested in two different conditions. In an “audience with-
out PDAs” condition, only presenters and guessers were given handheld devices.
No handheld devices were given to the audience. In an “audience with PDAs”
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condition, the audience members used the handheld devices to monitor the
team’s activity. When a guesser chose to use the “audience help,” the guesser
asked the audience for help. In this case, the audience was expected to explain
the word on the behalf of the presenter.

It was quite interesting to see that audience members who had access to
shared visual information (participants with PDAs) were more likely proactive
in participating in the game activity than audience members who did not have
access to the information. For instance, Fig. 3 portrays a scene in which a pre-
senter holding a PDA looks at the guesser, while a guesser looks at her PDA
screen, possibly trying to get a guesser hint. It is probable to assume that these
two are actively engaged in the task at hand. However, two audience partici-
pants, Audience A and Audience B, withdraw themselves from the activity to
look at the font of the classroom, most likely to look at the teacher. Indeed,
researchers observed that a majority of audience members tended to focus on
the teachers instead of engaging in the game activity when they did not have
access to the shared information.

The two audience participants from Fig. 3 changed their behaviors drastically
when they were given access to the shared information. As shown in Fig. 4, once
given his own PDA, Audience A actively opted in, also taking on the role of
presenter even though the rules clearly stated audience members can only step
into the game when a guesser chose to use “audience help.” This change of the
behaviors among audience members is worth noting since it signifies that shared
visual information not only results in helping peripheral participants learn, but
also triggers in peripheral participants significant attitude changes toward par-
ticipation in the activity. In addition, it also shows how different actitivy designs
impact students’ behaviors differently, and how students appropriate the given
opportunities to redesign their activities.

4.2 Women in Computing Day

The Association for Women in Computing (AWC) is a student-run, non-profit
organization at Virginia Tech. Every year, AWC holds a keystone event, Women
in Computing Day (WCD) in which AWC invites local junior high school female
students and introduces various computing technologies to inspire them to pur-
sue computing careers.

As a part of the event, we held four Password gaming sessions. Each session
lasted about 45 min and there were 8 to 11 students in each session. Students were
first briefed on the game rules and PDA devices were distributed. Students were
free to choose their roles (presenter, guesser or audience). One of our research
team members, supervised the game play sessions.

Since students were native English speakers, we prepared a special dictionary
designed for the event. The dictionary consisted of 55 words and each word had
a definition and two guesser hints.

When we deployed the system, students quickly adopted and created their
own versions of the game. Instead of having one presenter, one guesser and several
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Fig. 3. An ESL Password session held at English Language Institute - audience w/o
shared visual info

Fig. 4. An ESL Password session held at English Language Institute - audience with
shared visual info
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Fig. 5. A password puzzle session held during women in computing day event

audience members, students divided into groups of presenters and guessers. Mul-
tiple presenters usually took turns explaining, while teams of guessers shouted
out possible answers. It was notable that the students were able to appropriate
their own activities without the supervision of a teacher (or, in our case, of a
supervising researcher). Figure 5 shows a puzzle session held during the event.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we extended processless design, and proposed customizable
processes and appropriable opportunities as two key design ramifications of the
original processlessness concept. We presented a sample design case that demon-
strates how the design embodying processlessness can result in supporting dif-
ferent use scenarios in multiple educational settings.

We believe that processless design supports the ability of users to construct
more spontaneous, opportunistic and meaningful experiences in situ. Moreover
we also believe that processlessness is the key in designing educational technolo-
gies for increasing student learning, and in making it possible to account for
promoting teacher adoption during the design time.
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Abstract. Documents are closely related to our daily life, from morning papers
to various corporate reports, and even to site maps issued by tourist attractions.
Before the advent of the Internet in the 1970s, documents were certain physical
objects on which significant text and graphic symbols were drawn, written,
printed or shown in a way to be visible. With the emergence of the Internet, the
presentation of documents has become diversified. Traditional physical docu-
ments are gradually replaced by digital documents and those changes have
altered how we communicate to each other. Although documents are so
important, many documents attract less attention from users due to the lackluster
content and to many perplexing problems in information structure, graphic
symbols, layout. Document design has accumulated considerable practical
experience and design methods nowadays. The design category has also been
widening. Digitization can bring freer presentation and wider communication to
documents; paper documents also have advantages in reading habits, execution
efficiency and convenience. No matter how the information is presented, being
easy to understand, being easy to use and creating a pleasant reading atmosphere
are still the common goals of all the document designs. On this basis, it is
essential to pay great attention on the various of document for different
requirement.
The accuracy and appropriateness of the collected data will affect not only the

designers’ judgment on users’ needs but also the result of design thinking.
Design thinking is the methodology of the whole idea and design. It means
seeking different possible solutions to different design themes and thinking
differently. Design thinking in document design provides the possibilities of
document innovation and reconstruction for designers. In the process of design
thinking, it is necessary to explore the core needs of users from a large number
of research data. Classifying existing documents can help designers clearly
know their design objects and better target them during the data collection to
obtain valuable design suggestions. In order to categorize document for better
design and further research, this study aims to (1) extensively collect existing
document samples and classify them, and (2) analyze the spatial coordinate
distribution and illustrate design features of these documents.
There were 153 document samples collected and screened. The original

samples were filtered by excluding with highly similar content and forms. It
turned out that 54 representative samples were selected and were analyzed with
the KJ Method. Five document types were concluded, including (1) Indicative
document: introduce the use of a product or guide users to complete a task.
(2) Retrieving document: users seek the information they need from a complex
set of information according to visual cues in the document. (3) Dialogical
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document: there are repeated interactions between users and documents. The
document here can be seen as an intermediary; through the document, users talk
with the man or the computer at the other end. (4) Feedback Document: Users
provide a direct and prompt one-way information on the feedback sheet.
(5) Expository document: The document only informs users of the relevant
information, without any further interactions with users. The results show that
clustering existed in the spatial distribution of these documents in the process of
chart making, with which the pattern of readability and interactivity of those
sample documents are shown on the distributed plot. The next phase of this
project is to further investigate design rules of thumb in document categories.
Further research will be continued to perceive useful instruments for executing
design practices. Design cases and practical techniques will be extensively
inquired for design consultation together with the hidden relationships discov-
ered from this project.

Keywords: Categorization � Document design � Visual design � Design
thinking

1 Introduction

Documents are closely related to our daily life, from morning papers to various cor-
porate reports, and even to site maps issued by tourist attractions. Before the advent of
the Internet in the 1970 s, documents were certain physical objects on which significant
text and graphic symbols were drawn, written or printed (Kimball and Hawkins 2008).
With the trend of digitalization, some physical documents are gradually replaced by
digital documents. For example, the invention of the e-mail leads to the gradual decline
of handwritten letters, and this change alters the way we communicate to each other.
Today, breaking the limit of paper, document designers can create various styles and
can add more features to their documents by using modern computer technology.
Aligning with multi-media such as combining text, animation and sound altogether on
a cross-platform is possible. The new technology gives users in this century a fresh new
experience that they would not have ever. Knowledge acquisition is no longer limited
by geographical space and information presentation also becomes abundant. The
information derived from text, image, sound and all those from the multimedia works
provides people a full understanding of the world. The advantages of the digital age are
obvious. Even in preschool nowadays, the use of computer (including IPAD) as an
educational tool is becoming the norm. Moreover, several researchers are promoting
that e-learning should become a part of children’s lives and kindergarten teachers
should also make good use of digital products to improve children’s learning ability
(Wachob 1993; Backingham and Scanlon 2003). Although the external forms of
documents always change, the essence of physical documents and digital documents is
identical. When we read a physical document or a web page, the content must have
been appropriately established so that significant information could be gotten (Kimball
and Hawkins 2008).

In the mid to late twentieth century, the design world has begun to realize the
importance of documents to society and carried out a series of studies on good
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document and visual designs. Document design is a process that organizes significant
visual symbols together in a comfortable and easy way to help readers find content of
interest (Carliner 2006, p. 2). Many areas also regard document design as part of
information design. For example, Schriver (1997) argued that document design fol-
lowed the ideas of information design to arrange words and pictures and thus to help
people achieve goals in their work (p. 10). Horn (1999, pp. 15–16) pointed out that
information design was a process that integrated information by means of science and
art to facilitate the effective use of information. It mainly contains three purposes– (1)
to make the content of the document more accurate, more easy to understand and easy
to transform into action; (2) to make the human-computer interaction more simple,
natural and pleasant; and (3) to make people more comfortable in the process of finding
a path. On the basis of definition, this study sets forth that the document is an entity or a
digital carrier for systematic integration of various types of information; and document
design aims to create more efficient and accurate information communication between
documents and users so that users can understand the content.

Today, document design has accumulated considerable practical experience and
design methods. The design category has also been widening. While digitization can
bring freer presentation and wider communication to documents, print-based docu-
ments have advantages in reading habits, execution efficiency and convenience. It is the
common goals of all the document design works, in any form, need to be designed in a
way to be ease of understanding, to be ease of using, and to be pleasure in use.
However, various forms of document require different design treatments and strategies.
For example, site maps should help visitors determine their current locations and find
out the optimal path to the destination. Instructional materials require designers,
engineers and technical writers to closely cooperate in order to translate professional
terms into understandable languages. In order to strengthen the theoretical base to meet
the complex needs of design practices, combining methods from design thinking
provides the possibilities of document innovation and reconstruction for designers.

Design thinking is the methodology of the whole idea and design. It means seeking
different possible solutions to different design themes and thinking differently. Brown
(2008) pointed out that the design thinking was a people-oriented design spirit and
method which considered not only people’s needs and behaviors, but also techno-
logical and commercial feasibilities. In the process of design thinking, it is necessary to
explore the core needs of users from a large number of research data (Institute of
Design at Stanford, n.d. 2015). The accuracy and appropriateness of the collected data
will affect not only the designers’ judgment on users’ needs but also the result of design
thinking. With this concern, this study aims to classify the existing documents so that
designers are able to clearly know and better target their design targets–

1. Extensively collect existing document samples and classify them.
2. Analyze the spatial coordinate distribution and investigate the design features of

document types.
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2 Literature Review

2.1 The Development of Document Design

Document design requires designers (or authors) to consciously organize information
and help users recognize, understand and use documents effectively. Though differ-
ences exist between physical and digital documents in the presentation of information,
both of them convey meaningful information and guide people’s reading behaviors by
integrating various visual elements. The earliest pattern can be traced back to 30,000
years ago when Chauvet Cave was created in France. These prehistoric marks and
patterns cover cave paintings, cliff drawings, petroglyphs as well as any picture or
symbol carved in the natural rock surface (Visocky O’Grady 2008). Empiricists believe
that these symbols at that time were used to record people’s daily hunting or used as a
teaching tool in introducing prey’s local features to new hunters (Kleiner 2009). The
plain language movement prevailing in the United States in 1970s can be regarded as
the sprout of modern document design. The purpose of the movement is to remove
recondite, confusing and insulting words in tables, leaflets and brochures so that
government documents can be easier to understand. Similar movements have also
affected the UK, Australia, New Zealand and many other countries. In Britain, for
example, the government held plain English awards to encourage institutions to par-
ticipate in the competition with their office documents in order to promote the ver-
nacular movement (Moss 1987). William Playfair (1759–1823) was a Scottish engineer
whose inventions such as bar charts, line graphs and pie charts had a profound impact
on the humanities, mathematics, engineering and geography. He believes that any
numerical information can be converted into charts and lines. Compared with a long list
of statistics, a well-designed chart can provide more information and stronger visual
impact. Nowadays, information visualization has become one of the main ways to
convey quantitative information in books, newspapers and magazines. Even TV sta-
tions have used various kinds of information visualization to attract the audience (Parks
et al. 2006). Among those important milestones in the history of information design,
International System of Typographic Picture Education (ISOTYPE) was founded by
the Viennese philosopher and sociologist Otto Neurath (1882–1945) in 1920s. Con-
sidering people’s low educational level at that time, Neurath hoped to establish a global
educational system that would use symbolic patterns to explain complex economic
problems and gradually develop into a “world language” without words. Neurath
pointed out that the symbols must be clear enough and as free as possible from the help
of words. Sufficient recognition should exist among symbols and thus there was no
need to name all the symbols. In addition, symbols should also be concise enough to
write in the limited line spacing of letters (Neurath 1936). Although ISOTYPE did not
succeed as Neurath expected in the end, the various graphic symbols we see today in
public places have been all deeply affected by this system.

Before the widespread use of the term “document design”, Ladislav Sutnar (1897–
1976) had written down many works related to catalog design, book design, and
exhibition design. Sutnar was an interior designer and exhibition designer worked in
New York World’s Fair in 1939. Although having scheduled a short stay, he had to
stay in America due to the war sweeping to his hometown. He found a new way to
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design information for business with his friend Knud Lönberg-Holm (Palacio and Vit
2011). To make it easy to find desired products from catalogs, Sutnar & Lönberg-Holm
developed a design system by which each item in catalogs was cross-referenced with
company names, industries and product names. They believed that heavy information
could be classified by color, shape and graphic symbol to facilitate people’s infor-
mation searching, reading and remembering. To improve the reading experience of
magazines, Sutnar tried to change the original single page browsing into double-page
spread that not only made magazines more interesting but also enhanced the continuity
of information (Clifford 2013).

In the mid to late 20th century, the term document design began to be used in
industries and universities. Since document design is a branch of information design,
journals (Document Design was merged to Information Design Journal in 2004) and
associations (e.g. Information Design Association (IDA), International Institute for
Information Design (IIID)) related to information design also undertake the promotion
and research of document design and promote the professionalization of document
design. A set of scientific design process is gradually established in document design.
From pre-design research to user testing, the whole process fully embodies designers’
increasing attention to users and the environment. The development of document
design is largely attributable to two aspects. First, people’s increasing requirements for
accurate and convenient communication become the internal driving force promoting
the sustainable development of document design. Second, science and technology
updates become the external conditions for the diversified forms of document design.
Under the combination of the two aspects, document design continues to improve and
always pursues the efficiency of information transmission.

2.2 Basic Concepts and Applications of Classification

The basic concept of classification is to establish the relationship among different types
and classify them into more subclasses for distinguishing. Classification means clas-
sifying animals and plants into different categories according to their external simi-
larities such as calls and home range in biology. The American Library Association
(ALA) has expressed that “classification” has three different but interrelated meanings
in the practical application of libraries. Firstly, from the basic meaning of the word,
classification is a behavior related to classifying or making classification schemes.
Secondly, classify files to distinguish different topics and contents. Finally, documents
(including books and other materials) will be placed on shelves or listed in the library
catalog according to classification results (Wedgeworth 1993). Tan et al. (2013) argued
that the main task of classification was to assign undefined items to well-defined
categories. In their examples, e-mail headers could be used as a basis for computers to
judge spams; cells could be classified into benign or malignant ones according to the
scanning results of NMR; and galaxies could be classified into spiral or elliptical ones
according to their shapes.

Classification is a ubiquitous thing in every field. With the development of the
times, it continues to produce new forms. Design, as a discipline, appeared in the 20th
century when the classification of disciplines was still changing continuously. Science
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and technology innovation diversified the tools and presentation of design, so new
design types emerged. For example, with the rising of the industrial revolution, people
began to make mass production with machines and design activities also stepped into
the industrial design stage. Likewise, with the popularity of computers, human-
computer interface design also appeared. Sanders and Stappers (2008) classify design
disciplines from different perspectives into–(1) commercial design, industrial design,
spatial design, fashion design and others by “product” as this classification considers
the similarity of the designs/products of these disciplines. (2) service design, infor-
mation design, emotional design, and others by “purpose” for those designers work not
only for consumers but also for human society. For example, service design is the
integration of design, management, engineering techniques and many other fields; it
can be tangible or intangible and its purpose is to provide more enjoyable and available
service experience for users in different contact points.

3 Research Methods and Procedures

Classifying existing documents is the preparation for design thinking and innovative
solution seeking. It can help designers target data during searching. A common clas-
sification method is to assign undefined items to well-defined categories (Tan et al.
2013). For example, classify according to document carriers (such as paper, screen, and
metal) or expression forms (such as text, symbol, and image). Since every items can
only be assigned to a predefined category, current classification is clear but results in
creativity and exploration lacking. In order to break the traditional thinking and to
update the categories, this study uses the KJ Method to classify existing documents.
Scupin (1997) pointed out that the KJ Method allowed researchers to collect data and
conclude a relatively wide range of topics; then the data could be classified according
to the relationship among them. The classification without pre-specified category is
conducive to break the status quo and has become an important method for the aca-
demic research and business analysis on unknown fields.

The KJ Method is named after Jiro Kawakita who devised this method based on his
years of experience and his geographical expeditions in the Himalayas in Nepal in the
1960s. This study refers to the following steps proposed in the KJ Method (Scupin
1997) to collect, classify and analyze document samples–

(1) Label making: Extensively collect various documents and screen them; ensure the
discrimination among samples and then convert all the images into text descrip-
tion on cards; randomly shuffled the cards.

(2) Label grouping: Sort all the cards into different groups according to the functional
attributes of documents until all the cards have been used. Then sort these cards
into the middle group, the large group and even families in the same way.

(3) Chart making: Break the sorted cards apart and place them into the X-Y plot
respectively according to the level description developed by this study.

(4) Verbal explanation: According to the coordinates shown at the previous step,
make logical statements to analyze the spatial distribution and design features of
these documents. The illustrations of the four steps are shown in Fig. 1.
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4 Data Analysis and Discussion

There were 153 document samples collected and screened. The original samples were
filtered by excluding with highly similar content and forms. It turned out that 54
representative samples were selected and were analyzed with the KJ Method (See
Fig. 2).

4.1 Step 1: Label Making

All the samples were converted into cards in this step and were prepared to benefit next
step for label grouping. Samples were converted into descriptive texts on cards to
minimize the interference factors in reading images and to truly identify and process
data through text. This approach has also long been used in the KJ Method.
Researchers accurately wrote down the functions of these samples on cards according
to their observation. For example, Sample 01 was an airplane flight manual and its
function description was “teach passengers how to use safety equipment in airplanes”.
Sample 02 was a curriculum vitae and its function description was “introduce job
seekers’ background to interviewers”. Sample 03 was a shopping site and its function
description was “Display all kinds of goods online and provide ordering service”. The
rest of the cards were labelled by analogy.

Fig. 1. Four Steps of the KJ Method (Viriyayudhakorn 2013)
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4.2 Step 2: Label Grouping

Researchers then integrated these cards from bottom to top at the second step, spread
out these cards and read them, then drew out the cards with the same attribute to sort
into a small group until all the cards had been used. In the course of sorting, if there was
any card that could not be clearly sorted, it would be put back and sorted into a separate
group. The grouping of middle and large groups was made in the same way. It turned
out that five document types were summarized (Fig. 3) and named according to their
features. Detailed description is as follows:

Fig. 2. Selected fifty-four research samples
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(1) Indicative document: Introduce the use of a product or guide users to complete a
task. For example, users can learn the functions of each button from mobile phone
manuals before use.

(2) Retrieving document: Users seek the information they need from a complex set of
information according to visual cues in the document. For example, when con-
sumers browse shopping sites, they can click the pictures of their favorite products
to learn the details (price, style, manufacturer, etc.).

(3) Dialogical document: There are repeated interactions between users and docu-
ments. The document here can be seen as an intermediary. Users talk to the person
or communicate with the computer at the other end. If it is a person at the other
end, the document could be a social media, or so to speak. If it is a computer, the
document could be a “Help” document to answer the input questions by the
computer.

(4) Feedback document: Users provide a direct and prompt one-way information on
the feedback sheet. For example, people fill in the name, home address, telephone
number and other personal information according to the requirement of
questionnaires.

(5) Expository document: The document only informs users of the relevant infor-
mation, without any further interactions with users. Expository documents are
often overlooked due to their few interactions with readers, but the information in
the documents may be very useful and this type is also one of the most common
document types. For example, monthly bank statements allow clients to know
their economic situation. The humble clothing hang tags can contain a lot of
information such as size, manufacturer, material, washing method and storage
method.

Fig. 3. Five document types from label grouping
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4.3 Step 3: Chart Making

At this step, the sorted data were organized into a X-Y plot that directly shows the
pattern of interactivity (X-axis) and readability (Y-axis) among collected samples. Both
axes had tick marks. The interactivity was classified into 8 levels from low to high and
the readability was classified into 4 levels from high to low. The corresponding level
description (Table 1) was developed after discussion with five design experts (two
university design teachers and three senior designers from industry). The level of each
sample was determined by two coders who had reached a consensus based on the level
description. While the coordinates of the sample were obtained, and the relationship
among different document types were easily shown (Fig. 4).

4.4 Step 4: Verbal Explanation

The above chart (Fig. 4) shows that clustering existed in the spatial distribution of these
documents, and the interactivity and the readability of documents that in the same type
have internal consistency. The spatial distributions of these document types are as
follows:

Table 1. Document level description

Level Level description of interactivity

1 Users need to read the documents for some reason. For example, tourists read street
signs to orient themselves

2 Attracted by the visual design, users casually browse the document
3 Interested in some of the contents, users read the document selectively
4 Users are willing to read all the contents of the document
5 Users can complete a certain task after reading the document such as tuning channels

or adjusting volume by using the TV remote
6 Users provide a simple information feedback according to the prompt of the

document such as grading (Check the box in Likert Five- or Seven-Point Scale)
7 Users provide more complex information feedbacks according to the prompt of the

document such as filling out personal suggestions
8 Users make repeated communication with the document. For example, users use the

Help document of a software program to input questions and get answers
Level Level description of readability

1 There is very little original information (e.g. dressing room sign) or the contents have
been refined by designers to a very streamlined level that users can immediately
understand

2 Necessary text information is retained. Difficult information in the original data is
also optimized by using symbols, diagrams and illustrations

3 All the original data of the document are retained but an effective information
structure is built to help users understand it

4 No optimizations are made by designers so users have to interpret the document by
themselves
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(1) Indicative document: These documents are mainly distributed in the middle part
of the plot; the interactivity is average and the readability is comparatively low.
For those documents with indicative and instructional purposes, designers usually
simplify the complex operation steps into diagrams as a great strategy with which
to assist novices to learn. Let us take the sample 26 as an example. This document
is a low power prompt of mobile phone and its purpose is to guide users to
complete the charging action. The content of the document consists of text and
symbols. Text information is more detailed. It tells users to immediately charge
the cell phone or exit some applications to save power. In addition, the charging
time may increase if the cell phone is at the same time in use. Plug and battery
icons are designed in an intuitive way to tell users to charge the cell phone and
such graphic symbols increase readability.

(2) Retrieving document: These documents are mainly distributed in the middle and
upper part of the plot. The readability is relatively low. Text is the main content of
these documents. Users have to select what they need from a lot of information by
their own judgment. For instance, sample 15 is an email interface which allows
users to select the email they want to read from the list. In the searching process,
users can read emails in sequence from the very beginning, or quickly find out the
target ones by inputting keywords or selecting a certain contact.

(3) Dialogical document: These documents are mainly distributed in the right part of
the plot. The interactivity is relatively high because users need to input infor-
mation before getting feedback from the device. The interaction may be repeated.
Sample 35 is the user login interface of Google. Users need to input registered
accounts and passwords to use Google service. If the account or password is
wrong, a prompt will appear to tell users to retry or to retrieve password. This
process can be regarded as a conversation between human and documents. If users
forget the password, they have to answer the preset questions to confirm their
identities. Then the number of human-computer conversation will increase.

(4) Feedback document: Feedback documents are basically online or physical forms
and happen to be mainly distributed in the upper right part of the plot.

Fig. 4. The relationship among different document types shown in a X-Y plot
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The interactivity of feedback document is naturally high since it requires users to
fill in the information. Sample 16 is a mailing label for airmail parcel post, for
example. The boxes in red are designed for post office to use (e.g., zip code,
delivery date, delivery cost) and the ones in blue are for general public (e.g.,
sender’s and receiver’s names, addresses, and telephone numbers… etc.). The
information in red boxes, for staff in postal office to use, are in more detail and
with more professional terms. On the contrary, the rest area tends to be designed
in a friendly way for the general public to sufficiently use. Few clarification notes
are also added on at several places to assist users to fill in their answers.

(5) Expository document: The information of expository document tends to explain
or describe something. The interactivity of this kind of documents is relatively
low due to the users of this document only read but no need to provide feedback.
The distribution is mainly on the left part of the plot, obviously. As most of the
expository documents focus on information integrity and accuracy, there are few
deep refinements for the original data. Taking an ATM transaction receipt as an
example (Sample 20), this document contains fairly small space but covers much
information such as withdrawal, transfer, and balance inquiries… etc. A clear
information structure is established to highlight key points in such a limited space.

Furthermore, there are four samples (Sample 01, 22, 38, and 47) in the space with
very weak interactivity (x = 1) in Fig. 4. The one-way delivery purposed documents
are either notification or warning messages with which no feedback is asked from
users. For example, Sample 22 is a food preservative pack, with striking font and color
(usually red) to warn people not to eat it. On the other hand, high interactivity is
required when users need to provide complex feedback, and human-computer inter-
activities are the regular basis nowadays. Four samples (19, 42, 46, and 53) show
extremely strong interactivity (x = 8) on the plot. Sample 42 is a Calendar App in
mobile phones. Users can key in various information such as date query, filling in to-do
items and setting time and reminders. The machine records the information simulta-
neously. Reminder sends alarm when it is activated. There are four samples (22, 34, 46,
and 50) show their high readability on the plot (y = 1). They are either simplified
enough for ease of reading, or visualized in a way for ease of understanding. For
example, Sample 34 is a warning pattern on the product packaging. It reminds workers
to keep one side up during transport in case of damaging the product. The document
includes only arrows and the text in capital, THIS SIDE UP, for high awareness. There
are nine samples (09, 18, 19, 24, 29, 31, 32, 36 and 38) in the space with very low
readability (y = 4). Most information of these documents presents in text form. Users
hardly grasp the idea and interpret the information when it gets complex and lacks of a
well-designed presentation.

5 Conclusions and Recommendations

Precise management and specification of document types can assist designers to carry
out data collection and to stimulate new ideas. Sample documents were classified with
the KJ Method to conclude into five document types, including indicative document,
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retrieving document, dialogical document, feedback document and expository docu-
ment. The plot showed that clustering existed in the spatial distribution of these doc-
uments in the process of chart making, with which the pattern of readability and
interactivity of those sample documents are shown on the distributed plot. According to
the graphic analysis, this paper puts forward the following suggestions to improve the
interactivity and readability in document design. First of all, it is important to keep the
coherence of logical thinking when we design the high interactivity documents, as well
as keep away the unnecessary visual elements in order to avoid the interruption of
obtaining information. Secondly, not only the effectiveness, but the efficiency of
information design in the document is equally important. Research shows that users,
especially younger kids or Asians, may lose their confidence if they cannot understand
the document (Schriver 1997), or just give up in searching and waiting if they fail to
acquire information in time. Thirdly, users’ interests and desire in using the document
can be stimulated through design thinking from an information design viewpoint,
especially to the documents with low interactivity (e.g. expository document). With this
notion in mind, documents have to be more friendly for people to use. For instance,
technical diagrams and terms are mostly acceptable to professionals as they have been
trained. For the general public, however, the overloaded complex information may
result in a wrong judgment. It is therefore necessary to set up a reasonable information
structure to guide users to find the information they need.

Based on the categorization of document design in this study, further research will
be continued to perceive useful instruments for executing design practices. The next
phase is to investigate design rules of thumb in document categories with the essence of
design thinking embedded within. Together with the hidden relationships discovered
from this project, design cases and practical techniques will be extensively investigated
for design consultation.
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Internet Product Design Is the Whole Design
Around the “Product Strategy”

Chao Liu(&)
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Abstract. The first step in the design of Internet products is “product strategy”
design. “Product strategy” is the core features of the product design. This article
tells how to design a scientific product strategy, how to use the “product
strategy” to produce “product features”, how to design a “graphical interface”
based on the “product strategy”, how to choose “operation” and “delivery
channel” based on “product strategy” through the Chinese Internet well-known
cases that the author personally experienced. All aspects are evaluated around
the “product strategy”. The success or failure of the product is the success or
failure of the “product strategy”.

Keywords: China internet domain � Products design � User experience design

1 Introduction

China’s Internet market competition is very intense. BAT [1] and other giants adhere to
their own mainstream business while also try to innovate a variety of projects. With the
popularity of Internet technology and the call of the Chinese government, a large
number of traditional enterprises have begun to do the Internet products. But in reality
93% [2] of the new products will disappear within 5 years (According to data statistics
of Baidu promotion). The author finds that the failure of most products is because of
the product core direction is not clear or the implementation process of local links and
product core are out of line. (Through the designers’ interview by Baidu UX academy
on small and medium-sized company.) So the author will discuss the influence of
“product strategy” and “product strategy” on other factors, in order to discuss the
design of Internet products is a whole design concept.
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2 How to Design the “Product Strategy”

We will do a very important analysis before doing any products: How big the market is,
is it the incremental market or shrinkage market, the market share of competitors, what
the user needs, what advantages we have. And finally we have the possibility of
holding a certain market share.
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2.1 Incremental Market and Shrinkage Market

First of all, we first analyze the product involved in the market is incremental or
shrinkage: The key to success is to do the right thing at the right time. The so-called
correct time is the industry market in increments. We often use the following ways to
predict whether there is an increase in the industry market opportunities:

2.1.1 Technological Revolution
Every technological revolution will produce new technical solutions. The new tech-
nology solution is the old market is the opportunity to increase the market. Such as
Android phone broke out in 2013 smart phone technology revolution. New android
users do not know what kind of APP they need to install? So the APP that recommends
the application have the potential market. It has become the entrance of company
mobile App distribution market. It needs average 1–2 dollars to recommend to
download an App. So in the change of market incremental set off by mobile phone
technology revolution a, the first benefit of the company is 91 mobile assistant.
Eventually Baidu bought it for $1 billion 900 million.

2.1.2 Policy Changes
For example, China’s liberalization of the two-child policy led to an increase in the
market for child care services. China’s population tends to age in the future, which will
lead to future growth in the pension market.

2.1.3 User Changes
For example, with rapid development of Chinese economic, People’s income increases
and aesthetic improves. And the changes in consumer upgrade. For example, the
demand for overseas tourism and international branded goods is in the incremental
market.
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2.1.4 The User’s Needs Pain Points
We have to understand the user after understanding the market increment. The key to
research users is to find out the needs of users. We often put some users that think fun and
interesting as a user needs pain points, such as somatosensory games of Xbox360. Most
of the users to buy this product will not be more than 2 weeks. Eventually they back to
the handle game. There are also recent meteor VR games. Users use less time. How to
determine the needs of users just need it. There are actually two ways. First we can see
the user on this demand is a long-term existence or not. Such as the various levels of
human needs in the Maastian theory. In fact, many Internet products can correspond to
this system. The second method is that we can see that if the user they want to find
alternatives when the thing do not meet this demand. For example, The author once
asked the user of a mobile phone UI design to improve in 2010 show, many users said it
was not cool when looking at the mobile phone interface of UI animation, but they never
try to find alternatives. But when the user found the phone text was too small to see clear.
There are users to find a magnifying glass to see this mobile phone. This point that the
real needs of the mobile phone UI design pain point is too small, not cool enough.

3 Competitive Analysis

First of all we have to know the market share of competitors. Second, we must know
the characteristics and advantages of competitors which is the key to producing our
“product strategy”. For example, “Hungry” take away (China local food delivery
company) the pursuit of single and cheap restaurants, which gives Baidu Takeaway
opportunities. Baidu takeout main concentrate on quality and brand restaurants.
Although the restaurants of Baidu Takeaway are less than “Hungry”, it has won the
white-collar group of market space.
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4 Core Strengths

The core step of “product strategy” is to understand their own advantages. What we are
good at determining our “product strategy”. We can think from the following aspects:

4.1 Industry Advantage

After 2015, China has been very difficult to produce pure Internet companies. Many
new Internet companies are actually “Internet +” companies, that is, the enterprises and
teams that have certain advantages in the traditional business use Internet technology
and methodology to generate new products. Such as the catering industry department
master, laundry industry, such as e bag washing.

4.2 Technical Advantages

Such as Baidu produces Baidu unmanned vehicles, Baidu degree and other artificial
intelligence products, in artificial intelligence on the accumulation of technical
advantages.

4.3 Capital Advantage

DIDI taxi rapidly occupate the majority of China’s taxi travel market through financing
advantages. Let v as the financing advantage through the subsidies in the field of
television has rapidly become a first-line brand.

4.4 Branded Advantages

Baidu, Tencent, Alibaba and other companies in the well-known brands in the Internet
finance occupy a reputation advantage.
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5 “User Research” Is Consistent with “Product Strategy”

When we establish the “product strategy” through the above methodologies, any part of
the team’s work should be carried out around the “product strategy”. First of all, what
we must do is the user research, which is the key link through the product research and
development. There are many ways for user research, we don’t discuss here. The most
basic requirements of these methods are “research target users”, while the standard of
“target user” is determine by the “product strategy”.

6 Graphic User Interface Design Is Consistent with “Product
Strategy”

Graphical design of the product contains a lot, in addition to the user interface, but also
include the product VI system, as well as offline operation of the material (portable
display, billboards, etc.). These designs must be unified in order to allow users to
remember. The uniform style must be consistent with the emotion expresses of the
product strategy. The series of Baidu bear is to increase the warmth and temperature for
serious technology, which is the mascot of Baidu employees. So its color and style has
always been lively and fun. Baidu college entrance examination “product strategy”
with large data to help high school students simulate and forecast tests so the visual
style the semantics combine youth inspirational and technology.
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7 Interaction Design Is Consistent with “Product Strategy”

“Product strategy” is essential which involves every aspect of the product. For
example, we design mobile phone products APP interactive navigation framework to
make navigation Tab (Fig. 1), the average distribution (Fig. 2), or that the middle one,
even the Fig. (3) in the sidebar. In fact, there is no this standard of “product strategy”,
all of them are right, they are also wrong. Figure 1 the average allocation is equal to
the switching frequency for each channel. Figure 2 it emphasizes the middle one,
which indicates that the channel logic in the middle is different from that of the other.
Figure 3 in the sidebar shows that there is only a common channel, the other can be
hidden.

8 The Product Promotion Is Consistent with Product
Strategy

Product design and product operation is inseparable. Product marketing promotion also
has a lot of methodologies and verification methods. But these methodologies, just like
user research, must be based on “relevance” to promote this foundation. While the
standard of “relevance” of is still “product strategy.”

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.
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9 Discussion

To sum up, the core product design is the “product strategy” design. If the “product
strategy” is not considered maturely or not been initially verified, do not carry out other
aspects of the work blindly. And when there are many team members or the length of
the project from the initial time is very long, the team manager must observe and
consider whether there is a link from the product “product strategy” to the other
direction. It is possible to win in the market only all the links strive to a scientific
“product strategy”.

1. Majority UI designers are artists background in China, how to make these artists
have rational product thinking?

2. The core competitiveness of Internet products is technology, how to make design
more valuable in Internet products?

3. If everything revolves around the core of “product strategy”, how do product
managers focus on the details of the user experience?
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Abstract. This paper addresses the main findings of a research project on
Generation Y interactions, including reflection on the research questions, the
conceptual framework, the research framework and designing for interaction
qualities. The perspective of this research underwent two big changes through
understanding and designing Generation Y interactions. First, we started with
demographics, which changed to styles of interaction. Secondly, we worked
with interaction qualities instead of function qualities, developed a way to
specify them for office situations, and used and evaluated them in design.
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1 Introduction

The rapid development of information technology in the past decade has enabled the
introduction of a number of new communication tools and platforms in everyday life,
such as instant messaging, podcasting, blogging and social networking. These tools
offer people new ways of interacting, enabling them to create, retrieve and broadcast
large amounts of digital information, using a great variety of devices, techniques and
media. As a result of this constant stream of information, people have become more
socially active as well as become more capable and ready to integrate their virtual
world with their physical world, using highly interactive devices, such as mobile
phones, laptops and multi-touch tablets.

So far, however, this kind of interactive behavior has mainly manifested itself in
people’s private context, while in the more public work context the rich interactions
that all these new technologies are offering do not seem to be supported to a great
extent yet. Whereas office applications have increased sometimes dramatically in
functionality, the ways of interacting with all these functionalities have evolved much
more slowly [17]. As a consequence, most office work is thus still done through the
ubiquitous, almost 40-year old, set-up of keyboard, display and mouse, which only
supports limited behaviors, such as keyboard tapping and mouse clicking.

This lack of richness in interaction is becoming more evident, now that a new
generation of workers is quickly entering the market. This so-called Generation Y, born
in the 1980s and early 90s, are digital natives [21, 25], who have experienced digital
technology their entire lives. Thus they have developed new ways and habits of
interacting with their (digital) world, putting very high demands on the applications,
services, devices and networks that enable and support these interactions.
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An interesting challenge therefore presents itself to designers and researchers: How
to bring the qualities of the interactions [13, 14, 23] that people currently experience in
the private context of their homes and friends into the more public context of their
offices and colleagues?

This challenge is taken on through a number of studies, in which the following
research questions were addressed:

1. What are Generation Y styles of interaction in home life and office work?
2. What are the interaction qualities that make up Generation Y styles of interaction?
3. How are these interaction qualities experienced within home and office context?
4. What are opportunities to design office tools or services that support Generation Y

styles of interaction?
5. How are the interaction qualities of these new designs experienced?

Figure 1 shows the research framework, which distinguishes three major compo-
nents: (1) people (Generation Y), (2) technology and (3) context (home vs. work). On
the intersections of these three components are the interactions that are at the core of
the research.

Fig. 1. The research framework
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2 The Research Questions

The starting point of this research was formed by the research questions as listed in the
introduction. In the remainder of this section, the author discusses what answers were
found.

2.1 ‘What Are Generation Y Styles of Interaction in Home Life
and Office Work?’

The literature review showed that Generation Y has experienced a different state of
technology and ways of (social) interaction than the generations before them, e.g., in
that they grew up online, and experience mobile devices and social media as the natural
condition of life. We gathered a set of examples of activities representative of what
people currently do in their home and office context, and found that they could be
grouped into a style of interaction [1, 18], which we have labeled as ‘Generation Y’.
We also noticed that this style of interaction seemed to be more prominent in the home
situation than in the office context.

2.2 ‘What Are the Interaction Qualities that Make up a Generation Y
Style of Interaction?’

Table 1 shows six interaction qualities make up this particular style: instant, expressive,
playful, collaborative, responsive and flexible [10]. These six qualities functioned well
in categorizing activities from home and work situations, and in having office workers
describe how they would like qualities from home activities to be more present in their
work situations. Each of the qualities could be given concrete examples in the home
and work context. We strengthened the impression that these qualities were better
represented in home situations, such as gaming or chatting, than in office conditions,
where traditional screen interfaces have seen less change over the past decade.

Table 1. The six Generation Y interaction qualities and their definition

Qualities Definition

Instant The interaction is experienced as immediate, spontaneous and on the spot
Playful The interaction is experienced as engaging, enjoyable and challenging
Collaborative The interaction is experienced as supportive, unifying and shared
Expressive The interaction is experienced as open, free and animated
Responsive The interaction is experienced as alert, quick and reactive
Flexible The interaction is experienced as adaptable, accommodating and adjustable
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2.3 ‘How Are These Interaction Qualities Experienced Within the Home
and Office Context?’

The six interaction qualities were used as criteria to assess and compare the experience
of user interactions in the home and work context. Playful, expressive, responsive and
flexible seem to give good directions for improving interactions at work, while instant
and collaborative showed less opportunity. The latter, however, but may have been
because of the choice of the particular office activities. The above might suggest a
straightforward solution for improving interactions at the office: bring in the Nintendo
Wii and the Microsoft Kinect controls, and social media. In practice, however, not all
workers are Generation Y people, not all are digital natives, and the office equipment
has to support collaborations between different people. For that reason, designing for
Generation Y qualities is more subtle (and more limited) than just bringing in devices
and techniques that Generation Y is familiar with.

2.4 ‘What Are Opportunities to Design Office Tools or Services That
Support Generation Y Styles of Interaction?’

The interviews and discussions showed that the six interaction qualities made sense to
users and designers alike. However, mostly designers would pick up the names of the
qualities, whereas users tended to refer to examples that were given. This may be
because designers are more used to talk about interactions and qualities as abstract
things, whereas other people will refer to their direct experiences. The six interaction
qualities together, with their corresponding guidelines, could be used by the author, and
by design students with some success to design and enrich new types of user inter-
actions in the work context. However, although they supported discussions and gave
direction, this depended a lot on where in the design process they were used. In order to
demonstrate Generation Y interactions, a pair of YPhone prototypes were designed and
developed.

2.5 ‘How Are the Interaction Qualities of These New Designs
Experienced?’

In the evaluation, the YPhone prototype worked in demonstrating Generation Y
interaction qualities, transferring the Generation Y style of interaction from home to
work. Moreover, the evaluation results indicated that the interactions would fit into
work contexts and enrich people’s work situations. And we found that the qualities
could be fitted in the Hassenzahl model of qualities [5]. Most participants recognized
the intended user-product interaction qualities, except for instant and collaborative.
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3 The Conceptual Framework

The Besides finding (partial) answers along the directions of the research questions, the
research helped sharpen our understanding of how interaction qualities might be
instrumental in design processes. It turned out to be important where the qualities are
positioned, both in the solution space of what is evaluated or designed, and in the
design process.

3.1 Interactions Between Context and Product

Interactions do not exist by themselves. They are situated on an activity level between
the context of use level and the functional and product level. The interaction between
user and products lies between these two, and the interaction qualities at this level are
connected to the other two levels. At the Why level, a person has an urgent reason to
consult a colleague over the phone. At the What level, he does this by using the
designed product, a phone. And in between is the interaction where he uses the phone
toward the goal.

Both these levels are hurdles for interaction designers. Many interaction designers
see their main focus on designing ‘the concept’, i.e., that there are things like urgent
consultations and who is involved in these. For many, the interaction and its qualities
only come into view after the functional problems are being solved. In the student
projects, this problem surfaced most visibly. Many struggled so hard with designing
interactive technology that they were satisfied when ‘the button was pushable and
could start the show’, showing difficulty in mustering the sensitivity to consider
‘whether the button was big, small, quick, slow, etc.’. Even when we tried to have them
focus explicitly on the qualities by restricting the solution space to a pre-given context
(i.e., the Pong game), the students pushed toward modifying the context (i.e., the pirate
ship Pong) or a modality (i.e., the stereo audio Pong), with limited explorations along
axes of interaction qualities [12].

In their defence, interaction qualities can easily be confused with functional
qualities of a product [16, 20]. In the evaluation of YPhone, we found that the playful,
expressive, responsive and flexible interaction qualities implemented in YPhone were
experienced well in a lab context and in a work context, but the instant and collabo-
rative qualities were experienced less. It may well have been that respondents found it
difficult to assess whether YPhone’s interactions were experienced as instant and
collaborative, because the activity of making a phone call is being perceived as instant
and collaborative by nature, i.e., talking in real time with somebody else.

3.2 Interaction Qualities in the Design Process

The above difficulties suggest that interaction qualities are most helpful at guiding
design actions during detailing rather than conceptualization. Possibly, designers
should first solve the issues of context and product level before attending to interaction
qualities to tweak, tune and polish them in subsequent iterations. This implies that the
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design should first be grounded in scenarios, storyboards and first functional proto-
types, before the part of solution space is opened up where interaction qualities can
help. Earlier research prototypes, e.g., those by Frens [4] and Wensveen [27] were also
fully functional.

3.3 Qualities, Words and Experience

As noted earlier, the six interaction qualities were readily picked up by designers to
discuss activities and products, and served well as labels for groups of collected
activities for respondents in research. However, giving only the names and a verbal
definition or description to student designers had only limited value. Often stories,
memories, demonstrations and examples, were needed to give guidance. One reason for
this is that the qualities are more abstract than product qualities like ‘soft’, ‘yellow’ and
‘curved’ that designers have been used to deal with: interaction qualities are essentially
relations (between user and product), depending highly on dimensions like time (fast or
slow), proximity (close or distant) or amplitude (small or big), that manifest themselves
in bodily experiences. For each of these, the symbolic nature of language is a limited
means of expression and communication.

In order to support designers in working with interaction qualities, they may need to
develop not only a vocabulary, but also a ‘sense’, a repertoire along these dimensions.
Designers could then pick one or more interaction qualities from such a repertoire of
examples, and use these as a benchmark against which they later could compare their
designs.

Tools for exploring interaction qualities are also needed. For classic product
qualities, such as the color of a display, many simple and sophisticated tools exist. But
the subtlety of flicking the magnet ball in YPhone requires fine-tuning resistance,
friction and stability, which can currently only be done by careful craft, i.e., repeatedly
cutting the running groove with appropriate tools. New developments in 3D printing
may well prove important in enabling such explorations, e.g., by creating a series of
variations of running grooves for testing their motion qualities.

4 Designing for Interaction Qualities

Traditionally in design, products were designed to look beautiful and to function well.
These products were created by combining technology trends, software capabilities and
product functions rather than focusing on the application and experience of user
interactions in a specific context. Since two decades ago, IT products have become
interactive and with the maturing of interaction design as a discipline, attention is
gradually shifting from designing quality of aesthetics and function to designing
qualities of interaction. The focus there becomes managing relations, such as trust and
experience, along longer stretches of time and in more complex environments.

This research contributes to the existing body of knowledge in this domain by
taking the notion of interaction qualities from theory to practice and bringing Gener-
ation Y interaction qualities from home to work. Although other researchers and
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designers know how to start designing from a functional perspective, designing using
interaction qualities is new. Previous work [4, 22, 23, 27] sees interaction qualities as
analytical tools and inspirational instruments, and would fit them into user experience,
which addresses user feelings, memories and expectations from interacting with the
interfaces. In this research, interaction qualities, as a new strength in guiding design,
are about what experience a user can get with a design through actively engaging with a
product, system or service. They can help designers give specific emphasis when
designing the interactions they want their product to evoke.

We believe that interaction qualities can serve as a tool to guide the design process,
especially in tuning interactions that have been chosen. The six interaction qualities
become a set to guide designers in realizing Generation Y interactions. They are a key
set for this research and are helpful to guide designers, but not a complete set (e.g., the
playful quality may extend to cheerful, engaging and passionate qualities) for reaching
out every detailed aspect describing user-product interactions.

Are there only six interaction qualities? In our studies, six interaction qualities were
sufficient to categorize the set of activities we found in the home and work context, and
all six had some value in giving direction to designers. But the ease in which these six
qualities could be fitted into the Hassenzahl model [5] may be a sign that there may not
be a complete set. It may even be questioned if making a complete set would be useful,
given the observation that none of the six qualities were identical to the ones in the
Hassenzahl model. Rather, the most important lesson may be to direct the designer’s
attention to interaction qualities as something that can (or should) be designed, and to
point out how the solution space can be explored, possibly by showing a repertoire of
solutions that instantiate each quality.

5 Reflection on the Approach

In this section the author reflects on methods used in this research on Generation Y
interactions.

5.1 Literature and Interviews

In the first part of the project, literature study, contextual interviews were the main
methods. Although the literature helped with identifying Generation Y demographics,
lifestyles and behaviors, little was found on the specific level of interactions.

The open-ended nature of face-to-face interviewing was assisted by generative
toolkits and guided tours through the users’ home and work environment served to
identify the interactions, and to derive a model. Previous work [2, 3, 6, 29] shows that
interviewing and designing with a toolkit can engage users in a user-centered design
process and support them in activities such as sharing experiences, building skills and
implementing ideas. In this research, the toolkit [10] served as a trigger to overcome the
difficulties of getting people to talk about interactions. It helped prompt the participants
to recall concrete experiences and to think about how they experience certain contexts
and interactions [19, 24, 28]. This evoked the participants to make comparisons on
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interactions between the home and work context. Because the design of the interview
boards and the activities was somewhat ambiguous, the boards mainly served to help
the participants talk about memories and opinions, rather than answer specific ques-
tions. This enabled us to discuss possible conflicts and differences in perspectives, and
to cluster the interpretations based on the transcripts, field notes and the notes.
A consequence of this openness was that the interpretation of individual cards and
terms varied. Although the placement of the cards on the boards might be regarded as
ratings on 7-point scales, a statistical analysis was not possible. Rather, the analysis
focused on interpreting what the participants said to explain their placements.

5.2 The Value of Doing Design as Part of the Research

Research offers methods to conduct studies and to gain knowledge on a current state of
affairs. In order to study a state of affairs that does not yet exist, we can bring that state
into being, which requires an act of design. In research through design, both the
resulting prototype and the act of designing itself can contribute to that new under-
standing. The prototype can be evaluated in the setting, with regular methods of study.
In the act of designing, the designer-researcher is confronted with the difficulties of
realizing the theoretical ideas into the real world. Reflecting on the design decisions
also provides understanding, which is more difficult to capture than the results that are
visible in the prototype. In this research project, the author’s own design iterations [11,
12] and his involvement in student projects provided continuous occasions to reflect on
and reconsider the value of the interaction qualities in guiding him or the students, and
to collect examples of situations where the qualities are best represented. Although this
process was not documented explicitly, it contributed implicitly to the progress of the
research.

5.3 Prototypes and Evaluations

Prototypes [11, 12, 26] were built with an iterative design process and with the intent to
demonstrate Generation Y interactions. It was worthwhile to build prototypes such as
YPhone, because such prototypes enabled the participants to experience interaction
qualities implemented in a design (in the same way in the same evaluation settings).
Considering all the techniques used in the design process, ranging from sketching,
storyboarding to play-acting, demonstrating a new design with a working prototype
was the most important. By designing and building prototypes, different aspects were
integrated from theory and practice. By setting out and demonstrating prototypes that
cover interaction qualities, feedback from users, peers and experts was gathered.
Prototypes make it possible to communicate complex results through demonstration.
They guide users in imagining different office situations by demonstrating interactions
and user scenarios. This is valuable, as users do not only reflect on an envisioned
experience, but on an embodied experience, when they are immersed in the experience
by touching and operating the prototypes.
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For the controlled in-lab evaluations [9], the evaluation questionnaire borrowed was
based on the Hassenzahl model, which was proved to work well for assessing inter-
action qualities [5]. This worked because it addressed the right interaction qualities,
which are the Generation Y interaction quality word pairs and the qualities in the
Hassenzahl model. In other research through design projects [4, 22, 27], the researchers
primarily focused on controlled in-lab and longitudinal studies to evaluate a main
hypothesis. Compared with their approaches, the approach followed in this research has
a broader range of involving user, experience and context. This was essential to capture
the real-world user experiences in the work context. This helped form and improve our
understanding of how to design office tools with Generation Y type of interaction.
Figure 2 shows user experience of the YPhone prototype.

6 Discussion

This research project was started with the aim of finding guidelines for practitioners to
design ‘the next generation interfaces for office use’. We aimed the work to be both
useful for practitioners and design researchers. In this section the author suggests
recommendations for each group.

6.1 For Office Tool Developers

At this moment (beginning of 2017) there still aren’t too many examples of office tools
being fully integrated with new interactions (e.g., Generation Y interactions) and new
technologies (e.g., high-tech sensors and actuators). The few notable exceptions are

Fig. 2. The participants experienced YPhone and evaluated the design based on their
experiences
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mostly conceptual designs, which are not broadly experienced and adopted by office
workers. To point a direction for developers, like Exact, who care about supporting
office situations with new tools, applications and services, starting out projects from
user-centered perspectives and from the interaction perspective are recommended. One
direction that could be explored is to gamify specific ways of working, which apply
elements such as training, practicing, competing and rewarding within the design of
applications. The interaction qualities approach can enhance this by promoting designs
that are not just game-like in a structural sense of taking turns and earning rewards, but,
e.g., also more playful as an experience.

6.2 For Design Practitioners, Educators and Students

The six interaction qualities can help designers develop products that fit with the new
interaction styles that have entered our lives in the last decade. These qualities indicate
directions, present examples, and provide relevant dimensions to evaluate a design. On
the basis of the experiences, the author recommends that the qualities are applied after a
basic design direction has been chosen, i.e., both a context and a product. The qualities
help in improving the how of the interactions, but provide less guidance during the
earlier phases where the goals and the interactions are chosen. Moreover, it is rec-
ommended that the designer chooses some examples of existing interactions to
exemplify the design directions, so that he or she can make intuitive use of his bodily
experiences, rather than going ‘by the name of the quality’ alone. Building a personal
collection of ‘inspiring examples of qualities’ may serve the designers in future pro-
jects. Such a collection may also prove of value for education.

For design students, it is important gain a feeling for the difference between
interaction qualities, context and product level. Such a feeling can be fostered by design
exercises in which the product and context are clearly fixed, and in which the qualities
are systematically varied. Such exercises can also deliver rich examples to guide others,
as they have done for classic design parameters such as color and lifestyle.

6.3 For Design Researchers

This research studied how a specific set of qualities can be identified and put to use in
designing products. The research was mainly exploratory and qualitative, and served to
highlight opportunities and pitfalls. We can claim that we now understand the specifics
of the new generation of devices better, and have provided means to find such qualities,
evaluate their presence in existing products and prototypes of new products, and guide
designers toward improving those qualities in their designs. But in none of these can
we claim to have provided the final word. It is not unthinkable that an extra quality is
still found. Also, the complexities of context and product level also provide some
difficulties in presenting the qualities as ready-to-use tricks.

Future research may validate the qualities in more controlled conditions. But more
urgently, it would be helpful if the repertoire of qualities is mapped out with examples
into a collection that researchers, but also practitioners, educators and students, can use.
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Such a repertoire may convey the subtlety and richness of Generation Y experiences. It
can be a tool to assist designers in exploring the solution spaces that underlies the
qualities. Optimally, such a tool should itself be instant, expressive, playful, collabo-
rative, responsive and flexible.
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Abstract. The DEED (design-based evidence collecting and evidence-based
design thinking) model offers a structure in which designers and scientists can
effectively support one another in the development of both design and knowl-
edge. The model offers one possible implementation of the applied and basic
combined strategy to research [1]. DEED offers a design strategy that

(1) immediately - supports design; in the
(2) short term - supports organizational/collective improvements; and in the
(3) long term - adds to general knowledge to support society as a whole
(4) all while ensuring that researchers do not interrupt the design process, and
(5) scales well for small and large organizations.

This paper introduces the DEED model, its stages, and explores the distinc-
tion between design thinking and the design thinking process. The DEED model
is an example of the latter, and is a strategy to gain deep knowledge by building
on contemporary design strategies. The DEED model anticipates potential
points of concern between designers and scientists working in collaboration and
offers a structure to support risk-taking and innovation in a manner that may not
be typical of a design process with researcher involvement. DEED offers a
robust strategy to incrementally increase general knowledge, and to pointedly
improve design.

Keywords: Design thinking � Collaboration � Work-flow � Innovation �
Qualitative and quantitative research � Applied and basic research combined

1 Introduction

What may once have a useful distinction between science, humanities, and design now
marks a shallow boundary between blending pursuits. Science had served to understand
the natural world [2], but “natural” performance now also includes computer-mediated
behaviour. In our lab, we collect video game data in order to better understand human
learning [3–5], and although the end goals of our research differ from game designers
and humanities researchers, these goals are achieved through similar means. Under-
standing the domain, the user, and the context are critical to all three pursuits. These
overlapping pursuits create opportunity for all parties to achieve understanding together
beyond what each field could do on its own.
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Building on this, we present the DEED (Design-based evidence collection and
evidence-based design thinking) process model to implement the “Applied and Basic
Combined” approach [1]. The DEED model is an extension of a basic agile design
strategy, which retains critical design stages to support rapid prototyping and devel-
opment. The novel contribution of DEED as a design thinking process model is the
built-in research stages. Findings from the research stages inform the product/service
under development, and can be shared among the organization to support progress
across multiple, related projects. Additionally, the basic findings that come out of
research can be used to learn about the natural world generally, over a longer time
scale.

The model maintains separate stages to support independent thought, and connects
those stages to support systematic collaboration. Sensitive to the concerns of some
designers, the DEED model constrains research to a subset of the process and ensures
that creatives and developers have sufficient space to innovate. Anyone can use the
DEED model, from a single entrepreneur to a large, established organization with
multiple specialists or departments for each stage. While basic science usually strives to
understand fundamental principles, applied science more typically focuses on practical
solutions to problems. On the journeys to their respective goals, though, applied and
basic science often share methodology, resources, skills and sub-goals such as col-
lecting data or understanding the ways that different variables play a role in outcomes.
Combining basic and applied science [1] is critical for the research stages in the DEED
model, where the data from the design process can be leveraged to make general
inferences, but also can be used to directly inform the product or service under
development. The proposed model explicitly includes research as part of the design
process, and implicates design as being integral to the research process. This is
evidence-based design thinking: it values research to ensure that the design works.
Larson describes the design process itself as experimental (2005), and building off this
sentiment, the DEED model encourages design and research teams to use both qual-
itative and quantitative methods in the Collaborative Gear (see Fig. 1). The Collab-
orative Gear (modified from [6]) contains specific stages dedicated to research, which
makes it easier for the design team to support and inform researchers about concerns or
risks taken during the content creation stage that researchers can then explore. With this
emphasis on team work, the DEED model affords a safe way to take design and
innovation risks. This DEED framework encourages designers to actively participate in
the research process and researchers to understand more completely the design deci-
sions upon which their test object is built. Similar stages already exist in most rapid
prototyping design models; paper sketches and low-fidelity prototypes are the basis for
early qualitative research, while high fidelity prototypes are the basis for later quan-
titative research. DEED formalizes the role of both qualitative and quantitative research
as being valuable steps throughout the design process (Table 1).

Design will benefit from this arrangement long term as researchers learn more
about behaviour outside of traditional laboratory tasks and can apply it back to future
design iterations. Using basic research to eliminate inviable approaches saves time and
effort from being spent on methods which produce less accurate or even misleading
results. To do this, basic research needs data which can only be provided with the help
of the design team: this is design-based evidence collection. By constraining the
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contribution of a researcher to specific stages in an adapted agile design strategy, it’s
unlikely that research impedes innovation, but more likely that the researcher maxi-
mizes intellectual gains by being involved in the design process. Including research as
part of the rapid prototype stage offers an opportunity for designers and researchers to
collaborate and communicate over each iteration to foster more effective collaboration
strategies [7]. If designers are sensitive to the goals of more basic research, they can
support information gathering in natural environments that are specifically designed to
allow users to achieve their goals unimpeded. In doing so, researchers gain insight into
the natural behaviour of people to better understand cognition and decision making.

Fig. 1. The DEED model, schematic. The DEED design process begins with market research,
and concludes with a final prototype. Research is built in to the design process, which offers
evidence to inform rapid iterations (immediate), information to share among partnering projects
in an organization or community (short-term), and data to increment scientific progress
(long-term). The DEED model is an agile, rapid-prototyping design process.

Table 1. Summary of primary contributions of the DEED model

Feature Cost Benefit (example)

1 Agile design
process

Basic design process
replication; no additional
costs

Rapid iteration, flexible, increased
risk/reward payoff

2 Research
contributions

On-boarding researchers;
resources to support their
methods

Nuanced feedback to inform iterations
for the project; increases organizational
and general knowledge

3 Knowledge
development

Communication of
findings (time, resources)

Funding partnerships; progress in general
society for extending science’s reach

4 Dedicated
design
stages

Supporting each stage
(time, resources)

Avoid groupthink; support creative risk
taking

5 Scalable Included with other
features

Young organizations can add specialists
as they grow; small companies can have
one person acting in multiple roles
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The DEED process supports both knowledge discovery and effective design
through:

(a) market research
(b) content creation
(c) repetitions of the Collaborative Gear
(d) final prototype

Organizationally, a project manager can set a threshold for key performance
indictors (e.g. enjoyability, efficacy measures). These are measured in the quantitative
research test, where, should the results of user testing suggest the key performance
threshold is met, the cycle advances for the final time. In each round, the researcher’s
responsibility is to ensure that the data required to perform their research is available.
The test is both a test of the product and of the process. The design structure can be
made leaner by constraining the maximum number of cycles and participants [8], or it
can be made more research-intensive by setting more sensitive advancement
thresholds.

The DEED model includes nine distinct stages (see Fig. 1): market research,
content creation, sketching, qualitative research, wireframing, visual design, proto-
typing, quantitative research and the final prototype. Market research and content
development precede the Collaborative Gear which contains everything from sketching
to quantitative data, all of which can be repeated as needed to reach a threshold that is
established by the design team or a product manager. The threshold can be defined by
key performance indicators as indicated by the design problem. Indeed, the design
process should only enter the Collaborative Gear if it is discovered that there is a real
problem for which a solution can be attained. If meeting that goal can be quantified or
measured qualitatively, that is an ideal measure for which the progression to the final
prototype might be allowed. The stages of the model are explored in more detail below
in Sect. 5.

2 Motivation

“Contemporary research teams get a further boost from fresh ways of using the Web, social
media, and visual communications tools that amplify collaborations [1].”

- B. Shneiderman

The DEED design process model, if applied widely, offers benefits spanning
immediate product improvements and general, societal-level advantages of a
well-informed populace. Our initial motivation, as cognitive psychology researchers,
was an academic one: to better understand human cognition. Our experience with
programming experiments to be as user-friendly as possible, and collecting video game
data to inform real-world motivated behaviour made it clear that human-computer
interaction problems are similar to human cognition problems. Both domains share
methods, equipment, and populations of interest; both domains have a lot to offer each
other.
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2.1 Practical Considerations

Having someone with knowledge of the scientific method as an integrated part of the
design team is advantageous. A team member who knows about strategically manip-
ulating critical components of interest over rapid iterations, can help to inform causal
claims between them. Simultaneously implementing all of the test group’s user feed-
back, and/or corrections for observed usability problems is poor practice. Changing
everything at once does not inform the scientist or the designer as to the actual source
of the user frustration or the usability error. Changing one feature at a time and
observing its effect is much more informative. The scientist may generalize the findings
to support or refute a scientific theory. The designer will know what to do in future
work.

Further, making step-by-step iterations avoids problems of “throwing the baby out
with the bath water”, in that there might be a really useful feature that users are not
interacting with because of some co-occurring issue. If the feature is excluded based on
observation of a group of people who ignored it for a myriad of potential reasons, the
interface may not be as strong as it could be. For example, a search feature on a website
might not be easy to find in the first design iteration (a placement flaw, or aesthetic
issue, perhaps). Removing it entirely would be poorly advised; when instead, having it
placed more effectively or tweaking its appearance could make it accessible.

Extreme caution is advised in overriding the intuitions of artists to align with
potentially relevant scientific claims, though. Throughout history, artists and poets have
communicated real psychological phenomena through their art work, sometimes
making observations about human perception which would not be studied scientifically
for some time after their discovery in artistic mediums. Brunelleschi knew how to
invoke depth perception in a two-dimensional painting in 1415 [9]. Oculomotor ver-
gence, the underlying mechanism enabling this phenomenon, was not even a topic
conversation for another four and a half centuries in the scientific community [10].
With the rapidity of both artistic and scientific advances, and the openness of com-
munication the information age affords, this latency between artistic insight and sci-
entific principles is expected to shrink moving forward [11]. With this in mind, artists
may shed light on interesting behavioural phenomena exhibited by their audiences
before scientists are even looking that direction. Squashing artistic pursuits might harm
scientific advancement as odd or interesting phenomena may be entirely overlooked if
the artist does not have room to explore their own domain.

To this point, it should be clear that designers and researchers are well positioned to
help each other. A solution to the potential tension between researchers and designers
on a team is to make the role of both explicit: researchers and designers share the same
ultimate goal in better understanding the user’s experience. The focus within that goal
differs, and that difference is a productive one.

2.2 Theoretical Background

Applying concepts from psychological science to industry problems seems like a rel-
atively straightforward problem at first pass: learn something about people, check that it
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happens consistently, and communicate it to the industry to fold it into design strategies
or into products that consider human psychology. It’s probably never that clean.
Learning about human behaviour in the lab does not often allow for confident pre-
dictions about analogous behaviour in the wild. Learning about human behaviour in the
lab does not even offer much confidence about predicting human behaviour in the lab.
A large-scale replication effort by the 270 contributors of the Open Science Collabo-
ration repeated 100 psychological studies. A meagre 36% of the replication efforts
yielded significant p values in the direction that were originally reported [12]1. If direct
replications of experiments fail more often than not, it’s unsurprising that industry
applications of psychological findings may fail to meet their mark. It’s important for
scientists to make their data open so these verifications are made possible, even if — or
especially when — working with design and industry partners.

The replicability of psychological findings aside, another concern with their
application is that the scalability of the findings is tenuous. Even the Posner cuing task,
a mainstay in attention labs, suffers when the cues are changed to be more realistic [13].
Central cues appear to draw reflective attention when they’re arrows or eyes, regardless
of how predictive they are. There’s a reaction time advantage for when a left-pointing
arrow predicts a target to appear on the left side of the screen, even when that arrow is
only helpful on 50% of trials. This counters the assumption that cues will draw
attention only when they’re actually predictive of the target location. Having eyes and
arrows rather than boxes as a cue is hardly a big step in scaling a problem up, yet the
paradigm appears to break down even with these minor manipulations.

Another issue of applying basic attention findings to interfaces are cases where
real-world problems have multiple modes of stimulation. Findings of visual attention
do not necessarily scale cleanly to multimodal interfaces. Saccades are modified by
congruent tactile stimulation [14], such that eye movements are made to a target more
quickly when matched with a tactile stimulus in the same direction. Learning is sup-
ported by multi-modal integration, as evidenced by participants’ reduced timing errors
when provided with auditory and visual feedback rather than visual feedback alone
[27]. Applying attention findings to interface design isn’t always a multimodal prob-
lem, but most interfaces are improved with the integration of an auditory component
and much of what we know about visual attention is based upon findings isolating the
visual modality.

From the design side, it’s challenging to test the efficacy of scientifically-principled
features if the test groups assessing early versions of an interface or game are unaware
of their own limitations. People are apt to overestimate their cognitive and perceptual
abilities, thinking that they would notice items manipulated in a change blindness task
even when observers all fail to do so [15]. Participants involved in alpha testing of an
interface might be frustrated with informative components of the display and deem
them unnecessary even though these extra sources of information may minimize
inattentional blindness, change blindness or other quirks of the visual system.

1 It should be noted that there are limitations in this massive replication attempt, and the failure to
replicate may not be quite as dire as it was stated in the original report. Psychology does,
nonetheless, have some serious work to do to improve the robustness of our findings.
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Participants’ metacognitive failures in overestimating their abilities might mean that an
alpha testing group tells the design team that a component of the design is unnecessary,
and so the responsive development team might opt to eliminate it during the next
iteration. These same interface elements or design choices that are maligned by par-
ticipants and subsequently excluded may actually help people avoid failures of the
visual system - failures that most of us think we’re above committing. If feedback of
this sort from test groups is implemented, it’s critical that a new test group is run
through the newest design iteration before it goes live, to avoid the possibility that these
metacognitive failures lead to the exclusion of helpful features and accidentally lead to
a catastrophic usability flaw.

Among metacognitive failures there are three “illusions of visual bandwidth” [16]:
overestimations of breadth, countenance, and depth. The overestimate of breadth is the
misguided assumption that viewers can simultaneously observe all of the details of a
scene. Overestimating countenance is the mistaken belief that observers will attend to
more of the screen than they do, thinking that a person viewing a display will look at all
of its elements, for example. Finally, the overestimate of depth refers to the assumption
that attention to an object yields a detailed and robust encoding of it. Awareness of
these common errors might support interface and game design by providing strategi-
cally redundant sources of information for particularly important events, or invoking a
parsimonious strategy in deciding what to include in an interface. Further, arming a
design team with this list of illusions of visual bandwidth might help them weight the
feedback provided by test groups to avoid unprincipled or reactionary design decisions
on later iterations of an interface.

3 Design-Based Evidence (DE) Collecting

Basic research based upon video game data is the best current example of design-based
evidence collecting. This is the case in our own lab, where records of StarCraft 2
actions are used to inform us about cognition [3]. StarCraft 2 is a video game, and so
the environment with which users interact is a designed one. What makes StarCraft 2 a
good example case for design-based evidence collection is that the designers of the
game record data from users that can be effectively leveraged for science. While the
primary of goal of the designers was probably not to support science, the incidental
design decisions the StarCraft 2 team made opened up opportunities for research
projects with the resulting game data: the design decisions supported evidence
collection.

In game design, challenges are purposely introduced to make specific subsets of the
experience harder; in StarCraft 2, for example, players cannot see the whole game
environment at once. As researchers who are interested in studying information access
patterns, we are able to use the player behaviour in response to that game design
decision to tell us about how people access information in dynamic environments [4,
5]. If designers are sensitive to the goals of researchers, they can support information
gathering in natural environments by recording valuable data from users interacting
with their design.
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One important goal of human-computer interaction design is to reduce unnecessary
friction, so the user may easily focus on their task. In basic laboratory tasks of human
cognition, our goal is similar: we try to manipulate some quality of the environment so
that the only difference between groups is the quality we changed. Should we find a
difference between the groups, we can then attribute it to the manipulation and infer
that the manipulation caused the difference. If, however, the task is unnecessarily
complicated, it requires additional cognitive processing to simply interact with the
experiment the evidence we collect in response to that experiment is influenced, in part,
by the intuitiveness of the experiment interface and so some of the differences in
participants’ behaviour is a function of the interface rather than the manipulation. This
stymies the scientists’ understanding of cognition. All of this is to say that the
human-computer interaction designs that successfully reduce the friction between the
users and the computer get closer to the users’ genuine cognition, and provide a cleaner
look at natural behaviour. Should these designers choose to record data from their users
and share records of user behaviour with scientists, they would contribute invaluable
data to understanding cognition. In doing so, everyone involved gains insight into the
natural behaviours of people and basic scientists are able to use recorded information to
better understand cognition.

In addition to the quality of data arising from expertly designed interfaces, there is
an issue simply of quantity. Most studies in psychology include about 25 people per
experimental condition. Expertly designed websites, apps, games and other interfaces
invite orders of magnitude more users than a typical psychology study. The sheer
quantity of data, above and beyond its potentially superior quality, offers more room for
research insights. User experience researchers conducting A/B or MVT (multivariate)
tests to quantify the efficacy of design choices can also be testing a critical hypothesis
for the foundations of human cognition without knowing it. History has shown before
that artists have insights about the existence of phenomena well ahead of scientists that
aim to explain them. Sharing information between designers and researchers will serve
to help scientists keep up and symbiotically move our understanding of human cog-
nition and effective human computer interaction forward.

4 Evidence-Based Design Thinking (ED)

One way to apply findings from basic science to improve interfaces is to use data
collected by users of similar interfaces, have scientists build models of their behaviour,
and use the resulting models to predict how people will perform in the interface of
interest. Borji, Lennartz, and Pomplun recorded people playing video games, and
created a series of models to predict their attention patterns and behaviours during
driving game play [17]. The authors were able to predict where people would look
depending on the state of the game they were in and general properties of the play
environment. Improvements to these types of models on the scientific end can save
time and research energy on the industry end. Scientific models can also help to inform
designers where to put valuable information in a display, so as to improve the usability
of the interface.
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Some task interfaces have fostered masterful performance in their users. Perhaps
the most consistent inter-generational one is the car. Dashboards, keys, and practically
everything under the hood changes often, but the actual practice of driving, at some
degree of abstraction, is not terribly different today than it was nearly a century ago.
Novice drivers display different eye movement patterns than experienced drivers [18].
Novices look ahead of the car more often, and make fewer lateral eye movements. This
is attributed to the propensity of expert drivers to scan their environment for potential
hazards more often. Typifying eye movement patterns to discern the level of expertise
of the user is a strategy that astute designers may consider using in developing their
own interfaces. This would allow us to employ scientific principles in interface design.

Front facing cameras on personal laptops are nearly good enough to act as coarse
eye trackers, should a good algorithm to support real-time data cleaning and eye
position relative to viewing angle and head distance be made available. Assuming the
inevitable capacity to use built-in hardware to measure eye position, and a corpus of
sample eye movement patterns from people at different level of skills with a software
program, the interface could unfold features as the user displays behavioural and
attentional patterns consistent with the next level of task mastery or the inferred goals
of the user. Making such interface adjustments in service of a goal and in response to
data is evidence-based design thinking.

User centered design can be better informed by researchers focused on human
behaviour, performance and experience. Cognitive science is just this. In includes
people like social psychologists, behavioural economists, and marketing researchers
who are effective for performing early market research. Qualitative research is expe-
riencing a resurgence in the social sciences, and is an important tool in getting the most
information out of low-fidelity, sketch-based testing. It is a way to get a fuller sense of a
real user and to rely less on contrived personas that may oversimplify the design
problem space [19]. Cognitive scientists are poised to effectively test computer
mediated behaviour. Generations of cognitive scientists have done just that, but perhaps
with less of a mind to generalizability than the user experience tester may require
training to be sensitive to. Designers who support cognitive researchers will benefit
from this investment long term as researchers learn more about behaviour outside of
traditional laboratory tasks.

5 The DEED Model Stages

The DEED (design-based evidence collection & evidence-based design thinking)
model serves research and design alike. By opportunistically gathering data from
well-designed interfaces, research can gather insight into human cognition. By
opportunistically applying research findings, designers can make informed design
decisions. In the DEED model, these specialists can more directly support each other’s
work by sharing in the main goal of designing a good interface. In DEED, science and
design can serve each other as a natural consequence of the stages and their processes.

The DEED model encourages the researcher to act during specific stages in an
adapted agile design strategy. This balances the value added by a researcher with the
chance that the research impedes design innovation and brainstorming, which has been
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a concern for some designers. Additionally, having explicit stages dedicated to research
makes it easier for all members of the design team to support or query the researcher(s)
about concerns or unknowns. If a designer wishes to try something outlandish, the
researcher can help to determine whether or not it works after the designer has had a
chance to implement it. Having this safe organizational structure within which to take
risks has the added benefit of supporting innovation. A designer who may have pre-
viously opted not to try something unconventional for fear that it would not work can
more safely explore that idea in this DEED framework, since the research stages will
catch design decisions that interrupt usability.

The stages of the DEED model feed forward more than backward, but a researcher
might have suggestions for which user behaviours to record to make the best possible
test case. For design-based evidence collection to work effectively, it’s important that
the researcher is able to make requests for data, so long as those requests for data do not
impede the design decisions. Rapid prototyping is supported by this model structure
and including research as part of the rapid prototype stage offers an opportunity for
designers and researchers to collaborate and communicate over quick iterations to
foster more effective collaboration [7].

Generally, social psychologists, behavioural economists, and marketing researchers
are more effective in early qualitative research stages as they are best suited to extract
the most information out of low-fidelity, sketch-based testing paradigms. In later
stages, cognitive scientists are poised to effectively test quantitative, computer medi-
ated behaviour. At any research stage, fundamental concerns can be illuminated and the
design process can revert one step to address them.

Market Research
What is it?Market research is the process of finding a need to meet. In the very simplest
(and perhaps most powerful) cases, finding a need of one’s own that is not met by
product and services acts as market research. Market research will inform the design
team about what success looks like. The team can use information from this stage and
their prior experience to establish the qualities of the minimally viable product before
moving on through the DEED model.

Who does it? In smaller enterprises, market research is conducted by individuals
who identify a need to be met. In larger enterprises, market research can be a more
formal pursuit wherein social psychologists, economists, business and marketing
practitioners, and other social scientists identify trends, gaps and qualities of demo-
graphics that a potential product or service could benefit.

Why do it? Human computer interaction is effectively informed by the human’s
experience of a product or service. Market research introduces the human into the
equation. Without market research, the audience is underspecified and any work
conducted on a product might miss an important group of people that otherwise might
benefit from the development process. The results of market research can suggest
whether the idea is pursued at all. If the need is minimal or insufficient, knowing that
and deciding not to pursue the idea saves a lot of time and energy that would otherwise
be spent on a great product for which no users exist. The better a potential user is
understood, the greater the probability of success.
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Content
What is it? Content is what your product or service is about. There are as many answers
to “what is content?” as there are ideas for apps, games, and websites, but it includes
the information that’s necessary to convey to users to get the main idea. For example, a
website: the content would include the working title, the main pages, the ideas for
headings, the general navigational structure, and the copy for a sample post. Some
ideas about the information architecture should also be part of content generation.

Who does it? The content will traditionally be most closely associated with the
person who motivated the project in the first place. However, content can be generated
in larger organizations by having copy-writers, developers and designers all working
together to create.

Why do it? Most human-computer interaction involves transferring information.
Without having content by which to start design iterations, the human-computer
interaction design problem is fundamentally lacking. Content, in a lot of ways, is the
why of good design while the rest of the DEED model describes the how of good
design.

5.1 The Collaborative Gear

Sketch
What is it? A sketch can be as informal as a pen and paper drawing, outlining how the
content from the previous stage would be presented to a user. Sketches are low-fidelity
prototypes, on paper or in software, that represent the structure and the general pre-
sentation of content.

Who does it? A sketch can be done by anyone with access to pen and paper, and
earlier sketches will probably arise as a natural consequence of content generation. It is
important to make the sketch an explicit stage, though, lest it not be natural for a
particular person or team to draw out their ideas. While it’s nice to have someone with
drawing talent perform a sketch, anyone who is able to approximate shapes can per-
form this step.

Why do it? Without a sketch, knowing how content is organized and presented can
be very difficult. Sketches reduce sources of potential error between collaborators in
content generation, because team members can see it start to take shape and recognize
assumptions they were making that hadn’t come up in conversation during content
generation. Additional iterations of the design process result in additional sketches
demonstrating possible design solutions in response to feedback from previous stages.
Subsequent stages build upon improvements reflected in the sketch.

Qualitative Research
What is it? Qualitative research is a relatively unconstrained method in which data is
collected from people. It includes things like open ended questions or talk-aloud verbal
protocol procedures.

Who does it? Qualitative methodology is enjoying a resurgence of interest in the
social sciences. Many anthropologists, psychologists, historians, human resource
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specialists and people with similar training are effective qualitative researchers. In
recent years, students out of user experience design programs are encouraged to learn
and use qualitative research methods to explore their design practices.

Why do it? Qualitative research offers a good opportunity to “dive deep” into a
user’s experience. Open-ended questions and talk-aloud protocols invite opportunities
to discover experiences that arise in response to design decisions that were unintended.
Placing a search box at the bottom of the website page might invite anger in response,
for example, and it might be difficult to know to ask that question unless you ask a
research participant to talk through their experience while navigating the low-fidelity
prototype developed in the previous stage.

In later iterations, especially for larger firms with more resources, qualitative research
can add value in knowing how different audiences might respond to an existing
product. For example, scaling social media to communities with different cultural
norms might require tweaks to the user experience that were not indicated by expe-
rience of the original audience. These types of opportunities for innovation arise in
response to qualitative research like ethnographic studies, a new set of talk-aloud
procedures and interviews.

Wireframe
What is it? A wireframe improves upon a sketch, or revisits design decisions that didn’t
fare well in previous iterations. While a sketch is low-fidelity prototype, a wireframe is
a higher-fidelity step toward a working prototype and considers properties that are
necessary for implementation. For the website example, the wireframe invites the use
of a grid to plan where images and content will be placed. Wireframes are typically
digitized, and represent site components through boxes and grids (at least for
two-dimensional interfaces).

Who does it? Wireframes are well within the wheelhouse of user experience
designers, business analysts and user interface specialists. It is wise to have a wireframe
upon which a developer can start to work or inform their plan, and so someone with
some experience or understanding of the subsequent stages in development is a good
person to have on wireframing.

Why do it? Wireframes clarify the structure for navigating between different content
elements, work to meet one level of the users’ needs (namely - the structural interaction
needs), and to plan the interaction design generally.

Visual Design
What is it? Visual design is all of the work that bridges a wireframe to a working
prototype. If the wireframe was lower fidelity, then visual design will be the process of
folding in content, aesthetic decisions, considerations for accessibility, etc. The visual
design step will include everything that creates the “look and feel” of the product or
service. User interfaces will be fleshed out in this stage, and graphic design decisions
are firmed up.

Who does it? Graphic designers, interface designers, user experience designers,
branding specialists can all be part of this process.

Why do it? Products and services developed with the end user in mind can make the
interface simpler to use and increase the probability of repeated users, or loyal
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customers as the case may be. Ideas that are well-thought out, but poorly implemented
can be abandoned prematurely if the design does not accurately capture the value added
by the content.

Prototype
What is it? A prototype is a sample of the product. It can be an early draft of what the
team thinks the final version will be, or it can be snippet of the overall experience. The
prototype accurately represents the type of content conveyed by the product, how that
content is accessed, and the navigation between elements.

Who does it? Prototypes are typically finalized by developers, but may be developed
in concert with designers and engineers.

Why do it? The prototype is the product. Without a prototype, the team has nothing.
The better question to ask is, “why can’t I stop here?” which is a crucial concern for
design thinking generally. How can a team know when their design is ready to ship?
The (admittedly underwhelming) answer is that it depends on what the expectations of
the users and the design team are. If a product is distributed as an early alpha test
version, the expectations might be lower, and so the first couple of prototypes might
actually go live to a select group of people. However, for most design problems, the
first prototype will not be the final one. One way to determine when iterations stop is to
have a critical quantitative research question (e.g. time to gather information from the
website your team is developing). When that value reaches a desired threshold, the
product might go live. Better still, there may be multiple measures in addition to a team
consensus, and until all measure are met and the team agrees the product is ready to
ship, the product goes through more iterations of the Collaborative Gear.

Quantitative Research
What is it? Quantitative research is studying performance indicators or research
questions in a way that can be numerated. Counting successful attempts at solving a
problem with the product is an example of quantifiable research. Larger firms with
more resources might choose to include more advanced metrics like eye tracking,
mouse tracking, response time analysis, survey data, etc. to quantify how effective the
product is at meeting the need of the users in the most user-friendly way possible. In
each round of testing, the researcher’s responsibility is to ensure that the data required
to perform their scholarly and their design research is available. The test is both a test of
the product and of the process.

Who does it? Quantitative research is traditionally conducted by people with some
statistical training and some programming knowledge. People from more technical
disciplines in the social sciences, engineers, data scientists and engineers are all among
those who would be effective quantitative researchers.

Why do it? Qualitative research is great for diving deep into a few people’s expe-
riences, while quantitative research is good for getting a general sense of many people’s
experiences. Quantitative research can be a deep-diving pursuit, too, though: having
people come in to the lab and performing careful observation of their experience with
the prototype can offer insight that users may not even be aware of. For example, eye
tracking data can provide an index of arousal (or stress) that might not be brought up by
the users themselves. Additionally, if a user consents to have data collected while they
engage with the product under development, the researchers can query particular parts
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of the interaction process without explicitly asking the participant about their experi-
ence, thereby avoiding expectancy effects that might come up through qualitative
research. Using both approaches, then, offers the most robust understanding of the
user’s experience, and thereby assesses the extent to which the product does its job
effectively.

Final Prototype
What is it? The final prototype is the version that reaches the threshold established by
the design team or the product manager. It’s version that the end user sees.

Who does it? The final prototype is the collective output of everyone on the design
team, though a developer is likely to be the last person to touch it.

Why do it? Until the final prototype is released, the product is an idea. When the
final prototype ships, the design team might keep an eye on user reviews and responses
and begin the DEED model again with their eyes on the next version of the product. In
that next iteration, then, the market research is largely provided by the responses of
people after engaging with the final prototype of the first product.

One Good DEED Deserves Another
Organizationally, a project manager can set a threshold upon which the development
cycle is closed. This is effectively set after the quantitative research test, where, should
the results of user testing suggest below-threshold differences to the earlier sketch, the
cycle advances for the final time, and user experience testing acts as checks and
balances. We suggest that the quantitative research stage is a good place to end iter-
ations of the Collaborative Gear. While some products or services are better evaluated
qualitatively, many will be suited for some quantifiable metric of success. If the results
of the research suggest that the design is sufficiently close to the metrics defining
desirability, feasibility and viability then the next step is to prepare the final prototype.

In DEED, the design team should talk about what success looks like and establish
the qualities of the minimally viable product prior to the first iteration of the Collab-
orative Gear (i.e. at the close of market research). The researchers can then discuss how
to assess success, in a manner informed by everyone involved in design. A project
manager might decide that the product or service will never be fully completed, and set
a threshold of minimal change that would trigger release of the final prototype. Nat-
urally, if the iterations are showing no improvement, the team will be having con-
versations about whether the design is ready to go or ready to be abandoned. Having set
ahead of time the minimum number of changes per prototype supports (a) rapid
development and (b) efficient use of resources by avoiding endless cycles of the same
design. Efficiency and agility, in this regard, are informed by both designers and
researchers. The DEED design process can be made leaner by constraining the max-
imum number of cycle through the process, or it can be made more research-intensive
by setting more sensitive advancement threshold.

The start of the DEED model might be the end of an earlier iteration through the
full process. Large firms, like established game design companies or big tech depart-
ments, might iterate multiple versions of a product. The DEED model can be chained
(DEED model 1 for version 1.1; DEED model 2 for version 1.2, etc.) by setting
interactive goals during design and development. In these environments, the output of
the whole design process naturally leads to the input of the next version. As soon as a
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website goes live by achieving sufficient success to close out the first iteration of the
DEED model, for example, the team can begin brainstorming improvements based on
what is working well, and how they might want to expand it to offer different solutions
to different problems.

This design model can work for teams of any size that have interest in both
extending knowledge and improving design. A single person could feasibly play the
role of market researcher, qualitative researcher, and wireframer, but naturally, people
who specialize in each of these roles are desired if resources allow. Keeping these
stages separate encourages some autonomy and exploration within each of the stages.
Some room for independent innovation is important, and helps to assuage concerns of
“groupthink” arising [26] from having every team member entirely invested in every
step of the process. Keeping ideas from teammates hinders progress, however, so the
DEED model does keep the output of these stages connected, and encourages effective
communication between team members of the connected parts of the DEED process.

In DEED, the design thinking process is a way to manifest design thinking gen-
erally. We think it’s useful to disambiguate design thinking as a mindset versus the
design thinking processes as a set of steps. While design thinking is a solution-based
approach to a problem, a design-thinking process is a set of steps required to get to that
solution. The DEED model is an example of such a process. In addition to being
helpful in its own right, we hope that the DEED model sets a precedence of
approaching of design thinking and its implementation as separable ideas.

6 Design Thinking

Before email really caught on as a communication tool, there was a time where new
mail notifications were going unnoticed and messages were left unread. At the time, the
notification was a prominent arrow on top of inbox to indicate a new message. In the
original design of this email software, it was generally underused and users insisted that
emails they had received had not been available until they were pointed out by support
staff, despite having been sent days in advance. A clever designer implemented a
“You’ve got mail” component to the notification, which assuaged concerns about mail
going unnoticed [16]. The now antiquated “You’ve got mail” notification appears to be
polarizing, garnering some retro appreciation wherein people today have it set as their
phones’ email notifier while others start conversation threads on forums about how
awful it is to overhear it. To not have included that message, though, might have meant
that email remained ineffective as a communication tool; a tool that’d be missed by the
people sending and receiving 196,400,000,000 emails [20] each day. This innovation is
an example of design thinking in action.

Design thinking is a phrase that seems to be used more often than it is explained.
Like many community-based phrases, the people who use design thinking know what
they mean by it, but it’s difficult to explain to people outside of design circles. In an
attempt to lower the barrier to entry so more people can employ it, we have provided an
exposition of what design thinking is. Perhaps more critically, in this section we
disambiguate design thinking from its implementation: the design thinking process.
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The DEED model is an example of a design thinking process. While design thinking is
more of a framework, or a way to approach problems, the design thinking process is a
set of steps to apply that way of thinking. Put simply: design thinking is the why, and
the design thinking process is the how.

Design thinking is difficult for formally define. Mootee makes clear the issue of
defining it: “[t]here is no single, unifying, common definition of design thinking” [21].
Many subscribers of design thinking define it as a mentality toward problem solving,
while others see design thinking as a “toolbox” to be used in organizational settings to
improve the collaborative process [22]. As one report on the matter points out, both sets
of language are used by different organizations to define design thinking as both a
toolkit, and as a mental trait [23]. Among their sample, there is a tension between those
who see design thinking as a descriptive element whereby practitioners would identify
as design thinkers, while others would view design thinking in prescriptive terms as
something to be used by a group of collaborators. This tension results in a vagueness of
terminology which risks “Design Thinking” turning into a buzzword, rather than as a
serious concept to implement in business models.

Both the prescriptive and descriptive ideas of design thinking have merit, but would
benefit from being differentiated. We distinguish between design thinking (descriptive,
and as a mindset), and the design thinking process (prescriptive, and as a set of steps to
find solutions). Design thinking, is the mindset of approaching problems openly,
generally, creatively and considers the genuine use case of the product under devel-
opment. A design thinker then keeps the three constraints of desirability, feasibility,
and viability [24] in mind as they work through the brainstorming process. When it
comes to the actual application of the design thinking process, steps are taken by a team
or individual to find desirable, feasible and viable solutions. This often means iterating
through prototypes to maximize all three. In this sense, a practitioner of the design
thinking process can assess their design against measures of desirability, feasibility and
viability. With this separation of mindset (design thinking) and practice (the design
thinking process), much of the uncertainty associated with design thinking is reduced.

The DEED model presents a case example of how the design thinking process can
be applied, while also helping to collect valuable information.

7 Conclusion

The symbiotic relationship between science and design has been noted before [1].
Making the roles of both scientists and designers necessary components of a design
process solidifies the relationship between them, and supports improvements in both
product design and general knowledge. Larger firms have more opportunity to support
each stage, while smaller ones might have to simplify the process; but allowing for a step
in the design where someone asks themselves what their results tell them about their
understanding of the world generally — beyond the product and beyond the market —
gives them an opportunity to (a) advance human knowledge, (b) consider the longer
term impact of their work, and (c) consider related gaps that their product might fill.

The DEED model is one strategy to implement the “applied and basic combined”
research approach [1], and comes at a critical time. Science is struggling with a rising
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“post truth” rhetoric and socio-political hurdle at the same time where a record number
of Ph.Ds are graduating to find a small academic job pool [25]. Design, however, is
enjoying a surge in popularity, and innovation is among the most valued qualities in
businesses. While opportunities to work in basic science may be shrinking, applied
science and design benefit from that research, and so this model offers a method by
which information can be collected by basic scientists for immediate application and
general theorizing.

The DEED model is a design thinking process that offers a balance between
including research and evidence in the design process while ensuring that designers
have space and support to innovate. The DEED model encourages the researcher to act
during specific stages in an adapted agile design strategy. This balances the value added
by a researcher with the chance that the research impedes design innovation and
brainstorming, which has been a concern for some designers. It immediately supports
the design of a single product/service by virtue of its agile design properties; it supports
the growing body of knowledge in an organization or community; and it supports the
understanding of the natural world by contributing to scientific findings. It is an alliance
of people, methods, and complementary goals that, when combined, benefit the pro-
duct, the organization, and the society as a whole.
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Abstract. Designers draw on a significant volume and range of information
throughout the design process. This could include information on people,
materials, markets, processes, etc. However, not all this information is effec-
tively communicated to and used by designers. In order to provide designers
with information that is useful, useable and engaging for them, it is important to
understand why designers use information, what information they use and when
and how they use it. This will be collectively referred to as ‘information
behaviour’ in this paper.

Keywords: Information behaviour � Designers � Designers’ information
behaviour

1 Introduction, Motivation and Scope

‘Information behaviour’ is defined as “how people need, seek, give and use information
in different contexts” (Pettigrew et al. 2001, p. 44). The many technological, social and
cultural changes and developments in recent decades have highlighted the role and
importance of information and information behaviour. The increased volume and
diversity of information together with improved access to it have brought up terms such
as information society (Webster, 2006; Kidd 2007) and consequently information
overload (Hwang and Lin 1999). This has subsequently increased the importance of
study of information behaviour and the significance of understanding the user of
information when designing and developing information systems, products and ser-
vices (Hepworth 2007).

In design, similar to other fields, designers draw on a significant volume and range of
information throughout their design process. This could include information on people,
materials, markets, processes, etc. This information is collectively called ‘design
information’ and is described as referring to features of design including functions,
material selections, process of manufacturing, etc. (Li and Ramani 2007). A review of
the nature of design practice, current uptake of design information, and some emerging
areas in design, identifies both opportunities and problems in regards to designers’
information behaviour. These key issues and emerging opportunities, either way,
highlight the need for study of information behaviour in design and underline the
important role this could play in facilitating better uptake of design information and
improving current design practices. Some of these challenges and opportunities include:
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• Designerly ways of knowing

In his book ‘Designerly Ways of Knowing’, Cross (2006) makes the case for building a
network of arguments, articulation and evidence for the particular nature of design
behaviour and activity. He argues “If we want to develop a robust, independent disci-
pline of design - rather than let design be subsumed within paradigms of science or the
arts - we need to make evidence for ‘designerly ways of knowing’.” (Cross 2006, p. 3)

• Limited understanding of designerly ways of knowing

A conventional lack of interest in the study of designers’ information behaviour and
their ways of knowing and doing has been noticeable. This could be due to the fact that
in design, focus has typically been on the ‘end-product’ to be delivered by the
designers, rather than the ‘process’ they went through. This brings up the notion of
‘Black-Boxing’ (Jones 1970), describing lack of knowledge of the design process,
focus on the ‘input’ and ‘output’, and limited understanding of designers’ information
behaviour.

• Emerging design approaches and abundance of information

New design approaches such as people-centred design (Wood 1990; Darses and Wolff
2006), inclusive design (Keates and Clarkson 2004), and user-led innovation (Dibben
and Bartlett 2001) have emerged. These design approaches bring with them a wealth of
new and existing design information (specifically on people) that needs to be effec-
tively communicated to designers, if they are to be successfully adopted. This high-
lights the need to better communicate not only the existing but new and diverse sets of
design information to designers.

• Growing number of information tools aimed at designers

The ever-increasing volume, range and diversity of design information and the growing
demand for better ways of using it in order to facilitate existing and new design
approaches, has led to more information systems and tools being designed and
developed aimed at designers. Such information tools have a broad range and format
including books, handbooks, online tools, CD packages, cardsets, etc.

• Limited use of information tools and resources in design

Despite all the design information available, there is evidence that this information is
not effectively used by designers in practice (Mieczakowski et al. 2010; Law et al.
2008; Burns et al. 1997). Also, various studies of designers show the use of design
tools and resources is currently limited and not effective within the design industry
(Green and Jordan 1999; Restrepo and Christiaans 2004; McGinley and Dong 2009).
The minimal use of information tools and resources by designers could have various
reasons. Study of designers’ information behaviour would be one first step to address
these issues.

A brief review of major design challenges and opportunities highlighted the need
for and importance of studying information behaviour in design. However, there is
currently a lack of a holistic and methodical understanding of designers’ information
behaviour. Therefore a research was carried out to provide a structured understanding
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of information behaviour in design, leading to a systematic way for investigation,
analysis and reflection on designers’ use and requirements of information. It was hoped
that through this, the limited understanding of designerly ways of knowing could be
improved, new and existing design approaches were better supported and their uptake
by designers was facilitated, and the design and development of new information tools
was better informed.

• Scope of research

In studying designers’ information behaviour, this research specifically focused on a
number of areas and aspects as listed below.

• Industrial design and product design

Design is a wide-ranging term that could encompass many different disciplines. In this
research, two specific design disciplines i.e. industrial design and product design were
focused upon.

• Practicing designers

Student designers and design practitioners have different needs, attitudes and criteria
when approaching a design task (Ahmed et al. 2003) and thus different information
behaviour. This research focused on practicing (as opposed to student) designers as key
users of information in the real-world practice of design.

• People information

Design information encompasses various types of information. This research focused
on ‘people information’ as a major type of information used throughout the design
process. Here, people information is broadly defined as ‘all types of information that
help designers better understand people and their context’.

2 Methodology and Methods

After the review of a number of relevant social sciences and design research
methodologies, and based on the nature of the information behaviour study and its aims
and objectives, a specific research methodology was designed. The general research
methodology adopted an integrative approach to existing research methodologies
where the general elements of DRM (Blessing and Chakrabarti 2009) and Case’s stages
of research process (2008) were applied and Robson’s (2002) research methodology
was also implemented in specifying research methods and techniques of data collection
and analysis.

The study adopted a convergent methodology (Goodman et al. 2006) through
employing a number of research methods. The research triangulation (Jick 1979;
Creswell and Clark 2007) approach was adopted in order to enable cross examination
(Cheng 2005) of the results of the studies. Thus, the initial framework outlined based
on literature analysis and synthesis was planned to be revised, evaluated and detailed in
an iterative cycle through three types of complementary studies, i.e. interviews with
designers, observations of designers and a survey with designers and design
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researchers. Studies varied in terms of breadth, depth, level of control, scope and
generalisability (Henn et al. 2006). Through using a variety of methods, approaches
and participants along with the literature analysis and synthesis, validity and reliability
(Gray 2004) of research was hoped to be improved. Figure 1 presents the schematic
research methodology adopted by this research. Table 1 presents a breakdown of
studies and relevant methods used in the second stage of the research.

Outlining the initial framework 

Literature 
Analysis + Synthesis 

Evaluating + Revising + Detailing 
the initial framework  

Evaluated + Revised + Detailed 
framework  

Fig. 1. Research methodology in this research

Table 1. Research strategies and methods adopted for this research

Study 1: Interview with
designers

Study 2: Observation of
designers

Study 3: Observation of
designers

Study 4: Survey with
designers & researchers

Type of
research

Qualitative + Quantitative Qualitative Qualitative Quantitative + Qualitative

Data
collection
methods

Semi-structured
interview + Ranking
questionnaire

Marginal participant
observation + Online
questionnaire
(multiple-answer
questions)

Recognised outsider
observation + Online
questionnaire
(multiple-answer
questions)

Online survey (open
questions for comments &
multiple-answer
questions)

Data
analysis
methods

Qualitative + Statistical
analysis

Qualitative analysis Qualitative analysis Statistical + Qualitative
analysis

Number of
participants

9 5 (1 project) 19 (3 teams) Refinement: 89
Evaluation: 89
Detailing: 66
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3 Results and Findings

3.1 Literature Analysis + Synthesis

An illustrative review of knowledge of information behaviour was carried out on the
library and information sciences and design respectively. The existing knowledge of
information behaviour in these two fields was then analysed. The key identified aspects
and facets of information behaviour in these two fields were then synthesised and
linked in order to reach an integrated and inclusive structure to be adopted in the design
field.

Several yet narrow and scattered attempts to address information-related charac-
teristics in information behaviour studies in design, on one hand reinforced the sig-
nificance and inherent value of such studies of information behaviour and on the other
hand highlighted a major gap in such studies and therefore existing knowledge. This
was mainly due to a ‘practice-triggered’ yet not ‘theory-based’ approach lacking a
holistic systematic outlook. Subsequent to ‘analysis’ of the two fields, the second stage
in the literature investigation was ‘synthesis’ of the two fields, linking the key aspects
of information behaviour in design with key facets of library and information sciences
in an integrative approach. The inherently distinctive terminology and language of
design and library and information sciences in addressing and investigating information
behaviour resulted in identification of different focus and various aspects. This could be
synthesised for a more rigorous, holistic and integrated approach to study of infor-
mation behaviour in design. This way, the applied and information-oriented language
of information behaviour in design was maintained yet enhanced. Adopting and being
built upon theoretical frameworks of information behaviour in library and information
sciences, information behaviour structures in design could be made theoretically rig-
orous and comprehensive.

The initial set of information dimensions derived from the analysis and synthesis of
literature in fields of design and library and information sciences formed the ‘Initial
Information Framework’ for information behaviour in design. Figure 2 shows the
process of synthesis of information behaviour facets (in library and information sci-
ences) with information dimensions (in design), resulting in an integrated set of
information dimensions for information behaviour in design.

The identified information dimensions in design included ‘type’, ‘format’, ‘source’
and ‘attributes’. These were aligned with the three facets of information behavior
identified as key in information sciences i.e. information ‘need’, ‘seeking’ and ‘use’.
The ‘type’, ‘format’ and ‘attributes’ dimensions were in line with the ‘need’ facet,
while the ‘source’ dimension related to ‘seeking’ facet. The ‘format’ dimension was
also in line with the ‘seeking’ facet, thus it was located in the borderline between need
and seeking facets. However, the ‘use’ facet did not have a parallel in the identified
information dimensions. Therefore in merging the two sets, ‘use’ was included as a
dimension to the initial information framework in design. As a result, the proposed
initial framework included five dimensions i.e. ‘type’, ‘format’, ‘source’, ‘attributes’
and ‘use’.
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3.2 Interviews with Designers

This study built on the findings from the literature analysis in two areas of library and
information sciences and design. The initial information framework was implemented
in this study and evaluated, refined and detailed. Using interviews and ranking ques-
tionnaire with nine selected UK-based design companies each of the five dimensions of
the initial framework were explored and further detailed them by identifying
sub-dimensions to each. Also, head designers’ responses to five selected design support
tools in form of comments and numerical ranking in order of preference were collected.

This study showed that practicing designers’ use of existing formal anthropometric
information and tools (i.e. books, handbooks, software packages, online sources, etc.)
in design companies is currently very limited. The research also highlighted the
dominant role of experimental methods in sourcing practicing designers with people
information. Practicing designers perceive and evaluate such sources as more effective
and useful compared to referring to existing anthropometric sources. Designers’
opinions on ergonomics tools varied and it was difficult to achieve consensus in terms
of designers’ preferences on such tools. However, most desired and preferred tools had
a number of information attributes in common which included, accommodating
experiential information, seamless integration with other tools designers typically use,
high visual and graphic qualities and intuitive and simple presentation of information.
It was concluded that the problems with the existing anthropometric information,
included not only lack of ‘usability’ and ‘desirability’, but also lack of ‘usefulness’.
The above situation made it an imperative to get an in-depth insight into designers’
information needs, seeking and use in order to provide them with better information
and tools. Based on the designers’ suggestions and preferences, there is potential for
information tools to be designed and developed specifically for designers (Nickpour
and Dong 2010). This has to be done by carefully adopting designers’ inherent
information behaviour; needs, seeking and use - and by adapting existing information
to fit that.

Fig. 2. Synthesis of ‘Initial Information Framework’ for information behaviour in design
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3.3 Observation of Designers – Two Studies

After conducting interview and ranking questionnaire (as the first of the three research
methods), the framework was refined, evaluated and detailed in a second iterative cycle
through conducting observation together with self report follow-up questionnaire. Two
separate real- world field studies were partaken in order to observe designers’ infor-
mation behaviour. The first study aimed to ‘observe designers in practice’ through
observing the design process of one real- world design project. The ‘use’ dimension
was refined and changed into ‘intensity’ dimension and ‘stage’ was suggested for
inclusion as a new dimension. In a third iterative cycle, after the Interview study and
the first Observational study, a second real-world observational study was conducted.
This included observation of three teams of designers responding to one design brief in
the context of a design competition. In line with previous studies, the aim of this study
was also to refine, evaluate and detail the information framework. The newly included
‘stage’ dimension was also to be further investigated and evaluated.

Findings from both observational studies confirmed both conflicts and interrelations
between various dimensions of the information sought and used by designers
throughout the design process. There was conflict of demands in regard to some aspects
of information, specifically there was some divergence between ‘format’, ‘type’ and
‘attributes’ of people information designers sought. Some significant interrelations
were also observed between various dimensions of framework in particular ‘purpose’
with ‘source’ and ‘type’, also ‘type’ with ‘format’ and ‘qualities’. Discover and Define
stages of the design process were when the people information was most heavily
sourced and used, this suggests more focus is needed on designers’ information
behaviour (explicitly people information) at the front-end of the design process.

3.4 Survey of Designers and Design Researchers

As the last of the three triangulated research methods, a survey was conducted with
designers and design researchers aiming at refinement, evaluation and detailing of the
information framework. An online survey was designed and completed by 90 partic-
ipants overall (67 participants detailing the framework and 90 participants evaluating
and refining the framework).

The web-based survey evaluated, refined and detailed the information framework.
The framework was evaluated as comprehensive and useful yet complex and needing
further clarity on its purpose. This was expected as the framework was intended to be
primarily evaluated by design researchers rather than designers (though designers were
one main group of respondents).

The results regarding refinement of the framework suggested further consideration
for three main aspects:

• Visual representation of the framework
• The relationship between its dimensions
• The terminology used to communicate the framework. The dimensions with an

unclear terminology included ‘Attributes’, ‘Intensity’, ‘Purpose’, and ‘Type’ versus
‘Format’.
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Figure 3 shows the Information Framework based on interview and observational
studies and the suggested refinements to the framework based on survey study.

4 Conclusion and Further Work

4.1 Conclusion

The outcomes of the four studies led to a refined and verified version of the information
framework that included seven key dimensions (i.e., ‘purpose’, ‘source’, ‘format’,
‘type’, ‘attributes’, ‘stage’ and ‘intensity’) of people information that designers use in a
design process. These seven dimensions are summarised below:

Purpose - Why information is used.
Source - How information is sourced.
Type - What type of information is used.
Format - What representation of information is used.
Attributes - What the qualities of information are.
Stage - When information is used.
Intensity - What range and depth of information is used and how frequently.

The research reported in this paper has made three contributions to the knowledge
in this field:

1. The research has enhanced the knowledge of information behaviour in design
through creating a novel information framework which is comprehensive, inte-
grated and systematic.

2. The research has enhanced understanding of designers’ use of people information
throughout the design process by detailing the seven dimensions of the proposed
information framework.

3. The research has facilitated investigation and communication of design information
used by or aimed at designers, thus facilitating information design and development
of information systems.

4.2 Further Work

Having revisited the core focus of this research and its boundaries, a number of areas to
be explored are discussed here. Information behaviour is an under-explored area in
design.

Outlining and detailing the information framework was one initial step towards
understanding and modelling designers’ information behaviour in a systematic and

Purpose Source Content Presentation Quality Intensity Stage 

Fig. 3. Information Framework based on interview, observational studies and survey results
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comprehensive way. This brings forward a number of opportunities for further research
to be carried out, a number of which are listed below.

• Developing a model of information behaviour in design. This research resulted in
the creation and detailing of a framework for studying information behaviour in
design. Findings suggested a number of key refinements to the information
framework. These included terminology, visual presentation, and linkage and
hierarchy. While a framework identifies the elements that should guide analysis of a
phenomenon, a model is defined as a set of assumptions about underlying processes
between the elements which cause that phenomenon. Thus, a model is more
complete and complex in its explanation of a phenomenon compared to a frame-
work which focuses on “capturing the variation and dimensionality of a phe-
nomenon with the fewest dimensions” (Miller 2006, p. 6). A model of information
behaviour in design could be developed building on the existing information
framework. This could be a significant additional contribution and a step forward in
the under- explored area of information behaviour in design.

• Comparative study of student and experienced designers’ information
behavior. This research focused on detailing the information framework based on
empirical studies of practicing designers, focusing on people information. However,
as Ahmed et al. (2003) and Cross (2006) clarified, student designers and experi-
enced designers have different needs, attitudes and criteria when approaching a
design task, and thus different information behaviour. A comparative study of
student and experienced designers’ information behaviour adopting the information
framework could shed light on similarities and differences between these two
groups. This could provide a foundation for any further applications and connec-
tions between the two groups.

• Comparative analysis of observed and self-reported information behaviour in
design. Adopting research triangulation, this research collected data on both
observed and self-reported information behaviour of designers through observa-
tional studies alongside interview and survey. Also, within the observational
studies, designers were furthermore asked to self-report on their information
behaviour to complement the observations. The results from the above confirmed
differences between the observed and self-reported information behaviour. A further
comparative study could contrast these two aspects. This could further the under-
standing of similarities and differences between designers’ observed and reported
information behaviour and thus extend the knowledge of information behaviour in
design.

• Research on information intensity. ‘Intensity’ was one novel and complex
dimension of the information framework. It was first replaced with ‘use’ dimension
in the initial framework and was further detailed and refined through three empirical
studies. ‘Depth’, ‘range’ and ‘frequency’ were identified as three constituents of this
dimension and semantic differential scale was adopted as the method for measuring
and assessing each. As study results showed a high level of variance, further
research is suggested to be carried out in terms of scaling methods for each con-
stituent, weighting of each constituent, and also proposing an overall assessment for
intensity dimension as a whole. Future research could focus on detailing and further
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developing this dimension, as one key dimension of the information framework that
directly addresses information use.

• Cultural differences in designers’ information behavior. This research had a
western focus on studying designers’ information behaviour in that the sample for
interview, observational studies and the survey was largely UK-based (all nine
interviewees, 22 out of 24 participants in the two observational studies, and 32 out
of 64 survey participants were UK-based). This would give a western orientation to
the collected data on designers’ people information behaviour. Adopting the
information framework from this work, further research could explore and examine
the role and significance of cultural differences in designers’ information behaviour
and how culture would influence designers’ information needs, seeking and use.
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Abstract. In a time when fake news has captured the attention of the broader
public, and claims of algorithmic manipulation make us question everyday
sources of information, it is essential that we unpack the ways our thinking and
perception interacts with search engine results. Cognitive biases can be created
from the common heuristics a person applies to process new information about a
topic. These biases can contribute to difficulties in inferential thinking. In this
paper, we focus on four potential sources of bias rooted in cognitive psychology
that relate to information presentation in search, and unpack how they may affect
the way people express their nascent understanding of a topic. Our study used a
population-based experiment with 60 undergraduates at a large research uni-
versity. Our findings suggest that the design of a search interface may cause a
user to misapply heuristics, which can be linked to these cognitive biases. We
conclude with recommendations for interface designers as well as those who
mediate search practices in educational settings.

Keywords: Cognitive bias � Interface design � Information interaction � User
experience � Search engines

1 Introduction

The way search algorithms present information influences our opinions (Belkin et al.
2009; Epstein and Robertson 2015). Information presentation likely affects the quality
of student thinking and knowledge creation, particularly when students demonstrate
and report relying heavily on the authority of search engines (Hargittai 2010; Meyers
2012). In an age of increasing science skepticism, people require both tools and critical
thinking skills to evaluate the new scientific information they encounter in everyday
life. According to the National Science Board, the public’s primary form of science
education is via the medium of search engines, but while the Internet increases the
public’s access to scientific information it also increases access to misinformation
(2014). Therefore, it is worth questioning the level of critical thinking that people apply
when selecting sources on a search engine results page (SERP) (Guo et al. 2010;
Höchstötter and Lewandowski 2009). Within the SERP there are algorithmic biases
that can influence user behaviour (Epstein and Robertson 2015). A search engine’s
algorithm presents a hierarchical list of what it deems would be the most important.
However, the list may be limited by the way search engines qualify relevance over
other contextual factors (Kelly 2009; Shiri and Zvyagintseva 2014). The presentation
of a hierarchical list visually removes all intellectual relationships between each item in
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the list (Tufte 2006) and the algorithm behind Google’s document ordering is
ambiguous to even Google’s search engine developers themselves (Cellan-Jones 2016).
Whether the top result on Google is there because it is the most relevant, useful,
popular, current, or the most hyperlinked is unknown to users. As a result, users remain
unaware of the hidden biases in search engines (Gerhart 2004).

2 Background: Cognitive Biases Work

To understand the role of bias in constructing meaning from search engines, we draw
on research in cognitive science, in particular theories of judgment and decision
making. Cognitive biases and heuristics affect the way people perceive and process
new information about a topic – particularly when the learner has to process conflicting
or non-intuitive information (Tversky and Kahneman 1974). While dozens—some
scholars identify as many as 53 different kinds—of cognitive biases contribute to
difficulties in inferential thinking (Hilbert 2012; see also Kahneman 2013) for a survey
of the literature), we look at four that we believe are directly related to Search Engine
use in learning situations, namely: (1) Priming effects, (2) Anchoring, (3) Framing, and
the (4) Availability Heuristic.

2.1 Priming Effects: How Our Familiarity with Google’s Interface Biases
Against Alternative Perspectives

Immediately after we perceive an object with our eyes a “stimulus is facilitated if it
matches a prime previously seen in the same context” (Kahneman et al. 1992).
A priming effect in user interfaces occurs when the repeated use of a layout auto-
matically directs our eyes to information (Ware 2013). This creates a cognitive bias
whereby we are influenced by certain cues (Kahneman et al. 1992). Scholars observed
that Google’s algorithm is biased towards presenting mainstream sources that users find
familiar (Diaz 2008; Gillespie 2010). While efficient, users may automatically disre-
gard unfamiliar sources that represent minority views (Braun and Gillespie 2011;
Hindman et al. 2003; Rieder and Sire 2013).

2.2 Anchoring Effects: How Information at the Top of the SERP
Creates Bias

Anchoring occurs when we are biased towards the first value we perceive in a set of
data (Tversky and Kahneman 1974). The first result in a SERP can affect the user’s
impression of the importance of the next result (Lauckner and Hsieh 2013). This is
problematic for SERPs because it affects the level of critical thinking that is applied to
all other search results.
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2.3 Framing Effects: How the Multiple Top Results Work Together

The Framing Effect is a cognitive bias that occurs when peoples’ choices are dependent
on the way information is presented (Kahneman 2002). Framing is not about
unavailable information, but about whether the presentation makes us care about
competing views and how (Scheufele and Tewksbury 2007). For example, if a SERP
represents two perspectives but the first perspective dominates the top results in a
SERP, then it is seen as more valuable than the second (Epstein and Robertson 2015;
Lauckner and Hsieh 2013).

2.4 Availability Heuristic: How the Availability of Sources Marginalizes
Challenging Perspectives

An availability heuristic bias occurs when a person’s estimate is influenced by the ease
of a person’s recall of immediate information (Tversky and Kahneman 1974). With
SERPs, non-expert may feel satisfied with more simplistic summaries of information
(Browne et al. 2007). However, this is problematic when non-experts casually browse
lesser known controversies that require greater cognitive effort from the user to
understand.

All of these constructs represent kinds of cognitive “short cuts”, techniques that we
employ, either consciously or not, to ease our cognitive load when resolving infor-
mation problems. These factors contribute to judgment errors in information seeking,
but can also affect the extent to which new information leads to the development or
revision of conceptual structures.

3 Methods

We explored a common science controversy on the subject of biofuels and advanced
biofuels. While biofuels are increasingly common, the general population is less
familiar with the various methods by which such fuels are produced, and the scientific
disagreements related to the consequences of this production. The “food vs fuel”
controversy, for example, is related to the use of agricultural land to produce matter
(such as corn for ethanol) that competes with cropland dedicated to staple crops for
human consumption or feed crops for animals. Sixty participants were recruited from a
large public research university for this study, 91% had little to no knowledge of the
topic prior to their recruitment.

The sample included students ages 18–30, with roughly equal gender distribution
(45% female). Participants were then asked to read and rank five search results fol-
lowed by a second questionnaire on their knowledge of biofuels. The results were
presented to participants in four different ways, and order balanced. Students were
asked to write their own summary of Biofuels using search results with brief summaries
(*25 words); they were then provided with longer summaries (*100 words). The task
goal was to write a brief explanation of biofuels as though they were writing for a
colleague.
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Our analysis looked at the participant rankings and resulting written explanations
for four different kinds of cognitive bias, specifically priming, anchoring, framing, and
the availability heuristic. We using a combination of observed behaviours as well as
coding of the written work to make inferences about which type of bias provided the
most robust explanation for the participants’ choices. We did not, however, isolate the
biases as discrete variables. Given this, there are some obvious limitations to our
analysis.

4 Findings

4.1 Document-Genre Effects on Scoring

When analyzing the effects of document-genre on scoring (Fig. 1), we found that
participants strongly favoured Wikipedia over all other websites for its generally
objective perspective. As one participant explained, it was “the perceived neutrality of
Wikipedia that links as a basis” for completing the assignment. While this finding
agrees with past literature, we note it here because despite its reputation Wikipedia can
contain biases that misrepresent information. As we explained, earlier, Wikipedia’s
Biofuels article does not present information neutrally on its interface when it relegates
criticisms of biofuels into a weblink at the bottom of its page.

4.2 Document Order Effects on Write-up

The authors of the study were interested in how the document order affected how
information was used by the students in their writing. When document-genre was
controlled for, we found that the higher an article that mentions the biofuels contro-
versy was presented on a search engine’s results page, the more likely the controversy

Fig. 1. Scores on usefulness of Wikipedia article on “Biofuels” in comparison to other sources
(reported in percentages).
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is mentioned in their write up. When the top result on a SERP was a source that
explicitly mentioned the biofuel controversy, 73% of the participants mentioned the
controversy in their write-ups. However, if it was place elsewhere on the SERP then the
number would fall to 41%. For example, a participant who had the controversy
mentioned at the top of the SERP wrote: “Biofuels are basically fuels that comes from
starch based plants such as corn or soy. However, because of this it takes up farmland
which raises food prices. This can be really devastating to poor countries/those in
poverty because they cannot afford the food.” In contrast, most participants who did not
have the controversy mentioned at the top of the SERP did not mention the contro-
versy. Instead, they would focus on what corn biofuels were.

A Pearson chi-square test was performed to analyze whether a topic’s position on
the results list was related to students mentioning the topic in their explanations.
A relationship was found between whether a group had a controversial topic anchored
at the top of a SERP and the number of participants that mention the controversy in
their write up, X2 (1, N = 42) = 4.1067, p = 0.043. The association between rows
(groups) and columns (outcomes) is statistically significant (Table 1).

When the controversial source appeared at the top of the search results, students
were more likely to incorporate this information in their written responses, as opposed
to the controversial information appearing lower in the search results page. As we will
explain in the Discussions section the differences between the two groups may indicate
anchoring effects are causing cognitive bias.

4.3 Document-Genre Effects on Write-up

This study was also interested in how information was used by students and whether
there were any document-genre effects on the writing. To examine this, we compared
the write-ups of participants that received the conflicting source on the topic of
advanced biofuels in different document-genres; we compared the group who was
provided the academic document-genre of the conflict against the group who had the
non-academic document-genre of the conflict. The automated textual analysis for word

Table 1. Chi square comparison of write-ups between group with anchored results vs. groups
without.

Number of participants that
mention controversy in
their write-up

Number of participants that do
not mention controversy in
their write-up

Total

Group with
controversy
anchored at top

11 4 15

Groups without
controversy
anchored at top

11 16 27

Total 22 20 42
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frequency revealed that three key terms “food price”, “production”, and “land” were
mentioned frequently in the write-up for the group with the academic document-genre
of the advanced biofuel conflicting source. However, for the group that was provided
the non-academic version of the conflicting source the key terms were “new”, “gen-
eration”, “focus”, and the perspective of “scientists”. The words in this latter group
related directly to the conflicting source on advanced biofuels (i.e., a “new” “genera-
tion” of biofuels and the current “focus” of many “scientists”). For example, one
participant from the group provided the non-academic genre of advanced biofuels
wrote: “Scientists are becoming aware of the food issues and have come up with other
ways to obtain biofuels. There are 4 ‘generations’ of biofuels each with different types
of materials used. Algae seems to be a promising source of biofuels.” However, the
type of sentences that focused on advanced biofuels appeared less frequently in the
write-ups of participants who received the academic document-genre of advanced
biofuels. Instead, the frequent words of the participants who were provided an aca-
demic document-genre) were more focused on the old generation of biofuels (i.e., its
“land” “production” and raising of “food price”).

Furthermore, participants who were provided a non-academic document-genre of
advanced biofuels created more comprehensive arguments. This likely occurred
because for someone to explain why a biofuel is “advanced” they must first contex-
tualize the topic by (1) first explaining what biofuels are, then (2) explaining the
controversy of biofuels that are derived from corn, and then (3) explain that advanced
biofuels address the controversy by focusing on biofuels that do not use land (4) and
provide an example of a non-corn biofuel, such as algae. The group that received the
academic document-genre sources never mentioned this fourth point about algae. In
our post-hoc analysis we suggest the fact that these two groups focused their write-ups
towards two different types of biofuels can be explained by framing effects causing
cognitive biases.

4.4 Document Order Effects on Scoring

We presented participants with a source with an academic document-genre that was
challenging because it was scientific in language and low-ranking on the SERP. When
users were presented with the source on the SERP the users did not view the infor-
mation as useful and gave it a very low score (Fig. 2). However, when participants
were asked to read a large excerpt of the same result, its usefulness received a much
higher score (Fig. 2). As we will explain in the Discussions section this increase in
score may be due to a participant’s initial reluctance to apply cognitive effort on a
scholarly source at the bottom of a SERP and the availability-heuristic may be causing
a cognitive bias.
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5 Discussion

The current president of the United States, Donald J. Trump, has accused a few
mainstream news outlets of distributing fake news, the outlets include New York Times,
CNN, and “any negative polls are fake news, just like the CNN, ABC, NBC polls in the
election” (Trump 2017). Trump’s ongoing remarks on the issue are creating public
discourse on the topic. The public, including scholars, are interested in the effect of
“fake news” online and how web-services and algorithms can fact-check against them.
There is no question that certain facts are more valid than others, that certain infor-
mation sources are more careless with the validity of the facts, and that people are
capable of critically-thinking and weighing the validity of certain arguments based on
those facts against others. However, there are several assumptions in the argument
“fake news affects people’s judgement and should be fact-checked” that ought to be
clarified: What counts as “fake”? What counts as “news”? Which web-services are to
be trusted with “fact-checking”? Most importantly, do people assume that they them-
selves are on the side of the fact-checkers and its other people that are susceptible to
“fake news”?

Even if all these prior concepts were clarified, at its core the concept of “news
fact-checker” websites on its own is paradoxical because information cannot be both
“new” and an “established fact” that can be checked. Because new information and
established facts are distinct, new information must always have some degree of dis-
agreement from prior information. Therefore, when “news fact-checkers” compare
these two distinct pieces of information they will never find complete agreement
(unless the information is not actually new). Fact-checker websites have and do check
old facts, which can be a useful service. However, it is also the case that “new”
information is generally useful when it updates, challenges, or changes what was once
thought as established fact.

Fig. 2. Comparison between score of SERP results before and after reading excerpts of the
sources.
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Instead of blaming a person’s poor judgement on the lack of fact-checking web-
sites, the authors take a different approach and argue that the average person is at risk of
misinforming themselves even when the new information is “non-fake” scientific
sources of information. They found that the design of a search interface causes com-
petent post-secondary students to apply heuristics in an order that leads to four cog-
nitive biases that are explained below. Figure 3 demonstrates the relationship between
a user’s eye-attentiveness to the space on a page and the stages of their interaction. For
each of these sections, we also suggest four possible ways designers can assist users
with countering these biases.

Stage 1: When a user first sees a SERP, the spatial relationship between their eye and
interface is pre-attentive (i.e., the eye subconsciously looks for patterns (Ware 2013).
In this stage, the user may experience a cognitive bias known as Priming (i.e., the
repeated use of a layout automatically directs our eyes to information that is familiar
rather than relevant (Tversky and Kahneman 1974). The authors tested for the scenario
where SERPs provide sources that are familiar to users, but are not comprehensive. Our
study found that users preferred less comprehensive sources, but this behavior affected
their work output. We suggest that designers consider how to design an interface that
facilitates these user heuristics so that they can discover counter primed information.
For example, an interface can visually demarcate sources that function as counter-
points, falsifications, or conflicting information.

Stage 2: In the next stage, eye-tracking software reveals that a user’s attentiveness
focuses on the top of a SERP (Hotchkiss et al. 2010). In this stage, the user may
experience a cognitive bias known as Anchoring (i.e. when we are biased towards the
first value we perceive in a set of data (Tversky and Kahneman 1974). Users often over
trust the top result in a search (Hullman and Diakopoulos 2011; Lauckner and Hsieh
2013; Meyers 2012) Our study argues that a SERP’s hierarchical list over-emphasizes
the top result over other results because features such as “I’m Feeling Lucky” and the
Answer Box single out a dominant perspective for users when none exists. For
instance, an opinion-piece might have anchoring effects on a user while they search for
an academic source. Designers might counter this bias by allowing users to choose a
standard for the document-genres they retrieve.

Fig. 3. Relationship between a user’s eye-attentiveness to space on a page and interaction time
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Stage 3: In the next stage, a user’s eye scans down a page looking for patterns (Ware
2013). In this scenario, the user may experience a cognitive bias known as Framing
(i.e., when peoples’ choices are influenced by the manner information is presented
(Kahneman 2002)). A SERP interface might not intentionally frame, but it might
mistake conflicting results as irrelevant and rank them lower. Our study found that this
process can frame a debate by narrowing the multiple perspectives that can contex-
tualize a controversy. Interface designers might counter this bias by allowing users to
“scan the landscape” of information before focusing on an area. A low-ranked website
may seem out of place, but it can be a valuable resource that negates prior assumptions
in a query. A quick scan by users will double-check that nothing was missed.

Stage 4: The final spatial relationship between a user’s eye and the interface is
post-attentive, whereby the user’s attention is drawn away from the interface. In this
scenario, the user may experience a cognitive bias known as the Availability Heuristic
(a person’s estimate is influenced by the ease of a person’s access to information over
subsequent information (Tversky and Kahneman 1974)). Our study found that when a
SERP presents sources that contain language that is difficult to understand without
context, users may skip the answer for sources that do provide familiar responses that
scaffold their prior knowledge. Designers might counter this bias by allowing for
multiple users to collaborate on a query with the intention of attaining multiple-
perspectives on information. Scholars have expounded on the numerous benefits of
collaborative searching (Dillenbourg and Baker 1996; Foster 2010; Hansen et al. 2015;
Morris 2013; Twidale et al. 1997). Searching with colleagues or sharing results to
discover multiple-perspectives on findings and search strategies can lead to a wider
range of useful results.

6 Conclusion

The authors draw from a long scholarly debate between various information scientists
and cognitive science labs to argue that the analysis of observations can determine
which cognitive-biases provide the best explanatory power. For example, current
public discourse is interested in the effect of “fake news” online and how web-services
and algorithms can fact-check against them. However, this approach (1) assumes that
we have a clear idea of how an individual’s cognition works, (2) assumes that
“fact-checking” removes biases and (3) removes the individual from their social con-
text. The authors take a different approach and argue that the average intelligent student
is also at risk of misinforming themselves even if the sources are “non-fake” scientific
information. Instead of removing a person from context and checking for
cognitive-biases on an interface, this paper addresses this issue from the opposite angle
suggested by recent scholars. This paper first used a population-based survey experi-
ment to work outside of the lab and within the context of a student library. Second, it
created a work task that did not merely observe how students ranked the relevancy of
information but how they used the information. It then altered basic interface variables
for different groups of users (74 participants total) and then analyzed which
cognitive-biases provided the best explanatory power for our observations. By doing
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so, the paper determined that the interface design can influence the way a user interacts
with a search interface. It also found the design of a search interface causes a user to
misapply heuristics when they use that information. Finally, it argues that four cog-
nitive biases can explain why the heuristics were misapplied.

Acknowledgments. The authors gratefully acknowledge the student participants who provided
their time and attention to this study, as well as anonymous reviewers whose comments and
suggestions improved the quality of this paper.
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Abstract. User experience (UX), with practical roots in Renaissance and the-
oretical beginnings in Modernism, is a contemporary design practice concerned
with how users are impacted by their interaction with a product or a service. As
design thinking has shifted from form based arts and crafts toward user-centered
and user-serving profession, so have its methods locked in on user-centric
research and validation tactics. Yet, something crucial seems to have been lost in
the process – that of direct first hand experiences as triggers of user empathy that
reveals their latent desires for speculative innovation. As such, UX is facing a
philosophical conundrum: while it seeks to serve the experiential needs of
others, it has come to reject experiences as its primary source of insight and
inspiration. This article discusses the experience-centric design process of Black
Flame, a novel induction cooktop product interaction. The case serves as a
philosophical call to self-reflection and action to the HCI, Design and Infor-
mation Systems communities to embrace empathy, speculation and design
activism as avenues via which to advance human-technology interactions and
the increasingly ubiquitous forms of experience.

Keywords: User experience � Human computer interaction � Interaction
design � Speculative design � Empathetic design � Design philosophy

1 Introduction

Understanding users experiences (UX), that is, their needs, expectations and desires
with a product or service is a critical issue for a variety of professions, but especially for
designers and product managers who are responsible for customer satisfaction [1].

The tradition for design to support aesthetically, ergonomically and interactively
defined experiences is long, but it has evolved from a top-down designer-artist creative
practice to a more bottom-up and analytical user service. Undoubtedly, its growing
reliance on user centric research and validation methodologies, such as interviews and
contextual observations, have allowed designers to complement their personal
gut-feelings and preferences with feedback and insight directly from the end-users they
are designing for. This is crucial for the User Centered Design (UCD) method that has
shifted designers’ attention away from the material artifact to the user and their fluid
state of experiencing the world.
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Importantly, UCD has increased the methodological rigor of the design practice and
reduced some of the designer-bias inherent in many of the objects still prevalent in our
everyday life. The new focus on UX is raising new questions about how the product
meets their expectations, needs, wants, moods and even latent desires and gives them a
particular experience over time, many of which have remained unanswered. Indeed,
despite the general agreement that its focus on the interactions between people and
products (i.e., touch points), and the experience that results from that interaction (across
the touch points over time) is what makes it unique [1], the definition of UX has
remained inconclusive [2].

Current discussion is mostly centered on how UX differs from usability, by means
of separating the many different facets of experiences, such as “physical, sensual,
cognitive, emotional, and aesthetic” to define how the product impacts the users (i.e.,
gives a user an experience) [1] (p. 261). A number of design guides have been pro-
posed in an effort to systematically assist the application of UCD processes, yet they
tend to focus either on the product [3], the user [4] or the inter-mediating interaction
between the two [1], not on the resulting experiences. How are user experiences
understood, defined and so designed are questions still in need of answers.

The present article is not seeking to provide these answers. Rather, it serves as a
philosophical call to pause, reflect and rethink the way UX is researched and designed.
To better understand what UX is today, a brief review of its practical and theoretical
histories is offered. While interlinked, the two can still be seen as two distinct strands of
UX thinking. An experience centric design process of Black Flame, a novel
human-product interaction, is used to discuss the current limitations of UCD method
and what it could learn from the UX practice in the wild. The Black Flame case
illustrates the current UX conundrum: namely, designers are designing experiences in
response to users’ current ways of doing things without explicitly leveraging their own
experiences of the manifold issues and joys present in this world.

2 User Experience Design in the Wild

User experience (UX) is a seemingly new design approach of the UCD method, yet its
foundational principles of utility (i.e., useful, beneficial) and usability (i.e., ease of use,
learnability) can be traced all the way back, to Da Vinci’s inventions during the
Renaissance. What is more recent in the UX context perhaps (not in history in general)
is the analytical consideration for aesthetics (i.e., beauty), emotion (i.e., strong feelings)
and affect (i.e., impression) as opportunities to delight (i.e., pleasure) users.

Utility and usability stem from the ergonomic concerns of the 1900s Industrial
Revolution, where principles of effectiveness (i.e., achieving the desired results) and
efficiency (i.e., minimized cost or burden) drove workplace innovations often attributed
to industrialists like Winslow Taylor and Henry Ford. Both of these men optimized
work for their employees and ignited research into workers’ relationship with their
tools (i.e., human factors).

While Ford was driven to increase production volumes and lower prices for his
always black T-Models, General Motors’ Alfred Sloan differentiated from Ford by
pioneering the now standard way of segmenting the consumers of the car market:
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‘a car for every purse and purpose’ [5]. To counter Ford’s utility driven value
proposition, Sloan offered consumers a number of aesthetic options with varying affect
appeals, capturing the many desires of the different consumer segments. Years later,
Toyota’s human centered production processes shifted the focus from pure efficiency to
workers’ experience, igniting a debate on how to better the human-technology inter-
action via design, and design workers experiences to optimize their work efforts.

In the 1950s, the American industrial designer Henry Dreyfuss reflected on his
successes and failures in his now classic text Designing for People: “When the point of
contact between the product and the people becomes a point of friction, then the
industrial designer has failed. On the other hand, if people are made safer, more
comfortable, more eager to purchase, more efficient - or just plain happier - by contact
with the product, then the designer has succeeded” [6] (p. 24). In his binary definition
of success, Dreyfuss captured the two-fold requirements of UX, namely the baseline
need for usability (i.e., the meeting of the user needs and expectations) and added value
of joy (i.e., the exceeding user expectations), which is referred to as delight [3] in the
contemporary UX literature.

In the 1970s, Walt Disney capitalized on his efforts to achieve delight by his
‘Imagineering’ principle, which meant to leverage new and emerging technologies to
fascinate, surprise and mesmerize people (i.e., what is now known as the joy-offering
Disney World) [7]. Together with Bob Taylor and his research on mouse controlled
graphical user interfaces (GUI) at the Xerox PARC, the two men laid the groundwork
for what UX in practice was about: the design of unimaginable experiences with novel
computer technologies.

In the 1990s Don Norman professionalized the UX design discipline when he
became Apple’s first User Experience Architect. While his book The Design of
Everyday Things championed cognitive usability and ergonomic functionality over
aesthetics [8], Steve Jobs led Apple products remain the epitome examples of balancing
usability and aesthetics in mutually reinforcing ways, granting Apple unprecedented
market success.

Indeed, by the end of the twentieth century, utility and usability were no longer
enough to define and understand user experiences. The 1996 ISO 9241-11 [9] usability
standard was upgraded to a ISO 9241-210 [10], a UCD standard for interactive systems
that accounts for users experience as pleasure that results from “the presentation,
functionality, system performance, interactive behavior, and assistive capabilities of an
interactive system, both hardware and software, [… but also] the user’s prior expe-
riences, attitudes, skills, habits and personality” [11] (p. 161).

With the proliferation of user-product touch points, consideration for the users’
experiences has grown more important. Where usability became a necessity, the need
to differentiate has encouraged speculation of alternative possibilities and embracing
users latent desires for joy and imagination.

Yet, systematic ways on how to balance considerations of usability and artistic
aesthetics as a unified UX effort have remained difficult to achieve. Currently, the
industry is complementarily blending user-centered UX researchers with designer-artist
‘imagineers’ as the crucial duos offering the best experiences to their users.
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3 User Experience Research in Academia

Contrary to practice in industry, UX is a newer consideration in design thinking in the
academic context, but it has struggled with the same essential dilemma of balancing
utility and beauty. Throughout the centuries, design theory has shifted its focus from
form to function and to communication, and is only recently discussing the viability of
experiences as the object of design-theoretical analysis.

Early academic thinking on design is rooted in Modernist movements of the late
19th century. In the aftermath of the industrial revolution, design writings were
underlined by a social shift: moving from decorative arts that bore no direct utility to
society, to usability that had an agenda to enhance the well-being of people through
material objects. Bauhaus design school’s systematic practical and theoretical research
into the formal, technical and economic informed their Modernist paradigm of form
follows function [12]. As such, Modernism marked the shift where design stopped
being concerned with form and became obsessed with interaction (i.e., the ways of
using, doing, and ultimately, of living).

With the turn of the century, design writing became more concerned with usability
and perceived ease of use. In an effort to make a design easy to understand, interpret
and therefore use, something that was not always common among the Bauhaus work,
design became a matter of semiotics, where artifacts were messages of usability and
utility framed as a form of visual communication. In Smith and Tabor [13] words: “the
fundamental training and skills of artist-designers lie in detecting, creating, and
controlling cultural and emotional meanings” (p. 40).

Today, the discussion has moved beyond communication of messages and mean-
ings. UX has become an established field of research at the intersection of Design and
Human Computer Interaction (HCI) [14] with a conceptual discussion centered on how
design can embed and convey certain action potentials (i.e., affordances) that result in
some positive impact (i.e., experiences). Herein, design is no longer focused on the
physical or symbolic forms of material objects, or the end-users per se, but rather on the
users’ experiences with it at the motor, task and goal levels [11] over time and across
different emotional states.

Many different frameworks have been proposed to systematize the manifold
nuances that create user experiences. Forlizzi and Battarbee [1] attempted to define
experiences with interactive systems as a two-tiered framework of quality (usability,
cognition and expression) and depth (interaction, experience and co-experience with
other users). Desmet and Hekkert [3] proposed aesthetics, meanings and emotions as
the three variables needed to guide design and evaluate human-product interactions that
could account for users affective responses to the experiences studied. A number of
affordance based frameworks have also been proposed to better address user needs [11]
or to leverage aesthetics to communicate action potentials [15].

In complement to the UX practice in industry, controlled experiments have proven
beauty’s mediating role in perceived usability [16]. As such, aesthetics and affordances
are increasingly recognized among HCI, UbiComp and Design researchers as important
for designers to provide effective ways of interaction through artifacts. Xenakis and
Arnellos’ [15] theoretical model is a unique effort to connect the two by leveraging
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interaction aesthetics as detection mechanisms for action possibilities (i.e., affor-
dances). Hornecker and Buur [4] provided concepts for enhancing social and collab-
orative experiences via tangible interaction technologies.

The models have raised many criticisms and have hardly led to easily actionable
and generalizable design methods. On a fundamental level, a distinction can be drawn
between holistic and reductive approaches of UX that are rooted in complexity
embracing phenomenology and complexity reducing cognitive psychology, respec-
tively [17] (p. 1). The former focuses on the complex interplay between the many
experience-defining variables about the user (e.g., emotion, intellect and sensation),
their action, context and time. While invaluable to advancing our understandings of the
many complexities associated with user experiences, they are difficult to use as design
guides. To this end, the latter approach aims to simplify the holistic perspective, by
chunking the variables into independent parts that are easier comprehend.

A number of situated research activities have been proposed to help designers
position themselves in the shoes of their intended users and assist them in better
understanding the experiences that they seek to design [1]. Yet, with the exception of
pure ethnography, social scientific research methods have fallen short in granting
designers direct experiences of what they are designing. Redström [18] has articulated
the problem that “with its ambition to create a tight fit between object and user, the
development seems to point to a situation where we are trying to optimize fit on the
basis of predictions rather than knowledge, eventually trying to design something that
is not there for us to design” (p. 124).

Despite the manifold efforts the relatively new research field lacks the prescriptive
tools to guide efforts to research and design experiences. We are faced with critical
questions about what it means to design user experiences (vs. products)? What
information do we need? How do we go about getting the necessary knowledge? These
are crucial questions to answer, unless we are prepared that our work might result in the
old problem of offering users “experiences that they do not wish” [11] (p. 160).

4 Discussion: Bringing a Fire into the Kitchen

Black Flame is a novel induction cooktop prototype that emulates a campfire experi-
ence by utilizing spatial bodily interaction as its heating control. It serves as an
illustrative case for how designers’ personal experiences (vs. the much embraced UCD)
can lead to novel human-product interactions and should be considered as a potential
source for insight (into users latent desires), inspiration (for experience empathy), and
speculative innovation, especially in the banal and naturalized context of the everyday.

4.1 First Hand Cooking Experiences

In the summer of 2015, three women: an electrical engineer, industrial designer and a
user experience designer –, all working for Whirlpool Corporation in Benton Harbor,
MI, came to share a variety of first hand cooking experiences that led them to innovate
a novel human-product interaction.
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After working their daytime job roles the women convened to cook and dine
together. While collaborative cooking was joyous, it increased the already frequent
number of cooking related incidents with the classic electric cooktop (see Fig. 1). The
common issues that occurred included burning the food, over boiling and spilling,
forgetting burners on, melting plastic cooking utensils, and perhaps most frequently,
burning one’s fingers by touching hot surfaces or foods.

This was not surprising since stovetops are deemed a classic usability issue,
alongside microwave interfaces, camera menu options and other products that suffer
from the same complexity, feedback and mismatch issues for decades. However, the
issues became more prevalent as more people joined the cooking effort. This was
thought to have happened for two main reasons: attention had shifted from cooking to
social conversation, and with more people executing tasks, it was difficult to preserve
an overview of what was going on with the different pots and pans. The main interface
flaws of the electric stovetops include the following:

– Disconnected controls: The heat controlling knobs of the burners are positioned
above the stove top, separate from the actual cooking surface. This made it difficult
to know which knob controls which burner and resulted in common errors.

– Time delay between input and output: It takes time for burners to get red and hot.
This resulted in meats being placed on a pan too early and not getting seared.

– Lack of feedback: While the burners turn red when they are in the process of
heating and there is nothing placed on them (good safety), they do not stay red
while ‘on’, when a pot is on it, or when it is already cooling but still too hot for
touch. This led to burned fingers, pots and melted kitchen utensils.

– Inflexible heating areas: Despite the varying sizes, burners are often too large
(e.g., when boiling a few eggs) or too small (e.g., when using a square griddle pan).
This caused safety hazards when over boiling water splashed off the burner and
cooking issues when the griddle pan had to be moved around to heat its corners.

– Inefficient spatial layout: An associated issue is the inefficient placement of the
burners in each corner of the cooktop and none in the middle. A wok pan’s wide
radius and high edge makes it too large to fit on back burners and a potential safety
hazard on a front burner. Again, most burners are too large for wok’s small base.

– Arbitrary and inconsistent temperature references: While numeric control is
easy for users to remember over repeated use, they are arbitrary and inconsistent
from one stove to another, causing usability issues during new encounters.

– Socio-spatial limitation: Despite the increasingly open plan living setting cooking
by the cooktop always locks the chef in the kitchen, excluded from the social
conversations of other family members or guests.

Comparatively, when taking a weekend camping trip to the Dune Lake Camp-
ground on the shore of Lake Michigan, the women experienced a similarly social and
collaborative, yet far less stressful and more intuitive cooking experience around the
campfire. While the oven offers many more functions with much more ease than setting
up a campfire, there was something immensely intuitive about how one could control
the heat when cooking above live campfire (Fig. 2). The main experience defining
campfire features included the following:
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– Direct control: Cooking a sausage or a smore on a stick above a campfire flame
offers users no other control but a direct distance based interaction with the flame.

– Live input and output: The direct correlation between moving one’s food closer
and burning it, or keeping it too far away and not cooking it enough, is an intuitive
relative interaction space between the chef (input) and the static campfire (output).

– Multisensory feedback: Campfire cooking leverages the human sensors more than
stovetop cooking does: one can feel the heat of the fire, sees the impact of the fire on
the food, smells the food getting ready, and hears the sizzles of a sausage.

– Food awareness: Besides the lid-less pan, most indoor cooking hides the food in
pots and pans eliminating the option for visual feedback as the food changes and
becomes ready. This visual feedback is readily available when cooking over a fire.

– Smooth spatial workflow: While the tactical motion of moving food closer or
away from oneself is similar to the motions one makes on the stovetop, campfire
contextualizes the interaction in meaningful hot-cold spatial orientations.

– Social inclusion: Cooking around a campfire is an inherently social activity, where
everybody gathers around the fire to cook and eat together. The circular, inward
facing, slow and more seamless cooking experience is socially inclusive.

4.2 Black Flame: A Novel Human-Product Interaction

The contrasting experiences with the stovetop and the campfire resulted in a critical
realization that the long internalized and accepted ways of cooking are not how things

Fig. 1. Cooktop in the kitchen where shared
dinners took place, Beckwith Hall, MI.

Fig. 2. Dinner and smores at the camp-
fire, Dune Lake Campground, MI.
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should be. While the self-experienced problems with the cooktop resulted in insights
that most UCD methods could have captured; the campfire experience was unique in
two crucial ways:

1. It offered designers a point of comparison that granted them the empathy to see and
question the already normalized issues of current cooktops that they were so
accustomed to in their everyday life.

2. It directly informed their speculative alternative considerations for the new
cooktop design. It triggered a series of experimentations regarding form and
embodied interactions that would have not been considered otherwise.

While the first hand campfire experience informed alternative ways on how to
approach a potential solution, the tactics of sketching, prototyping and user testing
remained the same when validating the speculative designs (Fig. 3). Black Flame, is a
working prototype of an induction cooktop that uses the visual pattern of a Fibonacci
spiral as an analogy to a real fire (Fig. 4): its dense center serves as the heart of the fire,
while its widening curve correlates with cooling temperatures one would experience as
they would pull their food away from the fire.

Noteworthy features include:

– Ergonomic motion: The Fibanocci curve across the Black Flame cooktop allows
users to conveniently leverage the natural and smooth left-right hand curvature to
move their pots and pans between higher and lower temperatures (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. Black Flame cooktop agile and user centered prototyping process.

Fig. 4. Black Flame prototype melting butter at different speeds and visual mock up.
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– Spatial temperature control: Instead of knobs, Black Fire emulates the campfire
experience by leveraging the spatial positioning, guided by the Fibonacci curve, as
proxy for temperature control. For instance, to melt butter the user would briefly
place it at the heart of the curve (fast melt), and swiftly slide it to the other side to
keep the butter melted without burning it (see Fig. 4 for an illustration).

– Spatial temperature feedback: There is no need to double check if the tempera-
tures for each burner is correct at any given time. The position of the pots on Black
Flame conveys that information via spatial layout. In general, most cooking would
start on the high end and end all the way on the low end where the pots and pans
could be ‘kept warm’, eliminating the trouble of having to lift pots and pans away
from the cooktop because the burners are still too hot and would burn the food.

– Maximised heating area: Similarly to some existing induction cooktops, like
Gaggenau, Black Flame was designed to leverage many small coils laid out in a
honeycomb grid. As such, Black Flame is a cook anywhere surface where each coil
would turn on efficiently when recognizing a pot or a pan above them.

4.3 UX Conundrum: Experiencing Experiences to Create Experiences

Black Flame serves as an unconventional innovation that stemmed from designers’
unique first hand experiences that triggered their empathetic feelings and critical
speculations to simplify the currently complex ways and unnecessary social norms
related to cooking. If to acknowledge human discourse not as a meaning framed in
form, but rather, as an interaction [19], then experiences could be seen as a form of
discourse. Drawing on Black Flame’s experience centric design, the two ways in which
first hand experiences could inform designers and research about experiences include
empathetic comparison and speculative design.

Experiencing situations first hand that are similar, but not the same as their users’
experiences, could grant designers an empathetic comparison to help them gain a
“deep[er] understanding of the user’s circumstances and experiences, which involves
relating to, […not] just knowing about the user” [20] (p. 440). Such insight can help
them create products that meet users’ more latent needs. While there is a widespread
recognition in the UCD context, of the need for designers to be empathetic towards the
users, their methods to achieve it have remained limited. The design literature discusses
empathy as a limited quality of the designer (one’s intuitive ability to establish an
‘emotional connection’ with another [21]), or as a design process where such sensi-
bility is trained [20] via communication (e.g., personas and storytelling) and
role-playing techniques, such as ‘experience prototyping’ [22] that is supported by
theatrical props and suggestive environments [23]. Since UX is less focused on the user
and more interested in understanding their behavioral and experiential existence,
experience-based empathy can help designers understand situations from fresh angles.

Indeed, varied experiences and especially their correlations can trigger critical
curiosity and capability for “speculative design [which] serves two distinct purposes:
first, to enable us to think about the future; second, to critique current practice” [24]
(p. 11). Similarly, speculative design is currently a collection of exploratory design
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efforts that commonly borrow experiences and references from unconventional sources
to inform novel “use[s] of technology, aesthetics, behavior, interaction and function of
the designed artifact” [24] (p. 11). In the case of Black Flame, designers were triggered
by the initially unrelated campfire experience, which informed their speculative
approach to alternative realities for the current cooktop solution. Designers are essen-
tially called upon to part-take in design activism by experiencing situations and life as
users and responding to it, whether pragmatically, philosophically or other means.

The current UX conundrum is the phenomenon of the design theory closing a full
circle on its historic trajectory. What started as elite artistic concern about beauty, craft
and form, had become increasingly democratized and methodical, through Modernism.
The shifting focus from aesthetic artifacts to useable products that serve user needs is
facing the already familiar artist-designer dilemma in design theory.

Concern for users’ overall experience with the product has shifted the designers’
attention to experiences, which are too complex and difficult to understand and design
for with existing UCD methods. Dunne and Raby’s [25] call for designers to look to
varying experiences, other disciplines and sources as artistic inspiration to speculate, is
the latest effort to bridge the artistic ‘Imagineering’ and Norman’s usability. It is
important to not entertain the pre-UCD definition of a designer who was seen as the
all-knowing visionary and a creative talent who should define our lives for us [26].

When pursuing innovation, it is important to have an understanding of the
end-users and their problems, via empirical, observational and other methods. At the
same time, as cases from history have shown, designers should also able to ignore
customer inputs. Ford’s adherence to his speculative vision of the mass-market car was
key to his early successes. It turned to his failure when he failed to respond to the
changing marketplace, where people no longer wanted faster horses but desired dif-
ferent cars with financing options [5]. Ford’s failure was not his failure to listen or
understand his customers, but in his refusal to keep testing his original vision against
reality via UCD.

5 Conclusion

UX is facing a conundrum: while it seeks to serve the experiential needs of others, it
has yet to embrace experiences as its source of insight and inspiration. Design practices
at the periphery, namely empathetic and speculative design, have been exploring
opportunities to better embed designers in experiential situations. But make no mistake,
reducing the designer-bias and pre-empting false assumptions by user-validation has
been a crucial journey in design history, one that has led to the success of many
products and services that served real user needs, wants and desires.

As UX definitions, processes and thinking mature, so too, should its methods.
There is a need for ways to understand, define, and study the ‘magical’ and ‘artistic’ of
designers and their processes. Researchers have explored the differences between
novice and expert designers [27] and traced links between UX frameworks and design
practices [28]. But, questions about how to derive experiences from experiences have
remained in need of an answer. Looking at experiences as a human discourse could
point to possible ways forward.
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Abstract. User participatory design is considered to be one of the best methods
for understanding the needs of a target audience and creating high quality, well
designed solutions to meet their needs. For many design students, the principles
of participatory design in the creation of new user experiences are part of their
curriculum. However, the involvement of disabled persons into the user expe-
rience design (UXD) process can be difficult in an educational setting. Often
persons with autism and cognitive disabilities are excluded from user experience
data collection due to their lack of sufficient cognitive ability and language skills
to participate in these research methods in meaningful ways. Further, educators
may shy away from involving this group due to institutional regulations and
ethical concerns. This paper presents a case study introducing design students to
inclusive UXD strategies and observing autistic children, using an approach
called the “Connectivity Model”. The model avoids the requirement for complex
ethical clearance by facilitating observations via recorded videos. We present
outcomes and evaluate the model against the most pertinent needs of these
children.

Keywords: Participatory design � Autism � Design education � Higher
education � User experience design � Serious games

1 Introduction

Working with actual target audience groups in university design courses is often dif-
ficult because of the time involved in creating user experience design (UXD) research
protocols and gaining approval to conduct the study with actual users. Further, disabled
persons are protected from certain types of user research in the United States and other
countries thus making their participation in UXD research even more difficult. How-
ever, there is great value in considering the needs of this user group as there can be
particular design challenges, and outcomes can be revealing and rewarding. In order to
include these user groups in testing or observations, the research methodology must go
through intense scrutiny to ensure their rights as a protected population as indicated by
the relevant Institutional Review Board (IRB) or Ethical Approval process. In addition,
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children under the age of 18 are not able to give consent and an assent process must be
used along with the typical consent forms given to the parent or guardian.

Because of this complicated and potentially lengthy review process, including these
audiences in the research process for students in a UXD course is difficult. However,
without meaningful input from these persons in the design process – amongst the input
from other stakeholders – the resulting products and services may not adequately meet
their specific needs and preferences. Further, it is highly beneficial to students to learn
together in an environment that closely resembles the real-life equivalent, which in this
case is conducting research with autistic people. Such situated learning aids students’
progress by creating a community of practice (Lave and Wenger 1990).

Therefore, we consider it highly beneficial to teach design students how to be IRB
compliant in their research and at the same time use methods that consider input of the
autistic target audience in ways that are sensitive to their needs, do not violate their
human rights, and allow participation in appropriate and meaningful ways
(cf. Satterfield et al. 2016). This paper will present and evaluate such a model of
participatory UXD for autism that can be incorporated into university design courses.

1.1 A Case for Early Intervention

The US Center for Disease Control (CDC 2012) found that one in 68 children aged 8
years old have an autism spectrum disorder (ASD). While no intervention has yet been
shown to reduce the prevalence of ASD, the CDC recommends that early support and
intervention might maximize the ability of children to function and participate in their
community. In addition, initiation of school-based services prior to formal school entry
might aid educational progress. Chez (2008) noted that autism does not typically
shorten the lifespan, therefore society needs to prepare for long-term support of these
children as they grow to adulthood. We argue that improving early intervention and
quality of life, improving social impairments in communication and awareness of
others, and potentially reversing some aspects of these autistic behaviors at a neuro-
logical level will benefit everyone.

1.2 Identifying Key Challenges

Satterfield et al. (2013) found that parents and teachers of children on the autism
spectrum were in strong agreement when identifying the most difficult social, com-
munication and behavioral issues facing these children. Both participant groups were
asked to complete an online survey and rate the importance of the children’s social
skills (6 questions), communication skills (7 questions), and behavioral skills (7
questions) when performing their roles in taking care of the children, on a 1–5 Likert
scale. The most important skills (average ranked 4.5 or higher by both parents and
teachers) identified were:

1. The ability to avoid or control “tantrums”, “melt downs” or “acting out.”
2. The ability to understand that other people have feelings.
3. The ability to understand social situations.
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4. The ability to understand the thoughts, words, and communication of other people.
5. The ability to use age appropriate speech and/or language for communication.

In a large-scale qualitative study, Wittemeyer et al. (2011) found that enabling
autistic persons to have control and make their own choices is a key factor in reaching a
“good outcome” for their adult life. With regards to parents’ aspirations for their
autistic children, the top priorities were:

1. Emotional wellbeing (25%);
2. The ability to build social relationships (25%);
3. Employment (22%); and
4. Developing independent living skills (19%);

Generally, any intervention that aims to support autistic children and prepare them
for adult life ought to therefore focus on some or all of abovementioned key challenges.

1.3 Participatory Design

Human-centered design approaches have long advocated for the active involvement of
users in the design process in order to gain a clear understanding of user and task
requirements (Maguire 2001). This may be in the form of interviews, focus group,
prototype testing and final system evaluation. Participatory design takes this further by
considering the user not simply as a source of information or evaluator of the final
product, but as an active contributor of design ideas and a decision-maker in the design
process (Sanders and Stappers 2008). There is a growing body of research concerned
with involving people on the autism spectrum in the design of products targeted at this
group.

Much of the participatory design literature in this field focuses on adequately
representing the needs and requirements of children (Börjesson et al. 2015), people
with learning difficulties or communication impairments, teenager and young people
(Fabri and Andrews 2016), or those with difficulties imagining how they themselves or
others might use the product (c.f. Millen et al. 2010; Coons and Watson 2013).
Children can be informants or design partners in the process (Druin 2002), with parents
and teachers often acting as proxies, experts or facilitators (Börjesson et al. 2015).
There is a clear need for UX designers to understand how to follow a participatory
design process that is both sensitive to the characteristics of the user group and
evidence-based.

1.4 Training the Next Generation of Designers

Universities have a duty to prepare future UX designers in the best possible way for the
challenges of design practice – especially where the end product needs to be highly
inclusive and accessible. The importance and feasibility of a practice-based approach
has been shown before (Fabri 2015; Lugmayr et al. 2011). Going through the partic-
ipatory design process with disabled or neuro-diverse users presents particular chal-
lenges as it requires students to be open to the needs, limitations and preferences of this
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group. Commonly held assumptions about users may not be valid (cf. Fabri and
Andrews 2016), and UXD students need to learn how to involve autistic target audi-
ences in meaningful and ethical ways. In order to do this, the design students need to
have a firm understanding of how to conduct such research.

In this paper, we will investigate how the Connectivity Model, a participatory
design research method developed by Kang and Satterfield (2009), can be used in a
university context. We will embed the method into the UXD teaching curriculum of a
university design course for senior students. In particular, we will explore the effec-
tiveness of specific research tools in helping students identify the needs of an autistic
target audience. We also demonstrate a method of using the Connectivity Model UXD
data collection tools with a carefully selected series of videos on a YouTube channel of
ASD and classroom situations as an alternative to in-person ethnographic observations.
This gives the advantage of eliminating a need for a complicated IRB and access to a
classroom with the appropriate student population for this type of observation. This
greatly increases the ability to teach UXD for ASD in a university setting that might
otherwise lack such access for students to observe ASD.

2 The Connectivity Model

The connectivity model is a UX research method that collects data in social, emotional,
behavioral and motivational areas. It was developed for the inclusion of persons with
cognitive disabilities and autism into the user experience design cycle as part of a
participatory design process (Kang and Satterfield 2009). The model analyzes user data
based on socially and emotionally appropriate practices in relation to the community of
the target audience. It further considers physical constraints such as ability in the areas
of physical, cognitive, and developmental areas and combines this into the optimal
design zone.

This design zone takes into consideration not only what a particular person or group
can do, but also what they prefer or desire to do in their daily lives. The model
encourages the designer to develop deep empathy for the end user before starting the
creative design process. In this respect, it is not unlike the early stages of Design
Thinking approaches (cf. IDEO 2015) which advocate a deep inquiry into a user’s
motivations, abilities, concerns, dislikes and personal preferences. The Connectivity
Model combines methods from Kansei Engineering (Nagamachi 1999) and Activity
Theory (Engeström 1993) and incorporates audience analysis in the areas of physical
and cognitive abilities and primary motivating factors. Kansei Engineering is an
evaluation methodology that focuses on how people respond emotionally to products,
packages, and brand experiences. It addresses the question of why people like a pro-
duct, package, or brand in terms of its sensory and tactile properties. Activity Theory
(AT) was developed by Russian psychologist Lev Semenovish Vygotsky. It provides a
framework for evaluating how social, cultural, and historical conditions influence
people. The Connectivity Model applies the combined metrics into a cohesive method
of analysis and to the design of artifacts, environments and experiences for persons
from all ability levels.
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3 The Play•IT Design Project

Play•IT is the title of a pilot study assignment in a university design course for senior
students. It was offered as a way to investigate the design of UXD data tools and their
use by students as a way to collect and analyze UXD data for use in studio projects.
Here, it acts as the case study for evaluating a participatory design method.

The objective of the Play•IT project is to design an educational game that mediates
social interactions between typical children and children on the autism spectrum. The
emphasis is on creating a designed solution that addresses the social, communication
and behavior skills needed by children with autism as they interact and play with their
neurologically typical peers on an equal basis.

Play•IT was taught in Fall 2016 as part of an online course, DESN 482: Research
Methods for Inclusive UX Design at California State University Long Beach. The class
focuses on research methods, design for social inclusion, and design for behavioral
change. DESN 482 is an upper division, fully online course in a 4-year design major.
The online format was chosen because it offers many options to students in the areas of
content delivery, access to digital information and a minimized bias in the classroom
with regard to race and gender (Satterfield and Kelle 2016).

The course uses inclusive UXD tools and strategies to identify differences in social,
ethical, and physical abilities in multiple target audiences. It also takes into consider-
ation the importance of age appropriateness and stylistic appeal to both the child with
disabilities and to the typical peers (cf. Satterfield 2010).

3.1 Project Requirements

The solutions students create for the Play•IT project had to meet the following
requirements:

1. It had a primary target audience of children ages of 6 and 12 years old;
2. Accommodate the social, ethical, and physical issues face by all constituent groups

including peers, teachers, and parents;
3. The project solution must be age appropriate and interesting to both the child with

autism and to their neurologically typical peers;
4. It must not be designed or branded as an “autism” or “disabilities” product;
5. It must have learning outcomes that are beneficial to both constituent groups.

Students were expected to design and prototype all interfaces, objects, spaces and
other essential elements to demonstrate the functionality of their final solution. The
project goals were:

1. Incorporate multi-sensory data into a UXD solution;
2. Incorporate information design for multiple audiences;
3. Create a visually dynamic solution that appeals to multiple audiences; and
4. Incorporate a fun UXD solution with social, emotional and behavioral learning

experiences.
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3.2 Course Structure

Lectures. Ethnographic information was given through a series of lectures on autism,
the Connectivity Model, audience analysis, motivation, behavior modification tech-
niques, and branding. Students were also required to complete the IRB training for social
and behavioral research (cf. Satterfield 2016). Guest lectures with parents of children
with autism were included into the online weekly meetings. The students were required
to write out questions for the parents prior to their guest presentations and then submit the
completed questions and answers based on the information from the presentation.

Data Gathering. Students were asked to collect ethnographic data by observing and
analyzing pre-selected YouTube videos from a variety of natural and school settings,
complemented by insights from a literature review. Using a worksheet based on the
Connectivity Model (Fig. 1), students recorded the autistic and typical child behaviors
they observed. This was done by using a YouTube channel with videos edited for the
purpose of allowing students to observe and record both typical and ASD children. The
data from these ethnographic observations was then used to inform the final Play•IT
design solutions by connecting the UXD research findings and letting this inform user
personas, journey maps, and design solutions for the final project.

Assessment. Class assessment was done via weekly assignments posted to an online
course management tool. Students were required to login once a week for live lectures,
project evaluation, and group critiques. Students participated in additional active
learning or constructed learning experiences such as making a video of themselves
demonstrating a favorite toy and discussing why it was fun or educational. They also

Fig. 1. The connectivity model data collection worksheet.
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posted discussions of favorite online games for children. Students were required to
complete and document the following aspects of their research and design:

1. Identify and research multiple target audiences,
2. Develop a series of user personas;
3. Complete the IRB test and generate interview questions for a parent
4. Conduct ethnographic observations with the Connectivity Model worksheet;
5. Create a design with sketches, and low, mid and high fidelity prototypes; and
6. Demonstrate the game play and educational content.

4 Results

The final projects were constructed as high fidelity prototypes. Students were encour-
aged to choose a method of final construction that best demonstrates their concept and
thoroughly document it through photos or digital images. A process book was created to
document their UXD research including user personas, compilation of research ques-
tions and interview data, ethnographic observations and data interpretation.

4.1 Student Project 1: Perry Penguin

Perry Penguin (Fig. 2) is a multi-sensory game designed using the Connectivity Model
to incorporate textures, colors, and sounds into a fun, learning environment. A snow-
ball is used to bowl over the penguins and to identify the related colors and two-term
concepts.

Fig. 2. Perry Penguin game solution for Play•IT
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4.2 Student Project 2: Tumi Turtle

Tumi Turtle (Fig. 3) is a tabletop game interface that allows children to play both
individually or in groups. The turtle has a screen on the top and a projector that displays
onto a wall for groups to interact. Color, sound and interactivity are incorporated into
table.

4.3 Student Project 3: Tree Haus

Tree Haus (Fig. 4) is a pre-school classroom designed to incorporate sensory spaces
and break away areas for all children to work in large or small groups based on their
sensory needs and tolerances.

5 Connectivity Model Analysis

The information collected in the Connectivity Model assesses social, emotional,
physical, motivational and behavioral data. In the following paragraphs we will analyse
and evaluate the model by focusing on student project 1: Perry the Penguin. This
project acts as an example that represents characteristics of all three projects.

Fig. 3. Tumi Turtle is a multi-purpose game table.

Fig. 4. Tree Haus inclusive classroom.
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In a self-assessment of Perry the Penguin using the Connectivity Model data, the
student identified several social goals achieved by the design. The game can be played
solo or with friends or family. It promotes positive social behaviors through sharing,
waiting, and turn taking. It allows the child to help reset the pins for another player or
for themselves. It creates a learning experience by matching numbers, shapes and
colors of birds to mat. It provides opportunities for organizing the penguins off the ice
rink matt in different patterns, understanding and following directions given by game
play cards or parents.

Emotional goals were also identified. When playing the game, everyone can cel-
ebrate when one player knocks over pins as an emotional reinforcement. If the game is
played with a sibling or friend, it creates a friendly competition and encourages
collaboration.

Physically, the game involves hand-eye coordination and the fine motor skills
required to hold the ball correctly and to stand the pins up. It uses language and verbal
prompting to knock over a certain pin. It incorporates hand-eye coordination and
mimicking movements to succeed. A variety of textures help kids learn tactile
matching.

Behaviorally it requires turn taking, knocking down the pins indicated on the card,
and repetitive movements with each successive turn. Pins can be gently tossed back and
forth or set up in a specific pattern as indicated by the playing cards. By watching other
people take their turns, children can learn the game play.

Winning the game and hearing positive feedback sounds when the birds fall over or
when you place them on the correct color or number is motivational.

It is socially motivating and promotes learning through interacting with peers in a
fun, safe, and entertaining environment. The textures and colors on the penguin
characters are both tactilely and visually stimulating.

This game can be played solo or collaboratively with peers. The game is not
branded as a “disability” game. The different colors, textures, shapes, and positive
sound reinforcements are learning aids for any child within the 3–4 year old range.
Overall it does not stand out as a product created for kids with disabilities, but as a fun
game that anyone can play and learn.

6 Discussion

Students were introduced to data-driven, user participatory research for inclusive
design through a series of lectures, a YouTube channel with videos, and class dis-
cussions on data driven processes. The IRB test was a useful introduction to the ethics
and strategies for social and behavioral research. By allowing students to write and
address questions to parents they were able to glean useful qualitative data to inform
their designs. Access to the YouTube videos gave students a much clearer under-
standing of the exact behavioral and communication issues in autism than can be
understood by only reading about the condition. The combination of lectures, videos
and person interviews provided a well-balanced and informative set of data for the
Play•IT project.
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The lack of face-to-face engagement between student designers and autistic chil-
dren is a limitation of the approach, whilst also being its defining strength. By defi-
nition, participatory design ought to include face-to-face interactions. The application
of video observations provides an alternative way for designers to develop empathy for
users. Information gathered from parents complemented the video observations, with
parents taking on the roles of both proxies and experts.

The Connectivity Model UX research tools effectively helped students identify the
social, emotional, behavioral, physical and motivational needs of target audiences both
with autism and those who are neurologically typical. Lectures on the Connectivity
Model combined with the worksheets appeared to provide a clear method for con-
ducting ethnographic observations. Students were introduced to each aspect of the
model and shown examples of what that specifically looks like in a natural setting. By
using carefully selected videos, students were able to play the videos multiple times in
order to take notes on both the frequency and context of social, emotional, physical and
behavioral actions demonstrated by the people in the videos.

The UXD strategies used in the Play•IT project were considered to be successful in
this pilot study. All students were able to conduct the UXD research and apply it to
their designs. It was used in initial design stages to inform the concept of the project. At
later design stages, the video observations and parent interview data was useful in
making specific refinements to the designs. By recording these answers in a meaningful
way during the parent interview and during the video observations, students were able
to find and retrieve the answers that they needed to make decisions about the experi-
ence design.

Additionally, this method can be easily implemented in both online and traditional
university classes. It does not require lengthy IRB approvals and will allow students to
experience what it is like to do actual site observations. By allowing the students to
practice developing and asking survey questions, they had the opportunity to gain
valuable UXD skills in qualitative research and focus group administration.

7 Future Research

Future research will examine whether an increased awareness of user participatory
design strategies produces UX design solutions with a greater connection to the needs
of target audiences both with autism and those who are neurologically typical. The
Play•IT project will be replicated in other design programs and with different project
parameters to test the effectiveness of the UXD methods outlined by the Connectivity
Model and the use of online and digital resources. We also hope to be able to expand
the scope to include other cognitive and physical disabilities.
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Abstract. Design thinking is a phase of thinking fast with high-intensity, and
cognition phase is also a very complicated process, in which the perspective of
observing and pondering on design matters often directly affects the process and
results of design. Somedistinguished scholars have provideddifferent perspectives
for us to understand theworld around us, such as E.H.Gombrich’s “Reflections on
Main Project”, Rudolf Arnheim’s “Vision is Thinking”, Michel Foucault’s “The
Eyes of Power”, and Heinrich Wolfflin’s “Reflections on Form”, among others.
In the long-term design practice and research, from the “Complementary

Perspective”, the author finds that the cognitive intention is rooted in the
Chinese traditional thoughts and culture, and perceives the objective world with
a unique way. As Lao Tzu said, “Distinguishing the right from the wrong is the
basic rule of life”. From the opposite side, we should observe, analyze, and
understand the design matters in a thinking mode of “tackling both extremes” to
break through the limitation of one-way thinking. In the dynamic activities of
opposition and complementation, noting the rheology between the opposite and
the complementary relationship behind enables us to “sense” the “phenomenon”
that others analyzing architecture failed to sense, which can help the design
cognition become more comprehensive and the innovation deeper.
“Complementary Perspective” aims at broadening design thinking, con-

structing, organizing and creating a more comprehensive cognitive pattern based
on the diversity, unity, and integration of design, contingency of decision, and
varieties of possibilities in problem solving. Specifically, Complementary Per-
spectives include positive perspective, and opposite perspective;
common-seeking perspective, and difference-seeking perspective; ego perspec-
tive, and non-ego perspective; ordered perspective, and disordered perspective;
and traditional perspective, and prospective perspective, and among others.

Keywords: Complementary perspective � Cognitive pattern � Design thinking
and method � Innovation capability

1 Introduction

In this digital information era of rapid development, with the progress of science and
technology, the internet has witnessed the explosive development while various aspects
in people’s lives have witnessed revolutionary changes, including production modes,
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living, reading, and information exchange. When the screen came into people’s sight
instead of the paper, the old mode to obtain information, which is passive, linear, and
unidirectional, was eliminated. Reading on the screen via digital media, the information
is decomposed, included, produced, stored, and transmitted in the form of “digits”.
People selectively screen the information. They are both the receiver and the publisher
of information. The involvement of new media forms, not only provides more pre-
sentation modes and methods for visual communication, but also contributes to a
visible, audible, sensible, touchable, and movable world of information. New media
forms interact with the traditional ones and accelerate the change of our design thinking
and methods. Our ideas have been changed that we stop chasing the unpredictable
cause-and-effect relationship but to focus our attention upon the correlation between
things [1]. Within such a big background, the author deeply feels that we need to view
and think problems from a more open, diversified, systematic, and related perspective,
and diversified media forms actually provide us with a more diversified stage for
design. From print media to digital media, as a matter of fact, all sorts of information
dissemination media are involved in a dynamically changing system. In the process of
contact, confliction, and communication with each other, they achieve self-perfection
by interaction, complementation, and self-regulation, and therefore produce new
changes to meet the demand of information communication under new conditions. It is
a proposition for us to know how to comprehensively use the diversified media
methods for visual information communication, which is proposed by the era. Whether
problems confronted in design are on paper or on screen, static or dynamic, unidi-
rectional or interactional, humanistic or scientific, tangible or intangible, and passive or
active, they have been more complex than ever meanwhile the phenomenon of com-
plementarity and the demand for complementarity have been increasingly evident. On
the other hand, in the actual design practice and research work, especially at the idea
creation stage, we always find that a complementary relationship is left finally between
the seemly opposite content and forms, or even between mutually exclusive ideas and
systems. The series of phenomena and problems arouse author’s thinking: there exists a
complementary relationship between the seemly opposite things. Therefore, the author
“complementarily” comprehended the cognition of “complementary” existences in
various domains through the source tracing for “complementarity”, and learnt that
complementarity can be regarded as not only a law of nature, a type of philosophical
idea, a scientific principle, and a means, but also a type of design thinking and method.

2 Concept of “Complementarity”

2.1 Philosophical Thinking Sources of “Complementarity”

When Pythagoras with his school put forward the ten pairs of “opposites” constructing
the universe, that is, finite and infinite, odd and even, one and many, right and left, man
(male) and woman (female), dynamic and static, straight and curving, light and shade,
good and evil, and square and rectangle, the description for the interaction between
opposites was unclear and just focused on the “opposition”. Until Heraclitus gave his
idea in his words that “on the circumference, the end point is the starting point”, as well
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as “ever-living fire” and “the flux of river”, the implication of being “opposite and
complementary” or “unity of opposites” had been firstly expressed. Heraclitus said,
“They do not know how the opposites can be complementary. The power of opposition
can contribute to harmony, just like the bow and the lyre”. The “opposition” in his
words actually means “conversion”. He not only clearly put forward the idea of being
opposite and complementary, but also pointed out that only opposites can contribute to
harmony in this theory. For the western philosophy, Heraclitus is the father and founder
of this theory.

In China, Lao Zi, known as “the founder of Chinese philosophy”, often masterly
summarized concepts of things with opposite and complementary words. For example,
he said, “All in the world know the beauty of the beautiful, and in doing this they have
(the idea of) what ugliness is; they all know the skill of the skillful, and in doing this
they have (the idea of) what the want of skill is. So it is that existence and
non-existence give birth the one to (the idea of) the other; that difficulty and ease
produce the one (the idea of) the other; that length and shortness fashion out the one the
figure of the other; that (the ideas of) height and lowness arise from the contrast of the
one with the other; that the musical notes and tones become harmonious through the
relation of one with another; and that being before and behind give the idea of one
following another”, and “Who knows how white attracts, Yet always keeps himself
within black’s shade, The pattern of humility displayed, Displayed in view of all
beneath the sky”. In which, Lao Zi showed a type of relative thinking method and his
words “are strictly true seem to be paradoxical”. However, upon the description for a
certain thing, it obtains a kind of unity with another aspect, and they are interdependent,
mutually included, integrated, and interpenetrated, so as to be unified and consistent.
Thus, the flow and conversion of opposite concepts are included in the judgement for
the same concept. The view on empty and fact in the foresaid words “existence and
non-existence give birth the one to (the idea of) the other” together with the view on
beauty and ugliness of the conversion between goodness and evilness, has brought a
profound influence on the development of Chinese design.

Moreover, Confucius mentioned “tackling both ends” in The Analects, which
means think of the problem from two aspects, and then you can solve it. In On Leveling
All Things, Zhuangzi also tell us how to know something entirely and comprehen-
sively, “There is nothing which is not this; there is nothing which is not that”.

However, the author thinks the best interpretation for complementarity is The Book
of Changes which says “Dao contains one Yin and one Yang”. “All things leave behind
them the Obscurity [Yin] (out of which they have come), and go forward to embrace
the Brightness [Yang] (into which they have emerged), while they are harmonised by
the Breath of Vacancy.” [2] Yin and Yang became one in an opposite and comple-
mentary relationship. They are opposite and rooted in each other while waxing and
waning with each other. When both of them achieve the extremes, they will convert
into each other. Yin and Yang, a pair of complementary notions, have been widely used
into various aspects such as the universe nature, structures, relationships, the root
(internal reasons) of changes (including creation, metaplasia, and birth and death), and
laws. As a matter of fact, it is a complementary dialectical idea. The cosmic philosophy
characterized by the opposite but unified organic integrity where “all the things can be
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separated into two and combined into one” has been a basic idea, instructing people to
observe and learn about the world for two thousand years.

Li Zehou is the one who introduced the concept of “complementary” into Chinese
philosophy research. He said in his book The Course of Beauty that “Complementation
between Confucianism and Taoism” is a basic clue of Chinese thoughts for two
thousand years. But he failed to interpret the concept of complementarity. Confu-
cianism represented by Confucius and Mencius, and Taoism represented by Laozi and
Zhuangzi, are different and opposite, but actually are complementary to each other for
harmony. Here, the word “complementary” largely means the infiltration and coordi-
nation between the opposites rather than the exclusion and confliction. It is this very
pair of opposite and complementary thoughts that contributes to prosperous cultures in
Chinese history.

Thus, it can be seen that from the very beginning of Chinese and Western philo-
sophical thoughts, sages managed to interpret notions of things and expressed their
ideas with the concept of “complementarity” simultaneously. In philosophical
thoughts, coexistence of both sides is the premise of “complementation” which
includes opposites and complements. They turn into the complement of each other in
the process of contradiction, movement, waxing and waning, and conversion, and
therefore become more complete. “Complementarity” is a related, dynamic, and
developmental concept. As a broader thinking framework, complementarity exists in
various domains such as traditional Chinese medicine, painting and calligraphy, lit-
erature, poetry, and building.

2.2 Linguistic Application of “Complementary”

Language has been applied in a typical complementary way from its very beginning.
(Niels Bohr, 1960) However, human’s thinking method is realized by means of lan-
guage, and people think of problems with the opposite and complementary mode
unconsciously. Just like what mentioned by Confucius, “tackling both ends”, we can
often learn the nature of things more comprehensively, which exactly explains why
there are so many scholars at all times and in all over the world using the comple-
mentary relationship to interpret basic theories, including shape and spirit, empty and
fact, sparsity and density, pen and ink, beauty and ugliness, nature and charm, adoption
and discard, and similarity and dissimilarity in painting and calligraphy; appearance
and morality, appearance and nature, sensibility and rationality, one and many,
dynamic and static, novelty and rigor, elegance and popularity, generalization and
change, and style and character in the aesthetics domain; opposition and unification,
symmetry and equilibrium, rule and freedom, and contrast and reconciliation in the law
of beauty in form; and the five pairs notions of art styles raised by Wolfflin, that is,
Linear und Malerisch (linear and picturing), Fläche und Tiefe (plane and deep), ges-
chlossene Form und offene Form (closed form and open form), Vielheit und Einheit
(identity and diversity), and Klarheit und Unklarheit (clearness and ambiguity).

Wittgenstein said the language you select determines your thinking mode, and the
selected thinking mode determines your life style. There are two weak points in
Chinese language. One is that our concepts are ambiguous, and the other is that our
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logic is weak, [3] which lead to the lacking in rational thinking and meticulous sci-
entific logical thinking in Chinese people’s thinking mode. Chinese people lack the
exploration for “seeking the truth”, but think highly of “pragmatism”; put emphasis on
the intuition and experience as well as general feelings, and study objects roughly,
which easily results in ambiguous concepts; lack the deep thinking for perceptual
material and the precise analysis for things, but prefer the summarization of experience
and general description. Just as what mentioned by Lin Yutang in his book My Country
and My People, “Here enter the survivals of savage in Chinese thinking. Unchecked by
a scientific method, ‘intuition’ has free room and often borders on a mere play of words
or on some fantastic association of thought.” In this way, the abundant perceptual
thinking in Chinese thinking mode and the strong imagination have been developed,
and therefore this type of perceptual thinking mode has been rooted in Chinese culture
and life styles.

2.3 Philological Paraphrase for “Complementary”

The word “complementary” in Ci Hai is paraphrased as supplementary or replenishing;
(things) complement each other. Here, as it mentioned, “each other” means it is
bidirectional. A one-way dependency between A and B cannot be said as a comple-
mentary relationship. Being complementary means two items are different from each
other but make a good combination, which becomes more complete.

Therefore, there are three stipulations for being complementary: be bidirectional;
preserve the nature of themselves; and overcome their own weak points by learning
from each other’s strong points. Thus, both of them can benefit from each other in
complementation. Coexistence of the two items is the premise of complementarity
whose role is for a more complete combination.

2.4 Knowledge of the “Complementary” Principle

The Danish physicist Niels Henrik David Bohr is the first person who clearly put
forward the concept of “complementary”. In 1927, Bohr raised the “complementary
principle” for explaining the major feature of quantum phenomenon – wave-particle
duality. He thought microscopic particles have two features which are exclusive but
complementary – particle property and wave property. In experiments, the two phe-
nomena cannot be completely described with a unified image, but both particle
property and wave property are indispensable for the description of quantum phe-
nomenon. The two properties must be combined together for the complete description.
Therefore, the quantum phenomenon must be descripted with the method in which the
two properties are exclusive but complementary to each other. The scientific method of
creation is characterized by complementarity, interaction, dialectical thinking, and
comprehensiveness. Bohr thought the complementary principle can be regarded as a
universal philosophical principle and used as a boarder thinking framework to solve
problems in various domains such as psychology, linguistics, biology, mathematics,
chemistry, anthropology, and national culture. He also managed to reveal other forms
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of complementary relationships in his research. The complementary principle shows us
the interaction between objects in research and observation tools from a scientific
perspective. Although the phenomena observed in different experimental conditions are
seemed to be so opposite, they are indispensable parts for learning the objects com-
pletely. The author believes it actually reveals the integration of knowledge and enables
us to observe with different perspectives in the actual design practice, especially in the
process of design thinking, and thus deepen our cognition. It is uneasy for us to deepen
our thinking with research perspectives in the same direction, but the complementary
perspective may enable us to have comprehensive and thorough knowledge in research.

2.5 Analysis of the “Complementary” Methodology

In 2001, Lu Yuntao, a professor in Southwest University for Nationalities, put forward
the “complementary theory” from the epistemological perspective. He demonstrated
the common existence of complementation in the nature world, social life, and thinking
domain, and analyzed the mechanism of complementary existences: ①The universe is
a unity, in which each part are interrelated. Each part in the unity inevitably possesses a
complementary relationship with each other. ②Each component within things seeks
balance all the time. Complementarity is an important method to achieve balance. The
imbalanced tendency of some components can eliminate the weak points by learning
from each other’s strong points, and therefore approach balance, which gives us the
epistemological meaning, and some enlightenments for knowing the world: ①The
world is diversified.②Everything is good for something.③Nothing and nobody in the
universe can be self-sufficient without others [4].

In 2002, Professor Liu Dachun, a Chinese scholar, introduced the complementary
philosophical concept into methodology for research. Based on the comparison of
methodology in his monograph Scientific Activity Theory, Complementary Methodol-
ogy, he found a macroscopic law related to methodology – “Complementary
Methodology”, which evidently shows with multiple perspectives, the occurrence of
the methodological thinking system cannot be avoided, the content or forms of which
are exactly opposite (exclusive). However, during conflicts and confrontations, they
will finally reveal a certain complementary relationship [5]. It is the first time for
Chinese scholars to introduce complementarity into methodology for research.

In 2011, Professor He Xiaoyou introduced the complementary philosophical con-
cept into the design domain for research. He put forward the “Complementary design
method” and managed to establish an interrelated design thinking mode. This type of
relationship is seemed to be opposite, but to some extent complementary. In other
words, with the complementary perspective, the exclusive ideas may show a certain
type of complementarity. When we think of these problems dialectically, our inno-
vative thinking can be more comprehensive and thorough under its guidance [6]. It is
the first time for the design methodology research to have a specific concept of
“complementary design method”.
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3 “Complementary” Perspectives

Designers use the thinking tools to develop relationships with the target world and form
a certain type of cognitive structure schema shown as specific understanding for their
own design activities, which is the cognitive structure of design thinking methods.

In the design research, we “see” the “phenomenon” which cannot be seem in other
thinking frameworks with the cognitive intention based on the “complementary
understanding”. Laozi said, “All things leave behind them the Obscurity [Yin], and go
forward to embrace the Brightness [Yang]”, which exactly refers to the philosophical
structure of the universe. Yin and Yang are opposite and interdependent, and cannot
present themselves without each other, which emphasize the interrelation between all
the things in the universe rather than the isolated status. “Interrelation” refers to an
opposite and interdependent relationship. At the actual design innovation stage,
designers need to handle the problems from an “interrelation” perspective like Yin and
Yang rather than an isolated perspective. We shall “tackle both ends” with the
“complementary perspective” upon observation, seeing from not only the opposite side
but also the interdependent side.

From the complementary perspective, based on the diversity, unity, comprehen-
siveness, contingency of selection behaviors, and multiple possibilities of problem
solving, one can expand the design thinking, and construct, organize, and create a more
profound cognitive mode. In detail, complementary perspectives include: forward or
reverse perspectives; commonness-seeking and difference-seeking perspectives; self
and non-self perspectives; ordered and unorderly perspectives; and traditional and
future perspectives.

3.1 Cognitive Mode of Forward or Reverse Perspectives

Positive orientation based on the forward perspective. Forward perspective, also
called positive perspective, refers to a kind of presupposition adopted for observed
objects or considered “problems”, which is good, correct, valuable, meaningful, and
positive. One may find the advantages and value in observed objects or considered
“problems” with the positive perspective. It is a transcendental thinking direction of
positive value.

In daily life, we basically use the forward perspective for those accepted valuable,
good, correct things. As a matter of fact, it only adds grace to what is already beautiful
with the positive perspective, which makes a little difference. Under this condition,
designers are required to think of problems with the “forward perspective” at any time,
especially for the cases when everybody thinks it impossible to be positive, which
actually can be regarded as a kind of creative thinking. The positive thinking upon
negative things, indeed is dialectical to some extent. For example, we can turn “waste”
into “wealth” with the forward perspective, including household articles made of
straws, fine photo frames, and fruit baskets made of old magazines. The thinking mode
of the forward perspective enables us to comprehensively evaluate the value of things,
actively explore the potential value of things, or develop new values which are useful
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for us. With emotions being input, design culture being endowed, and social respon-
sibilities being delivered, ordinary things also can be classic (Figure 1).

Subversive creativeness based on the reverse perspective. Reverse perspective, also
called negative perspective, is opposite to forward perspective. The word “negative” is
similar to “reverse”, which means thinking from the opposite or reverse side, and
finding, analyzing, and answering the problems in the reverse direction of common
thinking. It shows a thinking mode different from the normal forward perspective,
which is anti-traditional, anti-conventional, and anti-habitual. Lao Zi said, “The
movement of the Tao by contraries proceeds” [7]. The plain dialectics in his words tells
us a creative thinking method – seeking from the reverse side, with which one can
always achieve success with original ideas and break the rules. One can start from a
subversive idea at the early stage of thinking to develop a hypothesis on the reverse
side: “What if…not…?”

Complementation between forward and reverse perspectives. Anything has its
opposite side. The opposition between objective existences provides two different
thinking directions including positive and negative directions, and inspire the dialec-
tical thinking of designers. Thus, the thinking cognition becomes dialectical and
comprehensive.

When we think of design objects, or design “problems”, we can start with the
“forward perspective”, determine the design value, and observe and analyze the
problems under the guidance of positive thinking in order to achieve the unity of the
design content and forms and obtain logical design results. Experience tells us that it is
very common for most of people to think about solutions for problems firstly, so it is
necessary to expand our thinking in multiple directions and collect the information as
much as possible under the positive, active, and valuable guidance of the “forward
perspective”. If one thinks of problems with the “reverse perspective”, the rules can be
broken while the traditions can be subverted with the reverse thinking, and we may
obtain some novel ideas. It is contrary to the normal and proper practice, but is
reasonable and conforms to the righteousness (Fig. 2).

In the process of cognizing design thinking objects, the key is to develop the type of
complementary thinking habit at the creation stage, and therefore we can think of thinking
objects immediately from forward and reverse perspectives. Thus, we are able to have
relatively profound and comprehensive cognition and knowledge for such “problems”
and may find different ways and suitable pointcuts to effectively solve the problems.

Fig. 1. Coca-Cola 2nd Lives
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3.2 Cognitive Mode of Commonness-Seeking and Difference-Seeking
Perspectives

Finding universal connections between things based on the commonness-seeking
perspective. With the commonness-seeking perspective, we are required to seize some
common points between two or more things, phenomena, ideas and concepts in order
to connect the dramatically different things, phenomena, ideas, and concepts for gen-
erating new creative ideas.

Finding connections between things is the starting point of the commonness-seeking
perspective. We aim to finding the common ground and similarities between different
things and connecting them with its thinking results. By introducing the analogical and
associative thinking, we are provided with the cognitive basis and thus obtain new
creative ideas. With the cognitive purpose, on one hand, we can have a clear concept of
design thinking objects; on the other hand, the audience can know well about unfa-
miliar things, which will arouse their sympathetic responses. In various connections,
the greater the superficial difference, the more amazing the connections, when they are
connected within the commonness-seeking perspective.

The print advertisement of “ABSOLUT” Vodka is a typical example of the
“commonness-seeking perspective”. The shape of its bottles is very distinctive, which
has been shown in hundreds of print ads. You can find it if you are careful. The bottle
shape combined with various natural regions, cultures, and living scenes in print ads,
contributes to this extraordinary design idea and the classic “ABSOLUT” (Figure 3).

Fig. 2. Mind mapping of forward and reverse perspectives

Fig. 3. A series of “ABSOLUT” ads. A classic work in advertisement design using the
isomorphic technique
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Finding distinctions of creativity based on the difference-seeking perspective.
With the difference-seeking perspective, we are required to find solutions of problems
with divergent thinking which features adaptability and flexibility. We need to get rid
of the accepted knowledge and old experience upon consideration, break though the
limitation of logical thinking and linear thinking, focus our attention on “what else it
may be” other than “why”, and therefore put forward creative ideas, views, and
solutions. From the difference-seeking perspective, design thinking is differentiated,
distinctive, experimental, individualized, and diversified, divergent thinking can be
used profoundly while the adaptability and flexibility can bring the diversity in design.

Design ideas need to be distinctive, so all those excellent designers are charac-
terized with the “difference-seeking perspective.” For example, the topic of the 2003
Alliance Graphique Internationale (AGI) meeting in Helsinki was “Chair” and the AGI
had invited its members for creation as shown in Fig. 4. On the same chair model, we
can see that designers had their own perspectives different from each other, which gave
birth to various types of amazing chairs.

Complementation between commonness-seeking and difference-seeking perspec-
tives. The key for developing commonness-seeking and difference-seeking perspec-
tives is to think by means of association, analogy, and divergence. The former
(commonness-seeking perspective) features the reconstruction of the commonness in
order to obtain the concept of thinking objects. The latter (difference-seeking per-
spective) emphasizes the change of perspectives for receiving novel results of thinking
(Figure 5).

Fig. 4. Members’ design: “skin of chairs”, 2005 (designed by Yu Bingnan, Wang Xu, An
Shangxiu, Liu Xiaokang, and Stefan Sagmeister (from left))

Fig. 5. Mind mapping of commonness-seeking and difference-seeking perspectives
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At the stage of cognition, the “commonness-seeking perspective” can be used to
fully know about the observed objects and find the commonness between things, so one
can have profound knowledge of “notions” of objects, find common relations between
various kinds of things to arouse association and perform isomorphism, and turn the
unfamiliar into the familiar. Thus, we can well prepare for the translation of visual
images. The “difference-seeking perspective”, on the contrary, is complementary to the
former. At the stage of observation, with the difference-seeking perspective, objects can
be observed from different points of view, and therefore unique characteristics of which
can be found. In the process of visual image interpretation, the familiar is turned into
the unfamiliar, with which one can achieve success with some original ideas. With the
two perspectives, one can have comprehensive knowledge of observed objects and find
solutions based on actual cases.

3.3 Cognitive Mode of Self and Non-self Perspectives

Experiencing design perception based on the self perspective. In the design
thinking, self perspective refers to the design perception experienced from designers
themselves. Based on the interpretation of themselves for observed objects, designers
can produce the pieces evidently featured with their own styles. This type of design
generally fails to follow those popular design styles, yet it is popular for its unique and
distinction and thus can lead the design trend of the era. The self perspective of design
mentioned here, mainly features designer’s own subjective consciousness and evident
personal design style.

“Body writing” of Stefan Sagmeister, “potato series” of Gunter Rambow, “word
games” of Zhu Yingchun, and “free curves” of Luigi Colani are good examples to
show the resonance between the designer and the audience can be achieved with the
self perspective. It is partially because designers are also audiences and users. We live
in the similar social environment and are confronted with similar problems, so we can
focus on ourselves and directly show our own feelings and experience. In particular,
the word “self” refers to the ordinary people who can find the common ground with
others in daily life and have personal demands similar to others, and thus they can
create designs accepted by others. In addition, extremes shall be prevented in the self
perspective. The job of designers is to design the items which can be accepted by the
public rather than something with extreme individualism which otherwise may be art
pieces but not design.

Reflecting user’s requirements based on the non-self perspective. With the non-self
perspective, we are required to get rid of the narrow concept of “self”, and also the
restriction of inherent personal concepts, feelings, and standpoints in the process of
observing and finding problems.

As a matter of fact, non-self perspective is a design method for the user’s requirement
research. One needs to get rid of himself and stands on the user’s position to think for
them, and their requirements, aesthetic demands, emotional expressions and others. For
commercial projects, when a designer cognizes design thinking objects with the non-self
perspective, he is propelled by commercial interests, and needs to have a kind of
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humanistic concern. For example, the brand concept of Muji, raised by Ikko Tanaka, is
rooted in the life style and aesthetic awareness of Japanese people. It is Shinzo Higurashi
who firstly came up with this brand name, and Mr. Ikko Tanaka accepted and used it.
Ms. Ichiko Koike also put forward the slogan, “quality and cheap”. As a result, Muji
provides batches of customer-friendly and affordable products with simple styles and
natural texture. Since 1980, Muji has achieved so many good results, which is known by
Japanese and the rest of the world. From its founder Ikko Tanaka and Ichiko Koike to
Hara Kenya and Naoto Fukazawa, Muji has influenced people’s life style with its
products which are “fine enough in this way”, its attitude of “WORLD MUJI” and its
“good enough living” style, and thus owns a great number of loyal fans.

In addition, in another case, that is, when design thinking objects are things, animals
or plants, with the non-self perspective, we can observe and analyze them in another
interesting way. The examples include “Language of Ant” of Zhu Yingchun, “Drawing
of Tree” of FSC, and “Thinking of Apes” of Hiroki Taniguchi.

Complementation between self and non-self perspectives. Self and non-self per-
spectives are a unity of contradiction. The conclusions obtained from the two per-
spectives are different as shown in Fig. 6.

With the self perspective, designers tend to solve problems with their own con-
sciousness, understanding, requirements, and aesthetic preferences. However, as a
member of the society, the designer is living in a similar environment and life style as
that of other people and confronted with similar problems, moreover, has almost the
same physiological structure like others. Thus, they obtain consonance with the self
perspective meanwhile their design always features strong individual awareness and
styles. But designers shall never only pay attention to their own consciousness, they
need to find balance between the subject and the object and build a bridge between the
visual information and its receiver for free communication. On the other hand, with the
non-self perspective, designers need to get rid of the role of self, and be user-centered
and neutral to design for “He”. They need to solve problems with an objective, just,
rational, and effective attitude based on requirements, aesthetic standards, living styles,
and even reading habits of users. Design with the non-self perspective is more similar
to research, which is more rational and logical than the self perspective. Purposes and
results of the self perspective are aimed to meet requirements of a certain group. In the
actual design thinking process, there is indeed no absolute self and non-self perspec-
tives, because they are interwoven with each other in most cases with their own focuses
and are complementary to each other for target groups in design.

Fig. 6. Mind mapping of self and non-self perspectives
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3.4 Cognitive Mode of Ordered and Unorderly Perspectives

Forming systematic design based on the ordered perspective. With the ordered
perspective, designers are required to observe and analyze design thinking objects
strictly based on a certain logical principle, demonstrate concepts and solutions prac-
tically in order, analyze the nature from the phenomenon, put emphasis on the logi-
cality, and recognize the inevitabilities to ensure creative points in design can be
performed and completed as planned.

For the ordered perspective, the author thinks it includes two types of order: One is
“natural” order; another is “man-made” order.

Nature is a type of order. “The structure of any nature shape is inevitable while the
connotation of which is self-known” [8]. We choose to observe a certain objective
target from the outside to the inside, cognizing it from appearance, shape, texture, and
material to structure, organization, and laws. The step of observing “from the outside to
the inside” itself is a kind of ordered perspective. On the other hand, for the man-made
order, this kind of “ordered perspective” is actually developed based on people’s design
practice and activities and established as a systematic mode of design, such as “sys-
tematic visual image design” put forward by an American designer Lance Wyman.

The ordered perspective is instructed by logicality and linearity. This type of per-
spective for observing and analyzing problems basically has the following major
characteristics: carry forward according to the purpose and the plan step by step, and
generate the conclusion based on the cause-and-effect relationship. At the cognition
stage, the “order” cannot be separated from the frameworks in mind, including “con-
cepts”, “laws”, “rules”, “common sense”, “habits”, and others we are familiar to.

Obtaining unique creative ideas based on the unordered perspective. With the
unordered perspective, designers are required to observe and analyze design thinking
objects without the established frameworks and traditional modes in mind, break out
“laws”, “rules”, “principles”, “common sense”, “habits”, and other like things, get rid
of the restriction of logical mind and linear thinking to free their imagination and
feelings in order to arouse the imagination and achieve better creative effects with
intuition. The following aspects are important in the thinking process: ①know the
dominant concept; ②find different ways to observe things; ③get rid of the orderly
linear thinking; ④be good at using contingent factors and seize the inspiration of
“epiphany”. Compared with the “lateral thinking” put forward by Edward de Bono, it
has different approaches but achieves equally satisfactory results.

The design thinking with the unordered perspective features divergent thinking.
Epiphany, inspiration, and imagination are the impetuses which gives birth to the
unordered perspective. The design thinking with the unordered perspective to some
extent is rebellious and revolutionary. Designers with which dare to break the rules and
regulations, shake off the constraints of habits, experience, principles, laws, and reg-
ulations, and catch up with sudden changes and skips in the thinking direction of the
thinking process.

Interaction and cooperation between ordered and unordered perspectives.
Ordered and unordered perspectives have different thinking methods upon observation
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as shown in Fig. 7. For the ordered perspective, it is the logic that controls the whole
thinking; for the unordered perspective, the logic is on stand-by. With the ordered
perspective, designers are required to observe and think based on some certain thinking
routes, within a specific range, and according to a certain established rule, which
stresses on learnt experience and knowledge, and generate creative ideas by recon-
structing the old experience and knowledge. In this way, the given demands of the
public can be satisfied with creativeness, but designers fail to make a breakthrough in
design forms which are relatively similar to each other. However, using this perspective
for creativity, designers can study and express profoundly on things, and design can be
easily systematic. Unordered perspective is unpredictable and applied upon thinking.
Designers with which need to get rid of established knowledge and old experience,
break the rules, be good at seizing the occasional ideas, expand the cognitive range, and
come up with creative ideas, opinions and solutions. The application of cognition mode
basically follows divergent thinking and depends on designer’s intuition and inspira-
tion. In the creative process of design, in most cases, the ordered is included in the
unordered. Once creative points are found in the unordered, ordered steps for moving
forward are taken gradually. The unordered is required in the ordered. Only with the
interaction and cooperation of both perspectives, the best solution can be provided.

3.5 Cognitive Mode of Traditional and Future Perspectives

Adding innovation to Chinese forms with the traditional perspective. With the
traditional perspective, one inspects the origins and development of things and con-
cepts from the dimension of history in order to master the past and know better about
the present. In the design thinking, the traditional perspective requires us to take in the
wisdom from traditions, through traditional forms to observe the thinking mode, tra-
ditional culture, reading habits, living styles, traditional design ideas, craft skills and
materials, and communication media, and to design based on it so as to enlighten the
modern innovative design. Meanwhile, we need to make it clear that thinking with the
traditional perspective is not to fully follow and conservatively copy traditions and
transplant symbols, but to discard what has outlived its time and develop the new, to
follow the tide of the times, and to explore the interaction between inheritance and
innovation, nationalization and internationalization, traditional methods and modern
science and technology based on the current living style, so as to revitalize the design.

At present, there are many designers with the traditional perspective among the
famous designers of visual communication design. For example, Chinese designer Jin

Fig. 7. Mind mapping of ordered and unordered perspectives
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Daiqiang appeals “to integrate the Chinese and the West, and poetize the design”; Chen
Shaohua points out that “traditional factors are effective tools for communication”; Chen
Youjian delivers “charm of the east and melody of the west” in his works; Han Zhanning
thinks about “traditional images”; Lu Jingren shows “implication” which is peculiar to
Chinese people and also presents his “humility and low profile” in his works. He holds
an attitude of “inheriting the spirit and expanding the forms” towards the traditional
culture; and Zhu Yingchun “seeks for experience from traditions” in book design.

With the traditional perspective, one can find innovation inspiration and visual
elements in the traditional culture. The process of which is not to simply transplant
symbols and reproduce images, but to integrate traditional elements and traditional
culture spirits with current design based on the exploration for traditional thinking
modes, traditional culture, and traditional living styles and to endow the design with
new ideas and the spirit of the times. In other words, it is a way to inspire innovation
design with traditional wisdom. In the actual design expression, we need to pay
attention to the interaction between traditional methods and modern science and
technologies, in order to achieve “inheriting the spirit and expanding the forms”.

Exploring the developing tendency based on the future perspective. With the
future perspective, designers think of the developing tendency of things and concepts in
the future to seek for the transcendence in design. They are required to measure the
current “trend” in design, explore the tendency of the times, and lead the future
development based on the design practice and experience summary. On one hand, the
rapid development of science and technology pushes forward the future of design. On
the other hand, the advancing thinking of design continuously plays a leading role in
our future creation.

We can have a look at “The Football Experience” device in Cristal Arena KRC
Genk as shown in Fig. 8. It shows the cases of sport injuries with life-sized 3D
dummies. The device comes into “life” with the touch-sensitive interface and the
friendly interactive design as well as pictures, images, short films, words, and cartoons.
The interactive experience enables sport injuries as the content of popular science to be
easily understood. With the future perspective, the visual information communication
becomes increasingly interesting.

Fig. 8. “The Football Experience”/ART + COM
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The future perspective is mainly experimental, prospective, and scientific, which
features forward thinking. We cannot avoid the great influence on every aspect of
people’s life brought by computers, and must put emphasis on the combination of
science and technology and humanity. Artificial intelligence will definitely be a
development tendency in the future while the visual communication design domain
also plays a leading role in the change. However, designers with the future perspective
need to make the world be more higher-technology and also more human again. In the
interrelation of human – information – environment, designers also need to think how
to show the ecological view and make our lives better with design!

Penetration and integration between traditional and future perspectives. Tradi-
tional and future perspectives are varied according to time dimensions as shown in
Fig. 9. In the modern society, people’s requirements for interaction of information
communication have been higher and higher, design methods take lessons from and are
integrated with the science and technology domain, and computer software programs,
holographic display, and artificial intelligence have been increasingly grafted into
design, the application scope of which has been expanded to virtual vision from
physical presence. Design modes in the future will be more free and personalized, just
as mentioned by David Carson, “I believe that the next graphic design approach comes
from other non-design fields”. Looking into the future based on the traditional culture,
we can make design be more adaptable to the modern society with acceptable methods
of information communication.

Traditional culture and modern design, even future design are supposed to be
penetrated into each other and integrated with each other. For the traditional culture, we
should deeply probe into its charm of history, philosophical ideas, culture spirits, and
traditional wisdom other than simply transplant the symbols. The future design is also
probably rooted in the thinking with the traditional perspective. It is now an important
task for Chinese designers to think about this pair of perspectives and also an inevitable
problem which cannot be avoided in seeking an innovation path for Chinese design.

4 Conclusion

The fast speed of the aging of the population makes people concern more about old
people’s health conditions. The improvement of sleep quality can directly affect their
health status. This paper mainly analyzed the sleep quality of the elderly from the
perspective of physiology and furniture. However, there are many factors that can
influences their sleep quality such as mental condition ‘daily habits’ interpersonal

Fig. 9. Mind mapping of traditional and future perspectives
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relationship and economic status. When designing furniture for the elderly, we must
have a clear understanding of their needs and design products that are fit for their use so
as to improve their quality of life.

“Complementary understanding” provides us with a cognitive mode to cognize the
universe in philosophy. The paper introduces it into design and gives cognitive modes
of five pairs of complementary perspectives for observing, analyzing, and summarizing
design problems, so as to have profound and comprehensive knowledge of design
thinking objects.

Constructing the cognitive mode with the “complementary” perspective, basically
is an activity for cognizing objective items under the guidance of dialectical thinking.
With the cognitive mode, we can avoid the defect of failing to profoundly and com-
prehensively conduct the research in the same research perspective, observe objects
with opposite, exclusive, and contradictory “complementary” perspectives, and master
objects in a dynamic, developing, associated, and comprehensive way. In thinking
activities of design, we can arouse the thinking and design intelligence, boost the
creativity with the convergence and divergence of thinking, abstract summary and
specific description, scientific rational thinking, and intuitive epiphany, and therefore
achieve the purpose of creative design.

The purpose of the “complementary” perspective is to observe objects from dif-
ferent points of view, discard the old visual and perceptual experience, break the
obsolete rules and regulations, and find innovative points in design for constructing
new rules. This process is as follows: selection – breakthrough – reconstruction. The
cognitive mode of forward and reverse perspectives can help us break thinking barriers
from the opposite side and obtain the “impossible” creativity; the cognitive mode of
commonness-seeking and difference-seeking perspectives enables us to have profound
and comprehensive knowledge upon the commonness and individuality of design
thinking objects, and lay a foundation for the translation and generation of visual
images through heterogeneous assimilation and homogeneous alienation together with
analogy and association; the cognitive mode of self and non-self perspectives requires
designers to recognize the difference perspectives between themselves and design
targets. In most cases, changes of the neutral position and perspectives in design can
bring different design ideas and concepts; the cognitive mode of ordered and unordered
perspectives tells that the nature world is the best source of design inspirations.
Designers can cognize design thinking objects between nature and artificiality, regu-
lations and freedom, and rules and imagination. The cognitive mode of traditional and
future perspectives enables us to view from different time dimensions, appeal to protect
and actually take in the traditional culture, continuously explore new directions in
design, and lead the future of design, which makes design indeed adapt to people’s life
style in a more reasonable and perfect way.

The digital information era is calling for an associated, integrated, systematic, and
diversified thinking mode of design. We need to cognize problems in design from
multiple perspectives, and solve them with comprehensive methods. With the cognitive
modes of the “complementary” perspective, we can dialectically think about the
complementarity between contradictory ideas meanwhile our innovative thinking
ability can be developed comprehensively and profoundly.

.
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Abstract. Background. Understanding the relations between user perception
and aesthetics is crucial for web design. But it is frequent in today’s graphic and
media design that rules, established by practitioners even before the advent of
Internet and still untested empirically, are taught at design schools and widely
used for online interface design. So far, there is no well-established linkage
between the in-class recommendations and our empirical knowledge on
usability, for which design plays a role just as crucial as web projecting. Will
webpages that are better from the designers’ viewpoint perform better in terms
of usability? And can one have a list of recommendations tested empirically?
This is especially important for large-scale organizational web spaces where

design plays a huge role in brand recognition and visual unity. Large web spaces
need complex ergonomic assessment both on the level of selected nodes and on
that of architecture/navigation. Of many large web spaces, university portals suit
best for elaboration and pre-testing of such a methodology, as they serve various
publics, contain sub-domains, and often face criticism for their user-unfriendly
design and messy structure.
Objectives.We aim at creating a two-level usability expert test for a large web

space that would be based on design recommendations tested empirically, thus
eliminating the necessity of tech-based assessment of newcoming products. In
this paper, we elaborate the node-level methodology. For this, basing on leading
design literature, we create a page usability index (U-index) for ‘good’ design
that provides quantitative measurement for traditional design decisions on the
micro- and macro-level of a web page. Then, we test by eye tracking whether
‘better’ design (corresponding to higher U-index values) favors a particular
pattern of content consumption – not ‘random search’ but more efficient
‘reading’.
Research design. To check whether web design measured qualitatively cor-

relates with perception of web pages as tested by eye tracking, we first define
target nodes by collecting the hyperlink structure and constructing web graphs
for three web spaces of the biggest universities in the USA and Russia (Harvard
University, Moscow State University, St. Petersburg State University). For this,
we combine web crawling and web analytics. Second, we construct the U-index
with the maximum value of 22. Third, to assess user perception of the target web
pages, we create a series of tasks on information search and measure three test
parameters (number of eye fixations, duration of fixations, and saccade length)
and their derivatives, as well as heat maps. To avoid bias in quantitative
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measurement, we use two eye trackers (one head-fixed, one stationary) to test
the results in parallel. Fourth, for finding correlations between U-index and
eye-tracking results, descriptive statistics (Spearman’s rho and Cramer’s V) is
used.
Results. First of all, our results suggest that various types of eye tracking

hardware produce very different test results; this implies that eye tracking
research always needs pre-testing. Second, we see that heat maps may be very
suitable in express assessment of the web design quality, which speaks in favor
of preserving some eye tracking tests in the final methodology. Third, we see
substantial difference between Russian universities and Harvard: the latter,
indeed, shows that features of web design correlate with eye tracking experience
of the assessors, while for the Russian university websites, even after their
repeated attempts of redesign, it remains unclear whether web design contributes
to better user experience. For Harvard, the web pages with a higher usability
index tend to facilitate ‘reading’ instead of ‘search’. Fourth, micro-level ele-
ments of the layout seem to contribute more to the general index and, thus, may
deserve bigger attention of web designers.

Keywords: Web usability � Web design � Aesthetics � Eye tracking � U-index

1 Literature Review

Algebra and harmony: linking aesthetic parameters of web design to user experience.
Inter-relation between web usability and web aesthetics is believed to be one of the
major research areas within web usability studies (Hassenzahl and Monk 2010;
Bargas-Avila and Hornbæk 2011). In 1990s – early 2000s, the first ‘aesthetics vs.
interface usability’ studies by Kurosu and Kashimura (1995) and Tractinsky et al.
(2000) showed that visual appearance casts independent impact upon user perception of
their interaction with interfaces. Later, many studies showed the influence of aesthetics
on perception of usability (Ben-Bassat et al. 2006; Thüring and Mahlke 2007) and
overall user impression (Schenkman and Jönsson 2000); the latter work even stated that
the best predictor for the overall user judgment on a website was its aesthetic appeal.
But till today, there is no clear answer whether and, more important, in what way
aesthetics on the whole or its particular aspects are linked to web usability. As Tuch
et al. (2012) have noted, several later studies have proved the linkage itself, while
others showed there was no direct relation between the two.

There are, to our viewpoint, several reasons for the absence of clear answer to this
‘beautiful and/or usable’ dilemma – despite the fact that there is growing evidence of
the positive answer to it (Sonderegger and Sauer 2010). At least partly, it lies in the
‘lack of experimental studies manipulating aesthetics and usability as independent
variables’ (Tuch et al. 2012, p. 2). Also, most works that explore the linkage and may
state causal relations between aesthetics and usability, use the data that are correlational
by nature (Tractinsky et al. 1997; van Schaik and Ling 2003, 2008; Hassenzahl 2004;
De Angeli et al. 2006), and ‘the causality is solely a matter of theoretical reasoning and
cannot be tested by existing data’ (Tuch et al. 2012, p. 2). While we do see a problem
with causality/correlations, we would argue that the first problem – the lack of
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experimental studies – seems to be a bigger one. In our viewpoint, it partly lies in the
fact that, today, web design comprises the areas of design activity as different as
prototyping, layouting, graphic design, and web architecture&navigation. Partly due to
this, it seems hard to establish a clear set of measurable variables that could be tested
via objective means like eye tracking.

The majority of works that claim testing the web design actually test architectural
and navigation problems. This comes from early academic works on web design (see
Goldberg et al. 2002 as one of the earlier examples setting this trend), but in many
today’s web agencies prototyping/layouting and graphic design for web are considered
different professions; working with page structural elements lies somewhat in between,
as the set of necessary elements is defined by account managers and prototypists, while
their visual appearance and relative visual salience is the designers’ area of responsi-
bility. But this duality in the understanding of what is actually analyzed by eye tracking
tests is virtually never addressed in academic works. Thus, a line of studies have
focused on menu layouting (McCarthy et al. 2004; Leuthold et al. 2011) as a ‘design’
element. Similarly, some studies have looked at the page elements that are most
attractive for specific audiences, calling them ‘design elements’, which are actually
page structure ones. Thus, Djamasbi et al. (2010) have shown that ‘a main large image,
images of celebrities, little text, and a search feature’ are the design elements that attract
Generation Y audience. But among the elements named, there are no graphic design
ones as such. Many works assess layouting features (Buscher et al. 2009).

A sub-area that comes closer to linking graphic design and web usability testing is
heuristic evaluation (Nielsen 1994; De Kock et al. 2009). The works in this research
zone provide multiple criteria for heuristic evaluation (see the Multiple Heuristic
Evaluation Table excerpts, De Kock et al. 2009, p. 131). But as this method is based on
expert evaluation, the way the assessment criteria are formulated (‘all the text in black
font is easy to read’, ‘the graphics convey information clearly’) cannot be applied for
objective measurement of design features.

Also, there’s a range of works that test the so-called first user impression; in the
2000s, it was shown that the ‘good’ design (as measured by users) raises the level of
user satisfaction (but not the efficacy of information search; Phillips and Chaparro
2009). The authors even claimed that visual appearance had a long-lasting impact upon
user satisfaction, since design perceived as better helped maintain the positive
impression even after user interactions with manipulated pages. Another study
(Lindgaard and Dudek 2002) also found that, even if user satisfaction dropped sig-
nificantly after running flawed web pages, the aesthetic perception remained high.
Reinecke et al. (2013) inter-changed the independent and dependent variables and tried
to predict users’ first impressions by correlating them to perceived visual complexity
and colorfulness; a similar effect on ‘what is usable is beautiful’ was discovered by
Ilmberger et al. (2008). But these studies are united by seeing aesthetics as just
‘high/low’, ‘good/poor’ (e.g., Moshagen et al. 2009). Even the famous study by Lavie
and Tractinsky (2004), despite complicated methodology, results in measures like
‘clean’, ‘symmetrical’, ’pleasant’, or simply ‘aesthetic’ design. Studies in related areas
also used the ‘attractive/non-attractive’ division, rather than measurable parameters
(see, e.g., Sonderegger and Sauer 2010; Quinn and Tran 2010).
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Some works, though, provide a closer look at some single design elements. Thus, in
their famous study ‘Eyetrack III’ of early 2000s, the Poynter Institute have hinted that
smaller case and shorter headlines would lead to higher usability results (Outing and
Rual s.d.). Lindgaard (2007), as many other colleagues afterwards, focused on color
and color combinations, while Cyr et al. (2010) have stated cross-cultural differences in
the impact of color on user experience. Bernard, Chaparro and Thomasson, as early as
in 2000, have stated that whitespace amounts play a role for subjective user satisfac-
tion, rather than for task performance; later works (Coursaris and Kripintris 2012)
further proved the mid-level of whitespace as a significant factor in raising user
experience data.

More systemic works that try to catch a variety of aesthetic features of web design
are, i.e., found in two other literature streams. One of the research areas worth looking
at is the one on visual complexity of websites and various types of images. Thus, we
take into account the work by Pieters et al. (2010) where they state and describe the
‘design complexity’ (as distinguished from ‘feature complexity’), as well as show that
design complexity raises, not lowers, the efficacy of ad perception. The criteria of
design complexity provided by the authors are, again, non-measurable; but the authors
make an attempt to measure it in terms of yes/no, and we will partly follow this logic.
But perhaps the stream of literature and experiments that comes closest to objec-
tivization of web aesthetics is the one that derives from the works by Ngo and col-
leagues (Ngo 2001; Ngo and Byrne 2001; Ngo et al. 2000, 2003 and others). Thus,
based on them, Purchase et al. (2011) have elaborated 14 aesthetic parameters like
balance, equilibrium, symmetry etc., all measured (0:1), and showed their relevance for
user experience. This work is a rare attempt to bring objective measurement into the
highly subjective area of aesthetics.

But what these works still lack is the relation between specific graphic design and
layouting recommendations, on one hand, and user experience, on the other. Till today,
qualitative assessment of web pages remains largely detached from the literature for
graphic designers and web designers where practical advices in color, spacing, lineage
and other artistic aspects were discussed by design gurus. This paper aims at finding
correlations between qualitative assessment of design of web pages and eye-tracking
results for the same web pages, thus (possibly) linking the existing tradition of graphic
design to today’s understanding of web usability and its metrics. In other words, we
would like to test whether recommendations provided in today’s design manuals are,
indeed, relevant and may be combined in a checklist of sustainable and testable
recommendations.

University websites as the testing ground: 5-step usability assessment for large
organizational web spaces. Among various types of websites, large web spaces (e.g.
web portals of large organizations) remain under-researched in terms of user satis-
faction in both ergonomics and web architecture and navigation. Today, analysis of
web efficacy has reached the level when it is possible to analyze not only individual
web pages but large web segments that include hundreds of thousands of pages; in
most cases, they can be reconstructed as networks via web crawling (Blekanov et al.
2014). They represent web clusters where the same design pattern needs to be repli-
cated but also necessarily changes for sub-domains and within the page hierarchy.
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Thus, large web spaces, especially web portals of large organizations, may represent
suitable objects for elaboration and testing of comparative methodology of assessment
of efficacy of web design. In this research zone, web analytics is intertwined with
design, engineering psychology, and micro-ergonomics. Thus, for such research
objects, web metrics and usability metrics should be viewed as two inter-dependent and
interweaved sets where dependencies are still to be checked and tested.

Among large web spaces, university web spaces represent a special cluster and suit
well for our analysis, as they serve very different publics, are multi-task, contain
sub-domains and often evoke criticism for their messy structure and user-unfriendly
design. Moreover, they are available to the researchers full-time, which made uni-
versity websites a popular research object. University websites have become a usual
object for both single-country (Zaphiris and Ellis 2001; Hasan 2012) and cross-cultural
comparative web usability tests. Our novelty here is that we treat the university website
as a web space where the basic design elements are responsible for brand recognition
despite the differences between schools and colleges inside a university, as well as
presence of many additional pages within university web clusters. For this paper, we
still focus on the core websites of the universities (the main-domain sites) but aim at
expanding the research to the ‘web space’ level.

We have selected the web spaces of Moscow and St. Petersburg State Universities
as the two largest universities in Russia, and also Harvard University website known
for its minimalistic design; we expect the latter to work in a way as a benchmark for our
assessment of the two Russian universities.

2 Research Design and Methodology

For large web spaces, we propose a complex usability test based on three steps. Step 1:
selection of key nodes for analysis (by web crawling and web analytics), Step 2:
ergonomic (page-level, or node-level) tests, Step 3: architecture and navigation tests
(for the detailed account, see Bodrunova et al. 2016). In this paper, we focus on Step 2
and use Step 1 for page sampling. Also, in order to pre-test the suggested methodology,
we will introduce a comparative component into the study.

A special role in any web space belongs to key architectural and network nodes;
their usability and navigation through them must be looked at with special attention.
We will focus on testing the key nodes comparable in terms of their position in graphs
and the main website menus (that is, the nodes that were meant to become key pages
and are, indeed, performing these roles).

For Step 1 (selection of web pages), a web crawler with specialized modules was tested
(Blekanov et al. 2012) and adapted. As a result of web crawling for the three uni-
versities, three web graphs were reconstructed. Based on them, we have singled out
comparable pages. We have included into pre-testing high-rank web pages only, as
based on their network centrality data: a page had to belong to top pages by at least one
of SNA centrality metrics for all three universities, to be comparable in its overall
structure and aims to its counterparts and, third, to play an important role in the
structure of the university website.
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The following pages were chosen (15 pages altogether): homepage; university
news; university structure (+ contacts of the faculties/institutes/personnel); scientific
life (coverage of main scientific events); university life (announcements and short
news-like coverage).

For Step 2a (qualitative assessment). Despite their importance, elements of graphic
design traditionally considered responsible for readability and user friendliness of a
media interface (and used, e.g., in newspaper layouting), were not tested well enough,
neither individually nor as a complex. These elements are parts of the so-called
composite-graphic model (further referred here as CGM), or, in a simpler and less
precise way, a layout (which is the result of application of the CGM to a particular
page). To overcome the term mess existing in today’s literature and described above,
we will use CGM as a referenced-to whole that comprises page-level and element level
components. We state that there is no agreed methodology of CGM usability testing.

As stated in Sect. 1, most researchers focus on just one or several aspects of visual
organization of a page and formulate dependencies that relate user experience to par-
ticular elements of CGM. But we take into account the integrity of a web project; this
implies a certain hierarchy in designers’ decision-making. Thus, based on works by
Velichkovsky (2010), we have divided CGM’s visual organization into two levels. The
macro-level comprises composition, color, zonation, and page-level spacing and deals
with heterogeneity, content combination, and visual saliency of layout elements;
micro-level comprises individual-block parameters, typography, inter-line spacing, and
syntagmas and deals with readability and cognition speed.

For single page assessment, we have elaborated a qualitative index of usability for a
web page (GCM usability index, or U-index) based on a wide range of literature on
traditional newspaper design, digital news design, web design, and perception theory.
We focus not only on the works of graphic design gurus as Arnheim or Berlyne but
also on over a dozen today’s popular design and web design manuals.

In the U-index, we have also combined the findings of those who analyzed the
layouting features and the scarce findings on the web graphic design. On the
macro-level, we have taken into account notion of website visual complexity and
cognitive load (Pieters et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2014), as website complexity seems to
play a role exactly for the mode of webpage consumption: high-complexity websites,
counter-intuitively, tend to facilitate the ‘reading’ mode (see below; Wang et al. 2014).
In the test tasks, both levels were taken into consideration.

The index includes the following categories:

– macro-level: overall type of layout; layout module structure; vertical spacing; page
zonation; creolization of the layout;

– micro-level:
• syntagma: line length, line length in title block, leading (inter-lineage spacing);
• typography: contour contrast, tone&color contrast with background, font

adaptivity, x-height, font&line length combination.

Each of the 13 chosen parameters were given values (0; 1) or (0; 1; 2). The overall
maximum index of a page equals to 22.
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Our goal is to test the U-index on the whole, as well as on the macro-and
micro-levels. In future, individual parameters of the U-index are to be tested; but we
first wish to prove that there is, in general, a link between user experience and the
index.

For Step 2b (quantitative test), we have elaborated the information search tasks for each
page based on the existing practices of usability testing (Broder 2002; Rose and
Levinson 2004), as well as on the pre-assumption that there are two modes of a user’s
interaction with a page: that of search and that of reading, as suggested by Velich-
kovskiy (2010). The mode of ‘reading’ is desirable, while the mode of ‘search’ is not,
as in the existing studies ‘reading’ implies focused studying of target content, while
‘search’ implies random looking for it on a page. The tasks we designed were oriented
to finding a piece of target content, not to in-depth understanding or long-term memory
on it, as such tasks let assess how quickly ‘search’ transforms into ‘reading’ and
whether ‘reading’ dominates. Thus, five tasks were elaborated, each one adapted for
three different pages; we made sure they were comparable in each case. So far, the task
complexity as an intervening factor was not tested within our pre-test.

The testing methods we use are heat maps and metrics of eye movement. Among
the latter, eye fixations are assessed, most often by three metrics (Salvucci and
Goldberg 2000; Poole et al. 2004): the number of fixations, their duration, and saccade
length (the distance between two fixation dots on the monitor). We explore the
‘search’/‘reading’ modes by these metrics as well as their derivatives.

Two new derivative metrics that we suggest are calculated as mean deviations of
the main eye movement metrics. Thus, while mean fixation length provides hints on
overall mean readability of the page, mean fixation length deviation tells whether the
layout is the same throughout the page, or some parts of the content are consumed
faster than others. Similarly, mean saccade length deviation hints to the dynamics of
‘search’/‘reading’, thus enriching our knowledge on the overall content consumption
pattern described by the average saccade length. Lower deviations would tell of the
‘reading’ pattern, while higher deviations would be a sign of ‘search’.

Then, we have introduced several more comparative elements into our research
design and sampling.

First, as several recent works have stated that only fixations over 300 ms count, we
created two datasets for each university – namely, the one with all the fixations of eye
motion and the one with the fixations of 300+ ms. Thus, we will analyze the eye
tracking results comparing the samples of all fixations and of fixations of 300+ ms.

Second, we will compare the results of the two eye tracking methods: the quan-
titative measures (number of fixations, fixation duration, saccade length, and the
derivative metrics) vs. heat map assessment. We further elaborated the latter quanti-
tatively and included five metrics in our study:

overall number of red spots on the screen (in N -> 0; 1; 2);
number of red spots close to the target element (in N -> 0; 1; 2);
size of the maximal red spot closest to the target element (in mm -> 0; 1; 2);
intensity of the biggest red spot closest to the target element (qualitatively -> 0; 1);
diameter of the maximal red spot closest to the target element (in mm - > 0; 1; 2).
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Third, to be able to recommend the U-index to professional designers, we wanted to
ensure that the results of assessment are not hardware-dependent and that any eye
tracker would produce similar results. Two eye trackers (one stationary and one
‘unobtrusive’ with head fixation) were used. Two groups of four assessors each per-
formed the same search tasks on one of the two eye trackers.

Thus, as heat maps were tested on the first eye tracker only, for each of the 15 pages
chosen, 13 qualitative and 10 to 15 quantitative/mixed-method variables were assessed.
Of the 13 variables in U-index, 3 figures were formed (for micro-level, macro-level,
and their combination). Thus, the pre-test sample includes 40 entries with a single web
page as the unit of analysis; 20 entries were measured by 18 variables each, and other
20 by 13 variables (excluding heat map analysis). All data on eye movement were
assessed twice – within all-fixation and 300+ ms samples. For the resulting variables
and research design overview, see Table 1.

After the eye tracking test, we have looked for correlations between independent
(U-index) and dependent (eye tracking) variables applying two different statistical
metrics – Spearman’s correlation metric and Cramer’s V cross-tabulation metric.

Table 1. Testing the U-index: the research design and variables

U-index, general 
(Uigen)

U-index, macro-level 
(Uimac)

U-index, micro-level 
(Uimic)

vs.

Variable 
category

Variable 
sub-category

Fixations Variable 
category

All
fix.All 300+

Number of 
fixations

Number of fixations 
(Nfixall)

x x Overall N of red spots (Nrspots) x 

Fixation 
duration

Average fixation dura-
tion (Dfixall)

x x N of red spots near target (Ntar) x 

Mean duration deviation 
(Dfixmall)

x x Max red spot size (Maxsize) x 

Saccade 
length

Average saccade length 
(Savall)

x x Max red spot intensity (Maxint) x 

Mean length deviation 
(Sdevall)

x x Max red spot diameter (MaxD) x 

Eye tracker 2
Variable 
category

Variable 
sub-category

Fixations
All 300+

Number of 
fixations

Number of  fixations 
(Nfix300)

x x 

Fixation 
duration

Average fixation dura-
tion (Dfix300)

x x 

Mean duration deviation 
(Dfixm300)

x x 

Saccade 
length

Average saccade length 
(Sav300)

x x 

Mean length deviation 
(Sdev300)

x x 
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3 The Research Hypotheses

H1. We consider eye trackers to be equivalent in their capacity of measuring
user-interface interaction efficacy. Thus, two assessor groups will provide similar
results.
H2. We consider web design to cast impact upon user interaction experience. Thus,
U-index (measured on micro-level, macro-level, and on the whole) will correlate
with user experience metrics.
H3. In our opinion, efficient design should facilitate the ‘reading’ mode. Thus, we
hypothesize that, on the pages with better CGM (that is, with higher U-index),
subjective user experience will be more like ‘reading’, not like ‘search’. That is, it
will have:

lower number of fixations;
lower mean fixation duration;
lower mean fixation duration deviation;
lower mean saccade length;
lower mean saccade length deviation;
bigger and more intense ‘heat’ grouped around the target elements.

H4. Despite the existing literature, we do not expect the results for all-fixation
sample to differ from the 300+ ms one.
H5. Due to its minimalistic design, Harvard will perform better than the Russian
universities in all the aspects.

4 Conduct of Pre-test

For the pre-test, each assessor was asked to conduct 15 tasks (one task for each page),
where the tasks for each page type were identical. Average session duration was
between 30 and 40 min. As the tasks were similar but language-dependent, all the
assessors were native Russian speakers with good command of English as well (EILTS
6 or higher). The eye tracking procedures took place in soundproof rooms. The same
supervisor assisted at the procedures. The groups were homogeneous in terms of age
(Master students) and were slightly familiar with all the three websites before the test.

5 Results

All in all, application of descriptive statistical metrics has returned the following results
(only significant, marked bold, and slightly insignificant, marked italic, values are
included). Please see Table 2 for Spearman correlation for groups 1 and 2, and Table 3
for Cramer’s V for groups 1 and 2.

H1 proves to be wrong. As evident from the Tables 2 and 3, we have discovered
high differences in the results that we received from the two groups of assessors. This
brings in new premises for future eye tracking research of web interfaces, as it is not
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only the quality of eye tracking data that are of concern (Holmqvist et al. 2012) but also
the nature of the eye tracker itself that matters. Our suggestion for continuation of our
own research is to use the ‘unobtrusive’ eye tracker – not because it has produced more
substantial results but due to its unobtrusive nature.

H2, as we see, looks partly proven. Eye tracker 1 seems to reject it, except for the
heat maps, and with the latter, only Harvard shows significant correlations for three of
five variables. But eye tracker 2 shows that nearly all kinds of the suggested variables
form significant correlations with the U-index for Harvard, and the traditional
all-fixation-encompassing variables make it for SPbU; the results are also partly sup-
ported by Cramer’s V. This, first of all, provides the premises for future research, as the
U-index seems to have relevance, at least in the case of one university (Harvard). Then,
we need to know why MSU, SPbU and Harvard produced so different results; other
factors, perhaps, need to be taken into consideration, as we definitely see that there is an
overall cause of a dramatic difference between Harvard and MSU in terms of

Table 2. Spearman correlations for groups 1 and 2
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(p=,086) 0,605**
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Uimic -,609** ,597** ,648** ,474* ,776** -,699** -,631** ,736**

MSU Uigen
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SPbU Uigen ,437 
(sig.0,053) -,467*

Uimac
Uimic -,483* ,543* -,549*
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correlation between the U-index and assessors’ performance, be it the overall mini-
malist style of the Harvard web design or some other outer factor. But we also need to
notice that language must, evidently be excluded as such a cause, as web design
features seem to facilitate the assessors’ performance, but in English – contrary to
expectations, as the assessors were Russian native speakers. So far, we can say that
traditional metrics (that is, all-encompassing number of fixations, fixation duration, and
saccade length) worked for two universities on eye tracker 2, and 300 + metrics did so
only for Harvard, as well as deviation metrics introduced by us. At the same time, we
cannot help noting that the mean deviation metrics also worked well for eye tracker 2,
especially in case of 300+ ms metrics. This may mean that mean deviations may be

Table 3. Cramer’s V cross-tabulation for groups 1 and 2
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used to detect not only the direct efficacy of eye motion (e.g. timing of eye motion) but
also more sophisticated patterns of content consumption.

H3 is also partly proven, and our results bear the logic of the ‘reading’ pattern,
especially in case of Harvard. For this university:

for heat maps, H3 is supported, as the U-index is higher if:
more red spots are there on the screen;
more red spots surround the target content;
diameter of the major red spot near target is bigger.

For quantitative metrics, the situation is more nuanced than we hypothesized. Thus,
indeed, higher U-index correlates with lower overall number of fixations, as well as
lower saccade length and its mean deviation. That is, efficient pages are consumed with
fewer ‘stops’ and smaller ‘jumps’ around the page. But at the same time, as soon as we
take into account only ‘long stops’ (fixations of 300+ ms), the bigger number of
fixations and saccade length, the better. Taken together with the fixation duration, these
metrics form the ‘reading’ pattern, while big numbers of short fixations and short
saccades form the ‘random search’ pattern.

H4, as seen from H3, is wrong; moreover, the case of Harvard shows that both
overall and 300+ ms fixations metrics need to be taken into consideration in the
usability tests, as they relate to different patterns of user-interface interaction, if taken
together with other metrics.

H5 proves right on available data but definitely needs further research. Thus, on the
whole and on micro-level, Harvard shows stronger correlations between qualitative
assessment and eye tracking results. This may mean that Harvard needs smaller
improvement of design to get the same user efficacy; also, design has a bigger chance to
cast impact upon user-interface interaction within the university web space. Taking into
consideration absence of clear picture for MSU and almost the same picture for SPbU,
we conclude that design of the Russian university websites has smaller impact upon
user experience and, thus, must be less efficient than that of Harvard.

6 Conclusion

So far, our results suggest that, at least in some cases, there is linkage between qualitative
‘designer’ understanding of efficient web design and user experience in content con-
sumption. For Harvard, we have discovered that web pages more efficient from the
designer viewpoint tend to have the ‘reading’ pattern (relatively small number of long
fixations quite distanced from each other) and not the ‘search’ pattern (a lot of short
fixations with short ‘jumps’ between them). This means that the U-index (after more
testing and fine-grained research) may become a practical instrument for web designers
and experts in practical web usability tests. Also, we have discovered the necessity to
combine the variables to describe ‘search’ and ‘reading’ patterns in a more nuanced way.

But at the same time our results for the Russian universities show that web design
might be irrelevant for assessors’ performance on search tasks; counter-intuitively,
native Russian speakers demonstrated a more solid pattern of interaction with the
American website, rather than with the Russian ones. Further research is needed to
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define the factor that prevents web design from casting impact upon user experience in
the latter cases.
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Abstract. Infographics become viral on the internet and social media, offering
people visual information in an easy way to consume and share. The design,
story, and data all play an important role in infographic. However, the latter two
were less explored than the first one. Hence, this study conducted an association
analysis between the two variables, “content topic” and “appeal type” from the
infographics which received more than 10000 page views on Visual.ly. The
study comprised the two phrases. Phase 1 aimed to classify the categories for
both the two variables by card sorting and cluster analysis. Next, association
analyses were performed in phase 2 to discover the connections between the two
important factors of infographics. The results were as follows. (1) The content
type was divided into the four categories: “statistical data”, “original insight”,
“life issues” and “development progress”. (2) Web infographics adopting “ra-
tional appeal” were more than those adopting “emotional appeal”. (3) A sig-
nificant association did exist between content type and appeal type. Rational
appeal was usually used with the contents of statistical data, and emotional
appeal was usually applied in the topics of development progress and life issues.
Overall, the findings could serve as a foundation for further studies in info-
graphic, and enable designers to enhance users’ experience in visual
communication.

Keywords: Infographic � Content topic � Appeal type

1 Introduction

1.1 Background Information

Infographics is a visual representation of knowledge to convey message in a quick and
concise way. With the coming of digital age, internet becomes an important platform
for people to communicate with each other, leading that a new breed of infographic has
evolved to be for mass communication in blogs or social media and been an excellent
tool for commercial marketing in recent years (Rendgen and Wiedemann 2012). To fit
within a width of web media, this new infographic turns into a long and skinny form
(Lankow et al. 2012).

Infographics is a combination of information and graphic, meaning that both are the
main elements. Compared to graphic, information issue is less explored in the field of
infographic. Slembrouck (2011) pointed out that information consists of graphic, data,
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and storying, implying that the latter two factors are essential to probe into the
information aspect of infographic. From the viewpoint of commercial profit, peoples’
attentions mean huge potential of economic value, resulting that attention turns into a
crucial and rare resource (Davenport and Back 2002). Hence, infographic with stunning
visuals is applied widely in social media platform. Laskey et al. (1995) pointed out that
effects of communication are influenced by content and appeal of product. In contrast
to infographic, these two properties are quite similar to data and storytelling. The
former is the theme of selected content, and the latter is an approach to guide people
with a specific content to generate resonance. Therefore, this study took “content topic”
and “appeal type” as the two factors to explore the info aspect of infographic. (Fig. 1).

Advertisement is a typical application of information design. The message content
conveyed through advertising usually focus on the characteristics, benefit, or features
of the product or the service (Rotzoll et al. 1989). Except for informativeness, the
entertainment is also necessary for content (Steinbock 2007). Hence, letting people has
an experience with fun is an important issue in modern marketing in order to leave
them with a message to take away. As for infographic, clarifying the categories of
content topic people are interested in will provide valued references for academic
research and design practice.

Moreover, appeal means an approach seeking to build a link between the content
and viewers’ resonance. Design and marketing staff attempt to achieve an effective
communication through various appeal types (Hsiao 1991). In order to choose an
appropriate classification for infographic, this study collected related scholars’ view-
points and integrated them in Table 1.

The numbers of types might be different; however, there is a general agreement in
among most of them in classifying appeals: rational/emotional appeal, which is been
widely used in related researches (Rothschild 1987; Ju 1995; Turley and Kelley 1997).
Hence, it was took as basis of appear type in this study, and been described as followed.

Fig. 1. Main factors of infographic
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• Rational appeal: This approach aims to focus on conveying functional, utilitarian, or
practical message to persuade viewers.

• Emotional appeal: This approach is concerned with people’s psychological and
social needs in order to gain recognition.

In order to measure the appeal type of various message media, a linker scale is a
common tool adopted in many researches (Chen 2003; Lin and Tu 2006). For instance,
Lin and Tu (2006) used seven-point Likert scale with following the two questions:
(1) this commercial focuses on delivering the message with value, function, or benefit.
(2) this commercial focuses on delivering the personal, social, emotional, humor
message. Then the stimuli was classified based on participants’ subjective scoring.
Therefore, this study used seven-point Likert scale to measure the appeal type info-
graphic adopted.

1.2 Research Questions

The survey and analysis of this study would clarify cognition of infographic, and
enable designers to enhance users’ experience in visual communication. Overall, the
research questions were as follows.

1. Classifying the categories of content topic of infographic.
2. Survey on the proportion of appeal type adopted by infographic.
3. Examining the association between content topic and appeal type.

2 Experiment

2.1 Method

Classification is a method to explore construction of knowledge. The process of
assigning the stimuli into groups by similarities can enable the clarification of com-
monality and differentiation among groups. Hence, the methodology of this study was
as follows.

Table 1. List of related appeal types

Scholar Types

Vanghn (1980) Think/Feel
Aaker and Norris (1982) Informational/Rational/Image/Cognitive/Emotional/Feeling
Puto and Wells (1984) Informational/Transformational
Snyder and DeBono (1985) Functional appeal/Symbolic appeal
Rossiter and Percy (1987) Positive/Negative
Johar and Sirgy (1991) Utilitarian appeal/Value-expressive appeal
Kotler (1991) Rational appeal/Emotional appeal/Moral appeal
Ju (1995), Turley and Kelley
(1997)

Rational/Emotional
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1. A card sorting was used as a tool to classify the content topic of stimuli by par-
ticipants. Additionally, based on the angle of rational and emotional appeals, a
seven-points of Likert Scale was adopted to measure the appeal type of stimuli by
participants’ subjective scoring.

2. The assignment results of all participants were analyzed by cluster analysis to find
the commonality within each cluster and the differentiation among clusters. Both
the dendrogram and agglomeration schedule were used to determinate the numbers
of clusters. The former is a tree diagram for illustrating the arrangement of clusters,
and the latter is a numerical summary descripting the combination process of the
cluster of stimuli.

3. After classifying both the content type and appeal type of stimuli, an association
analysis was performed to uncover the relationships between these two variables in
order to identifies how content topic are associated with appeal type of infographics.

2.2 Stimuli

According to Alexa Internet top 500 sites analytics (Alexa 2015), Visual.ly is the
infographic website with most page views in recent years. The infographics with more
than 10000 views from Visual.ly Community were sampled as the stimuli.

To reduce variability and experiment overload, these stimuli were filtered and
examined by the three reviewers with more than 6 years experiences in graphic design
and infographic based on quality evaluation of design, communication, and visual
storytelling (Kimura 2010). The reviewers assigned each stimulus to one of five
options: “strongly agree”, “agree”, “neither agree nor disagree”, “disagree”, or
“strongly disagree”. A stimulus would be preserved if it obtained a “strongly agree” or
“agree” score from at least two reviewers. Finally, 203 infographics were sampled as
the stimuli for experiment.

2.3 Participants

To ensure reliability and validity of card sorting data, Gaffney (2000), Tullis and Wood
(2004) recommend 30 as a proper number of participants. Thus, 30 senior under-
graduates in design related courses from Chung Yuan Christian University took part in
the experiment. All were 22 years old, gender balanced, and obtained a certificate of
high-intermediate level of General English Proficiency Test.

2.4 Variables

The definitions of the variables were as follows.

1. Content topic: it refers to a theme conveyed by infographic. The content topic of
each stimulus is determined by classification using card sorting and cluster analysis
by all participants.
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2. Appeal type: it refers to an approach to develop a link between information and the
people’s approval. “Rational appeal” and “emotional appeal” are two broad types
(Ju 1995). The appeal type of each stimulus is determined by cluster analysis on
subjective scoring using seven-point Likert scale by all participants.

2.5 Procedure

The procedure of experiment was as follows.

1. Apparatus: An ACER Laptop (Intel i7-3612 Processor, 4096 MB RAM, 15-inch
screen, resolution of 1366 * 768 pixels) was prepared with ACDSee Pro 2 software
for participants to view, rearrange, and classify stimuli.

2. Procedure: The experiment was preceded by appointment. Before each experiment,
the researcher gave out the instructions regarding classifying stimuli into groups
based on similarities of content topic and scoring appear type by seven-point
Linkert scale in the questionnaire. When there were no further questions, the
experiment was begun without time limitation.

3. Data registering: Upon completion of the experiment, the researcher registered the
stimuli in all clusters. Moreover, an interview was conducted and recorded if the
participant’s reasons for assigning and scoring stimuli in order to clarify each group
characteristics and differences in the clustering process.

2.6 Statistical Analysis

Following these procedures, 30 valid data sets were obtained and then analyzed by
cluster analysis to build a clustering hierarchy based on distance or similarity of
observations. The analysis procedures were as follows.

1. Distance matrix: The data of card sorting were to be converted into a distance
matrix, a numerical form of data which could be analyzed through cluster analysis.
Parser for Cluster Data, from the Computer Aided Kansei Engineering (CAKE)
software by Chuang and Chen (2004) was used as the tool to convert the collected
data into distance matrix.

2 Cluster analysis: The distance matrix obtained through CAKE was then analyzed by
the hierarchical clustering function of SPSS software for cluster analysis, generating
the classification results.

3. Chi-square test: Finally, the frequency distribution of stimuli was build based on the
classification results, and calculated for association between the two categorical
variables: content topic and appeal type.
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3 Results

3.1 Cluster Analysis of Content Topic

In order to classify the content type, the process of cluster analysis was represented in
the two forms. One is a dendrogram, which is a tree structure of clustering process
rescaled into a range from 0 to 25. The other is an agglomeration schedule table,
showing (1) the stage of clustering order and cluster of stimuli to be merged at each
stage, (2) the coefficient registering distance as stimuli were merged, and (3) the dif-
ference of coefficient values between its stage and next stage. Usually, the maximum
difference was considered to be an indicator to stop clustering (Huang 2000). Thus, this
study adopted the stage of maximum difference as the critical point to decide the
number of content type.

The agglomeration schedule was summarized in Table 2, which extracted the
stages of first clustering in each cluster and when the stage clustering stopped. When
the stimulus 6 were merged into the group of stimulus 3 at stage 199, the difference
between stage 199 and 200 registered the maximum of 18.192, revealing it as the
critical point to stop clustering.

Meanwhile, four clusters were found after the combination of stimulus 6 and 3 in
the dendrogram (Fig. 2). Hence, four categories of content types, cluster I, cluster II,
cluster III, and cluster IV were classified by all participants. Subsequently, the clusters
were named after the combination characteristics according to the clustering results and
the participant interviews.

1. Cluster I: Totaling 107 stimuli in this cluster. It accounted for 52.7% of sampled
infographics. The common theme of which was various research survey or issue
coverage with huge volumes of statistic data. Such as “Facebook vs Twitter”, it
made various comparison of the percentage distribution among users background
and online activity between these two iconic social medias. The content of info-
graphic tended to be more informative than entertaining. Thus, this cluster was
named as “statistical data”.

2. Cluster II: Totaling 21 stimuli in this cluster i.e., 10.3% of sampled infographics.
Except for collecting the data, this cluster aimed to offer a proper interpretation from

Table 2. Summary of agglomeration schedule of content type

Stage Cluster combined Coefficients Difference Stage cluster first
appears

Next stage

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 1 Cluster 2

1 200 203 0 0 0 0 4
5 182 140 0 0 0 0 16
11 158 76 0 0 0 0 19
37 28 68 0 0 0 0 45
199 6 3 16.070 18.192* 196 196 200
*Maximum of difference
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Fig. 2. Dendrogram of content topic
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the result of comparisons. Such as “Social vs. Search”, it distinguishes the differ-
ences between these two online methods measure up on their own. Most people
prefer social media over search marketing. However, this infographic told us that
combing these two would lead to more powerful results. Thus, this cluster was
named as “original insight”.

3. Cluster III: Totaling 68 stimuli in this cluster. It took up 33.5% of sampled info-
graphics. The content of this cluster covered the familiar daily topics and social
phenomena. Such as “Should I Text Him”, it told us that sometimes people’s minds
and their decision-making skills are just not up to par. Then, this infographic helped
us navigate the tricky waters of whether or not we should go ahead and hit send in a
funny way. This content of infographic tended to be more entertaining than
informative. Thus, this cluster was named as “life issues”.

4. Cluster IV: Totaling 7 stimuli in this cluster i.e., 3.4% of sampled infographics. The
content of this cluster focused on a series of results for the evolution process of a
particular topic. Such as “The subjective timeline of the best gift ever”, it reflected
on a long history of boy’s and girl’s amazing holiday gifts - then and now. Thus,
this cluster was named as “development progress”.

3.2 Cluster Analysis of Appeal Type

The issue of appeal has been explored in the fields of advertising and communication
(Laskey et al. 1995; Ju 1996; Lin and Tu 2006), and rational/emotional appeal is
generally accepted. Hence, this study classified the appeal type of stimuli based on the
distribution of participants’ subjective scoring, instead of card sorting assignments task.
From the summary of agglomeration schedule in Table 3 and dendrogram in Fig. 3, the
assignments was divided into the two clusters, containing 127 and 76 stimuli
respectively.

Subsequently, Table 4 showed that the means of cluster with 127 stimuli and that
with 76 stimuli were 6.126 and 2.329, revealing that the former cluster was stimuli of
rational appeal, and the latter cluster belonged to emotional appeal. Hence, infographic
adopted rational appeal (62.6%) more than emotional appeal (37.4%).

Additionally, a t-test was performed to examine if a differences between the scoring
of rational appeal (6.126) and that of emotional appeal (2.329). From the summary in

Table 3. Summary of agglomeration schedule of appeal type scoring

Stage Cluster combined Coefficients Difference Stage cluster first
appears

Next stage

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 1 Cluster 2

1 12 198 0 0 0 0 4
7 19 37 0 0 0 0 38
201 1 3 3.152 12.505* 199 197 202
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Fig. 3. Dendrogram of appeal type
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Table 5, a significant difference existed (t = 8.376, p < .05), offering a support for the
validly of classification result.

3.3 Association Analysis Between Content Topic and Appeal Type

According the previous classification results of content topic and appeal type, the
assignments of stimuli were integrated in Table 6. Then this study conducted a
chi-square test to evaluate association between the two variables. From the test sum-
mary in Table 7, it showed that an association significantly existed (v2 = 25.883,
p = .000).

Table 4. Summary of descriptive statistics of appeal type

Appeal Type Counts Mean SD. Percentage

Rational appeal 127 6.126 .823 62.561%
Emotional appeal 76 2.329 .750 37.438%

Table 5. Summary of t-test of appeal type

95%
Confidence
interval of the
difference

t df Sig.

Lower Upper

Appeal score .017 .027 8.376 29 .000

Table 6. Cross tab of appeal type and content topic

Appeal type Total
Rational Emotional

Content topic Life issues 31 37 68
Statistical data 24 83 107
Original insight 12 9 21
Development progress 1 6 7

Total 68 135 203

Table 7. Chi-square tests

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

Pearson Chi-square 25.883a 3 .000
Likelihood ratio 26.394 3 .000
Linear-by-Linear association .506 1 .477
N of valid cases 203
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The two types of rational appeals and emotional appeals were 62.6% and 37.4%,
revealing that both obtain a considerable proportion. Further incorporating the factor of
content topic into account, it was found that significant difference existed among the
percentages of content topics by appeal types. From the statistical results in Table 8, it
signified that rational appeal was adopted usually by statistical data (77.6%) of content
topic, and emotional appeal was used usually with development progress (85.7%) and
life issues (54.4%).

4 Discussion and Conclusions

4.1 Content Topic and Appeal Type of Infographic

Based on survey of current status and statistical analysis on popular infographics, this
study classifies the four categories of content topic: life issues, statistical data, original
insight, and development progress.

According to the point that the theme of message property has the two aspects of
informativeness and entertainment (Scharl et al. 2005; Steinbock 2007), the four cat-
egories of content topic can be reorganized as Fig. 4(a). It clearly reveals that pro-
portion of informative message (black area) in the content topic of infographic is larger
than that of entertaining message (gray area). Moreover, the survey of appeal type is
depicted in Fig. 4(b), showing that rational appeal adopted by infographics is more
than emotional appeal.

In order to clearly explain the effects between the content topic and appeal type, this
study rearranges the association results in Table 9. Kotler (1991) indicated that

Table 8. Content topic by appeal type
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message in rational appeal usually conveys in a way of logic, reason, and benefit. It
corresponds with the survey results that statistical data of content type has a high ratio
in informative theme of infographics.

Furthermore, emotional appeal focuses on the pursuit of personal or social emo-
tional needs (Snyder and DebBono 1985). From the content topic survey and partici-
pant interviews, it shows that life issue is usually full of delight and entertainment, and
development progress often emphasis the features which is related to potential target
group. It provides a possible explanation for the high proportions of these two content
topics in emotional appeal.

Lastly, original insight is the only one that does not tend to favor neither rational
nor emotional appear among all types of content topic.

5 Conclusions

Infographics offer people visual information in an easy way to consume and share,
becoming a viral phenomenon on the internet and social media. Hence, this study
conducted a survey on popular infographics using card sorting and cluster analysis for
classification. Then an association analysis was performed to examine the interaction
between the two factors of “content topic” and “appeal type”. Overall, the findings

Fig. 4. Pie charts of content topic and appeal type

Table 9. Summary of association between content topic and appeal type
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could enable designers to enhance users’ experience in visual communication, as well
as further studies in infographic. The following conclusions were drawn from the
results of this study.

1. The content topic was divided into the four categories: “statistical data”, “original
insight”, “life issues”, and “development progress”.

2. Infographics using “rational appeal” were more than those using “emotional
appeal”.

3. A significant association existed between content type and appeal type. Rational
appeal was usually adopted with the contents of statistical data, and emotional
appeal was usually applied in the topics of development progress and life issues.
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Abstract. Graphic designers utilize colors or various combinations of colors to
express information effectively. However, the information expressed by colors
may be lost when viewers are color blind. This paper presents a system for the
color blind which can minimize information loss by automatic information loss
detection and color compensation. The proposed system is operated in a mobile
device, and for hardware and software independency, it periodically takes a
screenshot. To test possible information loss, the system generates the simulated
model of the screenshot and applies the equivalent segmentation algorithm to
the screenshot and the simulated model. The possible information loss is then
estimated by measuring the ratio between the number of groups in the original
design and that in the simulated model. When possible information loss is
detected, color compensation is applied to the screenshot. For inexpensive
computation, a color compensation algorithm which does not require color space
transformation is utilized. Simulation results show that the proposed application
enables color vision deficiencies to receive information expressed by colors.

Keywords: Universal design � Information loss detection � Color
compensation � Mobile device � Color blind

1 Introduction

Graphic designers utilize colors to express various information effectively. This is
because utilizing colors gives a large amount of information and insight for general
users. Unfortunately, the information expressed by colors may be lost when viewers are
color blind. A person with color blindness has the decreased ability to see color
differences, mainly due to the fault in the development of one or more of the three sets
of color sensing cones in the eye. Figure 1 shows several examples of these infor-
mation losses. When they are viewed by a person without color blindness, graphic
designs such as Fig. 1(a) and (c) are easy to notice. When they are viewed by the color
blind, however, Fig. 1(a) and (c) become vague ones like Fig. 1(b) and (d). Even
though a certain amount of information loss is inevitable, it can cause serious problems
if the information expressed by colors is critical. Hence, it is desirable to minimize
theses information loss.

These information losses can be prevented by two ways. First, special tools can be
utilized to notify designers, during the design process, that the use of certain colors
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should be avoided to minimize the information loss. That is, the information loss
depending on the characteristics of viewers is estimated beforehand. One way to
achieve this goal is to generate the simulated models of an original graphic design and
visually checking each simulated model. A similar platform is currently provided by
Adobe Systems Inc. [1]. They consider the information loss caused by color blindness,
and they let graphic designers preview their arts in the same way that a colorblind
individual would see it. However, it can be tedious to test every graphics designs.
Moreover, the platform provided by [1] does not measure the quantitative information
loss. This makes it difficult to select one design among several graphic design candi-
dates which are designed to minimize information losses. To deal with these problems,
an image analysis tool was proposed which quantitatively estimates information losses
caused by viewers [2]. This method measured information loss by measuring the
reduction of color contrast, since the contrast of colors is related with providing
objective information.

Another way of minimizing information loss is to compensate colors in a graphic
design so that a person with color blind can see the design clearer. Several color
compensation algorithms have been proposed and Daltonization method is one of them
[3]. It compensates colors by utilizing color differences between the original image and
the simulated image. Note that color differences are measured in RGB color space. An
algorithm which utilizes image segmentation and confusion line was proposed [4]. This
algorithm first applies image segmentation by utilizing hue component of an input

Fig. 1. Examples of information losses caused by viewers and display condition. (a)(c) Original
graphic design (b)(d) Graphic design viewed by a person with color blindness
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image. Then the algorithm compensates colors of the input image such that each
segmented region of the input image is laid on different confusion lines. Another
algorithms compensates colors in HSV color space [5], and an algorithm which
dynamically compensates colors depending on the color differences of the input image
was also proposed [6]. These algorithms show satisfactory results, but they are com-
putationally expensive. Several products such as Enchroma Glasses [7], Sam-
sung AMOLED Display [8], and Imagovision [9] have been introduced as well, but
they have several limits. Both Enchroma Glasses and Samsung AMOLED Display
require specific hardware to provide color compensation. Imagovision is a mobile
application and it does not require specific hardware. However, its color compensation
technique can be applied to images captured by mobile cameras only, i.e., color
compensation to contents in mobile applications is not provided. Lastly, Android itself
provides color correction mode [10], but it is currently an experimental feature.

In this paper, a color compensation system which minimizes information loss is
proposed. The characteristics of the proposed system is that the system is specialized to
mobile devices. Even though the specification of mobile devices has drastically
improved, computationally inexpensive algorithms are still required. Hence, a color
compensation algorithm which has minimal computational cost is preferable. More-
over, a color compensation algorithm which is hardware-independent is preferable, as
people use a variety of mobile devices. To satisfy these conditions, the proposed
system utilizes a color compensation algorithm which do not contain color space
conversion. The proposed system also performs color compensation only when
information loss is estimated. And for hardware-independency, the system periodically
takes a screenshot and compensate colors of the screenshot.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the proposed method is explained. In
Sect. 3, the proposed method is evaluated by several graphic designs. And I conclude
in Sect. 4.

2 The Proposed System

2.1 System Overview

Figure 2 illustrates the overview of the proposed system. The proposed system peri-
odically takes a screenshot. Then the system estimates information loss of the
screen-shot. For this purpose, the proposed system generates the simulated model of the
screenshot and applies the equivalent segmentation algorithm to the screenshot and the
simulated model. When possible information loss is detected, color compensation is
applied to the screenshot. For inexpensive computation, a color compensation algo-
rithm which does not require color space transformation is utilized.

Among various color blindness, I focus the case when viewers are protanopic. Note
that the proposed system can easily expanded to other types of color blindness. To
generate the simulated model, simulationmodel proposed by H. Brettel et al. is used [11].
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2.2 Periodic Screenshot and Image Resizing

In order to estimate possible information loss, the contents shown in a screen should be
accessed in pixel-by-pixel basis. However, for security purpose, mobile operating
systems do not allow an application to access images of other applications. To solve
this problem, I take screenshot of the contents of an application and analyze the
captured screenshot. Screenshot can be taken by either utilizing APIs mobile operating
systems provides, or utilizing rooting. I assumed that most users do not prefer rooting,
and hence, screenshots were taken by utilizing APIs. To be more specific, Media
Projection API was utilized, as experiments were conducted in Android phones.

Fig. 2. The overall system of the proposed method
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The contents in an application are changed as the user scrolls up and down. Hence,
the screenshots of a mobile screen are taken periodically. Note that the period of taking
screenshot affects the performance of the proposed system. If the period is too long,
then the proposed system would not detect the change of the contents. If the period is
too short, too much screenshots would be taken which makes the system computa-
tionally expensive.

The captured screenshot is then resized into a smaller image. This is to reduce the
computational cost for information loss estimation. Note that the resizing ratio also
affects the performance of the proposed system. If the resized image is too small, then
the accuracy of information loss estimation would be lowered. If resizing is not applied,
i.e., information loss estimation is applied to the original input, the computational cost
for information loss estimation is too expensive. Figure 3 shows the resized screenshot
of a mobile application.

2.3 Information Loss Estimation

For each resized screenshot, possible information loss is estimated by generating the
simulated model of the screenshot. First, simulated model for color blindness is gen-
erated by using the method proposed in [11]. Normal color vision is trichromatic and
any color stimulus can be specified by three cone responses and all colors visible to the
color-normal observer are included in a three-dimensional color space. For dichromatic
observers, however, any color stimulus is initiated by two cone responses, and all
colors that they can discriminate are included in a two-dimensional color space. For
instance, to imitate color appearance for a person with protanopia, a color stimulus Q
represented in RGB color space is transformed into LMS space as (1).
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Fig. 3. Captured screenshot and its corresponding resized image
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Then by using Eq. (2), a color stimulus Q in LMS space is projected onto the
reduced stimulus surface for protanopia.
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Finally, by using Eq. (3), it is again transformed into RGB color space.
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Figure 4 illustrates simulated models for protanopia.

Secondly, the resized screenshot the simulated model is partitioned into several
regions. For the simplicity of the algorithm, color thresholding is utilized. I uniformly
quantize each color component into multiple levels. And a color in a pixel is assigned
to a certain level depending on its color components. Hence, colors that fall into the
same level are considered as the same color. For labeling (i.e., counting the number of
regions in a design), a blob counting method proposed in [12] is used. Figure 3 also
illustrates the result of segmentation for the original design and the simulated model.

Finally, the information loss of the original graphic design is estimated. As a result
of segmentation, each image is partitioned into several groups. Even though equivalent
segmentation method is used, the number of groups is different and the number of
groups in the simulated model tends to be smaller than that in the original design. This
is because some colors become undistinguishable to protanopic. Thus, by measuring
the ratio between the number of groups in the original design and that in the simulated
model, the information loss can be estimated. Let NO, NS be the number of the seg-
mented regions in the original design and the simulated model, respectively. When the
number of segmented regions differs, information loss is estimated to be occurred, and
it is computed by Eq. (4).

Fig. 4. Simulated model generation and segmentation results. (a)(b) original graphic design and
its simulated model for protanopia (c)(d) segmentation result of (a) and (b)
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Information Loss ¼ 1� NS

NO
ð4Þ

2.4 Color Compensation

After estimating information loss, the system applies color compensation to a
screenshot in which possible information is detected. This is done by checking
information loss: if information loss is bigger than a pre-defined threshold, the system
determines that the input screenshot has information loss. The proposed system utilized
the color compensation algorithm proposed in [13]. For the completeness of the paper,
I briefly explain the algorithm. The color compensation algorithm proposed in [13]
replaces a RGB color component users cannot perceive with perceivable color com-
ponent. Let R, G, B be RGB color component of the input image and R0, G0 ,B0 be RGB
color component of the color compensated image. And Eq. (5) defines the relation
between R, G, B and R0, G0, B0 if users are assumed to be protanopic.

R0

G0

B0

0
@

1
A ¼

R
G
R

0
@

1
A ð5Þ

In other words, for protanopic users, RGB color space is transformed into
Magenta-Green color space. (Magenta is made by mixing equal amounts of blue and
red) Fig. 5 shows the example of color compensation. Each RGB color component
value of the left image in Fig. 5 is R = 178, G = 76, B = 47. By applying color
compensation, each RGB color component value of the right image becomes R = 178,
G = 76, B = 178. If users are assumed to be Deuteranopia, Eq. (6) defines the relation
between R;G;B and R0;G0;B0.

R0

G0

B0

0
@

1
A ¼

R
G
G

0
@

1
A ð6Þ

Fig. 5. An example of the color compensation algorithm utilized in the proposed system (Color
figure online).
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In other words, RGB color space is transformed into Red-Cyan color space. (Cyan
is made by mixing equal amounts of blue and green)

3 Experimental Results

For the evaluation of the proposed system, the proposed system was run by an Android
smartphone (Samsung Galaxy Note 4). The performance of the proposed system can be
varied by the interval of the periodic screenshot and the resolution of the resized
screenshot. Table 1 shows the operating time of the proposed system depending on the
resolution of the resized screenshot. The resolution of the original screenshot was
1440� 2560, and 1/2 means half the resolution of the original screenshot, i.e.,
720� 1280. As Table 1 indicates, the operating time was decreased as the resolution
of the resized screenshot was decreased. When the screenshot was not resized, it takes
about 3 min just for detecting information loss. When the screenshot was resized into
one-thirty-second of the original size, it takes 0.13 s for detecting information loss.
Note that the computing time for color compensation is constant for every resolution of
the screenshot. This is because the resized screenshot is used for information loss
detection only and color compensation is applied to the original size of the screenshot.
From this experiment, one might think that the screenshot should be resized to
one-thirty-second of the original size since it detects information loss the fastest.
However, when the resolution of the resized screenshot was too small, the information
loss detection algorithm can be unreliable. Hence, we set the resolution of the resized
screenshot as 9 0� 160; which is one-sixteenth of the original size. At this resolution,
the operating time of the proposed system was 0.75 s. This means the interval of the
periodic screenshot should be longer than 0.75 s. In this paper, we set the interval as
1 s. As the interval was set as 1 s, the proposed system currently can cover static or less
dynamic contents such as news and blog contents.

After setting the interval of the periodic screenshot and the resolution of the resized
screenshot, the proposed system was tested by using one image, one mobile
application [14], and one website [15]. Figure 6 shows the test images. And the
threshold for information loss was set to 0.5. When the proposed system is running, a
notification message is generated at the top of the screen when possible information
loess is estimated. And the system provides a color-compensated image when a user
clicks the notification message. Figure 6 also shows the process. In case of the test

Table 1. The operating time of the proposed system depending on the resolution of the resized
screenshot (seconds)

Resolution
Original 1/2 1/4 1/8 1/16 1/32

Information loss detection 185.24 49.54 11.75 2.54 0.60 0.13
Color compensation 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
Total 185.39 49.69 11.90 2.69 0.75 0.28
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image and the test website, information loss was detected, and color compensation was
performed. However, for the test mobile application, information loss was not detected
and color compensation was not performed.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, a color compensation system for the color blind which can minimize
information loss is proposed. The proposed system is operated in a mobile device, and
it consists of automatic information loss detection and color compensation. For
information loss detection, the proposed system periodically takes a screenshot. Then
the simulated model of the screenshot is generated and applies the equivalent

Fig. 6. Simulate results. Test 1 is tested by using an image, test 2 is tested by a website, and test
3 is tested by a mobile application.
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segmentation algorithm to the screenshot and the simulated model. By analyzing the
number of segmented groups in each image, the information loss is finally estimated.

When information loss is detected, color compensation with inexpensive compu-
tational cost is applied to the screenshot. As the proposed method automatically detects
information loss and color compensation is applied adaptively, I believe that the pro-
posed system can prevent the color blind from missing information expressed by
colors.

As future works, a more elaborate information loss algorithm will be studied. And a
color compensation algorithm which compensates colors of an image depending of the
contents of the image will be studied. Lastly, a more computationally inexpensive
algorithm will be studied so that the proposed system can cover more dynamic
contents.
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Abstract. Except for the basic function to replace walk, current customers also
desire mini car can reflect the trends of the time. So it has been an important
consideration for enterprises to meet customers’ emotional needs. The research
will understand the preference for mini car production among different age
groups of consumers in depth by Miryoku engineering theory. Evaluation Grid
method provides a way to analyze attractive factors of the products among
related researches on Miryoku engineering, which extracts the median original
evaluation (customers’ demands), the lower specific reason (product details) and
the upper abstract reason (users’ emotions) by deep interviews to experts and
thus sorts out the structure network map of the evaluation of the products from
respondents. At last, the quantification theory I establishes a functional rela-
tionship between the abstract upper emotions and the specific design details in
the kansei data, and analyzes the influence weight among the attractive factors.
Four attractive factors related to mini car were concluded. Among such attrac-
tive factors as “fashionable”, “delicate” and “elegant”, red car color maximally
stimulates the consumer’s positive emotions while the thick car body has the
greatest negative correlation with the “light” attractive factor. The innovation
method proposed by this research can rapidly obtain user’s needs, shorten the
overall operation steps and improve the development efficiency. Meanwhile, the
method can be effectively used in other industrial product designs.

Keywords: Product design � Kansei engineering � Miryoku engineering �
Quantification theory type I � Minicar � Form design

1 Introduction

Car has a long history, the French who liked to use gas invented the gas car, the British
who were proud of Watt invented the steam car driven by a steam engine. It was the
internal-combustion engine, which produced power by the detonation between the
volatile fuel and air, started the car times indeed. Consumers’ needs on car were only
the function of instead of walking during the material poverty period, even buying cars
was an entertainment of the high-society people. Ordinary people have had cars with
the development of modern science and technology as well as the improvement of
quality of living. Customers choose their favorite style among various car categories on
the market according to the work demand, interests, personality characteristics and
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values. The function difference among new products introduced by major manufac-
turers has been increasing ambiguous. Fashionable appearance, comfortable driving
experience have been the key factors of successful marketing. As household bulky
item, car reflects or symbolizes the status of consumers. Customers regard the products
as their own specialty to represent themselves.

The consumers behavior is divided into 3 basic stages by famous marketing master
Kotler Philip [1]: the first stage is the consumption of amount that people pursue the
merchandise they can afford to buy and buy; the second is the consumption stage of
quality, which means seeking genuine goods at a fair price, distinctive and high-quality
merchandise; the third is perceptual consumption stage which pays attention to the
emotional experience of shopping and interpersonal communication, it takes the per-
sonal preference as the standard of purchase decision and gives more emphasis on
“emotional value” than “functional value”. Therefore, in the age of perceptual con-
sumption, everyone has the tendency of subjective perceptual consumption. They hope
to enjoy the shopping process. They pursue grade, status and a sense of pleasure from
the heart. In recent years, mini car has been paid attention to and loved by more and
more people under the environmental-friendly design concept, their fashionable and
sunny style especially caters to the aesthetic taste and cultural quality of young group.

Due to the features of flexibility and agility and compact appearance, The mini car
(Fig. 1) can meet the consumer’s various requirements such as work and leisure.
Different from the mechanical and calm appearance of commercial vehicles, the
appearance of mini car can be freely matched according to the preference of users to
achieve easy replacement as phone covers. As household transportation mini car is very
suitable for mini life, housewives can buy food, go shopping, pick up kids and take
them on short distance driving on the mini car through the mini street. It can effectively
relieve a serious problems such as difficult driving and hard parking in the first-tier
cities which have the problems of traffic jam. At the same time, with the increase of life
cost and work competitive pressure, urban white-collar workers can purchase their
favorite transport in the mini-car market where the price is relatively low and the
quality is fine. After one day’s tired work, stylish and cute appearance of mini car can
relieve the user’s inner pressure. Meanwhile, the rising oil prices and pressure brought
by family expenses have opened up new market demand for mini car. Customers’
demands on products have been improved from the satisfaction of material to psy-
chological and emotional levels. The first impression of the new product appearance
greatly affects the consumer’s purchase preferences. The form, color and material of
new product reflect the appearance style of product, the basic function and operation
and brand influence, so the attractive appearance of the mini car will lead to consumer
recognition and emotional resonance. Therefore, how mini car design can attract
captious consumer and exploring the inner attractive factors of the customers have been
focused on research by the car designers and related practitioners.

This study mainly discusses the consumer’s preferences for the shape of mini car in
the age of perceptual consumption and establishes new emotional needs of consumers
in the new era. By using Kansei Engineering methods user’s feeling and emotion can
be converted into specific design specification. The Kansei Engineering technology
which originated in Japan in 1970s can provide reference in the early stage of new
product’s development and design [2]. At last, the abstract upper emotional vocabulary
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and lower specific design elements in the experimental data were analyzed using
quantification theory type I. In the research, the functional relation between the cus-
tomers’ emotional intention and design elements was concluded, in addition, the weight
relation of influence among attractive factors was analyzed. The paper expected to
provide the related industries with mini car and designers a designing reference to
improve the attraction to customers when developing new products.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Kansei Engineering

Kansei Engineering was developed as a consumer-oriented technology for new product
development. It is defined as “translating technology of a consumer’s feeling and image
for a product into design elements” [3]. In 1998, the Japanese Institute of Kansei
engineering was established, and the Miryoku engineering became part of it. Miryoku
engineering was a research developed by Masao Inui and Japanese scholar Junichiro
Sanui in referring to the book The Psychology of Personal Constructs written by
clinical psychologist Kelly, which provides the designers a method to make the cus-
tomers’ fuzzy perceptual cognition become specific when executing product devel-
opment [4]. It was understood that some ways to choose products by customers and the
experience of successful product design can catch the products’ attractive essence, thus
a design full of attraction would be created. The method clearly discussed the similarity
or difference relationship in the comparison between object A and B mainly by indi-
vidual interviews, thus the individual qualities of target objects were sorted out. The
attraction factors will be the key points to successful products if they can be obtained in
the products design and development as well as applied and transformed to actual
product aspects, so the extraction of charm has been worked on finding by many
designers in the design process.

The Evaluation Grid Method provides an analytic approach to product attractive
factors with theory basis among the related researches in Miryoku Engineering,

Fig. 1. Smart (source:http://china.smart.com/)
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providing stimulation according to the category of the theme and in the form of depth
interviews to know the customers’ feeling about the products’ charm, making the
participants have obvious feeling difference after the comparison of preference degree
among participants, so the participants’ original concept to the subject will be known,
thus leading to the participants’ more definite analyzing the original evaluation concept
and connecting its upper abstract concept with lower specific description, and then a
network diagram of participants’ evaluation structure of products will be sorted out.

The theoretical basis of the Miryoku Engineering is mainly in the following three
points: basic theory, modeling (Research and analysis) and design [6]. As shown in
Table 1.

2.2 Quantification Theory Type I

Theory of quantification, as a branch of multivariate analysis, began in the 1950s.
Originally it was only applied in “sociology of measurement”. With the extensive
application of electronic computers after the sixties, it was increasingly applied in the
field of natural science [7]. Japanese scholar Chikio Hayashi first invented four
non-parametric theory of quantification, which can easily handle quantitative data by
multivariate analysis [8]. Quantification theory type I are extensively applied in rele-
vant researches of Kansei engineering. Designers regard consumers’ perceptual eval-
uation as criterion variable and design elements as explanatory variables respectively.
The relationship between the two variables is established by the regression equation,
which guides the creative workers’ designing. To improve customers’ satisfaction,
Schütte and Eklund [9] took the rocker switch on the vehicle as example to describe the
product areas from the physiological and semantic perspective by kansei engineering

Table 1. Theoretical basis of Miryoku Engineering (Sources: Ujigawa, 2000)

Area Peculiarity Concept and theory Method

Basic
Theories

Definition
Recognition Inclusive recognition

Pattern recognition
Learning Fashion, Character

goods
Value system Reference groups

Modeling Structure
identification

Depth interview Evaluation grid
method
Paired comparison

Parameter
identification

Composite effect Regression analysis
Conjoint analysis

Segmentation Cluster analysis
simulationForecasting

Design Planning On-site thinking Scenario marking
Design Strategy Positioning Cognitive Map
Materializing Prototype creation User participation
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method, meanwhile collected the data from 71 persons to carry out linear regression
analysis in the dimensional matrix of quantification theory I. The results provided
design reference to the three major car manufacturers in Sweden. Qiu and Omura [10]
applied quantification theory I and factor analysis to carry out perceptual evaluation
experiment on name card design as well as introduced the establishment of the emotion
design system by the characteristic combiner automatically generating design combi-
nation. On the basis of quantification theory I and principal component analysis. Bahn
and Lee [11] proposed developing and using an emotional design framework to
identify important emotional characteristics of users and systematically integrate them
into product design attributes. Zhang and Vertiz [12] proposed that automobile interior
coordination has got more and more attention by customers. Kansei engineering is an
emotional way to quantify the relationship between design elements and customers’
emotion. This paper continued the previous research findings of indoor coordination of
commercial trucks as well as investigated and surveyed the user’s emotions in the
several visible elements of commercial truck by category classification method.
Quantification theory I was applied in this paper to describe the relationship between
visible kansei image and design elements. The results showed that the truck driver’s
“elegant” and “preference” feelings are strongly affected by the trimmed material,
shape, color, window size and map bags. The results also showed the difference
between the different emotions of the truck drivers and design engineers.

3 Research Subject

Mini-car (Fig. 1) is an important branch and application of the automobile family and it
plays an important role under the social background of energy shortage and environ-
mental pollution. Therefore, this case study takes the front styling of mini car as
example. With the gradual maturity of basic technology and manufacture, the function
difference of different cars is getting smaller and smaller. Consumers shift the focus of
attention from the function to the emotion. This enables users to pay more attention to
the appearance of the car and psychological and emotional satisfaction. Mini car with
trendy appearance can better realize the convenience of urbanism.

4 Research Method and Process

The research combined qualitative with quantitative method to explore the form design
of mini car. The experiment can be divided into two stages. In the first stage, ten
high-involvement experts were selected to determine the original reasons of preference
and aversion by the evaluation grid method of Miryoku engineering. The abstract upper
factors and specific lower factors were asked to sort out the structural map of evalu-
ation. In the second stage, the quantitative linear regression method was used to analyze
the influence relationship and the weights of the factors of various strata in the
previous stage.
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4.1 Miryoku Engineering Method

4.1.1 The Collection of Experimental Samples
As the size of mini car is big, the pictures were presented to the respondents in order to
collect the true feelings of consumers. 18 clear mini cars with a front 45° angle were
selected from network, magazines, related journals and other channels. Meanwhile, the
background color and emblem mark were removed by photoshop in case of the
emotional and visual interference. The picture size is 21cm � 30cm (Fig. 2).

4.1.2 The Selection of Respondents
The collected sample pictures in observation are not enough to evaluate the preferences
of mini car from the perspective of consumers. The driving experience, age, the plan
and wish to buy mini car were very focused on in selecting respondents. The following
five experts were determined after considering the life background of the consumers
(Table 2) (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. Revised picture of the mini car sample

Table 2. Group of tested experts

Name Age Profession Driving experience

Miss Wang 24 Animation designer 3 years
Miss Qiao 33 Real estate marketing manager 11 years
Mr Zeng 29 Dress designer 7 years
Mr Fan 37 Enterprise white-collar 5 years
Miss xie 28 College teacher 5 years

abstract reason        original reason           specific reason

rounded modeling 

lovely

affinity smooth body side

Round headlights

Fig. 3. A single evaluation project construction chart
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4.1.3 The Procedure of Evaluation Grid Method

1 Interview equipment and personnel preparation
After determining mini car as research theme, the interview samples such as product
pictures, text were printed and then placed on the table. There were one main
questioner, one record person and one photographic video person.
2 Identifying the original evaluation items
The respondents were interviewed in-depth individually with the above-mentioned
data. The respondents were asked to compare 18 mini cars and explain the original
reasons for preference. For example:
Ask 1: “What do you think of Sample 13 as compared with Sample 17?”
Answer: “I prefer sample 17.”
Ask 2: “why do you prefer sample 17?”
Answer: “because it’s rounded”
3 Asking the relationship between the upper and lower levels
After determining the original reasons for preference, the upper abstract reason
(Ladder up) and the specific details characteristics of its composition (Ladder down)
were asked.
(1) Ladder up: The upper abstract reason of the original evaluation project “rounded
modeling” obtained from the second procedure was unceasingly asked.
Ask 3: “why do you prefer “rounded modeling”
Answer: because “rounded modeling” looks very lovely and affine
(2) Ladder down: Basing on “rounded modeling”, the respondents were unceasingly
asked the specific design elements to analyze the physical property for reference.
Ask 4: What design factors make you feel “rounded modeling”?
Answer: “the smooth body side” and “round car headlights”
A median original evaluation project was sorted out in the above two steps.
A three-level architecture of upper-level abstract reason and lower-level concrete
reason is in the following.
4 Sorting out personal evaluation construction chart
All the evaluation construction projects of the respondents can be asked in turn
according to above steps. A complete evaluation construction chart of each
respondent can be concluded by three-tier connection and arrangement.
5 Sorting out the overall evaluation construction chart
Simplifying and classifying the personal evaluation construction chart of all
respondents. Gathering the overlapping vocabulary and calculating the overlapping
times to conclude the final overall evaluation construction chart of mini car.

4.2 Quantification Theory Type I

4.2.1 Collection of Data
The above-mentioned attractive factors and their hierarchical structure were made into
a questionnaire. The abstract reason and specific reason were defined as the dependent
variable and the independent variable in the regression model respectively. The
semantic vocabulary of the abstract reason is determined to be “fashionable” “refined”
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“elegant” and “dexterous”. A point table with five orders from –2 to 2 was carried out
by SD semantics [13] to quantify the customers’ psychology feelings of the 18 mini
cars. Design items are the body color, body proportions and car headlamps. The design
category was determined as Table 3. The questionnaires were distributed in the net-
work, and 100 data were collected. Finally, the final score was perceptually evaluated
by averaging method. The perceptual evaluation matrix shown in Table 4 was
obtained.

The main reasons why the customers prefer mini car as well as the weight relation
between the attractive factors and the design elements were calculated by Quantifica-
tion theory I. Category score, complex correlation coefficient, coefficient of determi-
nation and partial correlation coefficient can be concluded by statistical analysis. Their
calculation methods and representative significances will be briefly described in the
following.

(1) Category score: category score are on behalf of the relationship between the lower
specific design elements and the median original evaluation. High value means the
lower has a higher impact on the median. Meanwhile, the category score has
positive and negative points. Positive values have positive impact on the median
while negative values may have a negative impact. The calculation is as (1).
Assume that the following linear model is followed by the reaction between the
baseline variable and each item and category.

yi ¼
Xm
j¼1

Xrj
k¼1

diðj; kÞbjk þ ei; i ¼ 1; 2;. . .; n: ð1Þ

bjk is a constant term which only depends on category of project. ei is a random
error in the i sample

(2) Multiple correlation coefficient R: The multiple correlation coefficient represents
the overall influence of multiple variables on a dependent variable. Its value
represents the correlation, which is used to measure the accuracy of the prediction.
Sugiyama [14] proposed the relationship between the R coefficient and the reli-
ability in the relevant research. As in Table 5:

Table 3. Classification of design elements

Item Category

Body color
(X1)

Blue
(C11)

Red
(C12)

Gray
(C13)

Body proportions
(X2)

Square modeling
(C21)

Mellow modeling
(C22)

Honest modeling
(C23)

Headlamps
(X3)

Round
(C31)

Square
(C32)

Organic form
(C33)
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The accuracy of the prediction can be measured by the multiple correlation coef-
ficient of the sample R (namely the correlation between the predicted value and the
measured value), which can be calculated by formula (2).

r ¼ rŷy
rŷry

¼ rŷ
ry

¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
i¼1

ðŷi � yÞ2

Pn
i¼1

ðyi � yÞ2

vuuuuut ð2Þ

Table 4. Kansei valuation matrix

Table 5. The relationship between R value and reliability

R value Reliability

0.00–0.19 Predictive values showed a low correlation
0.20–0.39 Predicted values are correlated
0.40–0.69 Predictive values are strongly correlated
0.70–1.00 Predictive values are strongly correlated
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(3) The coefficient of determination (the square of the multiple correlation coeffi-
cient): The coefficient of determination is a modified value, which presents the
interpretation amount of the total variation and is an important indicator to
measure whether the forecasting ability of the model and the regression equation
are effective or not. In this research, it is the degree of the charm of mini cars
being explained by the abstract adjectives. Higher value means the charm of mini
cars can be more strongly affected by this feeling, the probability of occurrence of
the prediction error can be also reduced.

(4) Partial correlation coefficient: higher partial correlation coefficient means this
category effects more on the upper abstract vocabulary and the median primitive
evaluation contributes more to the adjectives. In order to calculate the partial
correlation coefficient, each item was regarded as a variable and formula 3 was
regarded as the quantitative data of the i sample in the j item. In this way the
correlation coefficient between an item and another item, item and the dependent
variable as well as the correlation matrix R can be concluded, on the basis of
which the partial correlation coefficient can be calculated.

xðjÞi ¼
Xrj
k¼1

diðj; kÞb̂jk i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .;m ð3Þ

5 Analysis and Results

5.1 Hierarchy Architecture of Mini Car

Five experts expressed their own preferences for mini car, as well as the upper abstract
reasons and lower specific reasons for preference by Evaluation Grid Method (EGM) of
Miryoku engineering. The overall evaluation construction figure after sorting is as
Fig. 4. It can be found that “body color and texture”, “body ratio” and “car headlights”
are more likely to arouse consumers. Among the original reasons of “body color”,
“beautiful red”, “colorful”, “distinct color block” and “bright texture” were analyzed by
customers. The upper abstract reasons of “body color and texture” include “fashion”,
“athletic” and “lovely”. In the second stage of the experiment, the abstract reasons were
transformed into kansei vocabulary to score the high-involvement group. The original
and specific reasons of the evaluation construction chart were translated into item and
category respectively. The importance degree and relationship of the two were ana-
lyzed by quantification theory type I.

5.2 Quantification Theory Type I Analysis

The appearance charm design of mini car was analyzed by quantification theory I.
Quantification theory type I is a commonly used research tool that transforms kansei
image into design elements. The established mathematic model predicts the kansei
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evaluation of consumers more accurately. 100 people were surveyed in the network and
87 valid questionnaires were collected. The effective rate of the questionnaire was 87%.
The corresponding complex correlation coefficient, constant term, partial correlation
coefficient and category score of various perceptual adjectives of mini car are shown in
Fig. 5. R is the complex correlation coefficient between the predicted and measured
values. R2 is the decision coefficient. R and R2 of “fashionable” is 0.8369 and 0.7
respectively. R and R2 of “delicate” is 0.8681 and 0.7536 respectively. R and R2 of
“elegant” is 0.8677 and 0.7529 respectively. R and R2 of “dexterous” is 0.6626 and
0.439 respectively. It can be found that the first three adjectives have a very strong
correlation while the last adjective has a stronger correlation by comparing the rela-
tionship between R value and the reliability. Consequently, the experimental data is
true and reliable.

5.2.1 Analysis on “Fashionable” Attractive Factor
According to the calculation results of quantification theory I, the biggest partial cor-
relation coefficient of “body color” is 0.8054, which shows the greatest influence on
“fashionable” of mini car. “Body color” includes “blue”, “red” and “gray”. “Red”
scored the highest, which indicates that red body color strongest stimulates the cus-
tomers’ “fashionable” emotion. While gray mini car category scored the lowest,
indicating gray color may have a negative impact on the customers’ “fashionable”
emotion.

fashionable

athletic

lovely

square

elegant

body color and texture

delicate

innovative

body proportion

car headlamps

bright color

bright texture

distinct color 

Square

lanky modelling

Generous 

Organic Mode

round

beautiful red

Fig. 4. The overall evaluation construction chart of the experts
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Kansei images R/C Item Categories PCC Scores -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4
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0
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Fig. 5. Weight score of four attractive factors
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5.2.2 Analysis on “Delicate” Attractive Factors
Among the “delicate” attractive factors, the maximum partial correlation coefficient
0.7167 belongs to “body color”, which converges with that of “fashionable” attractive
factors. But the difference of partial correlation coefficient between the “body contour”
and “body color” is not significant, which is 0.6637, indicating that both “body con-
tour” and “body color” have a greater contribution to “delicate”. Red body color
category got the highest marks while thick body contour category got the lowest,
indicating that the bright red body also gives consumers the feeling of exquisite while
thick body contours make consumers feel more bulky so that it has a strong negative
correlation effect on the feeling of “delicate”.

5.2.3 Analysis on “Elegant” Attractive Factors
Among the “elegant” charm factors, red “body color” has the strongest influence on the
positive emotion of the customers, while mellow “body contour” has the greatest
negative correlation influence. Consequently, in order to create a feeling of elegant, the
designers should choose square rather than mellow body contours.

5.2.4 Analysis on “Dexterous” Attractive Factors
“Round”, “car headlamps” has the most positive impact on “light” sensuality, but the
category score is only 0,112. Relatively its influence is limited. “Thick” body contour
category got a score of –0.6172, which has a strong negative impact on the dexterous
feeling of the customers. Consequently, in order to make mini car more dexterous, the
designers should try to avoid the use of thick body contours while consider the design
of circular car headlamps in practical operation.

In summary, “fashionable”, “delicate” and “elegant” are all strongly positively
influenced by red body color while “dexterous” is slightly positively influenced by
round headlamps. It can be found that the consumers’ perception is greatly impacted by
color choices in product design, which needs to be given enough attention by manu-
facturers and creative workers. On the other hand, if the designer intends to get more
inspiration from the form, body color should be removed during the questionnaire
survey so that the respondents can concentrate on the products’ overall shape and
details. Then the association between the product shape and emotional intention can be
fully obtained by quantification theory I, which provides the designers creative
reference.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, the form design of mini car in the perceptual consumption times was
discussed by Miryoku engineering method. With the he increasingly market compe-
tition, new products that accord with the sentiment intention of the customers should be
constantly launched so that the enterprises can be in an impregnable position in the
business. In this paper, an innovative method that combines design with the customers’
suggestion was proposed from the customers’ subjective point of view. Firstly, the
upper abstract, median original and lower specific reasons were analyzed by evaluation
grid method of Miryoku engineering. Four attractive factors such as “fashionable”,
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“delicate”, “elegant” and “dexterous” were concluded. Then the influence degree of the
median original reason (item) and the lower specific reason (category) was connected
by statistical method, and the corresponding relation between the sensible vocabulary
and the design elements is established by quantification theory I, which provides the
designers with theoretical reference. With the customers’ emotional needs become
more and more earnester, this research method can effectively increase the market share
of new products and reduce the listing risk, and also applies to the research and
development of other industrial products.
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Abstract. The purpose of this study was to explore university students’ web
browsing experience, including usability preference, aesthetics and perceived
value. The experimental samples were a set of four web pages with 45% and
55% of white space and from narrow to wide spacing. Thirty-five participants
aged between 18 and 24 years were recruited by purposeful sampling to conduct
the operational evaluation. It was interesting to note that even though the
samples were centered around 50% of white space as previous studies sug-
gested, three questions revealed significant differences: “I found the web page
unnecessarily complex,” “the layout appears too dense,” “this web page would
help me to feel acceptable.” The result also indicated that most participants
preferred more white space, which could help designers to design web pages
more accurately in accordance with user preferences.

Keywords: White space �Web pages � Usability � Aesthetics � Perceived value

1 Introduction

The user’s web browsing experience can be affected by various visual design elements
such as font, font size, color, column, spacing and layout, which are directly propor-
tional to the amount of information on the page. Each user group’s acceptable amount
of information loading is different and is limited by physical and psychological con-
straints. Too much page content may present obstacles to users.

The amount of information on web pages is related to usability, aesthetics and
perceived value. There were considerable studies on subjective preference assessment
of web design, such as visibility, accessibility [1], aesthetics, satisfaction, pleasura-
bility, attractiveness, information complexity, performance, working memory, and
visual fatigue [2–14]. The variables of these studies were design elements such as font
style [15], column width [16], proportion [2], color [17, 18], symmetry [19, 20], icon
[13, 21, 22], screen size [13] and length of table [23].

White space is also known as negative space and is accounted for a part of the web
layout. It is usually an unobtrusive blank area. By measuring the amount of white
space, one would be able to observe the complexity of web pages and the amount of
information. Therefore, white space is an important factor on web pages browsing. This
study explored white space in order to provide more effective, concise and pragmatic
recommendations for web design.
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2 Literature Review

There were many studies focused on evaluation of web pages browsing experience. For
examples, readability was influenced by the amount of words and white space [24].
White space was associated with aesthetics [3]. Aesthetic web pages accounted for 90%
of web reliability. White space on web pages and its association with usability and
artistry was analyzed and explored [25]. The relevance between white space of adver-
tisement and consumer perception was discussed from a semantic perspective [26].
Three kinds of white space were used to study the aesthetics, efficiency, utility and
satisfaction of web pages. The results suggested that the usability of a website was
impacted negatively when white space increased over 50% [3].

2.1 White Space

White space is known as negative space, which occupies a part of the web layout and is
usually an unattractive blank. There are also some in-between areas that can be called
white space, such as lines, pictures, texts, graphics, edges, fonts, paragraphs, and color
blocks. These are the space for reading content easily [27, 28]. There are other situations
that create the feeling of white space, such as the same background color and a set
combination of images. White space is not directly related to “white background” [29].
“White” is not mentioned as white color, but white means “sensibility” [30]. In addition,
the advertisement area can be seen as white space by users [31, 32].

There are a lot of studies on web design and performance. The performance issue of
web design can be determined by variables such as “position of main visual images,”
“ratio of texts and images,” “composition,” “text size,” “layout,” “frames,” “types of
hyperlink,” “number of colors” and “background colors”. Each variables are related to
the white space of web pages [3, 25, 26, 31–33].

2.2 Usability

Usability is an important element in the field of web design. It is all web designers’
responsibility to transfer information from specific web pages to users [34]. Sometimes,
users feel frustrated while gaining information on the Internet. The process or website
is not designed for user experiences could be the reason. It does not correspond to
users’ communicative and cognitive abilities [35]. “Usability” is a concept that focuses
on building an easy-to-use web interface [21, 27, 36–39]. Inexperienced users and
experienced users have different preferences [40]. The perception of usability is also
influenced by users with different backgrounds [34]. People with disabilities may have
more specific needs. Designers need to analyze the actual needs of the disabled so that
they could adapt to information technology [41, 42]. Poor design of website makes
users difficult to search information [43], and even harder to receive content from the
website [44].

The state of people receiving and digesting information from the outside world is
called “information load” [45]. “Information overload” occurred when the amount of
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information exceeds the limitation of people’s processing capacity [46, 47]. In the era
of information explosion, there are many anxious people concerning so much infor-
mation that needs to be absorbed. While information overload is a common problem
that becomes more and more serious, a variety of tools has been developed to simply
information. For example, there are tools that summarize articles automatically to
rescue people from information flows. “Summly” is one of the tools that summarizes
text, websites, and documents from vast information. In addition, “Readability” is
another tool that is built as a Google Chrome plugin. It can enhance the comfort and
readability of web pages browsing. Yahoo plans to develop a homepage for the elderly
with other universal design projects. These attempts allow users to browse the Internet
more effectively.

2.3 Aesthetics

Visual aesthetics has been shown to critically affect a variety of constructs such as
perceived usability, satisfaction, and pleasure [3, 5]. The aesthetic appearance of user
interface and its influence on users’ impressions and performance has long been
neglected in the field of human-computer interaction [20]. In fact, visual aesthetics
plays an important role in users’ evaluations of IT artifacts and in their attitudes toward
interactive systems [48]. When the same content is presented using different levels of
aesthetic treatment, the content with a higher aesthetic treatment is judged as having
higher credibility [44]. Symmetry of compositional elements significantly affects users’
aesthetic ratings of interfaces [19].

Users can generate a first impression of a web page in a short period of time and
that impression has effect on their subsequent behaviors [49]. One of the factors that
may influence users to stay or go is the page aesthetics [44]. Visual clarity and visual
richness are two important aesthetic dimensions. Visual clarity refers to clean, clear,
and symmetrical designs; visual richness refers to creativity and originality aspects of
websites [50]. The degree of visual complexity is also an important indicator of aes-
thetic preference, and people prefer a moderate level of visual complexity [51].
Responding to his recommendation about the amount of information, the moderate
amount of information conveyed by the website allowed the eyes feeling comfortable
without visual burdens and were generally more receptive [52].

Aesthetically appealing websites received higher ratings of perceived usability and
trustworthiness than non-aesthetic websites. The website scoring high on expressive
aesthetics shows a similar pattern of results to classical aesthetics [53]. The perception
of complexity is highly subjective but may be reliably measured. Understanding the
complexity of web pages as perceived subjectively by users is important to better
design of user interface [54].

2.4 Perceived Value

Web pages are mostly relevant to business purposes. Whether web design could bring
people a sense of value or not is related to whether consumers feel the value of goods.
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The difference between perceived value and satisfaction is that the former is the feeling
before buying and the latter is the evaluation after purchasing or using. Therefore,
perceived value is more applicable to the Internet generation. It could be the basis for
assessing the customer’s feeling of goods or services on the web page before buying or
not [55, 56].

Web design affects not only usability and aesthetics, but is also closely associated
to business outcomes and is an increasingly important component of promotional
strategy for many organizations. Important factors that appear to influence perceptions
of home page complexity, including home page length, number of graphics, number of
links, amount of text, and use of animation [57]. White space is an essential element in
web design and plays an important role in the visual layout and brand positioning [28].
It could be a chance to develop a more valuable brand [58]. Designers could create a
refined and elegant, high-quality and noble feeling for a high-class brand by using
white space [58]. More white space equals a more luxurious brand and website [24].
When white space is used appropriately, it allows a page to create a general flow and
balance, which in turn helps communicate the intent of the design by welcoming
readers and inviting them to stay awhile [29]. It could in turn affect market power and
further contribute to brand positioning.

Perceived value into four dimensions. (1) Emotional values: the utility derived from
the feelings or affective states that a product generates. (2) Social value (enhancement
of social self-concept): the utility derived from the product’s ability to enhance social
self-concept. (3) Functional value (price/value for money): the utility derived from the
product due to the reduction of its perceived short term and longer term costs.
(4) Functional value (performance/quality): the utility derived from the perceived
quality and expected performance of the product [59].

According to literature reviews above, white space, usability, aesthetics and per-
ceived value are related. There are tight relationships between users’ initial perceptions
of interface aesthetics and their perceptions of the system’s usability. These relations
endure even after actual use of the system [60]. In order to create a good user expe-
rience, it is important to understand the relation between aesthetics and usability, as
well as the processes underlying this relation [61]. Designers need to understand the
user’s behavior more and require a variety of design elements to adjust the presentation
of the interface. An affective response to the design’s aesthetics may improve users’
mood and their overall evaluations of the system [60].

Users of different ages and backgrounds are varied in visual load, working memory
and memory load. For the purpose of meeting the needs of all ages, it is necessary to
understand comprehensively user behaviors and preferences. By lowering the threshold
of use, users could enjoy new network service with ease and convenience.

3 Methodology

Thirty-five university students aged from 18 to 24 years old were recruited by pur-
poseful sampling to conduct the operation evaluation. The ETtoday news interface was
chosen as the sample, which was the top brand of news websites in Taiwan. Four web
page samples were designed with low (45%) and high (55%) percentage of white
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space. In order to make the experimental web pages similar to real news web pages, the
percentage of white space was only slightly modified and centered around 50%.

The web pages were arranged in a random order in order to avoid the order effect of
the experiment. The participants sat directly in front of the computer monitor and
operated the task one by one. After the participants browsed the web pages, their
affective data were collected by a questionnaire. In order to confirm the reliability and
validity of the questionnaire and ease the burden on the participants, a pretest was given
to a group of students who met the demographic criteria. Some questions in the
questionnaire that had insufficient reliability were deleted before the formal experiment.

The percentage of white space was calculated by detecting the color of each pixel
on the web page, the total white space count would be plus one if a point of white was
found. Java syntax was used for the calculation program. The meaning of texts, images
and other factors that might influence visual perception of the web pages were
excluded, in order to explore user preferences to usability, aesthetics and perceived
value of white space on the web pages. The participants’ psychological amount of
white space on different samples was also compared. The questionnaire was discussed
and formulated for the study and was based on the System Usability Scale (SUS) [37],
the aesthetic preference evaluation [5], and the perceived value evaluation [59]. The
experiment adopted a five-point Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly
agree). Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 are the experimental web pages with two different per-
centages of white space and two spacing values.

4 Results

Most of the participants had up to 5 years of experience in using a computer. The
results of previous studies suggested that medium percentage of white space around
50% was more favorable to the user. The results of this study indicated that the
participants preferred 55% to 45% white space.

It was interesting to note that even though the web pages were centered around 50%
of white space, three questions revealed significant differences. “I found the web page
unnecessarily complex” in the section of usability resulted in a statistically significant
difference (F = 3.818; df = 3, 136; p < .05). Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests showed that
sample C (3.2) was significantly different from sample B (2.3) (p < .05). “The layout

Fig. 1. Sample A with 45% white space and wide spacing
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appears too dense” in the section of aesthetics resulted in a statistically significant
difference (F = 4.007; df = 3, 136; p < .05). Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests showed that
sample C (3.7) was significantly different from sample A (2.8) (p < .05), and sample C
(3.7) was significantly different from sample B (2.8) (p < .05). “This web page would
help me to feel acceptable” in the section of perceived value resulted in a statistically
significant difference (F = 3.310; df = 3, 136; p < .05). Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests
showed that sample B (3.6) was significantly different from sample C (3.0) (p < .05),
and sample A (3.6) was significantly different from sample C (3.0) (p < .05).

Fig. 2. Sample B with 55% white space and wide spacing

Fig. 3. Sample C with 45% white space and narrow spacing

Fig. 4. Sample D with 55% white space and narrow spacing
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4.1 Psychological Amount of White Space

Toward a specific web page, different participants might have a dissimilar feeling of
white space is referred to as psychological amount of white space. The participants
preferred the samples designed with wider spacing under the same psychological
amount of white space. Narrower layout stimulated lower psychological amount of
white space. The psychological amount of white space had overall statistically sig-
nificant difference (F = 13.292; df = 3, 136; p < .05). Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests
showed that sample B (49.0%) and sample D (46.1%) with more white space were
significantly different from sample A (32.7%) (p < .05). Sample B (49.0%) and sample
D (46.1%) with more white space were significantly different from sample C (34.1%)
(p < .05). The overall anticipated psychological amount of white space was 72%–87%
less than original calculation.

4.2 The Time Spent on the Internet

It was assumed that experiences and preferences were affected by the time spent on
specific activities. The experimental results could be different if the participants spent
different amount of time on the Internet. There were four levels. (1) Users spent under
two hours on the Internet daily. (2) Three to six hours daily. (3) Seven to twelve hours
daily. (4) More than thirteen hours daily.

There was no statistically significant difference in usability. An ANOVA on the
section of aesthetics was conducted to examine significantly higher scores. “The layout
appears too dense” was highly significant (F = 4.048; df = 3, 136; p < .05). Post-hoc
Tukey HSD tests showed that sample A (3.667) was significantly different from sample
D (2.417) (p < .05) and sample B (3.357) was significantly different from sample D
(2.417) (p < .05). “Everything goes together on this site” resulted in a statistically
significant difference (F = 4.619; df = 3, 136; p < .05). Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests
showed that sample D (3.542) was significantly different from sample B (2.750)
(p < .05). “The layout is pleasantly varied” resulted in a statistically significant dif-
ference (F = 7.902; df = 3, 136; p < .05). Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests showed that
sample C (3.042) was significantly different from sample A (1.917) (p < .05), sample
D (3.500) was significantly different from sample A (1.917) (p < .05), and sample D
(3.500) was significantly different from sample B (2.679) (p < .05). “The layout
appears professionally designed” resulted in a statistically significant difference
(F = 3.654; df = 3, 136; p < .05). Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests showed that sample C
(3.167) was significantly different from sample A (2.167) (p < .05), and sample D
(3.250) was significantly different from sample A (2.167) (p < .05). “This web page
has an acceptable standard of quality” resulted in a statistically significant difference
(F = 4.567; df = 3, 136; p < .05). Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests showed that sample C
(3.375) was significantly different from sample A (2.500) (p < .05), and sample D
(3.708) was significantly different from sample A (2.500) (p < .05). “This web page
has poor workmanship” resulted in a statistically significant difference (F = 3.051;
df = 3, 136; p < .05). Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests showed that sample A (2.917) was
significantly different from sample D (1.958) (p < .05).
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An ANOVA on the section of perceived value was conducted to examine signif-
icantly higher scores. “This web page is one that I would enjoy” resulted in a statis-
tically significant difference (F = 5.803; df = 3, 136; p < .05). Post-hoc Tukey HSD
tests showed that sample C (3.063) was significantly different from sample A (2.000)
(p < .05), and sample D (3.458) was significantly different from sample A (2.000)
(p < .05). “This web page is one that I would feel relaxed about using” resulted in a
statistically significant difference (F = 3.714; df = 3, 136; p < .05). Post-hoc
Tukey HSD tests showed that sample D (3.583) was significantly different from
sample A (2.500) (p < .05), and sample D (3.583) was significantly different from
sample B (2.804) (p < .05). “This web page would help me feel acceptable” resulted in
a statistically significant difference (F = 3.937; df = 3, 136; p < .05). Post-hoc
Tukey HSD tests showed that sample D (3.958) was significantly different from
sample B (3.143) (p < .05). “This web page would make a good impression on other
people” resulted in a statistically significant difference (F = 3.518; df = 3, 136;
p < .05). Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests showed that sample D (3.583) was significantly
different from sample A (2.583) (p < .05). “This web page would give its owner social
approval” resulted in a statistically significant difference (F = 6.212; df = 3, 136;
p < .05). Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests showed that sample D (3.833) was significantly
different from sample A (2.667) (p < .05), and sample D (3.833) was significantly
different from sample B(3.036) (p < .05).

4.3 The Frequency of News Browsing

User experiences and preferences were influenced by the frequency of news browsing.
There were the following selections: one day a week, two days a week, three days a
week, etc.… and every day in a whole week. An ANOVA on the section of usability
was conducted to examine significantly higher scores. “I think that I would like to use
this web page frequently” resulted in a statistically significant difference (F = 3.022;
df = 5, 29; p < .05). “I thought the web page was easy to read” resulted in a statisti-
cally significant difference (F = 2.613; df = 5, 29; p < .05). “Everything goes together
on this site” on the section of aesthetics resulted in a statistically significant difference
(F = 2.750; df = 5, 29; p < .05). “This web page would make a good impression on
other people” on the section of perceived value resulted in a statistically significant
difference (F = 2.843; df = 5, 29; p < .05).

5 Discussion and Conclusion

User preferences are supported by experiences. In this study, factors that affect
usability, aesthetics and perceived value of web pages were examined and different
percentages of white space were evaluated. “I found the web page unnecessarily
complex” in the section of usability, “the layout appears too dense” in the section of
aesthetics, and “this web page would help me to feel acceptable” in the section of
perceived value, resulted in a statistically significant difference. The result also indi-
cated that most participants preferred more white space.
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The sample web pages were generated by lorem ipsum, and images were replaced
by grey color blocks, but the participants still felt that actual banner images should be
there. It was the experience from the participants’ original memory. Some participants
did not interpret text spacing as white space and the psychological amount of white
space was lower than actual calculation. This research provided a method to evaluate
usability, aesthetics and perceived value of white space on web pages. It is hoped that
in the future, designers could design web pages more accurately in accordance with
user preferences. A variety of user preferences cannot be anticipated without further
studies. There are a lot of website design standards such as WCAG (Web Content
Accessibility Guidelines) while more and more network services are related to cus-
tomization. In the future, white space could be the key factor to improve the user’s web
browsing experience.
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Abstract. Visual conventions are perceptually efficient graphic agreements with
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daily life. It becomes a studying-worthy issue on whether such conventions can
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knowledge inference. Both expert and novice participants were enrolled in our
experiment. The result indicates that conventional elements in visualizations can
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performance improvement can be seen from shorter response time on achieving
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1 Introduction

Visualizations act as key media for perceiving, understanding, reasoning and interacting
with the sheer volume of data and information in the Big Data era. Understanding what
does the visualization mean, and how it creates meaning are paramount tasks for both
audiences and designers. The essence of each visualization is not to provide information
solely, but to act as a platform and inference start point from which the audience could
frame new information and knowledge [1]. In other words, how we designers can make
the visualization much clearly through visual representations and encoding methods is
crucial for constructing the inference point for audiences. Among visual representations,
acquired codes, together with perceptual cues can leverage readability, comprehensi‐
bility and familiarity of visualizations [2]. Visual conventions, the perceptually efficient
graphic agreements that are shared by both the users and designers, can lead to faster
recognition and less effort spent. Apart from this, the emergence of knowledge visual‐
ization [3] makes it a worthwhile issue to investigate the function of visual conventions
and perceptual cues in the perception and inference when interacting with visualizations.

2 Background Work

Visual conventions and metaphors are indispensable factors in improving the efficiency
for information discovery, extraction and transfer [4]. They make the diagrammatic
representation superior to sentential one in aspects of searching and identifying data.
Larkin and Simon [2] concluded that diagrammatic representations can make relations
between individual elements more explicit, which facilitate and simplify perception and
comprehension. Encoding forms, like color and size, do carry a lot of cultural conven‐
tions. For example, color includes many common emotional and aesthetic associations,
and sizes can be used to represent the relative importance of entities [5]. As is depicted
in Fig. 1(a), the size and lightness indicate the number of linkages the dot may contain;
and in Fig. 1(b), the lightness of BLUE means the volume of rainfall in each month,
which coordinate with the perceptual decoding conventions and become universally-
used visual representations provided to the end user. These encoding forms are termed
as visual representation conventions. But whether their associations with entities can be
perceived depends largely on the context.

(a)                               (b)

Fig. 1. Visual representation conventions in visualization design (Color figure online)
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Abundant evidences in linguistic domain suggest that integration of visual conven‐
tions and metaphor facilitates comprehension. And user performance will suffer once
violating these. Santa-Maria and Dyson [6] investigated what would happen in seeking
information on websites that violate visual conventions, like putting the scroll bar on
the left side. They found that user performances are far better when interacting with the
convention-conforming websites than those in convention-violating ones. The efficiency
of searching in latter context will get improved after trainings. Lai and Curran [7] defined
the mapping process during the conventional or novel metaphor cognition as a process,
not representation stored in the long-term memory. They used N400, the neural indicator
of the ease of retrieval in lexical research domain, to depict the ease of retrieval and
comparisons of concepts through conventional metaphors and metaphor-free contexts.
However, effects of visual metaphors varied from novices and experts, as it would serve
as a mental scaffolding tool for novices, despite that these metaphors help the recon‐
struction of their knowledge structure. Owing to the skillfulness for experts to consoli‐
date their background knowledge, metaphors will greatly facilitate their retrieval of new
knowledge [8]. Concepts of conventions and metaphors originate from linguistics, and
researches emerge with the focus of visual language.

As uses of visual conventions and metaphors lead to the ease of memory retrieval
and information extraction, it may also play an important role in visual inference, which
is characterized by the use of spatial relations to highlight conceptual ones, to represent
meaning, and chunk information for computational efficiency [9]. The inference process
is a higher cognitive process, which is indicated by Wang et al. [10] in the Layered
Reference Model of the Brain (LRMB) (Shown in Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Cognitive flow of perception and comprehension of visual stimuli

Entities in the upper dashed box are cognitive levels mentioned in LRMB, and entities
in the bottom box depict the cognitive flow of perception and comprehension of visual
stimuli, which consist of interdependent processes, with the former processes serve as
basis for the latter ones.

Researches on inference in visualization demonstrate that these diagrammatic repre‐
sentations can improve reasoning, both in aspects of accuracy rate and inference time
when compared with sentential representations. Bauer and Johnson-Laird [11] extended
the conclusion drawn by Larkin and Simon [2] in target searching only, and found that
more valid inferences and faster responses were made with diagrammatic representa‐
tions. Grant and Spivey [12] found that attentional guidance can improve reasoning in
a problem-solving task that relies on a diagram. They related attention capture theory
with inference-making, but they discussed little about the mechanisms supporting the
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facilitation of making inferences. Fabrikant et al. [13] suggested that visually perceptual
saliency corresponding to relationship of thematic relevance can affect viewing behavior
and enhance the efficiency of spatial inference making, which can be manifested in eye-
tracking data. Borgo et al. [14] investigated the impact of visual embellishment on visu‐
alization memorization, visual searching and concept grasping. Under the instruction of
concept grasping, identification of key concepts within or behind visualizations were
required. Despite the incremental difficulty, no higher-level of cognition was mentioned
in their research. Mineshima et al. [15] explored the efficacy of Euler diagram in syllo‐
gistic reasoning and the checking of invalidity of an inference. They uncovered that the
better performance of Euler diagram derived from the explicit visual representation of
relational structures of elements.

Despite the fact that effect of visual representation on inference-making has been
studied, little is known about the influence of visual conventions on perception and
inference in visualizations. In addition, whether the influence is equivalent from expert
to naïve users remain to be studied. That is why we focus on the effect of conventional
metaphors in capturing, analyzing and reasoning about information in this study, and
experimental data are compared between experts and novices. It is a worthwhile issue
for visualization designers in order to create a more effective visualization and bring
about more enjoyable user interactive experience.

3 Experiment Method

The study is based on the taxonomy of visual conventions, including color, spatial
metaphor and some guidelines in Gestalt theory, like adjacency. These conventions are
integrated into visualizations, which describe a context of certain topic.

3.1 Participants and Equipment

20 participants were enrolled from Department of Industrial Design and Department of
Mechanical Automation in Southeast University. A classifying procedure, which is
similar to Lee’s in [8], was administered to identify all participants into expert and novice
group.

Three questions were asked: (1) Have you ever had experience of reading diagrams
or InfoViz (Information Visualization) before?; (2) Have you ever built diagrams in data
analysis platform, like Excel or Tableau, etc.?; (3) Do you know some principles in
interface design, including information encoding and data visualization, or combine
those guidelines into your practice? Question (1) was designed to ensure that each
participant has experience in reading diagrams, thus their experience should not be
interferential variable. Question (2) was set to ensure that they are able to distinguish
difference between two kinds of visualizations. For each time they choose the diagram
format in the data analysis platform, they might keep in mind the relationship between
the data category and visual representation format. The last question was to classify
participants into two groups, with those being expert as well as having know-how
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knowledge of designing interface of visualizations in Expert Group, and those getting
no prior experience in designing visualizations in Novice Group.

There were altogether 10 participants in Expert Group, and 10 in Novice Group.
Their ages range from 19 to 27 (Mean1 = 23.1, SD1 = 1.66, Mean2 = 21.7, SD2 = 1.77),
and all participants have normal or corrected-to-normal vision, without color blindness
or weakness.

The experiment was carried out in the Ergonomics Lab of Southeast University,
under the normal lighting condition (40 W daylight continuous current tungsten lamp).
All the stimuli were presented, and both behavioral and eye movement data were
collected by Tobii Studio 3.3.0. In addition, the display of visual stimuli was presented
on a CRT monitor, of which CPU main frequency was 3.0 GHZ and display size was
17 in. (1280 pixels * 1024 pixels).

3.2 Procedure

Each participant underwent two blocks, and one block is featured by plain visualizations
with no conventional representations; the other is featured by visual conventions. A
randomized block experimental design was adopted in order to counteract the influence
of block sequences. During the experiment, eye movement data were recorded by Tobii
X2-30. Eye tracking indices including total fixation number, fixation duration were
analyzed statistically. In order to get whether participants had made correct choices,
their answers were recorded in the form of multiple choice.

Experiment tasks were chosen based on three main purposes or actions when inter‐
acting with info graphs [16] as is shown in Fig. 3. Participants would complete four tasks
on each stimulus, and the four tasks were set according to the above-mentioned three

Fig. 3. Hierarchy of tasks in the interaction with visualization
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actions. The example task instructions are listed in Table 1. In Task One, participants
were instructed to localize the exact point in the visualization. In Task Two, simple
comparisons between two values were required. While in Task Three, they were
instructed to compare multiple pairs of values and even tendency of the data series,
which is more demanding and complicated than Task II. In Task Four, participants were
required to make inferences and get more abstract and potential information in those
graphics. The general complexities of these four tasks are incremental.

Table 1. Examples of task instructions and the corresponding action categories

Task no. Actions Example of task instructions
Task one Localization Point out the range of precipitation in Feb. 2015
Task two Query Figure out the tendency of variance for precipitation in May 2014

and 2015
Task three Compare the volume for which precipitation varied in May and Jun.

from 2014 to 2015
Task four Inference Which month of 2016 carries the largest probability of waterlog?

Additionally, visualizations used in our experiment are elaborately designed, to
achieve the equilibrium of both perceptual and cognitive loads across the stimuli. All
the information depicted in the visualizations is extracted from daily life to ensure that
participants are familiar with those contexts, like precipitation of City A or citation
number of research topics in certain journal. However, hardly can they predict or infer
from their prior knowledge without viewing the stimuli.

There are altogether 56 trials in two blocks, with 28 in each. Each stimulus has four
trials in accord with corresponding four tasks. The experiment flow of one core experi‐
ment unit is established in Fig. 4. The task instructions were presented until participants
pushing the button and indicating that they have finished reading and fully compre‐
hended the instruction. Then, commentary about the visualization was displayed,
providing background information of the following visualizations. The fixation marker
followed, lasting for one thousand mini-seconds. Then the diagram was presented for
infinite time until response was made. Multiple choices followed, to record the answer
of each question. All 28 stimuli in each section were pseudo-randomized to ensure that
in each pair, stimuli with visual conventions have exactly 50% chance to be displayed
before plain stimuli, and vice versa. After participants finished each task, a 5 min break
was set to ease tiredness.

Fig. 4. Experimental flow for one block
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4 Results

Behavioral, subjective and eye-tracking data were collected to compare subjects’
performances of four individual tasks under conditions of visualizations with and
without visual conventions. ANOVAs and paired t-test method were employed to
compare whether there is significant difference between two experimental conditions;
and whether performances vary significantly between expert and novice group.

4.1 Behavioral Data

Behavioral data includes response time and accurate rate under each condition for two
groups. Among all the 20 subjects, two subjects’ response time in Task Four in plain
visualizations were rejected, for they asked question about task instructions during the
presentation of diagrams. Their response time is replaced by the average response time
of their group.

Response Time. As is shown in Fig. 5, both expert and novice groups responded in
shorter time under visualizations without visual conventions in task one and two. These
two tasks feature in localizing single or smaller amount data points than Task Three.
However, performances under diagrams with visual conventions are better than those
under without conditions in task three and four. These two tasks involve comparing
multiple data points (N > 2) along the entire time span, and reasoning about abstract
conclusion.

Fig. 5. Response time for two groups of participants under different experimental conditions

2 * 4 repeated ANOVA (two visualization categories, four task categories) was
carried out to further analyze the differences. In expert group, the main effect of visu‐
alization category on response time is not significant (F = 3.552, p = 0.064, α = 0.05,
η2 = 0.049), but task category exerts significant effect on response time (F = 8.962,
p = 0.000, α = 0.05, η2 = 0.115). The interaction effect of diagram and task categories
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is significant (F = 18.180, p = 0.000, α = 0.05, η2 = 0.209). In novice group, the main
effect of visualization categories and task category on response time is significant
F1 = 4.723, p1 = 0.033, 𝛼 = 0.05, 𝜂2

1 = 0.064; F2 = 11.130, p2 = 0.000, 𝛼 = 0.05, 𝜂2
2 =

0.139. The interaction effect of diagram and task categories is significant (F = 11.425,
p = 0.000, α = 0.05, η2 = 0.142). The set of ANOVA result indicates that whether
visualizations containing visual conventions or not may affect novices’ response time
considerably. Both expert and novice participants responded faster under visualizations
with visual conventions than those without conventions in the last two tasks, which
support the conclusion that conventional encodings can facilitate more complex tasks
like comparison and knowledge inference. It should be noted that when the task is to
localize specific data points, that is to say when the task is comparably easy to conduct,
visualizations without conventional encoding will be more conducive.

Figure 5(a) and (b) shows response time for expert and novice participants under
conditions of two kinds of visualizations respectively.

Accuracy Rate. Accuracy rates under different conditions are established in Fig. 6. It
can be seen that accuracy rate of both expert and novice group gradually declined as
task difficulty increasing in visualizations without visual conventions. However, accu‐
racy rate of acquiring information from convention-conforming encoding diagrams
showed an ascending tendency, from task one to task three. When it comes to task four,
accuracy rate for those two groups of participants dropped remarkably. But expert group
still outperformed novice group when there were visual conventions contained in the
diagram in task three and four. According to Fig. 6, accuracy rate of novice participants
in task three is higher with visually conventional diagrams than the one with plain visu‐
alizations. But the discrepancy narrowed in task four. What needs to mention is that
accuracy rate of expert group in task four is higher than the one in the convention-free
section. Paired t-test result indicates that experts’ performance are significantly better
in task four under conventionally encoding representations (t = 2.813, df = 69, Sig.(two-
sided) = 0.006, α = 0.05). But the difference does not reach to significance in task three
for novice participants (t = 1.270, df = 69, Sig.(two-sided) = 0.208, α = 0.05).
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Fig. 6. Accuracy rate for two groups of participants under different experimental conditions
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For expert participants, whether the visualization is plain or visually conventional
make significant difference for accuracy rate (F = 8.357, p = 0.005, α = 0.05). But the
difference is not significant for novice (F = 0.079, p = 0.780, α = 0.05). The interactive
effect of representation category and task feature shares the same pattern, in which for
expert groups, the interactive effect is significant (F = 5.884, p = 0.018, α = 0.05), and
it is not significant when for novice participants (F = 2.162, p = 0.100, α = 0.05).

The result indicates that visual conventions contained in InfoViz carry little effect
on novice participants’ comprehension. However, it will significantly aid expert partic‐
ipants to correctly make inferences. When multiple data point’s localization and compar‐
isons were required, visualizations with visual conventions will help them to acquire
information, reason about new knowledge and make decisions. Combining with the
result of response time, novice participants can make more accurate options with less
time spent when there are conventions in the visualization, so as to expert participants.
This means that general performances of participants get improved in the conventional
section. In another word, conventions will help participants to perceive information and
make inference. But if the task is relatively simple, like localization of single data point,
participants with common visualization will perform better. We hypothesize that the
lower performance in task one and two when visual conventions were displayed may
have something to do with unfamiliarity and the increase of perceptual load.

4.2 Subjective Data

Each participant would fill in the questionnaire as feedback after their completion of the
entire experiment. In the questionnaire, five questions were listed: (a) Which section of
representation facilitate your acquisition of information? (b) Which task is more difficult
for you to answer? Question (c)–(e) corresponding to task one, task two and three, task
four listed in Fig. 3 were set to get feedback of confidences of task completion across
two groups.

Table 2 shows that the most majority of participants classified task four as the most
difficult task to complete, validating the task arrangement in our research. Figure 7 shows
the result of Question(c)–(e). Most participants claimed that plain visualizations facili‐
tated their information-grabbing and decision-making in task one. As task difficulties
mount, an increasing proportion of participants preferred to the conventionally encoding
visualizations, rather than the plain ones, supporting the merit of visual conventions
from a subjective perspective.

Table 2. Subjective difficulty evaluation of four tasks across participant groups

Task one Task two Task three Task four
Novice group 8.33% 0 16.67% 75.00%
Expert group 13.33% 13.33% 13.33% 80.00%
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4.3 Eye-Tracking Data

Total Fixation Duration (TFD). The index of total fixation duration measures the sum
of duration for all fixations within an AOI [17]. This index is often adopted in compre‐
hension and evaluation of human cognitive process and also mental load. In our study,
mean of total fixation duration for participants in two conditions of visualizations are
presented in Fig. 8. For two groups, it is conspicuous from the figure that total fixation
duration was less than that in without-convention diagrams in task three and four.
ANOVA results indicate that main effects of visualization and task category are signif‐
icant on total fixation duration across two groups (F1 = 16.782, p1 = 0.000, 𝛼 = 0.05,
𝜂

2
1 = 0.015; F2 = 19.394, p2 = 0.000, 𝛼 = 0.05, 𝜂2

2 = 0.050). Paired t-test supports the
significant difference between TFD in task one, two and task three, four (Sig1-3&4.(two-
sided) = 0.000, Sig2-3&4.(two-sided) = 0.000, Sig3-4.(two-sided) = 0.055, α = 0.05;). No
significant effect of participant groups is found, despite the gap depicted in Fig. 8.
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These are consistent with the hypothesis that visually conventional diagrams can
remarkably shrink cognitive workload for participants. In addition, cognitive load
increases from the task of data localization to knowledge inference. For total fixation
duration can generally give us a good indication of the attentional allocation to an object.
The interactive effect of visualization and task categories is also significant (F = 9.724,
p = 0.000, α = 0.05, η2 = 0.026), which supports the hypothesis that with the variance
of task categories, whether diagrams containing conventional encodings or not is impor‐
tant to information acquiring and higher-level cognitive activities, like reasoning and
making comparisons among multi-data points. According to ANOVA results, the main
effect of participant group is not significant on TFD (p = 0.988, α = 0.05). And inter‐
active effect of participant group and diagram category is not significant neither (p =
0.848, α = 0.05). The non-significance means that knowledge background of participants
exerts little implication when there is visual convention contained in the visualization.
That is, visual conventions can be equally perceived for both expert and novice users.
The finding deepens definition of visual conventions of perceptual agreements across
users.

In spite of the fact that visualization format is marked as the covariate, we are
surprised to find that the covariate also has an effect on total fixation duration (F = 5.970,
p = 0.015, α = 0.05, η2 = 0.005). In our future study, we may focus on the interactive
effect of different forms of visualization and visual conventions on information percep‐
tion and knowledge inference.

Fixation Count (FC). The index of fixation count measures the times participant
fixates on an AOI [17]. Mean fixation counts of expert and novice participants are
established in Fig. 9. The mean fixation count varied across conditions with the same
pattern as what is presented in Fig. 8. To be specific, mean fixation count, when visually
conventional encodings were not presented in diagrams, was remarkably more than
those in visually conventional diagrams. The advantage of visual convention is increas‐
ingly significant when it comes to task three and four, concerning more complex task
features. However, in task one and two, the advantage of visual conventions weakened.
We attribute the demerit of visual convention in task one and two to the stand-out of
visual encodings. Some participants gave us feedback after experiment that their atten‐
tion might be attracted to the most salient elements, whereas the attention-grabbing
element might have nothing to do with the task. For example, the largest size of bubble
signifies the most click amount of Keyword A (in June), but what we instructed partic‐
ipants to search for is the click amount of Keyword B in September. The saliency of the
largest bubble thus became a distractor for participants.

To further support the conclusion, ANOVA was conducted. Main effect of visuali‐
zation and task category are significant (F1 = 19.714, p1 = 0.000, 𝛼 = 0.05, 𝜂2

1 = 0.018;
F2 = 32.386, p2 = 0.000, 𝛼 = 0.05, 𝜂2

2 = 0.081). Interactive effect of these two elements
is significant on the mean fixation count for two participants groups (F = 16.663, p =
0.000, α = 0.05, η2 = 0.043). The significant interactive effect highlights that the influ‐
ence of conventionally consistent diagrams varied as the task features change.

According to the theory that information can be further processed only when it was
fixated, more fixation count in plain visualizations can lead to the conclusion that the
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amount of information needed to get in-depth analysis is more than those in visualiza‐
tions with visual conventions. The more the to-be-processed information is, the more
cognitive load for participants will be, no matter what group of participants is, for the
main effect of participant group is not significant (F = 0.003, p = 0.960, α = 0.05, η2 =
0.000). Another explanation for fewer fixation counts in convention-conforming visu‐
alizations is that these visual conventions provide more guidance for visual search and
high-level cognition. As is shown in Fig. 6, accuracy rates of task three under with-
conventions conditions are higher than those under without-convention conditions. In
another word, fewer fixations were made but higher performances were achieved with
these visual conventions. For two groups, the FC differences under two conditions during
the completion of task two are significant according paired t-test result (Sig1.(two-sided)
= 0.012, Sig2.(two-sided) = 0.019, α = 0.05).

5 Conclusion

We measure performance and cognitive loads in dimensions of behavior and eye move‐
ment patterns. Eye-tracking measurement can be a good complement of behavioral
experiment method, since it can qualitatively and quantitatively reflect cognitive loads
for users. Future research will in-depth discuss effect of specific conventional represen‐
tations on visual perception and new knowledge generation. Under conditions of plain
and visually conventional visualizations in this study, following conclusion can be
drawn:

• Visualizations containing visual conventions can facilitate multiple data points
search, comparison and new knowledge inference. However, the advantage for visual
conventions over plain visualization does not emerge when task is relatively simple,
like searching for only single data. The advantage of conventional visualizations for
more complex task manifests itself in shorter reaction time, higher accuracy rate, less
total fixation duration and fewer fixation counts.
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• Visual conventions can be equally perceived by expert and novice groups. That is,
regardless of the prior knowledge for users, visual conventions can enhance percep‐
tion and inference performance. Meanwhile, cognitive load can be significantly
reduced when interacting with visual conventional representations.

• When compared with plain visual representations, visual conventions in visualiza‐
tions can provide better visual guidance for users, which can in turn improve the
confidence of answering for users. The advantage of answering confidence for visu‐
ally conventional diagrams is conspicuous in these more complex tasks. In simple
tasks, however, conventional encoding elements may distract users’ attention to some
extent.

6 Application

Applications of visual conventions are not restricted in static information visualization
design. It can also be used in many areas of human-computer interaction. To name but
a few, in area of data visualization, where sheer volume of data, coupling with high
velocity variance are to be presented, visual conventions can be used to facilitate mining
new knowledge from what we present dynamically to the end user. In addition, visual
conventions can be considered as an effective way for layout designing in digital inter‐
faces.
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Abstract. To further study on the relationship between users’ perception of
style image and product shape features, a research method of product feature
image based on the NURBS curve was proposed. The experimental study was
conducted with the example of goblet. Firstly, the key control points impacting
the shape features were extracted and a plurality of products 3D models were
constructed. Secondly, five representative products and three key images were
selected by the methods of hierarchical clustering and factor analysis. Then, the
Kansei Engineering evaluation system of goblet was established, with which the
subjects conducted Semantic Differential experiment for a thirty-three products
with different shapes, and the data were analyzed by multiple regression analysis
as well. Finally, the mapping model between the control points and Kansei
images was constructed and its reliability was verified. This mapping model
accurately reflected the relationship between the various control points and
different style images, this research method can be applied to the modelling
design of other products, which can help the designers grasp the product style
accurately. This paper would play an important guiding role on product
development and creative design.

Keywords: Style image � Shape features � NURBS curve � Semantic
Differential

1 Introduction

As the key of emotional cognition of product design, style image becomes an important
factor in the consumer markets, and it is of great significance to industrial product
design [1]. In recent years, the perceptual technology based on semantic difference
method has been widely used [2–5]. McCormack carried out a detailed method to
evaluate the style of different kinds of industrial products [6]. Demirbilek discussed the
key role of product characteristics and user emotions during the process of design [7].
Huang et al. studied the application of perceptual technology in aided product design
system and developed a prototype system about self-adaptive product design on
modularity [8]. Analysis plays a significant role during product design. Belaziz ana-
lyzed product shape by Kansei words and presented a form of features based tool to aid
the integration of analysis during the design process [9].
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Besides, in previous Kansei Engineering studies, many researchers generally
employed the concept of “items” and “categories” to develop a qualitative description
of the overall product form in terms of its basic design features. Jindo describes the
research and development work done on a design support system intended for use as a
support tool in designing office chairs. Subjective evaluations were conducted using the
semantic differential (SD) method to examine the relationship between users’ personal
assessments of office chairs and design elements [10]. Lai presented a new approach to
determining the best design combination of product form elements for matching a
given product image represented by a word pair. Grey relational analysis (GRA) model
was used to examine the relationship between product form elements and product
image [11].

However, the research of style image perception mostly stays on the entirety of
products, lacking the study of points and lines which are the basic components of a
product.

2 Background

In this paper, we studied the mapping mechanism between initial points and goblet
style image based on NURBS curve. Firstly, the key control points impacting the shape
features were extracted and a plurality of products 3D models were constructed. After
that, five representative products and three key images were selected by the methods of
hierarchical clustering and factor analysis. Then, the Kansei Engineering evaluation
system of goblet was established, with which the subjects conducted Semantic Dif-
ferential experiment for a thirty-three products with different shapes, and the data were
analyzed by multiple regression analysis method. Finally, the mapping model between
the control points and Kansei images was constructed and its reliability was verified.

The research of product design showed that lines are the key factor to determine the
final shape of product. Therefore, we can control the shapes of product by adjusting the
structural points which compose those lines. We took the shape of goblet as an
example. According to the basic features and the design standard of goblet, the 3D
models of goblet was created by 3D software and the NURBS curve was extracted as
well. Figure 1 shows the nine control points which determine the shape of goblet. As
the figure shows, P1, P2, P3 and P4 mainly control the shape of goblet head, while P5,
P6 and P7 mainly control the shape of goblet body and P8 and P9 mainly control the
shape of goblet foot. Obviously, these control points in the two-dimensional space are
defined by X axis and Y axis. Any change of X or Y coordinates could lead to the
change of product modeling.

3 Method

3.1 Create 3D Models

We invited five designers who have experience of more than six years of product
design to adjust those nine control points to create a number of different goblet samples
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based on the numerical definition of the generic goblet form presented in Fig. 1. Five
designers created total of fifty-nine 3D models with Rhinoceros 4.0 software developed
by McNeel company. Figure 2 shows the total of thirty-three goblet samples we used in
the experiment. User’s image perception would be affected by different factors such as
shape, texture, color, light, scene etc. [12, 13]. In order to exclude the influence of other
factors we rendered those samples by applying the same color and texture in one scene.

Fig. 1. The NURBS curve and control points of goblet

Fig. 2. The goblet samples used in the experiment
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3.2 Select Appropriate Product Samples

Hierarchical Clustering was used to select appropriate product samples among so many
models. As a result, all the samples were classified into five different groups and five
representative samples were selected according to the Euclidean Distance. Figure 3
shows that No.29 was selected as the representative sample in the first group, No.16 was
selected as the representative sample in the second group, No.23 was selected as the
representative sample in the third group, No.11 was selected as the representative sample
in the fourth group, and No.7 was selected as the representative sample in the last group.

3.3 Select Appropriate Product Image Descriptors

Consumers commonly use simple adjectives to express their perceptions of a product’s
image. As a result of consumers’ personal values or preferences, these adjectives can
provide an explicit representation of users’ emotional response to a product’s form [15].
Therefore, approximately one hundred adjectives in Chinese pertaining to goblets’ form
were collected from websites, magazines, papers and books. These adjectives were then
sieved and twenty-six product image descriptors remained. As Table 1 shows, finally,
the method of Principal Component Analysis was used to classify twenty-six adjectives
into three style imageries (feeling of delicacy, feeling of unique and feeling of modern).

Fig. 3. Representative samples of five groups
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3.4 Image Perception Evaluation of Goblet Form

Thirty-six graduate students who major in product design were invited to evaluate all
the thirty-three samples by the three style imageries in Kansei Engineering Evaluation
System. As Fig. 4 shows, participants only need to observe the form of goblet model
on the left side of the system interface, and then select a proper value of each image
which represent their emotional response to the product’s form. The data of each
product sample data will be recorded automatically.

Table 1. The explained variance of 26 image descriptors

Product image Factor A Factor B Factor C

Feeling of delicacy
Luxury 0.953 0.237 0.103
Fancy 0.869 −0.214 0.430
Kingly 0.816 0.116 0.339
Ordinary −0.829 −0.527 −0.176
Metabolic 0.900 0.114 0.421
Dexterous −0.901 −0.056 −0.168
Emotional 0.922 0.207 0.326
Elegant 0.932 −0.635 0.139
Simple −0.982 −0.172 0.077
Dynamic 0.864 0.008 0.476
Passionate 0.929 0.356 −0.006
Gentle 0.765 −0.231 0.465
Feeling of unique
Individual 0.293 0.955 0.025
Innovative 0.224 0.945 0.219
Exaggerated 0.340 0.933 −0.031
Odd 0.144 0.914 −0.373
Fresh 0.455 0.881 −0.125
Solemn −0.524 −0.847 0.065
Lovely 0.102 0.788 0.583
Feeling of modern
Modern −0.424 0.171 0.811
Popular 0.342 −0.420 0.840
Rounded 0.455 −0.088 0.726
Refined 0.212 −0.477 0.697
Powerful −0.418 0.044 −0.893
Plump 0.556 −0.220 0.760
Classic 0.573 0.450 −0.643
Explained variables 45.25% 29.23% 22.11%
Total explained variables 45.25% 74.48% 96.59%
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Fig. 4. Goblet Kansei engineering evaluation system

Table 2. Results of multiple linear regression analysis

Product form
image

Unstandardized
coefficients

Standardized
deviation

Standardized
coefficients

P
value

Tolerance Variance
inflation factor

Delicate
constant

5.144 0.555 0.000

X2 −0.382 0.066 −0.914 0.000 0.450 2.223

X3 −0.186 0.049 −0.476 0.001 0.727 1.376
Y3 0.197 0.051 0.488 0.001 0.698 1.432
X5 −1.064 0.417 −0.352 0.017 0.598 1.671

X7 −0.867 0.389 −0.263 0.035 0.818 1.223
Y8 1.243 0.510 0.325 0.022 0.638 1.567

Unique
constant

−1.945 0.253 0.000

X1 0.428 0.122 0.647 0.002 0.433 2.322
X2 −0.434 0.113 −0.809 0.001 0.533 3.006
Y3 0.369 0.074 0.712 0.000 0.730 1.370

Y5 0.205 0.101 0.258 0.043 0.912 1.096
X6 1.212 0.423 0.381 0.008 0.832 1.202

Y8 1.811 0.729 0.369 0.020 0.668 1.497
Modern
constant

7.229 1.115 0.000

X1 −0.214 0.057 −0.406 0.001 0.803 1.246

Y2 −0.144 0.070 −0.228 0.041 0.789 1.268
X3 −0.116 0.047 −0.289 0.021 0.687 1.456
Y3 0.183 0.042 0.443 0.000 0.907 1.103

X5 −0.814 0.373 −0.262 0.038 0.659 1.518
X6 −0.871 0.269 −0.343 0.003 0.846 1.181
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4 Results

Multiple linear regression is a generalization of linear regression by considering more
than one independent variable, and a specific case of general linear models formed by
restricting the number of dependent variables to one. It was used to explain the linear
relationship between independent variables and dependent variables. The data pre-
sented within the Unstandardized Coefficients (UC) column of Table 2 can be used to
construct functional models relating the design variables of the goblet form to an
evaluative rating in each of the three product image perception domains. As Table 2
shows, X2, X3, Y3, X5, X7 and Y8 significantly affected the feeling of delicacy, X1,
X2, Y3, Y5, X6 and Y8 significantly affected the feeling of unique, and X1, Y2, X3,
Y3, X5 and X6 significantly affected the feeling of modern. The functional models for
each product image perception domain can be formulated as follows:

Finally, as Table 3 shows, the mapping model between control points of NURBS
curve and product style image was built, which means we could change specific control
points to change the style image of goblets.

Table 3. The mapping relationship between control points and image

Form image

Delicate Unique Modern

With the decrease of X2 X3 

X5 X7, the feeling of delicate 
increases.

With the decrease of X2, 
the feeling of unique increas-
es.

With the decrease of X1 Y2

X3 X5 X6, the feeling of unique 
increases.

With the increase of Y3 Y8, 
the feeling of delicate also 
increases.

With the increase of X1 Y3 

Y5 X6 Y8, the feeling of deli-
cate also increases.

With the increase of Y3 , 
the feeling of delicate also 
increases.
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5 Conclusion

We proposed a numerical modelling method to define the mapping relationship
between product form and style image. Taking goblets as example, we built the
mapping model between the control points of NURBS curve and product style image.
This model can accurately reflect the influence of each style image in the process of
product modelling. It is also applicable to other product design area. This method can
help designers to grasp better product style, which plays a crucial role in product
development field.

Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the National Nature Science Foundation of
China (Grant NO. 71271053, 71471037).
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Abstract. In the Chinese aesthetic experience, Daqi is an important and rep-
resentative emotional experience. However, it is not easy to express the Daqi in
appropriate words. As the concept of complexity, how to measure and what is
the concrete composition of Daqi are the focus of this paper. Based on cognitive
integration of Daqi, this paper puts forward the quantitative research method of
human emotional experience. This method first uses the text analysis to extract
the representative vocabularies as the Daqi measurement indicators. Then
Professional researchers grade the stimulants of the Daqi of multiple dimen-
sions, calculate the proportion of Daqi indicators by SPSS factor analysis, and
get a formula of Daqi. Finally, this formula is tested and refined by large-scale
stimulus experiments. Cognitive quantitative method of emotional experience of
Daqi is different from the previous emotional behavior analysis method and
more conducive to analyze the deep causes and stimulating factors of emotion,
enriching the depth and breadth of the emotional experience experiment. While
the quantitative formula established by the research can be applied to product
and visual design, sociology research and other specific areas, playing a guiding
and testing role.

Keywords: Daqi � Emotional experience � Cognitive quantization � Stimulus
experiment

1 Introduction

In recent years, emotional experience research has become a popular topic in sociology,
computer science and other fields [1, 2]. Emotion refers to the subjective feelings or
experiences of the individual [3]. Experience is the feeling, testing and introspection of
the individual to the event [4]. Emotional experience refers to the individual subjective
experience of emotion [5]. Scholars have become increasingly interested in the study of
emotional experience, and the number of relevant research methods is growing. At
present, the research methods of emotional experience are mainly text analysis [6] and
emotional behavior analysis, such as sociological emotional vocabulary research
methods, and EEG [7], eye movement detection methods [8] in the field of computer
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science. However, there are little research about causes, stimulating factors and specific
components of emotion.

In the Chinese aesthetic experience, Daqi1 is an important and representative
emotional experience. Since ancient times, the demand for Daqi cognitive experience is
remarkable. For example, the ancients will experience the Daqi in poetry and painting,
and now people will experience the Daqi in music and film. However, it is not easy to
express the Daqi in appropriate words. This paper studies the emotional experience of
Daqi, and do the quantitative analysis of Daqi based on cognitive integration. The main
contents are as follows:

• The intertextual vocabulary and word frequency related to Daqi were collected by
text analysis. Then the professional researchers analyzed and correlated the relevant
vocabulary, and the correlation score matrix of Daqi related words was obtained;
The representative vocabulary were extracted as Daqi indicators through the
multi-dimensional scale and cluster analysis.

• Getting high-quality and multi-category pictures as experimental stimulants through
the network randomly. Professional researchers graded the stimulants of the Daqi of
multiple dimensions, and got the data matrix of stimulants in different dimensions.
By analyzing the results and professional awareness of the stimulants, Daqi indi-
cators were selected and amended.

• The selected Daqi stimulants and indicators were subjected to large-scale stimulus
experiments. The quantitative score matrixes of Daqi and Daqi indictors were
obtained. Then calculating the proportion of Daqi indicators by SPSS factor anal-
ysis, and getting a formula of Daqi. Comparing the results of this formula with the
score of Daqi in the stimulants experiments to test the accuracy of this formula.
Finally, the cognitive quantification formula of Daqi was established.

2 Exploratory Research

Although the Daqi is a common emotional experience, since ancient times people use
the word Daqi to express the views and feelings to a thing. Daqi is a kind of com-
plicated emotional experience as well. There is currently no authoritative interpretation
and evaluation criteria for Daqi. Therefore, in the early part of the study, this paper
needs to carry out exploratory research. Through the literature research, researchers
collect descriptions and vocabularies related to Daqi and expect to obtain representative
vocabularies as Daqi indicators.

2.1 Data Collection

The literatures in this paper are collected from CNKI, Wanfang and authority com-
ments on articles and paintings. The key word for searching the literature is Daqi.

1 Whenever used in this paper, the word in italic and beginning with a capital letter is the professional
word of experiment.
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When the word Daqi appears in the article, the vocabulary or explanation associated
with it is intercepted for analysis. Then the intertextuality and context of the Daqi are
determined. Because there are a small number of relevant literatures related to Daqi,
and professional and authoritative literatures need to be screened out, the literature and
word frequency research all completed by the researchers, without the use of other tools
or procedures for word mining.

Finally, 45 articles related to Daqi were sorted out, and 180 intertextual vocabu-
laries of Daqi were arranged, including 150 synonyms and 30 antonyms.

2.2 Classification and Analysis of Keyword Frequency

Through literature research, all the Daqi related words are summed up and word
frequency are calculated. Part of the vocabulary induction and word frequency statistics
are as follows (Table 1):

Professional researchers summed Daqi related words up and calculated word fre-
quency according to the words similarity. Finally, according to the results of the merger
and the frequency statistics, the number of Daqi antonyms is small, and the corre-
sponding Daqi isotropic words can be found. Therefore, this study extracts the rep-
resentative words directly from the Daqi synonyms. The final number of vocabularies
to be analyzed is 45. They are Concise, Grand, Elegant, Solemn, Plain, Large-size,
Delicate, Sturdy, Pure, Symmetrical, Uniform, Smooth, Generous, Full, Far-reaching,
Aggressive, Round, Rough, Comely, Peaceful, Free and easy, Structured, Strong, Un-
adorned, Forceful, Rigorous, Vivid, Bold and unconstrained, Tall, Heavy, Deep,
Quality, Magnificent, Exquisite, Sparse, Masculine, Sharp, Calm, Clear-cut, Mag-
nanimous, Angular, Worth-looking, Upscale, Large dynamic range.

2.3 Keyword Correlation Analysis

Although the Daqi related words were summarized to extract the keywords, the final
number of keywords is 45. Taking the 45 words as Daqi indicators will lead to a huge
experimental task. So these 45 keywords need to be reprocessed. Researchers will
grade keywords by their correlation to get the correlation matrix between these

Table 1. Part of the vocabulary induction and word frequency statistics

Keywords Frequency

Daqi 40
Concise/Simple/Simplified/Concise/Refined 23
Grand/Magnificent/Broad 21
Elegant/Noble 15
Steady/Dignified/Solemn 12
Unaffected/Plain/Simple and unadorned 11
Large size/Wide and large/Large 9
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key-words. Then SPSS tool is used to analyze the score results. After SPSS analysis,
more appropriate and representative Daqi keywords will be extracted as the Daqi
indicators.

Keyword Correlation Score. Under the hypothesis that Daqi related vocabulary
search is extensive and representative, the experiment invites four professionals to
grade the correlation between any two indicators of 45 Daqi keywords. The score is on
a 9-point scale ranging from ‘significant negative correlation’ to ‘significant positive
correlation’. The scoring criteria are based on the professionals’ understanding of the
meaning of the vocabularies in the context and the interpretation in Modern Chinese
Dictionary. The relevant portion of the score result is shown in Table 2.

Keyword Correlation Matrix Analysis. SPSS software is used to analyze the key-
words correlation matrix through multidimensional scale analysis, cluster analysis and
factor analysis. The reliability analysis results are as follows (Table 3).

Table 3. (a) Reliability statistics of professional group 1; (b) Reliability statistics of professional
group 2; (c) Reliability statistics of professional group 3; (d) Reliability statistics of professional
group 4.

Table 2. Part screen shot of keyword correlation score
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The reliability results of group 2 and group 3 are too low to be selected. and
researchers compare the results of group 1 and group 4.

The results of the dendrogram show that the score matrix of group 1 is more
hierarchical and iterative. The score result of group 4 shows that the correlation
between the keywords is not high, and it is not conducive to conclude and extract
keywords. So professional group 1’s data is finally selected for analysis (Fig. 1).

Multidimensional scaling analysis can visually see the spatial distribution of all
keywords, and cluster analysis shows the induction process between keywords.
Combined with two kinds of analysis results, researchers can conclude and extract
keywords scientifically (Fig. 2).

Finally, 16 words are extracted from 45 words as indicators for later experiment.
The 16 words are Quality, Generous, Uniform, Smooth, Solemn, Full, Round,

Elegant, Concise, Plain, Comely, Delicate, Angular, Strong, Grand, Bold and
unconstrained (Fig. 3).

a                                                         b

Fig. 1. (a) Dendrogram of professional group 1; (b) Dendrogram of professional group 2.
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Fig. 2. Multidimensional scaling analysis of professional group 1

Fig. 3. Dendrogram and word extraction
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3 Pre-test of Stimulus

This study selects the Daqi related product graphics as stimulus, allowing users to
grade stimulus pictures based on the 16 Daqi indicators. Before the final stimulus
experiment, professional researchers need to carry out the pre-test of stimulus to ensure
that the stimulus objects and the Daqi indicators are representative, and reduce users’
experimental load of the final stimulus experiment. Stimulus and the Daqi indicators
are modified and corrected according to the pre-test result.

3.1 Stimulus Acquisition

Researchers find out product images with high definition and relatively pure content
randomly from the internet. The categories include home appliances, furniture, trans-
portation, artifacts, construction and jewelry. Each category has products selected from
China, Japan Korea, the United States, Australia, Europe and other countries, to ensure
comprehensiveness and richness of the stimulus.

Researchers delete pictures with lower clarity and high coincidence, and ultimately
get 119 stimulus images for the pre-test. All the pictures are processed standardly and
numbered by category. Number is placed in the upper left corner of the picture, from
001–119 (Fig. 4).

3.2 Pre-test of Stimulus

The pre-test is conducted by two researchers. Compared to the general experimenter,
research has a more professional and authoritative understanding of the stimulus and
the Daqi indicators, and the score is more scientific. The two researchers work together
to effectively reduce personal preferences and other interference factors.

The researchers grade all the stimulus images in 16 Daqi indicator dimensions
obtained by keyword correlation matrix analysis. The specific operation is that the
experimenters grade all the pictures in every Daqi indicator dimension on a 5-point
scale ranging from ‘low’ to ‘high’. Experiment photo is shown in Fig. 5 and data
recording is shown in Table 4.

Fig. 4. Example of pictures for pre-test
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3.3 Analysis of Experimental Results

After the stimulus scoring matrix is obtained, the data is imported into SPSS for
analysis. The result of reliability analysis is shown in Table 5.

Fig. 5. Experiment photo

Table 4. Data recording

Table 5. Reliability analysis of pre-test result
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The score of reliability analysis of the pre-test is 0.774, which does not reach 0.8.
According to the majority of scholars’ point of view on the SPSS reliability analysis,
the reliability coefficient above 0.7 or more, means that the date needs to be modified a
lot, but it still has its value [9, 10]. On the basis that the test data is still valuable,
researchers continue to analyze the data by factor analysis (Table 6).

According to the results of factor analysis, when the number of common factor is 6,
the total variance explained reaches 80%. The first common factor contains too many
factors including Quality, Elegant, Delicate, Generous, Uniform, Round, Smooth,
Solemn and Full. It is not conducive to extract the common factor. The common factor
containing too many factors indicates that most stimulus tend to be consistent on these
factor scores. It is necessary to increase the stimulus that get different scores in different
dimensions.

Scores of the stimulus on 16 Daqi indicator dimensions can be regarded as the
coordinate points in the 16-dimensional space. According to Euclidean distance for-
mula, the distance between two vectors, a(x11,x12,…,x1n) and b(x21,x22,…,x2n)
(n = 16) in 16 dimensions can be calculated as the following formula.

d12 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

X

n

k¼1

x1k � x2kð Þ2
s

ð1Þ

Thereby the distance matrix between each two stimuluses can be obtained
(Table 7).

Table 6. Factor analysis of pre-test result
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The results of SPSS analysis of stimulus distance matrix are shown as follows
(Table 8):

The score of reliability analysis of stimulus distance matrix is 0.949, which is very
high and great.

Table 7. Partial screenshot of stimulus distance matrix

Table 8. Reliability analysis of stimulus distance matrix

Fig. 6. Spatial distribution map of stimuluses
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Spatial distribution map of stimulus obtained by Multidimensional scaling analysis
is equally distributed. It shows that the 119 stimulus pictures are qualified for experi-
ment. Researchers only need to increase some other stimuluses which will get different
scores in different dimensions (Fig. 6).

3.4 Modify of Stimulus Pictures and Daqi Indicators

After discussion, Researchers increase the stimulus of lamps, furniture, utensils, jew-
elry and other types, intend to make these stimulus features get different scores in
different dimensions. 48 stimulus images are final added and then do the stimulus
experiment again.

SPSS analysis of the results of two stimulus experiments are carried out together.
The results are as follows (Table 9).

The reliability analysis score of the data gathered by two stimulus experiments is
0.723, which is slightly decreased.

Table 9. Reliability analysis of two stimulus experiments

Table 10. Factor analysis of two stimulus experiments
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Six common factors are extracted by Factor analysis when the total variance
explained reaches 80%. The sub-factors are more equally distributed compared to first
stimulus experiment (Table 10).

The SPSS analysis of the stimulus distance matrix is then performed.

The Reliability analysis score is 0.972 and spatial distribution map covers more
areas (Table 11). However, it is over upper on the whole, which means that some
stimuluses need to be deleted (Fig. 7). Stimulus filter is based on Cluster analysis. The
stimulus pictures with high density are extracted according to clustering order.
Researchers ultimately delete 77 stimulus images based on the results of analysis and
professional knowledge, and the final number of stimulus images is 100.

Table 11. Reliability analysis of stimulus distance matrix obtained by two stimulus experiments

Fig. 7. Spatial distribution map of the total stimuluses
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The selection and modify of stimuluses and Daqi indicators are the emphasis and
difficulty of this research. Because the Daqi is difficult to describe and measure, the
more relevant measurement indicators, the more describe can be comprehensive.
However, taking the feasibility of the experiment into account, the number of stimu-
luses and indicators need to be controlled, and indicators should be easy understood
and judged. The researchers conclude these factors with high degree of coincidence and
no significant independence based on the results of pre-test. Judging by the results of
factor analysis, Round and Angular are negatively correlated, and their scores have a
negative correlation. Angular is a word with a characteristics of conflict. Researchers
decide to delete the word Angular and retain the word Round. The scores of word
Quality and Generous have a positive correlation. Comparing the measurability of two
words, researchers retain the word Quality, remove the word Generous.

According to pre-test, the number of stimulus images is 100 and Daqi indicators for
later stimulus experiment are Quality, Uniform, Smooth, Solemn, Full, Round, Elegant,
Concise, Plain, Comely, Delicate, Strong, Grand, Bold and unconstrained.

4 Stimulus Experiment

4.1 Stimulus Experimental Design

Experimental Objective. This experiment studies Daqi visual representation of
products and grade Daqi stimulus on 14 Daqi indicator dimensions obtained by
pre-test. On the basis of stimulus experiment and data analysis, the cognitive quan-
tification formula of Daqi is established. And through large-scale online user experi-
ments, the formula of Daqi is tested and refined.

Experimental Method. The first stage experiment invites experts to grade 100
stimulus images on 14 Daqi indicator dimensions offline;

The second stage experiment divides 100 stimulus images into several groups
randomly and invites large number of users to participate in the stimulus experiment
online. The user participating second stage experiment only grades one group of
stimulus within a few number of images. And Daqi itself is added as a dimension apart
from 14 Daqi indicator dimensions.

Data Analysis. The data of the stimulus experiment of the expert users in the first
stage are analyzed to find the relationship between the factors and Daqi. The analytical
methods involved include reliability analysis, regression analysis, multidimensional
scaling analysis, correspondence analysis, and so on. The analysis tools used are
EXCEL and SPSS software.

After the large-scale experiment carried out by ordinary users on the second-stage
online, researcher removes invalid data and substitutes the valid data of the stimulus
objects in each dimension into the Daqi formula obtained by the expert user experi-
ment. At last, researcher compares the data calculated by Daqi formula with user’s
score on Daqi dimension to test and refine the formula.
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4.2 Stimulus Experiment of Expert Users

The experiment invites six graduate students from the design department to carry out
experiments on behalf of the experts. At the beginning of the experiment, the
researchers inform uses of experimental purpose, operational procedures and
requirements.

The expert users grade all the stimulus images in 14 Daqi indicator dimensions
obtained by pre-test. The specific operation is that the experimenters grade all the
images in every Daqi indicator dimension on a 5-point scale ranging from ‘low’ to
‘high’. The researchers then take photographs of the results and record them into the
computer.

4.3 Get the Formula of Daqi Indicators’ Contribution Proportion

For the six expert users’ data obtained, SPSS analysis is used to detect data reliability.
All subjects score between 0.6 and 0.8. The reason for not high score may be exper-
imental task is huge, experimental time costs too long, and some Daqi indicators is
difficult to judge intuitively. Taking the average of all the scores, the reliability score is
0.716, which is slightly higher than the individual experimenter’s reliability score.
Therefore, the average score of all experimenters will be analyzed as the final data.

The factor analysis of the average data shows that when the number of common
factors is 5, the total variance of the common factor is 84.904%, and the factor is
summarized as follows (Table 12).

It can be seen from the figure that the Daqi indicators contained in the common
factor is relatively uniform and reasonable. Therefore, 14 Daqi indicators can be
concluded into five categories of measurement indicators. According to the variance

Table 12. Rotated component matrix
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explained of common factors (Table 13), the contribution proportion of each common
factors can be calculated and the formula is got as follows.

I ¼ 0:23187a1 þ 0:21431a2 þ 0:21301a3 þ 0:17421a4 þ 0:16660a5 ð2Þ

a1, a2,… a5 represent the common factors extracted from 14 Daqi indicators by factor
analysis. a1 is on behalf of the common factor composed of Delicate, Quality, Elegant,
Bold and unconstrained. a2 represents the common factor composed of Strong, Grand.
a3 represents Plain, Concise, Comely. a4 is on behalf of Round, Smooth. a5 represents
Solemn, Full, Uniform. Then researchers need to find out the suitable words to explain
every common factor based on scientific induction and summary. Here researchers use
Delicate, Grand, Concise, Smooth and Full to explain the common factors a1–a5. The
preceding parameters represent the contribution of this common factor in the Daqi
score.

4.4 Testing and Improvement of Formula

When the Daqi formula is determined, large-scale ordinary user experiments need to be
carried out to verify the rationality of this formula. Due to the large number of stimulus,
the whole experiment will take several hours if the user completes the whole experi-
ment independently. Such a long time experiment will cause user to lose his patience
and feel tired, and the accuracy of the experimental data will be affected as well. In
order to reduce the intensity of the user’s experiment and ensure the accuracy of the
experimental results, researchers decide to divide stimuluses into several groups ran-
domly. So that a user will only grade a small amount of stimuluses on 5 indicator
dimensions and Daqi dimension. Under the premise that all ordinary users have a
common understanding of stimuluses and 5 Daqi indicators, when the number of users
reaches a certain amount, all users’ data can be integrated and the integrated data can be
used for post-analysis to verify and improve the formula.

The second stage experiment is intend to apply online experiment. Questionnaire
will be issued as a web page. Each questionnaire will be assessed before it is integrated

Table 13. The variance explained of common factors
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into background data. Finally, after the collection of a number of questionnaires, the
integrated data is used for analysis.

The following Table 14 shows a partial screenshot of the integrated data. Due to
time limitation, the large-scale user experiment is not completed yet. Now it is only a
data analysis of small amounts of data.

As shown above, scores of Delicate, Grand, Concise, Smooth, Full and Daqi is the
average integrated score of large-scale user experiment. The Daqi theoretical value is
calculated by Daqi formula. The correlation between Daqi values and Daqi theoretical
values is analyzed, and the graphs are plotted (Fig. 8).

Table 14. Partial screenshot of the integrated data

Fig. 8. Line chart of Daqi values and Daqi theoretical values
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By comparing the line chart, it can be judged that whether there is a correlation
between Daqi value and Daqi theoretical value. If there is a significant correlation
between them, then the Daqi formula is established, and can be used as Daqi cognitive
quantification tool. The correlation coefficient between Daqi value and Daqi theoretical
value can be obtained from the correlation analysis, and the coefficient is substituted
into the original formula, a more accurate Daqi cognitive quantification formula is
modified.

D ¼ aI ¼ að0:23187a1 þ 0:21431a2 þ 0:21301a3 þ 0:17421a4 þ 0:16660a5Þ ð3Þ

D is the quantified Daqi value and a is the correlation coefficient between Daqi value
and Daqi theoretical value. a1, a2, … a5 are common indicators which are Delicate,
Grand, Concise, Smooth and Full.

5 Summary of Research Methods

Take the Daqi cognitive experience, which is the common emotional experience of
Chinese people, as an example, this paper explore the quantitative study of emotional
experience based on cognitive integration. The study method can be summarized as
follows:

1. Conduct text study to collect intertextual vocabularies. Because the Daqi emotional
cognitive experience is difficult to articulate and judge accurately, it is necessary to
collect relevant intertextual vocabularies from the original and authoritative litera-
tures to help understand and judge this emotional cognition.

2. Grade vocabularies’ relevance. The collection of intertextual vocabularies need to
be sorted and summarized, and the representative vocabularies can be used as the
indicator of Daqi emotional cognition. The summary can be obtained by correlation
grade of professionals. When the correlation matrix is acquired, the data is imported
into SPSS to obtain representative vocabularies by cluster analysis, multidimen-
sional scale analysis and factor analysis.

3. Stimulus experiment. Stimulus experiment is grade of specific physical pictures on
each Daqi indicator dimensions. With the precondition of high quality of experi-
ment, it can be concluded that the more the number of stimulus objects is and the
wider the area Daqi indicators cover, the experiment result will become more
accurate. However, taking experimental human, physical and time into account,
stimuluses and Daqi indicators need constant assessment and filter. The data of
pre-test carried out by expert user can be used as the basis for the deletion of the
stimuluses and Daqi indicators. And the appropriate stimuluses and Daqi indicators
will be used for the formal stimulus experiments. The formula of Daqi indicators’
contribution is calculated by the formal experiment carried out by expert user. And
the formula is tested and perfected by large-scale stimulus experiments carried out
by ordinary user.
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6 Conclusion

This paper explores the quantitative study of emotional experience based on cognitive
integration. The study method includes three main steps: text research to collect
intertextual vocabularies, vocabularies’ relevance score and stimulus experiment.
Cognitive quantification formula of emotional experience can be obtained finally.

The quantification formula of Daqi, which is validated and perfected, can be
applied to specific fields such as field of product and visual design, sociology research
and so on. As in the design field, the quantification formula of Daqi can help designers
find the Daqi design path from different levels, and even turn the emotional indicators
into design elements.

The quantitative research method of Daqi emotional experience explored in this
study can be applied to other quantitative analysis of emotional experience which is
difficult to measure directly. Compared with the previous emotional behavior analysis
method, this method is more likely to find the deep factors and stimulus of emotion.

Because of the human, physical and time factors, this study is essentially an
exploratory study of the quantitative study of emotional experience. On this basis, we
can continue to cognitive quantitative research for the abstract indicators such as Full
until all the indicators in the formula are easy to measure and judge.
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Abstract. A usability evaluation technique, Cooperative Usability Testing with
Questions of Understanding (CUT with QU) intended to illuminate users’ ability
to understand the content information of an application is proposed. In complex
application domains as for instance the eHealth domain, this issue of users’
content understanding is sometimes crucial, and thus should be carefully eval-
uated. Unfortunately, conventional usability evaluation techniques do not
address challenges of content understanding.
In a case study within eHealth, specifically the setting of a rehabilitation clinic

involving the participation of four physiotherapists and four clients in a period of
3.5 months, it was demonstrated how CUT with QU can complement conven-
tional usability testing and provide insight into users’ challenges with under-
standing of a new complex eHealth application. More experiments in other
complex application domains involving different kinds of users and evaluators
are needed before we can tell whether CUT with QU is an effective usability
testing technique of wider applicability.
Performing CUT with QU is very demanding by drawing heavily on the

evaluators’ ability to respond effectively to openings and potential shortcomings
in the users’ content understanding. Evaluators need to train this
interview/examination process in order to be able to reach a proper insight of the
user’s content understanding.
If CUT with QU after more research shows to be inadequate, the motivating

research question behind this experimental study remains important: How can
“content understanding” effectively be brought into usability testing in complex
application domains?

Keywords: Understanding �Knowing �Usability testing �Cooperative Usability
Testing � CUT with QU � Health informatics � Rehabilitation � Home-based
training � Self-monitoring � Co-monitoring � Compliance � Field experiment

1 The Purpose of the Study

Conventional usability evaluation techniques as Think Aloud [7, 20], Heuristic Eval-
uation [21] and Cognitive Walkthrough [16, 27] are focusing on the users’ ability to
interact conveniently and effectively with the application. But in complex application
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domains this is usually not sufficient. Here users’ understanding of the information
content is often the main challenge—and the aspect of understanding is by nature
difficult to uncover and evaluate.

Many examples of the importance of evaluating users’ understanding can be found
in the eHealth domain [2, 3, 8, 18], an application domain which certainly is complex.
This is a result of the complexity of understanding the health care issue at stake
combined with the challenges inherent in adapting possible treatments to the condition
of the individual client. The complexity has to be understood both from the clients’
perspective and the health professionals’ perspective in order to successfully design
and make use of new applications. To contribute effectively the clients must understand
their role in the treatment when using the new application; the health professionals
must learn the new possibilities offered by the application, and perhaps reconsider
existing work practices.

In the current paper we propose a new usability evaluation technique targeting
users’ content understanding. The evaluation technique is developed and illustrated in a
case study within eHealth, specifically in the setting of a rehabilitation clinic with the
participation of physiotherapists and clients.

2 CUT with QU: The Proposed Usability Evaluation
Technique

In order to uncover users’ content understanding during usability testing, it is necessary
for the evaluators and users to collaborate and discuss issues of understanding and
potential misunderstanding. Therefore we have chosen to build upon a usability
evaluation technique which has direct collaboration between evaluators and users as its
core approach, namely CUT: Cooperative Usability Testing [9], a technique that we are
familiar with and have used in many different application domains.

In CUT, users and evaluators are brought together in a constructive dialogue in
order to understand usability problems. This happens through a video-recorded inter-
action session (IAS), where the test user performs relevant tasks with the application to
uncover usability problems following a standard procedure, e.g. Think Aloud [7, 20] or
Contextual Inquiry [4].

Then follows a cooperative interpretation session (IPS) based upon the video of
IAS. The IAS video serves as a medium to supporting the test user and the evaluators to
recall situations of interest raised during the IAS. In the IPS the evaluators and the test
user identify and discuss the most important usability problems. The aim is not to reach
a complete description of the usability problems. The aim is to establish a clear
understanding of the most important issues, as the full descriptions are reached after-
wards through analyses of the documentation in the form of video recordings and
evaluators notes. Here affinity diagramming [12] is highly useful.

In “CUT with QU”, the IPS is modified compared to CUT. The IPS is expanded
with a set of key questions addressing the issues of content understanding (QU).
Through the questions the user is invited to describe how the information from the
application makes sense. We have approached this through a dialog with What, Why,
and How questions adapted to the situation at hand.
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How does the user interpret this information? Does the information fit with the
user’s prior understanding? Can the user make use of the information in new settings,
et cetera? A great variety of questions can be raised; and the evaluator’s experience,
insight and creativity will be highly challenged in order to guide and manage such
“questions of understanding”.

Further, it must be realized that the evaluators will need to have solid domain
knowledge at a level that goes beyond what can be expected by usual human-computer
interaction experts. This proposal of bringing more domain knowledge into usability
testing, also through the evaluators, will more generally contribute to the value and
impact of the evaluation results as shown by Følstad [10, 11].

In Table 1, the questions of understanding, QU, related to the case study can be
seen. These questions were develop during the interpretation sessions with our par-
ticipants, but our key experience is that the most effective questions have to be grabbed
situationally and adjusted to the individual participant. This is a very demanding
evaluator capability, which must be refined through training. The video-recorded IPS
will here be highly useful for the evaluators to analyze and evaluate their own
performance.

We have strived to build our questions of understanding on Gilbert Ryle’s
description of “knowing how and knowing that”, as well as his ideas about under-
standing and theory building [25]; and on William James’ work about “knowing” [15].
As expressed by James: “…the relation of knowing is the most mysterious thing in the
world. If we ask how one thing can know another we are led into the heart of
Erkenntnisstheorie and metaphysics. … There are two kinds of knowledge broadly
speaking and practically distinguishable: we may call them respectively knowledge by
acquaintance and knowledge-about … I am acquainted with many people and things,
which I know very little about …” [15, pp. 216–222].

For a thorough discussion of these complicated matters we recommend Peter
Naur’s book “Knowing and the Mystique of Logic and Rules” [19]. Here the reader
can also find two metaphors, which are at the core of the proposed usability evaluation
technique. These two metaphors describe key aspects of (1) human understanding and
insight, and (2) how we as humans are able only to a very limited degree to express our
insights directly, warning us how understanding and sharing insights are very difficult
and time consuming. The metaphors go like this:

Table 1. Six key questions challenging the issues of content understanding (QU).

QU no. Key questions challenging the issues of content understanding (QU)/Examples

1
2
3
4
5
6

How do you perceive this activity/facility?
Could it be done in a more intuitive way?
What are the consequences?
Why did you do as you did with this activity/facility?
Is this activity/facility relevant for you?
Could you suggest another way to do this activity/facility with a similar or
improved effect?
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The Metaphor of Person’s Insight. “A person’s insight is like a site of buildings in
incomplete state of construction. This metaphor is meant to indicate the mixture of
order and inconsistency characterizing any person’s insights. These insights group
themselves in many ways, the groups being mutually dependent by many degrees,
some closely, some slightly. As an incomplete building may be employed as shelter, so
the insights had by a person in any particular field may be useful even if restricted in
scope. And as the unfinished buildings of a site may conform to no plan, so a person
may go though life having incoherent insights.” [19, p. 215]

The Metaphor of a Person’s Utterances. “A person’s utterances relate to the per-
son’s insights as the splashes over the waves to the rolling sea below. This metaphor is
meant to indicate the ephemeral character of our verbal utterances, their being formed,
not as a copy of insight already in verbal form, but as a result of an activity of
formulation taking place at the moment of the utterance.” [19, p. 215]

Further, and down to earth, we have been inspired by Lavra Enevoldsen’s classical
series of textbooks titled “Read and Understand” (in Danish) [6]. These textbooks and
her approach towards learning how to read have been in widespread use in Danish
primary schools for decades. The textbooks are based on a set of small essays often
supported by illustrations. After reading an essay and interpreting the illustration, the
child is asked a number of questions. For some of the questions the answers are not
explicitly to be found in the essay, but these questions can be answered clearly if the
child has succeeded in reaching a coherent understanding from the reading and inter-
pretation activity. The textbooks are typically used in a way where the child gives
answers in written form. This approach of uncovering levels of understanding through a
written dialog has been used in two comprehensive usability studies within HCI [13, 14].
The two studies are also concerned with complex application domains, namely infor-
mation retrieval within programming [13], and reading activity and visualization [14].
These studies, however, did not directly—as this paper—emphasize the importance of
focusing more generally within usability testing on the issue of content understanding.

3 The Context of the Case Study

In this section we briefly present the rehabilitation clinic and the application selected
for the case study.

3.1 The Rehabilitation Clinic

The study took place in a Danish municipal rehabilitation clinic with 25 therapists
employed. The starting point at the clinic was that the management of the municipal
wanted to find out whether a new rehabilitation application intended for clients’
home-training could increase the productivity.

This created a situation where we as researchers could support and engage the
management of the clinic and the employees to participate in a pilot project uncovering
the effects of the rehabilitation application. The first challenge was to establish an
adequate understanding of the tasks of therapists, and to find therapists that were
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interested to participate. Here we succeeded to engage four early adaptors [24] with
authority among colleagues, and they were involved in the planning of the pilot project
with a time span of 3.5 months. These therapists recruited four of their clients with
training needs fitting the rehabilitation application.

3.2 The Rehabilitation Application (RA)

The purpose of the rehabilitation application (RA) selected in the pilot project is to
motivate the clients to follow their home-training program as defined by their therapist
and stay compliant [17, 22, 23].

RA was studied in the version available February 2016. RA consists of a stretch
sensor transmitting data to an app. The sensor consists of two parts, mounted on both
sides of a latex free elastic band, held together by magnets. The app supplies the client
with real-time biomechanical feedback of the training, and supplies the therapist with
data tracking their clients’ progress.

Figure 1 shows training exercise setup with RA placement on latex free elastic
band. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the therapist’s training administration interface
with facilities to define and specify exercises and therapy exercise dosage for a client.
Figure 3 shows a screenshot presenting feedback data to the client about training
performance. The feedback data consist of these measures: (1) compliance with therapy
exercise dosage, (2) the number of repetitions performed, (3) time under tension (TUT),
and (4) the force used to stretch the elastic band (pulling force).

4 Planning and Implementation of the Pilot Project

The pilot project was planned in three major stages, see Fig. 4.
The aim of Stage 1 was “Knowing the Clinic”. In order to understand the thera-

pists’ current work practices and their interaction with their clients we performed a
number of Contextual Inquiries (CI) [4].

Stage 2, “Preparation of the Pilot Project” shows the action plan. Here we used the
information from the contextual inquiries to make a detailed project description, and to
prepare and communicate project activities and practical formalities to the participants.
This included recruitment of participants who received an information letter describing
their role along with consent forms. User manuals for RA and a plan for a workshop to
introduce the therapist to RA were prepared. Based on this, a rehearsal was conducted
in order to refine the experimental protocol.

During Stage 3, “Research data/Analysis”, empirical data from the evaluation
sessions with the four therapists and the four clients were collected. The sessions were
video-recorded. Both therapists and clients assessed the usability of RA following the
procedure of the System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaires [5]. The empirical data
was consolidated through affinity diagramming [12], SWOT analyses [26], and sum-
marized in a final evaluation report [1].
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Fig. 1. Training exercise setup with RA placement on latex free elastic band.
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Fig. 2. The therapist administration interface. The top menu shows adjustable training
parameters. The left menu shows a selection of the predefined training exercises. The right
menu shows training exercises selected for a client’s home-training program.

Fig. 3. The client feedback interface. The left menu shows the client’s training exercises. The
right window shows a visualization of training performance, i.e. number of repetitions, time
under tension, and pulling force. Also a video of the training exercise can be activated.
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5 Results

Through the evaluation sessions with the therapists 36 usability issues were identified,
with the clients 27 usability issues were identified. The usability issues were consoli-
dated through affinity diagramming of the statements from the eight participants during
their CUT with QU sessions. The usability issues were categorized according to the
facilities of the RA, e.g. sensor design, client profile definition, training program
specification, training adjustment, and training performance. Some of the statements
uncover aspects of content understanding. Examples are extracted and discussed in the
following sections.

5.1 Content Understanding

In Tables 2 and 3, we have extracted empirical results illustrating findings concerning
content understanding.

To illustrate the relation between statements in Table 2 and QU in Table 1 let us
take for instance the therapist statement, TS30: ‘TUT works as a quality assurance of
the training exercises in RA: “It is a cool thing, that you can regulate the pace at which
the clients perform the training exercises” ’. The statement indicates that the therapists,
T1 and T3, have an understanding of an important training concept, called Time Under
Tension (TUT). The strong focus of TUT in training was new to therapists. They were
able to build TUT coherently into their current understanding and work practices. Their
answers match the QU 1 and 5 (Table 1): “How do you perceive this activity/facility?”
and “Is this activity/facility relevant for you?”.

Similarly for the clients, we will explain CS26 in Table 3: ‘There does not exists a
controlling mechanism for the actual performance of the training exercises in RA: “RA
cannot tell you if you are performing the training exercises right or wrong” ’. The
statement indicates that the clients, C1, C2, C3 and C4, have a comprehensive

Fig. 4. The pilot project planned and implemented in three stages: Stage 1: Knowing the Clinic,
Stage 2: Preparation of the Pilot Project, Stage 3: Research data/Analysis. Empirical data from
the eight sessions of CUT with QU were collected, four therapist sessions (4T) and four client
sessions (4C). The project period spanned 3, 5 months.
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understanding, which extend far beyond the technical use of RA. The statement shows
that the clients have approached the essence of the main challenges in RA and for
rehabilitation in general. Their answers match the QU 1, 3, 5 and 6 (Table 1): “How do
you perceive this activity/facility?” and “What are the consequences?” and “Is this
activity/facility relevant for you?” and “Could you suggest another way to do this
activity/facility with a similar or improved effect?”.

5.2 Co-monitoring Versus Self-monitoring

Through the focus of content understanding by CUT with QU it became visible that the
concept of self-monitoring should be questioned. Self-monitoring was initially an
important goal of introducing the RA at the clinic in order to increase the productivity
without losing quality. But both therapists and clients emphasized the importance of

Table 2. Content understanding examples of therapist statements selected from the affinity
diagrams. The first column specifies the statement number, e.g. TS04 indicating the therapist
statement no 04. The Statement column describes the actual statement, followed by a quotation
example. In the Participants column it is specified with an “X”, which of the therapists that
expressed the particular statement. TS04 was expressed by three therapists, T1, T2 and T4.

Statement no. Statement Participants

Therapists T1 T2 T3 T4

TS04 The administrative resources will increase when
using RA in the beginning. After a periodic
exposure, the treatment will be more efficient and
decrease the administrative resources: “The
treatment process with RA takes a little longer in
the beginning until you have tried it few times.”

X X X

TS17 There is a need for a search function in RA for
finding a specific training exercise: “It would be
nice if you could search for a specific training
exercise.”

X X X X

TS19 RA is not compatible with non-elastic band
exercises: “Usually the training will be a
combination of exercises with and without elastic
band. But in case it is without elastic band it
cannot monitor the client.”

X X X X

TS30 TUT works as a quality assurance of the training
exercises in RA: “It is a cool thing, that you can
regulate the pace at which the clients perform
the training exercises.”

X X

TS31 The clients training is by default set to 8 a.m. in
RA: “It is unnecessary with a fixed training time,
because it does not matter when the clients
perform their training – they just have to
perform it on the day itself”

X X X X
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collaboration, thus the idea of self-monitoring was partly misleading and should be
balanced by a concept that we call “co-monitoring”, see Tables 4 and 5. The fact that
the aspect of co-monitoring became clear might be an effect of the explorative and
collaborative evaluation approach.

In Table 4 and 5, we have extracted empirical results illustrating findings con-
cerning co-monitoring. To illustrate the relation between statements in Table 4 and QU
in Table 1, let us take for instance the therapist statement, TS34: ‘The client has tried to
train after 12 a.m. in RA: “The training day stops at 12 a.m. in RA this means that you
cannot cheat by performing yesterdays’ training today. RA has a compliance cutoff,
default at 12 a.m. which is not always appropriate – therefore we have to help them
remembering” ’. The statement indicates that the therapists, T1 and T3, understand the
content information behind RA’s default settings concerning the principle of auto-
matically compliance monitoring. It also illustrate that the therapists are beware of the
importance of collaboration during a co-monitoring treatment processes in RA. Their
answers match the QU 1, 3 and 5 (Table 1): “How do you perceive this

Table 3. Content understanding examples of client statements selected from the affinity
diagrams. The first column specifies the statement number, e.g. CS09 indicating the client
statement no 09. The Statement column describes the actual statement, followed by a quotation
example. In the Participants column it is specified with an “X”, which of the clients that
expressed the particular statement. CS09 was expressed by two clients, C1 and C3.

Statement no. Statement Participants

Clients C1 C2 C3 C4

CS09 RA is small and easy to carry around: “It is nice
that you can take RA with you and perform your
training everywhere you like.”

X X

CS11 There is a need for performing the training after
12 a.m. in RA: “Some days it is not until late in
the evening that I have time to perform my
training, because of a stressful day with lot of
duties…Maybe a day could last for 28 h in RA.”

X X

CS18 Latex free elastic band is slippery and cause
inaccurate rotation in the wrist: “It is hard to
hold on the elastic band when training –

sometimes the hand slips.”

X X

CS25 The training exercises can be showed on video
in RA:“The videos are very easy to understand,
and the text is a good guideline the first couple
of times you perform the training exercises until
they are permanent embedded.”

X X X

CS26 There does not exists a controlling mechanism
for the actual performance of the training
exercises in RA: “RA cannot tell you if you are
performing the training exercises right or
wrong.”

X X X X
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Table 4. Co-monitoring examples of therapist statements selected from the affinity diagrams.
The first column specifies the statement number, e.g. TS03 indicating the therapist statement no
03. The Statement column describes the actual statement, followed by a quotation example. In
the Participants column it is specified with an “X”, which of the therapists that expressed the
particular statement. TS03 was expressed by four therapists, T1, T2, T3 and T3.

Statement no. Statement Participants

Therapists T1 T2 T3 T4

TS03 Difficulties to see whether RA is activated or not
because of its design: “If we cannot see that RA
is turned on we cannot be sure that it will
monitor compliance correctly.”

X X X X

TS34 The client has tried to train after 12 a.m. in RA:
“The training day stops at 12 a.m. in RA this
means that you cannot cheat by performing
yesterdays’ training today. RA has a compliance
cutoff, default at 12 a.m. which is not always
appropriate – therefore we have to help them
remembering.”

X X

TS36 RA automatically monitors compliance: “I think
it is a clever thing that the RA keeps track of the
clients training.”

X X X X

Table 5. Co-monitoring examples of client statements selected from the affinity diagrams. The
first column specifies the statement number, e.g. CS07 indicating the client statement no 07. The
Statement column describes the actual statement, followed by a quotation example. In the
Participants column it is specified with an “X”, which of the clients that expressed the particular
statement. CS07 was expressed by three clients, C1, C3 and C4.

Statement no. Statement Participants

Clients C1 C2 C3 C4

CS07 Sometimes RA falls off the latex free elastic
band during the training: “When it happens
either the training will be disturbed or the
monitoring watchdog will be quiet.”

X X X

CS13 There is a need for a reminder function in RA
concerning the therapy-prescribed exercise
dosage from day to day: “It could be smart, if
you received a message on your phone, or the
tablet made a noise when it is time for the daily
training. In that way it is easier to adhere to the
therapy-prescribed exercise dosage.”

X X

CS15 RA can increase compliance in home training:
“I feel monitored and committed to do my daily
training – kind of a watchdog effect.”

X X
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activity/facility?” and “What are the consequences?” and “Is this activity/facility
relevant for you?”.

Client statements in Table 5 is in addition to be coherently related to QU in Table 1
also coherently matched to therapist statement in Table 4 in the mind of co-monitoring
and compliance aspects. To illustrate the relation between internal statements in
Table 5 and QU in Table 1, let us take for instance the client statement, CS15: ‘The
application can increase compliance in home-training: “I feel monitored and committed
to do my daily training – kind of a watchdog effect” ’. The statement indicates that the
clients, C2 and C3, expect RA to increase compliance in home-training. The “watchdog
effect” was expressed with a twinkle in the eyes, and the gossiping RA seemed to be a
motivating factor illustrating the importance of co-monitoring. Their answers match the
QU 1, 3 and 5 (Table 1): “How do you perceive this activity/facility?” and “What are
the consequences?” and “Is this activity/facility relevant for you?” The message of
therapist statement TS34 match the client statement CS15, and so do the others.

6 Discussion

The case study taking place at a rehabilitation clinic during a period of 3.5 months has
demonstrated how a combination of cooperative usability testing (CUT), and key
questions concerning users’ content understanding (QU) can complement conventional
usability testing and provide insight into users’ challenges with understanding and
making use of a new complex eHealth application. This was established by extracting
the statements concerning content understanding from our dialog with therapists and
users. These statements were consolidated through affinity diagramming. We did not
validate our results by having other researchers to do a similar task of extracting the
relevant statements from our transcripts of key statements and make their independent
data consolidation.

Using the QU in direct dialog between the evaluators and the clients and therapists
was far from easy and straightforward. We had to modify the QU and gain experience
through multiple iterations. Our performance as evaluators improved along with an
increased understanding of the application domain, our ability to grab the interesting
situations illuminating content understanding, and an increased familiarity with the
vocabulary used by therapists and users. This experience matches what was to be
expected, see Sect. 2 where the CUT with QU technique is described.

As a general result, both clients and therapists emphasized the importance of col-
laboration between client and therapist. The collaboration seemed important for the
clients’ motivation and compliance, which cohere with findings concerning the eval-
uated rehabilitation application (RA) by other researchers [23]. Thus, a widely used
term “self-monitoring” for home-based training applications like RA is misleading. As
a more appropriate term we propose the term “co-monitoring”.

The usability evaluation technique, CUT with QU, has until November 2016 only
been empirically studied in this case study, and in a few small laboratory style exercises
with health informatics students. Thus the applicability of the technique is still an open
question. It has to be studied in other complex applications domains involving more
users and evaluators with different levels of domain knowledge before the technique
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can be claimed to be widely useful and effective. It would also be interesting to
experiment with users giving written feedback to QU as this will reduce the highly
demanding task of the evaluator to interpret and respond in direct dialog to the user’s
utterances concerning understanding issues.

7 Conclusion

We have proposed a new usability evaluation technique, called CUT with QU, which is
targeting users’ content understanding. The evaluation technique is developed from an
understanding of human understanding and insight as described by William James [15],
Gilbert Ryle [25] and Peter Naur [19], and from creative work by Danish teacher and
textbook author, Lavra Enevoldsen [6]. These four authors agree that grabbing and
extracting understanding as held by people is very complex. The understanding cannot
be expressed fully, but can be approached effectively through a situationally focused
dialog involving an interviewer/examiner with solid domain insight. This idea of how
to illuminate content understanding has been integrated as a set of questions (QU) into
the usability technique, CUT, Cooperative Usability Testing [9].

In a case study within eHealth, specifically the setting of a rehabilitation clinic
involving the participation of four physiotherapists and four clients, it has been
demonstrated how CUT with QU can complement conventional usability testing and
provide insight into users’ challenges with understanding and making use of a new
complex eHealth application. Before claiming anything about the general applicability
of CUT with QU, we need more experiments in other complex application domains and
involving different kinds of users and evaluators.

Performing CUT with QU is very demanding by drawing heavily on the evaluators’
ability to respond effectively to openings and potential shortcomings in the users
content understanding. Evaluators need to train this interview/examination process in
order to be able to reach a proper insight of the test user’s content understanding.

If CUT with QU after more research shows to be inadequate, the motivating
research question behind this experimental study remains important: How can “content
understanding” effectively be brought into usability testing in complex application
domains?
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Abstract. Understanding user experience (UX) during e-commerce has been a
relatively important research area especially in the last decade. The use of
conventional methods in UX such as task-observation, in-depth interviews and
questionnaires has already contributed for the measurement of the efficiency and
effectiveness. This empirical study has aimed to make use of both conventional
and neuroscientific methods simultaneously to provide a richer analysis
framework for understanding the product search experience of the first-time
buyers. The current work provides insights for the results from the combined use
of conventional and neuroscientific-biometric methods in a UX study. Although
this has been an exploratory study within a limited literature, the obtained results
indicate a potential use of these methods for UX research, which may contribute
to improve the relevant experience in various digital platforms.

Keywords: User experience (UX) � E-commerce � Product search � Decision
making � Traditional user research methods � Neuroscientific methods �
Neuroergonomics

1 Introduction

User experience (UX) is defined as “a person’s perceptions and responses that result
from the use or anticipated use of a product, system, or service” (ISO 9241-210
(2009)). This definition is directly related to the inner states of the experiencer in terms
of both cognitive and affective dimensions. On the other hand, it covers the perception,
evaluation and decision related to the product in use. It has been important to under-
stand this integrated experience by examining different research methods and com-
paring these findings. The conventional methods including the surveys/questionnaires,
think-aloud procedures and in-depth interviews have contributed considerably for
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understanding the problems during the use of internet sites for shopping. On the other
hand, the use of neuroscientific and psychophysics methods, also mentioned as neu-
roscientific and biometrics in this text, has also grasped attention with the exciting idea
of providing objective means of understanding cognitive and affective processes during
the user experience under online environments (Chai et al. 2014). Despite the fact this
idea has also strong limitations such that an attached device is usually necessary, it has
been of interest for many researchers to explore such potential use in this interdisci-
plinary area of research. This empirical and exploratory study has aimed to understand
the user experience of first-time buyers during e-shopping and specifically during
product search in e-commerce via the use of neurophysiological and psychophysics
research methods as well as the conventional methods. The main research scope is
about understanding the potential negative factors, specifically obstacles, during
e-shopping processes by both neurophysiological and conventional methods. We have
also aimed to compare and to contrast the consistencies and differences between the
findings of conventional and neurophysiological-biometric methods.

2 Theoretical Background

The current academic literature has provided two subcategories regarding the research
on user experience evaluation methods. These are the subjective and objective evalu-
ation methods. The former one generally relies on the self-reported data about the
digital platforms presented whereas the latter one is not targeted at the perception of the
user but rather the performance metrics such as total time spent on a web-site or the
number of mouse clicks at a specific online medium allocate the main scale that is
quantifiable and/or measurable (Hornbæk 2006). The objective measures have gener-
ally been referred to the use of eye-tracking method with the outputs such as number of
fixations, total time spent on a specific Area of Interest (AOI). All these evaluation
methods have been regarded as conventional user experience research methods by
which generally a combination of these is preferred during research. Despite the fact
these have been the dominant research methodologies used in UX research and pro-
fessional projects, there are alternative techniques recently emerged involving neuro-
physiological and biometric/psychophysics methods. The use of neuroscientific and
biometric methods has generally been referred to as neuromarketing or neuroer-
gonomics but the former term covers different fields of application than user experience
such as the assessment of TV advertisements, visual design tests, brand-adjective and
in-store tests. The initial expectation from neuroscientific methods has been to provide
a revolutionary change from conventional methodologies to neurophysiological and
biometric methods. However, the obtained research findings obtained via conventional
and neurophysiological methods has revealed that these methods should better be used
as complementary methods to provide a more fruitful framework.
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2.1 First-Time User Experience (FTUE)

The initial stages/steps of user experience on a software or an internet site has been
defined as first-time user experience that involves signing up, the other configuration
steps. Although one user might have an extensive experience with a similar product,
he/she will have a FTUE with a new product regardless of how his/her previous
experience will have an impact on this FTUE (Drenner et al. 2008). For assessing the
usability of an e-commerce site, it is important to observe the behavior of first-time
users/buyers who do not have any knowledge about the content/format of this web-site.
Time effectiveness is one of the key factors for establishing a successful and long-term
relationship between user and the service during FTUE. Time effectiveness has been
defined as the effective use of time by the user to complete the given task within a
considerably accepted range (Drenner et al. 2008). Thus, it inevitably depends on the
complexity of the given task as well as the individual differences. The second factor is
intuitiveness that refers to the usability of the presented software without any guidance
that means the user can intuitively figure out what to do next without a need for
external help. Thus, it is possible for researchers to assess several different factors
including layouts, graphics, location of buttons and other features over the experiments
done with FTUE to develop more user-friendly designs and to allocate the potentials
problems/obstacles. The third factor is patience.

2.2 Subjective Measures

There are many different user evaluation methods including surveys, interviews, and
contextual inquiry frequently used in user experience research done both in profes-
sional and academic studies (Law et al. 2009). Each method has different strengths and
weaknesses but they are generally focused on obtaining information directly from the
participants in which the verbal declarations are the main sources of information.
Understanding the affects experienced by the users have been issued by Boehner as a
critical component of the subjective interpretation and highly important for HCI
research domain (Boehner et al. 2005). The emotional responses of the users have been
collected retrospectively and directly from the users by which they are expected to state
how they have interacted with the presented material/media. Although this is a com-
mon use in UX studies, it is widely accepted that the self-reports and other subjective
measures are generally directed towards the best and worst experiences rather than
providing a full account of the experience. Moreover, it has also been a critical issue
that the participants could be influenced by the experimenters’ demand so that they
might not be delivering the correct information. For instance, the participants can
positively be motivated towards the presented web-site with the belief that the
experimenters are the designers of it thus they might not be glad to hear/receive
negative feedback during the usability and user experience test. In addition to this, it
has also been issued that participants might be willing to give the politically correct
replies rather than giving the correct information that is not in line with the social
norms (Ravaja 2004).
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In-depth Interviews. In-depth interviews are mainly conducted for exploring the
ideas, comments, perspectives of a small groups of people/participants on a given
situation. In this respect, it was important to obtain the experiences, expectations,
thoughts and suggestions of the participants about the operations, processes, and
outcomes related to this e-commerce site. This type of detailed information composed
of suggestions and expectations are useful in the sense to provide further explorations
in more detail. The insights from in-depth interviews are commonly used to provide
relevant context for understanding the data from other domains or sources. In-depth
interviews are preferred over surveys, since they provide much more detailed infor-
mation. Moreover, it might be preferable for participants when compared to surveys
since they are more likely to be a relaxed and conversation-like way of data collection.
However, there are also methodological limitations of this method that should be
handled with care. First, the obtained responses from the interviews might be biased,
since the participants might be looking for their own benefits. Secondly, the conduction
of the interviews, transcription stage, and the evaluation of the responses might take too
much time when compared to the analysis durations of the other methods. Thirdly, it is
crucial to comfort the participant in the sense by an experienced interviewer that the
participant could easily tell her opinions about the product or web-site of target.
Moreover, the interviewer should not ask leading questions or should not give clues
about his personal opinions and should fully attend the participant’s interview.
Fourthly, it is significant to recognize that the obtained results are mostly not gener-
alizable due to the fact the sample size is generally small and random sampling
methods are not performed. Thus, one should be precautious about reporting and
presenting the obtained results and related conclusions.

Surveys. Surveys are tools for collecting information from the users about the expe-
rience they had while interacting with a website or software program. These tools
contain set of questions to understand one’s opinions, preferences, attitudes, and
characteristics on a given item. The responses from the users will be directing the
professionals or researcher to provide a more user-friendly version of the product or the
service. The responses from a subset of the target population might be applied to a
broader population. For the e-commerce research, there are three main issues regarding
the usability of the website: (1) perceived ease-of-use, (2) satisfaction, and (3) per-
ceived time.

Task Observation. Task observation is a frequently used research method that
investigates the user during the experience of the presented product or service via
online (or offline) observations by an expert. The expert identifies the potential factors
that lead to the problems for instance during the use of the website in this context.
These identifications regarding the UX could then be validated through the in-depth
interviews and/or application of surveys. The task observation method is also critical
and useful for understanding the implicit factors that could not be noticed by the user
herself but the field expert can observe and identify the potential problems. These
accounts from the observations are potentially beneficial for improving the usability of
the target product or service.
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There are a couple of neurophysiological and biometric methods that have
increasingly been used by researchers as well as professionals in the field. The neu-
rophysiological methods are the ones that collect data directly from the brain but the
biometric methods have an indirect access to the brain activity. The most widely used
neurophysiological methods include EEG/ERP, fMRI and fNIRS (optic brain imaging).
On the other hand, the biometric methods involve galvanic skin response (GSR),
eye-tracker (E-T), and heart rate (HR). In this study, EEG/ERP, eye-tracker and GSR
methods were used for data collection. EEG/ERP method has generally been used for
the valence/intensity of the experienced pleasantness (affect) with the calculation of
Frontal Alpha Asymmetry (FAA). GSR has been used to detect the changes in the
arousal dimension by measuring the electrical resistance of the skin. Eye-tracker has
been used to keep track of the eye-movements of the participants thus the use of this
method provided the potential explanations for the changes in neuroscientific and
biometric indexes. The objective measures (as opposed to the subjective measures) are
argued to have the advantage of providing continuous and quantitative output during
the user experience. Moreover, the objective measures have also the advantage of not
being dependent on any language (or any other verbal articulation). On the other hand,
there are a couple of disadvantages of the objective methods such as the variations
between subjects (due to individual differences), determination of the significant events
especially in large datasets, and providing interpretations for the determined significant
events (since different mental states might result with similar outputs). These pose
challenging situations for the researchers making use of objective measures while
trying to construct a reliable and replicable framework.

Time on Task (Reaction Time) Measure. Time on Task (ToT) measure has been a
common measure specifically in UX research to infer/understand the easiness/difficulty
of the given task (REF). Total time spent on a given task (for instance, the signing up
process to a web-site) were calculated through the intervals between the initiation and
completion of a given task. This measure is especially important to understand if a user
spends excessive amount of time to complete a task.

The Valence of the Emotional State: Positiveness (FAA). The current academic
literature indicates that frontal alpha asymmetry (FAA) can be used as a potential
indicator for identification of the valence of emotions as depicted in several basic
empirical studies (Briesemeister 2013). According to Davidson’s model (1979), there is
a hemispheric asymmetry regarding the alpha oscillations among the frontal channels.
This neurophysiological model implicates that the left frontal cortex is more activated
during the processing of positive affects whereas the left prefrontal cortex is responsible
for the negative affect experienced (Davidson et al. 1979). This fundamental has
extensively been used in neuromarketing and consumer neuroscience research. One of
the main studies in the academic literature has targeted to address how the frontal alpha
asymmetry can be used to dissociate between three similar versions of TV ads from the
same brand (Ohme et al. 2009). The FAA approach has been used in wide range of
applications from product design tests to TV advertisement assessments and to flavor
tests (Tomico et al. 2008). One of the newest research and application domain has been
suggested to understand the emotional states during user experience. The limited
empirical evidence so far indicates that FAA can be a potential and useful index in
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human-computer interaction studies (Chai et al. 2014). As stated in the previous sec-
tion, the results of the empirical study done by Chai et al. (2014) has shown that
excellent user experience is correlated with a positive trend in FAA. On the other hand,
it has also been revealed that negative emotional states have been correlated with the
negative trends in FAA (Wheeler et al. 1993). One of the main neurophysiological
paradigms of the current study is based on the use of FAA index through the inspection
of first-time buyers during e-commerce. It was initially hypothesized that the partici-
pants will have negative peaks as they have difficulties during a given e-commerce
task.

Arousal dimension of the Emotional states: GSR. Arousal has been another crucial
dimension for determining the emotional state of the participants. The arousal level has
been shown to be correlated with the galvanic skin response measure (GSR) that
measures the electrical resistance of the skin through giving very low levels of amperes
(at milliampere level) and measuring the voltage (Boucsein 2012). GSR is a psy-
chophysics method that has been mentioned with different names in the literature as
such: electrodermal response (EDR), psychogalvanic reflex (PGR), and skin conduc-
tance resistance (SCR). The GSR method has already shown to be correlated with
sympathetic activity that is also demonstrated to be correlated with the emotional
arousal (Westerink et al. 2008). Since GSR has been associated with the level of
emotional arousal regardless of the intensity/direction of the emotion experienced, it
has also been argued that various emotional states including fear, anger, orienting
response might cause similar GSR reactions (Carlson 2013). On the other hand, it
might be possible to infer about the processing difficulties of the participants relying on
the signal peaks acquired from the GSR device (Carlson 2013). Arousal dimension has
been crucial for this kind of studies mainly because of the activator aspect of the
arousal such as being as a pusher for the fight-or-flight actions. In this respect, the
detected peaks in the arousal dimension could be inferred as the instantaneous pro-
cessing problems during e-commerce. However, one needs to be precautious during
such inferences, since these peaks might also be caused by positive affect. In this
respect, the findings from the FAA should also be evaluated as well as the contributions
from the subjective measures.

2.3 Research Questions and Purpose

The main purpose of this study is to present and discuss the findings obtained by
several different methods, which focus on understanding the product search experience
of the first-time buyers in a desktop e-commerce web site. This empirical study mainly
revolves around two main research questions: (1) What are the similarities/overlaps of
the findings/results from conventional and neuroscientific/biometric methods? (2) What
are the inconsistencies/differences and problems regarding the obtained results from
these methods?
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3 Methodology

This empirical study focuses on understanding the online shopping experience in
desktop marketplace e-commerce website through the neuroscientific/biometric meth-
ods including EEG/ERP, eye-tracker, galvanic skin response (GSR), pulse rate (PR) as
well as UX research methods such as task-observation, in-depth interview and survey.

3.1 Participants

The participants were all males, 24–35 years of age, right-handed, and actively working
as professionals at least for 3 years. The participants were also required not to have done
any online shopping via a specific web-site before. This requirement was significant to
assess their first-time user experience (FTUE) in this specific web-site. They were also
required not to use any psychiatric drugs in the last 6 months. The participants were
informed about the aim and content of the experiment before the session starts. They
were reminded that if they feel uncomfortable during the experiment, they might leave
the experiment without any hesitation. The ethics approval for this study has been
acquired from the Ethics Committee of Acıbadem University (Istanbul, Turkey).

3.2 Procedure

The participants were asked to sign up to this web-site, they were then to choose a
specific item category to buy, to provide three concrete options for this category and
then to purchase one of these options. These participants were motivated by a gift card
of 250 TL (approximately 73 USD) as a contribution to their shopping task. In the
post-test session, the participants were given a survey about the experiment and invited
to an in-depth interview through a retrospective think-aloud protocol to be able to grasp
their online shopping experience in more detail. The participants were instructed about
the experimental task in detail.

The experimental session is composed of 4 different tasks: (1) signing in, (2) pro-
duct search, (3) find 3 items of their interest & add to cart, (4) purchase one of these 3
items. The first task was that the participants were to login to this e-commerce site
without any time limitation. For the second task, the participants were instructed to find
a product category of their interest and they were asked to find three alternatives for this
product category. Moderators reminded that it was important to reach the ticket limit of
250 TL to be able to activate the given tickets.

3.3 Conventional UX Research Methods

Test Evaluation. Task-Observation. A team of two researchers were responsible for
the observation of the participants during task execution: A moderator and a facilitator.
The test was led by a moderator and the task-execution was directly observed and
recorded on a structured observation sheet by both the moderator and a facilitator.
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Post-test Evaluation. In-depth Interviews. After the online recordings, the participants
participated an in-depth interview by which their introspective judgments about their
experience were asked and their replies were noted down. The participants were shown
the related fields on the screen to enable them remember and actively participate in the
interview session. The questions were generally centered at getting more about the
experience of the participants in detail.

Surveys. A user experience questionnaire has been performed just after the in-depth
interview session. The participants were asked to rate the perceived quality of their
experience regarding different aspects. In this survey, three main aspects were ques-
tioned: (1) perceived ease-of-use, (2) satisfaction, and (3) perceived time. The partic-
ipants were orally asked to rate the given aspect in 5-point Likert scale. The responses
were noted down by the moderators.

3.4 Neurophysiological and Biometric Research Methods

Time-on-Task (ToT) Measure. Time-on-Task (ToT) measure has been a common
measure specifically in UX research to infer and understand the degree of difficulty of
the given task. ToT measures were calculated through the intervals between the ini-
tiation of a given task and completion of that task.

EEG Recording and Data Analysis. A 32-channel wireless dry-electrode EEG/ERP
system, has been used to calculate Frontal Alpha Asymmetry (FAA) that has been
claimed to be an indicator of approach/withdrawal tendencies of the participants. Thus,
the valence dimension of the emotional experience has been estimated by these
empirical outputs. The main scope has been to capture the instants with negative peaks
including the issues related to personal information entry of the email addresses, log in
to the email accounts, identity number and the issues related to the usability of the
website including delay in the page loadings and unselecting items in the shopping cart.

The EEG data was continuously recorded from 32 scalp sites using dry electrodes
mounted in an elastic cap arranged according to the 10–10 international placement
system (g.Nautilus). The online reference was right mastoid (A2). The impedances of
the EEG electrodes were below 50 kX. The EEG data were amplified with a bandpass
filter of 0.01–45 Hz and digitized at 500 Hz. The recordings obtained from the pre-
frontal and frontal regions of the cortex (Fp1, Fp2, AF3, AF4, F3, F4, F7, and F8) were
analyzed (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Wireless g.Nautilus 32-channel EEG/ERP device
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The EEG data was processed using MATLAB 2014b and Fieldtrip. All the EEG
data were DC corrected and re-referenced to linked mastoids offline. The filter was set
to 40 Hz low pass and 0.1 Hz high pass. Then, the EEG data were epoched into periods
of 500 points (i.e., 1000 ms). The power of alpha band (8–12 Hz) for each of the
recorded electrodes was calculated for further analysis.

According to the previous empirical studies in the relevant literature (Ohme et al.
2010), the frontal alpha asymmetry (FAA) index was calculated as the difference
between right-hemispheric data minus left-hemispheric data with the following formula
(Davidson et al. 1979):

ln right alpha powerð Þ� ln left alpha powerð Þ ð1Þ

Due to the negative correlation between alpha power and brain activation, the positive
score of the FAA index implies the dominance of left PFC and the negative score of the
FAA index implies the dominance of right PFC. These neurophysiological and psy-
chophysics outputs have been plotted in a video synchronized with screen recorder and
eye-tracker. The obtained data has been statistically analyzed to find the significant
peaks within the whole dataset. The voltage fluctuations above 200 microvolts per
250 ms and below 1 microvolts per 250 ms were excluded. The statistical analyses
(parametric t-test for normal distributions) have been performed on the whole distri-
bution of the data points calculated by FAA. The values at 95% significance level have
been marked.

GSR Recordings and Data Analysis. Secondly, GSR method, as a measure of
physiological arousal, has been used for exploring the changes in arousal dimension.
The changes in arousal have already been issued with experience of difficulties while
using an interface thus have been associated with frustration and stress. GSR record-
ings were performed via a mobile device (Shimmer) with a sampling rate 50 Hz. The
fingers of the participants were cleaned with a soft cleaning gel. Then the device was
plugged. The acquired data was filtered with a cut-off frequency of 0.3 Hz and with
Butterworth filter of 10 Hz. The obtained continuous signal was detrended to eliminate
the potential trend-related effects. The signal was then statistically analyzed to find the
peaks throughout the whole distribution. Thus, the statistically significant peaks have
been illustrated in a video of 250 ms frame (4 Hz). The obtained data has been sta-
tistically analyzed to find the significant peaks within the whole dataset. The values at
95% significance level have been marked and reported accordingly (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Wireless Shimmer GSR device
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Eye-tracking Records and Data Analysis. An eye-tracker device, Eye Tribe, has
been used for data collection during the experiments. The eye-tracking data are
important for understanding the trends in the EEG/FAA and GSR data. The
eye-tracking data has been converted into heatmaps @4 Hz to be compatible with the
other neurometric and biometric outputs.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Evaluation of the Findings from Conventional UX Research Methods

In this part, the findings obtained via different methods are summarized and
demonstrated.

Evaluation of the Findings from the Task-Observation Stage. The product cate-
gory menu on the left side appears as an initiator and navigator tool for the product
search experience. Most of the participants (n = 14) attempted to make use of this
menu especially in the very early periods of product search.

Search engine box, which provided autocomplete suggestions, was also used by
most of the participants as a means for product search (n = 15). However, it was
observed that only 4 participants preferred to use the search box as the first strategy to
find the product they are looking for. Thus, as suggested by Baymard Institutes reports,
the position, contrasts and size of the search field possibly affect the usage of this area.
The remaining 11 participants preferred to search products through the category menu,
but when they failed to find the desired product through the product category menu,
they were inevitably forced to use the search engine box.

Some of the participants (n = 6) were also interested in the items that were pre-
sented in the main carousel in the categories. Specifically, a significant discount pre-
sented in the first slide of the carousel took their attention. Moreover, some of these
participants made use of the navigator inside the carousel to change its content.
However, the arrow buttons inside the carousel were not easily recognizable and
appeared as a potential issue to be resolved.

One of the mostly observed behavior was that more than half of the participants
(n = 11) were not able to notice the filter menu in the search results page due to the fact
this menu is located below the category structure. Five participants could not see the
filter menu during their entire product search process, whereas the remaining 6 par-
ticipants could notice the filter menu far lately. This resulted in the insistent use of
pagination and visiting the product search result screens one-by-one (n = 16).

One of the other aspects has been related to the use of filters. Only 9 participants
directly head to the filter menu. Even by including the number of participants that
noticed the filter menu late in their product search process, all the participants who used
the filter menu (n = 15) limited their use with only three filters: Firsthand/ Second hand
(“Durum/Sıfır”), free cargo (“Kargo/Ücretsiz”) and price range (“Fiyat aralığı”).
Thus, our results on filter menu showed the importance of detailed and category
specific filters as suggested by Holst (2016).

It was also remarkable that some of the participants (n = 4) were not able to see the
arrow button to activate the price range filter after they entered the information to the
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relevant boxes. These participants expected to have an automatic activation of the
filters as they entered the price ranges. It was also observed that the complementary
features to support product search such as “sorting” and “viewing options” were used
by none of the participants. Only one participant attempted to use the “viewing
options” to see the product search results in a row based layout. This finding appeared
as a potential limitation for an effective use of it by most of the participants.

Evaluation of the Findings from In-depth Interview Stage. The findings from the
in-depth interviews are in line with the findings derived from the task-observation
stage. A summary of the findings, which are accompanied by relevant quotes from the
users, are presented in Table 1 below. The findings fell into five major categories:
Browsing with the use of left-hand category menu, Search experience, Use of per-
suasive design features, Faceted-Browsing (Use of Filters), Product Listings (Product
Search Results Page).

Table 1. Summary of the findings from the in-depth interview stage

Positive insights Frequency Quotes

Browsing with the
use of left-hand
category menu

• Use of the product category
menu on the left side as an
initiator and navigator tool
for the product search
experience

11 • “I can easily find what I’m
looking for according to
product groups.” (K1)

• “It is very well classified,
everything what I’m looking
for is present… The menus
on the left side are
explanatory and detailed.
Inside of the menu (mega
drop-down), presence of
photos during access of
sub-categories is good.”
(K11)

Search experience • Use of the search engine
box which is supported by
autocomplete suggestions

5 • “I can find products easily.
Google search, let’s think
about such a culture. I wrote
‘kol’, consequently,
everything related to “kol
saati” was appeared. I liked
it.” (K5)

Use of persuasive
design features

• Presenting discounted items
in the first slide of the
carousel

5 • “I view the carousels like
this. There have been
always very nice goods in
that place.” (K7)

• “It is being today’s deal and
40% discount attracted my
attention. The price dropped
to 259 TL from 429
TL.” (K3)

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

Positive insights Frequency Quotes

Faceted-Browsing
(Use of Filters)

• When noticed, although
three filters were used
frequently, the filters were
valued

9 • “I like choosing search
criteria (filters). The field
that we can search, either
fill it with special words or
enter any criterion. The
product that I intended to
buy… Is it new? Is it in its
own box? Even these are
important for me.” (K13)

Negative insights Frequency Quotes

Faceted-Browsing
(Use of Filters)

• Inability to notice the filter
menu in the search results
page due to the fact that this
menu is placed/presented
below the category structure

11 • “I could not find filtration. It
was not clear.” (K1)

• “The website is nice but with
few details, I could not find
many goods that I am
looking for, I intended to
enter price range but I could
not find.” K6

• “Filter menu is shaded in
color, it does not attract
attention.” (K12)

• Inability to notice the filter
menu resulted in the
insistent use of pagination
during the navigation
through product search
result screens

14 • “If I had been able to see the
price range, I would not
have gone until the page 24”
(K11)

• Frustration caused by the
lack of auto-filtering which
resulted in the ignorance of
the filter activation button

4 • “When we click on
checkboxes how it renews
the process, I thought it will
do it for price range, too.
But, it did not. I realized the
arrow below afterwards.”
(K7)

• “Because I could not see the
confirmation button “OK”
after I enter the price range
during filtering, I could not
click on it. It should be
clearer. Dark blue, green,
etc.” (K1)

(continued)
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The evaluation of the in-depth interviews for the product search task indicates that
the participants were generally satisfied with the product search features. For instance,
more than half of the participants (n = 11) were content in using the extensive product
category menu on the left side as a tool to start their the product search experience.

As suggested by Appleseed (2014), the autocomplete suggestions feature in the
search engine was expressed as a user-friendly and effective feature of this e-commerce
site by some of the participants (n = 5). However, it should be mentioned that these
participants were the ones which started their search process directly from the search
engine box.

Presentation of discounted items in the first slide of the carousel were appreciated
by some of the participants (n = 5). These participants mentioned that they tended to
look at the prices first and then they were engaged in the product features. This might
be related to one’s price-sensitive position during e-shopping.

On the other hand, the participants (n = 11) could not notice the filter menu in the
search results page due to the fact the filters were located below the category structure
that was a difficult place to notice. Five of the participants told that they were even
unaware of such a menu. Thus, the recognition of this menu in the product search
results page appeared as an important problem. The participants who noticed and use
the filter menu were content in using such a feature (n = 9). However, the participants
who could notice the filter menu could only make limited use of it. Only three filters
were frequently used by the participants: Firsthand/ Second hand (“Durum/Sıfır”), free
cargo (“Kargo/Ücretsiz”) and price range (“Fiyat aralığı”). Only 4 participants
declared the need for more category-specific filters.

Table 1. (continued)

Negative insights Frequency Quotes

• Lack of category-specific
filters

4 • “I did not like the detailing
in product search… I am
looking for bicycle but I
could not make a detailed
search. Disc, brake,
aluminum case. There is not
enough criterion.” (K4)

• “The shoe size does not
appear as a filter.” (K8)

Product Listings
(Product Search
Results Page)

• Lack of detailed product
information in product
search results page

9 • “Although product names
are the same, their prices are
different. This got me
confused. Also, I hesitated
whether it is a second-hand
product or not.” (K6)

• “I cannot see whether the
product that I have bought
has a guarantee or not.” (K6)
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Four participants were frustrated since they expected to find the automatic acti-
vation of the price range filter rather than the obligation to click on an action button.
This finding supports the notion that automated filtering in faceted search is an
important expectation among e-commerce users.

Findings from the in-depth interviews confirmed the observations on the insistent
use of pagination by most of the participants (n = 14). The findings revealed that the
inability of the participants to notice the filter menu in their product search process
resulted in the insistent use of pagination during the navigation through product search
result screens. They spent great efforts to visit the product search result screens
one-by-one. This factor might be the main cause of the high amount of durations
devoted to the product search stage. This observation could also be interpreted as part
of a potential window shopper behavior. However, the findings from the in-depth
interviews showed that only three of the participants associated their use of pagination
with window shopping.

Almost half of the participants expressed difficulty in scanning through the product
search results page due to the limited amount of product information presented in each
search result (n = 9).

Evaluation of the Findings from the Surveys. Findings from the surveys overlapped
with the ones derived from the previously adopted qualitative methods. The survey was
composed of three main aspects: Perceived ease-of-use, satisfaction, and perceived
time. The participants were asked to rate their experience during product search with
respect to these aspects. The ratings ranged from 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest). The results
are Perceived ease-of-use: 3.95/5, Satisfaction: 3.8/5, and Perceived Time: 3.45/5.

Perceived ease-of-use. The obtained results from the surveys indicate that the per-
ceived easiness of the use of internet site for product search is generally positive
(significantly higher than average). The participants’ introspective evaluations gener-
ally focus on the fact that they could find the target products easily. Only 3 participants
(P4, P13, and P21) responded lower than the middle rating as all of them had difficulty
in finding the products they wanted to buy.

Satisfaction. The ratings of the participants for the satisfaction dimension during
product search is also significantly higher than the middle rating (3). The ratings of the
3 participants, who spent considerable amount of time in finding the products they
wanted to buy, were quite lower for the satisfaction index.

Perceived Time. The ratings for this index reflects that the participants completed their
task of product search almost on average. The mean of ratings was not significantly
different from the middle rating (3). Similarly, the ratings from the three participants
was below the average.

It was also of our interest to observe if there is significant correlation between these
three aspects. The results of the statistical analyses indicate that these aspects are
significantly correlated with each other (dep. samples t-test; p < .05). Thus, the par-
ticipants were generally tended to evaluate their satisfaction levels in relation to the
perceived ease-of-use and perceived time.
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4.2 Findings from the Neurophysiological and Psychophysics Methods

The findings from EEG-GSR measures are presented in this part. As mentioned above,
the measures are used to observe negative experiences of the participants relying on
FAA and peaks in the GSR level (Table 2).

The most common neural pattern has been related to the use of search filters. It
might have possibly been due to the fact the participants experienced problems while
using the filters. The obtained findings indicate that the use of filters appears as a
potential problem for almost all the participants (79%). The negative FAA peaks during
the attempts for the filters (such as price range) (Fig. 3).

Moreover, it is also remarkable that when the participants were not able to find the
location of certain buttons of interest (such as “add to cart” or “sorting option”),
the negative FAA peaks were observed and reported. These might be assessed as
problems due to usability, since user experience (UX) has classified to be negative.

Table 2. The appearances of the negative signals are marked with “1” and “0” sign indicates
that there is no such observed negative peak for the given activity. (P3 was excluded because of
the synchronization problems during data collection)

P1 P2 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 P13 P14 P15 P16 P17 P18 P19 P20 No %

Use of search
filters

1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 17 89

Browsing
experience (of the
prodcut
categories)

1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 9 47

Excessive page
loading duration

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 11

When unable to
find a button

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 11

Scrolling up &
down

1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 37

Fig. 3. The participant is experiencing negativity while finding the relevant product category
during product search phase.
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Moreover, scrolling down and up with the use of mouse has been observed to be a
potential precursor of negative affect that might be because of the difficulty of tracking
the flow on the screen (n = 7). The issue related to the situations that the participants
could not find the relevant button on the webpage was infrequent (n = 2), however,
these cases resulted with clear incidences of negative affect.

Results of the Time-on-Task (TOT) Measures. The completion time for product
search task was 754.047 s. The analysis of the Reaction Time data indicates that the
individual differences have a considerable impact on the high level of variance. This
fact could be explained with the differences regarding the participants’ intentions
related to purchasing. Some could easily determine the target product and find suitable
alternatives quickly. However, the rest experienced difficulties while deciding on the
product category. As initially expected, the standard deviation of this measure for this
task was higher when compared to the average ToT measures.

4.3 Comparison of the Findings from Multimodal Methods

The findings from neurophysiological and psychophysics methods indicate that there
are number of UX issues that are in line with the findings from different methods. The
most common ones are about the issues related to the inefficient use of filters validated
by both methods. The use of filters under the product category menu has been limited
that have been reported by task-observation and in-depth interview methods. The
findings from neurophysiological methods indicate that 79% of the participants
experienced negative affect while using these filters. Moreover, 3 out of 4 participants
who have complained about the insufficiency of category-specific filters (during the
in-depth interviews) are reported to have negative affect during the use of filters. Thus,
the observed negative affect might be because of their insufficient level of satisfaction
during product search and specifically related to the ineffective use of these search
filters. The table below shows the interconnection across the findings between different
methodologies (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. The participant is experiencing negative affect because of the unexpected product price
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The findings obtained from neurophysiological/psychophysics methods indicate
that two of the participants were likely to experience negative affect as the page
loadings reached excessive durations. On the other hand, scrolling up and down
through the page were observed to cause negative affect for some of the participants (7
out of 19 participants). Moreover, two of the participants were observed to have
negative affect, since they could not find the relevant buttons on the page. This might
have caused a considerable level of anxiety for these participants. But it is important to
remark that these neurophysiological/psychophysics findings were not supported by the
qualitative methods. These might be accepted as contributive findings by these quan-
titative methods. However, a better methodology might be to ask the participants about
this kind of potential cases (Table 3).

Table 3. This table shows the findings related to the use of filters by neurophysiological/
psychophysics, in-depth interview and task observation methods

1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 No

Negative affect by
Neuro/Bio methods
during use of
search filters

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 17

Frustration caused
by the lack of
auto-filtering
which resulted in
the ignorance of
the filter activation
button

1 1 1 1 4

Inability to notice
the filter menu
resulted in the
insistent use of
pagination during
the navigation
through product
search result
screens

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 13

Lack of
category-specific
filters

1 1 1 1 4

Inability to notice
the filter menu in
the search results
page due to the fact
this menu is placed
below the category
structure

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10

(continued)
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It is also important to remark that the individual differences might be influential to a
certain extent. For instance, one participant might be negatively affected because of
waiting for the load of a new page whereas the other might not have a problem with
this. Thus, overall evaluations and inter-methodological links have such a potential
problem while trying to find the relevant explanations regarding the given context. One
future solution might be the use of a deep-dive survey that investigate most of the
potential problems for each of the participant. Hereby, it will be possible to provide a
useful framework for considering the individual differences just after the user has
experienced it and asked specifically about it (Fig. 5).

Table 3. (continued)

1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 No

Inability to notice
the filter menu in
the search results
page due to the fact
this menu is placed
below the category
structure

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8

Expectancy of
auto-filtering
which resulted in
the ignorance of
the filter activation
button

1 1 1 3

Fig. 5. The participant is experiencing negative affect due to the fact product information page
does not satisfy him during product search phase
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In relation to the very early discussions about the relative positions of the newer
and older methods, it is necessary to provide an insight for the current state-of-art. The
obtained findings from multi-modal methods suggest that the neuroscientific/
psychophysics versus conventional methods might come up with partially overlap-
ping but in general diverging results as the outputs of the current study indicates. On
one hand, it is quite convincing if both the subjective and objective methods end up
with converging results as in the use of search filters. However, this is not the case for
several occasions and the outputs from these methods do not seem to overlap although
they do not contradict each other. In other words, these outputs might be focusing on
different aspects of the user experience. It is quite trivial that the subjective methods are
sensitive for the high-order cognitive processing that have been accounted by the user
herself. On the other hand, the objective methods might be more sensitive for detecting
lower level affects that are not generally articulated by the participant. Thus, the main
contrast might be linked to the ongoing debate between explicit and implicit levels of
information processing. Hence, the outputs of these different methodologies might be
used as complementary tools for each other.

5 Conclusion

Overall, the obtained empirical findings of this exploratory study enabled to point out
successful features to support a seamless buying experience in the target website.
However, the findings also revealed a couple of user experience problems related to the
design and implementation of the target website. The main issues obtained by the
qualitative methods including task observations and in-depth interviews cover the
search experience, browsing experience (through the left-hand category menu), use of
filters and sorting, and product listing (product search results page).

On the other hand, the findings by neurophysiological/psychophysics methods
indicate that the participants tend to have negative affect when they make use of search
filters, browsing experience via category menu, scrolling up/down, and less frequently
while waiting for page loading and when cannot find the searched button on a page.

Addressing these problems accurately are quite significant especially for enhancing
the usability of the website. In this context, the findings of the current study are used by
the UX designers of the website to improve the relevant experience.

There have been occasional findings from the neuroscientific/psychophysiological
methods and the conventional methods that seem to support each other to a certain
extent such that the use of filters have been found to be problematic.

However, there are also diverging findings such that qualitative methods indicate
that the filter menu in the product search page is quite unrecognizable.

On the other hand, neurophysiological/psychophysics findings indicate that the
scrolling up/down, not being able to find the relevant buttons on the page, and
excessive page loading durations have also been observed as potential precursors of
negative affect.

Lastly, there are findings for which qualitative and neurophysiological/
psychophysics methods contradict each other such as the findings related to the
browsing a product from the category menu.
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Despite the fact the potential use of neurophysiological/psychophysics methods is
still controversial and needs many more direct research and valid findings in this
specific area, it is also arguable that such multimodal use will provide fruitful contri-
butions with the integrated use of conventional and neuroscientific methods.
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Abstract. The characteristics of mobile devices and their applications have led
to changes in the way these systems are developed and tested. Usability tests are
stages of development that are under constant modifications, since it is being
taken into account that traditional techniques may not be sufficient to accom-
plish the testing activity for mobile devices. For example, the User Observation
and Filming/Verbalization techniques involve the use of secondary devices to
record the data. This may be a problem as the testing activity can become more
complex and less comfortable for the users/evaluators. Aiming to present a
strategy to minimize this issue, we are presenting the ErgoMobile environment
that was developed with the main objective of avoiding the use of secondary
devices since it can be installed directly in the mobile device and can collect
images from the camera, sounds from the microphone and store interface
snapshots. Initial tests presented that this tool behaves well when working in
conjunction with other mobile applications, collecting good amounts of data and
working in the background and practically had not created any disturbances to
the participant or to the evaluator.

Keywords: Usability test � Mobile device � Mobile application � Observation

1 Introduction

The use of mobile devices such as smart phones improved the way people interact and
use information and services previously available just for traditional desktop com-
puters. New tools and services are being developed every day in order to support users
performing several daily tasks [6]. Thus, a great amount of users that could be con-
sidered traditional (people who does not know advance science computer) and/or
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specialists, use mobile applications for many reasons that previously could just be
achieved using a desktop computer.

Actually it is not wrong to say that companies that desire to provide information
systems platforms for their customers or any kind of initiative that intends to use soft-
ware as tool for supporting, must consider having mobile application as a product [3, 6].

However, mobile application development process is not a simple and/or trivial
activity. New challenges for developers have arisen such as: (1) adapt the content to
screen size; (2) power of memory and process of mobile devices is lower than desktop
computers; (3) considerations about where the devices are, as, usually, mobile users are
in external area; (4) form of operation; and (5) interaction features [3, 6, 14].

Some other features that explain why mobile user interface and interaction are
different from desktops and require care in several aspects include: content; consis-
tence; screen orientation; minimum work load; and customization [6].

To verify whether the mobile interfaces are well developed, and so users can
achieve their goals, some usability tests can be conducted.

Performing usability tests in mobile application is a complex task due to the reason
that traditional methods and techniques could not be enough to support them in this
kind of device. Some questions about usability testing in mobile device are around the
ability of traditional techniques in supporting the context of use since the users usually
perform their tasks in open environment and they may not pay attention just in specific
application, but can be accessing several activities at the same time [6, 8].

An example of usability testing that should be adapted is the Observation Tech-
nique, that consists of a strategy to gather data from user accesses while interacting
with the system. In desktop and mobile applications, the use of webcams, microphones,
external cameras, and verbalization can be common, but how these techniques can be
used to collect and generate data about testing in mobile device is a challenge that this
research aims to solve [1, 6, 8].

So, to support this issue we present a tool that helps conducting Usability Testing in
mobile application using an Observation Technique. This tool was designed, developed
and installed in mobile devices and works on background collecting image and sound
data through the webcam, or only sound data using microphone besides registering
snapshots that can be used in the data analysis.

This environment was developed for Android devices since this platform is
extremely robust and because Android is widely used in several smart phones models
and due to this reason it could be applied and validate in many different devices
models. Also, Android is a free platform and provides resources for software devel-
opment for free.

This paper presents the first release of this tool which aims to verify two main
questions in mobile usability testing: (1) how much data can be registered in testing
considered that all data should be stored in the device during the test; and (2) verify if it
is a good technique to support testing trying to verify whether it can be really used in
daily activities.

Next section presents the background used for developing this tool design,
implementation features and validation activities
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2 Background

This section presents the background about the main subjects that support this paper:
Mobile Devices, Usability Testing in Mobile Devices and Techniques to support
Usability Testing.

2.1 Mobile Devices

Nowadays, mobile device is used as a hybrid concept of tablets and phone cells.
Usually named as smart phone, a mobile device is portable and provide a wide group of
resources that allows people to perform several tasks that varies from a simple phone
call to the use of internet services, such as internet banking, purchasing products and
others [16].

These devices combine functions of a traditional phone with camera, web browser,
music player, compass, global position systems and other resources according to the
model and/or manufacturer. The combination of all these resources allowed the exis-
tence of a hardware that provides functions that were previously accessible only in
desktop computers [3, 16]. Together, with the increasing of Human-Computer Inter-
faces quality and needs for user interaction, the smart phones gathered a great amount
of users that perform most of their tasks, personal and professionally using smart
phones [1, 9].

According to Cybis [6] it is really import to understand the context of use of a
mobile device and how it interfere in user lifestyle and work. Some issues are high-
lighted below:

(1) smart phones and mobile devices are usually used for fast tasks, in short periods
of time and in specific context where the user pay real attention to these tasks such
as send a message or search an information in a social network;

(2) environment device is usually dynamic due to the reason that users can perform
their tasks anywhere and can try to accomplish more than just one task at the same
moment. Thus, the interactions must be easy, fast and right not to delay the user;

(3) mobile devices´ hardware are smaller, keyboards are digitals, interface format is
different, the amount of information available must be careful analyzed because
the interface area could not be enough for all the components and de designers
should prioritize some contents.

Also, the HCI development process from mobile applications needs to be adapted
or amended in order to accomplish mobile devices. The size of the screen, the com-
ponents applied for interaction, the content distribution in the interface, the cross
platform and it particularities leads the developers to face new challenges in devel-
opment process [3, 6].

In order to improve and facilitate the mobile software development, some guide-
lines were defined and provided elements to make the interfaces of this kind of devices
more usable. Benyon [3] presents some elements proposed by Microsoft:
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• Using shorts menu texts;
• Using “&” character instead of “and”;
• Using layers to group and separate components in menu;
• Position button “Delete” close to menu.

Cybis [6] also presents some other guidelines proposed by Nielsen, Cuello, Himann
and Wroblewski. In general, these guidelines focus on the facility of use, quality of
interaction considering many ways to do the same task and content for mobile device.

Beside HCI features, mobile applications present some limits. Actually the memory
capacity is a concern for developers due to the reason that mobile devices have less
memory than a traditional computer. For example, a desktop can present 1 Terabyte of
memory and a mobile presents at about 40 Gigabytes. This issue is discussed here
because memory and battery were two concerns studied as can represent special
problems when using these devices.

Thus, considering the features presented, we assumed mobile application devel-
opment process as a group of tasks that require new concepts when applied to the
usability evaluation techniques used for mobile software.

Next section presents information about usability testing on mobile applications.

2.2 Usability Testing in Mobile Devices Using Observation Techniques

Mobile devices present new features related to hardware, software, interaction, user
profile and context of use. Due to these reasons, Johnson [8] and Cybis [6] explain that
traditional techniques and resources used to support usability tests in desktop and web
application may not be appropriated or sufficient for conducting usability tests in
mobile application and so, should be reviewed and/or improved.

In this context, there are some challenges involved in the usability tests of mobile
systems, such as: device size, virtual hardware such as keyboards and buttons and the
way how users interact. Concerns related to performing the test in lab or real envi-
ronment; using emulator, prototypes (papers/drawings) or real software and how to
register data about the usability testing, are leading HCI researches to search for new
approaches or to adapt old techniques in order to attend mobile devices [3, 6].

Consulting the actual literature, we had not found a perfect approach to support
usability testing for mobile devices. In several cases, the evaluators may combine more
than one usability evaluation technique in order to conduct an effective testing, but this
approach is not perfect as issues related to the memory capabilities and devices battery
usage rates were not present.

So, researches for providing techniques that enable the user to use a mobile device
in various environments can be considered as important themes for study and is the
main concern of this work. Specific particularities are always present: the evaluator/
user can be exposed to interruptions, there should occur interferences during the
evaluation process and the need of recording the interaction is one of them [6].

The observation of the interaction between user and the system is a technique that
can be used to conduct an usability testing. Recording images, voice and snapshots are
examples of data that should be gathered to support the usability measures analysis.
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For desktop applications the use of a software for monitoring and collecting data as
voice, images, logs and snapshots is already available using tools as Morae [11] and
ErgoSV [5]. However, for mobile applications, these resources are not widely used.

For conducting usability evaluation experiments for mobile applications, the
recording of images or data related to external environment such as sounds or par-
ticipant voice can be done using secondary devices such as video cameras and/or
microphones positioned on a table and directed to mobile to register the screen images.

But the use of secondary devices can be a problem since the evaluators need to
collect more data from different perspective. The increasing of the devices amount can
create a complex environment to collect and analysis data. Also, the data analysis will
require a full review of the data individually by device and forward to synchronize data
in order to have a nice data understanding.

A device presented in Fig. 1 was proposed by Betiol [4] and has a camera,
microphone and resource to transfer data by radio frequency. Independent structures
allow positioning the camera in order to collect images and audio with quality. The
device works with battery not requiring power via cables which helps the transportation
and the realization of remote usability tests.

Although this technique works, the use of a secondary resource ends up being more
costly and not leaving the user so comfortable to perform an interaction easily and
efficiently.

Currently there is a lack of performing usability testing on the mobile device,
making use of resources such as camera, microphone and internet a need. Researches
related to usability tests in mobile application such as [2, 4, 9] used secondary devices
to register data as images and audio; or used specific software installed directly on the
device to register log files and/or use code injections to monitor user interaction, but not
to register images and audio. Considering this lack and the current resources available
in mobile devices, propose a tool that could be installed in the device and work in
background to collect image, sound and snapshots and so, trying to avoid the use of
secondary elements.

Fig. 1. Device to support usability testing in mobile devices (Source: Betiol, p. 120)
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Next section we present related works to this research.

2.3 Related Work

The development of a software to be used in mobile device is a reality and researches
are being conducted in order to provide, improve or analyze methods and techniques to
support all development stages among it the usability evaluation activities.

Studies focused on usability evaluation in mobile applications are not too recently,
i.e., did not arise to support the smart phones, but when the mobile devices were
simpler and provided less functions and resources than the current phone, but the
utilization by people was already increasing.

The research conducted by Betiol [4] was performed in older phones and aimed to
analyze how de context of use could interfere in the evaluation results. Tests were
conducting through emulators and real phones. The users performed their tasks in lab
and fields. Betiol also proposed a tool to support the usability testing based on
observation. With this resources data as images and sound could be registered during a
mobile interaction. A resource image is presented at Fig. 2.

We can cite the work performed by Kaikonnen et al. [9] that aimed to evaluate the
usability of a mobile application called Wire. It presents two questions: (1) whether the
tests are sufficient to carry out this evaluation and; (2) whether there are differences at
results of tests conducted in laboratories to tests performed in field.

A comparison was made between performing tests in the laboratory and in the field
to find out what the effect of the environment would influence. When recording mobile
videos, there is a lack of use of the features of the smartphone itself. So, small video
cameras were hung to record the screen of the device and collect the data, and then
perform an analysis.

Fig. 2. ErgoMobile work approach
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As a result, problems were encountered in the application’s navigation, as well as
phenomena and problems both in the field environment and in the laboratory. Therefore
this research presented that the hypothesis that one environment is worse than the other
cannot be generalized. Also, the obtained data showed that no matter what is the
environment, users and the type of the application can also influence the final results of
the usability environments tests.

Another work we can mention is [15] that aims to ascertain the influence of the
mobile context of the application, as well as lighting the movement and location where
the usability tests are performed for mobile devices. For this, the ContextCollector
application was developed, which captures the user interaction through the sensors of
the mobile device that is being used. This application can be used to obtain data by both
developers and testers, without having to be in the presence of the evaluator, and, so,
reducing the costs to perform usability tests, as it does not need to ask the user to be in a
specific test environment in laboratory. As a result obtained, it is generally perceived
that the influence of the poorly lit environment affected the performance of the users.
Thus, a usability assessment done with the user standing still in a well-lit environment
would present better results.

Next section presents the ErgoMobile environment, its features and applicability.

3 ErgoMobile

This section presents the ErgoMobile, a tool to support usability evaluation based on
user observation. ErgoMobile was proposed after the study of some gaps that happen in
usability testing in mobile devices due to the particular features of this kind of device
and it software, such as: the difficult to collect data about user interaction [13]; the use
of secondary devices that ends up to extra workload and equipment to be manipulated
by participant [4]; and the battery and memory of mobile devices that have limited
capacity [13].

• Collect a great amount of data and monitor the test. This is one of the main interest
in this environment, since the mobile device should register data in the local
memory and it can be a problem due to the lack of storage capability;

• Do not compromise the battery usage. Mobile devices have batteries with different
capacity and durability and if the tool requires a large amount of use, there should be
a problem since the usability test could be stopped as the device could be turned off;

• Allow the evaluators and users to conduct usability testing without the need of a
secondary device linked to the mobile. A software could be installed in the mobile
device and be accessed in background monitoring the user tasks; and

• Provide a tool to support the collection of data such as: images; words pronounced
and snapshots.
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Aiming to analyze the effectiveness and efficiency of the ErgoMobile, we chose a
mobile platform to develop the software since it must be considered the great amount of
devices that use Android1 and the facility to obtain and use development tools and
frameworks.

Next subsection presents ErgoMobile Approach.

3.1 ErgoMobile Tool

ErgoMobile approach was created in order to allow the evaluators and participants to
conduct usability testing in mobile devices using Observation Techniques such as
Filming and Verbalization. The idea is to have an environment that supports the
evaluation activity without the need of use of secondary devices such as additional
cameras, microphones and others.

To accomplish this goal we proposed a tool that can be installed in a mobile device
and works in background, registering data about the usability. ErgoMobile works
creating a video with images from the frontal camera and audio from microphone and
registering snapshots of the interface that can be used in the analysis stage to allow the
evaluator visualizing the used. If the device have frontal camera, a file containing a
video (image and audio) is created, but if this is not the case, the ErgoMobile only
activates the microphone and the data collected will be stored in an audio file and
another one will store the interfaces snapshots.

Specifically, the data storage is gathered in specific folders at the device´s opera-
tional system. So, the ErgoMobile creates a video/audio file that is saved in a folder
named “ErgoMobile Videos” and the snapshots are saved in a folder named
“ErgoMobile-images_dateOfTest” where “date of test” refers to the data when the
usability test was done, for example, “ErgoMobile-images_20170223”. Figure 2 pre-
sents the ErgoMobile work approach.

Next subsection presents the tests performed in order to check both memory and
battery capacity/durability.

3.2 Memory and Battery Power

A mobile software development process provides some concerns that in desktop
application may not be the main focus, such as battery power and memory capability.
Modern mobile devices have several functions, such as colored screens and other
components that can consume battery or use several portions of memory [13].

For the ErgoMobile project, this was not different since it proposes an approach
with a software working on background to collect data about the test. Due to this
reason, this environment should compete for resources as memory and also increase the
battery consumption because ErgoMobile uses the camera(s), microphone and other
resources beyond the resources/environments under evaluation.

1 https://www.android.com/intl/pt-BR_br/.
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Specifically, the memory power had a particular concern since the mobile devices
provide less memory than traditional desktop computers. The process of collecting
images from camera sounds and snapshot and save them in local memory can create a
great amount of data.

Due to this reason, before developing the tool, we created a prototype in order to
analyze the memory and battery issues. A particular mobile software was created and
used just to collect data and simulate tests collecting data and consuming memory.

Three tests were performed using different devices that presented the features:

• Device 01: 8 Gigabytes of memory. Thirty seconds of tests were performed in low
and high quality of images;

• Device 02: 8 Gigabytes of memory. Three minutes of tests were performed in both
quality rates; and

• Device 03: 8 Gigabytes of memory. Eighteen minutes of tests were performed in
both quality rates.

Table 1 presents the results of the tests with devices’ battery and memory.

Battery usage data is not presented in the Table 1 since the results related to battery
consumption had few variations when the ErgoMobile was being used or not. There
were not significant interferences in the usage and the smart phones batteries supported
the processes of usability testing and data collecting working in background without
compromising the power of battery and due to this reason no action was no interfer-
ences on use were perceived.

About the tests with image, although cameras quality rates had some different
results, the images were appropriated even in low quality camera and so, we chose the
low quality since it allowed to store a greater amount of data.

After performing the tests in battery and memory and after analyzing the results, we
assume that it is possible to develop the application since it can work in mobile phones
as the typical devices provide sufficient battery and memory.

Next section is presented the ErgoMobile process to conduct a test.

Table 1. Battery and memory tests results

Device Quality Snapshots data Video data Total

01 Low 470 KB 550 KB 1020 KB
01 High 9.7 MB 37,3 MB 47 MB
02 Low 38,9 MB 9,47 MB 48,37 MB
02 High 22,7 MB 91 MB 113,7 MB
03 Low 401 MB 17,6 MB 418,6 MB
03 High 167 MB 1,20 GB 1395,8 MB
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3.3 Usability Testing Process Using the ErgoMobile

ErgoMobile was developed in order to be easy to configure and use and so support an
usability test. Although the user must install the application in the mobile device using
any technique (this is not discussed in this paper) we concerned about developing a tool
simple that did not required too much workload. The process to conduct an usability
testing using ErgoMobile is based on the stages:

• Configuration, Devices Tests (Optional) and Start the Evaluation;
• Performing Usability Testing; and
• Data Visualization (Beta release).

Configuration, Devices Tests (Optional) and Starting the Evaluation
This stage aims to:

(1) Indentify the participant who will use the evaluated software and collect specific
data such as name, the evaluated software and the function that should be per-
formed. This interface has just three fields and is easy to interact. This is a
required task and the test could not be performed without these information;

(2) After identification, the user is headed to a second interface that provides three
resources: two buttons that allow checking the resource used for a testing such as
device camera and/microphone; and another to start the usability testing. The
resources checking are not required tasks, but is strongly recommended. By
achieving this option, the participant and evaluator can perform the checking of
camera and microphone to ensure that both components are properly working. As
some devices do not have camera, our tool presents two ways to make the veri-
fication: (1) (with) Camera: Allows the user to check the camera and automati-
cally the microphone; and (2) Audio: Allows the user to check just the
microphone resource. By selecting one of these functions the user is redirected to
an interface that contains components to support the checking. The user can return
to the interface that provides the buttons for checking and for usability testing and
by accessing from this interface, start the “Usability Test”;

(3) The “Usability Test” button heads the user to an interface that will start the
usability testing; in this interface two other buttons are available: “New Test” for
beginning a new usability testing; and “Close Application” to finish ErgoMobile.

Figure 3 presents the mobile’s screen for the process of Configuration, Devices
Testing and Starting the Evaluation.

Performing Usability Testing
After starting the test using the Button “New Test”, the ErgoMobile will work in
background registratiering images from the camera, recording sounds and storing
snapshots. By working in background, the ErgoMobile does not interfere in any action
performed by the participant. The signal that ErgoMobile is working is an icon pre-
sented at the top of interface as presented in Fig. 4.
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When the participants finish the usability testing, they can close the ErgoMobile
accessing the menu at the top of mobile interface. Some functions that are being
executed by the mobile device can be presented. One of them is a button with the label
“ErgoMobile - To finish the test click here”. Clicking in this button, the monitoring
activity performed by the ErgoMobile will be finished and the data collected will be
saved. This process can be visualized in Fig. 5.

Data Visualization
The data visualization process is a resource that is not the main focus of the project and,
due to this reason, in this paper we are just shortly explaining it. The first release of
ErgoMobile aimed to provide an approach and a tool to collect data and observe the
user while working in background in a mobile usability testing.

Fig. 3. Process of configuration, devices tests and starting the evaluation

Fig. 4. ErgoMobile working in background
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Thus, the evaluator can access data using the mobile´s folders manager to localize
the folders that were stored when using the ErgoMobile and then download these files
to a computer.

Aiming to validate the data obtained, we developed a really simple tool that allows
the visualization and synchronization of the video and snapshots data and so, the
evaluator can visualize what happened in the evaluation. This tool is presented in Fig. 7
and we intend to improve it in future works presented at Fig. 6.

The data visualization tool is a software developed using C# programming lan-
guage [7] that loads the video/audio and snapshots and play both data synchronously in
order to provide a kind of images combination that presents what happened during the
usability test.

Fig. 5. Resource to finish an usability testing in ErgoMobile

Fig. 6. Data visualization software used to validate the ErgoMobile
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As previously mentioned, this data visualization software release is easy to be used
and was developed in order to validate the ErgoMobile data collecting process. So,
some activities are manual such as the data acquisition for analysis. The
evaluator/participant should transfer the data from smart phone using an email or other
resource for copy the data from the mobile to the computer to be analyzed.

Although this was a no unsophisticated tool, it allowed us to visualize the video and
snapshots registered by ErgoMobile and with this data we concluded that the quality of
images was satisfactory and there will not have problem to use it in a future and more
modern data visualization tool.

This section presented the ErgoMobile process to conduct and support usability
testing of mobile devices. Next section presents the process we had conducted to
validate this environment and also relate future works that are expected to be
accomplished.

4 Validation

To validate ErgoMobile, we performed two experiments: (1) to validate the capacity to
storage data and manage device memory; (2) to validate the capacity of ErgoMobile to
support data collect and observation in a usability testing.

Although the verification of memory was similar to the test performed with the
prototype, we decided to perform it again we were worried whether the use of the
ErgoMobile could interfere on memory management.

To conduct the usability tests, two participants with knowledge in usability testing
were selected and three mobile devices were used. The devices were the same used to
support the testing conducted to check battery and memory capacity using a proto-
typing and explained in Sect. 3.3.

The participants performed usability tests in native applications such as home
banking and entertainment applications that were downloaded and installed in the
devices. Considering that, the usage of the ErgoMobile aimed to analyze the process of
data colleting and user observation. We hadn’t created a specific testing protocol, but
just encouraged the participants to use the mobile applications and verbalize their
opinions about interactions and interfaces.

Each participant performed about 30 min of tests in the devices. Issues related to
the battery and memory capacity had not presented variation in relation to tests using
the prototypes. Also, the ErgoMobile succeeded in storing files that maintained images,
audio and snapshot related to usability tests. However, in certain moments of the tests,
the ErgoMobile worked slowly and we figured out that occurred a heavy workload
which caused concerns because when we conducted the battery and memory tests these
problems were not present.

Thus, we conducted some searches in forums and websites about Android that
presented an issue related to the Android Operational System. We discovered it that has
a problem with its garbage collector and at certain time and with a considerable
processing of two or more different applications simultaneously, the Random Access
Memory (RAM) consumption forces the system stopping running some applications
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for a while. This was the ErgoMobile’s case. But this problem was not considered as a
limit for using the ErgoMobile as the results were properly obtained.

Anyway, the presented problem is a concern for using the ErgoMobile and
developing a new version can be a strategy for include routines that would improve the
RAM management. This requirement was target as future works.

Regarding to the process of observing the usability testing, we asked to participants
to inform their experience using an application being observed by ErgoMobile. The
answers did not vary significantly, highlighting the issues:

• The ErgoMobile did not interfere in the use of evaluated systems and the partici-
pants almost were not bothered by this system during the testing. In some sense, the
participants said that if they had not been warned before, they would not notice the
ErgoMobile working;

• The process to configure the ErgoMobile was a little complex, but they were helped
by the researches. If we aim to develop the ErgoMobile as a distributable software,
a improvement in configuration process may be required; and

• Sometimes the usability testing became slow. It happened mainly due to the
problem with RAM management cited before. Future improvements are planned to
solve this problem.

Regarding to the data registered by the ErgoMobile, the evaluation of the quality of
audios, sounds and snapshots presented that all these data were good and allowed the
analysis of the test and the identification of functions, words pronounced and the
sequence of tasks conducted by the participants.

Thus, we concluded the ErgoMobile could be an appropriate approach and tool to
support usability testing with observation in mobile devices applications. Considering
that this was the first release and the initial efforts to develop this tool, the results of the
first experiments were really exciting because the ErgoMobile works according to the
planned and allowed the conduction of an observation in mobile usability testing
without the need of secondary devices and with the minimum impact to the user tasks
under evaluation.

Also, the data registered in the tests presented that it could be possible to perform
usability tests in relevant times even registering a film/audio file and snapshots

We assume that this tool can be used for usability testing in laboratories and also in
real environment because the software can be easily installed and configured by the
participants. These actions avoid the use of secondary devices that ends to be a difficult
task for participant and development teams manage.

Next section presents future works.

5 Future Work

This paper presented the ErgoMobile, an approach to support usability testing for
mobile applications. The presented release tool was the first effort to provide a tool that
can work in background and collect data about user and snapshots of interfaces used.
About this project we intend to continue the research in the possible follow issues:
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• Improve the RAM memory technique;
• Provide the tool in other platforms such as IPhone and Windows Phone;
• Create a new tool to support the data analysis and create statistic data about the test;
• Improve the tool to collect more data than image, sound and snapshot using interval

mobile´s resources such as compass, accelerometer and GPS;
• Create an approach to transfer data from mobile device to an integrated and online

database; and
• Provide efforts to create a usable tool that can be acquired via app stores.

6 Conclusion

Mobile devices and mobile applications brought new challenges for development
teams. Device size, processing and memory power and variety of users and tasks that
can be done changed the way as software for mobile should be developed and provide
new concerns.

Usability testing is one of the new challenges for HCI developers since traditional
methods and techniques could not be appropriated for mobile applications as well as
they are for desktop computers. The observation technique, for example, usually
requires the use of secondary devices for collecting data about user, software and
interaction making the usability test more complex and uncomfortable.

This paper presented the ErgoMobile, an application that can be installed into the
smart phone and work in background to collect data without interfere in interaction
between user and software. This research aimed to analyze the capacity of data col-
lection regarding to memory and battery power and verify whether the ErgoMobile
could really support usability testing applying the User Observation technique.

The results were satisfactory due to the reason that the approach allowed the
observation of users and interaction in an usability testing. The amount of snapshots
and the size of video/audio file were big enough to be stored in the smart phone
memory and register data for test analysis.

This tool should receive improvements as mentioned in Future Work, but the first
results present that the ErgoMobile could be used as resource for usability testing
avoiding the use of secondary devices and becoming an easy and practical testing
process allowing the collection of significative amount of data from videos, audios and
snapshots.
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Abstract. Diverse heuristic sets were proposed in order to evolve
Heuristic Evaluation for new contexts, as contexts related to the elderly
and mobile devices. However, heuristics for evaluation of mobile usability
regarding elderly users still need aditional validations. For this reason,
our study aimed to enhance the validation of a heuristic set proposed by
Al-Razgan et al. for evaluation of mobile usability regarding elderly users.
Results showed that the major part of heuristics proposed by Al-Razgan
et al. matches with traditional heuristics of Nielsen, while a few remain
valuable for evaluations in this context. Also, after validations, we found
evidences that the heuristics of Al-Razgan et al. have a great coverage of
usability problems of mobile applications used by the elderly, as detected
from test with users.

Keywords: Mobile usability · Heuristic evaluation · Validation ·
Elderly

1 Introduction

Usability is an important aspect of software, it is related to user’s satisfaction and
how effective and efficient he/she can perform a task interacting with an inter-
face [16,17]. Usability is also important for designing technologies to the elderly
population, especially when the benefits from mobile technologies are taken in
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account [6,11,22,27,34,36–38]. Given the importance of usability, diverse meth-
ods that promote its evaluation were proposed in the literature [7,13,26,32].

Methods that propose usability evaluation are indispensable for designing
usable interfaces [8]. In the context of mobile usability, one of the main chal-
lenges of evaluation methods is to address the diversity of context-of-use and
the impact these devices have on users’ mobility [13]. At this point, studies
(including previous studies of some of the authors) have shown that a popular
inspection-based usability evaluation, the Heuristic Evaluation (HE), has evolved
to address different contexts and users profile through the proposal of domain
specific heuristics [14,19,23,24].

Regarding the elderly, both Hermawati and Lawson [14] and de Lima Salgado
et al. [24] showed the heuristics of Al-Razgan et al. [2] as the unique set specific
for mobile usability and the elderly profile. However, as reinforced by the study of
Hermawati and Lawson [14], validation of proposed domain specific heuristics are
still reduced. Hermawati and Lawson [14] suggested that future studies should
continue the development of such domain specific heuristics. At the time this
study was written, the heuristics of Al-Razgan et al. [2] could be studied through
the following venues:

– (i) increasing its validations against traditional usability heuristics, as heuris-
tics of Nielsen [18];

– (ii) increasing its validation against outcomes from test with real users;
– (iii) suggesting a text description (at least as an alternative) for each heuristic

proposed.

The goal of our study was to expand the validation of the heuristics of
Al-Razgan et al. [2], comparing them against the traditional heuristics of
Nielsen [18] and outcomes from test with real users. Additionally, we discussed
possible implications for design based on the evidences from this study.

The remaining of this paper was structured as follows: Sect. 2 provides a brief
literature review on heuristics for elderly and mobile usability; Sect. 3 shows
details of methods for this study as planned by the authors; Sect. 4 presents
results from two process of validation for the heuristics of Al-Razgan et al. [2];
Sect. 5 shows implications for design; and Sect. 6 summarizes the conclusions of
the present study.

2 Heuristics for Mobile Usability and Elderly Users

Heuristic Evaluation (HE) has been recognized among the most popular methods
for usability inspection [1,5]. The HE method is based on the application of broad
usability principles, called heuristics, by expert evaluators in order to collect a
list of existent usability problems [15,28,30,31].

Some of the main distinct characteristics of mobile usability is its dependency
on the context-of-use, user profile and cognitive load [13,24]. Since the arrival
of mobile devices, many domain specific heuristic sets were proposed aiming at
providing better inspection for different contexts and user profiles [14,23,24].
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Among the contributions of Hermawati and Lawson [14] and de Lima Salgado
et al. [24], only two heuristic sets approached the elderly context domain. The
referred sets were: (i) the weighted heuristics of Lynch [25]; and (ii) the “Touch-
based Mobile Heuristics Evaluation for elderly people” from Al-Razgan et al. [2].
Although both heuristic sets approach elderly profile, only the heuristics of
Al-Razgan et al. [2] consider the mobile context domain. The heuristics of
Al-Razgan et al. [2] are listed in sequence:

1. “Make Elements on the page easy to read.
2. Easy Recognition and accessibility.
3. Make clickable items easy to target and hit.
4. Use the elderly language and culture; minimize technical terms.
5. Provide clear feedback on actions.
6. Provide preferable gesture for elderly.
7. Provide elderly with information on launcher/elderly status.
8. Use conventional interaction items.
9. Ergonomics design.
10. Provide functions that reduce the elderly memory load.
11. Elderly does not feel lost or stuck (Elderly control and freedom).
12. Prevent error from occurrence.
13. Provide necessary information and settings.”

The “Touch-based Mobile Heuristics Evaluation for elderly people” from
Al-Razgan et al. [2] were proposed for the evaluation of usability of mobile
launcher applications for the elderly. Some examples of this kind of launcher
applications are: Wiser1, Koala2 and Big Launcher3. Despite being proposed for
the evaluation of launcher applications, the heuristics of Al-Razgan et al. [2] were
the closest we found for evaluation of mobile usability for the elderly. For this
reason, we understood that these heuristics could be explored in order to better
understand its validity for the wide context of mobile usability and elderly.

3 Methods

This section describes methods applied during our study to enhance the vali-
dation of the heuristics from Al-Razgan et al. [2] study. The following sections
show details on how we organized and conducted such validations.

3.1 Study Design

The design of this study is organized among the two (2) following stages: (i)
validation regarding traditional heuristics; and (ii) validation regarding outcomes
from test with real users.
1 Wiser - Simple Senior Launcher: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=

com.wiser.home&hl=en.
2 Koala Phone Launcher Free: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.

koalaphone.silver&hl=en.
3 BIG Launcher: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=name.kunes.android.

launcher.activity&hl=en.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.wiser.home&hl=en
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.wiser.home&hl=en
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.koalaphone.silver&hl=en
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.koalaphone.silver&hl=en
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=name.kunes.android.launcher.activity&hl=en
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=name.kunes.android.launcher.activity&hl=en
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At the first stage - validation regarding traditional heuristics - we aimed to
compare the heuristics from Al-Razgan et al. [2] study against the traditional
heuristics of Nielsen [18]. The aim of this stage was to identify the coverage of
Nielsen’s heuristics among the heuristics of Al-Razgan et al. [2]; and to identify
which of the heuristics from Al-Razgan et al. [2] are not covered by Nielsen’s
heuristics. For this reason, we used the heuristics and factors as exposed by
Nielsen at [29] in a matching process with the describing checklist of Al-Razgan
et al. [2]. Two usability researchers were responsible for comparing each item
of the checklist (used by Al-Razgan et al. [2] to describe their heuristics) with
Nielsen‘s heuristics.

At the second stage - validation regarding outcomes from test with real users
- our goal was to validate the coverage of the heuristics of Al-Razgan et al. [2]
against outcomes from test with real users, in the context of elderly using mobile
applications. For this purpose, we used results from the literature (that provided
evidences from test of elderly using mobile applications) and a case study with
six (6) senior using a mobile application during a Think Aloud test4. From a
literature review, we identified five (5) works that provided evidences from test
sessions of elderly users using mobile applications [9,12,20,21,35].

For every matching processes conducted in this study, we applied a relaxed
criteria: problems were considered similar whether they express the same under-
lying problem [4,33].

3.2 Application: Aptor Digital CogniTest

The Aptor Digital CogniTest is a mobile app that aims to make a digital version
of paper based cognitive test, designed by Aptor Software5. We opted for using
Aptor Digital CogniTest because it is part of a larger project that some of the
authors participate. The application was designed to be used in an Android
tablet, by Brazilian elderly (Portuguese speakers) and its development was based
on the Able Gamers’ Includification guidelines6.

Aptor Digital CogniTest has two basic tasks implemented. One task is to
remember figure positions on a matrix. As an example, Fig. 1 shows one of the
screens of the training sessions, informing the user about what is required to
achieve the goal, while Fig. 2 shows a screen of success in a task of remembering
figure positions. Users are also asked to remember number sequences, which
comprehends another task. Figure 3 shows an example screen of an incorrect
trial during a number sequence remembering task.

From the tests conducted during this study, we aim to provide important
feedback for Aptor Software for the next steps on the development of Aptor Dig-
ital CogniTest. The following section presents results from validation processes.

4 This study was part of a project submitted for evaluation and approved by the
Local Research Ethics Committee of the Federal University of São Carlos, with code
875.3562014.

5 http://www.aptor.com.br/.
6 https://www.includification.com/AbleGamers Includification.pdf.

http://www.aptor.com.br/
https://www.includification.com/AbleGamers_Includification.pdf
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Fig. 1. Screen for instructions on identifying the difference in the matrix.

Fig. 2. Screen for success feedback (correto means correct in Portuguese) on identifying
the difference in the matrix.

Fig. 3. Screen for failure feedback (incorreto means incorrect in Portuguese) on remem-
bering a sequence of numbers.
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4 Results and Discussion

This section presents results from both validation processes conducted in our
study: (i) validation regarding traditional heuristics; and (ii) validation regarding
outcomes from test with real users.

4.1 Validation I: Comparing Against Nielsen’s Heuristics

We conducted a matching comparison between the heuristics of Al-Razgan
et al. [2] and the heuristics of Nielsen [18]. Hence, we considered the checklist
as provided by Al-Razgan et al. [2] to describe their heuristics, and compared
against the heuristics and factors showed by Nielsen [29], and the description of
each heuristic as showed by Nielsen [27].

Al-Razgan et al. [2] used 48 checklist items to describe their 13 heuristics.
Among these 48 items of the checklist, we identified 31 matching cases when
comparing with heuristics and factors showed by Nielsen [29]. In Table 1, we
summarized the matching as identified during this stage. In sequence, we com-
pared the remaining 17 items with the heuristic descriptions as provided by
Nielsen [18]. Notice that heuristic and factor codes, used in Table 1, are the
same as reported by Nielsen [29]. At this time, we found three matching cases
between items from Al-Razgan et al. [2] checklist and the heuristic “Aesthetic
and minimalist design” (called Heuristic 8 in this paper) that were shown in
Table 1.

At this extent, 14 items from the checklist of Al-Razgan et al. [2] were not
matched with any of Nielsen‘s heuristics.

4.2 Validation II: Comparing both Heuristic Sets Against Outcomes
from Test with Users

The first step for this validation process was to collect evidences from tests of
mobile usability for the elderly from five (5) works in the literature [9,12,20,
21,35]. We collected as much works as possible that provided some evidences of
usability problems from test with elderly users regarding mobile application. We
understand that such sample of usability problems retrieved from the literature
is limited by different age ranges and culture of users, but this can still provide
good insights about the theme. These works provided a total of 27 usability
problems, as follows:

– Nine (9) usability problems were retrieved from Scheibe et al. [35]. Scheibe
et al. [35] tested a mobile diabetes application with 29 users with 50 years or
older.

– Two (2) usability problems were retrieved from Gao and Sun [9]. In their
study, Gao and Sun [9] tested gestures on touch screen devices, on their own
testing system, with 40 elderly users aged from 52 up to 81 years.
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Table 1. Matching heuristics of Al-Razgan et al. [2] with traditional heuristics of
Nielsen.

Matching

Heuristic [29] Factor [29] Description [18]

1.3. Are the text and background
colors have good contrast?

HEURISTIC 8

1.5. Is the amount of text minimized;
is the only necessary information
presented?

HEURISTIC 8

1.6. Does color choices allow for easy
readability?

HEURISTIC 8

2.1. Are the icons clear,
understandable and labeled?

C13 FACTOR 6

2.2. Are labels described clearly? C7 FACTOR 2

2.3. Can the most important or
frequently needed functions accessed
directly?

G14, A7 FACTOR 7

2.6. Are there any visual cues in the
launcher that help the elderly know
there is more content in a page?

C13 FACTOR 6

3.1. Is it obvious which item is
clickable and which is not?

B2 FACTOR 6

3.6. Is the image on a button or an
icon easy to predict what does it do?

A2, G2 FACTOR 2

4.1. Does the launcher use words that
majority of older adults are familiar
with?

C7 FACTOR 2

4.2. Does the options/information
have logical sequence?

FACTOR 2

4.3. Are the icons familiar to elderly? F1 FACTOR 2

5.1. Is there audio/visual/haptic
confirmation when tapping?

FACTOR 1

5.2. Is there an option to enable them? FACTOR 1

5.3. Are error messages descriptive,
and did they provide a solution to the
elderly for recovery?

FACTOR 9

5.4. Are confirmation messages clear? A2, G2 FACTOR 2

5.5. Does the launcher keep elderly
informed about what is going on,
through appropriate feedback?

A5 FACTOR 1

7.1. Does the elderly know where is he
and what can he do next?

FACTOR 1

7.2. Is the elderly aware when the
launcher turns off or gets an error
that causes it to stop working?

FACTOR 9
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Table 1. (continued)

Matching

Heuristic [29] Factor [29] Description [18]

8.1. Are items usage is the same from
section to section within the launcher?

A4 FACTOR 4

8.2. Does the launcher apply
consistent format?

F4 FACTOR 4

9.1. Are Items placed in recognizable
positions?

F2 FACTOR 6

10.1. Does the launcher support or
provide shortcuts for direct access to
the most frequent functions or items?

B8 FACTOR 7

10.2. Does the launcher provide
supports to remember functions
easily?

FACTOR 6

10.3. Does the launcher group similar
functions in one place? (example,
{call, contact list, write text message
in one group}, {camera, pictures,
videos in another group})

C5 FACTOR 4

10.4. Are the important functions
always available (call, turn-off, etc.)?

FACTOR 6

11.1. Does the main navigation menu
exist consistently in all pages?

FACTOR 3

11.2. Does clicking the back button
always go back to the previous page
that the elderly comes from?

F8, C18 FACTOR 3

11.3. Does the launcher provide
emergency exits to leave unwanted
state and is it clearly pointed?

A6 FACTOR 3

12.1. Does the graphical interface
design and the organization help
prevent errors?

A9 FACTOR 5

12.2. Is there confirmation message for
critical actions such as deletion?

E10 FACTOR 1

12.3. Are the important functions
placed at top of the screen to avoid
mistake touches?

FACTOR 5

13.1. Does the launcher show level of
battery, time and date, signal of
contact/Wi- Fi/3G?

FACTOR 1

13.2. Are the default settings of
mobile phone available to the elderly
in an easy way?( e.g. change ringtone)

FACTOR 1
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– Four (4) usability problems retrieved from Kobayashi et al. [21]. Kobayashi
et al. [21] tested traditional touch screen gestures with one iPod, one iPad
(emulating an iPod) and 20 elderly users with ages ranging from 60 up to 80
years.

– Eight (8) usability problems retrieved from Harada et al. [12]. Harada et al.
[12] conducted tests and focus group with 21 elderly users with ages from 63
up to 79 years and three different applications: an Address Book, a Phone
and a Map. Both smartphones and tablets were used for the tests.

– Four (4) usability problems retrieved from Kiat and Chen [20]. Kiat and Chen
[20] conducted focus group and test with of a Mobile Instant Messaging with
six elderly people whose ages ranged from 60 up to 80.

In addition to the test outcomes retrieved from the literature, we conducted a
test with six (6) elderly users with ages ranging from 61 up to 73 years (x̄= 67.83,
s= 5.42). For the tests, we used the Think Aloud procedure [10]. Two moder-
ators were responsible for taking notes of usability problems based on users’
interaction. As result from the tests, the moderators collected 53 usability prob-
lems. In sequence, we conducted a duplicate analysis, resulting in a list of 25
distinct usability problems (see AppendixA). Finally, we had a total set of 52
mobile usability problems related to the elderly context.

At this stage, we matched all 52 usability problems retrieved from the lit-
erature and from the tests we conducted against Nielsen’s heuristics and the
heuristics of Al-Razgan et al. [2]. In this sense, we understood that 28 of the
problems retrieved were related (matched) with some of Nielsen’s heuristic. At
this point, our goal was not to identify all relations between Nielsen‘s heuristics
and the usability problems retrieved in our study, but to identify at least one
relation that could show that the respective heuristic is applicable to this con-
text. Table 2 shows the number of usability problems matched with each of the
ten heuristics of Nielsen (x̄= 3.11, s= 2.47). As shown in Table 2, one can see
that the heuristics 1 and 2 were the most matched with usability problems (had
the largest coverage).

In the following stage, we matched the 52 usability problems with the heuris-
tics from Al-Razgan et al. [2]. Our goal was by no means to match all possibilities
between usability problems and heuristics, but only the most related from our
understanding. In Table 3 we show the number of problems related to each heuris-
tic from Al-Razgan et al. [2], represented by its items. Among the 48 checklist
items from the heuristics set, only 16 items were matched with some usability
problem, as shown in Table 3 (x̄= 0.59, s= 1.28).

Finally, we did a comparison among the 52 usability problems and both
heuristic sets. For this objective, we did two other analyses: (i) total of matching
and (ii) unique matching. Table 4 summarizes the distribution of total matching
that each heuristic set had on usability problems identified from each study. In
sequence, we analyzed matches that were unique from each method (usability
problems covered only by one of the sets). Table 5 shows the number of unique
coverage by each heuristic set. In both cases, the heuristics from Al-Razgan
et al. [2] had a higher coverage. This fact is an important evidence towards
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Table 2. Total coverage for each one of Nielsen’s heuristics on mobile usability prob-
lems identified in test with elderly users.

Nielsen Matches (n)

Heuristic 1 8

Heuristic 2 5

Heuristic 3 3

Heuristic 4 1

Heuristic 5 1

Heuristic 6 5

Heuristic 7 1

Heuristic 8 3

Heuristic 9 1

Table 3. Items from the heuristic set of Al-Razgan et al. [2] by its number of matches
(n). This table shows only those items that had a mathc identified.

Al-Razgan et al. Matches (n)

1.1. Is the font large enough for older adults? 2

1.2. Is there any option to enlarge the font size? 1

1.6. Does color choices allow for easy readability? 2

12.1. Does the graphical interface design and the organization help
prevent errors?

1

2.4. Is the keypad separated into numbers and letters for data entry? 1

2.5. Is data entry process easy for elderly? 5

3.1. Is it obvious which item is clickable and which is not? 4

3.2. Are buttons large enough to easily see the image or text on
them?

1

3.4. Is buttons size adequate to finger touch? 1

4.1. Does the launcher use words that majority of older adults are
familiar with?

3

4.3. Are the icons familiar to elderly? 1

5.3. Are error messages descriptive, and did they provide a solution
to the elderly for recovery?

1

5.5. Does the launcher keep elderly informed about what is going
on, through appropriate feedback?

4

6.1. Does the launcher use tap gestures for most of the actions? 4

6.2. Is the object has more than one gesture to perform
actions?(e.g. it has tap and drag gesture on the same object)

2

6.4 Do gestures of launcher work correctly and smoothly? 5
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Table 4. Total matching - Number of usability problems by study (first two columns)
and total number of matching by each heuristic set (last two columns).

Usability problems Nielsen Al-Razgan et al.

Kiat and Chen [20] 4 2 4

Harada et al. [12] 8 2 7

Kobayashi et al. [21] 4 1 2

Gao and Sun [9] 2 0 2

Scheibe et al. [35] 9 3 8

Our study 25 20 18

TOTAL 52 28 41

Table 5. Unique matching - Number of usability problems by study (first two columns)
and total number of matching by each heuristic set (last two columns).

Usability problems Nielsen Al-Razgan et al.

Kiat and Chen [20] 4 0 2

Harada et al. [12] 8 1 5

Kobayashi et al. [21] 4 1 2

Gao and Sun [9] 2 0 2

Scheibe et al. [35] 9 1 6

Our study 25 8 4

TOTAL 52 11 21

establishing a heuristic set for evaluations of mobile usability problems regard-
ing elderly users. Nevertheless, as showed before in this section, most part of
Al-Razgan et al. [2] can be linked to Nielsen’s heuristics. We understand that
future studies should investigate the synergy of merging both sets in a new one,
because the heuristics of Nielsen have been largely validated in the community
and our study had a limited sample of usability problems.

Finally, three usability problems were not covered by any of the heuristic sets.
The first of these usability problems (retrieved from our study and from Harada
et al. [12]) indicated that users wanted a confirmation before going on with a
task (after completing a sub-task), which was not provided by the interface.
The other usability problem showed that users preferred to drag and pinch then
tapping [21].

5 Implications for Design

We understand that designers and practitioners can apply the heuristics from
Al-Razgan et al. [2] for evaluating mobile usability for the elderly. In addition, we
suggest the use of these heuristics as a complement for the traditional heuristics
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of Nielsen, this can be done by applying the set of Nielsen and the other 11 items
from Al-Razgan et al. [2] that were not related to any of Nielsen’s heuristics.

Designers can also use our list of usability problems (see Sect. A) as comple-
ment for initial requirements for design of mobile usability for elderly.

6 Conclusions

This study aimed to continue the development of heuristics for mobile usability
and elderly users. For this reason, we conducted additional validations of the
heuristics from Al-Razgan et al. [2] with traditional heuristics of Nielsen, 52
usability problems retrieved tests with users (from a literature survey and tests
with six users). Most part of the checklist items of heuristics from Al-Razgan
et al. [2] are related to nine out of the ten heuristics of Nielsen. In addition, the
48 items from the heuristics of Al-Razgan et al. [2] covered 41 mobile usabil-
ity problems related to elderly users collected in our study, while traditional
heuristics of Nielsen covered 28 of such mobile usability problems.

Future studies should compare both heuristic sets from case studies with
group of evaluators conducting heuristic evaluation with each set and, then,
compare the extent of outcomes against outcomes from test with potential users.
This was suggested because our method was focused on comparing matching
of problems without considering that, during a heuristic evaluation, evaluators
may differ in the discovery of such problems through each heuristic set due to
evaluator and expertise effect [3,15].

The main limitation of our study relates to the evaluator-effect [15], other
researchers may perform different matches of the 52 mobile usability problems
with both heuristic sets approached. Future studies can explore the development
of a unique heuristic set from a synergistic merging of both Nielsen’s heuristics
and the heuristics of Al-Razgan et al. [2]. Also, future studies can investigate
short/long text descriptions for the heuristics of Al-Razgan et al. [2] through a
factor analysis from a larger sample of mobile usability problems, because our
data was not sufficient for such.

A Appendix

The following list presents the 25 mobile usability problems collected during the
test with users we conducted:

– The “understood” button missed a user’s touch.
– The alert text screen was confusing for users.
– The feedback message “correct choice” was similar to a button in user’s opin-

ion.
– The feedback message “incorrect” was similar to a button in user’s opinion.
– The keyboard missed a user’s touch.
– The keyboard sensitivity was uncomfortable for the user.
– The line spacing at the text alert screens was not comfortable for the user.
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– The pop up feedback “incorrect” was not appropriated to inform the user
what was incorrect.

– The position of “Yes” and “No” options for repeating the training session was
confuse for users, they touched on “Yes” (on the right) when they wanted to
touch on “No” (on the left).

– The system alert screen was not sufficient to alert the user.
– The system allowed users to practice many times, what was considered

uncomfortable for the user.
– The system did not give a feedback for user when he/she was required to

wait.
– The system did not provide a confirmation button for the user after selecting

the required numbers.
– The system did not provide an introduction screen, as expected by the user.
– The system did not provide a confirmation button for the user after touching

the figure on the training screen.
– The system had no undo option after touching the wrong button accidentally.
– The system gave no feedback for the user when the level of the test was

changed.
– The system lacks feedback about remaining time on figure selection - training

screen.
– The system made the user wait after doing the requested action until changing

screen for task continuity.
– The term “confirm” in a button, after touching the distinct figure, was con-

fusing for the user.
– The term “repeat” in a button on the text alert screen was confusing for the

user.
– The term “understood” in a button on the text alert screen was confusing for

the user.
– The system lacks feedback when the task is finished.
– The system lacks a signifier on the figure selection screen.
– The system was not comfortable for the user because of the different standards

used among system’s screens.
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Abstract. After having produced many criteria to improve accessibility, ease of
use, emotions linked to interactions, persuasive design, cultural values attached
to systems, socio-organizational contexts, the domain of HCI must conduct a
reflection on the structuring of these criteria. The aim of this paper is to advance
research in the field of user experience criteria by understanding how UX
professionals organize their cognitions around the criteria set. For this, we
conducted a study of its classification with 17 experts. The set of 58 cards was
presented by explaining that each card represents a criterion. The experts were
asked to do an open card sort, to name the groups of cards and, upon com-
pletion, to explain the logic they had based their sorting on. On the basis of
several statistical analyzes, the results show a categorization into 8 main classes:
(1) Utility (task-system suitability, achieving the goal, efficacy) and Pragmatism
(ergonomic criteria, efficiency); (2) Hedonism, Pleasure, Emotions; (3) Persua-
sion, Incitement, Pervasive design; (4) Emotional & Cognitive Stimulation for
self-development; (5) Marketing strategy/Customer Relationship Management;
(6) Security/Reliability-User’s protection; (7) Organizational factors; and
(8) Social, moral and/or cultural factors. This article proposes a multifactorial
approach to UX which is based on these 8 dimensions that combine and
coordinate with one another.

Keywords: User experience � Criteria-Based approach � Card-sort

1 Introduction

Human Computer Interaction (HCI) has often developed guidelines to measure the
ergonomic quality of products and services [3, 7, 11, 18, 22, 25, 26]. Over the past 40
years, many criteria grids have been created: some have been added, others have
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replaced and others have been superimposed on the previous grids [4]. But how are
these criteria understood and used by designers and evaluators? In the same way, an
array of user experience frameworks has been suggested. Yet, the lack of consensus is
still to date quite remarkable with no one model having received sufficient recognition
or having been considered thorough enough. The variety of frameworks proposed, with
a substantial pool of notions and criteria as well as their different scopes and approa-
ches, is indicative of the still current struggle to reach a common understanding of the
field, its founding principles, its components, its position relative to other fields, its
scope and so on.

In this perspective, our research aims to list the existing criteria, understand their
organization, and to propose a global architecture of the criteria for the User Experience
(UX). In agreement with [4, 13] we believe UX is multidimensional in the sense that –
to put it in Donald Norman’s terms – “an experience is a system [that’s everything]”
[19], in which many factors take part and interdependencies emerge, thus continuously
altering the context and the user’s experience itself.

Also, HCI and UX research have witnessed a great deal of evolutions from their
origins until now. In its beginnings, they addressed issues of accessibility. Nowadays,
numerous efforts are made in order to reach a holistic view of UX, merging notions of
emotions, culture, social factors, usability, to name a few, and considering the dynamic
mechanisms between them. As the field has evolved and taken on different problems,
different recommendations/best practices have been identified and suggested at given
times. For example, criteria sets (i.e. heuristics) have been recommended. However, as
Brangier et al. [4] point out, nowadays we seem to be faced with an overflow of
recommendations and important notions associated with each dimension, which ren-
ders our practice evermore challenging as they keep piling up.

Confronted with this issue, we carried out the present study aiming to propose the
application of a criteria-based approach (i.e. “criteriology”) to UX. For this, we set out
to analyze how experts from the UX community would envision, apprehend and
structure the proposed set of UX criteria through a categorization exercise. We intended
to evaluate the relevancy of the sets of criteria we offer, and to identify aspects of UX
most commonly considered as well as dimensions and their corresponding criteria that
we might have neglected and that the participants would suggest to include. Addi-
tionally, we expect the categorization to allow for a simplified view of the field, to help
determine its scope and its architecture which would be a considerable contribution to a
holistic model of user experience.

2 UX Criteria: A Theoretical Background

Overall, UX corresponds to what results from a goal-oriented behavior which takes
place in a given context [2]. Arhippainen and Tähti [1] consider it to be determined by
five categories of factors which are: social, cultural, user’s characteristics, context’s
characteristics and the product’s features. Thus, user experience is to be understood as
the consequence of a user’s internal state (predispositions, expectations, needs, moti-
vation, mood, etc.), the characteristics of the designed system (e.g. complexity, pur-
pose, usability, functionality, etc.) and the context (or the environment) within which
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the interaction occurs (e.g. organizational/social setting, meaningfulness of the activity,
voluntariness of use, etc.) [10], to which the authors [4] add: “UX is based on situated
human-system interactions, through which technical, cultural and social skills are
developed given that technological interaction has become an experience of use of
functionalities (functional/utilitarian experience) and the experience of said use
(experiential/lived/felt experience)”.

Taking into account all of the aspects of UX [4], we set out to create and propose a
criteria set that would integrate them all. For this, we chose seven main dimensions
which have been essential to HCI research throughout time and that we estimated
would allow for a holistic approach of the ensemble. These dimensions are as follows:

• Accessibility: 4 criteria were drawn from the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
(WCAG) [27]:

1. Perceivable: the interface is presented in a way the user can always perceive;
2. Operable: user interface components must be easy to use;
3. Understandable: the information presented must be easy to understand for all users;
4. Robust: the system must be robust enough for it to resist any unexpected

solicitations.

• Usability/Practicality: 8 criteria from ergonomic criteria for evaluation of HCI [3]:

5. Guidance: means available to advise, orient, inform and guide the user throughout
their interactions;

6. Workload: interface elements implicated in the reduction of the user’s
perceptual/cognitive load, and in the increase of dialogue efficiency;

7. Explicit control: system’s ability to process the user’s explicit actions, and the
control they have over the processing of their actions;

8. Adaptability: system’s capacity to behave contextually and accordingly to the
user’s needs/preferences;

9. Error management: means available to prevent or reduce errors and to recover from
them when they do occur;

10. Consistency: interface design choices are maintained in similar contexts, but differ
when the context is different;

11. Significance of codes: adequacy between a term/sign and its reference;
12. Compatibility: match between the user’s and the task’s characteristics, and the

organization of the output, input and the dialogue for a given application.

• Emotions & Motivation: 9 criteria correspond to the model of Emotion and
Motivation detection in HCI (4 permanent traits and 5 transient states) [5]:

13. Control: system’s capacity to respect the degree of control the user likes having
over it;

14. Challenge: system’s ability to incite a challenging situation that the user enjoys
being confronted with;

15. Independence: system’s capability to encourage the user to work independently
without asking others for help;
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16. Fantasy: the system evokes mental images of social/physical situations that are
satisfying to the user;

17. Confidence: system’s ability to arouse a required level of belief in being able to
perform the task properly;

18. Sensory interest: amount of curiosity aroused by the system’s characteristics (in-
terface, graphics, sounds, etc.);

19. Cognitive interest: curiosity aroused through the cognitive/epistemic characteristics
of the task;

20. Effort: system’s ability to inspire and maintain a certain level of effort needed for
the user to perform the task;

21. Satisfaction: overall feeling of goal accomplishment procured by the system.

• Persuasion: the 8 criteria are the Persuasion Criteria (4 static and 4 dynamic criteria)
[16]:

22. Credibility: ability of the interface to inspire confidence and make the user trust the
veracity of its information;

23. Privacy: the system guarantees the protection of personal data, the preservation of
personal integrity and the security of the interaction;

24. Personalization: the ability for a user to adapt the interface to their preferences;
25. Attractiveness: via the use of aesthetics, the system captures the user’s attention in

order to support the interaction and to create a positive emotion;
26. Solicitation: ability to induce a user action with minimal influence from the

interface;
27. Priming: system’s capacity to pilot the user’s initiative in order to encourage them

to execute the first engaging action(s);
28. Commitment: the system progressively increases the frequency and intensity of its

requests in order to gradually involve the user more and more;
29. Ascendency: the system attains such a level of influence over the user that they

become subject to a total level of involvement with the system.

• Cultural values: 10 criteria were derived from the Portrait Values Questionnaire
based on Schwartz’s Theory of Basic Human Values [24] to represent the cultural
dimension:

30. Self-direction: the system allows the user to freely express their thoughts and
actions depending on their own goals and interests;

31. Stimulation: the system satisfies the user’s needs for diverse stimulations and their
quest for new and exciting experiences;

32. Hedonism: the system represents a source of pleasure, gratification and amusement
for the user;

33. Achievement: the system is a tool for the search of personal success through the
demonstration of socially-determined aptitudes and goals;

34. Power: the system allows the user to reach and maintain a certain role/status within
a larger social context;
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35. Security: the system guarantees the safety of the user, thus posing no threat for
them nor for their community;

36. Conformity: actions that might transgress social norms/expectations are moderated
by the system;

37. Tradition: the system respects and commits to the cultural symbols, ideas and
customs;

38. Benevolence: the system maintains the user’s need for cooperation and solidarity
among peers;

39. Universalism: the system encourages equality, social justice, tolerance and the
welfare of all people and of the environment/nature.

• Management of the experience: we created 9 criteria based off of general concepts
surrounding Customer Experience Management, Customer Life Cycle and Expe-
rience Marketing [12, 17, 20, 21, 23]:

40. Zero customer effort: the system ensures a fluid and easy customer journey and
guarantees the transparency of the information presented;

41. Acquisition-Consumption: the system is key for customer conviction because it
promotes the offer and allows for its acquisition and consumption;

42. Competitive positioning: the system portrays the brand’s and the product’s images,
showcasing its prominence in comparison to the competition’s offer;

43. Proactive approach: through a user-centered approach, the system contributes to
the adaptation and optimization of the offer to the user’s needs and preferences;

44. Customer Loyalty and Recommendation: through positive touch-points, the system
contributes to the user’s enchantment and loyalty;

45. Multichannel/Omni-channel: the system is available across different channels;
46. Prospective approach: the system contributes to the anticipation of future needs,

usages and consumption behaviors in order for the brand to constantly be able to
foresee an innovative and competitive offer;

47. Relationship Management: the user acquires an important role regarding the brand
– the legitimacy and pertinence of the touch-points as well as the brand-customer
proximity and relationship customization are crucial;

48. Offer Segmentation: the brand ensures an offer that responds to an array of pro-
spects’ and customers’ varying needs, desires and preferences.

• Socio-organizational context and Organizational Resources management: we cre-
ated 10 criteria related to [8, 9, 14]:

49. Context of use: the system is part of a larger social, technical, economic, political
(etc.) context;

50. Transformation-Adaptation: the system is an actor in the ever-changing and
dynamic context it’s part of;

51. Task Achievement: the system helps to attain set goals according to productivity,
efficacy and quality criteria;
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52. Task Management: the system guides the user through the task and its different
stages;

53. Role: the user adopts their role within the organization via the system thus
exposing their identity, motivations, responsibilities and contribution;

54. Skills & Knowledge: the user’s skills and knowledge can be acquired, developed
and expressed through the system;

55. Communication: the system ensures the access to, the transmission and the pro-
cessing of the information;

56. Cooperation/Collaboration: partakers cooperate/collaborate by means of the system
in order to reach (a) set and shared goal(s);

57. Sub-systems coordination: the system regulates the activity within the organization
via the differentiation of the sub-systems and through their coordination;

58. Results & Impacts: the system has direct repercussions on the organization, the
user and their goals (whether social, economic, etc.).

3 Problem and Method

The vastness and diversity of this set makes it difficult to have a holistic approach on the
subject. Plus, working with such abstract notions makes it even harder to manipulate
them. In addition, this set presents overlappings as well as certain cross-dimensions
interdependencies that have been studied [4], which adds to the complexity of the issue.
Furthermore, by acknowledging UX as a system, one admits that by intervening on one
factor, this will influence other factors and have an impact on the system as a whole.
Therefore, it would be of interest to simplify this vast set of criteria by studying the
representation experts may have of the matter according to a categorization exercise.

This study aimed to determine how UX experts would envision, apprehend and
structure the proposed set of UX criteria. Would the open card sort reveal categories
stable enough throughout the experts? What would these categories be and which
criteria would they comprise? What links and relationships would emerge across these
categories? And, what would its spatial structure or representation look like?

3.1 Participants

A total of 17 expert-level HCI Designers (6 women, 11 men; mean age 44 (SD = 8.6))
participated in the study. Among them, 11 are specialized in Ergonomics/Cognitive
Psychology, 4 in Computer Science, and the remaining 2 in Communications and
Media. Participants were required to have at least 10 years of experience in the field of
HCI/UX in order to be eligible (�x ¼ 17:53; SD = 6.05). 11 of them are academics, 4
are consultants and 2 are both. 10 of them are PhD-level, and 7 Master-level. Partic-
ipants received a small compensation.
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3.2 Material

This study used 58 physical cards, each containing the information (name and defi-
nition) from a criterion from those listed above. The cards were 5 � 5 cm white
index-cards with black writing, and they had no distinctive mark as to their initial
groupings. A pen, extra plain 5 � 5 cm cards were at disposal in case the participant
wished to create (a) new card(s). Also, plain white 5 � 20 cm index cards were used to
create category name tags. A camera and a recorder were used by the researcher
conducting the experiment.

3.3 Procedure

Sessions were carried out individually and lasted between 30 and 50 min. We opted for
an un-moderated approach.

The set of cards was presented to the experts by explaining that each card represents
a criterion that we consider to be important in UX. The participant was informed that if
they believed otherwise, they could exclude it from the card-deck. If, on the contrary,
they found there were criteria missing or misrepresented in the lot, they were invited to
create a corresponding card, indicating a name and a definition.

The participant was asked to do an open card sort. Upon completion, the expert was
asked to name the groups of cards if they hadn’t done so already, and to explain the
logic they had based their sorting on. This debriefing was recorded and transcribed for
reference during the analysis and interpretation of the data.

4 Results

The data was first analyzed using Donna Maurer’s [6] spreadsheets. This was partic-
ularly helpful in order to better understand each expert’s categorizations, to create
standardized categories to better sum up the range of classifications and to generate the
items by standardized categories correlation matrix. We adapted Mike Rice’s
co-occurrence matrix [15] to generate the general distance matrix which served next.

Then, the software “R” was used to generate the Hierarchical Cluster Analysis
(HCA) using Ward’s clustering method, as well as the Multi-Dimensional Scale
(MDS) plot using Kruskal’s non-metric MDS.

4.1 Categories and Criterion Distribution

Participants created an average of 8 groups (�x ¼ 7:71; SD = 1.65). Table 1 recaps the
standardized categories we created from all of those made by the participants. It also
shows that, while the agreement between the participants’ results for each category –

and particularly each category’s items/criteria – is rather low (�x ¼ 0:30; SD = 0.10;
min = 0.19; max = 0.58), the occurrence of the standardized categories is high, even
very high for certain of them. Indeed, as much as 14 experts created a category
corresponding to aspects pertaining to usability, pragmatism, ergonomic criteria and/or
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efficiency – and up to 16 participants created one corresponding to aspects of hedo-
nism, pleasure and/or emotions related to HCI.

So, though the variability as to which criteria belong to which category may be
quite high resulting in low inter-judge agreement values, the general categories seem to
be common ground for the group of experts.

Next, we applied an HCA to the overall distance matrix for all 17 participants’ data.
Using the items by standardized categories correlation matrix, we were able to identify
and label the clusters on the dendrogram generated by the HCA. Figure 1 illustrates
these results.

Table 1. Standardized categories created for the open card-sort (as generated by [6]).

Standardized category Sorters
who used
this

Total cards in
this category

Unique
cards

Agreement

Utility, task-system suitability,
achieving the goal, efficacy

7 59 36 0,23

Usability/Pragmatism,
ergonomic criteria, efficiency

14 171 42 0,29

Hedonism, Pleasure, Emotions 16 129 34 0,24
Adaptability of the system 9 98 47 0,23
Organizational Factors 10 61 15 0,41
Persuasion, Incitement,
Pervasive design

10 68 28 0,24

Marketing Strategy/Customer
Relationship Management

12 84 21 0,33

User Effort 3 14 8 0,58
Personalization/Customization 4 20 13 0,38
Mastering/Control over the
system

8 41 27 0,19

Security/Reliability-User’s
Protection

9 53 24 0,25

User on boarding 4 45 29 0,39
Emotional & Cognitive
Stimulation for
self-development

7 51 25 0,29

Social, moral and/or cultural
factors

9 34 17 0,22

Technical aspects/Robustness 3 16 14 0,38
Others/Unknown 7 29 23 0,18
Excluded 5 14 13 0,22
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Fig. 1. Dendrogram generated by the HCA of the open card-sort distance matrix, divided into
the 8 standardized categories we retained after the first-stage analysis.
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4.2 Categories

As shown in Fig. 1, 8 main groups stand out from the classification. Following the
same order of appearance, these are as described below.

• Utility (task-system suitability, achieving the goal, efficacy) & Usability/
Pragmatism (ergonomic criteria, efficiency) combined. This category contains 3
criteria from the accessibility grid that have a strong link with ease of use (Per-
ceivable, Operable, Understandable), 7 of the 8 ergonomic criteria, elements of task
achievement and task management taken from the socio-organizational grid and the
zero customer effort criterion (management of the experience grid) which recognizes
the importance of the pragmatic quality for the user during the interaction in order to
favor customer loyalty.

• Hedonism, Pleasure, Emotions. This second group contains 4 criteria from de
Vicente & Pain’s model [5] (1 permanent trait: Fantasy, 3 transient states: Cognitive
Interest, Sensory Interest and Satisfaction), as well as 1 from the persuasion grid
(static criteria: Attractiveness) and 2 from Schwartz’s values [24] (Stimulation and
Hedonism). All of the notions grouped here are with regard to the hedonic quality of
the experience.

• Persuasion, Incitement, Pervasive design. All 4 dynamic criteria proposed by
Nemery et al. [16] are found grouped together here: Priming, Solicitation, Com-
mitment and Ascendency [without any “intruders”].

• Emotional & Cognitive Stimulation for self-development. This category seems
to be a construct of three subgroups pertaining to: self-development, self-expression
and self-direction. The first subgroup comprises 3 criteria from the emotions &
motivation grid [5] that are linked to the user’s need and/or desire to be confronted
with challenging situations (Confidence, Challenge and Effort), as well as the Skills
& Knowledge criterion from the socio-organizational factors also linked to the
user’s aim to better themselves by the acquisition, development and expression of
their skills and knowledge. The subgroup “Personalization/Customization” (asso-
ciated with the category “Adaptability of the system”) pertains to the user’s need for
self-expression through elements such as the customization of the product and its
adaptation to the user’s needs and preferences (adaptability [3], and personalization
[16]). Lastly, the subgroup “Mastering/Control over the system” recognizes the
user’s need for self-direction (Schwartz’ [24] value) through their expression of
control over the situation and of their independence ([5]; in order: permanent trait
and transient state).

• Marketing Strategy/Customer Relationship Management. From the 9 notions
regarding the “management of the experience” dimension we originally suggested,
8 of them are found here [without any “intruders”].

• Security/Reliability-User’s Protection. This group absorbed WCAG’s criteria of
robustness as well as two static criteria from the persuasion grid ([16]; credibility
and privacy), as well as Schwartz’ value “Security” [24].
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• Organizational Factors.Within which other than 7 of the criteria originally created
to represent the socio-organizational dimension, participants included the criterion
“Power” (taken from the cultural grid [24]).

• Social, Moral and/or Cultural Factors. This group could be considered a sub-
group of the previous category. 5 elements of the cultural values grid were often
sorted here (Conformity, Tradition, Achievement, Benevolence, and Universalism).
Attention must be brought to the fact that this group obtained the lowest correlation
values, with these criteria being sorted through a range of groups according to
participants’ varying interpretations.

4.3 Categories’ Relationships and Proximity

Regarding the links between the categories, certain remarks are worth mentioning:

• Figure 1 shows the close link between the groups “Persuasion, Incitement, Perva-
sive design” and “Emotional & Cognitive Stimulation for self-development” which
in turn are related to the group “Hedonism, Pleasure, Emotions”: all of these ele-
ments being associated with the experiential dimension of UX.

• Likewise, “Social, moral and/or cultural factors” were shown to be closely tied to
the “Organizational factors” and to the group “Security/Reliability-User’s protec-
tion”. This ensemble was shown to have a relative proximity with the “Marketing
strategy/Customer Relationship Management” category: all of these elements per-
taining to the contextual dimension of UX.

• The last group to link to the rest is the “Utility (task-system suitability, achieving the
goal, efficacy) & Usability/Pragmatism (ergonomic criteria, efficiency)” category.

4.4 Spatial Representation and Structure

To further analyze the distances between the categories and to be able to visualize a
spatial representation of the data, we carried out an MDS analysis. A two-way MDS
yielded poor results (stress = 26.69%), but a three-way analysis showed a good enough
stress value (stress = 17.97%). These results are presented on a two-dimensional plot in
Fig. 2.

By interpreting the graph, two possible factors seem to stand out. One seems to
correspond to the nature of the experience, ranging from the functional experience to
the experiential experience (along the x-axis). The other one seems to be the level the
criterion intervenes on: the user, on the system or the context of use (y-axis). Further
analyses are required to verify this assumption and to discern the third factor.

Nonetheless, the graphical representation of the data is suggestive of a triangular
structure, where the three outermost groups (Utility & Usability, Hedonism,
Socio-Organizational Context and Marketing strategy) merge towards the center where
elements of technological persuasion and cognitive & emotional stimulation appear.
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4.5 Additional Elements of Analysis

Only 5 participants excluded certain cards from the sorting (13 unique cards). Only the
criterion “Challenge” [5] was excluded more than once: two participants negatively
evaluated it “because of its detrimental effect on the interaction”.

On the other hand, only 3 participants suggested additional elements to be added.
One found the innovative aspect of UX was misrepresented and one estimated the
technical/technological and graphical aspects were missing but neither created any
cards to represent these dimensions. Lastly, one participant created two additional cards
pertaining to social factors in HCI: “Share” & “Notifications” as the general functions
found on social media platforms nowadays.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

The overall goal of this research has been to examine how UX professionals organize
their cognitions around a suggested set of 58 criteria linked to UX in the efforts to
propose a holistic criteria-based approach in the field. For this, we conducted an
experiment where 17 experts partook in an open card sort exercise. Through this, we
sought to determine the relevancy, the scope and the architecture of the proposed
criteria set as well as its fundamental dimensions and their links.

Results show that participants conceived said content in a rather close manner to that
of the aspects we had initially theorized. Indeed, 8 main categories stand out: (1) Utility
(task-system suitability, achieving the goal, efficacy) and Usability/Pragmatism (er-
gonomic criteria, efficiency); (2) Hedonism, Pleasure, Emotions; (3) Persuasion,
Incitement, Pervasive design; (4) Emotional & Cognitive Stimulation for

Fig. 2. MDS plot using 3 factors (stress = 17.97%) showing the 8 standardized categories
retained.
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self-development comprising elements linked to self-expression and self-direction;
(5) Marketing strategy/Customer Relationship Management; (6) Security/Reliability-
User’s protection; (7) Organizational factors; and (8) Social, moral and/or cultural
factors.

The analysis revealed a close link between groups (2), (3) and (4), and between
groups (5) through (8). Along with the remaining category (1), this suggests that the
criteria could be divided into three main sets where one represents the functional aspect
of the interaction, another one represents the experiential aspect [of the interaction], and
the last one represents the context the interaction takes place in. The spatial repre-
sentation further supported this idea by unveiling a structure evocative of a triangular
shape in which three major poles (Utility & Usability, Hedonism, Socio-Organizational
Context and Marketing strategy) unite towards the center to generate technological
persuasion and cognitive & emotional stimulation. Whether there is an actual causal
link remains to be determined. Nevertheless, this posits the idea that an experience
must be: useful, pleasant, compatible with the context and profitable.

We also identified two potential factors that might explain the structure of the data:
one possibly corresponding to the nature of the experience (from functional to expe-
riential), and another one possibly corresponding to the level of impact of the criterion
(from the individual - to the system - to the context of use). Necessary analyses are
currently being carried out in order to inquire upon such assumption and to determine
the third factor.

Moreover, it remains to be seen whether our proposal for a holistic criteria-based
approach in UX would be more suitable via the different dimensions we initially
suggested (as supported by the present study), or whether we could offer another
approach based on a distribution of the criteria among a functional-experiential spec-
trum, or even a combination of the two. Future research will address this issue. The
studies are currently ongoing.

Lastly, attention must be brought to the fact that the participants were predomi-
nantly specialists in Ergonomics and/or Cognitive Psychology. It would seem of
interest to investigate how other actors in the field (e.g. graphic designers, marketing
specialists) would envisage this same criteria set and to try to establish a shared vision.
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Abstract. Context-of-use is a vital consideration when evaluating the usability
of mobile applications. Thus, when defining sets of heuristics for the usability
evaluation of mobile applications, a common practice has been to include one or
more heuristics that consider context-of-use. Yet, most evaluations are con-
ducted within usability labs. Consequently, the aim of this research is to
question the utility of attempting to include inherently complex areas of
context-of-use within limited sets of mobile application usability heuristics. To
address this, a mapping study uncovered six sets of heuristics that can be applied
to mobile application usability evaluations. A within-subjects empirical test with
six Human-Computer Interaction practitioners evaluated a well-known travel
mobile application using three sets of the mapped heuristics. The study found
that the common practice of including context-of-use within mobile application
usability heuristics is an ineffective approach.

Keywords: Mobile usability � Context-of-use � Heuristic evaluation

1 Introduction

Usability heuristics allow Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) practitioners and
researchers to focus on the primary areas of software which may cause problems for
users. One of the most popular sets of heuristics was originally defined by Nielsen and
Molich [1], and is widely known for being fast and inexpensive [2]. Given the
prevalence of mobile devices in the past decade, sets of heuristics for mobile tech-
nologies started to be defined as traditional heuristics did not consider applications built
for small screens nor usage within environments far less constant than desktop
applications [3]. Yet, Nielsen’s heuristics [4], modified from the original set by Nielsen
and Molich [1], remain popular when evaluating mobile applications [5]. In an inter-
view with Jenny Preece [6], Nielsen supported this approach, suggesting that “You can
identify a lot of issues with a phone or other mobile user experience by using exactly
the same heuristics as you would for any other platform”.

One of the items evident across many of these sets of heuristics is the inclusion of
context-of-use. Context-of-use is anything that impacts the interaction between a user
and an application [7], whereby elements of context, including surrounding light,
ambient noise, and interruptions, can change rapidly, potentially impacting the usability
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of a mobile application [8, 9]. Consequently, Savio and Braiterman [10, p. 284] argue
“For mobile computing, context is everything”. To that end, it is no surprise that one or
more heuristics are often included within sets of heuristics specifically aimed at con-
sidering the impact of context-of-use when evaluating the usability of mobile appli-
cations, even though most evaluations of mobile applications are conducted in usability
labs [11].

The main aim of this research is to investigate the utility of including inherently
complex areas of context-of-use within limited sets of mobile application usability
heuristics, by asking the following research questions:

1. Based on the literature, which sets of heuristics are used to evaluate the usability of
mobile applications?

2. Which of the mapped sets of heuristics include one or more heuristics that consider
context-of-use?

3. To what extent can one or more of the mapped sets of heuristics measure the impact
of context-of-use on mobile application usability within lab-based conditions?

2 Background

2.1 Usability Principles

One of the first sets of usability principles is the cornerstone of design today. Gould and
Lewis [12] wrote the following principles, stating that system designers should:

• Focus early on users and tasks
• Empirically measure usability
• Design iteratively based on learnings from empirical tests.

Nowadays, user experience designers commonly apply each of these principles in
their daily work. Yet, Gould and Lewis [12] found that system designers often ignored
these principles, believing for instance in the ‘power of reason’, whereby the prevailing
feeling was that task completion was logic, thus there was little need to apply principles
nor involve representative users.

As the benefits of usable and useful systems were acknowledged, Human-Computer
Interactions experts defined further usability principles, including cognitive principles
[13] and heuristic evaluation [1]—the latter becoming a common method among HCI
practitioners and researchers [14]. Since its inception, heuristic evaluation has since
been modified to cater for a wide range of domains, including Educational Media [15];
Groupware Based on the Mechanics of Collaboration [16]; Ambient Displays [17];
Adaptive Learning Environments [18]; Playability of Games [19]; Intensive Care Unit
Infusion Pumps [20]; Intrusion Detection Systems [21]; Virtual Reality Applications
[22]; Electronic Shopping [23]; and Child E-learning Applications [24].

Heuristic evaluation is not without detractors. Researchers have argued that results
from heuristic evaluation are too subjective [25]. This claim has been counter-argued,
whereby other researchers have suggested that this difference in perspective enables the
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discovery of more diverse usability issues [26]. Additionally, despite the suggestion that
heuristic evaluation may not be as effective as it claims [27], the method remains popular.

As mobile devices become more ubiquitous, heuristic evaluation started to be used
to evaluate the usability of mobile applications. While the traditional set of heuristics
from Nielsen appears to be in common use [5], researchers have argued that traditional
heuristics needed to be modified before they can be used for mobile [28, 29]. To that
end, several sets of usability heuristics designed specifically for mobile have been
defined. While most of these sets of usability heuristics are general in nature, some are
specific to a feature and/or a population [30].

2.2 Addressing Context-of-Use

One of the key areas within the field of mobile usability is the impact of context-of-use.
Context-of-use, which is anything that might impact the interaction between a user and
an application [31], is a vital component of building mobile experiences [32]. This is
due to the ever-changing contexts-of-use that mobile users find themselves in.

From a heuristic evaluation perspective, the consideration of context-of-use has
been approached in two ways. Firstly, while heuristic evaluations are most often
conducted in the lab, a study conducted by Po et al. [33] considered context-of-use
using three conditions: heuristic evaluation within the lab for two conditions, one of
which simulated context-of-use, one of which did not, and heuristic evaluation in the
field. The authors of that work argue against conducting heuristic evaluations in the
field as one of their conditions of their study, namely simulated context-of-use within
the lab, uncovered the highest number of issues across three conditions. Yet, there are
several threats to the validity and reliability of this study. For instance, during the
heuristic evaluation, the authors used Nielsen’s traditional heuristics, and did not
attempt to define a set of heuristics for mobile technologies.

The internal validity of the study suffers from the threat of selection bias, whereby
the authors did not randomize participants across conditions, and all conditions had
fewer than the recommended five evaluators [40].

It seems that none of the evaluators had practical HCI experience, several evalu-
ators only had one semester in HCI and had little familiarity with heuristic evaluation.
This could be a threat to external validity, specifically population validity, in that the
evaluators within this study cannot be generalized with HCI experts that have practical
commercial experience and commonly undertake heuristic evaluations.

While it is quite difficult to achieve ceteris paribus in an experimental study, or in
this case a quasi-experimental study, it should still be expected that all conditions
would be as equal as possible. Yet, in this study the authors assigned user
interface-related tasks to participants in just two of the three conditions.

The authors state that a by-product of this omission of task assignment in the first
scenario was that participants focused on the product, more so than the operation of the
product. As high construct validity is achieved only when intended constructs are
measured accurately, it might be argued that the authors were measuring two opera-
tionalized variables defined from the construct ‘usability issues’. Additionally, within
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the two conditions where evaluators completed six tasks, there is no indication that the
tasks were counterbalanced. This could indicate an order bias.

The benefit of in-situ evaluation is an increase in ecological validity. Yet, partici-
pants had to think aloud while they were being recorded. Consequently, the reality of
the in-situ condition was not realistic.

Participants were all aware which condition they were in within the study. This
transparency could result in an interval validity threat known as demand characteristics.
This threat can occur when participants know they are in the experimental group, and
they change their behavior due to their expectations of the study. The authors of the
paper could have minimized this threat by contriving a cover story, only giving the real
reason for the study when participants were debriefed. There is no indication that this
attempt was made for this study.

Reliability is compromised as it would be impossible to replicate the study. The
authors of the work are not fully transparent around the environments and activities of
the participants for any condition. For instance, within the in-situ condition, the authors
simply state locations, such as cafeteria or bar, and some details, such as dark with
changing light. To replicate the study, other researchers would need to know about all
conditions, including environmental conditions, if participants were walking, sitting,
were interrupted by friends and colleagues, and so forth. Any of these environmental
and social factors may impact the findings, yet were not published by the authors.

Finally, the results of the study could be interpreted differently. Within the in-situ
condition, fewer evaluators uncovered substantially more issues than the lab-based
heuristic evaluation. While the second condition, the lab-based condition with sce-
narios of use, uncovered more issues, this condition had a great number of evaluators,
yet uncovered only 0.4% higher usability issues on average. Additionally, the in-situ
study uncovered more critical usability issues, as well as issues where context had an
impact. These latter issues were not surfaced within the lab-based studies. Conse-
quently, based on the threats to validity and reliability, it could be argued that the
conclusion from Po et al. [33 p. 55] that “there appears to be no additional benefit to
immersing the evaluator in the context of use” appears to be premature. The authors of
this paper argue that further research is needed around heuristic evaluations within and
outside the lab, using before coming to specific conclusions.

The second approach used to consider context-of-use during heuristic evaluations
has been to include one or more heuristics specifically addressing context-of-use. As
can be seen within the mapping study conducted in the next section, this has been a
more widely-conducted approach. While the face validity of this approach seems to be
high given that evaluators can consider all the major areas of mobile usability,
including context-of-use, the aim of this paper is to empirically test the approach.

3 Approach

Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) researchers and practitioners have several sets of
heuristics from which to choose as they evaluate the usability of mobile applications.
These include a traditional set of heuristics from Nielsen [4], as well as several sets of
heuristics defined specifically for mobile. A common approach has been to include one
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or more heuristics that consider context-of-use, which is important from a mobile
application usability perspective. However, as heuristic evaluations tend to be con-
ducted within a lab, how effective is this approach?

To that end, the aim of the study was to consider the effectiveness of including one
or more sets of heuristics that consider context-of-use from a mobile usability per-
spective. The approach taken was two-fold:

1. A mapping study identified sets of heuristics used for mobile application usability
evaluations

2. An empirical evaluation measured the effectiveness of including one or more sets of
heuristics that consider context-of-use from a mobile usability perspective

3.1 Phase I: Mapping Study

The mapping study followed the same protocol as defined within Salgado and Freire
[5], whereby the objective, research question, and inclusion criteria were defined:

Objective: The main goal of the mapping study was to discover which heuristics are
used to evaluate usability of mobile devices, and secondly, which elements of those
sets of heuristics considered context-of-use.

Research Question(s):

1. Based on the literature, which sets of heuristics are used to evaluate the usability of
mobile applications?

2. Which of the mapped sets of heuristics include one or more heuristics that consider
context-of-use?

Source Search Method: Sources will be discovered via Google using a search string
using the keywords: usability, heuristics, heuristic evaluation, mobile, smartphone.

Inclusion Criteria: Publications written in English, indexed by academic journals and
databases, discovered by use of one or more of the chosen keywords, focusing on sets
of heuristics used to evaluate the usability of mobile technologies.

The resulting sets of heuristics, as well as the associated heuristics related to
context-of-use, identified during the mapping study are displayed in Table 1.

3.2 Phase II: Empirical Evaluation

Having addressed the first two research questions by mapping six sets of heuristics, the
final research question to address was:

3. To what extent can one or more of the mapped sets of heuristics measure the impact
of context-of-use on mobile application usability within lab-based conditions?

Addressing this research question by evaluating all six sets of heuristics may have
proven to be too time-consuming. Consequently, three sets of heuristics were selected
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for an empirical evaluation. To avoid recognition bias, each set of the chosen heuristics
was labelled with a letter:

• Set A: Nielsen [4] - Nielsen’s traditional heuristics appear to be commonly applied
to mobile applications [5].

• Set B: Bertini et al. [36] - The heuristics from Bertini et al. were one of the first sets
defined for mobile technologies.

• Set C: Joyce et al. [37] - The heuristics from Joyce et al. were defined for mobile
technologies and considered areas lacking in previously defined sets, such as the
utilization of sensors to reduce the burden on the user.

With the three sets of heuristics selected, a heuristic evaluation was conducted of a
well-known travel mobile application. To conduct the evaluation, six evaluators were
recruited for a within-subjects study using purposive sampling (4 Female, 2 Male). The
experience level of the evaluators is shown in Table 2.

To avoid learning bias, the sets of heuristic were counterbalanced for every two
evaluators (Table 3).

Table 1. Mobile application usability heuristics, including references to context-of-use

Author(s) Usability heuristic(s) related to context-of-use

Nielsen [4] (No contextual heuristics, and no approach defined as to how to consider
the impact of context-of-use)

Weiss [34] Design for users on the go
Ji et al. [35] Flexibility: The user interface must be flexible so that adapts to various

environments and users
Bertini et al.
[36]

Ease of input, screen readability and glanceability. Aesthetic, privacy
and social conventions

Joyce et al.
[37]

Cater for diverse mobile environments

Inostroza et al.
[38]

(No contextual heuristics, and no approach defined as to how to consider
the impact of context-of-use)

Table 2. Experience level of evaluators

Experience HCI (Years) Mobile HCI (Years)

Range 1–20 0–6
Mean 7.5 6.9
SD 2.91 2.2

Table 3. Order of heuristics

Participant Order of heuristics

P1, P6 Set B, Set C, Set A
P2, P5 Set A, Set B, Set C
P3, P4 Set C, Set A, Set B
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The study was conducted from February 26th, 2015 to March 16th, 2015. Many
aspects of the study were controlled, whereby all participants used the same mobile
device, the same version of the mobile application, and the environmental conditions
within which the study was conducted were consistent. Participants attempted three
tasks each on an LG G2 mobile device running Android 4.4.2 under good lighting and
low ambient noise conditions, as would be expected in a usability testing lab. The tasks
attempted were:

1. Find a hotel near your current location using GPS for one adult that is available
within the next two weeks.

2. Find a return flight for one adult in economy class from London Heathrow to Paris.
3. Read a review of a restaurant in the UK, marking the review as helpful.

Having attempted each task, each participant conducted a heuristic evaluation using
each set of the chosen heuristics:

Set A: Nielsen [4]

Heuristic 1: Visibility of system status. The system should always keep users
informed about what is going on, through appropriate feedback within reasonable
time.
Heuristic 2:Match between system and the real world. The system should speak the
users’ language, with words, phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather than
system-oriented terms. Follow real-world conventions, making information appear
in a natural and logical order.
Heuristic 3: User control and freedom. Users often choose system functions by
mistake and will need a clearly marked “emergency exit” to leave the unwanted
state without having to go through an extended dialogue. Support undo and redo.
Heuristic 4: Consistency and standards. Users should not have to wonder whether
different words, situations, or actions mean the same thing. Follow platform
conventions.
Heuristic 5: Error prevention. Even better than good error messages is a careful
design which prevents a problem from occurring in the first place. Either eliminate
error-prone conditions or check for them and present users with a confirmation
option before they commit to the action.
Heuristic 6: Recognition rather than recall. Minimize the user’s memory load by
making objects, actions, and options visible. The user should not have to remember
information from one part of the dialogue to another. Instructions for use of the
system should be visible or easily retrievable whenever appropriate.
Heuristic 7: Flexibility and efficiency of use. Accelerators – unseen by the novice
user – may often speed up the interaction for the expert user such that the system
can cater to both inexperienced and experienced users. Allow users to tailor fre-
quent actions.
Heuristic 8: Aesthetic and minimalist design. Dialogues should not contain infor-
mation which is irrelevant or rarely needed. Every extra unit of information in a
dialogue competes with the relevant units of information and diminishes their rel-
ative visibility.
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Heuristic 9: Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors. Error mes-
sages should be expressed in plain language (no codes), precisely indicate the
problem, and constructively suggest a solution.
Heuristic 10: Help and documentation. Even though it is better if the system can be
used without documentation, it may be necessary to provide help and documen-
tation. Any such information should be easy to search, focused on the user’s task,
list concrete steps to be carried out, and not be too large.

Set B: Bertini et al. [36]

Heuristic 1:Visibility of system status and losability/findability of the mobile device.
Heuristic 2: Match between system and the real world.
Heuristic 3: Consistency and mapping.
Heuristic 4: Good ergonomics and minimalist design.
Heuristic 5: Ease of input, screen readability and glanceability.
Heuristic 6: Flexibility, efficiency of use and personalization.
Heuristic 7: Aesthetic, privacy and social conventions.
Heuristic 8: Realistic error management.

Set C: Joyce et al. [37]

SMART1: Provide immediate notification of application status. Ensure the mobile
application user is informed of the application status immediately and as long as is
necessary. Where appropriate do this non-intrusively, such as displaying notifica-
tions within the status bar.
SMART2: Use a theme and consistent terms, as well as conventions and standards
familiar to the user. Use a theme for the mobile application to ensure different
screens are consistent. Also create a style guide from which words, phrases and
concepts familiar to the user will be applied consistently throughout the interface,
using a natural and logical order. Use platform conventions and standards that users
have come to expect in a mobile application such as the same effects when gestures
are used.
SMART3: Prevent problems where possible; Assist users should a problem occur.
Ensure the mobile application is error-proofed as much as is possible. Should a
problem occur, let the user know what the problem is in a way they will understand,
and offer advice in how they might fix the issue or otherwise proceed. This includes
problems with the mobile network connection, whereby the application might work
offline until the network connection has been re-established.
SMART4: Display an overlay pointing out the main features when appropriate or
requested. An overlay pointing out the main features and how to interact with the
application allows first-time users to get up-and-running quickly, after which they
can explore the mobile application at their leisure. This overlay or a form of help
system should also be displayed when requested.
SMART5: Each interface should focus on one task. Being focusing on one task
ensures that mobile interfaces are less cluttered and simple to the point of only
having the absolute necessary elements onscreen to complete that task. This also
allows the interface to be glanceable to users that are interrupted frequently.
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SMART6: Design a visually pleasing interface. Mobile interfaces that are attractive
are far more memorable and are therefore used more often. Users are also more
forgiving of attractive interfaces.
SMART7: Intuitive interfaces make for easier user journeys. Mobile interfaces
should be easy-to-learn whereby next steps are obvious. This allows users to more
easily complete their tasks.
SMART8: Design a clear navigable path to task completion. Users should be able to
see right away how they can interact with the application and navigate their way to
task completion.
SMART9: Allow configuration options and shortcuts. Depending on the target user,
the mobile application might allow configuration options and shortcuts to the most
important information and frequent tasks, including the ability to configure
according to contextual needs.
SMART10: Cater for diverse mobile environments. Diverse environments consist of
different types of context of use, such as poor lighting conditions and high ambient
noise are common issues mobile users have to face every day. While the operating
system should allow the user to change the interface brightness and sound settings,
developers can assist users even more for example by allowing them to display
larger buttons and allowing multimodal input and output options.
SMART11: Facilitate easier input. Mobile devices are difficult to use from a content
input perspective. Ensure users can input content more easily and accurately by, for
instance displaying keyboard buttons that are as large as possible, as well as
allowing multimodal input and by keeping form fields to a minimum.
SMART12: Use the camera, microphone and sensors when appropriate to lessen the
user’s workload. Consider the use of the camera, microphone and sensors to lessen
the users’ workload. For instance, by using GPS so the user knows where they are
and how to get there they need to go, or by using OCR and the camera to digitally
capture the information the user needs to input, or by allowing use of the micro-
phone to input content.

Prior to re-evaluating the mobile application with a different set of heuristics, partici-
pants conducted each task once more. Any issues surfaced during the evaluation were
allocated with a severity rating by each participant. The severity ratings were adapted
from Sauro [39]:

• Minor: Causes some hesitation or irritation
• Moderate: Causes occasional task failure for some users or causes delays and

moderate irritation
• Critical: Leads to task failure or causes extreme irritation.

4 Results and Discussion

Using the three sets of heuristics, the six evaluators found a total of 145 usability issues
(Mean = 48, SD = 9) during the evaluation (Fig. 1).
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Yet, only five minor issues (3.45%) were raised by two (P1 & P6) of the six
evaluators relating to context-of-use. All issues related to context-of-use were raised by
the heuristics from Joyce et al. [37], with no context-of-use issues raised during the
evaluations using the heuristics from Nielsen [4] and Bertini et al. [36]. The comments
associated with the issues related to context-of-use stated only that there was no
indication that the app changed to adapt to various scenarios. Thus, even though issues
had been raised, accurately measuring the impact of context-of-use on mobile appli-
cation usability would prove challenging. Consequently, HCI designers would be
unable to make changes that might reduce the impact of context-of-use on the usability
of the mobile application.

Other researchers may argue that a relatively small number of evaluators partici-
pated in the study. However, the study represents a real-world scenario, given that the
recommended number of evaluators for a heuristic evaluation is five [40].

5 Conclusion

Heuristic evaluation has been recognized as a fast, effective, and inexpensive approach
to evaluating the usability of software applications. When applied to mobile applica-
tions, context-of-use should be an important consideration of heuristic evaluations.
A common practice, therefore, has been to include one or more heuristics dedicated to
the consideration of context-of-use within sets of heuristics defined for mobile
applications.

Fig. 1. Issues found during the heuristic evaluation.
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This work investigates this practice by mapping sets of heuristics used to evaluate
the usability of mobile applications, listing specific heuristics that consider
context-of-use, then empirically testing the extent to which these sets of heuristics can
measure the impact of context-of-use on mobile application usability within lab-like
conditions. It is important to note that this work is not an argument for nor against lab
or field studies. The authors agree with Tan et al. [41] that both are needed at various
points in the mobile application development life cycle. As stated by Kjeldskov and
Skov [42], “The important question is not if or why one should do lab or field studies,
but rather when we should do what”. Rather, the authors question the utility of
attempting to include inherently complex areas of context-of-use within limited sets of
mobile application usability heuristics. Based on an empirical test of three sets of
heuristics, the authors conclude that the commonly applied approach of including
context-of-use as part of mobile application usability heuristics is not effective.

To address this issue, initial work has started on an alternative framework [43]. The
proposed framework will allow HCI practitioners and researchers to measure the
impact of changing contexts-of-use on the major elements of mobile application
usability. While the framework based on context-of-use analysis defined by Maguire
[7], it differs in several ways from that authors work and from the common practice of
including context-of-use with heuristics, whereby the proposed framework:

• Decouples the complexity of context-of-use from the equally complex field of
usability, addressing one of the concerns from a respondent in a related survey [37],
who stated that “[there are] so many contexts for mobile use”

• Is aimed at dynamic and fast-paced development environments
• Is defined specifically for evaluating the usability of mobile applications.

Subsequently, the proposed framework addresses several limitations of
context-of-use analysis, namely “The reader may feel that the method is too heavy-
weight and will require the generation of lots of paperwork by several people” [7,
p. 480] and “Another question is how the Context of Use should be addressed in a more
dynamic development environment…where the requirements, expectations and per-
ceived opportunities are evolving all the time” [7, p. 481]. To that end, by decoupling
context-of-use from usability, the proposed framework can be used as a lightweight
approach to measure the impact of context-of-use on mobile applications that may be
used in varying contexts, by fast-paced agile and continuous delivery teams.
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Abstract. User Centered Design (UCD) Process facilitate the approaching to
people in order to determine use and design requirements throughout applying
diverse techniques for obtaining qualitative and quantitative information,
including social, emotional physical and cognitive user’s characteristics, as long
as system interface requirements. User Interface Design (UI), Interaction Design
(IxD), Design of Experiences of Use (UX), and the Ergonomic approaches aid
design teams clearly define objectives to be met, knowing the level of develop‐
ment they have got in an specific stage of the design process, and ensure during
the process goals do not change but instead, evolve according to emerging infor‐
mation that arises from Users interaction. Iterative processes along design enable
implementation of formative and summative assessments through the use of
prototypes in order to evaluate interactions and allowing the process feedback.
As a systemic approach UCD has recursive characteristics which in some stages
of its process, like Inquiry and Evaluation, are of paramount importance to
adequately accomplish tasks of problematisation and assessment, by diagnosing
whole system in which Users are immerse. By giving Users voice during the
design process, being either novice or expert Users, Inquiry and Evaluations
stages of the UCD process, aids accurately reflecting detailed characteristics the
Interface must have, and at which degree Design goals have been reached out.

Keywords: User centered design · Ergonomics · Interaction · Interface

1 Introduction

The objective of this proposal is to contextualize the importance of the development of
User Centered Interface Design Process, which may facilitate the approach to people in
order to determine use and design requirements along the whole Design Process but
specifically during the stages of inquiry and evaluation of the integrated interfaces design
process.

To promote the participation of the real Users allowing their voice to be heard,
collaborating from their experience and giving opinions on the development of alter‐
natives that help to make decisions in the design process.

To focus Design processes and results on the end User given not all communities
are equals, it is important to include real Users along the process of product development.

The User Centered Design (UCD) process can be conceptualized as a methodology
that:
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• Has a systemic perspective
• Its different process stages are iterative
• It evaluate the resulting product of its conducted process.

On the other hand, UCD considers some philosophical basis by stablishing as central
axis of its processes inclusion of real Users, mainly on inquiry and evaluation stages.

Of particular interest are the stages where inclusion of Users in the UCD process is
of highlighted relevance: Problematisation and Evaluation (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Representation of real Users involvement through the User Centered Design Process

2 Ergonomics

Ergonomics is an auxiliary user-centered discipline in the process of design.
It analyzes, in a systemic and interdisciplinary way, the interaction of the system

composed of the user-object-activity-environment (UOAE) subsystems, taking into
account the User’s cognitive, affective, social and physical capacities and limitations,
as well as their relationship with the factors of the environment of use and of the object
involved in developing an activity. The scope of ergonomics promotes the optimization
of interactions between its components.
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A systemic perspective implies that in the development of design processes, it is
necessary to define precisely who the Users are, what do they need to solve, what medi‐
ator objects will do it, and in what physical environment the object will be used to solve
the need. For this, the inclusion of real users in the design process is extremely important,
since these give Users a voice and focus the processes on them, and not on the designer
or the involved technology.

Recursive iteration between the stages of investigation, development and evaluation
allows obtaining arising information throughout those processes, giving feedback on the
advances in the design process and aiding in decision making.

2.1 Inquiry Stage

The first stage of the design process is the one of inquiry, which delimits the system,
that is, the User’s characteristics and the delimitation of the activity, which will allow
establishing the requirements that the resulting product must comply with according to
the Design of Interaction and experience. Such requirements arise in the combination
of the user-activity subsystems.

It is necessary to establish requirements to determine the characteristics of the
product to be designed. The requirements serve as a guide to define the design attributes
that a product must possess. According to Design, among others must be observed
several types of technological, functional, aesthetic and of use requirements. The latter,
those of use, determine the characteristics of the interface of a product; those are strongly
linked to the interaction and must be observed from the user experience and human
factors.

In order to identify the requirements in a given product and its impact on the design
of the interface, it is necessary to resort to several instruments that help to identify the
emerging information in the system, and translating it into interface design features, and
interaction, seeking to promote user satisfactory and effective experiences.

In the field of the applied ergonomics to Interface Design (which considers people,
activities, mediating objects of these activities and the environment of use) it is been an
increasing interest to integrate real Users during its development process.

2.2 Evaluation Stage

The evaluation process is inherent to User Centered Design methodology. In case of
quantitative assessments, it starts from the definition of objectives, success and metrics
criteria; in case of identifying patterns in qualitative observations, it is possible to obtain
information to feedback the whole design process by formative assessments, or define
the level of development that loosens the process in overall or summative assessments.

The evaluation allows comparing and contrasting the advances of a system, which
provides with analytical information that allows comparing the scope of a system in
relation to the objective of the project. Some of the main characteristics of evalua‐
tion are:
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• Through an evaluation it is feasible to determine the extent to which a goal has been
achieved, which helps identifying the successes and shortcomings of a project, and
provides sufficient knowledge and value to guide decision making

• Evaluations consider a specific attention focus, so clarity is needed in the objectives
of the project

• Has defined scope, being necessary to carry out partial evaluations that allow to have
feedback on the development of the design process

• Promotes an active participation of real Users
• Uses low and high fidelity prototypes.

To carry out a systemic assessment and identify the impact that some variables exert
on others, it is necessary to establish the characteristics of the systems:

• The system has a common goal
• Systems are composed of subsystems, each having its own goal
• The variables impact each other
• The variables are interrelated
• New information emerges from the interaction of the variables.

The ergonomic system can therefore, be represented by stating that:

• It is necessary the active participation of the Users, for it is important to establish the
capacities and limitations of these Users

• Users need to solve a specific problem
• To solve a problem Users use products to get help
• These products work optimally in spaces with specific physical environmental char‐

acteristics.

In order to observe the above within the process of Interface Design, it is necessary
to carry out evaluations in which are applied tools and techniques that allow observing
the relation of its variables.

• Instruments used should allow for quantitative data measurements; however, it is
also important to consider instruments that reflect Users opinion and attitude

• Identify the requirements of use to establish what conditions should be reflected from
the object to the User (cognitive, physical, affective) and the User’s demands on the
object (response times, performance, capacity).

Apply instruments to observe the goals, desires, knowledge and skills of users related
to the Interface Design.

2.3 Interface Design

The interface is considered as the common space or the means in which a user and an
object establish a reciprocal relationship through the interaction, that is, an interchange
information in a bi-directional, round-trip way, so the user requires the interface is useful
and ease to use when mediating such interaction. On the other hand, the object (computer
or computer system) demands the user certain skills and knowledge in the use of
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technology and knowledge in the use of codes with which the product responds to the
user, promoting through an Interface Design products should be suitable for Users,
reaching satisfactory, pleasant and effective experience of using a product.

Interface Design is an interdisciplinary design project. Increasingly, various areas
of Design are involved in the development of electronic products with interactive digital
interfaces. The development of this type of interfaces is strongly linked to the techno‐
logical development in a wide variety of human activities, either recreational, necessary
or for learning purposes, taking advantage of the different possibilities of sensorial
interaction with products.

In the areas of User Interface Design (UI), Interaction Design (IxD) and Design of
Experiences of Use (UX), it is essential to analyze the human factors that, through
various techniques for obtaining quantitative and qualitative information, more accu‐
rately reflect the User’s profile and how he or she will relate or interact with the products.

UI, IxD and UX can be observed from various disciplines that focus their design
processes on the user. Among others, these perspectives can be human computer inter‐
action, usability, design of experiences or ergonomics; the methodological perspective
that permeates this document is Ergonomics, because at a methodological level, it
allows, among other things, to clearly identify the human dimensions of the User, and
how these, at a systemic level, are interrelated with activities, objects and environments
of use.

3 Users, Activities, Objects and Environments of Use

Starting from the ergonomic model User-object-activity-environment (UOAE Ergo‐
nomic System), in which each of its elements is a subsystem, capable of being analyzed
in an individualized way, it is evident that in the Design of Human-Computer Interac‐
tions (HCI), the first three subsystems - the User, the object, along with the activity - are
the most outstanding in the analysis and definition for this type of design; On the other
hand, the environment of use is fundamentally ubiquitous, cause varies greatly from
case to case and with this, it is difficult to predict; Notwithstanding the above, it is feasible
and necessary to establish the minimum environmental characteristics that must be met
to promote appropriate interaction.

As for the object, given the increasing variety or typologies of devices or platforms
by which the interaction can be made, be smartphones, tablets, laptops or desktop
computers, or other devices, both planning and evaluation of Interaction must be
performed for each identified category, since the characteristics of data processing as
well as the characteristics of the physical interface of the device in question are funda‐
mental to facilitate, or not, the activity that Users will perform. Just imagine the marked
differences involved in reading texts in a Smart Watch regarding a Smart TV or a
conventional desktop computer.

By paying attention on the activity subsystem, it is extremely important to fully
describe what these activities will be. For this purpose, one of the main characteristics
that can be analyzed is type of activity, which differ if the activity is primarily performed
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by the User, primarily performed by the computer or somewhere between the two
possibilities.

One of the extremes of this typology would be, for example, activities such as reading
a text on screen, where User is mostly the one who performs the tasks or sequences that
complete the activity. The opposite end could be to observe a video clip, where the user
“only” is a spectator, while the system performs multiple tasks and even feedback of the
gestures done by the User (as in some smartphones that pause the video if the User’s
eyes do not point towards the screen). Such situations turn out to be key factors from
the User’s cognition and decision making, as that affect their ability to direct the process
itself of the activity, to modify or not the rhythm in which it is carried out, as well as
other fundamental aspects of the interaction.

Another important characteristic for analyzing activities is that these are usually
complex, that is, they need to be sectioned in more elemental parts called tasks, and
frequently these in subtasks, in order to identify fine aspects of the interaction, making
it possible to identify situations in which the device is not easy to use, is not useful for
tasks development and prevents the User to feel satisfied with the device. Those findings
has to be attended from the design itself, either through the improvement of the object
or its interface, by adapting the activity in a better way, or by seeking more favorable
environments of use; all in the direction of improving efficiency of interaction.

Returning to the example of reading text on a screen, such an activity would contain
at least, tasks such as forward or backward text as it is being read and adjusting the
screen zoom to facilitate readability of the text. Subtasks of these could imply User must
locate the commands that allow to perform such tasks, as well as to actuate each one of
the icons, either by pressing them, dragging them or making some type of specific
gesture.

The reader has most likely faced similar tasks and situations. This is the same case
many designers or design teams face on a daily basis since they possible are novice or
even experts Users, in addition, they see the dynamics of interaction even more
profoundly insofar as the interface, the activity or the object have over the target User.

Unfortunately, such closeness of the designer to the analyzed problematic, given an
specific interaction design, frequently promotes assumptions that actual users “must”
have certain ability, kind of reasoning, or should response to a given stimuli; usually,
this is far from reality. This situation demonstrates the importance of approaching real
Users, which ideally will serve to describe and model it in the design and evaluation
process.

3.1 Human Dimensions

Having made a brief tour of the object, activity and environment of use subsystems, it
is in the User subsystem that several arguments emerge highlighting the importance of
including this one, the User or group of “real” Users, in the design process of Human
Computer Interaction.

Beyond what may be evident given the coined Human Computer Interaction (HCI),
inclusion of the User as an active individual in the design process promotes substantive
improvements throughout the entire development process of a given design, positively
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impacting the length and breadth of the process, from planning and objectives definition,
to goals to be achieved through interaction design, to the correct evaluation of each
attribute embodied in the final development, and of course, in the truthful and detailed
identification of the User or group of Users characteristics to which the interaction design
is directed.

This particular point, that of veracity and depth of definition of human characteristics,
should not be addressed a priori by the designer or design team, based solely on the
experience that the designer has on the subject, meaning with it, how well the designers
consider know how the target Users are. On the contrary, it is fundamental, in order to
achieve an accurate modeling of Users, that preconceived ideas of the designer or design
team are considered, but characterization of the Users are based on the inquiry done
together with them, through techniques such as co-design, co-creation or participatory
design.

Approaching to Users during the design process involves the search for knowledge
related to the various human dimensions that characterize and distinguish them, to
determine which functions, which interaction processes or what possible responses can
be expected that the actual User has within a designed system (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. User Centered Design Process representation, were user modeling, problematisation,
objectives specification and evaluation of the level of development achieved are aided through
real Users approach.
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4 Interactive Systems Design

From a systemic approach perspective, delimitation of the system were interaction is
taking place (context) is of priority interest, in which it is necessary to identify the
characteristics (usage patterns, experience, knowledge) of the Users, the activities
needed to be carried out to solve their needs, the characteristics of objects that should
ease and satisfy during the interaction and the environment of use, promoted through
the characteristics of the environment (temperature, lighting, noise, etc.), in which the
activity is carried out; all that in an effort to ensure a pleasant use of the product.

The design of interactive interfaces is characterized by the convergence of three
facets that run parallel in the design process of interactive systems, such as Interface
Design, Interaction Design and Design of Experience. From the perspective of UCD,
these processes are interrelated since although for the purposes of each their planning
are taken into account characteristics of different scopes, the system together has
common objectives, such as User satisfaction in using the product or effectiveness and
efficiency of the User to object relationship (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Systemic delimitation of UCD process

By User Experience Designing it is necessary to consider the implications of the
concept of experience. This concept states that the experience of one person cannot be
experienced by another in the same way, because each individual interprets situations
differently based on previous experiences he has had.

It is possible to say User Experience Design considers experience refers to:
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• The knowledge or skills that a person has developed, define a User’s level of expe‐
rience and how it solves the problems of using a product.

• The way a person conceptualizes a situation that has occurred to him or her when
interacting with a system, carrying out activities in which have used objects as means
to solve said necessity in a specific use environment, in which the characteristics of
the environment affected him or her, positively or negatively, in a cognitive or phys‐
ical dimension.

Interface design involves the development of visual communication elements
through which Users would be able to communicate with the object. These elements
involve the User’s experience regarding:

• The use of elements of composition that allows information to be in order, hierarch‐
izing the most relevant data, positioning the elements to facilitate their location, their
easy identification and clarity of meanings.

• Typography, color, dimension and location of the elements allow the transmission
of visual information regarding the actions that User must perform in order to use
the system.

• Cognitive processes are activated during the use of an interactive system through its
interface. The processes of attention, memory, perception and language allows to
identify information, to focus on a certain trait, to identify a sign and to remember
how to follow an instruction; To aid this process, Visual Communication Designers
develop interfaces for Users easily identify information through good contrast of
colors (figure-background) and nice readability of displayed information.

Design of interactions will allude the User experiences:

• During the use of a system; as the User demands the object certain answers to their
requests and the object demands certain actions to the User.

• Since the system must be easy to use, functional and useful from User’s perspective.
To achieve these, Users must have control over the system and the system must
feedback the Users on its status to confirm such control.

5 Conclusion

As stated above, the Design processes, when centered on User, must consider the
knowledge and skills of the people to which products are intended to, designing the
contents and the level of complexity that the product must present.

To do that, Design of Interfaces should not only observe, but include in depth the
User’s experience in the interaction process, allowing the development of interfaces that
meet User’s characteristics with task requirement, achieving the development of satis‐
factory and efficient products.

By leaning on User Centered Design processes, design and developmental teams of
interfaces allow the insertion of formative evaluation processes between each stage of
development, thus avoiding the application of only summative evaluation at the end of
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development and with it, that iterative evaluation processes should produce systematic
results, which will facilitate the assessment and relevance of the intervention.
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Abstract. The usability assessment of software systems is becoming more
relevant, especially when it comes to web-based systems. A well-built and
user-friendly website is capable of capturing a potential customer. There are
different methods to evaluate usability, including heuristic evaluation and
usability testing with users. In the present work, the critical functionalities of an
airline’s website were evaluated, such as the purchase of tickets, flight reser-
vations, among others. First, a heuristic evaluation was performed and then a
usability test with users. The evaluations were developed in an academic context
and the participants were postgraduate students of a university. The problems
detected in the first evaluation served to define specific tasks in the usability test
with users. In this way, the results of the evaluations were complemented.

Keywords: Human computer interaction � Heuristic evaluation � Usability
evaluation � Usability testing � Transactional web applications

1 Introduction

In software engineering, the term “Usability” is related to the ease of use of a software
product [3]. Usability is a quality attribute that measures how easy the user interface is
to use. It also includes methods to improve ease of use during the software design
process [1]. Nowadays on the web, usability is a necessary condition for survival. If a
website is difficult to use, people will stop using it. If the page does not clearly state
what a company offers and what users can do on the site, people will stop using it. If
users get lost on a website, they will stop using it. If the information on a website is
difficult to read or does not answer the key questions of users, they will stop
using it.

The first e-commerce law is that if users cannot find the product, they cannot buy it
either [1]. In this paper we will evaluate the website of an airline using heuristic
evaluation and a usability test with users as a complement [5]. The results obtained in
both tests will be shown to compare them and provide some conclusions.
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2 Related Work

Given the importance of usability, there are two types of methods to perform a usability
assessment: inspection methods and test methods [4]. The difference between them lies
in the person who applies them. In the first case the inspectors perform and in the
second the users participate [2].

Heuristic evaluation is a well-known inspection technique that is widely used by
usability specialists. It was developed by Nielsen as an alternative to user testing [3].

The usability test with users is a method of software products evaluation in which
active users are representative of said products. The main purpose of this method is the
identification of usability problems during the interaction of users and the system. This
method allows collecting qualitative and quantitative data, as well as user satisfaction
with the software product [7].

In the present work, a usability assessment is performed with the “Heuristic
Evaluation” inspection method, which is based on the analysis of the ten heuristics
defined by Dr. Jakob Nielsen, Latam Airlines web application www.latam.com.

We also perform a usability assessment with the user testing method to the same
application. This evaluation is done as a complement to the heuristic evaluation pre-
viously performed by the same group. In [6] the advantages of performing heuristic and
user evaluations as complementary studies are developed.

The present work has been developed under an academic context, during the
months of June and July of the year 2016. All the participants have developed the tests
with professionalism and ethical values.

3 Research Design

In order to test usability in the website latam.com, were used two methods that com-
plement each other: heuristic evaluations and usability test users. The objective of this
test and selection of the website were academicals.

3.1 Description of the Web Site

The website corresponds to the new brand of LATAM Airlines Group: LATAM, which
is a product of the consolidation of the two brands of the group that preceded it: LAN
and TAM. LATAM is an airline based in the Republic of Chile, which operates in
South, Central and North America, as well as the Caribbean, Europe and Oceania; with
different destinations in more than 26 countries [8].

Due to the nature of the company, the website has numerous sections, among them:
Purchase of tickets, Purchase of packages, Check-in Service, Charge Service, Flight
Information, Offers Section, Press Room, Section for Investors, among many others.
However, the main emphasis is on the first three sections because it is frequently used
by passengers (Fig. 1).
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The purpose of the application is to offer its customers a computer tool for its main
services: purchase of tickets, flight check-in and flight status display. In this sense, the
website has a design oriented to emphasize these services and to link them to each
other.

3.2 Study Design

The purpose of this paper was to compare heuristic evaluations and user usability tests
based on a web transactional system. This work was developed in two moments. First a
heuristic evaluation was carried out and then a user usability test was developed.

4 Heuristic Evaluation

4.1 Participants

The heuristic evaluation was performed using the Nielsen’s methodology analyzing the
ten usability principles “heuristics”. The evaluation was performed by four evaluators,
computer engineers, three of them master’s students and one doctoral student.

4.2 Phases

This section describes the steps used to perform the heuristic evaluation. These are
described below.

First phase: Each participant performed alone an evaluation of the product and
recorded all the results found in their respective reports.

Fig. 1. Main page of the evaluated web site: latam.com
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Second phase: A moderator, who was previously selected, facilitated a meeting
where the evaluators were able to unify the results obtained by briefly explaining the
problems they found. As a result, a clean and unified listing of the problems
encountered was obtained.

Third phase: Each evaluator independently rated the severity and frequency of each
one of the problems of the unified listing. With the values of severity and frequency
was calculated the criticality: criticality = severity + frequency.

Fourth phase: A coordinator, who was previously selected, performed the activities
of this phase, calculating the averages and standard deviations of the three previously
calculated values: severity, frequency and criticality of each problem. With the results,
was established a ranking of the problems found.

The severity was evaluated according to the rating proposed by Nielsen [9], in
which 0 means “I don’t agree that this is a usability problem at all” and 4 means
“Usability catastrophe: imperative to fix this before product can be released”.

The frequency was evaluated according the rating of the Table 1.

4.3 Data Analysis and Results

A total of thirty seven usability problems were identified, which were categorized by
the participants who performed the heuristic evaluation. Only for the heuristic
“Recognition rather than recall” wasn’t found non-compliance. In Table 2, it can be
seen the times that each unfulfilled heuristic.

Table 3 shows the identified problems sorted descending by severity, without
considering the frequency. Of the total of problems found by the evaluators, almost
50% of them resulted in a severity value greater than or equal to 2.50, that is, they tend
to be greater or catastrophic.

Thus, the most severe problem identified by the evaluators is that the system
displays a blank screen after log off a user, which could be perceived as unsafe for the
end user. Also, the evaluators have considered severe that during the ticket purchase’s
process, the system doesn’t provide the option to return to the previous step, moreover,
it doesn’t allow to save the information already entered so that forcing a backward the
information is lost.

Other severe problems are that the system displays blank screens before certain
options, other options don’t even work, displays error messages that aren’t understand
and have broken links. Almost all screens don’t have the option of help for the user.

Table 1. Frequency ratings

Note Frequency

0 <1%
1 1–10%
2 11–50%
3 51–90%
4 >90%
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On the other hand, the Table 4 shows the identified problems sorted descending by
criticality. It’s observed that the maximum value of criticality is 6, this means that the
problems encountered don’t drastically affect the functionality of the system.

The problem of greater criticality is that the system doesn’t provide the user with
the option to return on any of the pages of the ticket purchase’s process. This means
that this problem is the most severe and most frequent.

Table 2. Unfulfilled heuristics

ID Heuristic Problems that
non-compliance the
heuristics

Number the problems that
non-compliance the
heuristics

N1 Visibility of system status P10, P12, P14, P17,
P18, P27, P30, P31

8

N2 Match between system and
the real world

P4, P22, P26, P35 4

N3 User control and freedom P3, P16, P28, P37 4
N4 Consistency and standards P2, P5, P7, P8, P11,

P15, P19, P24
8

N5 Error prevention P1, P6, P20, P23,
P29, P32, P33

7

N7 Flexibility and efficiency of
use

P25 1

N8 Aesthetic and minimalist
design

P9 1

N9 Help users recognize,
diagnose, and recover from
errors

P21, P34 2

N10 Help and documentation P13, P36 2

Table 3. Ranking of the more severe problems

ID Problem Average
severity

P17 The screen goes blank on log off 3.25
P26 Button return to the previous screen on the Visa payment screen

doesn’t work
3.25

P3 In the ticket purchase’s process, in several steps it isn’t possible to
return to the previous ones, it´s returned to option 1: Date

3.00

P18 The screen goes blank by selecting the prize icon 3.00
P22 The name of the page doesn’t match when you enter the Claims book

option
3.00

P32 Broken links 3.00
P34 The share option on Facebook doesn´t work, shows a technical error 3.00
P37 “Where you find it” option doesn’t work 3.00
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Other critical issues include broken links, lack of system-wide help and poorly
worded information on several pages. One problem worth highlighting is that the
system has different behaviors when using different browsers.

Finally, the problems P17 and P26, although they were evaluated as very severe,
were not the most critical because they didn’t have a high frequency of occurrence.

5 Usability Testing

5.1 Test Purpose

The purpose of performing the usability test in the LATAM application is that the user
may encounter problems when using it by performing certain previously defined tasks.
The tasks have been established based on the result of the heuristic evaluation per-
formed in the previous stage. Problems with severity greater than 3 (P17, P26, P3, P18)
that are directly related to the acquisition of passages were selected, since this is the
most important functionality of the application and for them, activities that could cover
these problems were defined.

Table 4. Ranking of the more critically problems

ID Problem Average
severity

Average
frequency

Average
critically

P3 In the ticket purchase’s process in several
steps it isn’t possible to return to the previous
ones, it´s returned to option 1: Date

3.00 3.00 6.00

P32 Broken links 3.00 2.75 5.75
P13 There isn’t help option that can guide the user

in case he doesn’t understand the interface
2.75 2.75 5.50

P19 The system behaves differently when using
different browsers

2.75 2.75 5.50

P16 The back button isn’t displayed properly 2.25 3.00 5.25
P23 The system returns to home when choosing

the country of origin from different pages: the
page of claims book and the page of help

2.75 2.50 5.25

P26 Button return to the previous screen on the
Visa payment screen doesn’t work

3.25 2.00 5.25

P35 There is poorly worded information 2.50 2.75 5.25
P10 There is the option to see rates in other

currencies, but it doesn’t work
2.75 2.25 5.00

P22 The name of the page doesn’t match when
you enter the claim’s book option

3.00 2.00 5.00
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5.2 Test Design

From the heuristic inspection that was performed in the previous stage, the problems
were taken with severity greater than 3. With them, the problem, task and context
matrix is elaborated, as shown in Table 5. Of the list of problems, those that emphasize
the transactional functionalities, that is, in the purchase of air passages, on other
functionalities of the web site were chosen.

5.3 Participants

The four participants were students of the computer science masters of the PUCP, male,
whose ages ranged from 28 to 47 years.

Table 5. Matrix of problems, task and context

ID Problem Task Context

P26 Button return to the previous screen
on the Visa payment screen doesn’t
work

1 Step 5 of ticket purchasing, Payment
section. When user want to go back
to last screen by clicking in Return
link, system redirects to a error page
with no possibility of leave

P3 In the ticket purchase’s process in
several steps it isn’t possible to
return to the previous ones, it´s
returned to option 1: Date

1 When user returns to a previous step,
no matter being in step 2 or step 3,
always go back to step 1 (date)

P10 There is the option to see rates in
other currencies, but it doesn’t work

1 In the Flight reservation option, step
3, Price, Option “See rates in other
currencies” exists, but it does not
make any change in prices or rates

P13 There isn’t help option that can
guide the user in case he doesn’t
understand the interface

1 In none of the options is shown the
help option with the interface
elements designed

P8 The information of flights available
in selection of two sections or more
sections, is different

2 When user selects to fly to more than
one destination, but only place two
flights, the available flight
information is different (limited) on
the selected dates than shown if you
enter by purchasing a flight to a
single destination

P1 By placing missing information
(without return flight), user can
continue with the process

2 When user buys a ticket and does
not select the return flight, he can
select the Continue button
At the initial screen of the purchase
process, user can also select the
Continue button
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5.4 Materials

The following materials were developed for the Usability Test:

Confidentiality Agreement: It is a consent document where the evaluated user man-
ifests his voluntary intention to participate in the usability test at a certain place and date.

Previous Indications: In order to help to participant and a brief description of the
stages that will be followed in the test is made.

Pre-test Questionnaire: It is a questionnaire of demographic type and serves to obtain
information to classify the evaluated user. In this way, the responses of the evaluated
users can be contextualized.

Post-test Questionnaire: It allows to obtain additional information that complements
the observation made during the execution of the tasks assigned.

Task List: It is a document that describes in detail the activities that the user will
perform for each task defined. In this list, the user must detail, when required, infor-
mation that is requested as a backup of what was done in the application.

For this test, the tasks have been built on the following scenarios: In the first task
the user need to look for alternative (double) tickets to Miami. The dates of the holidays
are from August 1 to 14, 2016 and there is a budget of S/4,700 destined for the tickets.
Since it is high season, the user must utilize some promotion with which you can
purchase tickets with the allocated budget (in that sense, you must use economic rates,
etc.). In the second task, the user must change the flight schedule: now you want to
spend three days in Miami and the rest of the time in New York. For this, the option
“Multiple destinations” must be used.

Task Compliance Observation Sheet: It is used by the evaluator to detail the ful-
fillment of each activity of the task, the time spent and the pertinent observations.

5.5 Usability Testing Process

The test was performed individually, each user had at his disposal an evaluator who
accompanied him in the process.

Each participant was presented the Confidentiality Agreement and a list of previous
Indications. Each participant gave their consent and signed the indicated documents.
Subsequently, each participant was given the pretest, which was filled immediately.
Then, each participant was given the task list and some general inquiries were
acquitted.

The recording of the interaction was started, and the user was left in front of the
browser, and each evaluator took note of the Observations of Compliance of the Tasks
on what he was observing.

Finally, each participant was given the post-test questionnaire, which ended the
execution of the test.
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5.6 Data Analysis and Results

Task 1 Results
Hits presented:

• Users were able to select the options indicated.
• Those who had previous knowledge of the application, were already more familiar,

so they performed tasks faster compared to less experienced users.
• Users can obtain the prices of the cheapest tickets.
• Even when users experience complications, they did not have to seek help from the

system.

Inconveniences presented:

• The functionality to see the different exchange rates cannot be used correctly.
• The system is not easy to use for people who are not experienced in this type of

applications.
• The system cannot complete the payment through the credit card option when the

steps indicated in task 1 are performed.

Task 2 Results
Hits presented:

• Users were able to select the options indicated, those who did not have much
knowledge of the application were already more familiar.

Inconveniences presented:

• Since the users had gone through another previous task, where the functionality was
different, confused the new interface for the selection of flights.

• Most of the error messages presented clearly indicate why they were presented, but
users before proceeding with the process do not identify which information they
lacked to complete.

• In a particular case, an error occurred that wiped all data on the screen but did not
tell the user the reason for it.

• Since it is not possible to select route rates, users are not sure to continue with the
purchase.

• There is no help in the system, which is necessary for users who do not have much
experience in the use of similar applications.

Data Analysis: Observations
In general, users did not use system help. In Task 1 most users had trouble getting the
rate in other currencies when using Chrome. Most users had trouble getting to the
VPOS payment window. In addition, in Task 2, most users had trouble selecting
destinations. Finally, all had problems to select the flight with scales more economic
since that information is not shown.
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Data Analysis: Post-test Questionnaire
Table 6 shows that the general appreciation of users with respect to the page evaluated
is positive. They emphasize the ease of navigation and the possibility of re-using the
portal. The two points that received the lowest rating was the fact that they were able to
complete the tasks and overall satisfaction with the portal. This could be considered
complementary, since not being able to complete a task can influence the satisfaction of
use. In addition, users 1 and 2 stand out for having extreme opinions regarding the
page, the first with an extremely negative opinion and the second with an extremely
positive opinion. What is recommended to validate these results is to increase the
number of evaluated users.

6 Conclusions

It emphasizes the heuristic evaluation as a tool for evaluation of usability of wide use,
given its advantages in time and cost versus analysis with participation of end users.
This evaluation is an expert analysis to determine if the elements of an interface comply
with widely accepted principles such as Nielsen heuristics.

In the heuristic evaluation, a significant amount of usability problems have been
found. It is important to mention that an expert has been used less than recommended
by Nielsen. When evaluating large or multi-functional applications, it is advisable to
pre-define a scope to focus the experts on what may be of interest in the evaluation.
A heuristic evaluation will provide better results when focused on detecting relevant
aspects for the client.

According to the above, the problems found, which concentrate on problems of
lack of help, broken links and consistency errors, are detected in the heuristic evalu-
ation, shows problems in the process of migration or changes to this LATAM platform.

With reference to the site as a whole, apart from the problems detected, in general,
it is emphasized that the site meets the objectives of each functionality evaluated,
problems in general are not blocking but can hinder the user’s tasks. Besides, the
overall evaluation of the site is positive, since it meets most of the objectives for which

Table 6. Results of Post-test questionnaire

Question Average result

1 Fulfill tasks 2,75 Neutral
2 Sufficient and complete information 3,5 Agree
3 Easy-to-understand information available 3,25 Neutral
4 Required information easy to find 3,25 Neutral
5 Information found useful 3,5 Useful
6 Portal easy to navigate 3,75 Easy
7 Orientation on the portal 3,5 Easy
8 Satisfaction with the portal 2,75 Neutral
9 Will use the portal again 3,75 Agree
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it has been built, and improvement is pending on the basis of the problems detected, as
well as the completion of the process of migration or change through which the
indicated site is passing.

For those reasons, it concluded that two methods of usability evaluation which are
heuristic evaluations and usability test users, are complement each other. When they
are used together, let a better focus in user, a better diagnostic and analysis about the
object of study and increase a better feedback, among other advantages.

It is suggested, for usability tests with users, to increase the number of users
evaluated, with a more heterogeneous sample, in order to obtain more results that
validate the conclusions.
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Abstract. Research has shown that the perceived usability of a web artifact is
influenced by its perceived aesthetics: a high-order construct composed of two
lower-order dimensions (classical aesthetics and expressive aesthetics). How-
ever, in the mobile domain, where usability is very important in human-
computer interaction (HCI) given the relatively small screen size of the mobile
device, limited research has investigated: (1) which of the two dimensions of
visual aesthetics is the stronger predictor of the perceived usability of a website;
(2) how the classical dimension impacts the expressive dimension; and (3) how
culture moderates the relationships among the three HCI design constructs. To
address these questions, we conducted a study of the perceptions of four sys-
tematically manipulated mobile websites and modeled the relationships between
perceived usability and the two dimensions of perceived aesthetics. Based on a
sample of 233 participants (87 Canadians and 146 Nigerians), our models
account for 30% to 80% of the variance of perceived usability. They show that
classical aesthetics is stronger than expressive aesthetics in predicting the
perceived usability of a mobile website, irrespective of the level of aesthetic
treatment of the user interface and culture, with the effect size being larger for
the Nigerian group than for the Canadian group. Moreover, the models reveal
that classical aesthetics strongly influences expressive aesthetics. Our results
suggest that what is classical is expressively beautiful and usable. The signifi-
cance of our findings is that in mobile web, there is need for designers to pay
closer attention to classical aesthetics given the strong influence it has on
perceived usability.

Keywords: Mobile web � Classical aesthetics � Expressive aesthetics �
Perceived usability � Path model � Effect size � Culture

1 Introduction

The pervasiveness due to the portability, affordability and, above all, personal nature of
mobile devices has resulted in various internet vendors moving their businesses and
services to the mobile domain. However, owing to the relatively small screen size of
mobile devices, making good interface design a challenging task to achieve [11],
usability has become an important issue in human-computer interaction (HCI) in
mobile web. More importantly, research in Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [27]
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has shown that perceived ease of use (mediated by perceived usefulness) predicts users’
intention to use a mobile website. This makes it important to investigate the ante-
cedents of perceived usability in the mobile domain. So far, a number of studies [12,
13] have found that the perceived usability (PU) of a website is influenced by its
perceived aesthetics, an abstract construct comprising two major dimensions: classical
aesthetics (a more objective dimension) and expressive aesthetics (a more subjective
dimension). Both dimensions offer “a finer grained view of perceived aesthetics” [13,
p. 289] in understanding the relationship between aesthetics and usability. However,
limited research has investigated: (1) which of these two dimensions of perceived
aesthetics predominantly determines the perceived usability of a mobile website;
(2) how one of the dimensions impacts the other; and (3) what moderating role culture
plays. Most prior studies [3, 4, 6, 12, 13] have focused on the web domain on one hand,
and Western and Asian populations on the other hand. However, countries in Africa,
where “mobile is fast becoming the primary channel of accessing the Internet” [7, p. 2],
have been practically left out. To bridge this gap, we conducted a study on the per-
ception of four systematically manipulated mobile websites using 233 participants from
a high-context culture (146 Nigerians) and a low-context culture (87 Canadians) [10].

Our results reveal that: (1) classical aesthetics predominantly determines the per-
ceived usability of a mobile website; and (2) the perception of classical aesthetics
(CA) strongly impacts the perception of expressive aesthetics (EA). These findings
confirm the notion that “what is orderly is beautiful and usable” [3]. They imply that
designers of mobile websites should focus on improving the more objective aesthetic
dimension of their websites (classical aesthetics) in order to increase their perceived
usability and perceived expressive aesthetics as well. In other words, they should
emphasize simplicity (the hallmark of classical aesthetics) in their user interface design
rather than complexity (the hallmark of expressive aesthetics) [13, 21], as the former is
a stronger determinant of perceived usability. This has the potential of positively
influencing the perceived usefulness of and the intention to use their websites [27].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 focus on back-
ground and related work respectively. Section 4 explains the research method used.
Sections 5 and 6 dwell on result and discussion respectively. Finally, Sect. 7 focuses
on conclusion and future work.

2 Background

In this section, we provide a brief overview of the hedonic and utilitarian HCI design
constructs and the two types of cultures we considered in our study.

2.1 HCI Design Constructs

Perceived Aesthetics. It is defined as the visual appearance and appeal of an artifact.
In HCI design, it is composed of two major dimensions: classical and expressive [22].
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Classical Aesthetics. Classical aesthetics relates to the historical and traditional notion
of aesthetics, which is expressed by terms such as “clear”, “clean”, “orderly”, etc. [13].

Expressive Aesthetics. Expressive aesthetics relates to the creativity and expressive
ability of a designer. Thus, it is associated with terms such as “originality”, “fascinating
design”, etc. [13, 25].

Perceived Usability. This is the perceived ease of use of a website [27], which
indicates how effortless and effective a user’s interaction with the website is [1].

2.2 Culture

Research has shown that culture plays an important role in the way people perceive
user interface design [8, 17, 24]. Among others, one of the main categorizations of
culture used in HCI studies is based on the context of communication [18, 24].

Low-Context Culture. A low-context (LC) culture is that type of culture, which has a
communication style in which messages are expressed explicitly by the speaker, leaving
little or nothing to be inferred from the context of communication by the receiver [10,
14]. Examples of LC cultures include Canada, United States, Germany, etc. [18].

High-Context Culture. A high-context (HC) culture is that type of culture, which has a
communication style in which messages are expressed implicitly by the speaker, leaving
much to be inferred from the context of communication by the receiver [10, 14].
Examples of HC cultures include Nigeria, China, Japan, Arab nations, etc. [18].

3 Related Work

Research has shown that the perceived aesthetics of HCI artifacts influences their
perceived usability. Tractinsky et al. [26] were among the first researchers in the field to
report this finding based on their experimental study. They attributed their finding to a
socio-psychological phenomenon known as halo effect and concluded that “what is
beautiful is usable.” This notion was validated by a two-stage study they carried out
using a computerized surrogate for an Automated Teller Machine (ATM) in which
users reported their aesthetics and usability perceptions before and after the use of the
ATM. They found that perceived aesthetics before the use of the ATM influenced
users’ perceived usability of the ATM after use. The study by Tractinsky et al. [26] was
conducted in order to verify the findings by Kurosu and Kashimura [12], who had
earlier found in their study based on an ATM interface that perceived usability (ap-
parent usability) was influenced by perceived aesthetics and not the actual usability
(inherent usability) of the ATM. This had made the latter authors to recommend that
information technology products should be designed to be apparently usable as well as
inherently usable. Further, Sonderegger and Sauer [23] carried out a study on how the
appearance of a mobile phone affected its perceived usability. Using two visually
manipulated versions of the phone, they found that participants using the highly
appealing version rated their device as being more usable than participants using the
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non-appealing version. Similarly, in separate empirical studies, Coursaris and Kripintris
[5] and Oyibo and Vassileva [16] found that perceived aesthetics strongly impacted
perceived usability. Finally, in their study of the impact of color temperature on web
aesthetics, Coursaris et al. [3] found that classical aesthetics strongly influenced ex-
pressive aesthetics.

However, research on the influence of hedonic dimensions on usability is still
limited [3], especially with respect to how the two main dimensions of aesthetics
influence usability. Moreover, limited studies have investigated the cultural moderation
of the relationships among the three HCI design constructs [25]. In the existing liter-
ature, there are barely studies which focused on countries from the African continent;
neither are there comparative studies, which specifically focused on both African and
Western cultures. It is this gap in the literature that we set out to fill in this paper.

4 Method

In this section, we present our research design, hypotheses, the instruments used to
measure the HCI design constructs of interest, and the demographics of the participants.

4.1 Research Design

In this paper, we are interested in answering three research questions as follows:

1. Which of the dimensions of aesthetics (classical aesthetics and expressive aes-
thetics) serves as the linkage between aesthetics and usability [13]. In other words,
which of the two aesthetic dimensions determines perceived usability?

2. How strongly does classical aesthetics influence expressive aesthetics?
3. Do these relationships depend on culture and/or the visual aesthetics and naviga-

tional characteristics of the user interface (UI)?

To answer the above research questions, we came up with four systematically
manipulated web designs, as shown in Fig. 1. We regard the two UIs at the top as
low-level designs and the two UIs at the bottom as high-level designs. As described in
[14, 15], beginning from mobile website A, we transformed the UI to mobile website B
by changing the multicolor-theme to an image-based, gray-theme design in an attempt
to realize a highly minimalist design. Next, we transformed mobile website B to a
monochrome (blue-theme) design to realize a cool-temperature web design. Finally, we
transformed mobile website C to mobile website D by just changing the layout (a
structural/navigational manipulation) from list to grid.

4.2 Research Hypotheses

In answering our research questions, we reviewed the literature to come up with the
hypothesized path model shown in Fig. 2. Based on the existing empirical findings in
the literature, we formulated six hypotheses on the inter-relationships among perceived
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classical aesthetics, perceived expressive aesthetics and the perceived usability of a
mobile websites. These relationships are represented in Fig. 2 and expressed as follows:

H1: Classical aesthetics will positively influence expressive aesthetics.
H2: Classical aesthetics will positively influence perceived usability.
H3: Expressive aesthetics will positively influence perceived usability.
H4: The influence of classical aesthetics on perceived usability is stronger than the
influence of expressive aesthetics on perceived usability.

Fig. 1. Systematically designed mobile websites (Color figure online)

Fig. 2. Hypothesized path model
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H5: The influence of classical aesthetics on perceived usability will be moderated
by culture.
H6: The influence of expressive aesthetics on perceived usability will be moderated
by culture.

The above hypotheses are informed by prior findings in the literature. First, H1 was
based on the findings by Coursaris et al. [3] and van Schaik and Ling [21]. The first
group of authors found that classical aesthetics influences expressive aesthetics, while
the second group found a strong correlation between both dimensions of aesthetics. We
decided to investigate this relationship because limited studies have done so in the
mobile domain. Coursaris et al. [3] have argued that findings regarding this relationship
may help extend Tractinsky et al.’s [26] notion of “what is beautiful is usable” to “what
is orderly is beautiful” [3, p. 116], since classical aesthetics pertains to the notion of
organization (i.e., orderliness) and expressive aesthetics pertains to the notion of cre-
ativity and harmony in the use of colors in designs (i.e., beauty). Second, H2 and H3
were informed by the work of Sánchez-Franco et al. [20], who investigated these
relationships (in their case, the influence of classical aesthetics and expressive aes-
thetics on perceived usefulness, which, in TAM, is directly influenced by perceived
ease of use [27]). While they did not find a significant relationship between classical
aesthetics and perceived usefulness, they found between expressive aesthetics and
perceived usefulness. Consequently, this calls for further investigation of these rela-
tionships to confirm or disprove their findings. Third, H4, which states that the impact
of classical aesthetics on perceived usability will be stronger than the impact of ex-
pressive aesthetics on perceived usability, was informed by the notion that classical
aesthetics deals with orderliness and cleanliness, which are “closely related to many of
the design rules advocated by usability experts” (p. 269), while expressive aesthetics
deals with the designer’s creativity and originality [13]. Based on these notions and the
findings by Lavie and Tractinsky [13] in the web domain, we hypothesized that
classical aesthetics, which, conceptually, is more related to usability than expressive
aesthetics, will influence perceived usability more than expressive aesthetics will
influence perceived usability. Finally, regarding H5 and H6, we hypothesized that their
corresponding relationships (see Fig. 2) will be moderated by culture based on the
previous study by Oyibo and Vassileva [16], in which they found a moderation effect
by culture of the relationship between perceived aesthetics (composed of classical
aesthetics and expressive aesthetics) and perceived usability. Specifically, they found
that the influence of perceived aesthetics on perceived usability was stronger for a
high-context culture (Nigeria) than a low-context culture (Canada).

4.3 Measurement Instruments

We used existing validated instruments to measure all three HCI design constructs
under investigation. To measure classical and expressive aesthetics, we used the
respective 3-item versions of Lavie and Tractinsky’s [13] classical and expressive
aesthetics scale as adapted by van Schaik and Ling [21]. Similarly, to measure per-
ceived usability, we used Lavie and Tractinsky’s 5-item scale [13]. Each item in each
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scale was measured using a 7-point Likert scale, ranging from Strongly Disagree (1) to
Strongly Agree (7). In the administration of the online survey, all of the items from the
three scales with respect to each webpage were presented together in a randomized
fashion to each participant in order to prevent him/her from easily knowing which
construct was being measured at a given time if each construct’s items were presented
separately in a block.

4.4 Participants

The survey was approved by the University of Saskatchewan Research Ethics Board.
Participants were recruited on the university’s website, Facebook and by emails. To
appreciate them for their time, they were given a chance to win one of four $50 CAD
gift cards. A total of 233 participants from Canada and Nigeria took part in the study.
Table 1 shows the demographics of participants. Among them were 54.5% males and
45.5% females. Age-wise, 67.8% were between the age of 18 and 24 years old, while
30.4% were above 24 years old. Education-wise, 57.9% had high school education;
24.5% had university education; and 8.2% had postgraduate education.

5 Results

In this section, we present the result of our path analysis using R’s Partial Least Square
Path Modeling (PLS-PM) package [19], starting with the assessment of the measure-
ment models.

5.1 Measurement Model Evaluation

In the measurement model evaluation, we assessed indicator reliability, internal con-
sistency reliability, convergent validity and discriminant validity [9, 19]. Indicator
Reliability: With respect to each construct measured using multiple items, all the
indicators in the measurement models had an outer loading greater than 0.7 [9]. Thus,
the reliability criterion was met, as the communality value for all indicators were
greater than 0.5. Internal Consistency Reliability: Internal consistency reliability was
evaluated using the composite reliability criterion, DG.rho (q). The q values for the

Table 1. Participants’ demographics

N = 233

Gender Male (127, 54.5%); Female (106, 45.5%)
Country Canada (87, 37.3%); Nigeria (146, 62.7%)
Age 18–24 (158, 67.8%); > 24 (71, 30.4%); Unidentified (4, 1.7%)
Education
qualification

High school (135, 57.9%); Bachelor degree (57, 24.5%); Postgraduate
degree (19, 8.2%); Others (22, 9.4%)

Internet
experience

0–3 years (18, 7.7%); 4–6 years (42, 18.0%); 7–9 years (49,
21.0%); > = 10 years (124, 53.2%)
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multiple-item constructs were greater than 0.7 [9]. Convergent Validity: The Average
Variance Extracted (AVE) was used to evaluate convergent validity. The AVE for the
constructs in the model was greater than 0.5 as recommended [9]. Discriminant
Validity: The crossloading of each construct was also evaluated. No indicator loaded
higher on any other construct than the one it was meant to measure.

5.2 Data-Driven Path Model

Figures 3 and 4 show the data-driven model at the global and subgroup levels,
respectively. The global model was meant to serve as a control for confirming findings
at the subgroup level [6]. At the global level, the goodness of fit (GOF) for the model
ranges from medium (67% for webpages B and C) to high 75% (for webpage D),
indicating that the model fits the data well to a high degree [19]. Similarly, the coef-
ficient of determination (R2) of perceived usability ranges from moderate (49% for
webpage B) to high (70% for webpage D), based on the PLS-PM guideline, where
R2 < 30 is low, 0.30 < R2 < 0.50 is moderate and R2 > 0.60 is high [19]. This indi-
cates a large amount of the variance of perceived usability is accounted for by classical
aesthetics and expressive aesthetics, with the former having a greater effect size and the
latter having a little or no effect size. In the same vein, classical aesthetics accounts for

Fig. 3. Data-driven global model
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most of the variance of expressive aesthetics, ranging from 69% (for webpages A and
B) to 72% (for webpage D). At the subgroup level, to a large extent, we see a repli-
cation of the significant path coefficients at the global level, except for path EA!PU,
where the path coefficient (b = 0.31, p < 0.01) for mobile webpage D is significant for
the Nigerian group (NG), but not in the global and Canadian group (CG) models.
Overall, the R2 of perceived usability for all four webpages are higher for the NG (0.72
| 0.70 | 0.79 | 0.84) than for the CG (0.41 | 0.33 | 0.34 | 0.52) by about 30%, indicating
the predictive accuracy of the models are higher for a high-context culture than a
low-context culture.

5.3 Effect Sizes of Direct Influences

In the effect-size analysis [9] (see Table 2), we found that expressive aesthetics
(EA) has a significant impact on perceived usability (PU) in the absence of classical
aesthetics in the model. However, once classical aesthetics (CA) is controlled for in the
model, the impact of expressive aesthetics becomes virtually insignificant. For exam-
ple, for webpages A, B, C and D in the global model, without CA in the model, the
path coefficients for EA!PU are (0.63 | 0.54 | 0.57 | 0.73, p < 0.001). However, on
including CA in the model the path coefficients (0.06 | −0.12 | −0.08 | 0.05, p = n.s)

Fig. 4. Data-driven subgroup models (Color figure online)
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Table 2. Effect sizes of influence of classical and expressive aesthetics on usability

Global model

Webpage CA Included CA Excluded Effect size Remark on effect size
EA!PU R2 EA!PU R2 CA!PU

A 0.06 0.55 0.63*** 0.40 0.33 Medium
B −0.12 0.49 0.54*** 0.29 0.39 Medium
C −0.08 0.53 0.57*** 0.32 0.45 Medium
D 0.05 0.70 0.73*** 0.53 0.57 Medium

EA Included EA Excluded
CA!PU R2 CA!PU R2 EA!PU

A 0.69*** 0.55 0.74*** 0.55 0.00 No
B 0.80*** 0.49 0.72*** 0.51 −0.04 Weak (Neg)
C 0.79*** 0.53 0.73*** 0.54 −0.02 Weak (Neg)
D 0.70*** 0.70 0.83*** 0.70 0.00 No

Canadian subgroup model

Webpage CA Included CA Excluded Effect size Remark on effect size
EA!PU R2 EA!PU R2 CA!PU

A 0.01 0.41 0.55*** 0.30 0.19 Medium
B 0.00 0.33 0.48*** 0.23 0.15 Medium
C 0.24 0.34 0.53*** 0.28 0.09 Weak
D 0.01 0.52 0.63*** 0.40 0.25 Medium

EA Included EA Excluded
CA!PU R2 CA!PU R2 EA!PU

A 0.56*** 0.41 0.65*** 0.42 −0.02 Weak (Neg)
B 0.57*** 0.33 0.60*** 0.36 −0.04 Weak (Neg)
C 0.37** 0.34 0.58*** 0.33 0.02 Weak
D 0.72*** 0.52 0.73*** 0.53 −0.04 Weak (Neg)

Nigerian subgroup model

Webpage CA Included CA Excluded Effect size Remark on effect size
EA!PU R2 EA!PU R2 CA!PU

A 0.17 0.72 0.71*** 0.51 0.75 Large
B 0.11 0.70 0.72*** 0.52 0.60 Large
C 0.08 0.79 0.76*** 0.58 1.00 Large
D 0.31** 0.84 0.86*** 0.74 0.63 Large

EA Included EA Excluded
CA!PU R2 CA!PU R2 EA!PU

A 0.70*** 0.72 0.84*** 0.70 0.07 Weak
B 0.74*** 0.70 0.83*** 0.69 0.03 Weak
C 0.82*** 0.79 0.89*** 0.79 0.00 No
D 0.64*** 0.84 0.90*** 0.82 0.13 Weak
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become insignificant. Further, we see in Table 2 that the effect sizes of CA on PU with
respect to all four webpages are larger for the NG (0.75 | 0.60 | 1.00 | 0.63) than they
are for the CG (0.19 | 0.15 | 0.09 | 0.25). According to Cohen’s guideline [2], effect
sizes of magnitudes 0.02, 0.15 and 0.35 represent small, medium and large effect sizes
respectively. Thus, the effect sizes with respect to CA!PU for the NG are all large,
while those for the CG are mostly medium. This suggests that the magnitude of
strength of the relationship between CA and PU is stronger for the NG than for the CG.
On the hand, we find that the effect sizes of EA on PU are either weak, non-existent or
even negative, as shown in the global and CG models. The negative effect sizes with
respect to EA!PU suggest that the models with EA excluded are better than the ones
with EA included. This is evident in the R2 values of both models in contention. For
example, in the global model with respect to webpage B, the R2 for PU is 0.49 when
EA is included and 0.51 when EA is excluded. Similarly, in the CG subgroup model
with respect to webpage B, the R2 for PU is 0.33 when EA is included and 0.36 when
EA is excluded. This indicates the latter models with EA excluded are better in terms of
predictive accuracy, especially if we have to compute the adjusted coefficient of
determination, R2

adj, a metric for selecting models and which penalizes a model with
more exogenous constructs involved in the prediction of the endogenous construct [9].

5.4 Verification of Hypotheses

We tabulated the results from the verification of all six hypotheses in Table 3. As
shown in Table 3, H1, H2 and H4 are fully supported, but H3, H5 and H6 are not.
However, H3 and H5 are partially validated. This is represented in Table 3 as “Part”.
At the global level (see Fig. 3), regarding H1 and H2 with respect to webpages A, B, C
and D, the path coefficients for CA!EA are (0.83 | 0.83 | 0.82 | 0.80, p < 0.0001) and
those for CA!PU are (0.69 | 0.83 | 0.79 | 0.70, p < 0.0001). These path coefficients are
high, indicating a strong validation of H1 and H2 at the global level. At the subgroup
level (see Fig. 4), the respective path coefficients for the CG for all webpages are (0.80 |
0.82 | 0.78 | 0.87, p < 0.0001) for CA!EA and (0.56 | 0.57 | 0.37 | 0.72, p < 0.01) for
CA!PU. Similarly, the respective path coefficients for the NG for all webpages are
(0.77 | 0.83 | 0.82 | 0.86, p < 0.0001) for path CA!EA and (0.70 | 0.74 | 0.82 | 0.64,
p < 0.0001) for path CA!PU. These path coefficients at the subgroup level are highly
significant as well, for the most part. Therefore, our H1 (classical aesthetics will
positively influence expressive aesthetics) and H2 (classical aesthetics will positively
influence perceived usability) are confirmed at the global and subgroup levels.

However, our H3 (expressive aesthetics will positively influence perceived usability)
is not validated at the global level though partially validated at the subgroup level. At the
global level, the path coefficients for EA!PU, ranging from −0.12 to 0.06, are
insignificant with respect to all four webpages. Similarly, at the subgroup level, the path
coefficients for EA!PU, ranging from 0.00 to 0.24 are insignificant with respect to
webpage A, B and C. However, the path coefficient (b = 0.31, p < 0.01) for EA!PU
with respect to webpage D (for the NG), is significant. Nevertheless, the number of
significant paths (one out of twelve cases) is not sufficient for us to conclude that H3 is
validated. As such, we conclude that our H3 is partially supported.
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Further, we see our H4 (the influence of classical aesthetics on perceived usability
is stronger than the influence of expressive aesthetics on perceived usability) is vali-
dated at both levels of path modeling. At the global level, the path coefficients (0.69 |
0.80 | 0.79 | 0.70, p < 0.0001) corresponding to H2 (CA!PU) are greater than the
respective path coefficients (0.06 | −0.12 | −0.08 | 0.05, p = n.s) corresponding to H3
EA!PU. H4 is also validated at the subgroup levels: (1) for the CG, the path coef-
ficients (0.56 | 0.57 | 0.37 | 0.72, p < 0.01) for CA!PU are greater than the respective
path coefficients (0.01 | 0.00 | 0.24 | 0.01, p = n.s) for EA!PU; and (2) for the NG, the
path coefficients (0.70 | 0.74 | 0.82 | 0.64, p < 0.0001) for CA!PU are greater than the
respective path coefficients (0.17, p = n.s | 0.11, p = n.s | 0.08, p = n.s | 0.31, p < 0.01)
for EA!PU. Therefore, our H4 is strongly supported.

The validation of these three hypotheses (H1, H2 and H4) at the global and subgroup
levels is an indication that, irrespective of culture, the respective hypotheses are valid.

Finally, our H5 and H6 on moderation effect by culture are only partially validated,
i.e., for webpage C, where culture moderates the path CA!PU, with the NG (a
high-context culture) having a higher effect (b = 0.82, p < 0.0001) than the CG (a
low-context culture), which has the effect (b = 0.37, p < 0.01).

Table 3. Results of verification of hypotheses

No. Hypothesis Path Supported?
Global CG NG

H1 Classical aesthetics will
positively influence expressive
aesthetics

CA!EA Yes Yes Yes

H2 Classical aesthetics will
positively influence perceived
usability

CA!PU Yes Yes Yes

H3 Expressive aesthetics will
positively influence perceived
usability

EA!PU No No Part

H4 The influence of classical
aesthetics on perceived usability
is stronger than the influence of
expressive aesthetics on perceived
usability

CA!PU > EA!PU Yes Yes Yes

H5 The influence of classical
aesthetics on perceived usability
will be moderated by culture

CA!PU
(culture-moderated)

Part

H6 The influence of expressive
aesthetics on perceived usability
will be moderated by culture

EA!PU
(culture-moderated)

No
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6 Discussion

We have presented a path model for predicting the perceived usability (a utilitarian
construct) of a mobile website using the two conceptual and operationalized dimen-
sions of perceived aesthetics (a hedonic construct). The different data-fitted models
have a moderate to high coefficient of determination (ranging from 30% to 80%),
which represents the amount of variance of perceived usability accounted for with
respect to each mobile webpage. More importantly, based on the four versions of the
hypothetical mobile webpage with different levels of aesthetic treatment (low and
high), we show that, in the mobile web domain, irrespective of the level of aesthetic
treatment and culture, classical aesthetics is a stronger predictor of perceived usability
than expressive aesthetics. This indicates, from the conceptualization and opera-
tionalization of the two dimensions of aesthetics that it is the simplicity and orderliness
of a website design—and not its complexity and creativity—that inform their perceived
usability. In fact, as the models reveal, the perception of the simplicity and orderliness
of a website design (classical aesthetics), in addition to impacting its perceived
usability, can impact its perceived creativity and originality (expressive aesthetics) as
well. Thus, we can conclude, based on these findings represented in our models, that
“what is classical is expressively beautiful and usable.”

Further, we show that the relationship between classical aesthetics and perceived
usability is likely to be stronger for a high-context culture (Nigeria) than a low-context
culture (Canada), as shown in Fig. 5, where, except for webpage D, the path coeffi-
cients for this relationship are relatively higher for the Nigerian group than for the
Canadian group. This is supported by the effect sizes with respect to all four webpages
being larger for the Nigerian group than those for the Canadian group, which range
from weak to medium effect sizes. Specifically, for webpage C, we found a significant
difference between this relationship for the Nigerian group and that for the Canadian
group. The corresponding effect size of this relationship is large for the Nigerian group
but weak for the Canadian group. These two findings—(1) the relationship between
classical aesthetics and perceived usability being stronger for the Nigerian group than

Fig. 5. Visualization of usability-related path coefficients (Color figure online)
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it is for the Canadian group with respect to webpage C; and (2) the effect sizes for the
Nigerian group being larger than those for the Canadian group with respect to all
webpages—indicate that the classical aesthetics-perceived usability relationship may
be stronger for a high-context culture than a low-context culture. However, this finding
requires further research, especially with a different population sample, in order to
generalize across high-context and low-context cultures as a whole.

Moreover, there seems to be an interesting observation worth noting regarding
webpage C and webpage D (see Fig. 5). For webpage C, relative to the other webpages,
the impact of classical aesthetics on perceived usability (CA!PU) decreases for the
Canadian group, while the impact of expressive aesthetics on perceived usability
(EA!PU) increases. On the other hand, with respect to the same webpage C, the impact
of classical aesthetics on perceived usability (CA!PU) increases for the NG, while the
impact of expressive aesthetics on perceived usability (EA!PU) decreases. The reverse
is virtually the case for both groups when it comes to webpage D. In other words,
expressive aesthetics seems to play a more prominent role with respect to webpages C
and D (high-level designs) than webpages A and B (low-level designs). As shown in
Figs. 4 and 5, with respect to webpage C (list-based, blue-theme webpage) for the
Canadian group, classical aesthetics and expressive aesthetics are relevant in predicting
perceived usability though the latter impact (EA!PU) did not reach statistical signif-
icance, perhaps due to the small sample size of 87 for the Canadian group. However,
EA!PU relationship is almost significant (given the p-value = 0.07). This indicates
both the perception of classical aesthetics and perception of expressive aesthetics were
important for the Canadian group in predicting the perceived usability of webpage C,
but expressive aesthetics was not important in predicting the perceived usability of
webpage C for the Nigerian group. On the other hand, both perception of classical
aesthetics and perception of expressive aesthetics were important in predicting per-
ceived usability with respect to webpage D (grid-based, blue-theme webpage) for the
Nigerian group, but expressive aesthetics was not important in predicting the perceived
usability of webpage D for the Canadian group. This suggests that the impact of ex-
pressive aesthetics on usability (EA!PU) may depend on culture and the level of
aesthetic treatment of the web design, as seen with webpages C and D, both of which are
high-level designs but with different layouts. The perceived expressive aesthetics of
webpage D seems to resonate more with the Nigerian group (b = 0.31, p < 0.01), while
that of webpage C seems to resonate more with the Canadian group (b = 0.31,
t-value = 1.84). One possible explanation why expressive aesthetics impacts perceived
usabilitymore with respect to the high-level designs (webpage C for the Canadian group
and webpage D for the Nigerian group) at the subgroup level is that the blue theme used
in both webpages seem to resonate better with participants (perhaps due to its popularity
in web design, e.g., banking and social networking sites such as Facebook and Twitter)
than the multicolor and grey themes used in webpages A and B, which seem to be out of
harmony and emotionless, respectively. For example, in our prior data analysis [14],
webpages C and D were ranked most credible than webpages A and B. Besides, the use
of blue theme seems to align with the concept of expressive aesthetics, which entails the
expression of emotions and the harmony of colors [13]. Use of cool colors in web
design, such as blue (a cool color), has been linked to the creation of positive impres-
sions, which may help in building credibility and trust in websites [4].
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6.1 Comparison Between Previous and Current Study’s Models

As shown in Fig. 6, we compare the coefficients of determination of perceived usability
in the current model (see Fig. 4), where classical aesthetics and expressive aesthetics
are considered as separate predictors of perceived usability, with the corresponding
coefficients of determination in our previous model [16], where aesthetics was con-
sidered as a higher-order construct composed of classical and expressive aesthetics in
order to know how the two models are similar or differ. These two models are rep-
resented as “composite” and “components” respectively in Fig. 6. The aim of our
comparison is to uncover how the coefficient of determination metric of perceived
usability changes when its predictor perceived aesthetics is considered as a composite
high-order construct and two separate lower-order dimensional constructs. As shown in
the plot, the respective coefficients of determination in the composite and components
models are virtually equal, indicating the latter model is as good as the former model
[16] in predicting perceived usability, if not better given the relatively higher coeffi-
cients of determination in the current model, especially for the Nigerian group. The
lesson learned from the comparison of these models is that: (1) predicting perceived
usability, using perceived aesthetics as a composite or its two separate dimensions as
its antecedents, is likely to give the same result (i.e., coefficient of determination);
(2) classical aesthetics is the stronger predictor of perceived usability; and (3) ex-
pressive aesthetics is barely a predictor of perceived usability when classical aesthetics
is controlled for in the model. These findings were unknown in the previous model
[16], where perceived aesthetics was considered as a composite higher-order construct.

6.2 Summary and Implication of Findings

In summary, with respect to mobile web design, we conclude as follows. First, it is
perceived classical aesthetics that predominantly determines perceived usability, irre-
spective of the visual and navigational design of the mobile website. This finding
replicates that of Lavie and Tractinsky [13], who found stronger correlation between

Fig. 6. Visualization of usability coefficient of determination
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classical aesthetics and perceived usability than between expressive aesthetics and
perceived usability in the web domain. It implies that designers of mobile websites
should work towards creating sites that are more classically aesthetic (simple) than
expressively aesthetic (complex) [13], as the former is what more or less determines
perceived usability. This may be instrumental to the use of mobile websites given the
importance attached to usability due to the relatively small screen size of mobile
devices. Second, the effect size of classical aesthetics on perceived usability is higher
for a high-context culture (Nigeria) than a low-context culture (Canada). This implies
that a high-context culture is much more likely to judge the usability of a mobile
website based on its classical aesthetics than a low-context culture.

6.3 Contributions

Our contribution to the body of knowledge is that we replicated in the mobile domain
prior findings in the web domain by Levy and Tractinsky [13] and Coursaris et al. [3]
using two different cultures and four different web designs. They include: (1) classical
aesthetics is stronger than expressive aesthetics in predicting perceived usability; and
(2) classical aesthetics strongly influences expressive aesthetics. In addition, we
showed that differences exist between both cultures: (1) the model for the high-context
culture has a higher predictive accuracy than the model for the low-context culture; and
(2) the effect size of the relationship between classical aesthetics and perceived
usability is higher for the high-context culture than the low-context culture. Finally, to
the best of our knowledge, this is one of the first studies which have investigated the
subject of this paper across a low-context and a high-context culture.

6.4 Limitation

The limitation of our study is that our findings are based on perception and not the
actual usage of the respective mobile webpages. This may threaten the generalizability
of our findings to the actual usage context. Another limitation is that we only con-
sidered one country in each type of the two cultures, which may also threaten the
generalizability of our findings regarding low-context and high-context cultures.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

Using path analysis, with data on four different mobile web designs collected for two
different types of cultures, we presented a model showing that perceived classical
aesthetics is stronger than perceived expressive aesthetics in predicting perceived
usability of mobile websites, with the effect size being larger for the high-context
culture than the low-context culture. Our models account for 30% to 80% of the
variance of perceived usability. We also showed that the perceived classical aesthetics
of mobile websites strongly impacts the perceived expressive aesthetics for both cul-
tures. The implication of our findings is that designers of mobile websites should focus
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more on improving the objective aesthetic dimension (classical aesthetic) of their
websites, which is characterized by simplicity and orderliness, with a view to
increasing their perceived usability. This has the potential of impacting users’ intention
to use such mobile websites. In future work, we look forward to carrying out qualitative
analysis to get a deeper understanding of the relationships among the three constructs
of interest and investigating other low-context and high-context cultures in order to
generalize our findings.
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Abstract. This paper presents the results of a case study, in which the
Semiotic Inspection Method (SIM) was applied to a transactional Web
application of hotel reservations. The purpose of this assessment was to
determine the degree in which the designers achieve to communicate the
users their design intents through the system interface. This inspection,
whose purpose was essentially academic, involved the participation of
three students from the undergraduate program in Computer Engineer-
ing. The analysis of the different types of signs allowed to conclude that
although there are some aspects that need to be improved, the level of
communicability of this software is acceptable.

Keywords: Communicability evaluation · Semiotic inspection method ·
User interface design · Experimental case study

1 Introduction

Internet is currently a competitive market, especially, for those companies that
offer their products and services through the use of the World Wide Web [3].
In this particular environment, where users have at their disposal several Web
sites to achieve a specific goal, the quality attributes of the software products
become decisive factors for the selection of the most appropriate option. Usability
is one of the properties that has always been considered as key factor for the
success of a Web application [1]. This attribute is related to the “capability of a
software product to be understood, learned, used and attractive to users, when
used under specified conditions” [2]. According to Nielsen [4], if a Web site is
difficult to use or fails to clearly state what it is offering, people leave. For this
reason, an interface must be intuitive, in such a way that users can recognize
the meaning of the design elements by direct observation.

The Semiotic Engineering, proposed by de Souza [9], considers the Human-
Computer Interaction as a type of communication between users and designers.
c© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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According to this approach, the graphical interface sends a message to users
about how the software product should be used. The most common example
is the symbol of a floppy disk. Through the implementation of this sign in the
interface, designers are communicating users that can save the progress of their
work through the use of this functionality [12]. If all the elements are interpreted
by users in the same sense for which they were established, the usability of the
system is achieved. This degree in which designers accomplish to convey users
their design intents through the system interface is known as communicability,
and represents the main subject of study of the semiotic engineering [10].

One of the most recognized techniques to determine if an interface meets an
appropriate level of communicability is the Semiotic Inspection Method (SIM),
which is based on the analysis of all the elements of the graphical interface [11].
This method involves the examination of a large diversity of signs to which users
are exposed when they interact with the software product. In this research, we
present the results of using the SIM in the Web domain. The system that was
selected for this academic case study is Booking.com, a worldwide Web site for
hotel booking.

2 Semiotic Inspection Method

The Semiotic Engineering is an approach whose purpose is the analysis of the
meta-communication between designers and users. According to this theory,
the graphical interface of a software product is composed of a series of signs
whose intention is to communicate users the way in which the system should be
used. If the message is correctly interpreted, users will interact with the proper
signs to achieve their goals. These signs can be both, explicit (via text messages
with concrete instructions or clear explanations) or implicit (via icons, symbols,
metaphors, graphics, patterns, frames, and other forms of design) [5]. From the
perspective of the Semiotic Engineering, the interaction between the users and
the software is considered a communication in which designers express the sys-
tem features through signs in the interface, and the user performs actions in
response to these messages. Given that the transmission of messages between
designers and users is not direct, and on the contrary, is mediated by a graph-
ical interface, this process receives the name of meta-communication [6]. Each
element which is developed as part of the design has a purpose, either functional
or aesthetic, and the degree in which users achieve to understand the intention
of these elements is known as communicability.

There are two techniques to evaluate the communicability of a software prod-
uct: the Semiotic Inspection Method (SIM) and the Communicability Evaluation
Method (CEM). The main difference between both techniques is that the SIM
involves the participation of specialists in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI),
and is focused on the analysis of the several signs that the interface design
presents. In contrast, the application of the CEM requires the participation of
end-users of the software system. The CEM establishes the observation of users
interacting with the software in order to identify communication breakdowns
that prevent them from a proper convey of the design intents [7].
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In the Semiotic Inspection Method, specialists examine a wide variety of signs
to which users are exposed to during the interaction with the software system.
The message is sent from the designers to users through design elements which
represent the way to activate the different functions of the product. Users per-
form actions according to what they understand is the proper way to execute
a specific product functionality (how the message is interpreted). The system
processes the user’s request and displays the associated results to these actions
in the interface. Designers communicate again through the same interface or new
design elements the way to continue the workflow until the achievement of the
users’ goals. This process which is repetitive represents the main purpose of the
SIM. This technique assesses the quality of the meta-communication between
designers and users through the analysis of the signs which are established in
the interface design. This evaluation allows specialists to identify potential com-
munication problems and offer opportunities for improvement.

The SIM establishes five sequential steps to perform a communicability
inspection which are presented as follows [12]. The steps 1, 2 and 3 correspond to
a segmented analysis of a specific class of signs. This analysis allows specialists to
decompose the meta-communication message, in order to inspect in detail what
and how the designers convey messages to users through the use of these signs
in the interface design. At the end of each step, the specialists reconstructs the
designer’s message employing a meta-communication template. Subsequently, in
the step 4, the evaluators compare the three meta-communication messages that
were generated in previous steps. Messages are not expected to be identical,
but at least they must be related. Finally, in step 5, the evaluators judge the
quality of the strategies that are employed by the designers to communicate
the design intents. Inspectors establish a conclusion about the overall level of
communicability of the software product.

1. An analysis of metalinguistic signs.
2. An analysis of static signs.
3. An analysis of dynamic signs.
4. A comparison of the designer’s meta-communication message generated in

the previous steps.
5. A final evaluation of the inspected system’s communicability.

The template that is used to reconstruct the meta-communication message was
developed with the purpose of identifying the designer’s vision [8]. The interface
design tells users how they can or should use the system, why, and to what effects.
In this sense, the template consolidates what designers are communicating to the
users through the interface. In the text, the first person “I” is referred to the
designer (or the design team), and the second person “you” is referred to the
user (or the user population). The template is presented as follows.

“Here is my understanding of who you are, what I have learned you want
or need to do, in which preferred ways, and why. This is the system that I have
therefore designed for you, and this is the way you can or should use it in order
to fulfill a range of purposes that fall within this vision”.
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The SIM defines the three classes of signs that must be analyzed during
a communicability evaluation. According to the semiotic engineering approach,
the signs to be considered are:

– Metalinguistic signs: are used by the designers to explicitly communicate to
users through text lines the meanings encoded in the system and how they can
be used. Some examples of metalinguistic signs are instructions, descriptions,
explanations and the information which is provided to users for an appropriate
use of the system.

– Static signs: are those whose representation is motionless and persistent in
the interface design. The meaning of these signs has to be analyzed without
considering the results of the interaction with them. The context of interpreta-
tion is limited to the elements that are presented on the interface at a specific
point in time. Some examples of static signs are the layout structure, the menu
options and the toolbar buttons.

– Dynamic signs: are those which produce a system behavior in response to
an interaction with them. These signs change the content of the interface or
the status of the system as result of the user’s action. In contrast to static
signs, in this category we analyze the system behavior is associated with this
type of signs. Some examples of them are the animations, search buttons and
the selection of a particular value in a field.

3 Research Design

3.1 Participants

The communicability inspection was performed by three students of the National
University “Pedro Ruiz Gallo” located in Peru. These students were enrolled in
a course of “Usability Engineering” that is part of the eighth semester of the
Undergraduate Program in Computer Engineering. In order to carry out the
evaluation, the participants were trained in the main concepts and principles
established by the Semiotic Engineering. They attended two three-hour sessions
in which the Semiotic Inspection Method was explained in detail. The lessons
incorporated a variety of exercises that provided the students with the abilities to
recognize each type of sign. In consequence of this training, the students were able
to elaborate the meta-communication template according to the obtained results.
All the participants had the same background given that all of them attended
the same courses of the program. However, they had no previous experience
performing this specific kind of assessment.

3.2 Description of the Software System

The software which was selected to carry out this communicability evaluation
is Booking.com. This Web site is one of the world leader e-commerce applica-
tion in booking accommodation online [13]. According to the company records,
1,200,000 room nights are reserved on Booking.com each day. The goal of this
Web site is to offer the best prices for every type of property, from small, family-
run bed and breakfasts to executive apartments and five-star luxury suites.
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3.3 Test Design

The test design involved a preparation phase. In this part of the methodological
process, the students defined a scenario to guide the evaluation. The case study
which was proposed is a real situation based on possible conditions that can arise
when a user is looking for an accommodation. The scenario describes a Ph.D.
candidate that must travel to Canada to attend an international conference and
present a scientific research. The students assumed this role in order to conduct
the communicability inspection. The scenario is described as follows:

You are currently a student of the Ph.D Program in Computer Science of
the Pontifical Catholic University of Peru (PUCP). As a result of your doctoral
research, you have written a scientific paper which describes the development of
a new computational theory. Your work has been accepted to be published as part
of the proceedings of an international conference that will be held in Toronto -
Canada. Therefore, one of your commitment as an author is the presentation and
dissertation of your research in the place where the conference will take place.
For this reason, you must find an accommodation to stay during the days of the
conference. According to your expectations, the hotel should offer a room with a
large double bed, private bathroom, hot water, Wi-Fi, air conditioning, and LCD
Cable TV. The event date is from 4 to 8 February 2017, and you have a budget
of $ 1200 USD for lodging expenses. You will use the website “Booking.com” to
find an accommodation that meets these expectations.

The semiotic inspection was performed according to the described scenario
in a computer lab at the facilities of the National University “Pedro Ruiz Gallo”.
In each phase, a different sign category was analyzed. The three students work
individually to identify the corresponding signs, using the scenario as a guide for
the evaluation process. At the end of each step, the students came together to
determine the meta-communication template based on a comprehensive analysis
of all the findings.

4 Data Analysis and Results

4.1 Analysis of Metalinguistic Signs

The analysis of the metalinguistic signs has allowed the recognition of those
elements that are used by the designers to explain in detail through descriptive
messages the proper use of the system and the purpose of certain elements in
the interface. In order to perform this type of analysis, the students examined
different sections of the software such as help options, dialog boxes, explanatory
messages, available guides, online manuals, and system feedback. The first person
plural “we” has been used to refer the designers, and the second person “you”
to refer the user (who is looking for an accommodation in Canada according to
the proposed scenario).

Several metalinguistic signs were identified during the inspection. These ele-
ments establish the following messages to users:
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1. Figure 1 [A metalinguistic sign about phishing]. ‘We’ believe that the reason
why ‘you’ are entering the ‘Help section and Documentation’, is because you
have received a fraudulent email. The metalinguistic sign appears as a fea-
tured element in the mentioned section. From this fact, evaluators concluded
the following message: ‘We’ believe that most of the users are in this section
because they have received a fraudulent email on behalf of Booking.com. For
this reason, ‘we’ have placed visible important information for the users who
are dealing with this problem.

2. Figure 2 [A metalinguistic sign about frequently asked questions]. ‘We’ believe
that the reason why ‘you’ are entering the ‘Help section and Documentation’,
is because you have difficulties using the Web site or questions about the
reservation process. ‘We’ have implemented mechanisms that apparently are
not intuitive or little understandable. ‘We’ are aware that ‘you’ need clear
instructions about how to use the system, and in the same way, you require
all the information about your reservations and specific explanation about
the booking process in the Web site. For this reason, ‘we’ have placed a set of
answers to the recurrent questions of the users, that have been selected based
on our experience.

3. Figure 3 [A metalinguistic sign about contact information]. ‘We’ believe ‘you’
can be looking for information that is not available in the ‘Help section and
Documentation’. For this reason, we offer you different ways to contact us.

4. Figure 4 [A metalinguistic sign to remind users to enter the check-in and
check-out dates]. ‘We’ believe ‘you’ can forget to enter the travel dates when
you are trying to make a hotel reservation. Therefore, the system displays
the this message to remind you that the check-in and check-out dates are
necessary to show the exact room prices for your entire stay.

5. Figure 5 [Metalinguistic sign to remind users to enter the information about
destination]. ‘We’ believe ‘you’ can forget to enter the name of the city or
country in which you are planning to stay. Therefore, we indicate you through
this message that the requested information is highly relevant to offer you a
list of possibilities.

6. Figure 6 [Metalinguistic sign about the maximum number of days are allowed
in a booking]. ‘We’ believe ‘you’ may need staying in a place for more than
30 nights. However, this option is not covered by our hotel reservation policy.
Therefore, we suggest you establish a period less than or equal to 30 days in
order to offer you a list of available accommodations.

Meta-Communication Template According to Metalinguistic Signs
This is my understanding of who you are.

I think you an user with the need to make an hotel reservation, and for this
reason you will use my Web site. However, you may experience some difficulties
at the moment you interact with my system. Therefore, I provide you with a
series of explanatory messages to guide you when these issues arise.
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Fig. 1. Metalinguistic signs about phishing

Fig. 2. Metalinguistic signs about frequently asked questions

What you need to do, in which way, and why.
You need to make an hotel reservation using my Web site. For this reason, the

system should display clear instructions to help you to achieve your goals, because
some mechanisms may not be intuitive enough for you. It is possible you need assis-
tance and information about the proper use of the system. In these cases, you can
access the ‘Help section and Documentation’ where you can find answers to the
most frequently asked questions with all the available ways to contact us.

This is the system I have designed for you and this is the way you can or
should use it to achieve the goals that fall within my vision.

Fig. 3. Metalinguistic sign about contact information
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Fig. 4. Metalinguistic sign to remind users to enter the travel dates

Fig. 5. Metalinguistic sign to remind users to enter the information about destination

The system I have designed for you is a fairly explanatory Web site, which
is focused on the prevention of errors through the use of messages that allow
users to understand the work-flow I have established for you. In case you need
assistance and guidance, the system provides a ‘Help section and Documenta-
tion’, where you can find relevant information and a set of instructions for the
achievement of your goals.

4.2 Analysis of Static Signs

The analysis of the static signs has allowed the identification of the following
messages:

1. Figure 7 [Static signs to access different sections of the system]. ‘We’ are
aware that ‘you’ can have a specific way to look for the information. There-
fore, we have established a section where you can find the accommodations
by regions, cities, districts, airports, hotel names and places of interest. In
the same way, ‘we’ believe ‘you’ can require a different service to the accom-
modation booking, such as a car rental, a restaurant reservation, a flight,

Fig. 6. Metalinguistic sign about the maximum number of days are allowed in a booking
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etc. Finally, ‘we’ think ‘you’ could need information about our company, the
booking process or how to use the system (FAQ), our terms and conditions,
the ways to contact us, etc.

2. Figure 8 [Static sign about Web site feedback]. If ‘you’ want to write a
comment that can give ‘us’ some hint on how to improve your interaction
with the Web site, you can access this option.

The message that designers convey through this sign is clear and expresses
its intention. However, when the user enters this option, the system displays
additional signs to rate the Web site.

3. Figure 9 [Static signs to rate the Web site]. ‘We’ strongly believe your opinion
is important for us. For that reason, we request ‘you’ to rate your experience
with our Web site.

4. Figure 10 [Static signs about currency, language and login account]. ‘We’
believe ‘you’ can feel more comfortable if the room prices and the informa-
tion are displayed in your local currency and language respectively. ‘We’
think an account in our system will help us to offer ‘you’, according to your
preferences, the best deals and options in accommodation bookings for you.
At the same time, you will be able to review your historical record of reser-
vations through this mechanism. Thus, we can deal in a personalized way
with any request about the information that is linked to your profile.

5. ‘We’ believe ‘you’ understand the meaning of the icons in Table 1 - [Static
signs that are used to represent features of the system].

6. ‘We’ believe ‘you’ understand the meaning of the textual signs in Table 2 -
[Textual static signs that are used to represent features of the system].

7. Figure 11 [Static signs to sort the search results]. ‘We’ believe ‘you’ have
some preferences to choose an accommodation. We provide you a tool to
sort the search results according to your priorities. By default, the system
displays a list of possible accommodations sorted by the rating these estab-
lishments receive from previous guests.

8. Figure 12 [Static signs about social networks]. ‘We’ believe that if your expe-
rience using the Web site is satisfying, ‘you’ would like to share it with your
friends in the social networks. For this reason, we have placed some options
that allow you to link your Facebook, Google+ or Twitter profile with our
Web site.

9. Figure 13 [Static signs about suggested destinations]. ‘We’ believe ‘you’ could
be interested in traveling to certain tourist destinations. Therefore, ‘We’
provide ‘you’ some suggestion according to your current location and to the
most visited places by those users that are in the same geographical area.

10. Figure 14 [Static signs about hotel facilities]. ‘We’ believe that for you to
make the right decision at the moment of booking, ‘you’ need to view pic-
tures about the hotel facilities. Therefore, we provide you with a complete
image gallery of the hotel rooms and surroundings.

11. Figure 15 [Static signs about the services offered by the hotel]. ‘We’ believe
that for you to make the right decision at the moment of booking, ‘you’ need
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Fig. 7. Static signs to access different sections of the system

Fig. 8. Static sign about Web site feedback

Fig. 9. Static signs to rate the Web site

Fig. 10. Static signs about currency, language and login account

to know the services that are offered by the hotels. Therefore, we provide
you with this information in a visible section of the Web site.

Meta-Communication Template According to Static Signs
This is my understanding of who you are.

I imagine you are a user who requires a hotel reservation, but you may also
need other services such as car rental, restaurant reservation, air flights, etc. I
have designed a usable Web site that is adapted to your cultural environment.
However, some mechanisms could be initially difficult to use. For this reason,
standard icons have been employed as much as possible for the implementation
of the interface. In the same way, textual signs have been designed to indicate the
important sections of the Web site. Additionally, I established different workflows
in such wise you to find the best option in accommodations.
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Table 1. Static signs that are used to represent features of the system

Icon Meaning

Accommodation search functionality.

Calendar to establish the check-in and check-out dates.

Secret offers for preferred users.

Relevant information and of interest to users.

Rating of a hotel based on user reviews.

Number of stars or hotel category.

Mobile version of the Web site.

Smart choice of the accommodation

Important information about the accommodation.

Number of people that can occupy the room.

Frequently asked questions.

Option to send an email to the Web administrator.

Outstanding information in the ‘Customer Service’ section.

Option to obtain the phone number information of Booking.com.

Option to print the current information is displayed in the Web site.

Option to send an email to a representative of Booking.com.

Help section and documentation.

Hotel reviews and opinions.

Fig. 11. Static signs to sort the search results
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Table 2. Textual static signs that are used to represent features of the system

Textual Sign Meaning

Name of the Web site.

Indication of the search functionality for deals.

Section to specify the destination place.

Section to specify the check-in date.

Section to specify the check-out date.

Section to specify the number of rooms.

Section to specify the number of adults.

Section to specify the number of children.

Button to perform a search of accommodations.

Fig. 12. Static signs about social networks

Fig. 13. Static signs about suggested destinations
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Fig. 14. Static signs about hotel facilities

Fig. 15. Static signs about the services offered by the hotel

What you need to do, in which way, and why.
You need an accommodation that could cover your requirements. Therefore,

the system must display all services that are offered by the hotels. I think you can
require suggestions about the most visited tourist places that may be of interest
to you. Therefore, the system suggests a list of popular destinations with the
associated hotels to each one. I also believe that you need special deals and to
find the appropriate accommodation at an affordable price. If we achieve to meet
your expectations as a Web site, you would like to recommend us between your
friends. For this reason, we have established a way to link our Web application
with the social networks.

This is the system I have designed for you and this is the way you can or
should use it to achieve the goals that fall within my vision.

The system I have designed allow you to know in detail the services offered
by the available hotels in a specific destination, city or tourist place. It provides
enough pictures about the facilities and hotel rooms in such a way you can make
the right decision regarding your accommodation booking. The Web site offers
different tools to determine the best option for you.
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4.3 Analysis of Dynamic Signs

The analysis of the dynamic signs has allowed the identification of the following
messages:

1. Figure 16 [Dynamic sign to select the language]. ‘We’ believe that although
‘you’ are located in a country where a specific language is spoken, you could
require viewing the information of the Web site in another one. For this
reason, the system provides you a wide variety of languages.

2. Figure 17 [Dynamic sign to select the currency]. ‘We’ believe ‘you’ could need
to view the room prices in a different currency to the one that is used in your
country. We think it may be convenient for you, know the equivalent price in
an international currency such as the dollar, the euro or the currency is used
in the destination city where you are going to stay. In this way, the system
provides the option to display the prices in several currencies.

3. Figure 18 [Dynamic sign about description of hotels]. ‘We’ believe ‘you’ need
to view the most important features of each hotel is displayed as part of the
search results. For this reason, we have designed an interface which highlights
the relevant aspects that are of interest to users to make an appropriate
decision.

4. Figure 19 [Dynamic sign about location of hotels]. ‘We’ believe ‘you’ need
to view the exact location of the hotels. Therefore, the system provide you
with an interactive map that allows you to view where the hotel is located in
reference to certain places of interest.

Fig. 16. Dynamic sign to select the language
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Fig. 17. Dynamic sign to select the currency

Fig. 18. Dynamic sign about description of hotels

Fig. 19. Dynamic sign about location of hotels
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Meta-Communication Template According to Dynamic Signs
This is my understanding of who you are.

I consider you are a user who needs a hotel reservation, and the Web site
must provide you with all the tools to achieve this purpose. I think you can be a
user from any part of the world who requires viewing the information in several
languages and the room prices in different currencies. My opinion is that you
are a user with exclusive preferences and because of this fact, I provide you with
multiple tools to determine the hotel which meets your expectations.

What you need to do, in which way, and why.
You need to find an accommodation according to your preferences. For this

reason, the system provides tools to filter the search results in such way that
you can identify the best option in accommodations for you. I think you need
to view where the hotels are located and how far they are from some places of
interest.

This is the system I have designed for you and this is the way you can or
should use it to achieve the goals that fall within my vision.

I have designed a system that will help you to choose the best accommodation
for you. The interactive tools adjust the system to your context and help you to
determine the proper hotel according to your preferences and expectations.

4.4 Global Quality of the Meta-Communication

The three messages of meta-communication, that were obtained through the
examination of the different signs of the interface, are consistent and do not
differ from each other.

In the analysis of the meta-linguistic signs, the use of explanatory messages is
highlighted. The instructions are clear enough in a way that users can properly
use the Web site and therefore, achieve their purpose: the search and reservation
of accommodations. In the analysis of the static signs, some communication
breakdowns were identified. Certain icons are not explicit and can be interpreted
in a different way to the established one by the designers. The use of some text
terms, that are distinctive to a context, can generate confusion to users from
other cultural environments. However, most of the signs achieve to properly
convey their intention and the message of the designers. Finally, we observed the
dynamic signs have been established to offer flexibility and efficiency of use. Each
identified sign is oriented to the achievement of the user’s goals. Several tools of
system support users to determine the best alternative in accommodations.

In conclusion, the appreciation of the overall quality of meta-communication
of the Web site Booking.com is acceptable. Although there are communication
breakdowns because of some design decisions, these represent a small percentage
compared with the number of elements are employed in the interface.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

According to the Semiotic Engineering approach, the interaction between
humans and machines is indeed, a way of communication between designers and
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users. From this perspective, the interface design is structured of a set of ele-
ments that convey users the way in which they can use the system. Each change
in the interface design is seen as a message that is sent from the designers to
the users. If the message is properly interpreted by the users, they will perform
the correct actions to obtain the desired results. In the same way, each action
is considered a message from users to designers about what they need from the
system. Given that this type of communication is not direct, and by the contrary
is mediated by the software, it receives the name of meta-communication. The
degree in which this communication succeed is known as communicability.

The Semiotic Inspection Method (SIM) is one of the most used techniques
to assess the communicability of a software product. It involves the analysis of
three categories of signs to determine the degree in which the designers achieve to
communicate their design intents through the system interface. In this paper, we
present the results of a case study, where the SIM was applied to a transactional
Web application of hotel reservations (Booking.com). For this purpose, three
students from the undergraduate program in Computer Engineering agreed to
participate voluntarily as inspectors. The results of this research establish that
the level of communicability of the Web site is acceptable. Three templates were
obtained from the analysis of the metalinguistic, static and dynamic signs. Then,
these results were compared to identify inconsistencies. According to our study,
there are some wrong design decisions given than some signs can be interpreted
in more than one way, and there is not a personal customization to the cultural
context of the user. Additionally, we have conclude the communicability prob-
lems have a strong impact in the usability of a software product, since if the
meaning of the elements is not clear, the users will not be able to use the sys-
tem. Given that both concepts are related, a communicability evaluation can be
considered as a verification tool of the degree of usability in a software product.

Most case studies that have been conducted in this area are focused on the
evaluation of desktop systems. A significant future contribution would be the
application of the Semiotic Inspection Method (SIM) in other domains such as
mobile applications, video games, augmented reality applications, and special-
ized software. Specialists must determine if the method is valid when it is used to
evaluate the communicability of new emerging categories of software products.
In the same way, it is necessary to determine if the evaluation process can be
adapted to obtain more accurate results, especially, in new software domains.
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Abstract. This research presents a set of UX heuristics for cross-channel
interaction scenarios. The proposal has its foundation on usability principles
evolution derived from gradual technology innovations, new interaction possi-
bilities, as well as, changes in users’ needs and affordances during the last
decades. The beginning of the third wave of computing brings a pervasive
scenario of ubiquitous ecology systems and cross-channel interactions, where
user experiences permeate distinct touch points with a system to create a nar-
rative of experience. A journey in a dinamic ecosystem of interaction.

Keywords: User experience � UX heuristics � Cross-channel interaction

1 Introduction: Technology, Interaction and Experience
Evolutions

The technology evolution and its crescent integration into our day-to-day lives rever-
berate in new ways people interact with devices and their surroundings. Faster infor-
mation, a huge quantity of data in real time, connection possibilities and integration
between different channels bring an innovation rhythm faster than people, society, and
sometimes laws, can absorb and adapt. As the physical and digital realms have been
merging over the years, our references, mental models and expectations have been
changing accordingly, transforming human-computer interactions in human-information
interactions. And as a reflex from these changes, usability principles evolve and adapt to
new circumstances. The future scenario of technology [1] presents interaction possi-
bilities in the next five to ten years where ubiquitous technology will be everywhere in
daily objects, environments and wearable devices, integrated by a dynamic ecology
system. Therefore, User Experience studies have to go beyond usability tests on isolated
devices and understand the whole user experience process as one journey trespassing
many devices.

John C. Thomas, PhD, from the IBM J.T. Watson Research Center sees the process
of user experience as narratives [2], and he structures it as several short stories with
connections and touch points (points in which users interact with the system).
Rosenfeld suggests mapping devices used in each story “scene” in order to understand
the usage of systems within the whole user’s narrative [3]. The idea of narrative as a
journey [2] can be used to translate either the Jared Spool’s Disney Experience example
[4] or the designers’ process in managing their studios [2] into experience stories.
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An usability evaluation could concentrate on the experience of users interacting
with a single system, but the whole experience trespasses the system and include
moments that are precedent and subsequent to the direct interaction with the system.
From the UX Design perspective, products and services have to go beyond the good
usability of systems and focus on users’ whole journey [2].

2 The Journey of Experience

The user experience as a narrative journey involves actions in the physical world using
many different digital devices linked together by a dynamic ecology, with connections
that brings together one whole story. For instance, when a person intends to travel for
vacation, the experience starts much before the act of buying the flight tickets through a
website or an attendant and the experience related to the trip goes much further than the
flight itself. Each part of the narrative can involve different digital artifacts accessing
the same system in diverse contexts, influenced by the physical part of the experience.

The UX designer has to understand the whole journey in order to plan possible
touch points and create a service or product experience integrated by different channels:
a pervasive cross-channel experience.

Although usability measurements and tests focus primarily in interactions with
isolated devices, a number of user research techniques and usability tests can surface
information about users that help understand their mental model, interaction needs and
cultural-interaction references in order to better comprehend their journey of experience
and map contexts that could take users to interact with specific systems.

Cross-channel scenarios take the user experience to new amplitudes, and therefore, it
is necessary to adapt usability principles to a journey experience context. Technology
advancements have been gradually influencing and transforming usability heuristics [5]
from the late 80 s. These changes are responses to attend new interaction possibilities,
new user expectations and new correlations in dynamic systems ecology. Adaptations
from Nielsen and Molich’s heuristics are clearly observed in heuristic proposals from
Apted et al. [6] in 2009, Inostrozza [7] in 2012 and Neto and Campos [8] in 2014, as a
response to new possibilities of interaction, new display sizes and new users’ necessities.

3 Evolution of Heuristics

In 1990, Nielsen and Molich [5] developed a set of usability principles to be considered
when planning a system with a visual interaction interface. The ten principles were well
known as the ten usability heuristics and became a base for the usability evaluation
technique, well known as heuristic evaluation, in which three to five usability experts
could be guided to evaluate a system’s usability and point out problems within a range of
5 different severities (0- not a problem, 1- cosmetic problem, 2- minor problem, 3- major
problem, 4- catastrophe). The heuristics are consecution to users’ needs in a time where
the world was moving to the second wave of computing (one computer to one user):
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1. Visibility of system status – the system should always keep users informed about
what is going on, through appropriate feedback within reasonable time;

2. Match between system and the real world – the system should speak the user’s
language, with words, phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather than
system-oriented terms. Follow real-world conventions, making information appear
in a natural and logical order;

3. User control and freedom – users often choose system functions by mistake and
will need a clearly marked “emergency exit” to leave the unwanted state without
having to go through an extended dialogue. Support undo and redo;

4. Consistency and standards – users should not have to wonder whether different
words, situations, or actions mean the same thing. Follow platform conventions;

5. Error prevention – even better than good error messages is a careful design, which
prevents a problem from occurring in the first place.

6. Recognition rather than recall – minimize the user’s memory load by making
objects, actions, and options visible;

7. Flexibility and efficiency of use – accelerators - unseen by the novice user – may
often speed up the interaction for the expert user such that the system can cater to
both inexperienced and experienced users. Allow users to tailor frequent actions;

8. Aesthetic and minimalist design – dialogues should not contain irrelevant infor-
mation nor rarely needed. Every extra unit of information in a dialogue competes
with the relevant units of information and diminishes their relative visibility;

9. Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors – error messages should be
expressed in plain language (no codes), precisely indicate the problem, and con-
structively suggest a solution;

10. Help and documentation – even though it is better if the system can be used
without documentation, it may be necessary to provide help and documentation.
Any such information should be easy to search, focused on the user’s task, list
concrete steps to be carried out, and not be too large.

These ten heuristics had its foundation on Norman’s six principles [9] from 1988:

1. Visibility – the more visible functions are, the more likely users will be able to
know what to do next;

2. Feedback – feedback is about sending back information about what action has been
done and what has been accomplished, allowing the person to continue with the
activity;

3. Constraints – the design concept of constraining refers to determining ways of
restricting the kind of user interaction that can take place at a given moment;

4. Mapping – this refers to the relationship between controls and their effects in the
world;

5. Consistency – this refers to designing interfaces to have similar operations and use
similar elements for achieving similar tasks;

6. Affordance – is a term used to refer to an attribute of an object that allows people to
know how to use it.
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During the same period of Nielsen and Molich, other authors developed similar
principles regarding interaction with interfaces. Bastien and Scapin [10] developed
eight ergonomic criteria in 1993 for systems’ interface evaluation:

1. Orientation – refers to means used to guide, inform and take users to their objectives
while interacting with a computer;

2. Workload – refers to elements of the interface to help diminish the perception and
memory load while interacting with a computer;

3. Explicit control – the user must always have control of actions;
4. Adaptability – the system should be able to respond accordingly to different con-

texts, needs and users’ preferences;
5. Error management – refers to all means to prevent or reduce errors, as well as

correct them, if necessary;
6. Consistency/coherence – refers to how the design interface should be aware of

identical contexts;
7. Code importance – adequacy of information or object with respective icons, names,

graphic representations etc.;
8. Compatibility – refers to the degree of similarity between applications or

ambiences.

And Ben Schneiderman [11], in 1987, based on his research regarding human-
computer interaction exposed eight golden rules for user interface:

1. Objective consistency – similar situations requires consistency of actions, termi-
nologies, prompts, menus, screens and help;

2. Shortcuts for frequent users – with use frequency, users prefer diminish number of
interactions to increase the flow of interaction;

3. Offer informative feedback – for each action, should be a feedback;
4. Plan windows that encourage completion – sequence of actions must be organized

in groups from start to finish;
5. Offer simple objective error recovery – plan a system that prevents users to make

critical errors. If a mistake is made, the system should detect it and offer simple
action to solve and recover from it;

6. Reverse actions easily – it relieves users’ anxiety when knowing an action can be
undone;

7. Sustain control – operators must feel they are in control of systems and that it
responds to their actions;

8. Short-term memory load reduction – the human limitation of processing informa-
tion in short-term memory require that displays be simple.

When new necessities derived from new possibilities of interaction, new digital
devices, in a new wave in computing (3rd wave of computing - many computers to one
user), researchers adapted the 10 usability heuristics of Nielsen and Molich to new
contexts and new possibilities.

Apted et al. [6], analyzing tabletop’s possibilities of interactions, focused on the
difference of display size, its proposal of collaborative interaction (with at least two
or more users at the same time) and concern with reorganization of elements.
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The researchers present heuristics that takes human reach, physical ergonomics and the
possibility of many users at the same time into consideration:

1. Design independently of table size – design for different tabletop sizes and allow
flexible resizing of all interface elements;

2. Support reorientation – allow all interface elements to be easily rotated to support
users working at any position around the table, and consider users moving around
the table while using it;

3. Minimize human reach – consider that users may not be able to physically reach all
interface elements;

4. Use large selection points – design independently of tabletop input hardware, but
support large input cursors (e.g. human fingers) where possible;

5. Manage interface clutter – support quick removal or hiding of objects on the
tabletop, while ensuring management of clutter by one user does not have unwanted
side-effects on other users of the table;

6. Use table space efficiently – avoid modal behavior that limits the utilization of table
space. Allow arbitrary groupings of interface elements for personal and group spaces;

7. Support private and group interaction – support interaction by a single user or
multiple users. Interface elements should be usable by a single user, or used as a
shared resource by multiple users, possibly with different goals.

Inostroza [7] in 2012 presents twelve heuristics for smartphone interaction. Based
on Nielsen’s ten heuristics, Inostroza expresses the heuristic seven (flexibility of use) as
“customizations and shortcuts”, specify a new eighth heuristic regarding efficiency and
performance of use, and add a twelfth heuristic regarding the smaller display size of
smartphones and the context of interaction with fingers: physical and ergonomic
interaction.

1. Visibility of system status;
2. Match between system and the real world;
3. User control and freedom;
4. Consistency and standards;
5. Error prevention;
6. Minimize the user’s memory load;
7. Customization and shortcuts – the device should provide basic and advanced

configuration options, allow definition and customization of (or to provide)
shortcuts to frequent actions;

8. Efficiency of use and performance – the device should be able to load and display
the required information in a reasonable time and minimize the required steps to
perform a task;

9. Aesthetic and minimalist design – the device should avoid displaying unwanted
information in a defined context of use;

10. Help users recognize, diagnose and recover from errors;
11. Help and documentation;
12. Physical interaction and ergonomics – the device should provide physical buttons

or similar for main functionalities, located in recognizable positions by the user,
which should fit the natural posture of the user’s hands.
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When Neto and Campos [8], two years after Inostroza, present their 12 heuristic
principles for multi-modal interactive ambiences (a combination of inputs and outputs
of several sensory modalities – hearing, smell, taste, touch, sight – as part of a more
natural computer communication), it is perceptive the strong relation with the ten
heuristics from Nielsen and Molich, added by important points on physical ergonomics
and vocal commands, resulting in principles concerned with graphical interface,
physical and vocal interaction (organized content, direct manipulation, human range).
With exception of the second principle, the first seven heuristics are strongly related to
Nielsen and Molich’s heuristics, but expanded to vocal possibilities. The eighth to
twelfth heuristics are mostly related to physical interaction and clearly related to Apted
et al.’ proposal [6]. The compatibility heuristic regards the compatibility between the
different inputs from several sensors with the central system. Based on Sandrine et al.
theories [6] regarding vocal interactions and linguistic limitations in a multi-modal
environment, as well as the tendency of people using short commands, the authors add
criteria to vocal interaction in their research and set of heuristics: (1) generic vocab-
ulary, (2) simple and direct vocal commands and (3) vocal interaction should be and
alternative input, applied to all set of heuristics:

1. Visibility and feedback;
2. Compatibility;
3. Control and freedom;
4. Consistency;
5. Error prevention;
6. Minimum actions;
7. Flexibility of use;
8. Organized content;
9. Error management;

10. Direct manipulation;
11. Changes of orientation;
12. Human range.

A different approach comes from Resmini e Rosatti [12] when they present five
principles in their book Pervasive Architecture Information. Their main focus is related
to information organization, instead of graphical interfaces or physical interaction.
Their principles, independent of display sizes nor type of device, are concerned with
how users access information in an interactive ecology.

Their manifest, based on new factors that surge with the advancements of ubiq-
uitous technology, presents a set of good practices in information architecture and
pervasive experience:

1. Place making – refers to the capacity of user build a sense of self- localization. The
principle suggests that the architecture reduces the possibility of users disorienta-
tion. The heuristic interconnects conceptually with notions of space, place and
context. The space is related to physical elements, objectives, impersonal and stable,
while place structure itself in layers, and incorporate psychological characteristics,
subjective, experimental, dynamics and existential;
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2. Consistency – refers to a model of pervasive information to attend objectives,
contexts and users, keeping the same logic in different medias, environments and
shift of necessities with time. It is directly related to categorization, classification
and taxonomy processes. The heuristic dialogue with labeling and representation
systems – metadata, thesaurus and controlled vocabulary;

3. Resilience – refers to capacity of the pervasive information model adapt to specific
users, their needs and search strategies and gradually change to fulfill the evolution
of users’ needs and expectations in different contexts, places and times;

4. Reduction – refers to the capacity of a huge quantity of information management
being organized for easy and simple access by users, in order to minimize stress and
frustration in a crescent set of information. The heuristic is directly related to the
form of how choices and options are presented;

5. Correlation – refers to the relevant connections between pieces of information,
services and products to help users reach objectives or stimulate latent needs. Cor-
relation connects integrated environments, users and objects, producing a continuous
experience (a journey) and exploratory discoveries in all parts of the ecology.

The authors consider Place-making, Consistency and Resilience as foundation
heuristics. Reduction and Correlation are considered related to bringing purpose and
complexity to a project.

4 Conclusion: UX Heuristics for Cross-Channel Scenarios

Analyzing the different heuristic proposals by Nielsen and Molich (and Scheiderman,
Bastien and Scapin and Norman similarities), Apted et al. and Inostroza, it is perceived
that all have their focus primarily on graphical interfaces. The difference among each
proposal relies on the influence that different display sizes can have on users’ inter-
actions. Neto and Campos expose heuristics for multi modal ambiences with focus on
both graphic interfaces (based mostly on Nielsen and Molich’s ten heuristics), vocal
commands and environment interaction (similar to Apted et al. proposal) that
encompasses gestural touch and vocal commands.

Resmini and Rosatti go apart from graphic interfaces and can be applied easily in
any device proposed by the other researchers, for its direct relation to information,
independent of display. But in order to reach the full journey of experience, it is
important to go beyond information organization and propose principles more suited to
a UX point of view, since technology and interaction advance fast into more integrated
cross-channel experiences in interactive ecologies. Table 1 presents a comparison
between all the proposed heuristics throughout the years:

Cross-channel contexts take the user experience to new amplitudes and it is
imperative to adapt usability principles to a narrative experience scenario (Fig. 1), as
the technological evolution and our interaction with devices and environment have
been gradually changing and is expected [1] to evolve to an even more integrated
cross-channel experience. A more adequate set of principles to narrative experiences is
needed.
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In order to explore and propose UX cross-channel heuristics, the five principles of
Resmini and Rosatti are the perfect start, due to its pervasive cross-channel charac-
teristics and link to the idea of dynamic interaction ecology. However, their descrip-
tions have to expand, considering user experience concepts and its relation to visual

Table 1. Comparison of heuristics with different focus and necessities.

Nielsen e Molich
(1990)

Apted et al.
(2009)

Inostroza (2012) Neto and Campos
(2014)

Resmini and
Rosatti (2014)

Desktop Tabletop Smartphone Ambiente Independent
of technological
device

Usability of graphic
interfaces

Usability of
graphic
interfaces

Usability of graphic
interfaces

Usability of graphic
interfaces and
physical-vocal
interactions

Information
architecture

Visibility of system
status

Design
independently
of table size

Visibility of system
status

Visibility and feedback Place-making

Match between
system and the real
world

Support
reorientation

Match between
system and the real
world

Compatibility Consistency

User control and
freedom

Minimize
human reach

User control and
freedom

Control and freedom Resilience

Consistency and
standards

Use large
selection
points

Consistency and
standards

Consistency Reduction

Error prevention Manage
interface
clutter

Error prevention Error prevention Correlation

Recognition rather
than recall

Use table
space
efficiently

Minimize the user’s
memory load

Minimum actions

Flexibility and
efficiency of use

Support
private and
group
interaction

Customization and
shortcuts

Flexibility of use

Aesthetic and
minimalist design

Efficiency of use and
performance

Organized content

Help users recognize,
diagnose and recover
from errors

Aesthetic and
minimalist design

Error management

Help and
documentation

Help users recognize,
diagnose and recover
from errors

Direct manipulation

Help and
documentation

Changes of orientation

Physical interaction
and ergonomics

Human range
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cognitive recognition, physical and verbal interactions and interaction context in a
future scenario where everything that can be touch screen, will be touch screen [1].
Furthermore, some of the usability principles that have been evolving with new
interaction concepts also have to expand its characteristics in order to contribute to a set
of 9 UX heuristics:

1. Place-making – refers to the self localization of users in the system and within the
experience journey. Visual interaction, hierarchical layout and structure, as well as
physical environment should facilitate the user’s understanding of where he is.
Since users most likely will use different devices and the ambience itself [1] to
fulfill objectives, it is important that physical environments also be part of the user
experience strategies to create an integrated journey;

2. Consistency – the system has to present visual, typographic, information, actions
and interaction consistency. If a user utilizes different devices to execute partial
actions of the whole experience, each touch point access has to present the same
rules and responses to actions, independent of the artifact that is being used;

3. Resilience – flexibility of the interaction flow and touch points in order to adequate
to different users, different journey strategies and different contexts of use. The
interactive ambiance and the system structure should be prepared to search, inter-
action and journey diverse strategies by different users, sometimes with distinct
roles in the same journey;

4. Reduction – even if the back-end of the system is complex in its structure, the
options and the contents have to be presented to the users in objective way and with
simple usage, providing reduced interactive actions and minimum cognitive
workload in their journey. From the users’ point of view, the path of possible
actions has to be obvious to their necessities;

Fig. 1. Construction of an UX narrative through pervasive cross-channel sequence of
interactions. Touch points with each apparatus can have diverse temporality and contexts –

figure from Renzi’s Thesis [2]: User Experience: the journey of designers in their studio’s
management processes using a fantasized system based on a ecosystem of cross-channel
interaction
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5. Correlation – the system has to go beyond the semantic correlation exposed by
Lévy [13] and Resmini and Rosatti [12], to help users find information and content
naturally. The principle expands to a correlation of data between distinct points of
interaction and apparatuses, as well as correlation of actions from different users
within the same experience journey;

6. Equivalency to cultural conventions – it is important to understand users’ references
regarding technology, processes, functionality comprehension and interactions, to
use as a base in the development of a new system. To create structures and inter-
actions that users are not familiar with can surface doubts and misunderstanding
about the system;

7. Visual intuitive content – users must recognize functionalities, hierarchy, pathways
and information with minimal memory load, by making objects, actions and options
easy to recognize and understand;

8. Natural, intuitive and direct interactions – any touch point of interaction with the
system should be as intuitive as possible, by direct gestural manipulation or
objective simple vocal commands;

9. Contextual ergonomics – physical environments, contexts of use within the journey
of experience and human physical limitations should be considered while projecting
touch points of interaction with the system.

The concept of journey points to an approximation between UX Design, Pervasive
Information Architecture and Service Design, with focus on the physical-digital inte-
grated experience in one whole narrative. It is expected that the nine heuristics proposal
can help further investigate these relations. New experiments are needed to compare its
effectiveness in different contexts.
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Abstract. Information driven websites main goal is to provide updated and
relevant content to the user according to business goals. Website’s user expe-
rience evaluation differs from transactional web applications such as
e-commerce, e-banking or travel because in addition to usability and accessi-
bility; aesthetics, content, trust and persuasion must be considered for project
success. However, since user experience is an emergent field with several
frameworks and methods, it’s necessary to evaluate which ones have been used
previously. This paper presents the results of a systematic review aimed to
identify the state of the art in methods, tools and criteria used to evaluate the user
experience in information driven websites.

Keywords: User experience � Usability � Website � Method � Systematic
review

1 Introduction

At present, most organizations in the public or private sector own one or more websites
for communication purposes [1]. The main goal of these applications is to provide the
user with access to updated and relevant content [2] about the products and services of
the organization that owns the property. User profiles, communication goals and
content structure can change depending on the industry [3]: government websites can
be focused with giving to the general population an understanding about administrative
process and legislation, higher education institutions can be focused in providing
information about their academic programs and admissions, banking with promoting of
a portfolio of services and so on.

Because information driven websites are publicly available and do not have nec-
essarily a captive audience, usability and user experience are critical factors for user
retention and in consequence, to the project success [4]. By contrast, other web
applications such as e-commerce, e-banking or intranets have registered users that have
already been convinced of using the service provided by the organization that owns the
application. Information driven websites are usually in the early stages of the
user/customer acquisition process [5]. This means that generic approaches for user
experience or usability evaluation won’t address the specific nuances that define
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success for web applications that are driven by information acquisition, brand repre-
sentation, persuasion [6] and trust [7].

We understand usability and user experience by the following definitions, as
specified in the ISO 9241 standard [8]:

• Usability: An extension in which a system, product or service can be used by
specific users to achieve determined goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satis-
faction in the defined context of use.

• User Experience (UX): Extends the concept of usability (effectiveness, efficiency
and satisfaction) to the perception and responses resulting from the use and/or
anticipated use of a product, system or service.

Because information driven websites are the sum of its parts (software, content,
brand identity and visual design) they require to be evaluated at the user experience
level including the following criteria: usability, content, navigation, aesthetics, per-
formance, and the emotional response of the user after completing the task they wished
to accomplish [9]. However, most of the times website development is treated as
software project that addresses only the customization or creation of a Content Man-
agement System (CMS). CMS is a computer application that allows publishing, editing
and modifying content, organizing, deleting as well as maintenance from a central
interface [10]. This means both content and emotion can’t be evaluated because they
are aspects that are out of the bounds of the software development process. Because the
extent and nature of the content defines the website’s navigation [11] and the aesthetics
of the visual design, this approach can lead to navigation issues and designs that are not
suitable to the content they display, which in turn can result in usability issues because
it’s hard for the user to accomplish an information seeking task. This can lead to user
frustration, and impact the user’s perception of the brand, since he can translate the
poor user experience he had while using the website as an attribute of the brand that
owns it.

The systematic review presented in this paper seeks to recognize the state of the art
in methods, tools and criteria used to evaluate user experience for information driven
websites. The organization of this paper is as follows: Sect. 2 details the process
performed for the systematic review (criteria and process of selection of studies),
Sect. 3 shows the results obtained, and Sect. 4 the conclusions and future work.

2 Systematic Review

The systematic review presented below was executed according to the parameters
provided by Kitchenham and Charters [12]. The activities carried out for the imple-
mentation of the review were: definition of research questions, definition of the search
chain and inclusion and exclusion criteria, selection of primary studies, data extraction,
and synthesis of results.
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2.1 Research Questions

For the definition of the research questions we used the PICOC technique (population,
intervention, comparison, results and context:

Criteria Value

Population Websites and portals
Intervention Methods, tools and criteria for usability and user experience evaluation
Result Identify de efficiency and effectiveness of the methods and tools used to

evaluate the usability and user experience from existing studies
Context Primary studies that present and evaluate the performance or new, existing or

combination of existing methods, tools and criteria for the evaluation of
usability and/or user experience in websites, microsites, portals and mobile
websites. Studies must include the validation of the proposed methods at some
level

The defined research questions are:

• What methods, tools and criteria are used to evaluate user experience and usability
in websites?

• Which aspects of the user experience are considered for evaluation?
• At what stage of development does the evaluation apply?
• Efficiency and effectiveness: how satisfactory were the results obtained? How much

did they cost in terms of time and resources?

2.2 Search Strategy

Search terms. For the extraction of studies the criteria of population, intervention,
result and context were considered.

• T1 = framework OR tool OR technique OR groundwork OR approach OR scheme
OR plan

• T2 = user experience OR ux OR customer experience OR cx OR usability OR User
centered design OR interaction design

• T3 = website OR websites OR site OR Web page

The databases used for the gathering of information are: Web of science, IEE y Scopus

2.3 Study Selection

Papers that fall in the following categories were included:

• Papers that present surveys, case studies or experiments of one or more methods or
tools for the evaluation of usability or other aspects of user experience. The paper
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must include the description of the empirical validation process of the proposed
method.

• Empirical studies that show comparisons between two or more methods/tools or
combination of them.

Documents with the following characteristics were excluded:

• Tools and methods for mobile app usability/accessibility testing, since they are
mostly focused in complex functionality/tasks.

• Articles that condense previous knowledge, collections of best practices and rec-
ommendations that are not applied to a specific case, reflections upon existing
metrics or models.

• Tools and methods for usability/accessibility evaluation of web applications/
websites which main goal is other than informative, for example, websites focused
in ecommerce or eLearning.

• Methods focused only in the requirement generation process, since they do not
validate the method results in the context of a real project.

• Studies focused only in the optimization of search processes or form submission.
• Excluded studies that are only focused on accessibility for a specific group, for

example, blind users.
• Papers that focus on the software development process of applications for expert

analysis.
• Work in progress that describe the data gathering process (usually web logs), but are

not applied to a specific case.
• Complimentary tools proposed for the usability testing process (not fully described

methods).

2.4 Data Extraction

32 results were obtained from the Web of Science database. Of these, 13 were relevant
according to the selection criteria. 161 results were obtained from the IEE database. Of
these, 32 were relevant according to the selection criteria. 46 results were obtained from
the Ebsco research database. Of these, 20 were relevant according to the selection
criteria. The final count of evaluated studies is 65. The following table shows the list of
recovered studies, including the code that was assigned to each of them as part of the
systematic review process (Table 1).

2.5 Synthesis Strategy

The studies were grouped following the following criteria:
1st research question: Method and tools

• Method: Identifies the methodology approach selected for the study. Values are:
User testing, Expert evaluation, Automated, Data mining. A paper can have more
than one category.
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Table 1. List of the reviewed studies.

ID Author Title

1 M. H. N. M. Nasir; N. H. Hassan;
M. K. M. Nor

Participatory user centered design
techniques for a web information system
for stroke

2 Adepoju, SA; Shehu, IS Usability evaluation of academic websites
using automated tools

3 Hinchliffe, A; Mummery, WK Applying usability testing techniques to
improve a health promotion website

4 Erickson, William; Trerise, Sharon; Lee,
Camille; VanLooy, Sara; Knowlton,
Samuel; Bruyère, Susanne

The accessibility and usability of college
websites: Is your website presenting
barriers to potential students?

5 H. M. Grady Web site design: A case study in usability
testing using paper prototypes

6 Kanayama, T; Ogasawara, H; Kimijima,
H; Kontio, J; Conradi, R

Quality control techniques for
constructing attractive corporate websites:
Usability in relation to the popularity
ranking of websites

7 E. Olmsted-Hawala Card sorting, information architecture and
usability: Adding in our users’
perspective to re-design the census
bureau web site

8 Jeong, Wooseob; Han, Hye Jung Usability study on newspaper mobile
websites

9 D. Alonso-Ríos; I. Luis-Vázquez; E.
Mosqueira-Rey; V. Moret-Bonillo; B. B.
del Río

An HTML analyzer for the study of web
usability

10 Wan Fatimah Wan Ahmad; S. Sulaiman;
Farah Syahidah Johari

Usability Management System
(USEMATE): A web-based automated
system for managing usability testing
systematically

11 Saremi, HQ; Montazer, GA; Ardil, C Web usability: A fuzzy approach to the
navigation structure enhancement in a
website system, case of iranian civil
aviation organization website

12 Danielson, Carla Kmett; McCauley,
Jenna L.; Gros, Kirstin Stauffacher;
Jones, Andrea M.; Barr, Simone C.;
Borkman, April L.; Bryant, Brittany G.;
Ruggiero, Kenneth J. Health

SiHLEWeb.com: Development and
usability testing of an evidence-based
HIV prevention website for female
African-American adolescents

13 Herendy, C; Godart, C; Gronau, N;
Sharma, S; Canals, G

How to research people’s first
impressions of websites? eye-tracking as
a usability inspection method and online
focus group research

14 P. Weichbroth; K. Redlarski; I. Garnik Eye-tracking web usability research
15 Cappel, James J.; Zhenyu Huang A usability analysis of company websites

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

ID Author Title

16 Georgiakakis, P; Retalis, S;
Psaromiligkos, Y; Papadimitriou, G;
Jacko, JA

DEPTH TOOLKIT: A web-based tool for
designing and executing usability
evaluations of e-sites based on design
patterns

17 T. Conte; J. Massolar; E. Mendes; G.
H. Travassos

Web usability inspection technique based
on design perspectives

18 N. Borovina; D. Bošković; J. Dizdarević;
K. Bulja; A. Salihbegović

Heuristic based evaluation of Mobile
Services web portal usability

19 A. Sutcliffe Assessing the reliability of heuristic
evaluation for Web site attractiveness and
usability

20 D. Davis; S. Jiang Usability evaluation of web-based
interfaces for Type2 Diabetes Mellitus

21 T. Conte; V. Vaz; J. Massolar; E.
Mendes; G. H. Travassos

Improving a web usability inspection
technique using qualitative and
quantitative data from an observational
study

22 Alotaibi, MB; Latifi, S Assessing the usability of university
websites in Saudi Arabia: A heuristic
evaluation approach

23 Torrente, MCS; Prieto, ABM; Gutierrez,
DA; de Sagastegui, MEA

Sirius: A heuristic-based framework for
measuring web usability adapted to the
type of website

24 A. Paula Afonso; J. Reis Lima; M. Perez
Cota

Assessing the usability of Web interfaces

25 D. Zimmerman; M. Slater; P. Kendall Risk communication and usability case
study: implications for Web site design

26 A. Al-Wabil; H. Al-Khalifa A framework for integrating usability
evaluations methods: The Mawhiba web
portal case study

27 A. P. Afonso; J. R. Lima; M. P. Cota A heuristic evaluation of usability of Web
interfaces

28 A. P. Afonso; M. J. Angélico; J. R. Lima;
M. P. Cota

UsaWeb. A model for usability
evaluation web interfaces

29 N. B. N. Rozali; M. Y. B. Said Usability testing on government agencies
web portal: A study on Ministry of
Education Malaysia (MOE) web portal

30 Johnson, Melissa A.; Norris Martin,
Kelly.

When navigation trumps visual
dynamism: hospital website usability and
credibility

31 Nyman, Samuel R.; Yardley, Lucy Usability and acceptability of a website
that provides tailored advice on falls
prevention activities for older people

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

ID Author Title

32 Margolin, Jonathan; Miller, Shazia
Rafiullah; Rosenbaum, James E

The community college website as virtual
advisor: A usability study

33 Isa, WARWM; Yusoff, MM; Nordin,
DAA; Berry, MW; Mohamed, AH; Wah,
YB

Evaluating the usability of homestay
websites in Malaysia using automated
tools

34 Peute, LW; Knijnenburg, SL; Kremer,
LC; Jaspers, MWM

A concise and practical framework for the
development and usability evaluation of
patient information websites

35 Aizpurua, Amaia; Harper, Simon; Vigo,
Markel

Exploring the relationship between web
accessibility and user experience

36 L. Rivero; T. Conte Using an empirical study to evaluate the
feasibility of a new usability inspection
technique for paper based prototypes of
web applications

37 Tolliver, Robert L.; Carter, David S.;
Chapman, Suzanne E.; Edwards,
Phillip M.; Fisher, Jeanie E.; Haines,
Annette L.; Krolikowski, Lana E.; Price,
Rebecca M

Website redesign and testing with a
usability consultant: lessons learned

38 O’Brien, Heather L.; Lebow, Mahria Mixed-methods approach to measuring
user experience in online news
interactions

39 A. P. Afonso; J. R. Lima; M. P. Cota Usability assessment of web interfaces:
User testing

40 P. Fernandes; T. Conte; B. Bonif’cio WE-QT: A web usability inspection
technique to support novice inspectors

41 U. K. Yusof; L. K. Khaw; H. Y. Ch’ng;
B. J. Neow

Balancing between usability and
aesthetics of Web design

42 Lepkowska-White, Elzbieta; Imboden,
Kate

Effective design for usability and
interaction: the case of art museum
websites

43 Tisinger, Russell; Stroud, Natalie;
Meltzer, Kimberly; Mueller, Brett; Gans,
Rachel

Creating political websites: Balancing
complexity & usability

44 Law, Rob; Ngai, Cathy Usability of travel websites: A case study
of the perceptions of Hong Kong travelers

45 Sundeen, Todd; Vince Garland, Krista;
Wienke, Wilfred

Perceptions of special education doctoral
websites: A multiyear investigation of
website usability and navigability

46 Aranyi, Gabor; van Schaik, Paul Modeling user experience with news
websites

47 Seckler, Mirjam; Heinz, Silvia; Forde,
Seamus; Tuch, Alexandre N.; Opwis,
Klaus

Trust and distrust on the web: User
experiences and website characteristics

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

ID Author Title

48 bin Ahmad, MA; Iahad, NA Websites usability instrument validation
using think-aloud method

49 Jian-Li Duan; Shu-Xia Liu Application on web mining for web
usability analysis

50 Venkatesh, Viswanath; Hoehle, Hartmut;
Aljafari, Ruba

A usability evaluation of the Obamacare
website

51 S. Khodambashi; Ø. Nytrø Usability evaluation of published clinical
guidelines on the web: A case study

52 L. Triacca; A. Inversini; D. Bolchini Evaluating web usability with MiLE+
53 W. A. R. W. M. Isa; A. M. Lokman; E.

S. A. Wahid; R. Sulaiman
Usability testing research framework:
Case of handicraft web-based system

54 A. Granic; I. Mitrovic; N. Marangunic Usability evaluation of web portals
55 Zhao Huang; Benyoucef, Morad Usability and credibility of e-government

websites
56 Van Waes, L Thinking aloud as a method for testing

the usability of websites: The influence of
task variation on the evaluation of
hypertext

57 E. L. Olmsted-Hawala; E. D. Murphy; S.
Hawala; K. T. Ashenfelter

Think-aloud protocols: Analyzing three
different think-aloud protocols with
counts of verbalized frustrations in a
usability study of an information-rich
website

58 Hatter, Alicia; Howard, Tharon Intentional Bias: an empirical study of
interpellative user experiences on
university donor websites

59 Nicolson, DJ; Knapp, P; Gardner, P;
Raynor, DK

Combining Concurrent and Sequential
Methods to Examine the Usability and
Readability of Websites With Information
About Medicines

60 Cunningham, Anna; Johnson, Frances Exploring trust in online health
information: a study of user experiences
of patients.co.uk

61 M. Swaak; M. de Jong; P. de Vries Effects of information usefulness, visual
attractiveness, and usability on web
visitors’ trust and behavioral intentions

62 T. Lau Toward a user-centered web design:
lessons learned from user feedback

63 R. Geng; J. Tian Improving web navigation usability by
comparing actual and anticipated usage

64 Chun-hung Li; Chui-chun Kit Web structure mining for usability
analysis

65 N. Harrati; I. Bouchrika; A. Tari; A.
Ladjailia

Automating the evaluation of usability
remotely for web applications via a
model-based approach
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• Tools: Identifies the tools that were used for the research: card sorting, question-
naire, focus group, observation or the think aloud protocol.

2nd research question: Aspects of evaluation

• Criteria: Specific criteria applied in the study. Values are: Accessibility, Usability,
User experience, Content, Aesthetics, Information architecture, trust, emotion.

3rd research question: Stage in the development process.

• Development phase: Stage in the software development process in which the
research was applied.

4th research question: Efficiency and efficacy

• Satisfaction obtained from the proposed method application.
• Cost to apply the proposed research methodology in terms of people, time and

money: low, medium, high.
• Level of technical expertise required from the evaluator: low, medium, high.

Additionally, we observed the number of evaluated sites: Some approaches are at
the level of proposal, which means they have been tested with very few websites.

3 Results

With regard to the method used, the results show that 47% of the selected studies used
some form of user testing, and 27% used expert evaluation. 12% studies used a
combination of user testing and expert evaluation, and 8% used data mining techniques
that included content mining and pattern identification in links or content. The
remaining 6% other methods that include automated tools focused in the evaluation of
usability and accessibility (usually using a tool that implements the latest version of the
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines - WCAG specification [13] that requires the
input of the website url to perform a compliance analysis), analytics to identify navi-
gation patterns or modifications in the software development process to incorporate
tasks that prevent known usability issues. Remote testing was applied in some studies
that implemented user testing to reduce costs in time and subject availability (Table 2).

With regard to the tools used, the results show that the most frequently used tool is
questionnaires, which are used as a guide to give structure to the user testing process
while applying interviews, focus groups and the think aloud method. Questionnaires
can also be directly applied to the user as a data collection tool by itself (System
Usability Scale - SUS) [14]. Heuristic evaluation was used as the tool of choice for
expert evaluation. The most frequently used specification was the heuristics set pro-
posed by Jacob Nielsen [15]. Other specifications used for the expert evaluation pro-
cess were the Microsoft Usability Guidelines [16], custom measures derived from other
knowledge field such as psychology (psychometric scales) or a combination and
adaptation of an existing heuristics set with new measures proposed by the researcher.

Interviews were used as a complimentary tool, mostly to obtain information of
aspects of the user experience that were difficult to measure because of their subjective
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nature (emotions, attitudes or trust), and also to explain user behavior in specific
contexts.

The think aloud method was used in combination with direct observation and task
completion. Focus groups were mostly used to discuss expectations and perceptions.
Card sorting was used specifically to identify improvements in the navigation of the
website, by proposing an optimized information architecture from existing terms. Web
logs, data mining and clickstream analytics were used to identify patterns in user
navigation. Eye tracking was used to examine fixations in existing visual designs.
Benchmarking was used as a tool in the early planning moments to compare existing
websites in an specific industry with the goal of defining usability requirements for the
implementation or critical content. Paper and digital prototypes were used as a tool in
both early planning and development phases. Other tools as webmaster emails, word
prompts and psychometric scales were used scarcely as a complimentary to existing
methods. One study proposed software to improve the efficiency of the usability
process by means of providing an application that contains all the information gen-
erated during the evaluation process (Table 3).

With regard to the criteria used for the evaluation, the results show that usability is
the most commonly evaluated aspect, followed by content, aesthetics and information
architecture (navigation). User experience is mentioned as a research goal but it’s
always decomposed in more specific aspects, usually the above mentioned content,
aesthetics and information architecture, or custom measures proposed by the researcher
conditioned to the website’s industry. Task completion is also frequently measured;

Table 2. Methods used in reviewed studies.

Method Times
used

Studies

User testing 29 [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36],
[37], [38], [39], [40], [51], [52], [53], [54], [55], [56],
[57], [58], [59], [60], [61], [62], [63], [64]

Expert evaluation 15 [4], [5], [6], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27],
[28], [46], [47], [48], [49]

User testing, expert
evaluation

9 [12], [13], [41], [42], [43], [44], [45], [65]

Data mining 3 [15], [17], [18]
Automated 2 [2], [14]
User testing, self-report 1 [50]
Analytics 1 [1]
Automated, data
mining

1 [3]

Automated, user testing 1 [15]
Data mining, user
testing

1 [19]

Guidelines 1 [29]
Software Development
flow modification

1 [30]
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however, it’s limited to tasks related to information finding using the proposed navi-
gation or visual interface. Subjective criteria included in several studies are trust,
emotion, engagement and persuasion. In some cases, industry specific adaptations are
made to the evaluation criteria to allow focus on specific tasks related to the website’s
communication goals or user profiles (Table 4).

With regard to the development phase, 82% of the selected studies were conducted
when the evaluated website(s) is in the final stages of implementation or already
published, 6% of the studies were made in the planning/requirements stage, and 8% in
the graphic design stage. Only one study proposed an iterative methodology during the
development phase. These proportions can be explained because the evaluation of the

Table 3. Tools used in the reviewed studies

Tool Times
used

Studies

Analytics 1 [38]
Benchmarking 2 [5], [6]
Card sorting 4 [1], [7], [26], [37]
Custom
measures

1 [8]

Custom
software

2 [9], [10]

Eye tracking 3 [13], [14], [26]
Focus group 6 [1], [13], [26], [28], [34], [62]
Guideline 2 [15], [16]
Heuristic
evaluation

16 [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27],
[28], [34], [52], [54]

Interview 14 [1], [3], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [35], [37], [39], [48], [51],
[54], [60]

Link checker 3 [2], [4], [33]
Observation 7 [3], [6], [29], [35], [51], [55], [59]
Psychometric
scale

1 [38]

Questionnaire 25 [3], [6], [24], [25], [28], [29], [30], [31], [35], [38], [39], [40],
[41], [42], [43], [44], [45], [46], [47], [48], [53], [54], [55], [61],
[64]

Survey 6 [26], [32], [47], [50], [51], [62]
Task
completion

12 [4], [25], [26], [30], [48], [51], [52], [53], [54], [55], [63], [65]

Think aloud
method

13 [14], [25], [26], [31], [32], [34], [48], [56], [57], [58], [59], [60],
[61]

Web log 5 [3], [11], [63], [64], [65]
Webmaster
emails

1 [62]

Word prompt 1 [35]
Prototype 7 [5], [29], [34], [34], [36], [37], [62]
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complete user experience of an information-driven website requires the evaluation of
the published information, the visual design and the functioning navigation as a
complete system. Since these aspects are not fully formed while the website is in
process of being coded, studies that require an evaluation in the early phases of a web
development project must resort to methods that evaluate existing websites in the same
industry (benchmarking) or simulate the final product (prototypes). These methods do
not guarantee that new user experience problems can appear in the finished product.
Since the user testing process is expensive in time and resources it is logical that most
studies are executed when the implementation is already complete, when the evaluation
will yield the most complete set of information (Table 5).

With regard to the efficacy of the selected methods, the results show that
researchers were most satisfied with the information obtained from expert evaluation,
user testing, or a combination of both. Expert evaluation is proportionately under user
testing because researchers are aware that it can generate blind spots caused by the
expert’s familiarity with the website’s topics and structure. Data mining provides high
results and low cost but does not explain why the user acted in a specific way, and
requires a high level of technical expertise.

With regard to the efficiency of the selected methods, the most efficient is expert
evaluation, followed by data mining and automated tools. User testing is the most

Table 4. Criteria used to evaluate user experience and/or usability in websites.

Criteria Times
used

Studies

Performance 7 [9], [29], [33], [33], [52], [53], [65]
Emotion and
engagement

2 [35], [38]

Persuasion 1 [58]
Popularity 1 [6]
Trust 5 [30], [47], [55], [59], [60]
Accessibility 5 [2], [4], [9], [23], [35]
Aesthetics 18 [3], [8], [12], [19], [22], [23], [24], [29], [30], [41], [43], [45],

[47], [52], [58], [60], [61], [62]
Attitude 2 [13], [31]
Broken links 2 [9], [33]
Content 22 [1], [6], [8], [11], [12], [15], [25], [30], [32], [38], [42], [44],

[45], [46], [47], [50], [52], [55], [58], [59], [60], [61]
Information
architecture

16 [1], [3], [7], [8], [11], [12], [22], [32], [37], [42], [43], [44],
[45], [46], [52], [64]

Interactivity 1 [43]
Usability 57 [1], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [9], [10], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16],

[17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27],
[28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38],
[39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44], [48], [49], [50], [51], [53],
[54], [55], [56], [57], [58], [59], [61], [62], [63], [64], [65]

User experience 7 [19], [25], [39], [47], [54], [59], [62]
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expensive method. Modifications to reduce costs in application include the use of
remote testing tools such as online surveys, and limitation of the collected data to
predefined values, however this approaches tend to impact negatively the quality of the
knowledge generated by the methodology (Table 6).

4 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents a systematic review conducted to identify the methodology, tools
and criteria used to evaluate the user experience in information driven websites, and the
efficacy and efficiency reported by the researchers after the application of the selected
methodology. Papers that evaluated usability were also included because they included

Table 5. Project phases in which studies are conducted

Development
phase

Times
used

Studies

Completed 52 [2], [4], [8], [9], [10], [11], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [19], [20],
[21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [30], [31], [32], [33],
[35], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44], [45], [46], [47], [48],
[49], [50], [51], [52], [53], [54], [55], [57], [58], [59], [60], [61],
[63], [64], [65]

Design 5 [3], [5], [7], [18], [62]
Coding 1 [12]
Not specified 1 [56]
Planning 4 [1], [34], [36], [37]
Planning,
completed

2 [6], [29]

Table 6. Satisfaction and cost per methodology.

Perceived
satisfaction

Perceived cost

Evaluation methods Low Medium High Low Medium High

Analytics 0 1 0 0 0 1
Automated 0 1 1 2 0 0
Automated, data mining 0 0 1 1 0 0
Automated, user testing 0 0 1 1 0 0
Data mining 0 1 2 2 0 1
Data mining, user testing 0 1 0 1 0 0
Expert evaluation 0 7 9 11 3 2
Guidelines 0 0 1 0 0 1
Self-report, user testing 0 0 1 0 0 1
Software Development flow modification 0 0 1 1 0 0
User testing 0 10 19 5 12 12
User testing, expert evaluation 0 2 6 2 4 2
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references to user experience evaluation. 65 studies were selected from 239. Empirical
evidence was extracted from these studies, coded and aggregated.

We identified that the dominant methodologies are user testing and expert evalu-
ation because of the quality of the obtained information. New methods proposed by
researchers include data mining and automated tools to improve the data collection and
processing process. Evaluation criteria can be general (compatible with all types of
websites) or adapted according to the industry’s communication goals. After usability,
content, information architecture, aesthetics and task completion are the most fre-
quently used criteria for the evaluation. Balance between usability and aesthetics is
seen as a compromise, especially since website owners require customized interactivity
to differentiate themselves from other websites. Proposed methods and tools required
that the evaluator is already familiar with user experience/usability and has some
degree of technical competence (background in information technology, statistics or
data science); however, tasks such as questionnaire application can be delegated to
evaluators with less experience.

Most studies were conducted over already published websites because navigation,
content and visual design are aspects that need to be included for a complete user
experience evaluation. This also means that there is not an established methodology for
user experience evaluation during the software development process of an information
divan website. This does not imply that companies do not conduct this type of research
in their projects, only that this type of knowledge is not registered in academic
databases.

Further research can be developed in the following topics:

• Differences in the user experience from recurring users and new users, since the
information they would be interested in, and the expectations of the website could
differ.

• Usability/user experience evaluation in websites developed with agile
methodologies.

• Impact on user experience of pop ups windows, and areas reserved for display of
different formats of advertising.

• Differences in user experience between users of mobile version websites compared
to responsive interfaces.
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Abstract. User Experience Design approaches typically rely on the creation of
various concrete artifacts that are constructed and refined during the iterative
course of an UX project. While the respective details and, correspondingly, the
labels to designate resulting artifacts might vary, we often find Personas and
Scenarios for consolidating insights in the Research Phase of a project; Scrib-
bles, Wireframes or Mockups for spelling out our ideas in the Design Phase; and
the use of (interactive) prototypes in an Evaluation phase, where we document
usability findings in Usability Reports. In this paper, we introduce the concept of
a UX Metrics Table, a comprehensive artifact that supports UX designers by
guiding their project activities and by helping to derive an informed decision
about the termination of iteration cycles. To exemplify the use of a UX metrics
table and example is presented showing the application of the UX metrics table
in a summative evaluation project.

Keywords: UX metric � UX design � User experience � Human-centered
design � Iteration � Lean UX � System usability scale � Formative evaluation �
Summative evaluation

1 Introduction

The term User Experience (UX) is, despite being devised almost 25 years ago by
Donald Norman, still a somewhat chatoyant concept. In an approach to provide an
overview of its meaning, the site allaboutux.org lists 27 definitions of user experience
that were established until 2010. The ISO 9241-210 defines user experience as “a
person’s perceptions and responses that result from the use or anticipated use of a
product, system or service … [UX] includes all the users’ emotions, beliefs, prefer-
ences, perceptions, physical and psychological responses, behaviors and accomplish-
ments that occur before, during and after use … Usability criteria can be used to assess
aspects of user experience”. While this definition falls short of explicitly mentioning
directly measurable UX metrics, the situation is more relieved in the ISO 9241-110
definition of usability. It defines usability as “the extent to which a product can be used
by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satis-
faction in a specified context of use”. While the exact relation of usability to the
obviously more comprehensive concept of user experience is not spelled out exten-
sively in the ISO 9241 definition, we are informed that “usability criteria can be used to
assess aspects of user experience”. Completionrates or error rates can be used to
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operationalize the usability criterion of effectiveness, while time on task is an example
for a quantification of the efficiency criterion. Completion rates and time on task can be
measured objectively, while the third usability criterion, satisfaction, is a subjective
measure that can be elicited on the task level using the System Usability Scale, for
example (Sauro 2011). Operationalizing and including criteria in the measurement that
extend the task level (on which the semantically tighter definition of usability mainly
operates) as required by the ISO definition of user experience is clearly more complex:
taking the subjective consequences of an “anticipated use of a product” or a “user’s
emotions, beliefs, preferences, perceptions” into account demands the application of
valid and reliable methods like the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ, Laugwitz
et al. 2008).

In this paper we introduce an artifact called UX metrics table that focuses on the
identification, measuring and comparative interpretation of UX metrics. To pave the
ground for outlining a UX metrics table, some essential terms are clarified in the next
section.

1.1 What Do We Mean by UX Metrics?

A metric is understood as an approach to the measurement or evaluation of a phe-
nomenon under consideration (Tullis and Albert 2013). A metric that focuses on the
usability of an interactive system like time on task can be measured directly and
objectively by the assignment of a numerical value representing the delta between the
start time and the end time of working on a task for a given sample of users. We need to
determine an instrument for measuring, as well as the units for reporting the results of
its application in a (set of) situation(s). A potential result would be a statement like: The
mean time for completing an order with system X is 37.9 s (with a standard deviation
of 7.2 s).

When moving from the definition of usability to its superordinate concept of user
experience according to the ISO 9241 we fall short of simple, directly observable
indicators and need to resort to subjective measures like the UEQ mentioned above or
to marketing metrics like brand perception (Sauro 2015) to capture specific aspects of
user experience.

UX metrics, as results of measurements are quantitative by nature: we can compare
the measurement results of a certain UX metric for different systems or contrast the
measurement before and after the redesign of a system. In order to qualify as a
well-founded and useful UX metric, the respective measure is required to be valid (i.e.
it should measure what it claims to measure), reliable (i.e. it should produce similar
results under similar conditions) and objective (i.e. it should be independent of the
person conducting the measurement and should be free of references to outside
influences). Ideally, a UX metric should be easy and economically to measure and its
results should be understandable and informative. Embedding an instrument for
measuring UX in a comprehensive framework of UX like the Components Model of
User Experience (Thüring and Mahlke 2007) provides valuable theoretical underpin-
nings to support a sound interpretation of its results (see the meCUE questionnaire,
Thüring and Minge 2014). To aid broad applicability, metrics should be flexible for
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utilization in early design phasesand should give meaningful results even with small
sample sizes.

Leech (2011) argues that in order to be helpful, a UX metric needs to come with a
timescale (to designate the temporal period under consideration), a benchmark (to
allow for comparisons), a reason to be reported (to focus on significant data) and an
action (that would allow appropriate response in light of available data) associated.

1.2 Why Should We Collect UX Metrics?

UX metrics provide directions for design. Depending on the requirements of a given
project, the goal of design activities might vary: in one project we might primarily
focus on achieving an efficient interaction concept while we might need to balance
(conflicting) metrics like efficiency, error ratesand/or learnability in the next project.

Identifying a relevant set of metrics and adequately balancing conflicting metrics is
crucial to the success of product development. Starting with the vision of a new or
improved product, we need to identify UX metrics to qualify what we mean by a
desirable user experience in the respective project context. Explicit UX metrics help to
shape and elaborate the goals of product development. Agreeing on benchmarks that
come as target (and, optionally, acceptance) values for the UX metrics selected fosters
insightful discussions especially in cross-functional teams and aligns project members
on a strategic level. UX metrics guide data collection during the research phase of a
project by pointing to empirical information required to come to informed design
decisions.

Establishing UX metrics also helps us to evaluate our assumptions: they aid the
interpretation of conducted studies, measure the impact of changes to a product and
spell out improvements over iteration cycles. UX metrics tell us when to stop iterating
because target values are met or exceeded. Defined target values for UX metrics allows
a calculation of the intended benefits when conducting predictive Return-on-
Investment (ROI) analyses. Monitoring the status and continuously reviewing the
relevance of the chosen UX metrics acknowledges the dynamics of user experience and
provides opportunities for prompt action in the light of changing UX requirements.

UX metrics make it easy to communicate project progress — and provide con-
vincing numbers to prove it. Finally, UX metrics allow for easy comparisons of dif-
ferent products or different versions of the same product. Tullis and Albert (2013, p. 8),
in their seminal book on UX metrics claim that “Metrics add structure to the design and
evaluation process, give insight into the findings, and provide information to the
decision makers”.

In defiance of theoutlined value, UX metrics are often neither explicitly opera-
tionalized, nor agreed upon or annotated with target and/or acceptance values. Nielsens
(2001) infamous quote “Metrics are expensive and are a poor use of typically scarce
usability resources” might not be completely inculpable for that. A fortunate, clear
exception are approaches that sail under the Lean UX flag following a designated build,
measure and learn loop (Gothelf and Seiden 2012). In too many projects, however, UX
metrics remain implicit and lose their guiding force. Even worse, team members, who
are jointly contributing to the development of a product, might individually be striving
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for the attainment of different (or even conflicting), but unexpressed UX goals. The
lack of explicit and shared UX metrics impedes a smooth orchestration of project
activities and misses opportunities to focus on informed, goal-oriented actions.

User experience design approaches typically rely on the creation of various con-
crete artifacts that are constructed and refined during the iterative course of an UX
project. UX metrics need to be tightly engrained in the landscape of core UX artifacts
to become widely understood as a matter of course and used as informative tools for
design. A UX metrics tableconnectspersonas and scenarios with the explicit elaboration
of quantitative metrics and has proven to be a helpful artifact through the stages of a
UX project. In the next section we discuss ways to establish a UX metric.

1.3 Establishing UX Metrics

Meaningful UX metrics focus on the critical interaction scenarios of using an appli-
cation. A scenario might be critical for different reasons: it is used very frequently,
errors imply severe consequences, the touch point of interaction might contribute
crucially to the general impression of the application, the interaction sequence might be
of eminent importance for learning how to use a system or other essential scenarios that
shape the user experience significantly. We first need to identify these critical inter-
action scenarios in order to set concrete expectations regarding relevant UX metrics.

Different scenariosmay be critical for different personas that are conceptualized as
representative users of an application. When we establish UX metrics we need to take
critical scenarios and their associated personas into account. Independently from the
concept of a UX metrics table presented in this paper, Travis (2011) suggested a related
approach in which he suggests to first identify the red routes as an initial step to create
UX metrics: “Most systems, even quite complex ones, usually have only a handful of
critical tasks. This doesn’t mean that the system will support only those tasks: it simply
means that these tasks are the essential ones for the business and for users. So it makes
sense to use these red routes to track progress”. Travis refers to user stories (Cohn
2004) to support “thinking of the needs and goals of a specific persona” and to “fully
ground” the scenario in context.

Including personas and scenarios in the formulation of a UX metric helps to prevent
the definition of overly generic UX metrics that would require a significant opera-
tionalization before they can be associated with a method for measurement: “… «easy
to use», «enjoyable» or «easy to learn»”. It’s not that these aren’t worthy design goals,
it’s that they are simply too abstract to help you measure the user experience” (Travis
2011). Defining UX metrics in reference to personas and scenarios gives us the con-
creteness needed to declare successful goal attainment.

What is missing yet in order to arrive at quantifiable UX metrics are numerical
values that form precise criteria for comparison. We may want a revised system to be
better with regard to a certain UX metric than its predecessor, and/or we want it to be
as least as good as its next competitor. We need to know benchmark values for
comparison to indicate success or failure. In a summative evaluation, we can then
qualify a measured value for a relevant UX metric to be good when it exceeds the
benchmark value — or to be bad when it is lower, considering just a simple case.
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Having benchmark values for UX metrics does not just allow for meaningful
comparisons, but also helps to set reasonable target values regarding the magnitude of
intended improvement. Arriving at relevant benchmark values can be achieved by
measuring a UX metric with regard to a preceding system version, a competitor’s offer
— or, for some UX metrics, even with the values for the manual processing of some
up-to-now unsupported task. Technical capabilities and insights from research activi-
ties typically inform the precise assignment of target and acceptance values. If in need
of available benchmark values, generic average values for UX metrics, as published by
Sauro (2012), can be used as rough first evidence.

In practice, differentiating between intended targetvalues and acceptance values
has turned out to be helpful in some occasions. Target values represent true indicators
of success, while achieving acceptance values points to the right direction but leaves
room for improvement.

Identifying and prioritizing UX metrics is typically not a solitary endeavor. Dif-
ferent UX metrics might be of varying importance to different stakeholders, it is thus
advisable to engage all interested parties when selecting and consolidating the set of
UX metrics considered to be relevant. Especially in early phases of a project,
large-scale UX goals, as spelled out in Google’s HEART framework (Happiness,
Engagement, Adoption, Retention, and Task Success, see Luenendonk 2015) are often
put forward and later refined by referring to measurable metrics. Tullis and Albert
(2013) extensively discuss behavioral and attitudinal UX metrics, categorized as per-
formance metrics, issue-based metrics, self-reported metrics, as well as behavioral and
physiological metrics.

2 The UX Metrics Table

Human-centered design activities are, by their very nature, artifact-centered. The
construction of artifacts is the lowest common denominator uniting the iteratively
intertwined phases of a human-centered product development cycle. Coming in dif-
ferent guises and named according to different flavors, artifacts are shared as com-
munication tools amongst stakeholders, are evaluated and refined and, if necessary,
abandoned. The maturity of artifacts indicates, within the limits of iterative approaches,
progress in UX projects: We envision future users of an interactive system by estab-
lishing lively personas as representative archetypes. Scenarios excite the working goals
of an acting persona in context and constitute an essential ingredient for deriving
requirements. Scribbles, wireframes, user journeys and interactive prototypes let a
product gradually come alive and support an early experience of a product’s essentials.
In contrast to the artifacts mentioned before, UX metrics have, however, not yet found
a firm home in the artifact arsenal of UX professionals.

A UX metrics table links personas and scenarios to explicit UX metrics in a
comprehensive artifact accompanying human-centered design activities. It continu-
ously conveys the targets for the design, helping to keep the focus on agreed upon
quantitative UX goals of a project. The rows of a UX metrics table refer to the UX
metrics considered, presented in decreasing order of priority. Its columns provide the
agreed upon parameters of the metric.
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Figure 1 shows the header of an UX metrics table. The UX metrics table consists of
nine columns that define (1) the UX metric under consideration, (2) the method
tomeasurethe UX metric, (3) the persona representing the intended user, (4) the sce-
nario that provides the situational context, (5) a benchmark value for comparison, (6) a
target value (complemented by an optional acceptance value) that serves as a quan-
titative goal for this metric, (7) a result column, holding the measured score for the UX
metric that was empirically measured, (8) a time scale column to indicate the time
frame within which the intended result is to be achieved and (9) a sample column to
describe the designated sample for evaluating the UX metric.

The number of rows representing the chosen UX metrics and their respective
content depend of course on the specific goals and circumstances of an actual project.
While starting with a small and focused list of UX metrics is advisable, the details of a
UX metric table are subject to change over time. In practice, UX metrics might be
added, rows where the result value equals or exceeds the target value might be
highlighted to indicate success, and values might be adjusted in the light of new
insights. The history of a UX metrics table represents dynamic snapshots of the pro-
gress made in establishing and attaining UX metrics.

Using the UX metrics table in real-world projects is quite straightforward: after
having arrived at an initial understanding of the project goals, a first version of a UX
metrics table is established in a joint meeting that brings relevant stakeholders together.
Agreeing on relevant UX metrics paves the ground for a shared understanding of the
project goals— that often get into a vivid tug-of-war for the “right” metrics and/or their
prioritization. In projects targeted at the development of new products, initial UX
metrics tables often start with tables consisting of hardly more than two concerted
entries in the UX metric column that have mutually been agree to be significant.

Setting UX metrics for a product requires (well-grounded) assumptions regarding
the quality of its use. Establishing a UX metrics table gives additional weight to the
careful creation of personas and scenarios based on empirical data. If user research has
already provided evidence for their construction, the columns for persona and scenario
can be filled — with their content certainly having a major impact on the definition of
the UX metric under consideration. If not, the cells for persona and scenario in the UX
table will remind the team about required action for further research to empirically
ground the UX metric.

To illustrate the construction process of a UX metrics table, we discuss a simple
example in the next paragraph.

UX metric Measure Persona Scenario Benchmark Target Result Time scale Sample

Fig. 1. Elements of a UX metrics table
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3 Applying the UX Metrics Table in Practice

A UX Metrics Table provides a clear rationale for assessing the progress made during
the iterations of a design project. It is easy to understand the benefits of the suggested
artifact in the build-measure-learn loops of Lean UX approaches where (real word)
validations of incrementally extended products are formatively conducted (see Steimle
and Wallach, in preparation, for a discussion of UX metrics tables in Lean Develop-
ment). Seeing how a UX metrics table can contribute to summative evaluations is less
obvious. In the following real-world example we illustrate a summative use of UX
tables in a project that was initiated by a client interested in an overall evaluation of a
complex software system. For reasons of anonymization, we will denote the software
as WCS in the remainder of the paper.

3.1 An Example for the Summative Use of the UX Metrics Table

WCS was installed three years ago with a large, international user base as the successor
of an application with similar functionality. After having received negative user
feedback regarding several UX deficiencies of WCS, the client commissioned a sum-
mative usability study to inspect the application.

Analysis of the user base revealed two distinct user groups of WCS:

• Expert users, who (1) mostly report to use WCS daily or on several days per week,
(2) qualify themselves to be very proficient in using WCS (self-reports using a
7-point scale [1–7], yielding an average of 5.28 out of 7, SD = 1.63), (3) work on
task sets that require full access to WCS’s functionality;

• Occasional users, with (1) >75% of this group using WCS less than once per month,
(2) qualify their level of proficiency comparatively low (self-reports using a 7-point
scale [1–7], yielding an average of 3.66 out of 7, SD = 1.70), (3) work on restricted
tasks with only limited access to WCS’s functionality.

Both user groups work with WCS for about the same time (Expert users: 31.22
months, SD: 10.68; occasional users: 30.44 months, SD: 10.98).

To better understand the respective user attributes, their working goals and situa-
tional parameters, a Contextual Inquiry was conducted. The domain of WCS is quite
knowledge-intense, so the gathered insights were necessary prerequisites for a detailed
UX inspection of the system. Results from the Contextual Inquiry were used to
empirically ground the construction of two personas. The name Emily Expert was used
to denote the Expert persona, while the group of occasional users was archetypically
depicted by a persona called Tim Sometime.

When the client commissioned the UX evaluation, he was mainly interested in (a) an
understanding of the user perspective, i.e. the subjective impression of WCS’s quality of
use and (b) an expert opinion regarding reported (potential) usability flaws of WCS.

Following the categorization according to Tullis an Albert (2013), the subjective
usability impression of WCS’s users can be considered as a self-reported metric that can
be measured, for example, using the System Usability Scale (SUS). The SUS is a
questionnaire to elicit the subjective impression of the usability of an interactive
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system. It was published by Brooke (1996) and is used in an exceptionally large
number of scientific and practical studies. TheSUS has excellent values for validity and
reliability (Sauro 2011) and allows economical data elicitation since the questionnaire
is comprised of only ten items. In response to these items, participants express their
(dis)agreement with a system on a five-tier Likert-scale (example: “I feel very confident
in using WCS”, (strongly disagree … strongly agree). A SUSscore is calculated from the
answers to the SUS questions and can range in 41 increments from 0 to 100. Zero
symbolizes the theoretical lowest score and 100 the highest possible SUSscore.

3.2 Determining the Values of the UX Metrics Table

Given the UX metric of a subjective usability impression, the SUS as a method for
measurement and the two personas, we can already complete parts of WCS UX metric
table. The scenario cell in the table can be left empty since the SUS score refers to the
overall impression of a system and is not related to an isolated scenario. To determine a
benchmark value for the SUS score, data reported by Sauro (2011) was used. Sauro
published SUSscores from a total of 446 studies with more than 5,000 participants to
derive general benchmark data that supports a comparative interpretation of obtained
SUSscores. The mean SUS score representing the entirety of those studies is 68, which
can be inserted as the benchmark value for WCS — with the target value set to >68.
While this setting seems to be appropriate for the Tim Sometime persona representing
occasional users, the values for benchmark/target is set in reference to Sauro’s mean
SUS score for “Internal-productivity software: Customer Service and Network Oper-
ations applications”, which is 76.7 (SD = 8.8). In fact, all expert users of WCS are
working in the very same organization that released WCS, while occasional users are
employed in a variety of different organizations: the respective reference points are set
accordingly. The slot for time scale was set to Nowbecause the summative study is
intended to capture the current state of the metric. Although the SUS is a robust tool
even with small sample sizes, a web-based presentation of the SUS promised to gather
data from a larger sample size (N > 50). Figure 2 shows the definition of the initial
version of the UX metrics table for WCS.

Note: For reasons of simplicity and illustration, the table in Fig. 2 just comprises a
single metric, referring to two different personas. Typically, a UX metrics table

UX metric Measure Persona Scenario Benchmark Target Result
Time 
scale

Sample

Subj.Impr. SUS Emily E. – 68 > 68 Now > 50

Subj.Impr. SUS Tim S. – 76 > 76 Now > 50

Fig. 2. Initial UX metrics table for WCS
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includes various types of UX metrics that require carefully balancing (see Steimle and
Wallach, in preparation).

3.3 Results

Data collection using a web-based version of the SUS was supported by using unique,
computer-generated tokens to rule out multiple participation of the same person.
Approximately 4,000 users of both user groups were invited via email to participate in
the study.

A total sample of close to 500 WCS users answered the SUS questionnaire, resulting
in a data set of 414 occasional users and 75 expert users. The average SUSscore after
completing the SUS for occasional WCS users was 40.4 (SD: 19.4). The confidence
interval (95%) ranges between 38.48 and 42.22. Evaluating Cronbach’s alpha to
measure the internal consistency of the scale returned an excellent value of 0.914. The
average SUSscore for expert users was 43.3 (SD: 18.6). The confidence interval (95%)
ranges between 39.02 and 47.58. Evaluating Cronbach’s alpha to measure the internal
consistency of a scale returns a very good value of 0.885.

The results for both user groups indicated in Fig. 3 indicate extraordinarily low SUS
scores, expressing very negative subjective usability impressions about WCS. The
results were clearly confirmed by the outcome of another (ISO 9241-related) usability
inventory (ISONORM, see Prümper and Anft 1997) that was jointly applied with the
System Usability Scale in the sample. The highly significant positive correlation
coefficients (Pearson, p < 0.001) of 0.78 (expert users) and 0.61 (occasional users)
indicate a convergent validity of the two measurement tools. The picture is consistently
completed by the results of a Heuristic Analysis targeted at identifying usability flaws
with WCS. A total of 48 findings was reported, with 6 findings classified to be of minor
importance, 21 were categorized as severe and 21 as critical.

Although the study reported was summative, the negative evaluation results have
convinced the client to start a project to redesign WCS. With the basic UX metrics table
shown in Fig. 2 as a quantitative vantage point, two metrics, completion time for the
core scenario and error rate were added and the time frame set to the release date of the
next version of WCS. At present, log file analyses are carried out to determine
benchmark values for the completion time and error rates regarding the selected core
scenarios of WCS.

UX metric Measure Persona Scenario Benchmark Target Result
Time 
scale

Sample

Subj.Impr. SUS Emily E. – 68 68 40.4 Now 75

Subj.Impr. SUS Tim S. – 76 76 43.3 Now 414

≥≥

≥

Fig. 3. Complemented UX metrics table for WCS
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4 Discussion

In this paper we have introduced an artifact coined UX metrics table that has proven to
be very helpful in real world projects. Constructing a UX metrics table highlights the
identification and tracking of UX metrics in the course of a project and supports a
comprehensive understanding of the mutual dependencies between UX metrics.
Linking UX metrics to concrete scenarios and personas provides the right resolution
level for their meaningful definition and measurement. Introducing UX metrics table
put metrics into true effect and supports institutionalizing their use in organizations.

As an outlasting project artifact, UX metrics tables connect the research-, design-
and evaluation phase(s) of a project and provide clear quantitative means to determine
project success — or failure. Travis (2011) argues: “That is the strength of
metrics-based testing: it gives us the what of usability”. While we wholeheartedly
agree, qualitative methods give us the why of usability and UX and help to make sense
of available data. It is in combination with qualitative data when quantitative
approaches permit significant insights. Design, however, should never degrade to any
form of convulsive focusing on metrics and data — or as Bowman (2009) has put it in
his now famous farewell letter to Google: “I won’t miss a design philosophy that lives
or dies strictly by the sword of data”.
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Abstract. This paper focuses on the information construction of 4D evaluation
system of Information interaction design (IID). The paper provides a specific and
effective evaluation criterion for complicated procedures of IID including infor‐
mation processing, interactive logic, and behavior perception, and systemizes it by
virtue of application verification, with a view to ensuring that the goal of IID can
be achieved. The 4D evaluation system of IID is constructed by designing the eval‐
uation system of IID comprehensively in four dimensions, namely “environment”,
“user”, “technology” and “product”. Multiple values of IID (e.g. culture, aesthetics,
user, ease of use, popularization of science, and dissemination) are unified in the
model of the evaluation system. By constructing the 4D evaluation system of IID
and the general process that integrates it with information interaction design, it is
intended to find the paths that combines design theory and design practice more
closely. Meanwhile, based on the application of information technology in infor‐
mation interaction design, a new way of information interaction that is oriented to
the future, stands to reason and meets the demand of users will be also envisaged.

Keywords: Information interaction design · Evaluation model · Four dimensions

1 Introduction

The revolution of information technology brings tremendous transformation power for
human society, and directly boosts the innovation of design-related areas on the whole,
such as production mode, propagation path, user experience, and business model. Infor‐
mation interaction design (IID), as a reflection of human civilization in contemporary
society supported by information technology, not only changes the way that people
interact with social information, but also mirrors users’ eagerness for overall improve‐
ment of interactive experience in an era of information.

Research subject of this paper, “Information interaction design” is actually a system‐
atic cognitive design fields, composed of the three design direction: information design,
interaction design, perception design. As early as 1999, Shedroff published papers
pointed out that should the information design and interaction design considerations
together, treat it as a unified field of design theory. Shedorff argued that the information
interaction design is integrated consisting of “information design”, “interaction design”
and “perception design”, Shedroff call it “Information Interaction Design”. Information
Interaction Design should be designed to standardize and facilitate information-oriented
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mode of human interactions with the theoretical prototype, the focus should be to build
more rational human information interaction and corresponding conduct under the
information society background.

In the last decades, IIDrelated studies have attracted more attention from the design
world. Many companies designed a series of excellent IID products in recent years,
which boast of high design level and high-tech feelings. All of them are well received
by market and users. It can be seen from the evolution of companies like Apple, Amazon,
Facebook, Twitter, and Uber that in the wake of the age of service economy, many
companies have realized significant user value and commercial value involved in IID.
The “design thinking” dominated by IID is reforming conventional process and manage‐
ment methods of organizations, systems, and even product design, while the user expe‐
rience strategy has been a core element of IID.

IID drives social innovation in terms of product design. As propelled by the devel‐
opment of design, the behavior relation between human and object, the group relation
between human and human, and the cultural relation between human and society are all
redefined. In general, international academe has studied many aspects of IID thoroughly,
such as: ① human-computer interaction, ② interface design, ③ industrial design, ④ user
research, ⑤ information architecture, ⑥ experience design, ⑦ content of text and voice,
and ⑧ information visualization. Relevant studies are systematic, wide-ranging, highly
recognizable, forward-looking and instructive. They support a virtuous circle of IID
studies and practice. However, the studies still have their shortcomings. For example,
the existing IID studies focus on the investigation and analysis of users and situations
at the earlier stage as well as the research and development of mid-term design and
technology, while the evaluation method system at the later stage is rarely reported.
Compared with general design, IID is not unidirectional. Instead, it is a dynamic process
with iterative repetition and mutual effect. Therefore, it is necessary to creatively reform
the evaluation system of IID, so as to further improve the design principle and method‐
ology of IID in modern times.

2 Concept of “4D” Evaluation Model of IID

Information interaction design (IID) is an creative integration research direction of
design disciplines and humanities, information engineering disciplines, and human-
centered design. Information interaction design based on In information science, organ‐
izational behavior, interdisciplinary research physiology, kinematics, automatic control
theory makes the user experience as the core, with the digitization of information collec‐
tion analysis and statistical techniques as a reference, finally can expand the experi‐
mental studies on the information product interacts with the environment, explore
human-machine sensors, interactive, human-computer interaction and other information
interactive works. The status of information interaction design has an important and
leading role for the survival and development of nowadays design. With the continuous
development, the design theoretical study also presents new features, it is no longer
confined to the words of pure design theory, but increasingly focuses on practical appli‐
cations for design guidance and reflection. Information Interaction Design is one of the
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most typical representative design direction, it embodies the direction of today’s latest
development and application of design.

On the perspective of design disciplines, in the computer, Internet and other infor‐
mation tools has been more deeply universal applied today, research width and depth of
information interaction design research has been greatly expanded. Information inter‐
action design primarily study the way of human society and the transmission of infor‐
mation and get responding information, ultimately to establish contacts with the outside
world. The 4D evaluation system of IID proposed in the paper provides a specific and
effective evaluation criterion for complicated procedures of IID including information
processing, interactive logic, and behavior perception, and systemizes it by virtue of
application verification, with a view to ensuring that the goal of information interaction
design can be achieved.

Fig. 1. “4D” evaluation model of IID
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The 4D evaluation system of IID is constructed by designing the evaluation system
of IID comprehensively in four dimensions, namely “environment”, “user”, “tech‐
nology” and “product”. Multiple values of IID (e.g. culture, aesthetics, user, ease of use,
popularization of science, and dissemination) are unified in the model of the evaluation
system. On one hand, based on the rules and characteristics of IID, the relation of core
elements of the 4D evaluation system of IID is defined, the principles, objects, methods,
procedures and standards of the system are explored, and the weight ratio of specific
evaluation indexes in the system is determined. On the other hand, the evaluation
experiment and result analysis of IID are conducted both quantitatively and qualitatively
by means of situational verification. The system’s rationality is improved in accordance
with the results in application, so as to constantly iterate and optimize the system (Fig. 1).

2.1 Environment of “4D” Model

The first dimension element of evaluation system model is about the relationship
between IID and environment, mainly refers to the relationship with the social envi‐
ronment. Phenomenological theory thought that the environment is not an abstract place,
but by the specific things that the composition as a whole. Information interaction activ‐
ities require different environments as a basis, in order to facilitate information interac‐
tion activities generate. We can say that environmental factors determine human
behavior, determines the attributes of the information interaction design. Information
interaction design activities and environmental linkages, provided its hold in the envi‐
ronment of the significance of a particular role. Through this research perspective,
information interaction design activity embodies the value of user functionality in the
social environment, which provide the information for the application, but also reflects
the cultural values in the process of social development. In the system model, environ‐
mental products (dominant presence), user (intellectual existence) and culture (invisible
presence) nicely connects together.

2.2 User of “4D” Model

The second dimension element of evaluation system model is about the relationship
between IID and user, mainly refers to users of user-oriented design. In a sense, Infor‐
mation interaction design is based on users’ creative process, and its purpose is to help
users solve problems, improving the user experience, and then realize the target audience
emotional resonance. From this perspective, this relationship includes applications of
sensory experiences (how to use visual, auditory, tactile, olfactory, gustatory perception
meet user needs), the user’s mental model and user behavior. Information interaction
design From the “Design for others” to “Collaborative others for Design” is the is most
unusual place with other design, to some extents, users can determine even the direction
of design. Future users will be involved in the design, become collaborators, eventually
decision-makers. Therefore, from the study of “usability”, “ease of user” extends to how
to play to users’ “initiative”, “creative”, will be key to the future development of Infor‐
mation interaction design.
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2.3 Technology of “4D” Model

The third dimension element of evaluation system model is about the relationship
between IID and technology, mainly refers to the relationship between design activities
and information technology. The traditional design perspective, often makes “tech‐
nology” and “objects” as a whole, which leads to neglecting the real technology. Tech‐
nology itself does not seem only simple tools, information technology for the design
often have a decisive significance and effect. Kevin Kelly even claimed that “technology
is the seventh existence of life. Technology is an extension of life, rather than something
separate and life beyond.” In fact, every technology innovation will make technical
elements improved, bring new opportunities and new changes and diversity final design
mode. IT will be a key factor in promoting the progress of information interaction design,
makes predicting the future development trend of information interaction design
possible.

2.4 Product of “4D” Model

The fourth dimension element of evaluation system model is about the relationship
between IID and product, mainly refers to the intrinsic relationship between the specific
interaction information to convert the design process and results, and its essence is an
internal agreement of contact. The development of information technology has given
the diversity of forms of objects (material and non-material), but from the perspective
of artificial fact is concerned, the matter is still mentioned belong to “artifact” category,
which determines the type of objects. Information interaction design reflect features
mostly achieved through the “objects” as the carrier. Thus, many of the traditional design
for the “objects” rule, characteristics, cognitive attributes in the information interaction
design still have in common.

In the previous design research study, most design emphasize while ignoring the
inherent design factors associated even with the history, culture and other factors
discussed in the background, showing the limitations and the lack of a more overall
systematic theoretical research ideas. Therefore, from the perspective of the design
system model presented in this paper to think about the information interaction design,
will make a broader, more holistic, more accurately grasp the development context and
the law of information interaction design activities, then carry out exploration and inno‐
vation of information interaction design in future.

3 Research Paths of “4D” Evaluation Model

IID is an iterative process, and its evaluation is to ensure the design quality, so it is also
a very important part. A relatively objective evaluation system built for IID products
can be used to evaluate the quality of product design, optimize the management process
of design practice, analyze the existing problems in the design and provide a relevant
basis to the design practice management department for planning (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Research paths of 4D evaluation model

3.1 Evaluation Criteria

First of all, this article needs to explore and establish IID evaluation criteria to help
continuous iteration and optimization in the design phase so as to improve the quality
of the completion of IID. Based on the ten usability principles proposed by Nielsen, and
considering the achievement of the given functional goals, this article further optimizes
the usability, and proposes eight reference indicators for information interaction design:
satisfaction, aesthetics, interaction, convenience, recognition, usability, technology
maturity, and interest. These eight factors have important internal links, but different
emphases.

The eight reference indicators are a dynamic development concept. The content of
the evaluation indicators should be diversified and dynamic. More public participation
can be introduced to improve the content of evaluation indicators so as to provide the
basis for the scientific evaluation criteria from the authoritative, professional and public
point of view. The evaluation content should be highly operable and oriented, including
whether the data samples are easy to acquire, whether the subsequent quantitative
research can produce accurate results, whether the content can be compared with the
development of the complete information interaction design, and whether it can embody
the direction and trend of information interaction design.
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3.2 Evaluation Subjects

The subjects of the evaluation model constructed in this article show the characteristics
of pluralism and openness. The public, technical experts, designers and ordinary users
can evaluate the information interaction design. This open evaluation model is no longer
limited to the previous experts and management departments, but contains self-evalua‐
tion from the public and creative community, and even the evaluation of the whole
society.

There are a number of reasons for the diversity of evaluation subjects. On one hand,
the application of information technology plays an important role in the construction of
information interaction design. The evaluation of its technical and system maturity
requires the participation of technical experts. On the other hand, the goal of information
interaction design is to serve the public. Therefore, the evaluation from users and the
public plays a more important role, and will play a guiding role in the development of
information interaction design.

3.3 Evaluation Methods

The IID evaluation methods discussed in this article include questionnaire, user inter‐
view, eye tracker experiment, workshop, etc.

User-based observation and test help to more accurately determine the state of the
information interaction design and can also be used to evaluate the prototype. The user’s
behavior can be observed by notes, audio, video and interactive logs. It should be noted
that the process of observation should not interfere with the user, or the results will have
greater deviation. The basic purpose of test is to compare the impact of different design
scenarios by measuring the user’s performance of the task. As mentioned earlier,
usability test is completed by typical users to perform typical tasks. The data collected
can be used to analyze the user’s action efficiency, time, error rate and operational steps.
The results of the test will include mean and standard deviation.

Questionnaire is a commonly used method to collect statistical data and user expe‐
rience. Questionnaire design can be open or closed, however it should be noted that the
design of questions must be specific, with clear wording and directivity. Through a
similar structured interview, the questionnaire is designed with more careful logic to
collect a large number of users’ opinions so as to find the general one. It is convenient,
intuitive and fast. In addition, with the popularity of smart devices and mobile APP,
many forms of questionnaire have been separated from the traditional paper, showing
cross-media and cross-time zone characteristics, which further expand its applicability.

Similar to the questionnaire, the user interview is also a general technique widely
used in sociology, psychology and marketing, suitable for rapid evaluation, usability
test and field research. Different from the questionnaire, the form of user interview is
more vivid and more acceptable to the user, which is usually a dialogue process with
clear goals, and the results need to be sorted and analyzed from the perspective of
context. In order to ensure the quality of the interview, the host should avoid too long
questions and the words that may mislead the interviewees, and regularly transit from
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the simple question to the complex question to make a pleasant interview with the
interviewee as far as possible.

Design workshop is a new carrier for IID evaluation. In the design process of past
products, the most common is a relatively extensive model to implement product
features, supplemented by a shaping ‘shell’ that is pushed to the user. As to whether the
product is reasonable to meet the needs of users and create good product experience, the
actual results are often unsatisfactory. Designers are accustomed to follow the existing
design experience, and the so-called ‘user research’ more still remains on the surface
and does not really reflect the design pain points. This design pattern has encountered
more and more problems, and the essential reason is that the user group the product
design faces is not merely an imaginary user model or a simple network ID code, but
they are real vivid individuals. The characteristics, attributes and needs of user groups
are becoming more diversified and individualized than the past.

IID-oriented design workshops focus on the process of ‘inspiration, integration,
insight, and creativity’ in product design, with more emphasis on early-stage research
and discussion of product design rather than direct finish product. Each workshop
participant plays the dual role of ‘common user’ and ‘product designer’. Compared to
the systematic product design process, it lacks of ‘practice’ and ‘evaluation’ to find and
capture the creativity best reflecting the pain point of design through the design team
communication and collaboration and use design tools to polish the design details. The
design workshop aims to explore the fusion paradigm of creativity, technology and
culture, which will be a microcosm of product design from past closed self-research
model to cross-border open collaborative model. It should be noted that, in addition to
the product design at commercial level, design workshops also contain part of the public
responsibility to guide social innovation. How to disseminate advanced design thinking
and methods based on the workshops and improve the inclusive, diversified and open
properties of design workshops as well as sustainable information sharing between the
creative groups and targeted creativity sharing needs more practice cases to explore and
summarize.

3.4 Evaluation Experiments

From the degree of completeness of information interaction design, there are two cate‐
gories of evaluation experiments: one is stage evaluation, the evaluation in the design
process, and the other is summarizing evaluation, the final evaluation after the comple‐
tion of information interaction design. On the basis of the flexible use of the method,
specific evaluation experiments are designed scientifically and rationally.

As argued in this article in combination with the effective experience of psychology,
sociology and anthropology, the subjective evaluation of information interaction design
can obtain the conversion results from the design prototype to the design results through
the following methods: (1) Heuristic evaluation: subjective evaluation by expert guid‐
ance; (2) Usability test: analysis and test based on user experience quality; (3) Guide‐
lines: self-evaluation in the construction process by the designer through certain design
requirements; (4) Cognitive walkthrough: the targeted users’ cognitive level of infor‐
mation interaction design. Through detailed analysis of the characteristics of information
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interaction design products, the evaluation experiment is designed scientifically and
rationally, with quantitative analysis of experimental results as well as qualitative
conclusion of the strengths and weaknesses of information interaction design products.

It should be emphasized that in the analysis of the evaluation results, attention must
be first paid to the analysis of variables, including specific environmental characteristics,
behavioral psychology, technical attributes, and interactive methods in order to ensure
the analysis and accurate treatment of specific situations. Secondly, according to the
‘user-centered’ design idea, specific user emotional effect is analyzed, and weights of
evaluation indicators of specific information interaction design are adjusted. Through
the quantitative accumulation and the result analysis of multiple evaluation experiments,
the evaluation criterion of information interaction design is iterated sustainably, and the
application range of subjective evaluation experiment is expanded.

By constructing the 4D evaluation system of IID and the general process that inte‐
grates it with information interaction design, it is intended to find the model/path that
combines design theory and design practice more closely. Meanwhile, based on the
application of information technology in information interaction design, a new way of
information interaction that is oriented to the future, stands to reason and meets the
demand of users will be also envisaged. Additionally, in a technological context char‐
acterized by informatization and intelligence, setting up the 4D evaluation system of
IID is also conducive to exploring how to achieve the effective intersection and inte‐
gration of different disciplines and guide the innovation of IID language and aesthetic
ideas that suit with the characteristics of the information age.

4 Evaluation Case Study: Taking “CM Browser” as Evaluate
Subject

This paper selects the old and new version of CM browser as the evaluation case of IID
four-dimensional evaluation model discussed in this paper, and tries to discuss it from
four perspectives. In the experimental sample, 20 people were selected for telephone
interviews and 8 interviews were conducted (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. New version of CM browser design

Different from the old version, the new version of the CM browser highlights are
“features of the toolbar”, “folding animation”, “video playback record”, “search and
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browsing records combined” and other functions. In the design of the navigation page,
the home page is a combination of nine palace grid and list navigation, focus within the
collection and Kingsoft navigation. In the form of navigation, and with “collection of
history” on the first tab in the Palace, Kingsoft URL navigation on the middle position
to highlight the two labels. The list URL navigation is expanded with shadows to enhance
the area separation, thus the hierarchical relationship is clear. This navigation design
path in compared with the old version, more suitable for users in different environments
which have a higher level of flexibility and quality of user experience (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Navigation design of new version

In the page display section, slide up into full-screen mode, slide back to normal page,
increase the page display space and improve the reading experience, compared to the
QQ browser from the menu bar into the full-screen mode more efficient, more ingenious
form. The new version of the product design more emphasis on the application of
dynamic technology, so that the whole effect becomes more beautiful.

In the search page part of the search page collection of history and favorites, so that
users can easily access based on history and favorites. In the search page, the specific
page can not be deleted; in the history page, only the full list can be clear, may affect
the user experience effects. In the new version of the design, more embodies the “user-
oriented” design concept, but the inadequacies also need to further iterations and opti‐
mization (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Search page design of new version

The new version of CM browser to compare with the old version, the new version
reduce some features, such as account, share, scan two-dimensional code, no map mode,
recent access and other functions are canceled; only keep the browser several basic
functions such as Search, collection, history, night mode, the overall function is more
concise, more prominent product focus. The new version attaches great importance to
the user experience, a lot of operation reflects the “only when users need to appear,” the
design principles, animation is stunning, the first use impressive. Overall, this is a visual
appearance, the operation on a powerful, user-oriented experience, the function is rela‐
tively simple personality browser (Table 1).

Through the “environment”, “user”, “technology”, “product” four aspects of 4D
evaluation system model, the new version than the old version has been more user
support and welcome. Specific scores, the old score of 7.47 points, the new version score
of 8.37 points. Overall, the new version of the product according to their product posi‐
tioning, cut not commonly used functions, focusing on the basic functions; operation
details of the user experience, a rich feedback through the operation of the user to deepen
the identification of the function. Through appropriate animation guide user’s operating
behavior; but are in the ordinary function to optimize the above, no too obvious and
abrupt changes. Full respect for the priority of the information level, according to product
positioning, the use of color, font size to highlight the main information, and filter some
miscellaneous information. Overall, the evaluation of the model to obtain the basic
scores can reflect the difference between the quality of the product itself. However, in
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the follow-up study, more cases are needed to test the reasonableness of the 4D evalu‐
ation model, and to continue the iteration and optimization.

5 Conclusion

The innovative points of the paper include: (1) the IID evaluation system focuses on
standardizing and promoting the interactive behavior of user groups. It attaches partic‐
ular importance to establish a more rational way of information interaction and corre‐
sponding codes of conduct for human beings in such an information age. (2) The goal
of constructing the 4D evaluation system of IID is to evaluate the degree of target
completion of information interaction in a rational way, and balance the restrictive rela‐
tionship between the subject of information interaction and the environment. (3) The
user-oriented design is the core idea of the 4D evaluation system of IID, while the
“evaluation with public participation” is the top priority that guarantees the sustainable
development of the evaluation system.

By constructing the 4D evaluation system of IID, the present study will be able to
create more value from the emotional effects of users and culture creativity. Meanwhile,
the rationality that the “design-evaluation-design” cycle can be considered as the general
design process of IID will be also verified in practice. It should be noted that the eval‐
uation object of the 4D evaluation system is not limited to common intelligence products.
The information interaction of public service system like metro space is also the impor‐
tant research object of this evaluation system.

Acknowledgements. This paper was supported by the project from National social science fund
of china “4D evaluation model research and application of information interaction design
(16CG170)”.

Table 1. Evaluation statics of CM browser
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Abstract. Traditional user research methods, while vital to understanding
software application users, can be slow to implement and learn from. Even after
results are analyzed, behavioral intention, not actual user behavior, tends to be
better understood. To complement this approach, big data and behavioral ana-
lytics can be used to quickly learn more about actual user behavior, thus con-
verging data with design. This is important within fast-paced agile and
continuous delivery environments. At Rapid7, an IT and analytics information
security organization, the convergence of data with design has allowed for
insights that have informed design decisions, which have met users’ mental
models and actual needs. To that end, the software design industry is starting to
diverge from the form-follows-function school of design, whereby the con-
ventional approach of the user informing the designer has been reversed.

Keywords: Data � Design � User research � UX � Human-Computer interaction

1 Introduction

Traditional user research methods, such as surveys, focus groups, contextual inquiry,
and interviews (Fig. 1), can be time-consuming to set up, run, and analyze [1]. In
addition, traditional methods tend to elicit behavioral intention, which may differ to
actual user behavior once a product or feature is released. This approach was
well-suited to slower paced waterfall software development processes. However, as
fast-paced agile and continuous delivery software development processes become
ubiquitous [2], the design of software applications is rarely static—applications across
all channels, including the cloud, mobile, desktop, virtual reality, and wearables, tend
to change, even minimally, with each iteration. Thus, Human-Computer Interaction
(HCI) researchers are finding that there is little time for research before software is
released. While the quantitative methods and qualitative methods they have relied upon
for years are not going away anytime soon, researchers need a method that will allow
them to inform design decisions quickly.

Enter big data and behavioral analytics—both have changed the face of Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) research, and will become the mainstay of researchers in
the years to come. This paper looks deeper into this phenomenon, where data con-
verges with design within agile and continuous delivery environments. By gleaning
insights from big data and behavioral analytics, HCI researchers can answer many of
their questions, even before speaking with a single user of an application. This is a
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relatively new approach, which can be beneficial to many industries, not least infor-
mation security. With many of the world’s top organizations fully reliant on infor-
mation security software, it is simply not good enough for information security
software providers to release updates months or years apart. One of the leading
information security software providers, Rapid7, an organization that provides software
to transform data into insight for IT and security professionals, has ensured that their
HCI designers have full access to big data and behavioral analytics, thus allowing data
to inform design decisions.

Within this paper, the authors focus on an empirical example of the convergence of
data and design at Rapid7. During the case study, the design implications from
behavioral analytical learnings, which may not otherwise have occurred, are discussed.
The information security application that we will focus on is InsightIDR, an incident
detection and response tool. This application detects and alerts on information security
related incidents and suspicious behavior, such as that caused by stolen employee user
names and passwords.

2 Background

2.1 Waterfall Software Development Methodology

The waterfall software development methodology was the primary approach to
developing software in the 1980’s and 1990’s. The methodology is linear in nature
(Fig. 2), whereby each phase could not start until the previous phase was fully com-
pleted. Requirements were fully laid out months or years in advance of the final

Fig. 1. An author of this work conducting traditional HCI research
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delivery of the product. These requirements could take quite some time to define, given
that there could be many stakeholders, and discussions around requirements were often
lengthy. Once requirements were finally defined, only then did the design phase start.
Given the relatively slow pace of waterfall software development methodologies, HCI
researchers and designers usually had time to conduct a significant amount of research,
as well as explore different design approaches. After the research and design deliver-
ables were handed over to engineers, development started. Later in the process, Quality
Assurance teams tested the software, and bugs were fixed. Following a review by the
various stakeholders, the application was released to customers.

Even readers unfamiliar with the waterfall process will immediately see the
potential issues. One such example was that as estimating project time and cost years in
advance is quite difficult, most waterfall-based software development projects suffered
high cost overruns, and were delivered much later than originally planned [3]. Addi-
tionally, during the months and years that the software was being developed, customer
needs often changed. However, as a significant effort had been made in resources, time,
and cost to create the software, major changes were rarely made. To that end, cus-
tomers frequently did not receive the product they expected, resulting in dissatisfaction.

2.2 Agile Software Development Methodology

While waterfall was the primary methodology used for decades, changes needed to be
made as software became more customer-focused. Consequently, the agile manifesto
was created by a group of developers in Salt Lake City, Utah [4]. The new method-
ology promised a much shorter design and development loop (Fig. 3), with software
being released usually every 1–4 weeks. This, in turn, allows for a much faster release
cycle.

Yet, agile methodologies are not without problems. HCI researchers often have
difficulty in conducting meaningful, rigorous research within fast-paced agile envi-
ronments [5, 6]. In fact, common HCI-related activities, such as usability evaluations,
are often eliminated within fast-paced agile environments, [7, 8]. It is possible that this
was foreseen as the agile manifesto was being developed, however it may not have

Fig. 2. Waterfall software development methodology
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been considered an issue. The original view of those that created the agile manifesto
was to release early and often to customers, then make changes based on their feed-
back, which meant, in theory at least, HCI research was no longer required. However,
this could lead to a poor user experience as releases may not meet customer needs
(even if initially during the first version), and where usability is sub-standard as the
software is developed by engineers, not designed by HCI experts. The result could be
customers that perceive a product to be unusable and/or not useful. Even though
subsequent releases might be better due to customer feedback, negative online reviews
could result in poor future sales [9]. HCI researchers, therefore, have a vital role to play
within agile environments. However, HCI researchers must adapt their approach, even
with traditional research, in order to offer actionable insights as quickly as possible. In
short, HCI researchers need to plan, gather, and analyze research much faster within
agile environments [10].

2.3 Continuous Delivery Software Development Methodology

Agile methodologies result in releases every several weeks. Therefore, while agile
software development methodologies are faster than waterfall, many organizations find
that even this release cadence this too slow to deploy software within an
ever-increasingly competitive market. Consequently, several pioneers have automated
many aspects of the software development life cycle, such as testing and building. This
allows for small incremental releases, whereby bug fixes, new features, backend
updates can be released quickly, often on a daily basis. This software development
methodology has become known as continuous delivery (Fig. 4) [11]. While the
practice is not yet widespread, the promise of faster time-to-market, fewer software
bugs, and more secure applications [12] may lead to a growth in popularity. This is
despite the significant technical challenges involved in setting an organization up for
continuous delivery [13].

The organizations that have implemented the methodology report good results.
Several teams at Facebook, for instance, have implemented continuous delivery soft-
ware development methodologies, which have resulted in thousands of incremental
deployments every day [2]. Even with this high number of deployments, the quality of
the software actually rose.

Fig. 3. Agile software development methodology
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It is no surprise that HCI researchers working within continuous delivery envi-
ronments have found that the time for up-front research, as well as discovering changes
in user behavior, has diminished due to the increase in frequency of software releases.
Researchers have attempted to tackle this challenge in several ways. For instance,
Beasley [14] investigated the use of Google Analytics, yet, concluded that such data
was designed for marketing teams, not HCI experts. From a mobile perspective,
McGregor et al. [15], recorded participants’ screens, only to discover that analyzing the
resulting videos was prohibitively slow. As more and more organizations migrate to
fast-paced methodologies, the convergence of data with design will become even more
important.

3 Case Study

To focus on an empirical illustration of the convergence of data with design, consider
InsightIDR, Rapid7’s incident detection and response cloud-based application. The
product was designed to assist incident responders, who are generally notified with an
email alert, in surfacing data surrounding a potential information security breach.
Should the probability lean toward an actual information security breach, an incident
responder could use the application to add context, such as an attacker’s path, by using
related enriched data from within and outside Rapid7 applications. The full scope of the
issue could be defined within an investigation timeline within the application. The
end-result being that the attacker’s path can be quickly shut down, and sealed against
future attack.

As is common with software application design, traditional user research methods
were employed during the initial research phase. This took the form of focus groups,
surveys, and interviews with information security professionals. As the software was
developed and released on a fast-paced agile schedule, the research team continued to
rely on traditional research methods. However, the pace of research and development

Fig. 4. Continuous delivery software development methodology
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were not aligned. As a focus group, for instance, was being organized, the research
team often found that a feature had already been released by the development team.
While this did not mean that the focus group was cancelled, it did mean that
faster-paced user research methods needed to be considered. To that end, the HCI team
at Rapid7 started to rely heavily on big data and behavioral analytics. With limited
resources on the team, this became vital.

While, much of the data gathered using both traditional and contemporary research
methods are analogous, the differences between behavioral intention and actual user
behavior were discernible. For instance, during the focus groups and interviews con-
ducted prior to the initial release of an Investigations feature, most participants stated
that they would use the proposed new feature often. The Investigations feature had the
benefit of collating disparate, eclectic data to better form a series of actionable insights.
However, several months following release of the feature, analysis of behavior ana-
lytics uncovered a startling insight—the Investigations feature had been little used by
any customers since its release. When a feature is not being utilized as much as it
might, this may not be critical for many industries. However, underutilized information
security applications could decrease the security posture of an organization. This
insight resulted in an informed re-design to ensure that the feature was even more
visible, useful, and useable. The re-design led to a three-fold increase in the use of the
Investigations feature (Fig. 5).

When behavioral analytic insights show that a feature is underutilized, there are
other strategies that can be employed, should an increase in usage be deemed critical.
One such strategy is to tactically inform a user at the appropriate time that it might be in
their best interest to consider the feature. In the case of InsightIDR, this approach led to
more information security professionals closing Investigations (Fig. 6). While this is
never a substitute for well-designed software, the approach can help HCI teams to

Fig. 5. InsightIDR investigations
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guide the users of their applications to success. The messages employed not only need
to be tactful, but they should also not be intrusive. Tactful nudges should only be used
to guide a user to complete a task, or allow the user to consider a more effective
approach that they might not otherwise have considered. Such guidance, therefore,
should not clutter or adversely impact the user experience. Another such campaign
within InsightIDR resulted in a four-fold increase in adoption of dashboards. These
nudges were initially a manual effort, and have since been automated. This approach is
scalable and cost-effective in that it is conducted in a touchless manner [16].

Other insights gathered using behavioral analytics included learnings around the
user base. In some cases, software can be designed in different ways to suit different
types of users. Alternatively, there could be one application that needs to be all things
to many types of users. Each approach can be difficult to design for, even if each type
of user is mapped to a specific persona [17]. While, the research team at Rapid7 already
had defined a strong ecosystem of personas using Lean UX principles, it was only by
using big data and behavioral analytics that the team became fully aware of which
types of personas used which features. These insights were aggregated over time in the
continuum of product usage. Additionally, knowing which features were used by which
personas allowed the design of specific features for those personas that might not
otherwise have been designed. Further, for future releases, the team’s designs are tested
by a segmented audience represented by a specific persona, generally during a canary
release [18]. The insights gathered help to demonstrate if the design works or does not
work for that audience. These insights are combined with the theory of planned
behavior [19], allowing the design team to avail of predictive modeling. Based on
inductive reasoning from predictive models, it can be determined if a feature will be
used or not. Thus, the design of InsightIDR may change during subsequent iterations or
features and functionality may simply be removed to save cost.

Fig. 6. InsightIDR: Closing an investigation
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Yet, not only are insights gained in regard to user types. Access to applications in a
seamless way are often sought by users across different types of devices and channels.
This could include mobile, TV, wearables, and virtual reality. Using benchmarking and
signals, changes in behavior can be detected regarding the switch from web to mobile
and vice versa. With InsightIDR, this has led to the ability for users to receive
actionable alerts on their mobile devices, as they are not always at their workstations. In
a world where information security breaches are commonplace nowadays, minutes
often matter to information security professionals. Actionable mobile alerts can,
therefore, allow for the quick containment of an attack.

Finally, while there have been numerous advantages to complementing, comparing,
and contrasting traditional user research with big data and behavioral analytics for the
HCI team at Rapid7, the benefits do not end there. The HCI team could more easily
share proven insights, with associated evidence, across the organization. This has led to
previously siloed departments communicating regularly to ensure customer success, by
enabling customers to fill the security gaps that they might not have realized existed. As
sharing and reading qualitative data can be time-consuming, processes at Rapid7
needed to change to enable faster response times. Consequently, the HCI team col-
laborated with other teams to define the Product Engagement Index (PEI). The PEI
assigns a single quantitative score, supported by qualitative insights, to aggregate user
behavior. Thus, teams across Rapid7 can see how “healthy” a customer is based on
their usage. A low PEI could signify a customer that underutilizes InsightIDR and other
Rapid7 products due to a lack of security maturity and insufficient information security
team skills. The Customer Success team could then suggest that the customer avail of
Rapid7’s Managed Services to plug the security gaps that existed within the customer’s
security posture. A medium PEI score could alert the Customer Success team to a
maturing security customer that simply did not know about features that would increase
their security maturity and posture. Tactful use of touchless guides, followed by a
timely phone call from the Customer Success team, has proven to truly assist customers
in becoming far more secure. This approach generally results in a higher PEI score, and
in some cases over 200% increase in the usage of certain features. Additionally, PEI
can also help to inform design decisions, as it is used to apprise aggregate focus for the
overall design of InsightIDR and other Rapid7 tools.

4 Conclusion

Traditional research methods, such as surveys, focus groups, contextual inquiry, and
interviews, tend to be slow to implement and analyze. While this was appropriate for
slower-paced waterfall software development methodologies, with the advent of
faster-paced agile and continuous delivery software development methodologies, it is
important to consider more suitable options. This is due to the difficulty that HCI
researchers have in finding the time for research before software is released.

One of the potential options, which can allow HCI researchers to learn more about
which types of users are interacting with an application, as well as which tasks they are
performing, is the use big data and behavioral analytics. From a philosophical per-
spective, the use of big data and behavioral analytics transforms HCI researchers’
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epistemological perspective from more traditional paradigms, such as post-positivism
and interpretivism, to a more pragmatic approach. Pragmatism [20] allows researchers
to use whatever methods they feel will answer their research questions [21, 22]. This is
an important distinction, as without a philosophical consideration, many researchers
simply follow the most frequently used paradigm of their field [23]. This philosophical
approach allows for the use of traditional research methods, in tandem with behavioral
analytics, not a case of one or the other.

The use of big data and behavioral analytics has many benefits for HCI teams,
allowing for the convergence of data and design. At Rapid7, the HCI team has relied on
behavioral analytics primarily for three intrinsic benefits:

1. User profiling and expertise assessment
Quickly and accurately learn about actual user behavior, so that custom experiences
can be offered based on expertise and user type

2. Predictive analytics
Better understand future user intentions, thus meeting precise user needs. This
differs to traditional user research methods, which are often reactive

3. Benchmarking and signals
Analyze trends across multiple channels, including web, mobile, wearable, TV,
virtual reality, and Internet of Things (IoT) to establish norms and detect deviation
across devices and channels.

Insights allow for informed design decisions whereby an application or parts of the
application, can be quickly re-designed to meet users’ mental models and actual needs,
which is vital in a world of fast-paced agile and continuous delivery environments.
Alternative options, however, should not replace traditional methods—instead, these
options should be used to triangulate, complement, compare, and contrast holistic
insights gathered. This is due to the efficiency of big data and behavioral analytics in
answering “what”-type questions, but not the “why”-type questions. Consequently, it is
often necessary to follow up on interesting behavioral analytics data with user inter-
views. These help HCI researchers to better understand why a user took a specific
action. Even with the use of traditional research methods in answering some of the
questions that behavioral analytics cannot, at Rapid7, we are aware that there is now a
distinct divergence from the form-follows-function school of design, whereby the
conventional approach of the user informing the designer has been reversed.
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Abstract. Nowadays, many Human Computer Interaction(HCI) sys-
tems are developed and utilized to the various domains, such as medical
field, and entertainment area. To develop an HCI system, a developer
should consider developing hardware elements and software elements at
the same time. One of the obstacles obstructing the HCI system is that,
in the absence of hardware, there is no development environment. This
paper proposes a model - based HCI system development environment
and development methodology using it. The proposed development envi-
ronment focuses on the Natural User Interface (NUI) which utilizes HCI’s
human movement, and it can replace human and sensor devices by using
basic unit model. Also, the developer can test and develop the HCI sys-
tem by creating a new model by synthesizing the basic unit model to
build various patterns of the environment.

Keywords: Development methodology · Simulation-based develop-
ment · Simulation-in-loop HCI system

1 Introduction

As the technology develops and spreads widely, the computer system has spread
rapidly in everyday life. Most of the devices, such as smart TV, smart home,
as well as smartphones, need interaction between human and computer system
and concept of HCI has become necessary [1]. Interestingly, the entertainment
domain researched the HCI systems and most well known HCI systems are game
consoles. Such HCI systems can be categorized by two categories, controller-less
system and system with controllers. The Nintendo Wii [2] and Oculus RIFT [3]
uses separate controllers to sense body movements and recognize them as ges-
tures, while Microsoft Xbox Kinect [4], using depth and vision sensors, users do
not need a separate controller. Nevertheless, the workflows of those HCI systems
are the same. Following Fig. 1 shows the workflows of the HCI system.

As shown in the figure, a sensor receives the person’s motion. When a sensor
senses the motion, the hardware will handle the motion and generate a signal.
Then the hardware will send a sequence of the signal to the software, and the
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Fig. 1. Workflow of HCI systems

software will process it as an event. After recognizing an event, the software
will notice the application, which developer implements the business logic. Then
the application will handle the event, and it will generate proper feedback to
the human via actuators. Therefore, a developer should consider the hardware,
software, and human motion inputs to implement HCI system. The hardware is a
sensor system that detects the human motions. The software handles signals from
the hardware and generates an event. Also, the application can be considered
as software, but it implements the business logics, such as assessment logic to
give points to users. The human motions is the most delicate part during the
development of the HCI system. Since a human movement may differ by age,
gender, and physical size.

By considering considerations of developing an HCI system, this paper devel-
ops the development environment of HCI systems. In particular, this paper con-
siders developing NUI system and its development methodology, since device
based HCI system has common workflows. Also, most of the motion recognitions
are based on the position of the hand controller; the research provides various
support method. The supporting methods are depth image handling and skeleton
handling. Since an HCI system focuses on detecting human behavior and gener-
ating feedback using the actuator, hardware and software should be developed
first for the HCI system construction, and then the integrated system should be
built by the developer in the existing development environment. That is, dur-
ing the HCI system development process, the developer must develop and test
the software part after the system hardware part is completed, which limits the
development environment. Also, since the testing an HCI system is a Human-In-
The-Loop (HITL) test in which a human is required to generate an input, even
if a problem is found during testing, the problem can not be reproduced exactly
every time. Therefore, this study proposes an environment to make HCI system
development more efficient and proposes a methodology to utilize it.

2 Related Work

The existing HCI-related development methodology includes the Human-
Centered Systems Development Life Cycle, HCSDLC [5,6]. The Fig. 2 shows
the cycle. It is developed in the Systems Development Life Cycle, SDLC [7],
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which divides the system development into manageable steps. The methodology
aims to satisfy both the organization and human needs in the overall system
development process. In order to develop human-centered systems, developers
have to consider the principles and guidelines for the development of a system
that encompasses as many users as possible, integrates knowledge of various
fields, and encourages many interactions. The characteristic of HCSDLC is that
the analysis part includes the user acceptance test, which is one of the tests, and
it can be seen that the HCI component is continuously considered throughout
the process.

Fig. 2. Human-centered systems development life cycle

In the HCI system development, testing is an indispensable factor. Due to
the nature of the HCI system, it must receives input from a sensor or controller
from the outside and respond to it, but there is no specific reference to this in
the existing methodology. Although there is a limitation in the development of
the software in the future when there is no hardware in the past, this study
proposes a methodology to regenerate and combine new input through several
existing input data in order to provide an environment that can simultaneously
develop software and hardware even if there is no hardware such as sensors
required for the system.

3 HCI System Development Methodology

Aforementioned, the hardware in the HCI system receives a human’s motion.
The hardware system has various sensors to detect human motions, such as
Infrared camera, multiple camera system and microphones. Since such sensors
handles continuous signals, the software part of the HCI system should process
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continuous signal to generate events. Also, the HCI system has business logics as
software. As a result, the development methodology of the HCI system consider
integrating independent systems, such as hardware system and software system.
Moreover, the developer may consider developing the system when the system
does not exists. Unlike the existing development methodology, the development
of the HCI system should consider hardware and software at the same time.
It is also difficult to control the test environment of the HCI system because
human motion is in the flow of the system. If a tester finds an error during a
partial implementation and test, the tester must repeatedly generate the same
operation at the same rate to find out what the error is. However, humans are
not always able to generate the same motion, so human may not be sufficient for
the development process of the system, and the results may be inaccurate and
inefficient. Therefore, to help developer and tester of an HCI system, this study
proposes a simulation based workflow of HCI system as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Proposed simulation based workflow

A sensor simulator can replace human motion and sensor parts in the typical
HCI system and testing flow by defining a model representing the main body
movement. This input is used to process in software and applications to check if
the desired feedback results. By using the test environment, developers can utilize
some of the existing resources and use it to regenerate various body movements
according to the needs and test them.

The steps for implementing the proposed testing environment are divided
into three stages as shown in Fig. 4: preparation, development, and integration.

In the first preparation step, it is determined which data to prepare for a cer-
tain target movement, and information about depth and skeleton is extracted
and stored in files. The preparation phase can be created using the sensor for
development or data to be used, or it can be replaced with existing data used
in other projects. In the subsequent development stage, development based on
testing is performed using the data created in the preparation stage. It decides
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Fig. 4. Proposed HCI development methodology based on simulation

what kind of data it needs and defines the required movements for it. If devel-
opers select the depth data, select the shape of the hand after the motion def-
inition, and then create the input and test the HCI system. The HCI system
itself requires both humans and software and hardware, so if the hardware is not
available, or has not been developed yet, or is lacking, further development can
be difficult. It provides an environment that can be developed using the data
prepared in the preparation stage, and the software can be unaffected by the
speed of hardware development, and the hardware can be fully developed. Also,
developers can perform the testing by reducing the other variables in that the
movements can be continuously and exactly created on the same stage. By using
this, input data for frequently occurring errors can be made; it helps to make
testing easy. In the Integration step, developers define the required motion and
test it. In the development stage, simulation is performed using existing data,
but at integration stage, the actual person enters the testing loop and performs
testing using the actual hardware and software. During the development process,
the development and integration stages are continuously repeated, and this study
proposes a testing-based development method based on the simulators.

To help a developer and tester this study provides event synthesis concepts.
The Fig. 5 shows the simplified concept of motion generation.

As shown in the figure, Model1 and Model2 denotes the events of the human
movements. Each model contains event scenario so that the model generate
timed event sequence which denotes timed hand positions. In other words, the
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Fig. 5. Event synthesis

Model1 generate timed events from position (x1, y1) to (x1, y1). Also, the Model2
generate timed events from position (x2, y2) to (x2, y2). When a developer wants
to test pattern starts from (x1, y2) to (x1, y1), the developer should acquire test
data from human. Therefore, this study proposes event synthesis concept. By
using the first input event, moving from left to right to (x1, y1) to (x1, y1), and the
second input event, moving from bottom to top moving from (x2, y2) to (x2, y2),
it may create new input event data, which start from left bottom, (x1, y2), to
right top, (x1, y2). The new input event data uses the position and amount of
change of the x coordinate from the first input event data, and the new input
event data is generated as follows using the position and the change amount of
the y coordinate from the second input event data. By applying the method, a
developer and a test may generate multiple motions using simple input event
data, and conversely, one motion can be separated into multiple motion data.

4 Implementation Using Xbox Kinect

To show the feasibility of the proposed methodology, this research implements
a HCI development environment using Xbox Kinect. Since Microsoft provides
software interface to fetch event data from Xbox Kinect, we have utilize the
Kinect to collect motion data and implemented a simulator to generate timed
events. Also, the environment has event synthesis modules that synthesize the
various events.
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4.1 Preparation

This study uses Microsoft Xbox Kinect to determine the motion that wants to
extract and extract the motion of the base unit. All data is recorded in raw data
for later usage by the user and prepare a shaping unit that can give the actual
movement shape to the motion created by the base unit input. In other words, if
the generated file is depth information, it will be the depth raw data, the center
point of motion, and the hand shape file. In a case of the skeleton, it is a file
corresponding to the coordinates of each position of the skeleton.

4.2 Input Data

This paper focuses on the development of NUI system and uses Kinect composed
of RGB sensor, depth sensor and IR sensor to construct environment of research
and sensor data based model. In this paper, depth data and skeleton data which
are useful for three-dimensional position and motion recognition are studied.
In case of depth data, input file is defined as three. The depth data is binary
data of the depth information coming at a rate of about 30 fps and the other is
text data including the coordinates of the center point of the recognized object,
hand. Finally, the shape data is hand shape data to be added to the motion to
be generated later. Binary depth data can help developers to develop when there
is no hardware. Text files help developers understand the movement of data and
can be used to reconstruct data to predict and change the user’s movements.
In addition, developers can add one more input, depending on needs, which is
the data that helps shape the shape already prepared. In this case, when it is
necessary to grasp the movement of a specific shape, it is used to regenerate a
desired type of input data. For skeleton data, input file is defined as one. This
is the coordinate of each skeleton joint and can be used to track the movement
of each segment.

4.3 Input Generation

There are three ways to create a new motion: modifying the coordinates in
the text file, separating and combining existing data, and creating the desired
motion with the simulator. In this paper, motion generation from depth data,
motion generation from skeleton data, and motion generation from simulator are
discussed.

Depth. This study proposes a method to generate new motion using informa-
tion of motion of existing depth data. The existing input data consists of a binary
file, which is raw data, and a text file, which is a coordinate of the center point.
There are several steps to export information about the movement of ‘hand’
which is meaningful data. Handle only the depth data within a certain depth to
grasp the motion of the hand without accepting the movements other than the
hand. In addition, the distance of the image is transformed, and the focal point
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is recorded in the file as the center point of the hand that find the furthest point
from the outside.

The raw data of the depth information is read from the created file through
the following procedure. If the depth is within a certain range for understanding
the movement, the RGB value is made 0 and the hand shape of the part is
made white. The input1 and input2 images above in Fig. 6 show the hand shape
created from the raw data. input1 is part of the image moving from left to right,
and input2 is part of the image moving from bottom to top. In addition to
restoring the two inputs, when generating new motion data, information about
each motion is needed, and information corresponding to each motion is recorded
in a text file for each input data. The third image in Fig. 6 shows the center
point for the new movement from left bottom to right top using the coordinates
from left to right and from bottom to top of input1 and input2. Tracking the
movement can be done as follows. If developers have the shape of the hand
needed, developers can use it to regenerate the new movement based on its
center point.

Fig. 6. Left-top is input1, right-top image is input2, left-bottom is center point of
synthesized movement, right-bottom is movement and hand shape.

Skeleton. This study suggests a method to make another skeleton image using
the skeletal motion obtained from Kinect. For this method, existing input data
requires a file with raw data and the location of each skeleton. The method of
generating raw data is the same as the process in depth. The data about the
skeleton position is obtained using the functions provided by the Kinect API,
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and the data is generated in the same order as provided by the API so as to
utilize the data. The skeleton has coordinates for each position, as shown in
Fig. 7. The left side is the image of input1, and it is the standing of a person.
The right side is the image of input2 and the person is sitting. If developers want
to create a new motion by composing the following two data, developers have to
set the standard of motion well and understand the need to move together. For
example, if developers want to put the left hand of input1 into the motion of
input2, applying the same coordinates will have an unnatural hand-off image. In
this case, the relative movement of the hand with respect to the wrist at input1
can be obtained and the relative position of the wrist of input2 can be calculated
to obtain the motion of the similar position with respect to the wrist. Likewise,
this study tried to create a new input by synthesizing the movements of both
arms of input1 to input2, where the relative position was the navel. Therefore, for
the natural movement of the generated image arm, the relative coordinates of the
shoulders, elbows, wrists, palms, thumbs, and fingers were calculated centering
on the navel, and the new coordinates were calculated based on the navel of the
input2. Figure 8 shows the results of the study, showing that the lower body of
input 2 is the sum of the upper arms of input1, creating a new movement.

Fig. 7. Left is input1 that the standing of a person, right is input2 that sitting of a
person.

Fig. 8. Synthesized skeleton image
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4.4 Image Generation by Simulator

The way to create the desired movement of the user with the simulator is to
use the hand shape received by using the existing Kinect. The movement of
the input in a desired location and moving it to a desired location is divided
into four cases, depending on the magnitude of the x and y coordinates of the
starting point and the destination point. It is used to determine the type of the
current movement. If the generated input moves at a given speed and arrives at
the arrival point and leaves the original type, it is considered that one motion is
finished and the next specified motion can be performed. Using this, continuous
motion input can be created and utilized. Figure 9 shows the flow of the code-
generated frames. Movements move in the order of (0, 0), (512, 424), (300, 200),
(0, 0), (200, 300), (300, 200). Developers can code in multiple directions and con-
secutive movements rather than in a single direction.

Fig. 9. Event sequence of movement by simulator

5 Conclusion

This study proposes a simulation-based development methodology that applies
HCI system flow in HCI system development. Even if a limited environment
such as a hardware or a tester is not available, the methodology supports devel-
oping the HCI system by using the stored event data. Therefore, a developer
may develop software and hardware of the HCI system at the same time. Also,
initiating the testing phase earlier, the development methodology can prevent
errors to be found later and may lower the maintenance cost.
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The methodology supports a developer and a tester of the HCI system, how-
ever, the motion synthesis may not cover entire requirements of the testing.
Since motion events are generated based on the abstraction of hand angles and
movements, a developer should consider the limitation of the motion synthesis.
To ease the restrictions, a formalized modeling and simulation theory may be
consider as an alternative solution.
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Abstract. Traditional computer use in educational environments does
not ensure learning improvement. Consequently, there is a global effort
to make and provide more effective and efficient use of new multime-
dia resources and learning environments. Learning Objects (LOs) are
entities, digital or not, which can be used or referenced during teaching.
However, multimedia authoring of LOs is still complex and time consum-
ing. In this paper we present a novel process integrating participatory and
interaction design which we adopted in the development of an author-
ing tool involving a multidisciplinary team. As result, this methodology
is used in the development of Cacuriá, a multimedia authoring tool for
teachers with little or no programming skills to create LOs.

Keywords: Authoring tool ·Mental-model · Navigation/search design ·
Participatory Design · Interaction Design · Learning Objects

1 Introduction

Teachers and students often make use of technologies that allow new ways of
teaching and learning. Teaching has undergone many changes, and multimedia
resources such as slideshows, videos, and games have been used in both distance
and face-to-face education increasingly in recent times. Multimedia authoring
environments can handle several multimedia resources, among which we find
Learning Objects.

A Learning Object (LO) is defined as any entity, digital or not, that can
be used, reused or referenced during a learning or training process supported by
computer(s) [1,2]. The main role of an LO is to act as a teaching resource, includ-
ing specific media contents of a subject such as image, text, video and audio, all
synchronized amongst themselves. Miller et al. have shown that LOs improve the
quality of teaching and help to provide tutors with several facilitating tools [3].

In general, a multidisciplinary team is required to build an LO. Its
development can be a complex, expensive, and time-consuming process.
c© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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Software developers are required to make the source code. Designers help to
provide a visual identity for distinct LOs. Education experts make and mea-
sure teaching goals. Furthermore, in the core of the team, there is the content
specialist (e.g., teacher and tutor), who provides the subject to be taught.

It is interesting to compare the current scenario of development of LOs with
content authoring on the Web. In the beginning, web pages were built almost
exclusively by experts in markup languages and Internet protocols. Over time,
the Web has been popularized and new jobs have been generated, for example,
the web designer whose main role is to design and develop web pages. Currently,
a wide range of content on the Web is created by non-developers [4], such as
blogs, which can be made and managed by end users with no knowledge of a
programming language for the Web. Other users (e.g., journalists and writers)
create profiles in social networks containing texts, videos, pictures and different
additional multimedia components. The support for end users to author content
on the Web is arguably one of the reasons that explain its popularization [4].

Likewise, in the context of LO authoring, in many situations the content
expert could make LOs using an authoring tool. Our aim is not to replace a
multidisciplinary team, but to let the teacher build simpler or preliminary LOs
directly. We acknowledge that, in some situations (e.g. company websites, con-
tent portals and enterprise search systems), a multidisciplinary team to create
web pages is essential.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the application of an integrated Par-
ticipatory and Interaction Design (PID) to the design of an authoring tool for
learning objects involving a multidisciplinary team. In particular, we describe
the development of a multimedia authoring tool names Cacuriá1, which allows
teachers to build interactive nonlinear LOs for the Web and Digital TV. Teach-
ers do not need previous knowledge of software development when creating LOs
with Cacuriá. Furthermore, teachers may specify temporal synchronism among
multimedia objects (e.g., video, image, text) arranged in scenes. Cacuriá sup-
ports the creation of branching plotlines, allowing the viewers to watch only the
parts of the LO they find relevant to them.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the integrated Partic-
ipatory and Interaction Design (PID). Section 3 describes its application to the
development of the Cacuriá multimedia authoring tool. Lastly, Sect. 4 presents
some final considerations.

2 Methodology

User participation in systems development is considered essential to gather
usability requirements and avoid usability problems [6]. Participatory Interac-
tion Design (PID) is considered an efficient way to describe user requirements
[5]. We then chose to design our multimedia authoring tool using PID, which is a
combination of Participatory Design (PD) [7] and Interaction Design (IxD) [8].

1 Cacuriá is the name of a Brazilian dance that is popular in the state of Maranhão.
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Participatory design (PD) involves users throughout the design and devel-
opment cycle, so they can provide expertise and participate in the design and
implementation of computer-based systems [7]. Interaction Design (IxD) defines
the structure and behavior of interactive systems aiming to facilitate human
interactions [8]. Both approaches can be used not only in the computer sci-
ence field, but also in contemporary design practices in other fields, such as
service design. In this paper, we adopted the iterative interaction design process
described by Roger et al. [9]. It consists of four main activities, illustrated in
Fig. 1: identify needs and requirements; design (generating ideas); interactive
prototype construction; and evaluation.

Fig. 1. Interaction design lifecycle [9].

To identify the key requirements for the authoring tool, we applied PD tech-
niques such as focus group and card sorting. We also conducted paper prototyp-
ing sessions to gather further information about the user interface and interac-
tion needs and wants. Next, we made a comparative analysis of LO authoring
tools to evaluate whether they fulfilled the requirements identified using the PD
techniques, as well as to improve our understanding of those requirements. The
requirements gathered were thus enhanced and a multimedia authoring tool was
proposed. Figure 2 presents the adopted PID process.

We can see two interaction lifecycles in the PID method. The first one is
an iterative PD lifecycle [10]. The second one is the IxD lifecycle, formed by
combining Interface Design, Implementation, and Evaluation. In both lifecycles
we conduct activities of requirements gathering, design, prototyping, and evalu-
ation, enhancing the designers’ reflection about the final product. In this paper,
we focus on the design phases; the evaluation phase and its lessons learned are
detailed in [11].
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Fig. 2. Adopted PID process.

2.1 Participatory Design

The Participatory Design activities involved three techniques: focus group and
card sorting, used in a meeting to gather requirements, and paper prototyping
to evaluate concepts and clarify those requirements.

The participants of the Participatory Design sessions were stakeholders of
the authoring tool. The sample selected consisted of 18 participants: teachers,
undergraduate, and graduate students heterogeneously grouped in two sessions
with 9 participants each. The participants were 3 undergraduate students and 5
Master’s students in Design, 6 undergraduate students and 1 master’s student
in Computer Science, 2 high school teachers, and 1 pedagogue.

Requirements Gathering Through Focus Group and Card Sorting.
Focus group is a qualitative technique that uncovers feelings, beliefs and opinions
about the subject investigated through a kind of moderated collective interview,
usually guided by a predefined script or list of topics [7]. In general, the aim
of this technique is not to get the consensus of ideas, but to collect a range of
opinions on a particular topic. The results are not analyzed as percentages or
statistics and should not be generalized to a population [7]. Figure 3 illustrates
how the technique was performed, keeping the participants anonymous.
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Fig. 3. Focus group session.

Card sorting consists of writing topics on small cards, which are then dis-
tributed to a group of users (5 to 15 people) who must categorize them in a way
that makes sense to them [12]. This technique promotes a better understanding
of the users’ mental models, i.e., how they think about the concepts in a given
application domain.

The card sorting sessions began with a presentation of LOs to level the knowl-
edge of the group. Then, participants were asked about the characteristics of a
good LO, and what criteria an authoring tool should meet to create a good
LO. At the end of the session, the participants reported the main features an
authoring tool should have and grouped them in small paper cards (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Session of card sorting technique.

Design and Prototyping. The next step in PD involved paper prototyping.
A prototype can be seen as a draft design and aims to conduct tests for user
interface evaluation. This kind of prototyping is considered low precision because
it uses materials such as paper and cardboard, but tends to be simpler and faster
to produce [13]. Its main goal is to evaluate designs early, thus helping to find
problems before implementation starts.
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The same participants of the previous activities were divided into 2 groups
of 9 people. Each group was responsible for creating the user interface of a LO
authoring tool based on the requirements obtained from the focus group and card
sorting sessions (see Fig. 5). After finishing the prototype, one member of each
team presented it, along with its underlying design vision and the types of LOs
the proposed authoring tool would support creating. Then, they demonstrated
the LO creation process and the possibilities of interaction and system feedback
through the user interface.

Fig. 5. Paper prototyping session.

2.2 Interface Design

The user interface was designed based on the concepts identified in the solutions
obtained in the PD activities and on a comparative analysis.

Comparative Analysis. We conducted a literature survey about authoring
tools for LOs. Each tool was briefly described in a table and compared with the
results obtained in the previous activities.

The purpose of analyzing similar authoring tools is to identify the characteris-
tics of existing solutions and investigate the authoring approaches they support.
Moreover, this activity also helped to find out whether existing tools already
(partially) fulfilled the requirements gathered in the PD activities.

User Interface Design. In order to satisfy the desired requirements for
the tool, the user interface design was conceived considering both the results
obtained in the paper prototyping activity and on user interfaces and system
features present in the tools identified in the comparative analysis.

3 Results

The general results gathered with the research methodology have led to a num-
ber of requirements for a new multimedia authoring tool and a user interface
metaphor based on scenes. In addition, methods, techniques, and technologies
were chosen for implementing the authoring tool.
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3.1 Participatory Design

Based on the techniques used in the PD activities, we specified a set of require-
ments for the design and implementation of our multimedia authoring tool.

Requirements Gathering. We observed that the predefined script for the
focus group yielded objective and relevant discussions. Most participants had
some knowledge about LOs and had already used them to teach or to study.

Following the focus group script, participants started talking about what they
knew about LOs and which models of learning objects they use in their teaching
and learning processes. Most of them pointed out that the use of video and the
possibility of the student to interact with the LO would improve and increase
student focus on the LO content. An interesting point raised by the first group
was the creation of a LO repository, in order to allow teachers be able to reference
and reuse the content in LMSs (Learning Management Systems). However, for
the stakeholders, sharing LOs in a repository raises copyright violation concerns.

Participants were unanimous in determining that an authoring tool should
not require programming skills to build an LO. Both groups set as a requirement
a minimalist interface, with few buttons and easy to use. Additionally, they
considered that the tool should support the inclusion of media objects such as
image, text, PDF and videos. Lastly, the second group reported that for a user
to have a good experience and feel motivated to create LOs, the tool should be
reliable and without errors.

Additional relevant information was obtained from the card sorting session.
Table 1 shows an overview of the categorization made by the stakeholders. Some
requirements for the design of authoring tools were obtained as a result of this
phase.

Design and Prototyping. The adopted PID process allowed the stakeholders
to easily explore diverse user interface solutions by assembling and disassembling
user interface prototypes. In addition, it allowed stakeholders to find problems
and easily solve them by themselves. When a problem was found, they would
redesign the user interface and test it again. During the prototype tool demon-
stration, the groups presented good ideas, features and an user interface which
was easy to understand. The main results achieved were the interactive designs
with fewer usability problems, which avoid later rework and thus save time in
implementing the authoring tool.

The first and the second group described minimalist interfaces. Both of them
presented the video as the main media and the initial step for the creation of
a LO. Another common decision was to use temporal and spatial views. The
goal of the spatial view is to make it easy to position and scale the media
object. Nevertheless, there were some differences in the temporal view. The first
group made a “slide switch” in which each slide had a main video and the
timeline referred to a video frame. Meanwhile, the second group created a single
timeline referencing all videos of the LO. Timelines could contain markers (which
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Table 1. Results obtained from card sorting.

Interaction Interactivity (does it help to learn?); Interaction (Student X
Teacher); Interaction (Student X Student)

Ubiquity Mobile version; Desktop version; Different environments (In class
X Distance learning); Study anywhere

Engagement Learning curve (adjustment period); Choosing the moment to
study; Abandonment, commitment, acceptance and withdrawal,
lack of interest of the student; Demotivation of the student,
content revision; Strategy to attract and engage

Ethics Content copyright

Reliability Few errors; No error interrupts

Usability Minimalist aesthetic; Fewer buttons; Easy to use; Cover basic
needs; Have a media Library with drag and drop functions; clean
workspace; Timeline; Dynamic; Simple edition tools

Resources Power Point; Videos; 3D; Text; Slides; Quiz; Images; Tutorial;
Animation; References; Movies and documentaries

Functionalities Remove; Download content; Creation and edition tools; Insert
image; Cut; Audio volume control; Resizing; Add subtitles;
Navigation tools; Url links; Recording tool; Related images
listing; Video tools; Text tools

participants called sync points). The first group proposed two kinds of markers
(start and end) to show the temporal relationship among media (e.g., video,
audio, text, and image), whereas the second group made just a start marker to
represent the beginning of all videos.

The first group also defended the idea of having a library view. This view
allows an author to add a media object to the project and then use it in the
spatial view (for instance, via drag-and-drop interactions). This group also added
a widgets concept to their user interface. The intention behind widgets is to allow
authors to include in the LO extensions such as quiz, slideshow, and menu.

In general, both groups believed that the tool should have few buttons, be
easy to use and allow the inclusion of different media objects and formats (image,
audio, and text). A number of users with experience using video-editing tools
pointed out the importance of a temporal view to have a better time control of
media such as video and audio.

The paper prototyping technique helped to improve the understanding of the
requirements collected in previous phases, by allowing participants to explore
concrete solutions to meet and refine those requirements.

3.2 Interface Design

This section describes the user interface design resulting from the PD activities
and the comparative analysis.
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Comparative Analysis. Several multimedia authoring tools for learning
objects were found. The main ones were: CourseLab [15]; DITV-Learning [16];
eXe Learning [17]; HotPotatoes [18]; Microsoft LCDS [19]; MARKER [20]
(Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11). Most of them follow the SCORM (Shareable Content
Object Reference Model) reference model, which is a set of specifications defin-
ing a content aggregation model, a sequence model and a model for executing
LOs on the Web [21].

The user interface of CourseLab [15] resembles Microsoft PowerPoint. It uses
a WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) approach in order to facilitate
the creation of LOs by nondevelopers. The tool supports various file formats such
as video, audio, text, Java applets and Flash. In addition to content structuring,
it is possible to assign actions to objects, such as animations on a clickable image.
However, it does not edit the source code of learning objects. The tool also allows
the creation of interactive activities such as questions with single and multiple
choices, true or false; sorting items; filling gaps in sentences; and linking items.
Moreover, its contents can run on various LMS, such as Moodle, ATutor and
Oracle iLearning.

Fig. 6. CourseLab’s user interface [15].

DITV-Learning [16] automates the creation of LOs for interactive TV by pro-
fessionals who have little knowledge of programming. The tool supports various
file formats of video, audio, image and text objects. DITV-Learning allows users
to create LOs as a quiz, bonus (content in the form of slides), and extra (add-
ons that can be triggered interactively during an application execution). The
LO generated by the tool runs only on devices with the Ginga NCL middleware
(more details about Ginga in Sect. 3.3).

eXe Learning [17] is a Web-based tool for the creation of LOs in HTML,
which can also be used in LMS. It provides interactive features to users as text
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Fig. 7. DITV-Learning’s user interface [16].

reading, multiple choice questions, true or false questions, Java applets, youtube
videos and Wikibooks articles. In the authoring tool there are seven editable
templates, an LO that describes how to use the tool, iDevices creation and an
HTML editor of LOs.

Fig. 8. eXe Learning’s user interface [17].

Hot Potatoes [18] is a desktop tool designed for the production of interactive
exercises in LMS, such as Moodle. It consists of five types of interactive exercises:
quiz; fill the gaps; crosswords; matching columns; and sorting of words in the
text. When you create an activity you can enter questions and answers, but
you cannot use animations. The tool lets the user group several activities into a
package.

LCDS [19] is a Microsoft desktop tool for creating LOs. It includes templates
for authoring LOs and a software manual in English. It supports various file types
of text, images, and video objects. It allows the production of page sequences,
but it does not allow to resize the page. The LO in HTML format generated by
the LCDS does not follow the SCORM model and does not allow editing.

MARKER [20] is a desktop tool and, like DITV-Learning, it is intended for
authoring LOs which can run on interactive TV with the Ginga NCL middleware
embedded. It allows the user to create markers on the main video in order to
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Fig. 9. Hot Potatoes’s user interface [18].

Fig. 10. LCDS’s user interface [19].

replace them for other media objects (e.g., audio, video, image, text). The user
can also define interactions related to those objects. For instance, pressing the
blue button on the remote, an image can be resized, a video can be paused, etc.

As shown in Table 2, all these tools are aimed at creating LOs without requir-
ing users to have programming skills. However, none of them fulfills all the
requirements uncovered in the PD activities. This motivated the development of
Cacuriá, a new multimedia authoring tool for creating LOs.

User Interface Design. The user interface was designed with six views to
manage media, as seen in Fig. 12. In the Menu View (1), users can add media,
visualize the project, and publish the LO. In the Scenes View (2) users can add,
remove, edit, and select a scene, templates, and automatic links among scenes.
In the Layout View (3), users can view the position and size the media over time,
as well as add, remove, and edit media. In the Temporal View (4), users can run
the LO and manipulate the time of the scene, as well as view, move, and remove
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Fig. 11. MARKER’s user interface [20].

Table 2. Summary of LO authoring tools.

CourseLab DITV-
Learning

eXe
Learning

HotPotatoes Microsoft
LCDS

MARKER

Interactive
videos as LOs

x x x x

Mobile
compatible
LOs

x

Desktop
multiplat-form

x x x x

Few buttons
(Mini-malist)

x x x

Multimedia
content
manipulation
(WYSIWYG)

x

Non-linear
LOs

x x x x

Timeline x x

Programing
knowledge
not-required

x x x x x x

the temporal markers of each media in a scene. In the Feature View (5), users
can visualize and edit the properties of the selected media. In the Library View
(6), users can list, rename, and edit the order of media objects in the project.
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Fig. 12. Cacuriá’s user interface.

Cacuriá2 is a WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) tool, where
all the viewed content and the one that is being modified resemble the final
application generated by the tool. The tool does not require the user to have
specific previous knowledge about the specification language used to develop
interactive applications. This turns out to be quite useful for end users who do
not have specific programming knowledge, but who are interested in creating
LOs. It can also be useful for casual users, who do not want to spend too much
time learning a language or technology to create LOs.

The abstraction adopted by the tool for creating LOs is based on the media
synchronization in a composite node. This same abstraction is used in several
tools [15,22]. In this paper, the composite nodes are called scenes. Each scene is
composed of one or more media objects (videos, image, text, and shapes) syn-
chronized with the timeline. In order to create interactive, non-linear content,
the tool provides ways to navigate between scenes and to open additional con-
tent such as web pages, which are triggered by links anchored on certain media
objects. The tool also features the use of scene templates, which predefine the
position and size of media objects, leaving for the user only the work of choosing
media objects that will be used in the template. Therefore, as shown in Table 3,
Cacuriá covers all the requirements gathered in the PD activities.

3.3 Implementation

The authoring tool designed to create LOs for interactive TV and Web was
named Cacuriá. It was developed using C++ and the Qt framework [23]. Qt

2 Available at https://goo.gl/inxv1N.

https://goo.gl/inxv1N
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Table 3. Requirements covered by Cacuriá tool.

Cacuriá

Interactive videos as LOS x

Mobile compatible LOs x

Desktop multiplatform x

Few buttons (Minimalist) x

Multimedia content manipulation (WYSIWYG) x

Non-linear LOs x

Timeline x

Programing knowledge not-required x

allows the creation of multi-platform applications using the approach “write
once, compile anywhere” [23], which enables the tool installation on Windows,
Linux, and Mac OS.

In order to store all the information contained in the tool, a class called
Document was created. This class provides a global access point of information
for the other classes of the system. This class was modeled applying the Singleton
and Observer design patterns [14]. The code architecture was designed using
views. When a user interacts with a certain view, the other views are updated
through a signal sent from Document, as Fig. 13 shows.

Fig. 13. Overview of the communication between the Document and the Views.
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Another important feature of Cacuriá is that it exports the interactive appli-
cations to either NCL (Nested Context Languages) [24] or HTML5 [25]. NCL is
a language adopted by the ISDB-Tb (International Services for Digital Broad-
cast, Terrestrial Brazilian) for the specification of interactive applications in
the declarative part of the Ginga middleware, as well as the ITU-T (Interna-
tional Telecommunication Union) recommendation for IPTV services. Mean-
while, HTML5 allows an LO to be displayed on the Web.

4 Final Considerations

This paper presented a Participatory and Interaction Design process for building
multimedia authoring tools which includes the stakeholder as a central element
in their design. The process allowed us to gather requirements and improved
our understanding of user needs and mental models. Besides including users at
the center of the design process, the process also incorporates mechanisms for
iteratively evaluating and redesigning the prototypes to improve the product.

The process is exemplified in the development of the Cacuriá authoring tool.
The tool allows teachers with little or no programming skills to create learning
objects. Cacuriá can be used to create a wide variety of learning objects using a
minimalist interface, a simple information storage structure and an abstraction
based on scenes. In addition, the use of interactivity mechanisms enables the
teacher to create applications adapted to the student needs.

The requirements gathered in our research can be reused by designers and
developers of similar tools. Moreover, the techniques and methods described in
this paper (e.g., paper prototyping, card sorting) can be used to support the
design of other multimedia authoring tools.
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Abstract. The digitization of industrial manufacturing workflows
results in an interconnection between employees, between employees and
machines as well as between machines. Lots of information and data
about past, current or even predicted states of products and machines
arise. Workflows as well as work organization will change due to topics
such as big data analytics, machine learning, predictive maintenance, or
new work concepts. The direct and indirect interaction between digi-
tization and all new processes of work design and work organization is
subject of the research area Work 4.0. Digital assistance systems are able
to support the employees in gathering, interpretation and communica-
tion with data, machines and colleagues.

Despite all efforts, todays software products still lack of quality in
respect of inadequate functionality and usability. Thus, current software
engineering methods seems to be insufficient and software quality models
seem to be only focused on technological acceptance instead of human-
centered and business-centered acceptance.

This paper presents a human-centered acceptance quality model and
acceptance criteria for digital assistance systems with a focus on the
industrial manufacturing context. The aim is to enrich the communica-
tion and integration of human-centered activities in software engineering
methods supporting a common language and understanding of quality
goals as well as of metrics for the evaluation of improvements due to the
use of digital assistance systems.

Keywords: Acceptance · Digital assistance systems · Human-centered
design · Software quality · ISO/IEC 25010 · Work 4.0

1 Introduction

Having a look on today’s occupations, there are lots of reasons why people work.
The primary objective as well as one of the most important ones is earning a
living for themselves and their families [1,2]. People work for a wage. They are
eager to use it to shape their current lives including the time away from work (e.g.
leisure or vacations) as well as their future (e.g. retirement). Further objectives
c© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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include to be part of the society, to create an own identity and to keep one’s
own dignity. Work is vital for everyone and for the society as a whole. It allows
people to participate within a community, to find contacts and to communicate.
The content and the outcome of their work is important for them, too. They
become able to use their talents, to learn and to develop their skills. In addition,
recognition, reward, knowledge as well as sharing ideas are features people are
longing for at work [3], issues that are closely related to user experience [2]. If
people take pride in their work, they may find it a very enjoyable part of their
lives and they may improve the quality of their work likewise.

Looking upon the topics that shape the future of work, we can observe five big
trends: New behaviors, millennials in the workplace, mobility, globalization, and
technologies [4]. Today, employees are eager to live more public lives. That means
we build online communities, share ideas, and collaborate on a common knowl-
edge base. These new behaviors lead to new requirements the organizations we are
working for need to fulfill. In addition, this aspect will be reinforced by the huge
number of millennials – the “Generation Y” with its technological fluency – which
will enter the job market by 2020. Globalization foster open boundaries to work
with anyone and mobility increase the flexibility to work anywhere and with any
device. Nevertheless, the main driver of innovation for these changes is “software”.

The German term “Arbeit 4.0” (en. “Work 4.0”) addresses the direct and
indirect interaction between digitization and all new processes of work design,
organization of work, and working conditions [3] as well as training and quali-
fication. Software solutions especially digital assistance systems are increasingly
used within the professional work context [5], e.g. cooperative robots in industrial
manufacturing or augmented reality glasses in commissioning. The possibilities
are versatile, but they also encourage further discussions about the impacts on
the working life of humans. The employees’ as well as organizational acceptance
of these technologies is crucial and includes quality aspects of usability, user
experience, and Work 4.0.

Despite all efforts, todays software products still lack of quality with regard to
functionality and usability [6,7]. Thus, current software engineering (SE) meth-
ods as well as software quality models seem to be insufficient. Methods don’t
focus on end users – the employees working with the software – in terms of active
involvement during the development process. Furthermore, quality models lack
focussing on work and user experience. The topic of usability is already included
within newer quality models, e.g. ISO/IEC 25010 [8], but its concepts are com-
municated in a way that foster imprecise interpretations. A more human-centered
quality model will help to integrate the human focus in quality discussions about
systems to be developed, to select adequate methods for user participation, and
to shape a common understanding about user goals and needs.

In this paper we present an approach that defines a concept for a human-
centered acceptance quality model. Furthermore, we conducted contextual
inquiries within three projects with industrial partners to elicit acceptance cri-
teria for digital assistance systems within industrial manufacturing. Based on
these criteria implications for a review of the software quality model of ISO/IEC
25010 are formulated.
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2 Background

In order to create a quality model that focusses on acceptance and that is based
on an individual human-centered and organizational business-centered perspec-
tive it is important to create a common understanding. This paper focusses on
digital assistances systems within industrial manufacturing. Therefore, digital
assistance systems are defined in the following subsection followed by a brief
introduction to technology acceptance of these systems. Afterwards, existing
quality models are discussed as a base for an acceptance quality model.

2.1 Digital Assistance Systems

The aim of digital assistance systems is to provide employees with the infor-
mation they need just as quickly and easily as possible at any time and from
anywhere. Assistance systems include all technologies that assist the employees
in carrying out their work and enable them to concentrate on their core compe-
tencies. These are, in particular, technologies for providing information, such as
visualization systems, mobile devices, tablets and smart glasses or tools which
perform calculations. This ranges from the simple display of work instructions
via visual or multi-medial support (e.g. picking systems) to context-sensitive
augmented reality for the employees [10].

disruptiveusual

Actual Digital Copy Digital Innovation Digital Revolution Human Substitute

Paper-based
Clipboard

Digital checklist 
on a tablet

Digital checklist
on a tablet 

ordered dynamically 
based on a 

big data analysis

Pick-by Vision
with a head-mounted 
optical see-through 

display
(augmented reality) 

Autonomous
self-driving

industrial truck

Fig. 1. Degrees of digital assistance (example of industrial picking)

In comparison to the actual analog situation, digital assistance can be distin-
guished into three levels of digitization: The digital copy, the digital innovation
and the digital revolution (see Fig. 1).

The “digital copy” represents an accurate reflection of a none-digital reality
about something already existing. In industrial picking, the digital copy could
be an online checklist on a tablet that looks exactly the same as the checklist on
a paper-based clipboard. The next level of “digital innovation” adds something
new to the already existing digital copy. This could be a dynamically ordered
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online checklist based on a big data analysis about the dependencies of individ-
ual check items. The highest level of a digital assistance systems is the “digital
revolution”, something completely new in the digital world that still does not
exist in the real world and implies a disruption of structures, workflows or tasks
(cf. [11,12]). This could be a pick-by vision system with a head-mounted optical
see-through display, also known as augmented reality (AR), where digital infor-
mation are presented directly within the real work environment. Out of scope
are “human substitutes”, complete autonomous systems without any human
intervention.

The higher the digital disruption (e.g. compared to the previous value system,
complexity), the more critical is the acceptance of the software solution on the
part of the organization and especially on the part of the employees [13].

2.2 Technology Acceptance

The acceptance of digital assistance systems or technology in general is crucial
for the successful introduction and use within an organization. Venkatesh and
Bala [14] proposed the concept of the “Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)
v3” that is mainly described by the two aspects perceived ease of use & perceived
usefulness, which affect the aspects of the behavioral intention & use behavior.

– Perceived ease of use is defined as “the extent to which a person believes that
using an IT will enhance his or her job performance”.

– Perceived usefulness is defined as “the degree to which a person believes that
using an IT will be free of effort”.

– Behavioral intention is defined as the prediction of how the users will behave
with a system based on the perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness.

– Use behavior describes the actual behavior during the usage of a system.

These aspects are influenced by multiple variables (e.g. computer self-efficacy,
computer anxiety, computer playfulness).

Regarding the development of digital assistance systems these variables are
either shaped by the system itself or by the organizational culture. Thus, there
are three interconnected factors that assure the acceptance: Process, people and
product. Involving all necessary stakeholders right from the start during the con-
ception and development of a system influences the acceptance through out the
process. Creating a social and cultural environment where employees like to work
and to talk about their problems and their ideas influences the people in their
openness. Creating an assistance system (product) with an appropriate usability
and user experience (UX) influences the employees through the system itself.

Comparing the definitions of usability, its three attributes, and user experience

– Effectiveness: “Accuracy and completeness with which users achieve specified
goals.” [15]

– Efficiency: “Resources expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness
with which users achieve goals.” [15]
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– Satisfaction: “Freedom from discomfort, and positive attitudes towards the use
of the product.” [15]

– User Experience: “Person’s perceptions and responses resulting from the use
and/or anticipated use of a product, system or service” [16]

with TAMs definitions of perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness we
can see the close relation between technology acceptance, usability and user
experience. Therefore, usability and user experience represent fundamental qual-
ity influences on technology acceptance. Other influences on technology accep-
tance are technical product qualities like reliability, security or performance effi-
ciency, etc.

2.3 Quality Models

As software quality has an influence on the acceptance a further look has to be
taken on system and software quality models.

Software in its nature is abstract and intangible. Shewhart [17] early divides
the quality of manufactured products into an objective as well as subjective side:

“There are two common aspects of quality: One of them has to do with the
consideration of the quality of a thing as an objective reality independent
of the existence of man. The other has to do with what we think, feel or
sense as a result of the objective reality. In other word, there is a subjective
side of quality.”

Based on this, researchers and practitioners have tried to make the benefits
and costs more visible for measurement proposing various characterizations for
the objective side of software quality [18–20].

McCall et al. [18] presented one of the eldest known quality models developed
at General Electrics. They identified three major perspectives: Product revision
(ability to carry out changes), product transition (adaptability towards new
environments) and product operations (its operation characteristics) including
11 quality factors (e.g. maintainability, correctness, portability) and 23 quality
criteria (e.g. traceability, storage efficiency).

Boehm et al. [19] described three primary uses in their quality model: As-is
utility (extent to which the software can be used), maintainability (ease of modi-
fication and retesting) and portability (adaptability towards new environments).
Further on they presented seven quality factors (e.g. portability, reliability, effi-
ciency) that are classified into these primary uses and that are defined by 15
criteria (e.g. accuracy, completeness, consistency).

Grady [20] defined five characteristics known by the abbreviation FURPS,
which stands for functionality, usability, reliability, performance, and supporta-
bility. These characteristics are of two different types: Functional (F) and non-
functional (URPS).

These quality model have lots of similarities and mainly differ in some of
their factors. A common pattern in all of these quality models is their hierarchy:
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Characteristics → factors (ext. view) → criteria (int. view) → metrics

Nevertheless, the value of these models is a pragmatic one and doesn’t exist
in the presence of more or less factors. An accurate measurement of a software
will determine its value. One major challenge from a human-centered perspec-
tive remains in the separation of functionality and usability. This results in a
technology-centered development of software, where usability is just the “user
interface manicure” instead of user needs defining the necessity of functionality
and visualization of information [21].

A newer standardized quality model exist in ISO/IEC 25010 [8]. Two types
of quality models are defined in the standard (see Fig. 2):

– The quality in use model consists of “five characteristics related to outcomes
of interaction with a system”.

– The product quality model includes eight characteristics describing the fixed
quality of a product.

Quality in use

Effectiveness

Efficiency

Satisfaction

Freedom from Risks

Context coverage

Functional Suitability

Performance Efficiency

Compatibility

Usability

Reliability

Security

Maintainability

Portability

Product Quality

Fig. 2. ISO/IEC 25010 quality factors

The difficulties of this model from a human-centered perspective is the mis-
leading, imprecise use of the usability concept. In this technical view, usability is
focused again on user interface aesthetics, but also extended with some sub fac-
tors that have some similarities with usability dialogue principles [22], e.g. learn-
ability or user error protection. Regarding ISO 9241-11 [15] usability is defined as
the “extend to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified
goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use”.
Following this definition the factor usability in the product quality model is mis-
leading, because usability is also included in the factors effectiveness, efficiency
and satisfaction that are used within the quality of use model.

Furthermore, effectiveness from a usability point of view specifies the func-
tional appropriateness of a software along the users’ tasks. Functional appro-
priateness is a sub factor of functional suitability in the product quality model.
Thus, usability is not just a quality requirement, but also closely related to
quality in use and functionality.

Apart from that, the terms effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction, freedom from
risks, and context coverage are too abstract as they vary in the interpretation of
the respective perspectives. For example, using the term satisfaction the human-
centered perspective would think of “hedonic and pragmatic satisfaction of the
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users” while the business-centered perspective would think of the “management
satisfaction” and the technology-centered perspective of the “support and main-
tenance satisfaction”.

In addition, ISO/IEC 25010 is missing the dependencies that exists between
various factors. For example, satisfaction in terms of the user’s trust of a system
has a causality with the technical factors confidentiality, integrity, and reliability.

One of the reasons for often unsuccessful software products or software prod-
ucts that only met parts of users’ needs may be the limited focus on techni-
cal quality criteria (e.g. functionality, reliability, maintainability, etc.). From an
organization’s point of view, the success of a software is determined by the qual-
ity of the interplay between the different success criteria from the three points of
view: human-centered quality (individual acceptance), business-centered qual-
ity (organizational acceptance), and technological-centered quality (technical
acceptance).

3 Human-Centered Acceptance Quality Model

Creating a human-centered acceptance quality model for digital assistance sys-
tems existing system and software quality models have been analyzed in a first
step. The aim was to identify if human-centered quality factors are already exis-
tent and how current models are structured. Results were discussed within an
expert-based German UPA working group on quality standards as well as within
a practitioner workshop at the German HCI conference “Mensch & Computer”.

Further on, a meta model to specify a quality model for acceptance criteria
was built. Different approaches on classifications for usability, user experience
and Work 4.0 (e.g. ISO/DIS 9241-220 [2,9,23]) had been analyzed to identify an
initial set of acceptance criteria. These criteria had been formulated according
to the defined meta model and had been used as a foundation for the individual
as well as the organizational perspective to add on to the technological one. To
consolidate this initial set of acceptance criteria, a focus group had been estab-
lished that consists of twenty participants (executives as well as work council
members) of various industrial manufacturing companies. The focus group got
different questions to set up own acceptance criteria from their perspective.
Afterwards, this set of criteria was compared to the initial set.

Using three current projects with industrial partners the consolidated set of
acceptance criteria had been used in the requirements elicitation stages of assis-
tance systems to be developed. Two projects used the acceptance quality model
to discuss their vision and different partial conflicting requirements. Contextual
Inquiry has been used within these projects to elicit problem scenarios and user
needs, and to specify user requirements. These requirements were mapped to
the acceptance quality model to argue about the priority of individual require-
ments and to decide about conflicting requirements. The third project was used
to validate the model within a user study. Therefore, a paper-based survey was
developed and distributed among 180 assembly and quality assurance employees
to evaluate the importance of the acceptance criteria. In addition, 24 employees
participated within semi-structured interviews.
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Based on this knowledge, also ideas for adapting ISO/IEC 25010 [8] with a
more human-centered perspective had been formulated.

3.1 Meta Model for Acceptance Criteria

As mentioned previously, a meta model for an acceptance quality model had
been built to describe the elicited acceptance criteria and their dependencies (see
Fig. 3). The model adapts the hierarchy described in Sect. 2.3 (characteristics →
factors → criteria → metrics) to

acceptanceCategory → qualityDimension → acceptanceCriterion → metric

The focus of this meta model is on the acceptance criterion itself. Every
criterion can have further sub criteria or can likewise be a sub criterion of another
one. As there are lots of dependencies between different criteria and perspectives
a criterion can also be influenced by another criterion, can influence another
criterion itself, or can have a conflict with another criterion.

In addition, each criterion belongs to one acceptance category. This can
either be the individual acceptance from the human-centered perspective, the

Fig. 3. Formalized model to describe acceptance criteria
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Fig. 4. Visual representation of the acceptance quality model

organizational acceptance from the business-centered perspective, or the tech-
nological acceptance from the technology-centered perspective.

Next, each criterion belongs to one or more quality dimensions. The quality
dimensions describes the nature of a criterion as it can have multiple topics. Ini-
tially, a set of five dimensions has been set up including usability, user experience,
Work 4.0, business, and technology.

In addition, each criterion has at least one metric to measure the degree of
its fulfillment.

As there are also criteria which cannot be influenced by the digital assistance
system itself, but by a change in the organizational culture, a further attribute
had been added that describes the achievement influences of a criterion.

Finally, a visual representation for the meta model had been developed to use
acceptance criteria within focus groups, workshops, or discussions (see Fig. 4).
A criterion is represented as a rectangle. Its acceptance category (I, O, T) and
achievement influencer (S, C) are on the left side of the rectangle whereas the
quality dimensions (U, UX, W, B, T) are on the right side. Dependencies are
represented with either a directed line with an arrow (influencedBy) or undi-
rected line with a lightning (conflictWith). Sub criteria are connected with an
arrow whereby the open arrowhead points to the parent.

3.2 Acceptance Criteria for Digital Assistance Systems in Industrial
Manufacturing

The objectives for an acceptance quality model for digital assistance systems are
manifold:

– Common language and understanding in a project team: As project teams are
often interdisciplinary it is necessary to provide a common big picture of the
different terms and goals (e.g. the different interpretations of satisfaction as
discussed in Sect. 2.3).

– Common prioritization of quality goals: A common quality model based on
acceptance criteria shall enable the project team to agree on a common pri-
oritization in order to define the scope of the assistance systems.

– Elicitation of requirements: Acceptance criteria can either lead to further
requirements that are implicitly assumed or existing requirements can be
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structured along their perspective (human, business, technology) and related
acceptance criteria.

– Predictable effects: Effects on the acceptance of a system caused by decisions
for example made about workflows or the user interface can be predicted along
the acceptance criteria or their dependencies.

– Support method selection: Having a common and prioritized set of accep-
tance criteria shall support the selection of appropriate methods used within
a project, e.g. usability and UX methods.

– Metrics for evaluation: Related to the previous objective metrics can be
derived from the acceptance criteria and appropriate evaluation methods can
be selected.

TAM [14] as well as ISO/IEC 25010 [8] had been used as a base for the iden-
tification of initial acceptance criteria for digital assistance systems in industrial
manufacturing. Further acceptance criteria had been elicited within workshops
with practitioners from the management and work council of industrial manu-
facturing companies. Due to the limited space only an excerpt of the current
generalized and expandable set of acceptance criteria is shown in Table 1.

3.3 Evaluation

As mentioned previously, workshops with practitioners had taken place in order
to expand as well as to consolidate the specified acceptance criteria. Three cur-
rent projects with industrial manufacturing had been used to evaluate the fea-
sibility of the acceptance quality model.

– Case 1: Energy-efficiency installation: The organization of this case advises,
installs and maintains combined heat and power (CHP) units of all sizes for
various properties. Therefore, they are kind of responsible for the energy-
saving result. However, the decision for an optimal CHP is very complex and
depends on the interaction of all the energy consumers of a property as well as
the people working there. In order to demonstrate the actual energy savings
as well as to interpret deviations in the behavior and to plan maintenance
work ahead, it is necessary to analyze and interpret a large number of energy
data. The aim of a project was to introduce an assistance system to support
all actors from the craftsman through the energy engineer to the owner of the
property.

– Case 2: Facade engineering: The organization of this case is active within the
context of building construction and supports their customers (e.g. architects,
engineers, constructors) with free of charge services in order to convince them
to buy their building elements later on. Some stand-alone solutions exist that
supports the involved people with some assistance. With the aim to improve
the overall construction planning and coordination process and to connect
existing solutions, a project has been set up to analyze the context of use
within the company (sales, engineering, consulting) as well as with the users
of their services.
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Table 1. Acceptance criteria for digital assistance systems (excerpt)

Acceptance cat. Acceptance criterion Quality dim.

Individual Suitability for the task U, W

Cognitive workload balance U, W

Task effectiveness U, W

Accessibility U, W

Freedom from fear of making mistakes U, W

Suitability for learning U, W

Conformity with user expectations U, W

Work outcome improvement U, UX, W

Autonomy/Self-organization UX, W

Work quality feedback UX, W

Trustworthiness UX, W

Situational awareness W

Working time flexibility W

Transparency reliability towards supervisors W

Organizational Freedom from economical risks B

Technical availability B, T

Employee qualification B

Variation control B

Acceleration of training periods B

Business data privacy B

Knowledge conservation B

Process state transparency B

Technological Performance efficiency T

Compatibility T

Security T, U

Confidentiality T, U

Maintainability T

Modularity T

Reliability T

Adaptability T

...

– Case 3: ATM assembly: The organization of this case produce all different
kinds of self-service systems, e.g. automated teller machines (ATM). The auto-
mated production of the parts needed is followed by a manual assembly line.
Multiple quality gates within this assembly line ensure the quality of the prod-
ucts. As the number of produced machines is low within each order due to indi-
vidualization by the customer, quality problems are reported at a time when
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they cannot be fixed anymore. A project has been set up to identify possibili-
ties for digitalization of paper-based documentation and quality assistance for
the worker.

In the first two cases the model had been used to discuss about consequences
on changing the workflows and to agree upon the priorities of requirements. The
organizations decided to involve their customers as well as their own employees
and users. Thus, the integration of usability research methods in the existing soft-
ware engineering processes were comprehensible for all project team members.

Additionally, 180 employees (assembly workers, tester, and supervisors) in
case three participated in a paper-based survey. First, they were ask about their
current tasks and which are criteria for their acceptance of a digital assistance
system. Then, they were ask to have a look on a list of presented criteria. They
had to mark criteria that are of importance for their individual acceptance as
well as for the organizational acceptance in case of the supervisors. Based on this
results, the list of acceptance criteria had been extended with 13 new criteria.

3.4 Implications for ISO/IEC 25010

Taking a look back on ISO/IEC 25010 [8] software quality seems to be more com-
plex. Currently, the quality in use and product model have a technology-centered
perspective. Both quality models will need to take two further perspectives into
account adding also the human-centered and business-centered perspective.

Therefore, in the quality in use model the characteristics “effectiveness”,
“efficiency”, “satisfaction”, and “freedom from risk” should have all three per-
spectives, because the general terms are interpreted in different ways and hin-
der communication. For example, efficiency in a human-centered perspective
means “having short navigation ways”, “getting responses from the system in
appropriate times”, “having a fixed status of entered data while going back
and forth in the process”, etc. From a business-centered perspective efficiency
means “cost efficiency in terms of money” or “restructuring working time due
to decreased capacity utilization of employees”. A technology-centered perspec-
tive might think of “support efficiency” or the “processing time on a CPU”. The
other way round, this means that from an overall Work 4.0 perspective the saved
time due to better efficiency shouldn’t have an impact on work intensification
for the employees. Thus, the positive quality characteristic of business-centered
efficiency might lead to a negative quality characteristic of human-centered satis-
faction. Hence, the employee might reject an inadequate assistance system even
if the quality characteristic of efficiency seems to be good from the business
perspective. Dependencies between quality characteristic should be added.

Furthermore, usability in the product quality model only refers to factors
of the user interface and may be renamed to it. As already noted, usability is
even bigger than just the visible outcome known as “user interface”. Usability
also includes the human-centered view of the quality in use model or the quality
factor “functional appropriateness” in terms of suitability for the task. Thus,
usability should not just be a quality factor, but kind of a layer that includes
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quality factors from both models. The same argument exists for the term of user
experience as an even more comprehensive term than usability.

4 Conclusion and Outlook

Summing up, the aim of this paper is to enrich the communication and the inte-
gration of human-centered activities in software engineering methods. There-
fore, a human-centered acceptance quality model for digital assistance systems
in industrial manufacturing has been presented that includes individual, organi-
zational as well as technological acceptance criteria. This model should support
a common language and understanding within a project as well as common
prioritization of quality goals, and common metrics for the evaluation of digital
assistance systems.

Current software quality models were analyzed regarding their focus on
human-centered quality factors. Multiple workshops and focus groups were run to
extend and continuously consolidate an initial set of acceptance criteria. Projects
with industrial partners has been used to evaluate the feasibility of the model.

Current insights confirm the involvement of all stakeholders (project team,
employees, work council, researcher) during context of use analyses and require-
ments discussion. As the projects are ongoing, no statement can be made about
the final acceptance of the assistance systems. But the acceptance within the
process has been increased and the consideration of all needs shall influence the
later acceptance of the ready-to-run systems.

Future work will contain further evaluations of the model and the impacts
on the development processes likewise.

In addition, managers are eager to measure the outcome of change. The
current model already contains the concept of metrics, but not every acceptance
criteria is documented with an appropriate metric yet. This will be the next step
of research.

Finally, the model has to be integrated into requirements management con-
cepts to foster the prediction of positive and even more important negative
impacts of digital assistance systems on workflows and work organization and,
therefore, on Work 4.0.
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Abstract. The marriage of Agile development processes and User-Centered
Design (UCD) has been increasingly attracting interest within the field of
software development [1]. Integrating the two can identify the benefits of each in
terms of efficient work processes to achieve useful and at the same time usable
products as results. While the user-centered design process has a defined
structure [2], the understanding of user experience and user interface teams vary
significantly across organizations [3]. Similarly, design processes are defined
differently per organization without a universal model. For certain teams the
User eXperience (UX) team means an entity of all user-related and
design-related activities, including user research, benchmarking, creating
information architecture, projecting user needs into wireframes, creating user
interface visual designs and evaluating with usability testings. Other organiza-
tions have differentiated User Research specialists (involved in user insights and
usability topics) from User eXperience teams (specified on translating user
needs into screens) and User Interface (visual representations of tasks) teams. To
our knowledge, very little research has been done regarding such intricacies of
team structures when discussing user experience teams in the Agile and UCD
integration frameworks. Our paper provides a review of different UI/UX team
structures in organizations and their implications in the implementation of
projects. With our analysis of different team and role structures we hope to
contribute to better understanding of UI/UX teams in design agencies and the
influence of this understanding on the success of projects incorporating UCD
and agile approaches.

Keywords: User-centered design � Agile methodologies � Software
development process � Lean UX � User experience design � HCI in business

1 Background

In recent decades, the software development industry has experienced a shift from
traditional approaches towards Agile methodologies, as a result of the growing com-
plexity and size of projects. Traditional, or heavyweight methodologies, in the software
development process are characterized by a sequential series of steps, such as defining
requirements, planning, building, testing and deployment [4]. Documentation plays a
major role in the process: the detailed visualization of the finished project is to be
completed before the building starts. Some examples of such methodologies include
Waterfall, Spiral Model and Unified Process.
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In contrast, Agile methodologies (Fig. 1) evolved as a response to the eager
business community asking for lighter weight along with faster and nimbler software
development processes. Agile approaches involve smaller and shorter releases, parallel
programming, and iterations as core of their process [5]. Examples of agile method-
ologies include Extreme Programming (XP), Scrum and Feature Driven Development
(FDD) among others.

Google’s design sprints are one of the popular examples of integrating agile
development and design thinking in the creative communities and serve as a structured
brainstorm for project teams to learn from doing. Divided across five days, these design
sprints are performed to answer critical business questions through design, prototyping,
and testing ideas with customers [6]. Lean UX is another process embodying agile
principles, designed for fast user-centered software development. The philosophy of
Lean UX is comprised of three principles: design thinking, Lean production and Agile
development [7]. The model works on the “think-make-check” feedback loop (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. In a waterfall development cycle, the analysis, design, coding, and quality assurance
testing are separate stages of a release that extends over months or years. In Agile development,
each set of incremental mini-releases (each created in 2–4 weeks) has these stages [5].

Fig. 2. Lean UX and the “think-make-check” feedback tool emphasize on early validation and
faster development cycles [7].
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The idea is to innovate quickly, by choosing lightweight research methods and
creating prototypes to test out the concepts and validating this through usability testing.
The core point of the process is to reduce cycle time, not build time - hence the amount
of time it takes to move through the think-make-check loop. The process emphasizes
designers working closely in collaboration with the team, demoing their work often, to
get feedback from the team and putting it into practice. Therefore, the designer should
be completely integrated with the team.

Projects using Agile methods include a set of standard roles and responsibilities,
including a scrum master (or project manager) who organizes the workflow and
communication, teams of designers, developers, and quality assurance testers, among
others. As much has been discussed in academia and the industry, regarding the general
aspects of the methodologies [8], the focus of this paper will concern the usability and
user experience specialists of the team. In software development, the team of
user-experts responsible for researching user needs and incorporating them in the
product, are called User eXperience (UX) teams. Nielsen Norman group defines “User
experience” as that which encompasses all aspects of the end-user’s interaction with the
company, its services, and its products [9]. UX teams are responsible for ensuring the
usability of the end-product, a quality attribute that assesses how easy user interfaces
are to use. In the current research, we will use the term User Researcher to define
professionals involved in identifying user needs and evaluating usability of designs. On
the other hand, the UX Designer is defined as a specialist responsible for translating
user needs into screens, before the graphical representation or code has been imple-
mented. Another term that must be mentioned when discussing the design of a product
is the user interface (UI) design, which can be misleading as it is often used inter-
changeably within UX design sources, while representing a different aspect of the
design. Unlike UX design, which is about the overall feel of the product, user interface
design refers to how the product is laid out. UI designers are in charge of designing
each screen or page with which a user interacts and ensuring that the UI visually
communicates the path that a UX designer has laid out [3]. The umbrella term “design
team” will be used as encompassing a wide range of responsibilities, from user research
to wireframing, visual design and usability testing.

These variations of tasks and responsibilities within design teams are only briefly
explored in existing literature about UCD and agile integration. While the general
literature refers to user and interface specialists in agile projects as the design team,
there is not much evidence for how specific structures of design teams influence project
results, in terms of collaboration. This research aims to analyse and understand the
implications of design team structure for collaboration and end-results within agile
projects. The overall goal is to discover the best practices for achieving effective results
in such collaborations, and how to build a design team that can champion user-centred
design in agile processes.

2 Research Design

The research methodology of the current study is explained in detail in this section.
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2.1 Methodology

The research approach of this study is qualitative. A semi-structured interview method
using the principles of Grounded Theory [10] was implemented for data collection. The
data from eight participants was collected in verbal form (in person or via a video-call)
and for the two remaining participants in written form (via electronic mail), depending
on the distance with the interviewee. The interview questions were:

• What is your role within your current organization? What role do you play in your
current project team(s)?

• Can you tell us about the projects you are working on (in terms of industry, size,
scope, work and deliverables expected)?

• What process does your team follow to organize workflow?
• Do you work agile? If so, which agile methods do you use? And which tools do you

use (for task assignments, communication, collaboration, etc.)?
• What is the design team structure in your project?
• What are the roles and responsibilities within the design team? Do you differentiate

a user experience (UX) designer from a user interface (UI) designer and a user
researcher (UR)? What are the skillsets of each, if you do?

• What problems do you (have you) encounter(ed) in your project? Specify by daily
basis vs. overall basis.

• What are the strengths of having this structure in terms of efficiency and effec-
tiveness of the end-results?

• How is the interdisciplinary collaboration between the design team and other teams
involved in the project?

• What are the satisfaction levels of the design team members (evaluated in objective
or subjective manners, in terms of engagement, ownership, personal and profes-
sional growth, etc.)?

The interviews were collected and transcribed. The answers were analysed for
emerging patterns, structures and interpretations of different task allocations in relation
to the collaboration and overall success of agile projects.

2.2 Participants

This study incorporates ten UI/UX specialists from ten companies of various sizes, in
which five are male and five are female. All participants are part of the creative team in
respective companies, involved in projects which incorporate the agile approach, with
user-centered design. The names of the projects and involved clients are omitted for
confidentiality reasons. In order to have a rational pool of data, selected participants
varied in terms of their work experience: junior designers (n = 3), medior to senior
designers (n = 4) and head of design teams (n = 3); size of the design team within their
project teams: the only designer (n = 4), one of the two designers (n = 4) and one of
the three designers in the project (n = 2); and their organizations: ranging from
product-based start-ups (n = 2) to design agencies (n = 2) and large corporations
(n = 6). Geographical diversity included designers working in the Netherlands (n = 6),
United Kingdom (n = 2), Germany (n = 1) and Spain (n = 1).
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3 Results

In this section, we present the results that emerged from interviews regarding UX roles
in their organizations and other aspects of design team structures within projects. The
data from the interviews is outlined in the following table (Table 1), with a summary of
key findings from the data in the discussion afterwards.

3.1 Designer Profiles

Although the participants identified themselves as UX designers (n = 7), interaction
designers (n = 2) and a UX and Service designer (n = 1), there was a large overlap in
terms of their roles and responsibilities. The literature search illustrated that there is no
unified agreement for the definitions of the roles. To have a common ground, we
decided to establish the following roles as involving the following tasks in Table 2 (in
alignment with [3]).

Based on the tasks they perform in daily work, the participants were classified into
various designer profiles, as described in Table 3.

For the majority of the participants, the UX and UI tasks were found to be inter-
twined. Participant 7 noted “I think it’s a bit hard to think about those two roles in
isolation: they’re so complementary! One doesn’t work without the other. If the two
roles are played by different persons: A UX designer will deliver outstanding results

Table 1. Participants

* Small/start up = the company is a start up and has up to 40 employees. Medium / agency = 
the company is a design agency and has employees between 40 and 80 employees. Large = 
over 80 employees. 
** Small = scope of up to 3 months. Medium = scope of 3 -12 months. Large > 12 months.
*** Small <5, Medium = 5-10, Large >10
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only if the involvement/communication with the UI designer is total, and the other way
around.” Three out of ten participants mentioned that they had a dedicated team
conducting discovery research and usability testing for them. Moreover, two partici-
pants stated that they would do informal usability testing themselves, whereas a
usability expert did formal, larger testing.

Although some of the participants’ functions included secondary roles and
responsibilities, such as project management and product ownership (participant 6),
coding to speed up the process of handover to developers (participants 3, 8), and
overseeing the design team or chapter (participants 5, 8 and 10), these were not
included in the scope of the current research.

Table 2. Definition of the User Research, User Experience and User Interface tasks

User Research (UR) tasks User Experience
(UX) tasks

User Interface (UI) tasks

– Discovery: collect user insights,
analyse and draw conclusions.
Interview the users. Identify if the
problem that is being tackled is the
correct one

– Usability testing
– Define and test assumptions

– Translate user needs
into wireframes of
screens

– Create user flows to
show the interactions
between screens

– Create visual designs
– Apply the design
library or the style
guide to the wireframes

– Maintain consistency
with the established
brand identity

Table 3. Designer profiles

User Interface
(UI) designer

A designer focused purely on creating visuals and
aligning with established design style and principles
within the project

None of the
participants

User eXperience
(UX) designer

A designer purely focused on translating user needs
into wireframes and flows

Participants 4
& 9

User Researcher
(UR)

A designer purely focused on scoping the problem
and the user needs, along with validating wireframes
or visuals with end-users

None of the
participants

UI/UX designer A designer fulfilling roles of both UI and UX
designers

Participants 1
& 3

UX/UR A designer fulfilling roles of both UX designer and a
User Researcher

Participant 10

UI/UR A designer fulfilling roles of both UI designer and a
User Researcher

None of the
participants

UI/UX/UR An all-round designer, responsible for all tasks across
the creative process

Participants 2,
5, 6, 7 & 8
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4 Discussions

The findings reveal that there are patterns for commonly found designer profiles within
Agile project teams. In this section, the different team structures are analysed and
evaluated from a collaboration point of view. Data analysis revealed some best prac-
tices for achieving effective collaboration in design teams, which will be discussed in
this section.

4.1 Designer Profiles

Based on the tasks that every participant has attributed to themselves, these designer
profiles were plotted against the 5 stages of the creative process: Discovery (“Think”
phase of the Lean UX), Wireframes, Visual Design, Prototyping (“Make” phase) and
User Testing (“Check” phase) [7]. The graphs within Fig. 3 demonstrate the extent to
which each designer is involved in the tasks at hand. The participants who were the
only designer in their team classified themselves as UI/UX/UR profile (chart 4 above),
being responsible for all tasks across the creative process. A pattern established itself,
showing that these designers (UI/UX/UR profile) were the most satisfied among the
participants. Our assumptions are that the fewer designers there are in the project, the
broader the scope of the designers’ role. Hence, the more control and ownership they
have over the creative process, the more satisfied they might feel. An interesting stance
is indicated by the User Research tasks. In the current research, six participants (one
UX/UR profile and five UI/UX/UR profiles) were found to be doing user research with
different levels of involvement. Three participants reported that there was a separate
role or team, outside of their scrum team, who conducted research activities for the
team. Schwartz [11] debates whether the Agile project should include a usability expert
(the equivalent of user researcher in our research) in the scrum team. However, if the
user researcher (or usability expert) is not part of the scrum team, it is important that
they are always available on-call [12]. The approach suggested by Sy [13] implies
separating user research tasks from the interaction design tasks; while the interaction
designer is designing for the next cycle, the usability practitioner is performing tests on
the previous cycle’s code, along with gathering customer data for two cycles ahead.

4.2 Satisfaction Levels

Participants who are executing tasks within the whole spectrum of Lean UX show
higher satisfaction levels within their jobs (Participants 2, 5, 6, 7 and 8 were the
UI/UX/UR profile).

The designers working on projects where the main research is carried out by a
separate team stated that they would like to be more involved in executing research. In
fact, the current research argues that there is a correlation between how involved in
research the participants were and their satisfaction level. The more involved they were
in research, the happier they were at work. Our assumptions are that when the designer
is involved in the discovery phase of the user research (understanding the user needs
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and defining the problem) then they are involved in determining exactly why this
problem is important. Participant 3 (who had a separate team for research) mentioned
that the “service designer decides if the problem we are solving is the right problem”.
Being involved in identifying the core problem that the concept is being designed for
provides designers a clearer vision (Fig. 4).

4.3 Length of a Cycle

Participants 3, 5 and 8 indicated that because their design process was fluid, they felt
that the structure of two-week development sprints were too long. Participant 8 claimed
that, “If you think about it, you only get 31 times to pivot in 365 days. It’s mad!”
Designs may be created faster, but they would have to wait until the beginning of the
next development sprint to be picked up. The designer would then have to wait for the

Fig. 3. Designer profiles and tasks
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developers to implement this to move forward and test the design, and arguably this
seems to be a waste of time. Consecutively, as the Agile philosophy was designed by
developers and for developers, with mainly information technology (IT) in mind, this
brings up a need for an optimisation in the methodology. In fact, as the original Agile
Manifesto [14] did not accommodate the user-centered design process, the community
has proposed the Lean UX manifesto to adapt the principles. The Lean UX manifesto
puts out six key principles to describe the Lean UX way of working: emphasizing early
customer validation, collaborative cross-functional design, solving user problems as
opposed to adding new features, measuring key performance indicators, and applying
appropriate tools and nimble design [15].

4.4 Project Size

The results, as can be seen in Fig. 5, have revealed that in small projects, the UX
designer was not involved in the discovery phase of the cycle. One of the participants
reported that differentiation between service design (those involved in discovery and
testing) and Interaction Design (focusing on the wireframes and user flows) was good
as it helped designers to focus on the strengths of their respective roles. In addition,
within small projects, the UX designers are also found to be specialised in visual
design. Participants working in small projects report that it is advantageous for such a
project to attain versatile designers, as it simplifies the process and enables closer
communication with the developers. The same result was found for the prototyping
phase of the cycle.

In medium-sized projects, the responsibilities of the UX designer extended from
usual wireframes to include both discovery and usability testing.

Fig. 4. Designers’ involvement in research vs. their satisfaction level
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Among the participants in large projects, the majority (five out of six designers)
reported that the discovery phase is completed by a designated research team outside of
their scrum team. In addition, it was found that within large projects the UX designers
were specialized in the task of wireframing. This confirms the theory that in larger
projects, where more than one design role exists, the designer can be more specialized
on one role, while having an overview of other aspects of the creative process. design.
In fact, the CEO of IDEO, Tim Brown has used the term “T-shaped stars” to describe
people who have the depth of skills and expertise in one aspect of the process, rep-
resented by the vertical stroke, while also having breadth of skills and expertise across
other disciplines, represented by the horizontal stroke. These attributes allowed for
greater cross-functional collaboration [16]. Following this logic, the UX designers in
large projects can be defined as “T-shaped designers” who have deep knowledge and
expertise in creating wireframes and user flows, while also having an overview of other
tasks.

4.5 Agile Approach

The Agile philosophy was originally developed as a method for programmers to
improve their implementation practices. Today, there exists a great choice of different
agile software development frameworks, all of which support a broad range of stages
within the software development life cycle. The current research shows that two thirds
of the participants are yet to fully figure out how to effectively embed UX Design
methods within the Agile Software Methodology, and how to unify developers and
designers in the Agile process of product development. These participants report that
the organizations they work for are still going through an Agile transition, and have
started working in Agile less than three years ago. These findings are in line with those
of Loranger and Leibheimer [17], who show that highly effective Agile projects usually
belong to organizations that have practiced Agile for over three years on average.

Between organizations, and even between teams within an organization, there
exists many different approaches of how Agile frameworks are implemented. Partici-
pants came from different Agile environments such as a fully implemented Spotify
model [18], or just taking best practices from it, involving lean startup versus lean UX,
Kanban, and Scrum. In fact, participant 1 mentioned that, regarding the process, “now

Fig. 5. Participants plotted according to their projects’ sizes
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we do Kanban. In essence, it is just putting a label on prioritizing works.” These ways
of working are continuously shaped and improved to support a team’s needs. However,
regardless of the broad variety of Agile environments, 9 out of 10 participants reported
that they still prefer to conduct UX activities ahead of development sprints. Though, it
is indeed necessary to be part of, or be very close to, the development team to maintain
close communication and ensure control over the delivered product.

Working ahead of development, or “up-front interaction design”, is broadly dis-
cussed in Ferreira et al. [19]. Through their research, they found that the up-front
design process contributed to mitigating risks and helped designers come up with the
best possible design, due to better project estimation and prioritization. Schwartz [8]
provided a detailed analysis of supporters for and opponents of “upfront design”,
concluding that, “every team has to find its proper way to process Agile-UX because
different challenges require different solutions”. This corresponds perfectly with Agile
values, notably “individuals and interactions over processes and tools”.

The interview responses revealed a pattern among participants that the more mature
and structured the Agile methodology in their project was, the more satisfied the
designers were overall. Our assumptions here are that creating a structured process with
good user-centered design principles will ensure a great deal of ownership for each
member of the development team and create favourable conditions for collaborations.

5 Conclusions

The current study focuses on the best practices for achieving effective collaboration in
design teams within the Agile methodology. Some of our findings are aligned with the
literature, for instance, the advocacy towards a sprint zero (or iteration zero) for UX
teams to get a head start ahead of the development team [9].

In the introduction, we argue that design processes are defined differently per
organization, lacking a universal model. The results from the current study support that
claim. The Agile methodology has come a long way and many organizations have
effectively started implementing this way of working across their projects, however we
have discovered that designers are still finding their way and are missing an agile
framework that caters for all the roles within a development process. Overall, the current
research indicates there is no unified agreement for the definition of roles, but that
creative processes and the tasks executed within these diverse roles are aligned. We
found that the focus of the designer depends on the size of the project. In the current
study we focused on five stages of the creative process that are necessary to deliver a
quality product. For smaller projects the focus of the designers is more on delivering
visual designs, whereas, for larger projects, designers are becoming more specialized in
wireframes and user testing. We argue that it is important that the format within a project
allows their members to have control and ownership over the creative process and the
product that they are delivering. Creating a structured process with good user-centered
design principles facilitate a great deal of ownership for each member of the develop-
ment team and create suitable conditions for collaborations. In fact, our research shows
that the designers who are responsible for all tasks within the creative process are the
most satisfied with their work. Particularly, the more involved the designers were in
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research, the happier they reported to be at work. However, as one of the participants put
it “this is the Jack of all trades, master of none” and we need to be aware that this can
have a direct effect on the quality of the delivered product. Future research could reveal
whether having a designer for each of the tasks separately leads to a higher quality
product. Furthermore, as the current research only involved designers who classified
themselves as user experience (UX) designers, the further research will look into ana-
lysing the roles of pure User Interface designers (UI) or User Researchers (UR).

In conclusion, our findings show the need to re-think team structures both within
the design team and on the project-level. It is argued that UX specialists should not
only be in close collaboration with development, but also with planning and strategy, as
aligned with literature [10]. Future research will focus on the collaboration within the
team as a whole, including the collaboration between all roles - from business analysts
to testers, and designers to developers - needed to build a successful project.
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Abstract. This paper presents an explorative prototype-centric interactions
design approach, as applied to the processes of designing interactive products
for encouraging sustainable occupant behavior in office environments - the
“Office Energy Coaches”. In this approach, iterative making and trying out of
prototypes is central to the organization of the design process, and no strict time
separation is imposed on design activities, whether of analytical, creative or
executive type. Instead of being organized by predefining the type of design
activity to be performed during a given phase of the project, the design process
phases are characterized only by increasing fidelity of created prototypes. The
paper discusses projects from two design studios at industrial design faculties in
the Netherlands and in China, where the prototype-centric approach was per-
formed. Despite cultural and organizational differences, in both cases the
approach proved to be successful. Fast, iterative prototyping involving inter-
active technology helped in organizing design teamwork, accelerated obtaining
in-depth insights, facilitated conceptualization of meaningful interactions and
supported development of experiential interactive product concepts. At the same
time, some shortcomings of the approach have been observed, including several
forms of fixation that designers faced when prototyping, as well as limitations of
prototyping tools impacting the overall process performance. Based on dis-
cussed cases, we suggest areas for improving the prototype-centric approach,
including recommendations for design methods, techniques and tools aimed at
interaction design students and professional designers alike.

Keywords: Experiential prototyping � Iterative designing � Tangible
interaction � Interaction Design � IxD education

1 Introduction

Interaction Design (IxD) is facing challenges of increasing societal and technological
complexity. On the one hand, designers often have to deal with systems that involve
multiple interconnected products and services. An example here are building
automation and management systems that integrate heating, ventilation, lighting,
information and security features of a building, controlled based on input from a
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multitude of sensors and control panels. While being made up of multiple interactive
products, installations and services, such systems also involve simultaneous interac-
tions with many individual users, who may have different roles, needs and can be
engaged in a variety of social practices. For example, an office climate control may
need to cater to various working styles of a single user, or to various kinds of social
interactions such as having a meeting or a brainstorm session when several people use
the room simultaneously. The work presented in this paper follows on the above
example, as it addresses designing in the context of a “smart” office environment, and
specifically deals with the challenge of encouraging sustainable office occupancy in
that context. The approach we propose for dealing with entailed design complexity
involves frequent iterative making and trying out of experiential prototypes, in order to
comprehensively understand and address design problems at hand and to deal with
related technological and social challenges.

Iterative design processes that support designing with technology are gaining
popularity [9, 14], and we seek ways for using these processes to design for complex
challenges. Many established design process models define a sequence of steps, phases
or stages grouping design activities of certain type [4]. Most of these models resonate
the distinction of analytical, creative and executive activities in the design process
introduced by Bruce Archer [1], while often introducing more specific divisions. For
example, IDEO uses respectively “inspire”, “ideate”, and “implement” [3], while
Kumar proposes “research”, “analysis”, “synthesis” and “realization” [11] as phases.
Steps back, jumps or organizing the order of these phases in different sequences are
often indicated as a possibility [8].

Even though existing design process models can well describe iterative design
processes, they also imply that individual design activities of similar kind need to be
performed sequentially, and that each such activity has a clear termination moment
before the next activity can begin. In the experience of our IxD education and pro-
fessional design practice we have observed that such clear separation of design
activities is rarely taking place, and design activities of different types tend to over-
lap. For example, while performing design research, designers may come up with
creative ideas, that guide the direction of research, mixing analytical and creative
activities. To support processes where complex design opportunity spaces are
dynamically explored through more dynamic interplay between design activities of
different kind, in this paper we propose a different approach. Here, separation of
activities of different kinds is not imposed, and prototypes are considered to be both
results and enablers of design activities belonging to different types and potentially
occurring concurrently.

2 Prototype-Centric Framing of the Design Process

With the approach presented in this paper, our aim is to provide a better support for
design processes where analytical, creative and executive design activities can all be
initiated at the outset of the process, and mutually support each other throughout its
entire duration. To achieve this goal, firstly, we support working with technology from
the start of the design process. Hacking and tinkering can trigger many ideas and
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concepts if performed with design goals in mind [7]. Similarly, creative ideas devel-
oped and prototyped early on in the process can give direction and focus design
research, can be involved in obtaining tacit knowledge from users and can help in
discovering new research questions. Similarly taking executive steps early in the
process allows to better understand the challenges of realizing the product and bringing
it to the market, and inspire dealing with these challenges in a creative way. Testing of
prototypes of varying fidelity as they are continuously generated in such process, can
thus enable continuous generation of new, revised or improved insights, ideas and
blueprints as outcomes of respectively analytical, creative and executive activities.

When discussing this approach with practicing designers and design students, we
have observed that communication of an iterative designing process as a sequence of
steps (as in Fig. 1) implies that each of these activities needs to have an explicit
termination before the next one can start. In addition, we have noticed that starting a
new iteration is causing resistance in design education because students consider this as
“going back” and “starting all over”. In order to remove this bias from the process
representation we have decided to conceptually depict these activities as independent
loops. We have also realized that in each of these activity loops, an autonomous
iteration takes place, which can correspond to Mintzberg’s do-see-think cycle [13]
Kumar’s two axes of real-abstract and making-understanding [9] or Kolb’s learning
cycle [10]. In all activities we take the position of supporting designers and design
students in being able to perform such iterations quickly, as we see value in all the
aspects of the process, as much as continuous gathering of understanding from the
real-world phenomena. Lastly, this organization of the design activities emphasizes the
unique position of making and trying out prototypes, as being a result and enabler of
the three activity loops, as depicted in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. A typical design process is divided into consecutive phases, which can be repeated while
iterating over the entire process or its parts.
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The above work-in-progress model has given us a new framing to reflect on the
organization of a design process, which we have been practicing in much of our
education and design activities.

3 Approach

The proposed model for prototype-centric iterative designing is based on experience
from a wide range of courses and workshops organized by us, as well as many other
design processes inspired by the maker culture. We encourage frequent iterations
across context researching, conceptualizing and implementing, as well as fast iterations
within each one of the above as a way to increase the diversity and novelty of produced
outcomes. To support this way of working we have appropriated and developed a
number of techniques and methods, each of which aims at accelerating a particular kind
of iteration in the design process.

Our “make-first” approach focuses on the early moments in the design process. It
involves a short but intense hacking workshop, in which designers are required to build
a simple interactive prototype, answering a simple brief loosely related to their main
assignment and are steered to do it without overthinking the purpose of the prototype.
The purpose of this activity is to learn that technology can inspire ideas, and having a
concrete idea can be useful in focusing initial context research.

For designers with little technology experience, making interactive prototypes is a
big challenge, requiring large investment of time, and often also money and other
resources. We use a number of techniques to avoid “prototype love” - the particular
type of fixation triggered by loss aversion, and to encourage developing prototypes in

Fig. 2. Iterative, prototype-centric design process can be depicted as three independent activity
loops bound together by affecting and being affected by prototypes.
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an explorative way. The iconic Arduino platform and the community of its users
support fast interactive prototyping, but in our experience it is not sufficient on its own,
especially for novice interaction designers. This is mainly due to the difficulty in
understanding programming and electronics. To remove those obstacles, we provide
designers with a wide range of modular electronic components, which allow them to
prototype with only basic understanding of electronics. Having a stock of electronic
components readily available as modules, which can be used without extra costs and
without having to wait for an order, and re-used when the prototype is disassembled
reduces loss aversion and helps designers in ad-hoc trial and error prototyping. We also
provide designers with a short practical introduction to finding online examples of
code-snippets and making prototypes through creative mashing up of existing code. We
also support fast prototyping of embodiments by ensuring designers obtain basic 3d
modelling skills and throughout the design process have walk-in access to rapid pro-
totyping facilities such as 3d printers and laser cutters, as well as collections of a variety
of scrap materials that can be easily repurposed for use in prototypes without extra
costs or effort.

Nonetheless, in many situations making fully operational prototypes is still time
and energy consuming. During the course of the project we introduce designers to a
variety of methods that support evaluation and exploration of the envisioned interactive
experiences with unfinished prototypes, or even without prototypes at all. Enactments
allow designers to explore and communicate interactions without a prototype, and
gradually introduce mock-ups and half-working prototypes. They also allow under-
standing of interaction styles, first explored in human-human communication and later
translated to device-human interaction. We also encourage Wizard-of-Oz simulation of
not implemented features during user tests and enactments.

Although the approach can apply to individual projects, work described in this
paper has been done by groups, where individuals are encouraged to specialize in a
particular design activity, or tasks such as managing the process or communication that
involve dealing with all design activities.

The brief of the design assignment has been deliberately open, indicating context
and challenge, but leaving room for interpretation in order to stimulate critical thinking
and stimulate explorative research. We encourage designers to revise their under-
standing of the design challenge throughout the entire design process. However, many
design research methods are time consuming, which makes it difficult to embed them in
a highly iterative design process. Therefore, in the process of defining and evaluating
ideas, we promote informal user tests [6].

Progress cards (Fig. 3) are a format for designers to shortly and informally report
and reflect on the project progress on a daily basis. Each card has to include a central
picture of a prototype, a list of “victories” and “defeats” of in the process from that day,
a one-sentence description of the latest version of the design, and in the last version of
the format, also a simplified process diagram (Fig. 2) indicating the journey through
particular design activities which took place in the reflected day. Progress cards push
designers to regularly reflect on their (“doing” as well as “thinking”) actions [12]
providing valuable learning and self-improvement moment. They also provide coaches
with an easy to follow overview of the design process.
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When designers are encouraged to start prototyping early, there is an increased risk
of fixation on early design ideas and technological solutions. To encourage design
concept revisions, we implement “forced iterations” meaning that there are interme-
diate presentations, where a fully experiential prototype needs to be demonstrated and
explained, and following this presentation, aspects of the design indicated by the jury
are required to be changed.

4 Case Studies

In this paper we present two examples from two recent IxD courses organized
according to presented approach. We use the presented model to reflect on projects
from these courses.

4.1 Project Setup

The first case is a large IxD course called Interactive Technology Design (ITD) [2]
taught to 1st year Design for Interaction Master of Science students at the TU Delft
faculty of Industrial Design Engineering, in the Netherlands. It is a large 6EC course
followed by 108 students in the spring semester of 2015 when described case took
place. In this course students work on a design assignment as a group of 4–5 members.
The workload of the course is one day per week spread throughout an entire semester,
accumulating 20 workdays. In this case students have prior knowledge of interaction
design, design research and product engineering, but may not be accustomed to
working in an explorative way and to prototyping with interactive technology. In ITD
design briefs given to students vary. In this paper we focus on the work of 4 groups,
which have been following the “office energy coaches” brief.

Fig. 3. A progress card required to be filled at the end of each day encouraged designers to
reflect on their process and provided process documentation for further research.
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The second case is a 10-day IxD workshop we have organized at a Tongji
University College for Design and Innovation. The workshop involved 50 participants
from across China, mainly university students from design or engineering faculties or
university teachers. Chinese students have been given the same brief as the ITD stu-
dents. However, in this case the students had less IxD experience, they had no time to
improve their skills between design session days and we faced a communication
barrier.

4.2 Office Energy Coaches Design Brief

The design brief given to students in both cases varied only slightly. The brief has been
inspired by the research project in which the first author is involved. The brief dubbed
“energy feedback objects” in the ITD context was renamed to “energy coaches” in the
Chinese workshop context, while retaining the assignment largely unchanged.

In both cases participants were requested to design a device that provides feedback
about energy use and coaches office workers to make their work environment more
energy-efficient. At the same time, the coaching also had to help office workers to make
their office more comfortable to work in. In the design brief the standpoint was
emphasized that in order to make people comfortable and energy-conscious, their
control of the office environment cannot be decreased, hence removing building
automation from the range of possible solutions. On the other hand, solutions that
increase office worker’s energy awareness beyond the office context were encouraged.
A number of research examples [12] were used to indicate the direction in which
students were encouraged to seek for solutions.

4.3 Design Process Evaluation Method

In both cases, the design process of the projects has been monitored through evaluation
of progress cards and other deliverables submitted in the course of the design process,
including short textual descriptions, storyboards, videos of interactions enactments,
technical documentation, process pictures and notes of the project coaches. The
evaluation has been performed in a data analysis session with research staff, which
involved hanging all printed progress cards of compared projects in horizontal, aligned
timelines, and based on other observation materials adding relevant information.

5 ITD Case

5.1 Project Setup

The ITD course follows a program of 5 main phases dubbed “rough”, “standalone”,
“nutcracking”, “users”, and “integration”. The “rough” phase is a hacking exercise
where students transform a simple interactive Simon game with open source code into a
new prototype that fits into their design brief. The purpose of this exercise is to acquaint
students with explorative use of technology and show how quickly new ideas can be
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generated through prototyping. The following “standalone” phase lasts for 3 course
workdays and requires students to develop a concept and build a partially working
prototype of it. The “nut-cracking” phase lasts for 5 course workdays and aims at
revising and developing in the prototype the most difficult challenges of the concept.
During the 2 workday “users” phase students prepare and execute a more elaborate user
test. The “integration” phase lasts for 7 course workdays and ends with the exhibition of
all projects, which students are encouraged to approach as a final user test. Throughout
the course students work in groups of 4–5 members. During the project they are
encouraged to take different roles in their team, with focus on conceptualizing, engi-
neering, constructing, communicating and management in the project. They are also
encouraged to publish their progress on a private blog, part of the education web
platform called Projectcamp.us. Next to it, they are also required to submit a progress
card at the end of each workday. The format of progress cards in the ITD project did not
yet include marking the progress on the process diagram. While given the design brief,
each group in ITD was provided with a different context of use. The contexts included a
two-person office, an open office, a studio space, and a large presentation room.

5.2 Example Design Process – Volt

Volt is one of the four ITD projects that followed the “energy feedback objects” brief
and was designed for the open office context, and provides an example of a process
followed by all other groups. The initial idea of the group during the fast rough phase
was to motivate office workers to turn off all lights in the room by unlocking a reward
when the last person leaving turns off the last switch. During the standalone phase the
new idea was proposed for a “Furry Mothersocket”, a creature-like power cord that gets
upset and expresses anger at office workers when devices connected to it use too much
energy, which later developed to a less literal design metaphor. In the “nutcracking”
phase the idea of a power socket has been kept, but the interaction concept has been
changed to trigger the practice of sharing of power between different users, in a playful
way provoking the discussion on the energy consumption and thereby increasing
people’s awareness of their energy consumption. The concept has been further
explored in the nut-cracking phase as a device balancing on its middle with four power
outlets. The prototype was initially made using four bottles taped together (Fig. 4).

In the integration phase a thermoformed plastic embodiment was made filled with
free flowing powder material for haptic feedback. Electronic components for measuring
power consumption were left outside of the prototype and kept under the table, which
was encouraged, as it did not affect the experience of the product and would have
caused safety issues if embedded in the prototype (Fig. 5).

At the start of the focused user test, two plugs on the device were working. The users
would only be able to use electricity for a short time before power in their socket would
be cut off. To get electricity flowing again, they would need to tilt their device their way,
“taking” the energy away from the other user. Although the prototype was “ridden with
bugs”, the test gave many new insights in respect to interaction modalities with the
prototype, as users were “more likely to tap, swipe or knock on the prototype than tilt it”.
Users also started to play with each other’s energy as a form of a social game.
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The insights have led to the next redesign of a 3-socket device without the tipping point
and with a chain of 6 LEDs per side, lighting up with different colors and patterns based
on user actions with the prototype. The final exhibition was set to resemble a coffee bar,
signifying the student’s reinterpretation of the open office context as an ad-hoc
co-working environment. The interaction with the prototype during the exhibition was
intuitive and the project has gained high acclaim.

Fig. 4. Progress cards of the Volt project show substantial exploration in the first 6 project days,
and incremental improvements over the rest of the project.

Fig. 5. Final version of Volt during the exhibition provided a complete experience of using the
product in an office setting by a high-fidelity prototype with all features operational.
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5.3 Comparison of Projects

Other projects developed in the ITD energy feedback objects brief were very diverse.
One project developed chairs for presentation room that provide individual heating or
cooling triggered by gentle rubbing of the chair sides and encourage clustering of
audience. Another project developed control devices for studio office spaces that could
be described as “a remote control for lights in the room with a soul and moods of its
own”, by which care and compassion for the room’s energy use was elicited. The
fourth project resulted in a feedback device placed on a wall that through an intricate
diaphragm mechanism could express different emotions, for example becoming angry
if one of the office workers would leave the office leaving the light on. At the same time
the device also offered precise feedback on energy consumption and allowed users to
indicate planned energy use for the day by rotating the body of the device (Fig. 6).

Both similarities, as well as differences in the design processes were identified. The
“standalone” phase was the most explorative part. In all cases the essence of the
concept presented at the end of the “standalone” phase was kept until the end of the
project. However, throughout the entire process all groups continued coming up with
new ideas about the details of the product, and about the interaction with the products.

All groups also had a tendency to focus their attention on the making process. It
often required a design coach to make the group aware of simple improvement to the

Fig. 6. Three energy feedback object projects of ITD show the diversity of the kinds of final
solutions that the different teams converged on.
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design concept, while the group was mostly busy solving technical details not critical to
the project’s experience. For example, one group’s concept involved creation of a
feedback device to be placed on the wall of a small office. The group has decided early
on in the process to use a diaphragm to express the emotion of the device. However,
despite its aesthetic qualities the expression of the diaphragm was not well received
during tests. Despite this, the group remained invested in the idea and did not give it up,
nor organize further user tests to explore alternatives.

On the other hand, another group designed chairs for the lecture room that could be
individually controlled and attract people to cluster around each other. The concept was
formulated early on in the design process and gained support from coaches and
reviewers, however the group has failed for a long time to make a working prototype,
continuously exploring alternatives, and only managing to take decisions and accel-
erating the prototyping process in the last two weeks before the end of the course.

6 Tongji IxD Summer School Case

6.1 Project Setup

The Tongji IxD Summer School has been organized as a two-week, hands-on intro-
duction course to interaction design. It involved students from a variety of Chinese
universities, recent university graduates and several university teachers. Participants
had their backgrounds in a wide variety of design and engineering disciplines, and little
or no experience with IxD. There were three main phases organized in the course. The
first phase was set to deliver a rough concept through enactment, the second was aimed
to deliver a sketchy prototype and a video, the third – a fully autonomous, working
prototype, a video showing the interactive experience, an A1 poster describing the
challenge and product and a pitch presentation. Throughout the Summer School many
lectures and exercises were provided to introduce students to various IxD methods and
techniques, as well as to teach them prototyping with technology.

Students worked in 10 groups of 5 participants. Each group was assigned with a
brief to design for an office located within close proximity to the workshop location,
and was provided with an emotion keyword describing an interaction style to be the
starting point of their ideation. The design brief required students to design an inter-
active device that would make office workers more aware on the impact of their
practices on energy consumptions and at the same time help them improving comfort at
the office and reduce energy use. The students were encouraged to reinterpret this brief
throughout the course of the workshop.

At the outset of the project we were anticipating communication problems between
local students and non-Chinese speaking coaches. We have emphasized that using the
prototype or an enactment can help with communication. Considering the short time
frame, less skills of participants and no time between design sessions for individuals to
improve specific skills, we were initially expecting much less elaborate results than in
the ITD case.
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6.2 Process Example – Tired Lamp

The design process of the “Tired Lamp” was similar to all other projects in the Summer
School workshop. The process started with the introduction of the brief. The group was
assigned to the “sad” emotion of the initially to be explored interaction style and to the
context of one of the offices at the university. The students visited the assigned office
and after observing and interviewing office workers they have decided to focus their
design on office lighting. On the second day they have decided on the general concept,
which can be summarized as a lamp becoming “sad” when it’s being used too much,
but which can be comforted by users to brighten it up. In this way, they aimed to
achieve more awareness of the energy consumption among workers in the office. The
first idea to achieve this goal was a face projected by the light on the desk, reflecting the
light’s emotional state. The group explored this idea by making storyboards and per-
forming improvised enactments in the first phase (Fig. 7).

During the second phase, the concept was initially simplified with just the
brightness of the office light as actuation, while typical light switches were used for
input. In the course of the process students kept adjusting their design based on
feedback from other students and coaches reacting to their improvised prototypes. They
have decided to integrate all the interaction in the lamp object and design the lamp in a
way that would resemble a flower opening and closing up. This led to another idea of
involving user input in the form of “comforting strokes”. At the start of day 6 the

Fig. 7. Progress cards of the “Tired lamp project” showed that the first phase was dominated by
“understanding” activities, the third phase by “implementing” while “ideating” took place all
along.
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designed experience was presented in a video using mostly Wizard-of-Oz technique. In
the following days students have explored various mechanisms and materials that could
be used to build the lamp. They have repurposed an umbrella mechanism in a way that
also allowed moving the entire lamp up and down. Through informal user tests, stu-
dents realized that such motion enhanced the interactive experience, by only allowing
the light to be comforted and drawing attention of the users in its “tired”, “sad” state.

The prototype has led students to explore a variety of comforting gestures to be
used on the lamp “petals”. For the final prototype, capacitive touch sensors embedded
in petals were chosen, as they would trigger even with a very gentle touch. A stepper
motor was used to control the light position and degree of opening. On the last day the
focus of the group was split on preparing communication of the concept and finalizing
the prototype, which included many refinements to the behavior and continuous
informal user tests by designers themselves and other students. During the final pre-
sentation on day 10 the project gained positive feedback from exhibition visitors,
although the interaction with the petals required initial instructions (Fig. 8).

6.3 Comparison of Projects

There has been large variety among the Summer School projects. Some projects stood
out by showing sensitivity to the context and innovative ideas. Among those was the
“Power mosquito” which created a “virtual mosquito” moving through the office table
using LEDs and buzzers. The mosquito would appear when the energy was being
wasted, and required users to slap the current location of the mosquito to turn it off and
turn the unused lights off at the same time. Another project designed an AC remote
control with features resembling an artificial creature, which through emitted light and
sound would appear stressed and show it by mimicking increasing heartbeat. Even-
tually, when the temperature would be set very low, it would stop and briefly produce a

Fig. 8. The final prototype of the “Tired lamp” had many qualities of a finished interactive
product.
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heartbeat flat-line sound. Other projects included office nap and relaxation assistants,
visitor welcoming devices, or solutions to involve security staff in providing
energy-related feedback to office users.

In the course of the Summer School we have noticed most students were having a
difficulty in gaining insights into context that would go deeper than initial assumptions
coming from the first observation round. For example, one group started the project by
interviewing a security worker. They understood from the interview that many security
workers are bored during their work, are lonely at work and don’t feel any connection
to the people working in the building they guard. Following this interview, the group
kept coming up with ideas for entertaining security workers, while these ideas did not
follow the design brief. It required several coaching sessions to make the group
understand that a good design would entertain the security guard, while supporting him
to take actions that would help office workers in saving energy, and providing him with
more self-esteem. Still the group failed to understand and involve the many design
aspects in which the relationship between the security guard and office workers could
be supported in a meaningful way by an interactive product.

On the other hand, despite limitations of available technology, skills and time,
groups have managed to reach a high diversity, originality and intricacy of the prod-
ucts. To the satisfaction of designers, several products, such as the napping pillow or
the tired lamp triggered questions from the exhibition visitors about when the products
could be brought to market.

7 Reflection

The contexts of the ITD Energy Feedback Objects projects and the Tongji IxD Summer
School were very different. However, comparing the projects from those two contexts
reveals many similarities. This allows us to draw several conclusions on the iterative
prototyping approach we have used to organize both activities.

In all project cases the general design concept was defined within the first quarter of
the project. Later revisions of the concept were sometimes encouraged, but never
happened. In most cases we have observed a gradual increase of conceptualization
focus on details throughout the entire process. We generally saw value in such process,
although it has sometimes led to fixation on concepts despite user tests indicating that
the concept doesn’t work as intended and a different concept could have been more
useful. We expect parallel prototyping [5] to be an alternative approach to promote
more explorative attitude, and we aim to incorporate it into our approach in the future.

On the other hand, several groups encountered problems with not being able to
decide on a specific concept direction and to begin prototyping. They felt the concept is
“not good enough” and it would be impossible to change it once prototyping starts.
Generally, we encountered this situation in groups that were less technically apt, and
we may conclude that easier to use prototyping tools could have helped these groups to
start iterating between prototyping and more abstract reflecting. Figure 9 illustrates the
two described situations using the iterative design process diagram. Whereas in the first
case students find it difficult to reflect more generally and in a more abstract way while
they start prototyping (Fig. 9b), in the second case too much abstract thinking creates a
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barrier to start prototyping activities (Fig. 9a). Unstructured interviews with selected
participants have revealed that some aspects of above fixations can be attributed to loss
aversion related to the prototypes. This either was a result of resistance to commit time
and energy to developing a technological prototype that may not be the final one, not
wanting to discard a prototype that has taken substantial amount of time and energy to
create, or only one group member developing the prototyping skills, causing separation
of tasks and reducing communication in the group when under time-stress. Use of
modular electronics and premade code templates has partially mitigated the above
problems by reducing the time and skills needed to prototype with technology.
However, further reduction of the technological skill-related prototyping obstacles
would have clearly improved the analyzed design processes.

Other situations where lack of communication across individuals performing dif-
ferent design activities were especially apparent occurred mainly in the later stages of
the projects (as illustrated by Fig. 9c). One of the common patterns was that an
engineer would underestimate the time needed to implement designed feature, and
would largely modify the interaction while implementing it. On the other hand, other
members of the group, waiting impatiently for the engineer to finish, would continue
revising user experience ideas, and prepare documentation based on earlier versions.
To counteract such situations, lessons from agile methods can be drawn. Enforcing
daily working builds in the future may help students to develop only features needed by
others and may help in reducing the unnecessary complexity of the design.

Another encountered problem has been the limited scope of performed analytical
activities. The focus in both courses was on learning technology and experiential
prototyping. Yet, we expected designers to use the prototypes to gain deep insights
from the design context by using the prototypes. We have observed that with every
research iteration new research questions were formulated and student didn’t have
enough time to answer them in-depth. To resolve this problem and take advantage of
the research opportunities in an iterative designing process, we aim to identify and

a.                                  b.                                           c.

Fig. 9. The prototype-centric framing has revealed forms of fixation such as iterating across
activities while avoiding to prototype (a), only prototyping without generating insights, new ideas
and blueprints (b) and isolated iterations by not-communicating team members (c).
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adopt appropriate methods to encourage formulation of research questions that span
across multiple research iterations and how more research rigor can be introduced to
the process without causing additional delays.

8 Conclusions

The two presented projects show how the prototype-centric iterative IxD approach can
be applied in different project setups and how it succeeds in obtaining fast, experiential
and rich results. We acknowledge the fact that analytical activities in such processes
need to be supported in a better way and we are looking for appropriate methods. By
reflecting on the process with help of progress cards and the preliminary version of the
prototype-centric framing, we have noticed several patterns where groups would be
stuck in a particular kind of iteration that does not cover the entire spectrum of the
process, most significantly in executive activities there was a tendency to themselves
from other activities. Similarly, students would also experience “being stuck” in the
making or thinking across different activities. We acknowledge that better techniques
need to be developed to encourage stepping out and in to the prototyping activity.
Nonetheless, in all cases the quality of end results has surpassed our expectations and
has been very well evaluated by external reviewers. Most significantly, the projects
developed in both cases required little explanation to be understood by the public. In
most cases the experience of interacting with the prototypes has been sufficient to
understand the intention of the product.

Overall we have observed that our approach suits the IxD education context very
well. Despite a few shortcomings, both cases have delivered a large variety of relevant
concepts accompanied by experiential prototypes. Yet, perhaps the most significant
outcome of the projects was the enthusiasm of participating students, who have pro-
vided with very positive feedback at the end of the course, and many of them expressed
eagerness to continue working on the projects after the course was finished.

Acknowledgments. We would like to thank students participating in described cases, as well as
faculty and staff from TU Delft and Tongji University for their enthusiasm and support.
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Abstract. Cultural heritage is contemplated as one of the essential components
of any society, considered beyond personal, social or national attitudes, its
conservation must be done in benefit of humanity. The techniques used for
dissemination have been changing over the years, making Information and
Communication Technologies the main protagonists. The purpose of this study
is the implementation of a native mobile application that disseminates infor-
mation about the cultural heritage using augmented reality through a mobile
phone, in such a way as to create a conducive environment to stimulate learning.
Usability becomes an important characteristic in the implementation of this tool
as it must be massive and intuitive, reason why it was decided to apply a
proposed methodology to integrated Agile Methodologies with User-Centered
design and show the software development process under these guidelines.
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1 Introduction

Cultural heritage is contemplated as one of the essential components of any society and
is usually considered beyond personal, social or national attitudes and whose conser-
vation must be done for the benefit of humanity [13].

Likewise, the city or historic center constitutes a living document that reflects the
way of life and culture, allowing each country to have a true cultural dimension and
define its individuality [9]. This is why we have an obligation to preserve historical
centers and their future [4]. In this way, the tasks of cultural heritage preservation
should be given on a daily basis so that these inherited assets remain in collective
knowledge and eliminating ignorance [17].

There are several mechanisms for the preservation of cultural heritage, one of
which is the diffusion of its existence to the entire community that interacts with them
[12]. Due to this, it is very important to have a mechanism of diffusion that allows to
distribute this knowledge horizontally to a wider audience than the academic [11].
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In addition to making information more accessible to citizens, it is important to
involve them in the reconstruction of the contemporary history of their city. Hence, it is
essential to rescue oral history, in order to avoid that various undocumented facts and
events that are lost in time [5].

The techniques used for dissemination have been changing over the years, making
Information and Communication Technologies the main protagonists [12]. Within
these, we find mobile technologies, which represent a novel tool for the dissemination
and enhancement of cultural heritage by improving access to all the historical content
of the city [15].

According to a study by Futuro Labs 2014, 62% of Lima’s citizens who own a
mobile phone use it to access social networks, 22% use it for entertainment purposes
and 16% use it as a work tool. This, combined with the portable feature of this
technology, gives us the possibility of orienting its use to seek social, educational and
cultural benefits [7].

Taking into account that the dissemination of cultural heritage is complemented by
learning based on experience, and that alternatives can be sought for benefit in mobile
technologies, the implementation of geolocation and augmented reality can be con-
sidered. These technologies are able to provide detailed information to users, as well as
stimulating and encouraging learning, provoking the interest to explore, analyze and
compare the showed content with the perceived reality [10].

Taking all this into account, it can be affirmed that there is a lack of computer tools
that support the dissemination of the Peruvian cultural heritage in a public and massive
way for the citizens.

The purpose of this study is the implementation of a native mobile application that
disseminates information about the cultural heritage using augmented reality through a
mobile phone, in such a way as to create a conducive environment to stimulate
learning. Usability becomes an important characteristic in the implementation of this
tool as it must be massive and intuitive. According to Aguilar [2] and Zapata [19], agile
methodologies can be integrated with tools and techniques that seek for usability such
as User-Centered design (UCD), reason why it was decided to apply the methodology
proposed by Aguilar in [2] and show the software development process under these
guidelines.

2 Methodology

In this section we will describe the User-Centered Design and the Agile Methodolo-
gies, as well as the integration of both techniques for the development of the tool that is
part of the present study.

2.1 User-Centered Design

The UCD is a term used to describe the design process in which end users have much
influence on the form of the product [1].

Norman (1988) suggests 7 principles that facilitate the design work:
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1. Use common terms for people, build conceptual models and write manuals that are
easy to understand and written before design implementation.

2. Simplify the structure of tasks, not overload the user’s memory with terms that
should be remembered in the short or long term.

3. Make the functionalities visible, the user must be able to realize the use that is given
to an object simply by viewing the associated buttons.

4. Lean on graphs to make the functionalities more understandable.
5. Take advantage of the limitations so that the user knows, naturally, what can and

cannot be done.
6. Perform the design thinking that users are going to make mistakes, this way we

have the ability to anticipate possible mistakes that users may make and give you
the option to recover from them.

7. Have a standard design for unforeseen errors, so you do not have different designs
that can confuse the user.

2.2 Agile Methodologies

Agile methodologies emerged in the 1990s as an alternative to the traditional devel-
opment processes, which were characterized by being rigid and possessing excessive
documentation, which meant that the final product was not aligned with the new
demands that were emerging in the client. It is there that the Agile Alliance was born
and it would be in charge of summarizing the “agile” philosophy in the Agile Mani-
festo, which values the following points [8]:

– Customer satisfaction by delivering useful software.
– Welcome changing requirements, even late in development.
– The functional software is delivered frequently (weeks rather than months).
– The functional software is the primary measure of progress.
– Sustainable development, able to maintain a steady pace.
– Daily and close cooperation between business managers and developers.
– Face to face conversation is the best form of communication.
– Projects are built around motivated individuals, who should be trusted.
– Constant attention to technical excellence and good design.
– Simplicity.
– Self-organizing teams.
– Regular adaptation to changing circumstances.

Among the alternatives presented by agile methodologies, Extreme Programming
(XP) has been selected due to the characteristics presented. In addition, it can be easily
adapted to small development teams, such as this one, without compromising the
quality of the software being developed [3].

Some of the key features of XP that will be used in the development process are [6]:

– Iterative and incremental development, small deliveries one after another.
– Continuous unit tests for error detection.
– Correction of all code errors before adding new functionalities to the software.
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– Refactoring the source code to improve the readability and maintenance of the
software.

– Simplicity in the software source code.

2.3 Integration

The proposed integration is based on a case study by Aguilar and Zapata [2] in which
the disadvantages in usability that are generated in the XP design process are com-
pensated by UCD tools. As shown in Fig. 1, the basic XP process (blue squares) will
be followed but by adding certain selected UCD tools that are relevant to this work
(purple squares). In this sense, “Interviews” will serve to raise requirements, “People”
will represent different groups of users who will use the application and “Scenarios”
will serve as informal stories about the tasks and activities that will be performed by
users. This way you can express ideas or imaginary situations that help with the design.
“User Evaluations” will go hand in hand with development iterations and participants
will be required to evaluate the degree to which the product meets predefined usability
criteria.

Fig. 1. XP process integrated with UCD tools [2] (Color figure online)
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3 Development Process

3.1 Modules and Iterations

The software was divided into two main modules: a web application and a mobile
application. The web application includes the data management, web services and
functionalities used by the administrator. These modules were implemented using XP
with three iterations and they did not consider user evaluations. On the other hand, as
the mobile application includes functionalities used by end users we had to use the
integration of XP and UCD for its implementation.

3.2 Architecture

The architecture used in this project was the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern.
As we can see in Fig. 2, HTTP requests that arrive by the browser, where users are
interacting, will be processed by the route controller, which will execute the corre-
sponding driver according to the requested route. The controller will process the system
logic, querying and saving data using the necessary models and then invoking an
HTML view, which will be showed to the user by the Web browser.

In the case of the mobile application, the logic is managed through activities. These
activities have the ability to communicate with the Web server using the HTTP handler,
which will use the web-services implemented in the Web system to obtain the required
information. Finally, after obtaining the required data using the HTTP handler, the
activity will use XML views to display the information.

Fig. 2. Architecture. Image adapted from [16]
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4 Mobile Application

This section aims to apply the integration of the chosen UCD tools together with XP for
the design and the iterations throughout the development of the mobile application.

4.1 UCD-XP Integration for Requirements Definition

Based on the proposed integration, interviews with possible end-users of the mobile
application should be carried out, in order to have a general idea of its functionality.
Then, Personas will be identified, which represent the groups of users that will interact
with the application. Finally, Scenarios will be defined, which will express imaginary
situations that will help to design the concept of the mobile application.

Interviews. The objective of these interviews is to obtain ideas, given by the end
users, for the conception of the application’s design. The type of interview used was the
semi-structured one, since it is necessary to adapt the questions asked to the inter-
viewed according to their answers.

Because this work presents themes related to cultural heritage and augmented
reality, it was decided that the interviewees have a profile related to historical or
technological studies, as well as a person with a profile very different from the
aforementioned, so that it serves as reference of the common citizen.

It was expected that interviewees did not have experience with augmented reality so
the purpose of the structure of the interview was to know the expectations they have
about using this technology in a mobile application to know the cultural heritage that
surrounds them.

The interviews were carried out normally. People were very familiar with the use of
smartphones and the concept of augmented reality; although they did not have much
experience using it since it is not an everyday tool the only interaction that some
interviewees had with augmented reality was through the game Pokémon GO. How-
ever, they had a very clear idea of how the proposed application should work.

About the augmented reality application for cultural heritage, emphasis was placed
on obtaining information on heritage in ruins, since in the absence of resources for their
restoration; a virtual representation of them may become equally useful. Likewise, the
possible pedagogical benefits of this type of application were highlighted because, in
the experience of one of the interviewees as a teacher, students learn better with
graphics and technology than using written support. Finally, it is important to mention
the importance of making visible the heritage that goes unnoticed.

Regarding the way in which the application would work, the interviewees indicated
that it will be indispensable to use the camera so that objects can be superimposed,
representing the real world heritage, with which they can interact to obtain more
information.

The interviewees highlighted the following points as important information:

– Name of cultural heritage.
– Relevant related dates.
– Period to which it belongs.
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– If applicable, the culture to which it belonged.
– Synopsis.

Finally, interviewees consider that there is much of historical information that is not
in state libraries or archives, but rather in personal or family files. That is why it seems
to be a good idea to offer users an easy interface where they can upload such content
without having to make previous subscriptions that make this a complicated process.

Personas and Scenarios. In this phase the groups of people and the scenarios in
which the application will be used are presented.

– Group 1: Person with training in history or humanities.
– Group 2: Person without any background in history or humanities, who wants to

know, in real time, information about the cultural heritage that surrounds it.
– Group 3: Person who has relevant information about some historical point and

wants to register it in the application.

Prototype. Taking the result of the interviews, the Personas and Scenarios identified,
we proceeded to make the prototype of the application. For this phase, the tool known
as paper prototyping was used to construct the concept of the application according to
the previous interviews. The initial prototype, which can be seen in Fig. 3, was eval-
uated by the interviewees in order to adapt it with their expectations.

After evaluating the paper prototype with the interviewees, comments and oppor-
tunities for improvement were obtained, which are explained below:

– Implement a login form that prevents form filling, which may feel out of date in
mobile applications. For example, the integration of the login with the social net-
work Facebook will give the user the possibility of registering and logging in with a
single click.

– The initial screen, after the login, should contain shortcuts to the most relevant
functionalities of the application. The side menu may contain features not so
relevant.

– There must be a functionality that allows visualizing the proximity of points of
interest to activate the augmented reality. Otherwise, users would not know when to
turn it on.

– The list of historical events should be grouped according to the chronology history
of Perú.

4.2 Users Evaluations

After each iteration we performed usability tests to identify the effectiveness, efficiency
and ease of use of the mobile application. For this purpose, the “think aloud” method
was used, as it will allow to obtain important information that may have been over-
looked, as well as possible changes that may occur in the mobile application [18].
Participating users are the same ones who have been part of the design phase.
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Applying Thinking Aloud. The evaluations were carried out inside the campus of
Pontifical Catholic University of Peru (PUCP), since it was necessary that the partic-
ipants use the geolocalization feature by moving around the University. They installed
the mobile application on their phones so they could use it, and those who did not have
an Android mobile phone were provided with one.

Fig. 3. Paper prototype
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While it is recommendable to videotape the user’s facial reactions [18], this is not
as simple as they are expected to be on the move. However, they did record an audio
with their comments.

Finally, it is necessary to mention that it is essential for the test’s moderator to
avoid influencing the participants by any gesture or comment. That is why the mod-
erator remained at a safe distance from the participants, but closes enough to observe
the reactions they had.

During the study, each participant was given a list of tasks to do with the mobile
application. This list will increase according to the progress of the iterations, so that it is
verified that the observations from the past iterations had been corrected.

The moderator must pay attention to the questions asked by the participants to
answer them carefully, in a way that encourages the participant to continue talking
about the doubt or the problem that they found [18].

After the study, the participants were asked if they had any questions or final
comments. Then, all the problems that were registered in the recordings were written
down to solve them in the following iteration.

Iterations. Iteration 1 includes the flow shown in Fig. 4. If users do not have an
account, they could register using Facebook or do it manually on the registration
screen. Furthermore, a password recovery mechanism is provided.

On the other hand, the screens at the bottom of the same figure will only be
displayed to users who are logged in. The first screen will be the one of a menu with the
most relevant functionalities of the application, within these, the configuration of the
user account.

It should be mentioned that the tests user of iteration 1 will be performed in
conjunction with those of iteration 2 because it is desired to present the basic flow of
the application in conjunction with augmented reality.

Iteration 2 includes the flow shown in Fig. 5, the user menu is taken as a starting
point through which the display of interested nearby points can be accessed on the map
or to activate augmented reality. The 3 images grouped in the center show how aug-
mented reality works; in this case a red marker is superimposed on the phone’s camera
to indicate the location of a point of interest. Selecting this marker will show the user
detailed information related to that point, as shown in the far right image and related
audios.

Figure 6 shows the continuation of the flow following the screens. On the left side
the screen with the information related to the selected point of interest is displayed,
having at the bottom all historical events. Selecting one of these historical events will
display a screen with multiple tabs, as can be seen on the right. Each of these tabs
displays information related to the historical event such as general information and
photos.

After following the design proposed for the tests, the results were summarized.
Table 1 show a list of observed characteristics during the tests and the result for each
user, where a check (✔) indicates that it was successful and a tick (✖) indicates that
there was an inconvenience.
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The iteration 3 comprises in the flow shown in Fig. 7, from the display of the detail
of the point of interest can be accessed to add a new historical event related to that point.
Also, when accessing the detail of a historical event, users can be provided with images
or audios, as seen in the last tab.

Fig. 4. Iteration 1
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Fig. 5. Iteration 2 (First part) (Color figure online)

Fig. 6. Iteration 2 (Second part)
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For the evaluation of this iteration, the activities defined in the evaluation of iter-
ations 1 and 2, as well as new activities, were used. This was done in order to ensure
that the observations from the previous test have been corrected.

After following the proposed design for the tests, the results were summarized.
Table 2 shows a list of characteristics observed during the tests and the result for each
user, where a check (✔) indicates that it was successful and a tick (✖) indicates that
there were some drawbacks.

The use of the integration between XP and UCD helped not only to identify the end
users of the proposed solution, but also to involve them from the design phase.

The paper prototyping was a very useful tool since it allowed to build the structure
of the application taking the different points of view from each user without having to
start its development. This fact was beneficial since no important changes were made or
the addition of new functionalities between iterations. This resulted in users being
presented with the progress of the application at each iteration, being familiar with most
of the interface shown and allowing them to complete the assigned activities.

Although there were observations regarding the accessibility of some elements of
the interface, the position of some buttons and the iconography, these did not present
greater problem of correction. That is why, thanks to its early identification through
user testing, it was possible to facilitate tasks that, in previous iterations, were difficult
for users to complete.

Table 1. Characteristics observed during the user tests of iteration 1 and 2.

No. Characteristics observed User
1

User
2

User
3

1. The requested activities were completed without any help ✔ ✖ ✔

2. It was easy for the user to identify the menu with the
option to register

✖ ✖ ✖

3. It was easy for the user to fill out the registration form ✔ ✖ ✔

4. It was easy to log in ✔ ✔ ✔

5. It was easy to interact with the functionality of seeing the
points of interest on a map

✔ ✔ ✖

6. The user considers augmented reality easy to use to locate
the points of interest around them

✔ ✔ ✔

7. There were no problems interacting with the points shown
on the camera to access more information

✖ ✔ ✖

8. The user considers the division of screens that show
information related to a point of interest to be appropriate

✔ ✔ ✔

9. The user considers that the information displayed, with
respect to a point of interest, is sufficient

✔ ✔ ✔

10. The user considers the interface of the application
understandable

✔ ✔ ✖
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Fig. 7. Iteration 3
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5 Evaluation of Users of the Integrated System

The evaluation that will be made by the users will be based on the structure proposed
by Rubin and Chisnell [14], which is mentioned below:

– Purpose and objectives of the test.
– Research questions.
– Characteristics of participants.
– Method.
– To-do list.
– Test environment and equipment.
– Role of the moderator.
– Data to be collected and evaluation measures.
– Evaluation report and results.

5.1 Goals

The user evaluation aims at the following points:

– Identify how much the mobile application helps the user to identify the points of
interest that surround him.

– Identify whether the mobile application provides relevant information to users.

Table 2. Characteristics observed during the user tests of iteration 3.

No. Characteristics observed User
1

User
2

User
3

1. The requested activities were completed without any help ✔ ✔ ✔

2. It was easy for the user to identify the options to register,
recover password, terms and conditions and Privacy
policies

✔ ✔ ✔

3. It was easy to log in ✔ ✔ ✔

4. It was easy to interact with the functionality of seeing the
points of interest on a map

✔ ✔ ✔

5. It was easy for him to identify the place where he had to
activate augmented reality to recognize the points of
interest around him

✔ ✔ ✔

6. He had no problem interacting with the points shown on
the camera to access more information

✔ ✔ ✔

7. It seemed easy to fill out the form to add new historical
event

✔ ✔ ✖

8. It seemed easy to access more information related to a
historical event

✔ ✔ ✔

9. It seemed easy to fill out the form to contribute content to
a historical event

✖ ✔ ✖

10. Consider the interface of the application understandable ✔ ✔ ✔
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– Identify whether the mobile application allows the collection of relevant informa-
tion from users.

– Identify obstacles that prevent users from carrying out proposed activities for the
use of the mobile application.

5.2 Users

For this evaluation, we will work with 8 users (no iterations users), since it will expose
at least 80% of the usability deficiencies that the mobile application presents [14]. The
evaluation will be done with a first pilot user to have a notion of what should be
adjusted to improve the evaluation. Then the evaluation will be applied on 7 users and
will have 1 of backup in the case that a regular user presents problems of availability.
These participating users are divided according to the group of people defined in the
design phase.

5.3 Results

Table 3 shows the summary of the evaluation measures on the total tasks performed by
all users. As can be seen, the users were able to successfully complete all the tasks
presented, although some of them required assistance from the moderator.

Each user answered a questionnaire with a liker scale of 1 (totally disagree) to 5
(totally agree) with the following questions:

– Did you find it easy to complete the proposed tasks with the application?
– Did you find it easy to interact with augmented reality?
– Did you find the augmented reality useful in the application?
– Do you consider that the information displayed in the application will help you

better understand the cultural heritage that surrounds you?

Table 3. Evaluation measures

Measures Results

Number of tasks 6 per each user/48 total
Number and percent of tasks
completed without help

45 (93.7%)

Number and percent of tasks
completed with help

3 (6.3%)

Number and percent of tasks not
completed successfully

0 (0%)

Number of times that reload of forms
were needed for complete a tasks

6

Time needed to complete a tasks All tasks were completed in the previsited time.
Only one user talked more time for the first task
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– Do you consider the application easy to use?
– Would you use the application in your daily life?

Figure 8 shows the results of the post-test questionnaire. For questions 1 through 5,
the maximum score is 5, while for question 6, the maximum score is 4.

After analyzing the collected information, it was observed that all users could create
an account without any problem, because the registration form could be accessed from
the initial screen. Moreover, approximately half of the users preferred to log in using
Facebook.

It should be noted that although none of the users identified the application menu,
they had no problems performing the tasks since the menu options could also be
accessed from the initial screen.

It was very necessary to have a map, otherwise users would not have been able to
identify the point to which they had to go in order to be able to finish with the proposed
tasks.

Approximately half the users did not understand the meaning of the circle sur-
rounding the icon that showed their position on the map. That is why they activated the
augmented reality before something could be shown. Some of them mentioned that
they had to approach until the point of interest enters the range of vision, others realized
it by trial and error.

Augmented reality helped users to identify the accurate location of the point of
interest. However, sometimes it did not work properly because the gyroscope from the
mobile device was misbalanced, which confused the user and took it in another
direction. To solve this, users re-entered to the augmented reality tab and moved the
device in the form of 8.
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Fig. 8. Results of the post-test questionnaire.
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Users did not have any problem identifying that icons displayed in augmented
reality could be selected for more information, in other words, they were intuitive to
such an interaction.

Most users had no problem accessing historic event information from the displayed
list. However, some thought that the list was purely informative and there was no
further interaction.

The button that gives access to add a historical event was very easy to locate
because it occupies an important width on the screen. While the tab that gives access to
add images or audios was easy to locate for users, one of them thought that the images
were brought from a point of interest.

Looking at the results of the evaluations, we realize that users did not have
problems using the main features of the application. However, they were able to
identify a large number of opportunities for improvement in the application interface to
be able to make their use easier and more intuitive. Likewise, we realized the per-
ception of users regarding the application in general and the offered features.

6 Conclusions

The use of the integration between XP and UCD proposed by Aguilar and Zapata [2]
was useful since it allowed to involve the end users in the construction of the mobile
application. This was beneficial as by presenting the application’s progress at each
iteration users were familiar with most of the interface shown and allowed them to
complete the assigned activities. Although there were observations regarding the
interface of the mobile application, they did not present a major correction problem.
That is why, thanks to its early identification through user testing, it was possible to
facilitate activities that, in previous iterations, were difficult for users to complete.

The use of the user evaluation proposed by Rubin and Chisnell [14] not only
allowed to validate that an easy-to-use solution has been developed, but also allowed us
to know how useful it would be for the different user groups to find a solution. It was
also identified a large number of opportunities to improve the functionalities of the
application.

The use of two forms of evaluation allowed focusing on specific functionalities, to
detect errors, and in the general flow of application use, to obtain opportunities for
improvement. Because the tests were performed at the end of each iteration, the
feedback received was focused on specific functionalities.

On the other hand, the final evaluation allowed receiving a broader feedback
because a final product was already developed. It has to be taken into account that the
final evaluation involved users who had never used the application before, so new and
more objective observations were obtained.
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Abstract. This paper argues that, from the perspective of interactive prototyping
and experience, the hardware technology based on open source and thinking, can
promote further development of interaction design research. The purpose of this
paper is to explore the design methodology considering interactive prototype
design process and experiencing process, and provide theoretical and technical
support for the design of interactive products, with open source resources as the
platform and task method. The results show that the open source code can be
obtained in a variety of formats, and can be freely and easily modified to solve
the design problems encountered by individuals or teams, to support the design
goals. Through open source resources everyone can get electronic components
and a variety of materials, as well as infrastructure and standardization of the
production process. So that a number of design elements and open source code
can be iterated quickly, having everyone maximize using open source resources
efficiency. The design of interactive prototype is based on Arduino/Max6/MSP
experiment method and emotional experience method. After the initial design and
prototyping, the design concept can be realized. A design route combining
usability and ease of use could be established which can be used in the field of
industrial design engineering.

Keywords: Interactive design · Open source · Prototype · Emotional experience ·
Method

1 Introduction

As early as the spring of 1997, the idea of open source code, as a resource that can be
shared with the public was firstly brought up by a group of aspirants in the software
industry [1] (Linus’s Law, Eric Raymond, 1997). Since then, the concept of open source
resource has been infiltrated into various areas including information technology, educa‐
tion and health care and recently has widen its scope to the field of philosophy [2, 3]. In
the modern information society, open source resource refers not only to the free access
to the source code of the software. More importantly, it is a culture and also a spirit that
represents the freedom of sharing and the awareness of making full use of resources.
The prominent characteristic of sustainability has made it a strong pushing power to
promote social development.
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Open education is a crucial idea in modern education. Open-minded educators hope
to see open source technology and open education combined for a shared vision. Based
on the open source code, educators can share the teaching achievements together through
the Internet; the students and self-learners will be able to communicate and collaborate
more efficiently through an open source educational environment. The process of deliv‐
ering reviews and feedback between educators and students will become accurate and
timely. Therefore, open source resources can be integrated with open education. This is
why open source software, hardware and open education are closely related [4].

Beijing University of Technology, School of Architecture and Urban Planning, Depart‐
ment of Industrial Design, together with Delft University of Technology, School of Indus‐
trial Design and Engineering, have held four interactive design workshops from 2012 to
2015. Participants from more than 50 universities around the world, took part in the discus‐
sion about the teaching model that is based on the integration of open source code and open
education. The following content demonstrates several real cases during the practical
teaching process, along with the experience and lessons learned. Generally speaking,
human beings have two ways to know about the world: One is to understand others’ expe‐
riences through learning. The other is forming personal experiences through direct contact
with actual event in life. There is no doubt that open source resources can accelerate this
cognitive process of learning. From the perspective of interaction design and the Maker
movement, the support offered by the open source hardware technology is of great signif‐
icance for open education, especially the development of interaction design.

2 Open Source Hardware Overview

Open Source Hardware (OSHW) Definition: Open Source Hardware (OSHW) is a term for
tangible artifacts – machines, devices, or other physical things – whose design has been
released to the public in such a way that anyone can make, modify, distribute, and use those
things.1 Open Source Hardware (OSHW) Statement of Principles: Open source hardware
is hardware whose design is made publicly available so that anyone can study, modify,
distribute, make, and sell the design or hardware based on that. The hardware’s source, from
which the design is made, is available in the preferred format so modifications can be
made. Ideally, open source hardware uses readily-available components and materials,
standard processes, open infrastructure, unrestricted content, and open-source design tools
to maximize the ability of individuals to make and use hardware.2 Open source hardware
gives people the freedom to control their technology while sharing knowledge and encour‐
aging commerce through the open exchange of designs.

Currently the most successful representative of open source hardware is Arduino.
As one of the earliest open source hardware, its influence cannot be ignored. All kinds
of Arduino are based on the same hardware and software development platform, tech‐
nical information, accessories, etc. They are available to entry-level novices. The soft‐
ware development tool is Arduino IDE, which has rich Arduino driver code. For the

1 Open Source Hardware (OSHW) Definition. http://www.oshwa.org/definition.
2 Open Source Hardware (OSHW) Statement of Principles. http://www.oshwa.org/definition.
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maker who are fond of open source hardware, the huge amount of resources about
Arduino, a variety of superimposed expansion boards and a series of sensor boards are
admired. In addition to Arduino, there are many other kinds of open source hardware
that are also familiar to everyone.

51 single-chip microcomputer is one of the basic introductory microcontroller and
is also one of the most widely used. However, because of its internal structure and
abstract of the programming language, in practice, the learner needs the knowledge of
electronics and other components, that can be combined with design and development
products. So it is a very big challenge for the beginner who doesn’t have the foundation
for programming.

Raspberry Pi: Compared with Arduino and single-chip microcomputer, Raspberry
Pi provides higher performance of processing capability. It can easily achieve I#O
control, high-speed data communication, video processing and real-time calculation etc.
Makers can do programming in Debian Linux environment and realize various functions
that could only be done in PC environment before. Raspberry Pi is an ideal platform for
beginner makers to develop into high-level makers.

Based on the brand new Intel architecture, the Galileo Board is a kind of circuit board
that can be developed and fully adapted to be compatible with Arduino (including the
interface and the development environment, etc.). Overall, the Intel Galileo provides an
excellent tool for the rapid development of simple interactive prototype designs and
complex projects such as the household appliances automation, achievement of smart
mobile phones controlling life size robots, construction of networking systems and so forth.

Table 1. Four different open source hardware

Target users Application domain Requirements of the
ability

Arduino Adolescents,
Designers, Makers

Multi-media art
design, Interactive
product prototype
presentation,
education fields of
teaching,
competitions, etc.

C language
programming

51 single-chip
microcomputer

People with the
programming ability
and the electric circuit
build ability

Automation control
intelligent household,
etc.

C language
programming and
circuit design
knowledge

RaspberryPi Makers, Embedded
developers

The Internet of
Things, image
identification,
intelligent robots, etc.

Knowledge of Linux
and based
programming

Galileo Board Makers, Embedded
developers

The Internet of
Things, image
identification,
intelligent robots, etc.

Familiar ×86
environment, as well
as the arduino
programming
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Table 1 shows the different Development Board characteristics, target users and the
requirements of the ability to target users.

3 Interactive Prototype Design Based on Open Source Hardware

3.1 Interactive Prototyping and Topic Classification

According to Klaus Lehmann, we live in a realistic and material world. When human
senses are ignored, people lose the significance of existing (Klaus Lehmann, [5]). This
is a continuation of the idea of Bauhaus’ “Designing for People” (Staatliches Bauhaus,
1919). Interaction design originated in the 1980s (Bill Moggridge, [6]). In contrast with
product design in the industrialization era, interaction design is characterized by imple‐
menting function through information technology. For a long time, the “black box” of
information technology has plagued the product design. After years of efforts, the design
semantics and design psychology have contributed to the design of human-machine
interaction, which provides a design methodological significance. In today’s user expe‐
rience, two model-matching theories (user mental models and designer conceptual
models, Donald Norman), prototyping experiments, etc., provide theoretical framework
for in-depth study of interaction design. Interactive prototype design and experience of
the teaching process based on the open-source, is the continuation of the theoretical
framework and addenda.

Interactive prototype design takes the real material as the carrier, embedded in open
source hardware, using computer programming to control or drive so as to achieve
human-computer interaction process. The functional tests based on prototype gradually
go further along with the human-product experience. Therefore, the interactive proto‐
type subjects require a combination of technology and emotion [7].

In order to make the design process more clear, the prototype design experience
training topics are divided into two types: the first type, for basic training purposes. As
a basic introductory exercise, according to the people’s problems in the use-application-
emotion-experience aspects of the design process, as well as the material-process-tech‐
nology aspects, students abstract the basic questions, design and implement an abstract
model as a design goal. This approach is often called Design Training, also known as
“useless design”. Calling it useless is because the design is not for practical purposes,
but as a problem-solving design of an abstract thinking training method. The second
type, practical product design, designing for a clear practical goal the requirements of
the user needs to be targeted in this product design method.

In this chapter, through the revelation of natural phenomena, design concept gener‐
ation, prototyping, open source hardware embedded and computer programming control
design development process, we present an interactive prototyping and experiential
approach based on open source hardware through a bionic design with abstract features
(the author is Luo Zhang, a 2013 graduate student in industrial design engineering at
Beijing University of Technology).
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3.2 Abstract Structure Design from Bionic Inspiration

Topic: Learning from nature. Choose a natural form, describe its external environment
and internal structure characteristics, design and produce an abstract interactive form.
Requirements:

a. The natural form selection and analysis process is clear. b. Design objectives and
process and summary of the expression are concise and easy to understand. c. Embedded
prototype design, through dynamic demonstration shows that the morphological advan‐
tages, such as structure, strength, speed and so on. d. Through the prototype demon‐
stration, the expression of the design concept can be recognized, understood and its
feasibility is persuasive, also it has a good emotional experience.

Analysis of Mimosa Functional Principle. Mimosa motility is usually due to change
in intracellular turgor pressure. Most mature plant cells have a large vacuole. When the
vacuole is filled with water, the pressure constricts the surrounding cytoplasm and drives
it close to the cell wall. The pressure given to the cell wall is known as the turgor move‐
ment. Vacuole contains both organic and inorganic substances. Their concentration
levels determine the level of osmotic pressure and sequentially determine the direction
of water diffusion. When the vacuole concentration increased, the osmotic pressure
increased, the water goes from the extracellular into the intracellular proliferation and
into the vacuole, increasing cell turgor, leading to the cells bulge; on the other side is
atrophy [8].

This process can only cause slow movements, such as the opening and closing of
the pores. However, when the semi-permeability of the cell membrane changes instan‐
taneously, it may cause a very rapid action. Chloride ions move into the cell, while the
positive ions move out of the cell. Causing the cell membrane and adjacent areas are
able to maintain a certain potential difference, which is called rest potential. When the
external stimulus exceeds a certain limit, the cell membrane potential increases, or even
become positive potential, thus generating the action potential. This phenomenon is
called depolarization. Action potential can be transmitted. When the cell reaches the
action potential, that is, when the phenomenon of depolarization occurs, the difference
between the permeability of the cell membrane disappears, so the original water stored
in the vacuole was discharged in an instant, so that cells lose the turmoil, becoming limp
[9]. When we touch the leaves of mimosa, the leaf pillow cells are stimulated, resulting
in the depolarization. The cells immediately lose water and turmoil. Leaf pillow becomes
limp. Small pinna loses the pillow support, so it becomes closed in turn. In the lower
part of the leaf pillow, there are some sensing cells which have very low rest potential.
They are particularly vulnerable to stimulation [10]. As long as a slight touch, they will
immediately release the water, so that the petiole would droop, looks like that the mimosa
is bashful. The following is a rough sketch of appearance description and motor function
of mimosa (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of appearance description and motor function of mimosa

Biomimetic Design and Interactive Technology of Mimosa. After defining the topic
and direction, the initial conceptual design began, and feasibility simulations were
carried out on the sketch and the preliminary model. After continuous exploration and
experiment, three sets of concepts were drawn. Comparative analysis was made to
choose the best concept for prototyping. To explain the reasons for the options clearly,
in the following, the advantages and disadvantages of the three sets of design ideas will
be explained in detail.

Scheme 1: From the way mimosa open and close the leaves, build structures aiming
at finding the prototype program most similar to the appearance of mimosa. The specific
method is as follows: In order to conceal the mechanical structure, use the smallest
original: rods, lines. The root of the blade is designed with a circular hole, which is
engraved by the acrylic plastic, and connected with the petiole (connecting rod), so that
it has the ability to move up and down. Connecting rods are placed on the trunk (rack)
in order to make its appearance more similar to an actual plant. There are two holes in
the lower part of each of the first pair of compound leaves and a wire in between to
connect both leaves. The length of the line is determined by the maximum angle at which
the blade is opened. Another wire connects the midpoint of the previous wire to the
steering engine. The first pair of compound leaves and the remaining compound leaves
are connected with viscose at the lower part of the blade. So which can be integrated
with the linkage to realize the open and close of the blade. The principle is to use the
gravity of the blade itself to achieve natural droop (the open form). After the steering
gear is actuated, a downward force is generated, and the servomotor rotation causes the
connecting wire to be constantly wound, resulting in a downward force to close the
blade.

Advantages: Meet the function under the premise of making the appearance maxi‐
mumly similar to the appearance of mimosa, so that is an appearance bionic design.
Disadvantages: As the wire (soft, the direction of the poor precision control) and the
strength of the connecting rod’s poor stability, in the course of the experiment the leaves
usually cannot always achieve the normal opening and closing (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Scheme 1(Left) and Scheme 2(Right)

Scheme 2: This is a more eclectic solution which needs a compromise between the
stability and appearance similarity, mainly using the connecting rod body. The specific
method is as follows: the principle and concept is similar but a little different with
Option1, the differences are: 1, turn the fragile wires and connecting rod into the metal
linkage that could provide a better strength and stability; 2, no longer use the blade’s
own gravity, rely on more stable steering gear to control the blade opening and closing.
The slider and the petiole are connected to the use of sliders to control the opening and
closing rather than simply stick and the stent and the petiole. The frame becomes an
integral part of the linkage assembly. In practice, in order to maximize the use of existing
conditions, we transform the structure of the umbrella into a model, to complete the test.

Advantages: the compromise in this way can maintain the function and appearance
to be certain balanced. Disadvantages: In the model test, it is found that some structures
cannot be obtained through the procurement, and there is no way to process through the
existing conditions, and model’s accuracy cannot meet the requirements (in the test the
stability is still poor). And finally we had to seek new solutions.

Scheme 3: Draw on the experience and lessons learned from the first two options,
the main consideration of this scheme is the feasibility of interactive behavior. Interac‐
tive features will be achieved as the primary starting point. So the structure, strength
and accuracy of the racks, has been put forward to higher requirements. Therefore, it
has to make some compromises on the appearance of the “bionic”. The specific methods
are as follow: using the standard components which can be purchased through the shelf,
including gears, steering gear fixed base, screw nut, the standard mechanical handle,
touch sensors etc. According to the design requirements, the combination of components
has changed, based on these standard components. So, here Mimosa’s “opening and
closing function” is achieved through the transformation of the mechanical handle.
Remove the excess part of the handle, then extend the rod as a petiole, and then the blade
will be fixed on the leaf to complete the blade part. Servo drives mechanical gripper gear
rotation, directly controls the blade opening and closing (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Scheme 3

Advantages: As a prototype, the main purpose is to complete the design of the func‐
tion. Through the touch can control the “blade” opening and closing. Standardized
components maximize the accuracy and stability to meet the function. Disadvantages:
As the function meets the requirement, at the same time, the appearance seems to have
a lack of bionics. In summary, Scheme 3 was chosen for its functional advantage. The
following sections will detail the principles of this program, production and presentation.

Mimosa Bionic Interactive Design, Model Production and Demonstration. Before
production, the team purchase components at first. Including control system: Arduino
kit. Powertrain: Tower Pro SG5010 dual-bearing standard steering gear. Drive system:
Mechanical gripper assembly (after adaptability). Operating system: home-made leaves,
touch sensors. The following sections describe the design and manufacturing process in
detail.

Arduino is a convenient and flexible, easy-to-use open-source electronic prototype
platform, including hardware (various types of Arduino boards) and software (Arduino
IDE). Arduino can sense the environment through variety kinds of sensors, by control‐
ling the lights, motors and other devices to feedback, affecting the environment. The
microcontrollers on the board can be programmed in Arduino’s programming language,
compiled into binary files, and incorporated into the microcontroller. This program using
its open source features can be easily and quickly connected to various sensors and
achieve the expected behavior.

Servo is a common power system, the choice of Tower Pro SG5010 dual standard
servo, can achieve 0°–180° free angle control, to meet the design requirements. The
3.5 V–6 V voltage through the USB interface could provide power supply without the
need for an external power. The accurate control of the angle is one of the keys of this
interactive design.

Transmission system–mechanical gripper is mainly composed of a pair of arm gears
and connecting rods, to meet the grasping object function. The angle control of this
interaction requires a great deal of similarity to that of the gear-driven linkage of the
mechanical gripper. Modifying the mechanical gripper to realize the new interactive
mode is feasible. In addition, the use of existing standard components for transformation
is conducive to reduce the difficulty of production and improve accuracy (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the engineering assembly

The execution system is part of the machine (in this case, the mechanical system of
the interaction device) and is the direct medium of human-machine interaction. People
interact with each other by performing system input and output behaviors (instructions).
Here the implementation of the system refers to the “Mimosa leaves”, that is integrated
touch sensor. After the functional transformation of the mechanical handle, which is
directly to people to receive and receive feedback part. 4 mm thick ABS board in
accordance with the design dimensions after cutting, assembled into the blade part.
Finally, the touch sensor is placed in the blade part as the input device of the interactive
signal, and the servomotor drives the blade driven by the gear to complete the feedback
action (output). The components through repeated modifications to debug, the final
complete assembly, in order to achieve the best results. Then start the program by
programming the computer into the Arduino control board to complete the final debug‐
ging (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Three-dimensional assembly renderings

Programming. Before writing the Arduino program, you must first clarify the
program logic that you want to achieve. After you have defined the program logic, start
programming with the Arduino programming software and find the ArduBlock visual‐
ization programming plug-in under the Tool menu. According to logic programming,
and then import Arduino programming software to generate the program code (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Hardware assembly and line connections

After the program code is compiled, it has been imported into the Arduino mother‐
board. And then the hardware parts are connected correctly to verify the feasibility and
accuracy of the program. And then fine-tune the program through the performance of
the hardware, so that the final hardware could achieve the expected interactive experi‐
ence.

After the program code is compiled and debugged, the final assembly, connection,
and debugging are performed. After the line was connected, the group installed the blade
part onto the gear empty, then connected to the steering gear. After the steering gear was
fixed, they use mobile power as a power supply. Once the final assembly is complete,
the model can be demonstrated. The final result is shown below (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Model demonstrations (above: open state, below: closed state)

3.3 Prototype Design and Production Process Conclusion

The above examples show that sketching and paper prototyping are the most widely
used prototyping methods in interaction design. The interactive design archetypes
discussed in this chapter belong to tangible interaction, also called embodied interaction,
and are distinguished from ordinary interactive prototypes in attributes. The prototypes
in the physical interaction design have the following properties: 1, The prototype is a
real three-dimensional physical space in the material form, through the prototype,
human-computer interaction can be achieved; 2, For designers, the prototype is a
preliminary verification, which can let them intuitively feel the design conception in the
realization of some minor changes in the process, leading to facilitate discussion and
improvement of design, in order to further enhance and improve the design work to do
the foundation. 3, when the human-computer interaction occurs, the users can feel the
power, speed, fast and slow, elegant or vulgar, melody and rhythm and other interactive
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experience. From the prototype of embodied interaction design, these characteristics are
obviously different from other design prototypes. Because the prototype of the embodied
interaction is based on valid feedback of the action of the testers, in terms of its design
purpose and implementation level, that is, it can be practiced as expected in the concep‐
tual design phase.

Through the tangible prototype design and production process, the properties of
tangible interaction prototype design, which can be divided into five important key
nodes, behavior research, emotional appeal and essential technology, to expand to
achieve the goal. This reflects in the following five parts. Emotional collage board.
Storyboard. Role creation and play. Hardware/software applications. Interactive proto‐
type experiment.

These properties of interaction prototype could be realized by keynote activities such
as behavior research, emotional appeal and technology realization. Specifically, they
could be elaborated in five aspects: Emotional Board; Storyboard; Role creation and
play; Hardware/software applications; Interactive prototype experiment.

The primary function of the prototype is to validate the conceptual design. Interactive
prototype design achieves interactive features through the sensor circuit and the corre‐
sponding mechanical structure, designed to illustrate the interaction design principles.
Interactive prototyping is an important method of interactive design, and it is also an
indispensable part in the interaction design process. Through the production of interac‐
tive prototype, we can test whether the software circuit is reasonable, whether the
connection is consistent or whether the design can achieve the initial goal.

4 Emotional Experiences in Interactive Prototype

4.1 Emotional Design in Prototype

Donald A Norman put forward three levels of emotional design through the study of
emotion in Psychology: instinctive level, behavioral level, and reflective level. The
instinctive level refers to the first impression of the user to use the interactive products.
The implementation of behavior level design corresponding functional level of demands
that is one of the basic attributes of the product. At present, the function of interactive
products is more and more powerful, but the demand of target people has changed, users
began to look forward to move by personalized and ideal product, beginning the pursuit
of product to meet the emotional level. The emergence of emotional design is based on
the designer to meet the product functional requirements and provide users with
emotional and psychological support for higher levels of spiritual needs.

4.2 Music Player Design

2014 interactive design workshop theme is a design for the purpose of utility. In this
interaction workshop, each team was asked to complete a specific context based inter‐
active music player design. In this process, the student learned Arduino programming
techniques, interactive design methods, and how to use video as a tool for design and
communication. In this workshop, our student will learn: Video sketch, embodied
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interactive product model, theme concept product design, design expression, model
making skills, Arduino software programming [11].

Aadjan van der Helm Marco, Professor Rozendaal and Dr Liu Wei, From the Tech‐
nische Universities Delft in Holland, proposed a number of abstract concepts, such as
anger, sadness, doubt, fear, kindness etc., require a special emotional reflect in the design
of music player, analyzing the variation characteristics of the emotion and the interaction
based on the final results show. Combine the emotional changes with the products form
and structure. In the creative process, the group combined integrated technology,
aesthetics, interactive design principles and prototype and video as design and commu‐
nication tools.

4.3 Topic1-Interactive Music Player Design on the Keywords “Kindness”

Video Sketches: In determining the subject, each group took some action video to the
three music control functions: “start/stop” and “big/small volume” and “a song/next
song”. Used some things around as auxiliary props, users hold the props and did some
actions interact with the props. Different actions represented different emotion and
functions. With the “start/pause” function as an example; the group of students used
four materials to demonstrate the control of this function (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Video sketches

Improved Video: After the analysis of several groups of actions, combined with
emotional keywords and whether the technology is easy to achieve, student decided to
take folded papers to express emotions and the interactive actions. Slowly folding
unfolded objects, reflecting the harmony between man and things and harmonious
process inflect the keyword “kindness”. Relax stretch the objects, music start; tighten
compressed objects, music pause; turn right start to switch to the next, turn left is oppo‐
site; radial spread the objects, the volume becomes larger and the radioactive contraction
makes the volume smaller. The three groups of control actions are in Fig. 9.

Brainstorming: In order to combine action, function and shape more perfectly, the
group members began the brainstorming. Before brainstorming, the group members got
the theme of brainstorming: to combine the folding action with the music player’s func‐
tional control, as well as the shape fits the use of the scene.

Given the Four Key words of this brainstorming: “music player” “interactive action”
“compression and folding” “kindness”, members of the group started divergent thinking.
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After obtaining a sufficient amount of ideas, the ideas were evaluated in a multi-dimen‐
sional manner. Through the classification of the results and cost, the group found the
best idea.

Storyboard: Storyboard shows the scene of using the product, illustrating how the user
to solve the problem. Through the assumption of user roles and usage scenarios, the
designers try to simulate the actual user interaction and interaction mode for product
usability evaluation. Good user scenarios can be beneficial for the product design process
(Fig. 10).

Fig. 10. Storyboard Fig. 11. Draft prototype

Draft Prototype: The best way to verify the idea of staying on paper is to make full
use of the material around and quickly make a prototype to verify ideas to find problems.
The group members use the origami to build prototype, in order to show the way of
interaction between people and music player control quickly (Fig. 11).

Interactive Technology: Through the use of open source hardware technology, the
group members started to build product circuit prototype quickly to verify whether the

Fig. 9. Video sketch deepening
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interactive approach to achieve the effect planned. In the hardware platform, they
selected Arduino as the open source hardware platform. On the basis of this, select the
Seeed Studio music control module and sensor board to realize the interactive functions
need to achieve. The sensor been chosen was the rotation angle sensor which can be
used to measure the rotation angle of the control the music player’s volume and switch.
Tilt sensor has also been chosen to measure whether the music player is tilted to the left
or right to achieve the previous/next function.

Final Design & Prototype: After the iteration of the model and the verification of the
technology, the final prototype combines the appearance structure with the technology.
Able to demonstrate independently and achieve desired interaction (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12. Draft prototype final design prototype (designed by: Yanhong Jia, Jingpeng Jia, Lu Bian,
Peng Chen, Xingjian An etc.)

4.4 Topic2- “Inspiration” Interactive Music Player Design

Behavior Research: Another group from this workshop designed an embodied inter‐
active music player. The emotional vocabulary they chose as the theme is “inspiration”.
Through the previous observation research and discussion, they came up with a conclu‐
sion that the core of interaction design is to aim at user behavior. Thus the primary task
is to find out the specific behaviors that can be helpful and applicable for users in terms
of expressing emotion. And digging out the logic and the semantic meaning behind the
behaviors is the next move. According to the dictionary, the group of students summar‐
ized several meanings for “inspiration”: A. Inhalation. B. Encouragement. C. Inspiring
things and objects. D. Wonderful ideas. E. Enlightenment from god. According to the
understanding of each group member and the result of the discussion on semantics rele‐
vance, the final key words are “sudden”, “wonderful”, “magical”, “exciting”,
“surprising”, “positive”.

Action is the basic unit during the process of user expressing the intention to interact.
It consists of action sequences, and makes up the basic vocabulary of interactive context.
Building up a human-computer interactive movement set that applies to embodied
context is the foundation of implementing embodied interaction design. At the current
stage, group members picked up raw material, including wood boards, hemp rope, nails,
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bamboo boards and paper clips, aiming to find inspiration through the interaction of
material and behavioral action. For instance, blowing the balloon to almost explosion
reflects anxiety; placing one finger gradually near the tip of a needle reflects fear. Before
the specific design process started, the team members studied the relationship between
behaviors and emotion expression through video sketches and explore the emotional
semantics behind the behaviors by observing the action itself or changes in the material
to get prepared for the next step in the design process (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13. Video presentation during video sketch

Emotional Demands: The combination of behavior and emotion is the key to this
design. At this stage, the group concluded that “unexpected but reasonable” may be able
to produce the feeling of “inspired”. Corresponding to the three basic functions of music
player: pause and start, turn up and down the volume and switch songs, the team selected
uncommon actions to design the interaction pattern. Stretching and compressing repre‐
sents increasing or decreasing the volume; waving ribbon can skip to the next song
depending on the direction of waving; bending and straightening the bamboo board are
respectively corresponding to pausing and starting. The correspondences between these
actions and functions are mainly matched with the semantic features of behavioral

Fig. 14. The prototype structure combines with the video
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language and function. One thing worth mentioning is that there might be differences
in understanding of the same behavior for people from different cultural backgrounds.

The video sketch demo displayed a magical hand and a cork wood mat that has simple
shape and texture. After the gesture is made, the cork wood mat will transform and give
motion feedback in a subtle way, and play feedback sound effects accordingly based on
that theme (Fig. 14).

In the following design stages, group members optimized the project further on the
realization of specific functions. They changed the gestures of controlling the volume
into raising and lowering one hand. In the meantime, the prototype will perform a corre‐
sponding feedback in terms of the extent of swinging. What’s more, waving towards
left and towards right respectively correspond to switching to the previous song and the
next song. Based on demonstration, this interactive behavior is also clear in the product
semantics. On top of that, adding the feedback sound effect in parallel with different
semantic behaviors increases emotional empathy. It is a way to try to create a pleasant
emotional experience for users while using the product (Figs. 15 and 16).

Fig. 15. Story version-1

Fig. 16. Story version-2
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Implementing Technology: In the process of prototype design, from a concept to the
realization, technical considerations are essential to the transformation. After the design
of interactive behavior and operation mechanism, students began to carry out a detailed
physical structure and design based on an operational logic level, the following are some
details:

A. Physical structure and hardware & software technology: Workshops provide
model production sites, according to the actual needs, the groups can select 3D printing,
ABS sheet metal engraving cutting, hot pressing and other technologies. In the prototype
production, the group applied hot-pressing technology in the creation of the external
contour. After bonding with the screws and nut coupling, the group went on painting
and performing other surface treatment. As for the internal structure of the part, students
designed their own internal linkage and gear, and used CAD to produce engineering
drawings and carving. The final step was to connect and assemble.

This group selected Arduino as the hardware support for their prototype. It was easier
to use and control the required sensor with the support of the Grove tools set.

B. Iteration and optimization of prototypes: During the prototyping process, as time
goes by and the design improves gradually, the original prototype became mature and
complete progressively. Nevertheless, with the addition of structures and programming,
there are always problems that cannot be anticipated in advance, and some new archi‐
tectural ideas may arise in the process of soluting problems, which, after continual
alternation of problem arising and problem solving, prototypes are iterated and opti‐
mized. After assembling the materials and the components, the group found that the
original counterweight and the slide itself were not enough to bring wobble to an ideal
angle. However, the body space was limited, and new related structures need to be
carried out again. After optimization and re-design, the group came up with a better
solution ultimately. The hardware assembly prototype has shown in Fig. 17 below.

Fig. 17. Arduino/Grove hardware assembly prototype (Designer: Tianwei Shu, Jiyuan Liu, Tong
Qu with, Fengyu Zhao)

5 Conclusions

Material object interaction design is gradually changing the traditional mode of human-
computer interaction. And it has a positive impact on the relationship between people
and products. Although there are still some unsolved problems, but those do not prevent
it from becoming an important direction of future interaction. In contrast with the tradi‐
tional product design, interactive design is more concerned with the consideration of
human behavior, the transmission of human emotions, and the technology
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implementation aiming at user-friendly experience. With the addition of the time dimen‐
sion, users will have richer human-computer interaction experience. From this point of
view, embodied interaction can reflect the closer essence of interaction design. With the
development of embodied interaction design, the prototype design process will become
more scientific and improved, and will receive more attention from many other fields.

In the context of virtual interaction and interface interaction becoming more and
more mature, the methods of interaction design have shown increasing variety. Different
design methods can be selected according to different problems. Industrial design and
product interaction will be greatly improved as well. It is not a simple issue about inter‐
face interaction anymore. People now can interact with the product through behavior
and information exchange, with a real three-dimensional embodied interactive experi‐
ence. But it also requires further research through the integration of user research,
computer technology, sensor technology, anthropology, psychology and other disci‐
plines of knowledge, in order to achieve development in interactive products that meet
user needs and that are able, easy and also fun to use.

Teamwork in open education is a huge guarantee of success. Whether it is a small
project or a large one, these words are equally applicable. Designers should acquire
certain extent of divergent thinking and logical thinking, and understand the importance
to have different focus in different stages of a project. They need to know the way to
benefit from their own strength, so that they can maximize the final design achievement,
which reflects the advantages of cross-disciplinary in open education. However, the
condition that a team is superior to the individual depends on differences among team
members. The greater the differences of knowledge hierarchy and personality charac‐
teristics are, the greater the value produced by mutual collaboration will be.
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Abstract. Recently, sophisticated robotic toys have commercially emerged into our
lives. Apart from being only a toy, some of these smart devices are programmable for
accomplishing commands given by the end-user. However, usually, end-users are not
experts in robotics or programming. In order to explore the usability issues related to
the non-programmers’ experience of controlling the robotic toys, we conducted a
user study with non-programmers (N = 9) by using Sphero (a robotic toy) and tested
its mobile application, called SPRK Lightning Lab for Sphero, which adopted visual
programming language with a block-based coding interface. Our procedure consisted
of a pre-test and a semi-structured post-test interview as well as an exploring session
for the participants and three tasks with a short semi-structured interview at the end
of each task. Our findings, which highlighted the usability issues of SPRK Lightning
Lab for Sphero application, contribute to the field by providing design suggestions
on using a digital medium and a tangible device together, the usability issues of block
coding by non-programmers and learnability in a robotic toy application.

Keywords: Robotic toys · Visual programming · Block coding · Usability test ·
Mobile application

1 Introduction

Recently, different types of robots have emerged into our lives such as drones and service
robots. Among them, also robotic toys that are capable of jumping, rolling, changing colors
and moving autonomously have recently become popular for both children and adults. They
differ from traditional similar toys such as remote control cars by being programmable for
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autonomous actions and by integrating with a mobile device to play mixed reality games.
For example, Lego Mindstorms1, Ozobot2, and Dash & Dot3 have been commercialized as
educational robot kits to teach coding to children by providing digital interfaces for
programming these toys. On the other hand, robotic toys such as Sphero and Ollie4 have
been also used by non-programmer adults for entertainment and Lego Mindstorms used in
universities to teach programming [1]. Non-programmer adults are also using similar
robotic toys for entertainment. Thus, the usability issues related to their experience of
controlling robotic toys are critical for designing these interfaces.

Fig. 1. Sphero, a robotic toy

User experiences of several visual programming languages have been examined in
previous studies to program robots. Among them, block coding metaphor has frequently
used where graphical code blocks are used instead of text-based programming syntax for
creating commands. Researchers found that users found code blocking easier to learn than
text-based programming [2–5]. Besides, researchers evaluated the user experience of a
block coding applications with children [2, 6, 7] and highlighted the effect of using block
coding to program robotic toys, on developing children’s certain skills [7–9]. However, to
our knowledge, there is no study on the usability of mobile block coding application to
program a robotic toy with adults. This kind of understanding is important due to the exis‐
tence of commercialized robots in our daily lives. We believe that the use of block coding

1 https://www.lego.com/en-us/mindstorms.
2 http://ozobot.com/.
3 https://www.makewonder.com/.
4 http://www.sphero.com/.
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and similar visual programming concepts will increase in the future for programming
robotic toys as well as other interactive devices such as home appliances. Therefore,
knowing usability issues in such novel systems will be crucial to enhance the user experi‐
ence of these devices and applications in the future.

The aim of this study is to examine (1) usability issues when digital (mobile appli‐
cation) and physical (robotic toy) media are used together, (2) user experience of non-
programmers while programming a robotic toy with block coding and (3) learnability
in a mobile robot programming application. For this purpose, we conducted usability
tests of the application called SPRK Lightning Lab for Sphero which uses block-based
coding interface and controls the robotic toy called Sphero (see Fig. 1).

2 Background

2.1 Block Coding

Visual programming languages have wide application areas such as 3D modeling with
Grasshopper 3D5, video game making with Blender Game Engine6, and music genera‐
tion with AudioMulch7. Besides these, visual programming has been popularly used for
teaching coding to non-programmers, especially to children. The basic principle of block
coding is drag and drop existing code blocks and snap blocks together to generate a
program or series of commands. Code blocks are easy to relate with other blocks with
colors and shapes. LogoBlocks [10] was one of the earliest examples of using blocks in
visual programming and introduced programming to many students [11]. Begel [10]
claimed the advantages of visual programming such as using real life metaphors for
understanding the functionality better, its easy browsability (easily noticing the structure
of a program comparing to textual program) and its potential of representing the relation
among code blocks. After LogoBlocks, block coding metaphor has been applied in
various software and visual programming languages such as Scratch [12], BrickLayer
[13], Blockly8 and Snap! [4]. Today, MIT’s Scratch and similar block coding languages
are being used by millions of people, and not only elementary schools but also high
ranking universities have been using block coding to introduce programming [11].
Moreover, with the increase in ubiquitous computing and smartphones, block coding
has also become available in mobile devices and tablets. For example, Scriptkit, Lightbot
and Kodable are mobile applications that focus on teaching programming to children
with block coding [14].

2.2 Robotic Toys

Block programming is mostly used for teaching programming or making a particular
system programmable to non-programmers. A robotic toy is an example of both a

5 http://www.grasshopper3d.com/.
6 https://www.blender.org/.
7 http://www.audiomulch.com/.
8 https://developers.google.com/blockly/.
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programmable system and an educational tool that uses block coding and aims at non-
programmers. Elkin et al. [7] stated that robotic toys provide a playful way to learn to
program and it improves certain skills of children such as problem solving, planning [8],
and even social skills [9]. Lego Mindstorms NXT was one of the first commercial
programmable robotic toys with block coding and released in 2006 [15]. Klassner and
Anderson also claimed that Lego Mindstorms is an affordable alternative for teaching
programming and practice robots in college level [1]. Robotic toys become popular in
the last decade and various robotic kits have been released such as Kibo, Dot & Dash,
Ozobot, Cubelet and mBot. These robotic toys come with mobile applications to control
and program robots for autonomous actions. In addition, mobile applications such as
Tickle9 and Tynker10 are designed to program different robotic toys in one block coding
application.

Robots such as Ollie and Sphero by Sphero Inc. (previously Orbotix) are both aimed
for adults and children with entertainment and programming education. Ng, Chow and
de Lima Salgado [16] indicated that robotic toys such as Sphero bring novel content in
mobile applications with different controlling methods and sensors. Sphero has various
applications to change its colors with music, play with your pet, and even play mixed
reality games. In mixed reality games, users see their robot through a virtual environment
from the screen of their smartphones or tablets with the help of a camera. For example,
Sharky the Beaver application shows Sphero as a beaver on the screen of a tablet and
provides to control the beaver in your physical space. Robotic toys have been targeting
adults as well as children and these robots brought new content to mobile applications
with usability issues.

2.3 Usability of Block Coding

Block coding applications and robotic toys have been evaluated by users in previous
studies. Dill et al. [5] found that students improve their coding skills by programming
movements of a robot in a prototype game with block coding. Elkin et al. showed that
children between 3 to 5 years old were able to create simple programs with block coding
[7]. However, children had problems with the task that include repeat loop. Loop func‐
tion in programming is used to repeat the code until a condition happens. For example,
to change the robot’s color when it is grabbed, you need to loop the code otherwise, the
system will read the code, check if it is grabbed and if it is false, it will exit the code
without changing anything. To use loop code, users need to know that the computer runs
the code lines rather fast, runs a code line once and stops running at the end of the code
if not repeated in a loop. Ramirez-Benavides, Lopez, and Guerrero [2] evaluated the
usability of TITIBOTS, a mobile application for robot programming, in terms of learn‐
ability, efficiency, memorability, errors and satisfaction. The usability test was
conducted with children aged 4 to 6 years old who are unable to read. They indicated
that all children like the system but when they ask to draw children what they liked, 62%
drew a robot, 31% drew a tablet and rest drew both of them together. Therefore, it is

9 https://tickleapp.com/.
10 https://www.tynker.com/.
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important to separate a robotic toy by mobile application in an evaluation of a usability
test as users might comment on the attractive robot instead of the application.
Researchers also pointed out that it was hard to evaluate the effect of teaching program‐
ming concept by using block coding on learning programming logic in the long term.
Pane [6] asked children to write a statement after showing a logic to move the Pacman
and analyzed their approach. For example, 67% of children used images in their state‐
ment that show they felt comfortable to express a statement with visuals. In addition,
58% of participants used when, if and after and more than 60% used and and or in their
statements similarly to programming syntax. This study showed that non-programmers’
approaches were partially similar to programming logic but, non-programmers did not
always express a statement by the existing programming logic. Thus, block coding might
be conceptualized without only mimicking the existing programming syntax.

Ketola and Roto [17] noted that learnability is an important element in user experi‐
ence and exists in different usability measures [18–20]. Hung [21] analyzed the learn‐
ability of several block coding platforms such as Scratch, App Inventor, Stencyl and
GameBox. Hung found that video tutorials were common in these block coding systems.
GameBlox included a help page on the side of the screen and Scratch provided a help
button that pops up a help page on the side of the screen. Scratch also included a step-
by-step tutorial that teaches user by practice. However, learnability of these block coding
platforms was not evaluated in this study with a user test.

Researchers showed that block coding is easy to use, and it is a useful tool for
teaching programming with the help of robotic toys. However, previous studies did not
examine user experience of a block coding application to control a mobile robot with
adults. Block coding applications and mobile applications of robotic toys have been
increasing. We believe, block coding will be widely used to program numerous systems
by non-programmers in the future. Thus, we conducted a study with 9 adult users to
examine usability issues in SPRK Lightning Lab for Sphero application that programs
the robotic toy Sphero.

3 SPRK Lightning Lab for Sphero

The Sphero has multiple controllable sensors, motors, and LEDs which pave the way
for the end-user to program its functions. SPRK is one the applications for controlling
this robotic toy. Different from other applications with the same aim, SPRK has a visual
programming interface, which has pre-defined code blocks. These code blocks are
presented in an interface (see Fig. 2) where a user can drag and drop them in order to
create a series of commands, which can be saved or sent to the Sphero to be executed.
Users can experiment by adding, removing code blocks or mixing the order of code
blocks. The code blocks vary from Sphero-specific pre-defined blocks like actions (i.e.,
rolling, setting the heading, spinning and setting color), sensors (i.e., heading, speed,
accelerometer) or events (i.e., on collision, on free fall) to more textual programming
tools as in format of code blocks like delay, loop or if/then. Most of the Sphero-specific
code blocks have parameters that the user can edit like in the case of roll block. In roll
block, there are parameters of rolling duration, heading angle and the speed of the
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Sphero. Also, some of the code blocks can be dragged in another code block for different
purposes.

Fig. 2. Overview of SPRK Lightning Lab for Sphero application. The screenshot also included
an example usage of if/then block. Sensor blocks of accelerometers were placed on the first row
of if/then block where the condition was defined and the code block called strobe was placed in
the if/then block to be executed if the condition was true.

For example, as shown in Fig. 2, if/then command has the first line of the block for
defining a condition in which sensors can be dragged in to define a parameter for
describing a condition. Operators can also be used to define the relationship among
variables on condition. Additionally, for if/then block, the user can drag actions into the
code block to be executed if the condition is true. Finally, in this application, users can
also create their own actions or variables. When the user touches the start button on the
top, Sphero starts executing the program in the real world.

The SPRK application has a tutorial which includes a walkthrough, starting with
guiding user to arrange the orientation of Sphero, continuing with showing the basic
features of programming with blocks (i.e., double tapping for getting information about
a code block on the bottom bar, dragging a new code block, deleting a code block) and
executing the program. That tutorial uses hint bubbles for guiding the user through these
basic features. The application also has a section where some ready-to-use programs are
present that the user can investigate to learn how the code blocks can be used.
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4 Method

This research aimed to test non-programmers’ user experience while controlling
robotic toys. Therefore, we focused on one of the most famous commercial robotic
toys called Sphero and one of its applications (SPRK Lightning Lab for Sphero) to
highlight usability issues. We included three tasks for the participants and semi-struc‐
tured interviews to accomplish at the beginning and at the end of the sections. We also
asked open-ended questions after each task. We mainly collected qualitative data that
was supported by quantitative data. The rest of the section will describe the details
of our method.

4.1 Participants

Nielsen and Landauer recommended that 5 participants are enough to detect usability
problems from a qualitative usability study [22, 23]. We conducted our study with 9
participants (6 females) who had never used Sphero or any of its applications before.
The study was conducted with Turkish speaking participants to eliminate any cultural
factors. They were 3 graduate and 6 undergraduate students from Koç University who
volunteered to our announcement that was on social media. Participants’ ages ranged
from 18 to 32 (M = 23.00, SD = 3.70) They did not have any programming experience
or had little knowledge about programming. None of them were familiar with visual
programming languages. All of them had experiences of using a tablet.

4.2 Apparatus

The Sphero 2.0, a robotic toy with a spherical shape was used in our study. Sphero has
features such as moving on the ground by rolling, changing colors and, sensing its own
movement and direction with the help of the accelerometer and gyroscope. SPRK Light‐
ning Lab for Sphero (version 1.2.0), an application specifically designed for the Sphero,
was tested by using an Apple iPad (iOS 9.2) during the study. This application is based
on a visual programming language, and contains codes that are embedded in blocks. By
arranging code blocks, a user can program the Sphero for controlling its actions. All
processes were recorded by a webcam and AirServer11 software was used to mirror the
screen of iPad to a laptop computer. We also recorded the mirrored screen by screen
recorder software to match the gestures and the voice of the participant along with their
actions taken on the application. The task completion times were also documented.

4.3 Procedure

The study took place in a university classroom with an empty surface to move Sphero.
The participants were sitting on a chair. Before each test, we introduced ourselves,
declared our aim as exploring their experience with the application while controlling

11 https://itunes.apple.com/tr/app/airserver-connect/id967004087?mt=8.
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the Sphero. We explained to them that we were not testing them; instead, we were testing
the application. We asked them to follow think-aloud protocol [24] in which participants
were supposed to tell simultaneously what they were thinking while using the applica‐
tion. Then, we informed them about the schedule of the test. Additionally, we told them
to ask if they need translation for the words on the application. Overall, the tests took
approximately 45 min.

The rest of the sub-section will inform the readers about the details of the procedure
in the actual sequence of the study.

Pre-test Interview. During pre-test interview, we asked participants their demo‐
graphic information (i.e., age, academic degree) and how they rate their experience
on tablet usage and programming from zero to expert. Additionally, we asked them if
they had any knowledge of block-based programming. In exploration session, we gave
the tablet and introduced the Sphero to the participants. After opening the applica‐
tion, the logic of block coding was explained. We guided them to begin with the tuto‐
rial in the application. We also pointed out that there is a Sample Codes section that
they might take a look. The time was limited to 5 min for this session. After 5 min,
we asked the participants to rate how exploration session assisted them to understand
the application with 7-point Likert scale (1 - Not at all instructional, 7 - Extremely
instructional). Based on their response we encourage them to reason their response
with open-ended questions.

Tasks. Three tasks were given to participants to accomplish in these sessions. The first
and second tasks needed participant to use basic functions of the Sphero such as rolling
and changing its color. The second task was more complex than the first task. The aim
of the first and second tasks was to analyze how they experience overall interface (i.e.,
dragging/removing a code block, editing parameters of those blocks). The third task was
more focused on programming logic where the user needed to use if/then and loop code
blocks. We wanted to investigate the experience of participants when the code block
was more complicated. For example, to use if/then block, a user needs to drag other code
blocks into if/then block parenthesis.

In the beginning of all tasks, the Sphero was placed in front of the participant’s chair.
We reminded participants that they could look at tutorial or sample codes sections any
time they needed. We included time limits for all tasks but extended it if the participant
was close to accomplishing the task since our aim was to discover usability issues. The
first task was to make the Sphero go approximately 2 m away from the participant. The
time limit for this task was 5 min. In the second task, again, we asked participants to
move the Sphero app. 2 m away from them. But this time we specified that the color of
the Sphero should be red in the beginning. After going app. 2 m, it should wait for a
while. Then, the color should turn to green. Finally, it should come back. The time limit
was also 5 min for this task. The third task was defined as blinking the Sphero while it
was spinning for the first 4 participants. Then, we realized that the task was too hard for
participants. Thus, we replaced it with another task that participants would use similar
functions. The third task included changing the color of Sphero if it was thrown up in
the air. We specified that the Sphero should be green at the beginning and asked them
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to make the color of the Sphero blue in case of being thrown. Different than the other
tasks, we asked participants to use specific code blocks: if/then and loop blocks. We
explained that if/then command refers to a condition in programming languages. We
told them that this command makes defined commands work only if the defined condi‐
tion occurs. Additionally, we mention that this application reads a block code in nano‐
seconds and passes to the other one. Loop command was explained to overcome this
situation by making the application read the code blocks inside it repeatedly. We
included a time limit of 10 min for this task. Our aim was to explore how non-program‐
mers use commands like if/then and loop and how they interact with the user interface
of these features. At the end of both tasks, we asked participants to rate the difficulty of
the task by a 7-point Likert scale (1 - Not at all difficult, 7 - Extremely difficult). After
their response, we asked open-ended questions to justify their quantitative response. We
also asked them what they liked and disliked when they were using the application after
each task.

Post-test Interview. The beginning of the semi-structured post-test interview involved
open-ended questions such as “What would you change in the application?” and “What
was the most difficult thing for you? Why?”. After open-ended questions, we asked 11
questions that were responded in 7-point Likert scale. The questions (Table 1) contained
several subjects related to the usability of the application such as the evaluation of tuto‐
rial as the evaluation of tutorial, the ease of use, the pleasure of use, self-confidence
while using the application. Questions 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 10 were based on System Usability
Scale (SUS) [25] with small modifications. We asked respondents to explain the reason
behind the given rating to collect both qualitative and quantitative data.

Table 1. Questions in the post-test interview

Q1 - Tutorial was helpful in using the application
Q2 - I found the system unnecessarily complex
Q3 - I thought the system was easy to use
Q4 - I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this application
Q5 - I would imagine that non-programmers would learn to use this system very quickly
Q6 - I felt very confident using the application
Q7 - I found the given tasks difficult
Q8 - I think I learned the application and I feel confident to use it
Q9 - I enjoyed using the application
Q10 - I think that I would like to use this application again
Q11 - I would recommend the application to my friends

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Quantitative Results

In the first tests, we asked 4 participants to flick Sphero when it is turning for task 3.
When we realized that this task is too complex we changed it to the task explained in
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the procedure section. Because our focus was on the usability of the application and the
mentioned change in Task 3 did not affect the scope of the task, it did not make a major
impact in the results. Average difficulty of task 3 was 6.11 with a standard deviation of
0.78. When we exclude the first 4 users from the analysis, the mean value of the results
increased to 6.20 (SD = 0.84). Mean values of the task difficulties (see Fig. 3) suggest
that task 2 was the easiest. The reason for that might be that the participants got used to
the user interface in the first task and their knowledge from the first task help them to
accomplish the second one easily. The hardest task for the participants was the third
task. This might be due to confusing nature of the task in terms of understanding different
code blocks which were directly related to the textual programming (i.e. if/then and
loop). Another explanation would be that the user interface was too abstract for them to
understand the functions of those code blocks, thus it was hard for them to construct a
program by using if/then and loop. Elkin et al. [7] found similar results with children,
most of whom failed in the task with the loop function. We discussed these issues with
details in the qualitative analysis section.

Fig. 3. Participants were asked to assess the difficulty of tasks after each task. Their response is
shown in 7-point Likert scale and dashed line shows the average.

We can consider answers of Q3 and Q4 as a neutral in the post-test questionnaire.
When we examined the extremes points in the graph (see Fig. 4), we noticed that partic‐
ipants agreed to the Q9, Q10, and Q11 in the post-test questionnaire, which shows the
application was engaging for the participants. However, some of the participants tended
to comment on the robot instead of the application when they were explaining what they
liked about the system. Ramirez-Benavides et al. [2] also found that children expressed
that they were interested in robot more than in the application. Q2 and Q7 had been rated
with low scores that indicated participants did not think that using the application was
hard for them. Besides, high scores of Q5 and Q6 supported the inference that partici‐
pants used the application without having difficulties.
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Fig. 4. Mean values and standard deviation of the agreement of the participants with the phrases
in the post-test questionnaire.

The result of comparison between the evaluation of tutorial just after the exploration
session and the evaluation of post-test questionnaire showed that participants’ percep‐
tion of the helpfulness of the tutorial has been affected negatively after accomplishing
the tasks. The reason for this might be that the tutorial does not cover the essential
information that might help the participant to complete the given tasks.

5.2 Qualitative Analysis: Observations and Questionnaires

Tutorial. The scope of the tutorial was criticized by the participants, especially in the
post-test interview which can also be seen on the graph in Fig. 5. They found it shallow
and supported the idea that a more detailed tutorial should be implemented in order to
make it more useful for learning the application. Participant 7 suggested the idea of a
more detailed walk-through tutorial where participants were guided for building one of
the sample programs that were present in the sample programs section. Participant 1
mentioned the possible benefits of walk-through videos shown as a tutorial at the begin‐
ning. She claimed that this might be a good way of introducing more complex parts of
the application. Furthermore, the hint bubbles on the tutorial failed to give intended
instructions about the basics of the graphical user interface of the application. Although
we encouraged the participant to follow the tasks shown on the hint bubbles in the
tutorial, most of the participants did not accomplish all the hints shown in the tutorial.
Moreover, some of them did not recognize that there were hint bubbles in the first place.
One of the participants, while exploring the tutorial again during the post-test interview,
said: “Now, I noticed that I needed to follow the instruction on the tutorial!” (P5). When
we asked “What do you want to change in the application?” in the post-test interview,
P1, P7, and P9 mentioned that they want to change tutorial.
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Fig. 5. Evaluation of the tutorial in terms of its usefulness in learning the application after explo‐
ration session and in the post-questionnaire.

Block-Coding. Dragging and dropping code blocks were engaging and easy to use for
the participants. Most of the terminology and the icons assigned to the code blocks were
understood by the participants. Some users mentioned that the different colors used for
a different group of code blocks were well designed. Almost all the participants imme‐
diately understood the logic of block coding (creating a flow of actions for the Sphero
to execute). However, there were some critical usability problems on this subject. Some
users had troubles with terminologies of textual programming languages (i.e. if/then,
delay). Additionally, the parameters of some block codes were irrelevant for most of the
participants and they had troubles understanding them. For example, to move the Sphero,
the participants used the roll command (i.e. first and second task), they were searching
for an input area for entering the distance, instead of entering the duration, speed, and
heading angle. Moreover, the parameters of code blocks like roll did not have any units,
for example, meters or meters/second, and they were not understood. Participants also
mentioned that when they put same code block for the second time, the application
should automatically set the same values for the parameters as the first code block.

Almost all the participants had troubles with the if/then code block. As we described
before in the paper, an if/then code block needs a condition and defined actions. Condi‐
tions were supposed to be defined in the first line of the code block. When a participant
added an if/then code block, the first line had “0 == 0” which did not mean anything to
most of our participants since they were non-programmers. Although they could add
other code blocks such as accelerometer into condition line of if/then block to define an
accelerometer condition. Besides, the graphical clues on the if/then code block failed to
give clues about which code blocks could be dragged on this space.

The Relation of the Digital and the Physical Environment. The most challenging
part of the first two task was to orient the Sphero in the real environment. Almost all the
participants, at some point of at least one task, moved the Sphero in a wrong direction.
Although some of them noticed or remembered that they needed to arrange the aim of
the Sphero, the others had problems in figuring out the Sphero’s orientation in the real
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environment. One participant even tried to change the orientation of the Sphero by
holding and rotating it by hand, instead of opening the orientation interface by touching
the icon on the top-right. This might be due to the fact that the icon assigned to modifying
the orientation was small and abstract. Two of the participants, P3 and P7 mentioned
that the small size of the aiming icon should be increased. Another issue about the uneasy
relationship between the programmed actions in the interface and the physical world
revealed in the requests and comments of participants which were: “I have the tablet; I
could use some of its properties. I could define the place with the tablet’s camera. It
would be nice if I could draw (its movements) on the tablet.” (P4), “It (moving the robot)
could have been made simpler without an accelerometer and if/then, such as drawing
it” (P6).

Overall, the responses of the participants on post-test interview suggest that visual
programming languages based on block-coding create an engaging experience and an
easy-to-learn platform for controlling robotic toys. However, our observations and semi-
structured interviews suggested that designer of those interfaces should consider some
issues about the usability such as;

– Supportive contents (i.e. tutorials) are critical for non-programmers to learn how to
use those devices. Thus, tutorials should contain more details about complex aspects
of the applications such as if/then. Besides initial tutorial, users should able to access
explanatory information about features while programming.

– Terminologies and metaphors used in those kinds of applications for controlling
robotic toys should consider the mental model of non-programmer users and should
be simplified and familiarized for the end-users.

– The visual features of the blocks should support the functional relation between code
blocks. For example, if some code blocks can be dragged into another one, there must
be visual clues that reflect the relationship.

– The relation between the digital user interface and the real environment (including
the robotic toy and surrounding environment) should be considered while designing
the user interface to create an understanding of the spatial relationship between them.
More specifically, for the robotic toys that move in the space, the orientation infor‐
mation should be specified to decrease the errors.

6 Conclusion

Our study aimed to reveal the usability issue of visual programming interfaces by block-
coding for controlling commercial robotics toys. In order to explore the usability issues
related to the non-programmers’ experience of controlling the robotic toys, we
conducted a user study with non-programmers (N = 9) by using Sphero (A robotic toy)
and tested its mobile application, called SPRK Lightning Lab for Sphero, which adopted
visual programming language with a block-based coding interface. We included an
exploring session, three tasks, pre-test, and post-test interviews as well as semi-struc‐
tured interviews at the end of each task.

Our results suggest that supportive contents like tutorials should give detailed infor‐
mation about the capabilities of the application. Also, these interfaces should be designed
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by considering the mental model of non-programmer adults. Therefore, designers should
use familiar metaphors for describing programming concepts as well as using graphical
elements that can indicate the functional relationship of code blocks. Finally, our find‐
ings revealed the need for building an easy-to-understand spatial relationship between
the digital interface and the robotic toy.

Acknowledgments. Thanks to İdil Bostan and Tülin Bozkurt Hazar for proofreading.
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Abstract. Recent developments in the manufacturing industry are
linked to the systematical adoption and deployment of cyber-physical
systems (CPS) that monitor and synchronize information between the
physical factory floor and the cyber-computational space providing
advanced information analytics. While it is widely recognized in liter-
ature that the related trend of transforming the manufacturing industry,
the so-called industry 4.0, leads to distinct interventions in operations of
businesses and public organizations, appropriate governance practices
still need to be established. This paper uses a detailed overview on
changes going along with the emergence of CPS and industry 4.0 to point
out requirements for IT governance approaches supporting the adoption
of CPS. The observations are illustrated for an example using the COBIT
5 governance of IT framework.

Keywords: IT Governance · Cyber-physical systems · Industry 4.0 ·
eResearch · Internet of things

1 Introduction

An important technological characteristic of industry 4.0 and related cyber-
physical systems (CPS) is the interconnectivity of the physical world with the
virtual one. While CPS are defined as physical and engineered systems whose
operations are monitored, coordinated, controlled, and integrated by a comput-
ing and communication core [23], industry 4.0 is seen as the trend transforming
manufacturing industry to the next generation by systematical deployment of
CPS [19]. Industry has already recognized the benefits of using the data gen-
erated during machine use. Sensors are attached to machines and monitor the
health status of the plants. In industry 4.0, this idea is retained, but supple-
mented by the possibility of predicting the conditions of the plant, controlling
it, and taking independent actions. The interaction between sensors and actua-
tors is a significant difference to the already existing embedded systems which are
based on programmable logic controllers. There is an amalgamation between the
physical and the virtual software level which cannot be differentiated distinctly
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anymore. In this way, physical processes get monitored, and a virtual copy of the
actual situation is created. This virtual plant is the initial point for simulations,
based on algorithms. Real-time decisions can then be made on the basis of a
fusion of virtual and physical world. The plant identifies its own status, the next
working steps as well as the status of the other machines just in time and adapts
itself independently to the changing environment. To implement real-time deci-
sions and actions there is a need of low vertical integration. Thus, an important
plant design factor is decentralization [4] which allows machines to take inde-
pendent actions, e.g., in case of a machine failure, to re-route the product to
a different plant. In order to guarantee an information exchange of all compo-
nents, the product must also have similar characteristics, i.e., become a so-called
“smart product”. That means, it must provide information on its location and
store current assets that it run through in order to enable control. This process
is supported by radio frequency identification (RFID) technology [9]. Resulting
from the new technologies and the adaptation of the machines to the conver-
sion, by the implementation of sensors, actuators and RFID a huge expanse of
new data is generated, that needs to be stored, correctly filtered, analyzed and
distributed to the right places. In order to handle the data correctly and thus
to solve complex algorithms, the computational performance of today’s mono-
lithic controllers is not sufficient. In industry 4.0, cloud computing plays a key
role for the infrastructural solutions in information technology (IT). Cloud com-
puting allows to control systems and also parts of the machines autonomously
via the infrastructure provided by the cloud. In this way, data intensive tasks
can be outsourced to the cloud. Sensors and actuators are the only components
remaining as a local resource on the machine itself. The big advantage is an easy
centralized data storage and analysis space with large computational power that
continuously provides access to at all plants. Small businesses can in particular
benefit from using already existing infrastructure, without investing in its own
expensive IT solutions. Still there are significant concerns regarding the data
security of this application. Enterprises are hesitant to provide sensitive internal
data to external servers that can be exposed to cyber-attacks.

This development poses new challenges for the governance of data and IT
that are reflected in studies on respective IT governance frameworks such as
COBIT. Margaria et al. [21] raise the question which IT governance is needed
for distributed intelligent CPS, composing a list of the most urgent governance
issues for CPS. Moreover, Wolden et al. [26] examine the effectiveness of COBIT
5 information security framework for reducing cyber-attacks on a supply chain
management system. Bartens et al. [3] have demonstrated that an infrastruc-
tural development such as the emergence of industry 4.0 may require a bottom-
up analysis and implementation of IT governance, while Schulte et al. [25] have
discussed challenges that arise from open data which is inherent in CPS. These
studies build the foundation for CPS governance, but do not extensively address
IT governance issues coming up with the development of CPS. We provide a
detailed overview on changes going along with the emergence of CPS and indus-
try 4.0 and discuss necessary adjustments of current IT governance approaches.
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We use the COBIT 5 framework to illustrate how current IT governance prac-
tices address the detected challenges.

The remainder of this article is structured in the following way. After a review
of related work in Sect. 2, we introduce the transformational process of industry
4.0 and governance implications in Sect. 3. On this foundation, Sect. 4 discusses
challenges and analyzes requirements for IT governance arising from CPS and
especially the trend of industry 4.0. Finally, Section 5 concludes the study and
gives an outlook on future research.

2 Related Work

Academic endeavors related to IT governance for CPS and industry 4.0 can be
separated in four major building blocks: literature on CPS, studies on indus-
try 4.0, related governance approaches, and research on current IT governance
issues. Table 1 comprises related work according to this classification. CPS have
recently received significant attention, e.g., among researchers working on man-
ufacturing systems [19] and systems design [17], while other works focused on
security issues emerging from the deployment of CPS [10]. Ensuring safety, sta-
bility, and performance of CPS while minimizing costs of CPS are widely seen as
important challenges [2]. These challenges are especially severe since the appli-
cation of CPS is considered a distinct intervention in operations of businesses
and public organizations [23]. Related to the research focus on manufacturing,
industry 4.0 is seen as the trend transforming manufacturing industry to the
generation of CPS [19]. Hermann et al. [12] identify six design principles for
implementations industry 4.0: interoperability, virtualization, decentralization,
real-time capability, service orientation, and modularity. Lee et al. [20] empha-
size the importance of smart analytics and service innovation in the context of
industry 4.0. Gorecky et al. [11] state that development of industry 4.0 will be
accompanied by changing tasks and demands for the human in the factory and
elaborate on human aspects in the design of industry 4.0. Moreover, Lasi et al.
[15] describe an application-pull and a technology-push as driving forces behind
industry 4.0. Especially, the two latter studies directly point to important issues
in governance and (bi-directional) IT/business alignment. While the aforemen-
tioned works focused on issues implicitly requiring to re-think (IT) governance
for CPS, other studies explicitly address governance issues for CPS. Among these
works, Schirner et al. [24] elaborate on the issue of shared governance between
humans and robotics in CPS, while Margaria et al. [21] summarize IT governance
issues for CPS. Broy et al. [5], on the other hand, mention the human-system
cooperation, usability and safety, i.e., also deal with questions of shared control,
transparency/controllability, and integrated models for human-machine interac-
tion. Kosub [14] calls for cyber risk governance to address risks imposed even by
small groups of individuals to threat CPS by attacking electronic components
monitoring and controlling physical entities such as, e.g., embedded systems in
trains or airplanes. Abbas et al. [1] furthermore proclaim structured mechanisms
for conformance testing as falsification for CPS. Finally, some authors examine
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related issues in the attempt to advance IT governance, data governance, and IT
governance frameworks. Studies on data governance [6,13] emphasize the need
for improved compliance, security, and performance in dealing with extended
volume and variety as well as velocity of data transactions that are associated
with technological developments such as CPS. Other studies rather focus on the
development of IT governance frameworks [7,8], where COBIT 5 is frequently
used, e.g., as an information security framework for reducing cyber attacks [26].

Summarizing, it can be stated that the transformational impact of CPS in
industry and public organizations is widely recognized, while the development
of specific (IT) governance approaches lags these insights.

Table 1. Problem classification and considered articles

Problem References

CPSs Lee [17], Rajkumar et al. [23], Genge et al. [10], Lee et al.
[19], Wang et al. (2015)

Industry 4.0 Gorecky et al. [11], Lasi et al. [15], Lee and Kao (2014),
Lee et al. [19], Hermann et al. [12]

CPS governance Broy et al. [5], Schirner et al. [24], Abbas et al. [1],
Margaria et al. [21], Kosub [14]

Current IT governance
issues

Cheong and Chang [6], Hüner et al. [13], De Haes et al. [7],
De Haes and van Grembergen [8], Wolden et al. [26]

3 The Industry 4.0 Transformation Process

Table 2 gives an overview about the changes towards industry 4.0 and illustrates
the interfaces in which big amounts of data are generated. The table gives explicit
information about the kind of data that is produced, by the different players in
a smart factory. The smart product was added as an important data enabler
in industry 4.0, since information about the usage, based on dynamic data, is
going to be an essential competitive advantage. In the aerospace industry, e.g.,
generated data from air fleets is already used to forecast the remaining life time of
turbines. Therefore, an exchange of the used parts takes only place, when needed.
Simulations, based on the data, can forecast the regular wear under different
environmental influences, like temperature or number of revolutions. A nearly
optimal utilization is promised. Other than that sensors and controllers are the
main data drivers in industry 4.0. CPS include embedded systems, which on one
hand, are equipped with sensors for the acquisition of data and, on the other
hand, actuators for activating or influencing processes. Consequently, sensors
produce a lot of process data, like position of the component or its torque. Storing
this data over time, gives a good data base for further simulations. Controllers
are used to operate different tasks. The data created by the controllers can be
mainly distinguished into processor data and machine data. Processor data is
used to enable a successful data transmission and does not give information to
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the user about the machine itself, e.g., the data origin or its destination address.
Machine data is the genuine data the controller allocates, e.g., the availability of
the machine or its workload. These mentioned data types are the cornerstones
for an efficient implementation of industry 4.0 visions.

4 IT Governance for Cyber-Physical Systems

IT governance for CPS may be discussed on a conceptual level or based on
specific frameworks. This section first discusses general IT governance issues
(Sect. 4.1) related to CPS and then presents an example of the IT governance
framework COBIT 5 (Sect. 4.2).

4.1 IT Governance

Properly applied IT systems can add great value to businesses. In this context, IT
governance formulates and implements IT strategies to ensure that IT supports
the company’s strategies and objectives. The two main tasks of IT governance
are first performance and second conformance. Performance is understood the
task as to control or influence the effectiveness of the company’s activities and
hence to create enterprise value. Increasing performance requires, e.g., scaling big
amounts of data and parallelizing processes. Conformance, on the other hand,
describes the compliance with standards, norms, and above all with legal con-
strains. Here, IT governance models take the important role of minimizing the IT
risks, caused by illegal actions, e.g., cyber-security threats. This sphere decides
on how to reach the company goals in the best possible way, implementing IT.
The strategy has to be planned, and a decision on a technical infrastructure
has to be made. Additional input is provided by the monitoring and evaluating
sphere as shown in Fig. 1.

In industry 4.0, self adapting dynamic systems need a new planning app-
roach, since the whole system is made of different single elements which are
built up on each other and interact with each other. Autonomous decision mak-
ing changes the situations independently so that dynamic planning approaches
become necessary. Planning the technical infrastructure is challenging as well as
large amounts of data must be transferred, which is the reason why companies
must be able to rely on reliable and fast communication networks. This process
shows the changes that have to be made to meet the required settings before
implementing the strategy. Thereby, also acquisition and maintenance of software
are key aspects of this domain. In industry 4.0, there will be a need for uniform
software standards. Different external and internal rudiments can make the inter-
connected cooperation considerably more difficult or impossible. A unification
across all sectors, however, could quickly meet the limits of complexity. Deliv-
ery and support deliver IT services. Covered areas in this domain are supplier
management and general administration tasks. However, it also includes sys-
tem security management. With the new technologies and interfaces in industry
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Information 
Collecting

IT Governance

Delivery & 
Support

Planning &  
Organizing The 

Survey

Monitoring 
Condition

Implementation

COBIT

Fig. 1. A conceptual model of IT governance adapted from [22]

4.0 new security threats can arise. Manipulation of location data on transmit-
ters, i.e., can cause the companies a lot of harm. The interconnectivity of the
sensors with the whole system raises the threat of wrongly edited processes which
never occurred in such a manner in the factory. To meet quality requirements
and legal law constrains, monitoring and evaluating has a controlling character
in the whole process. Here, the focus is on being informed about external and
internal restrictions and guaranteeing their execution through all layers. Legal
constrains are determined by the individual states, which also applies to services
like the cloud. Companies may need to take setbacks in the disclosure of their
sensitive data to use the new technologies.

4.2 An Example of COBIT 5

COBIT 5, as a widely applied IT governance framework [8], uses a goal cascade
that breaks down enterprise goals to IT-related goals as illustrated in Table 3.
Moreover, COBIT 5 defines processes associated with certain activities to grant
that the goals are reached. The different types of COBIT goals and processes
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Table 3. COBIT 5 example

Network or Internet-Based Control of Facilities and Machines

Aspect: In CPS, facilities and machines are increasingly controlled via network connections
Issue: Security measures often do not keep pace with the industry’s hardware getting on-line

Seeking added value for stakeholders, advanced data analytics, convenience in admin-
istration, and further benefits, industry 4.0 strives for connectivity, but lacks sufficient
foresight and IT governance structure to cope with the potential risks of intercon-
nected hardware and facilities. For example, a 2016 power cut that had amounted to
a loss of about one-fifth of Kiev’s power consumption at that time of night has been
judged a cyber-attack by researchers investigating the incident [16].
Enterprise Goals
1 Stakeholder value of business investments
3 Merged business risk (safeguarding of assets)
4 Compliance with external regulations
7 Business service continuity and availability
16 Compliance with internal policies

IT-related Goals
1 Alignment of IT and business strategy
2 IT compliance to support external laws and regulations
4 Managed IT-related business risk
6 Transparency of IT costs, benefits, and risk
10 Security of information, processing infrastructure and applications
15 IT compliance with internal policies

Processes
EDM03 Ensure Risk Optimization
EDM05 Ensure Stakeholder Transparency
APO12 Manage Risk
MEA01 Monitor, Evaluate and Assess Performance and Conformance
MEA02 Monitor, Evaluate and Assess the System of Internal Control
MEA03 Monitor, Evaluate and Assess Compliance with External Requirements
BAI07 Manage Manage Change Acceptance and Transitioning
DSS01 Manage Operations
DSS05 Manage Security Services

may be used to assess how the framework addresses challenges arising with
emergence of CPS and industry 4.0. In Table 3 a specific example of networked
industry hardware is related to COBIT 5 goals and processes. It is obvious to see
that several important governance issues related to the example are addressed
by COBIT 5 on a strategic level. Nonetheless, non of these strategic goals and
processes would likely have prevented the incident of the example. Hence, the
readiness of COBIT 5 for CPS security depends a lot on the lower level configura-
tion in implementations of the framework. That means, how subordinate process
goals and related metrics are defined plays a significant role for the degree of
security enforced by a COBIT 5 implementation.

5 Conclusion

Prior work has pointed out the importance of changes induced by the emergence
of CPS in industry; Lee et al. [19], e.g., recently proposed a CPS architecture
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for industry 4.0-based manufacturing systems. Nevertheless, there is a lack of
literature addressing related governance and IT governance issues. In this work,
we have summarized the transformational process of industry 4.0 in order to
link this development to important IT governance requirements. We found that
current IT governance practices generally cover fundamentals to match these
requirements, but also depend on CPS-aware configuration or implementation.
This study extends findings by Wolden et al. [26], looking at diverse aspects of
CPS for IT governance and thus adds to insights on how COBIT 5 deals with
cyber-risks within a supply chain. In addition, we have used a recent example
to illustrate how COBIT 5 uses enterprise, IT-related goals, and processes to
implement CPS strategies. This study therefore indicates that IT governance
frameworks are indeed useful to prepare enterprises and organizations for CPS
challenges, but might need to put more weight on specific issues and provide
respective guidance for configuration. Although, in this work we have reviewed
detailed implications of CPS on (IT) governance, no extensive approach for CPS-
ready IT governance has been elaborated. The development of more detailed
proposals for an altered IT governance for CPS and autonomous systems will
therefore be part of future work.
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Abstract. Software engineering (SE) is a discipline that studies process,
methods and tools to build a software. The SE applied in scientific experiments
tries to insert those process, methods and tools to build an academic research.
One relevant aspect when applying the SE in scientific experiments is the
evolvement of humans during the experimentation process. The discipline that
studies computer domains involving humans is the Human-Computer Interac-
tion (HCI). The HCI is a field that collaborates with the ethical processes of SE.
This article demonstrates the relationship of the concepts and how HCI col-
laborates with the evolution of the ethical aspects of the traditional SE, and its
application to scientific computing, including the some of the ethics applied in
medicine.

Keywords: Software engineering � Experimental software engineering �
Human-Computer interaction � Scientific computing � Ethics

1 Introduction

Software engineering (SE) is a discipline that studies the aspects of the process to build
a software [1], it encompasses process, methods and tools destined to build the software
with quality [2]. Scientific computing consists on tools, techniques and theories that
were originated from mathematics, and are used solve problems from science and
engineering in a computer by developing the solution based on mathematical models
[3]. The Experimental Software Engineering (ESE) uses the SE to the identify and
define new processes and tools for the evolution the discipline. The SE applied in
scientific experiments tries to insert the methods and processes defined by the SE
(commonly used by industries) into the academic research lifecycle.

One relevant aspect when applying the SE in scientific experiments is to consider
the humans as part of the experimentation process. The discipline that studies computer
domains involving humans is the HCI.

In addition, engineering ethics is a subcategory of professional ethics, it is pro-
fessional ethics of and for engineers. It emphases on assisting engineers in shaping their
professional responsibility through the construction of general ethical principles and
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professional codes, and by providing methods and techniques for tackling the moral
issues and dilemmas that engineers encounter in their work.

To evaluate the results of a scientific software, it is necessary to make experi-
mentations, that, like in any other field, encompasses hypothesis and tests that can
evaluate, predict, understand, control, and improve a process or product. It has the
objective to improve and refine a study to identify new ones. Considering the exper-
imentation, all modalities of research involving human subjects should carefully con-
sider the risks and benefits of the experiment [4]. In order to set the public interests as
the main factor of ethics, the Research Ethics Committees (RECs) emerged to consider
the conditions of uncertainty in the development of research and evaluate the conflicts
impartially, protecting the subject of the study [5].

The Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) is a field of study applied in research and
system development that contains theoretical and practical aspects from ethics, since
the insertion of ethics in a project until the experimentation and test phase, and it can be
applied researches or by industries. HCI has many aspects that collaborates with the
ethical processes of SE (business vision or scientific vision). This article demonstrates
the relationship of the concepts and how HCI collaborates with the evolution of the
ethical aspects of the traditional SE, and its application to scientific computing, besides
of contemplate some of the ethics applied in medicine.

2 Software Engineering

The term software engineering (SE) was proposed in 1968 at NATO Software Engi-
neering Conference. The conference addressed problems in SE along with the discus-
sions of techniques, methods and developments for possible solutions [6]. According
with Sommerville [1], SE is a discipline that studies the aspects of the process to build a
software. Pressman [2] defined SE as a framework that covers process, methods and
tools destined to build software with quality. This topic will cover the concepts of ESE,
and the aspects of the traditional SE applied for scientific computing.

2.1 Experimental Software Engineering

The experimental software engineering (ESE) analyzes methods and tools from soft-
ware engineering through experimentations and empirical research [7], focusing on
increase the quality of process management and research documentation.

The experimentation, applied in any field, encompasses hypothesis and testing that
can evaluate, predict, understand, control, and improve a process or product [4]. It is a
study with the objective to make new discoveries, collect data, and testing theories [7,
8], so the study can be improved and refined. The improvement of a discipline involves
solve problems on the environment. The results of solving problems can be compre-
hend by modeling products characteristics (reliability, portability, efficiency, etc.). The
evolution of solving problems is based on the encapsulation of knowledge into models,
that will be validated and verified based on experimentation, empirical evidence and
reflection, leading to the definition of the problem and the solution [9].
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The experimentation concepts are applied in SE, where the results are analyzed and
the impacts are evaluated according with the knowledge, helping the field to advance
with iterative learning process, and providing furthering knowledge about the software
process [4].

The experimentation in SE can face some challenges regarding its execution. One
complication is the fact that most of the technologies are human based, so change may
occur according with the individual creativity and ability, causing variations in the
study. Besides that, a lot of other variables can affect the output in an experiment, like
one set of processes can be more effective in one software than another set of process
[9]. Another problem is lack of realism in the academic study experimentation, which it
is more evident when the research is transferred to be used by industries, given the
difficulty to have a group of people that represents the software developer real popu-
lation while the research is being developed [10].

In SE, the dependency of the scientific community with the industry is more
evident when we consider the roles of who makes the research and who uses the result
of the research. Considering the responsibilities presented by [9], the importance of this
relation is emphasized by defining that the responsibility of the researcher is to
understand the nature of products and processes, and the practitioner (software engineer
by industry) is to improve the system. So, the researcher needs the environment where
practitioner builds the software, and the practitioner needs the model found by the
researcher to improve the system.

Exist variations of experimental and analytic paradigms in different disciplines, if
one of those paradigms is not being used, the study probably cannot be considered as a
research project. The experimental paradigm is an inductive model that requires
experimental design, observation, data collection and validation to try to find a model
from the real world. In SE, it is used to understand the software process, product,
people, or environment. An evolutionary approach for the experimental paradigm in
software is to assume that the model exists and that it will be modified to improve the
study, it can also propose a new model to study the effects of the process or the product
by developing statistical/qualitative methods, use case studies, measuring and evalu-
ating the model [9]. The analytic paradigm is a deductive model that provides an
analytic framework to build models and identify the limits from the model manipu-
lation, and propose axioms, develop theory, gather results, and analyze these results
with empirical observations [11].

Research involves understanding how and why a tool might be useful, and it
involves validating the tool according with certain properties or effects by designing
carefully an experiment to measure the properties, or to compare it with other tools.
The experimental method can be applied to validate hypotheses, or to understand the
effects of the tool different environments. The SE field needs research to help establish
the scientific and engineering basis. The researchers need to build, analyze and evaluate
the models of the process, the environment where the project is being built, and the
final product. The goal is to create conceptual scientific foundations of SE for future
researches by discovering and validating small concepts that can be applied and used to
find more complex and advanced ideas, building packages of knowledge [9].
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2.2 Software Engineering for Scientific Computing

One of the continuing challenges of a software application domain is to apply the
traditional SE in scientific computing, given the numerous differences on identifying
the requirements, expected behavior and results of the system. This section will present
some of the process, methods and tools of the traditional SE that are applied for
scientific computing with the respective adaptations to attend the dynamic and
development of the scientific computing project.

The difficulty to use the same process and methods of traditional SE in scientific
computing software can be addressed to the changes of algorithms, models, and
architecture according with the discoveries and progress of the project [12]. The steps
of the development process might vary according with the project evolution and the
output might be unknown.

The traditional SE consists on tools, methods, and procedures responsible for define
the software lifecycle [1]. Some of the phases of SE can be applied in the scientific
computing process. This section presents concepts and practices of the traditional SE
that can be adapted and applicable for the scientific computing.

In the traditional SE, the software requirements phase is extremely important and it
should be well defined at the initial of a project to minimize the risks of failure.
Although, this phase can be hard to apply in a scientific software given the number of
changes in the algorithms, models and architectures. In order to reduce the negative
impacts of not having all the requirements well defined in the beginning of the sci-
entific computing project, the developer can do constantly meetings with the user (in
this case, people involved in the project). The software requirements can be categorized
in user requirements, which the requirements are written in a comprehensive way to be
easily understood by the user, and software requirements, that it is separated in
functional, non-functional and domain requirements [1].

Functional requirements describe the functionalities of the system [13], by pro-
viding information of how the system should behave and react according to the set of
inputs [1]. Non-Functional requirements are responsible for the constraints of the
software, like programming standards, reliability or computational speed [12]. Domain
requirements are defined based on the domain of the application; they might be new
functional requirements (or constraints of an existing one) and they can specify par-
ticular computations [1].

The scientific computing has the domain requirement as fundamental to define
models, equations and numerical algorithms for the project. The software development
consists on the design, development, maintenance and testing of the software [12]. The
software architectural design focus on the design of the system structure, obtaining the
architectural model of how the system can be organized given a set of communicating
components [1], and defines the flowcharts of the software, that contain the structure of
the software sub-systems (components) and interfaces [12].

Configuration management is a general process to manage the software changes to
control the codes and documentations updated [1]. The version control is a repository
that contains all the source versions and it allows the people involved to the project to
track all the history of the code or artifacts. It provides the latest version of a file, check
the differences between the local version to the repository, merge the changes made,
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commit the local files, identify what was modified, who committed and when it was
changed, and it also allows to undo the changes or get the previous version of the
archive. The configuration management is also important in scientific computing to
compare the results between two different moments of the scientific software, and undo
the changes or get another version in case of the recent algorithm or numeric expression
has failed [12].

The software testing consists on the process of verification and validation. The
verification checks if the software matches to its specifications (function and
non-functional requirement), and the validation ensures if the software meets with the
expected results from customer [1]. For the scientific computing, the testing can be
challenging because it compares experimental data and it does not always know the
“correct” output [12].

3 Human-Computer Interaction

The Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) is a multidisciplinary field that studies the
interaction of humans and computers, its main goal is to make systems more usable,
providing information clearly and accessible to people [14]. HCI defines concepts,
methods, and processes that can be integrated into the SE lifecycle by considering the
users’ characteristics and needs to enhance product quality. The HCI defines tech-
niques, methods, guidelines and standards that can be incorporated to the development
of interactive software. The software lifecycles defined by SE were adapted to use the
HCI techniques [15].

The techniques from HCI can generate artifacts that can contribute with the SE by
helping to identify the functional requirements that meet with the customer expectation
and focus on the user, creating prototype for UML, and software validation with real
users that helps to identify if the software attends the user’s needs and identify possible
bugs in the system that could occur in the routine of the user. The following aspects
represent a few fields that collaborates do HCI study. The elements of those aspect are
important to define how it will be the communication between the user and the system,
and to design a software that attends a large number users.

Psychology is one of the fields that contributes directly with HCI in order to make
systems more useful and usable. Some important fundaments are Hick-Hyman and
Fitts law, Gestalt principles, Distributed Cognition, mental model [16]. The importance
of psychology in HCI is not only applied for the tools and techniques, it has also an
important role regarding the ethical aspects, which it will be mentioned in the ethics
section.

Some of the techniques and tools from HCI are useful in the process of integrating
HCI and SE, and requires the user participation during the experimentations and val-
idation. The integration scenario of both fields justifies the necessity of ethics during
the project development. This also occurs when companies try to use the theoretical
concept (like semiotic) in the projects, or integrate it with other field of Human-Robot
Interaction.

The Semiotic is a field that study the signs, system signs, and the process that
involves the interpretation of these signs. Semiotic Engineering is described in HCI as
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the human communication through a computational system, focusing in the commu-
nication between designers, users and system [16].

The Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) is an interdisciplinary field that studies the
interaction between the human and robot. The study of HRI focus on functionality and
usability aspects of the best way to design and implement the robot for tasks that
involves humans [17, 18].

At the beginning of the study of HCI, the researches were based on graphic
interface, then the challenge became to understanding how people use computers for
different activities. According with [14], the evolution of HCI research can be listed as
Collaborative Human-Computer Systems, From Novice to Skilled Domain Worker,
Knowledge-Based HCI, Design Time and Use Time, Saying the “right” thing at the
“right” time in the “right” way, which focused on improve human-computer collabo-
ration, make the system more usable, evidence the communication channel between
human and the computer, how to make the system to a lot of users and cause the
impression that it was made for him, provide relevant information according with the
intended audience.

4 Ethics

The term ethics is defined in different ways from numerous philosophers, according
with J.M. Kizza, it can be defined as the study of the human conduct, that helps to
distinguish the difference of what is right and wrong, as why and what reason our
judgement is justified. “The purpose of ethics is to interpret human conduct,
acknowledging and distinguishing between right and wrong” [19]. This section will
present some of the codes and ethical aspects applied in SE, HCI, scientific computing
as some of the ethics from biomedicine.

4.1 Ethics in Software Engineering

Considering the growth of SE as a discipline, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) [20] and Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) [21] stab-
lished the Code of Ethics and Professional Practice to advance the professionalism of
SE. The Software Engineering Code of Ethics and Professional Practice provides
standard for teaching and practicing of the discipline, and it documents the ethical and
professional obligations. The code is destined for SE profession, and it instructs about
the standards society expectations, informing the public about the responsibilities that
are relevant to this profession [19, 22].

The code provides practical advice, principles, and methods of the application of its
guidelines to help the software engineer in technical and ethical decisions [22]. It
contains important information related to the software engineer ethical behavior and
obligations to make it a respected profession by teaching, and executing tasks of
analysis, specification, design, development, certification, maintenance, and testing the
software, and by preserving the ethics obligations of health, safety and welfare [19].
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There are eight principles related to the behavior and decisions made by software
engineers that reflect the ethical obligations to be consider in this profession. These
Principles should be considered by the software engineers, and the people related or
affected by the profession. The central of the code is the Public Interest, which it
encompasses the concerns about the health, safety and welfare of the public [19, 22,
23]: Public (software engineers shall act according to the public interest, accepting
responsibilities), Client and employer (software engineers shall act to meet with the
client and employer best interests, and being consistent with public interest), Product
(software engineers have to ensure that the product and its modifications meet the
highest professional standards), Judgment (software engineers should maintain
integrity and independence in their professional judgment), Management (SE man-
agers and leaders shall subscribe and promote an ethical approach to the management
of software development and maintenance), Profession (software engineers shall
advance the integrity and reputation of the profession consistent with the public
interest), Colleagues (software engineers shall be fair and supportive of their col-
leagues), Self (software engineers shall participate in lifelong learning regarding the
practice of their profession, and promote an ethical approach to the practice of the
profession).

Considering the relevance of the computer in the industry and society, the SE roles
have the possibility to do good or cause no harm. In order to ensure that the acts of this
profession will be good, the software engineers have to commit themselves to make
this profession beneficial and respected, following the Code of Ethics and Professional
Practice [19, 23].

4.2 Ethics in Human-Computer Interaction

In HCI, the participant of humans to validate a product or a research is fundamental,
generating ethical concerns for the research community. The research in HCI needs to
go through an ethical review process to prevent the research to violate any ethical
conduct [24].

HCI research adopted codes of ethics from different institutes, like IEEE [20],
ACM [21], Australian Computer Society (ACS) [25], American Psychological Asso-
ciation (APA) [26], and British Psychological Society (BPS) [27]. For being a field that
involves directly human participation, HCI involves The HCI researches adopt codes of
ethics from computing and engineering institutes that focus on principles related to
technology, and psychological institutes that emphasizes the problems related to psy-
chological profession [24]. The codes from psychological society were adopted con-
sidering that HCI involves the cognition of the users (humans) and that the discipline
has fundaments based on psychology study.

The computing and psychological code of ethics provide clauses that concerns
with: the transparency of information with the participants, guarantee the public
interest, accept responsibilities for the actions, respect individual knowledge and skills,
treat people equally, ensure the safety and welfare of the individuals [24], guarantee the
confidentiality of the data, anonymity of the individual, request any permission when
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the experiment is recorded, and free consent term signed by subject of study (who can
refuse to collaborate to the experiment anytime) [16].

For the professional perspective, the User Experience Professional’s Association
(UXPA) [28] have a code of conducts for professionals to ensure the best interests of
the participants by concerning about their welfare and how are they are being treated
[24]. There are several projects that consider the ethical aspects of HCI [29–31], while
several other researches are justified by not requiring the direct involvement of the user
in experiments [32–35].

4.3 Ethics in Scientific Research

The goal of a scientific research is to generate knowledge, which it can be a theoretical
inspiration, technological or practical. A new knowledge can emerge and be spread by
the common sense, traditions from multiple sources and cultures, and the practical
knowledge [36].

The practical purpose of producing a knowledge is to contribute to social purpose.
The knowledge advance occurs when it exists a problem, a challenge or something to
be improved. At the begging of every research, ethical and moral issues need to be
assumed, once ethic is the idea of how the life should be lived, and the moral is the
perspective of right and wrong [36]. Ethics in scientific research provides a framework
that analyzes the ends and goals of the research. The researchers have to ensure that
their works reach the goals and attend the democratic freedom, social welfare, equity,
and improve of knowledge [37].

The ethics and morality are dynamic; they are components founders and active of
social life. The ethic in scientific research is not reduced to how to do, how to com-
municate and limit what to say, it refers to what and who was investigated [36].

The ethical violations in scientific research can be listed in: negligence in the
acknowledgment of previous work, “deliberate fabrication of data you have collected”,
omission of data that go against with the hypothesis, use the data from another
researcher as it was yours, publication of other researchers results without their consent,
not recognize the researchers involved in the work, conflict of interest, publication
works with too-similar results or reviews, breach of confidentiality, misrepresenting
others’ work [38].

Ethics and morals elements in a scientific project are constantly being questioned,
in contradiction to the past, when the ethics in scientific research used to be assumed as
natural. It seems that researchers, managers, publishers, users and funders are facing
three challenges based on the democratic culture that used to support the scientific
communities and guarantee the circulation of knowledge. The first challenge is related
to the exclusive scientific research to powerful private economic groups, where eco-
nomic incentives and pressure for products impact the production of knowledge. The
concern of ethic is related to how we do science. The second challenge is partially an
impact from the first challenge. The problem is how to deal with the pressure from the
researchers to find resources and achieve academic status, and from the universities that
are worried about the ranking in national and international evaluation. It is difficult to
understand what the research represents, considering that the work is measured by the
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number of publications. The consequences of this are the number of publications
shared between multiple authors, research programs where results are published in
multiple articles and examples as plagiarism. The ethic issue in this challenge is about
how to report or communicate science. This challenge is about the pressure of being
transparent regarding the use of expressions like “The science shows…”, “from the
technical point of view…”. In this case, the ethical issue is about what and where the
science can or should opine, the responsibility that scientific communities have
according with the society [36].

The São Paulo Research Foundation (FAPESP) [39] is a public foundation that
supports research projects and institutions. The code of good scientific practice from
FAPESP establishes ethical guidelines for the scientific activities from any person or
entity that has a relation to the foundation. This code provides information about the
responsibilities of the researcher, the members involved and the institution linked to the
project. It also emphasizes important requirements related the research. According with
FAPESP, the researcher responsibilities include to agree on build an original project,
have the scientific capacity to realize it, keep confidential data and information col-
lected along with the procedures and partial results until the publication of the results.
To communicate the research and authorship results, the researcher should expose the
results accurately with all data, information and procedures relevant, the ethical or legal
reasons for not exposing same specific data, any possible conflicts of interest, credits of
ideas from existing works and authors, the researches involved in the work that agreed
of having the names published [40].

4.4 Ethics in Biomedicine Versus Scientific Research

In the past, many researchers believed that their determination to do good, the integrity
of character, and the scientific rigor were sufficient to ensure the ethics of the research.
Then, the ethical issues applied to health passed by discussions where the old con-
ception is no longer consensus, given the transformation in the society such as the
incorporation of new technologies in the healthcare, the further diffusion of scientific
knowledge, the expansion of social movements in defense of the individual and col-
lective rights. Scientific advance does not justify the experimentation by itself, even
when the results of experiments promise benefit to humanity [5].

Research Ethics Committees. Over the centuries, trials in humans have been con-
ducted with different standards of quality and ethics. In history, there are several
shocking cases of the use of human subjects in studies and research, where the absence
of control mechanisms based on ethical and moral criteria, resulted in abuses of
experiments [5].

Considering the abuses of experiments reported worldwide, the International Court
of Nuremberg developed in 1947 the Nuremberg Code, the first code of conduct in
research internationally accepted [5]. The code has 10 principles: the voluntary consent
of the subject; the experiment should be applied in order to produce fruitful results; the
experiment should be designed and based on the animal experimentation and a
knowledge of the natural history, disease or other problem in the study; the experiment
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should be conducted avoiding unnecessary physical and mental suffering, and injury;
the experiment should not be conducted if exist any reason to believe it can lead to
death or disabling injury, except when experimental physicians are also subjects of
study; the level of risk should not exceed the level determined by humanitarian
importance of the problem; proper preparations and adequacy of the facilities should be
made to protect the subject; the experiment should be conducted by qualified people;
the subject has the right to end the experiment if he reaches the physical or mental state
that make impossible to continue the experiment; the scientist conducting the experi-
ment must be prepared to end the experiment at any time [41]. Even after creation of
the Nuremberg Code, the ethical infractions continued occurring [5].

In Brazil, the National Health Council [42] adopted a document aimed to create
ethical standards for research in health, CNS 01 (1988), which it was replaced by CNS
196 (1996). The CNS 196 is an ethical recommendation for all researches that directly
or indirectly involves human beings.

The Research Ethics Committees (RECs), also known as Ethical Review Board
(ERB), Ethical Review Committee (ERC), Human Research Ethics Committee
(HREC), or Institutional Review Board (IRB) emerged from the idea that experiments
with humans need to be reviewed based on ethical principles. It is multidisciplinary
committee formed by individuals from different fields of human knowledge, that has
the objective to preserve the integrity of the subjects of scientific research, ensuring that
the study attends international and local ethical guidelines, monitoring the study once
started, and making a follow-up of the research after it ends [5, 43].

The Protocol Research is a document written by the researchers that must contain
all the details of the experimentation [43]. The REC will analyze the Protocol Research
evaluating the risks and benefits contemplated in the introduction or a special section of
the project, the competence of the researcher to conduct the research, the informed
consent, and the consent form [5].

Informed Consent. The informed consent of the participant is required for all inter-
national codes and it is one of the pillars of ethics in scientific research. The importance
to obtain informed consent is based on ethical, sociological and legal reasons [5]. When
a subject intends to participate of an experimentation, it is necessary to provide full
information of the experiment process, so it can be considered as informed [44].

Biomedical research can only be done through informed consent, which it is very
difficult to acquire, and consequently it turns out to be a challenge for the researcher.
The consent requires adequate information, that should be understood by the patient
[5]. The individuals must be informed about that the research intends to produce
scientific knowledge and it is not a medical treatment, the duration of the study, risks
and inconveniences, alternative treatments, measures to protect the confidentiality of
personal information, voluntary and reversible consent, what to do in case of adverse
effects, compensation in case harm is experienced from the research, if they will
continue to receive intervention after the end of the study [43].

To participate of a research, the subject of study should sign an informed consent
form, which must be written with accessible language and be part of the research
protocol. When the experiment is conducted with vulnerable people, the issue of
informed consent is severe. Vulnerable people are those who for any reason have a
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reduced capacity for self-determination. In cases that the individual’s competence is
diminished, someone else can give the informed consent [5].

Analysis of Risks and Benefits. In any research project involving humans, the
researcher should reflect on the ethical aspects of their conduct. The critical analysis of
risks and benefits are very important. The researcher must keep in mind the conse-
quences of any project that it will be proposed [5].

The risk and benefit evaluation is challenging for the research ethics committees,
and this evaluation requires the involvement of stakeholders of the research, investi-
gators, representative of community and civil society, lawyers, health authorities, etc.
The risks must be evaluated through the previously conducted research analysis in the
laboratory, in animals and other human groups, and it should not be limited to the
individual, considering also the community and health systems [5, 43].

Bioethics and Scientific Research. The term bioethics has had different definitions
through time, in its first concept, it was defined as a matter about the equilibrium in the
relationship of the humans with the ecosystem and the planet. Recently, the bioethics
can be defined as the systematic study of the moral dimensions of the life sciences and
health care, using a variety of ethical methodologies in a multidisciplinary context [5].
The common principles of bioethics are: individual autonomy, beneficence,
non-maleficence, and justice [43]. In all researches with humans, the principles of
bioethics must be considered, in order to assure that the experiment preserved dignity
of the human beings [5].

The principle of autonomy represents one of the ethical pillars in a research with
humans, it is the ability of the participant to make decision by himself, the consent is
the free. The beneficence prevents from harm, and it is the obligation to “do good”.
Non-maleficence is the obligation to avoid causing harm, for example it can be rep-
resents when previous experiments with animals or in vitro tests, and even comput-
erized simulations can help predict and avoid the damages of an experiment. The
justice principle is based on moral concerns [5, 43, 45].

In Brazil, the principles of Bioethics were incorporated in the resolution that handles
the research with human beings (Resolution 196), which it is related with: the free and
clarified consent, the ponderation between risks and benefits, the assurance that the
predictable risks will be avoid, and the social relevance of the research [5].

5 Ethics Discussion

According with [24], based on 50 issues identified in the analysis of papers from 2010
to 2015, the issues in ethics were separated in 13 categories: human and robots,
autonomy and self-determination, welfare of participants and researchers, privacy,
individual differences, deception, forced and restricted actions, use of subliminal cues,
ethical requirements and research approval, professional ethics, role of participants,
children participants, animal-computer interaction.

Taking these categories as reference, this section will discuss each category with
the ethical aspects used by the SE, scientific computing and HCI. Considering the fields
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that will be analyzed, the Software Engineering ethical aspects will be related to the
professional and ethics used by industries.

Human and Robots. Considering the ethical aspects of this first category, the relation
to HCI addressed by [24] is related to HRI field. The ethical concerns are about the
robot replacing the humans (this possibility was discarded by HRI researches), mini-
mization of the risks in the contact between the robot and human, if the robot should
have free will, and that humans can be emotionally affected by robots.

The ethical aspect of the emotions that a human be affected about a robot
encompasses different and divergent emotions like love, hate, discomfort, happiness,
sadness, etc. that can be related to the person interacting with the robot of even who
watch this interaction. In 2015, the company Boston Dynamics, responsible to build
advanced robots with agility and mobility, released a video of a robot dog that could
walk in different environment situations and keep standing when it was kicked. This
video was a demonstration of the robot capabilities but it generated ethics debate, once
it caused discomfort to some people. Some media vehicle and social media users
expressed the concerns of the kicking behavior as wrong and cruel, others defended the
action by being an experiment of the stability of the robot. To some people, the sense of
cruel became a discussion of how it can affect the human social behavior in long-term
by allowing this kind action with the robots. Considering that this happened in 2015, it
demonstrates how the ethical aspect in HRI are still evolving.

For the SE, the ethics applied in robotics, according with [46] can use some of the
guidelines from the professional codes of IEEE [20], ACM [21], and American Society
of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) [47] but those codes might not be enough to con-
template particularities that involves robots. The existing codes does not emphasize that
the engineers should take responsibility for their decisions, actions and creations, which
it is important to protect all parties and help the professionals make ethical decisions.
The authors proposed a code for robotics engineers encompassing to recognize the
responsibilities for the actions and creation, respect peoples’ rights, not knowingly
misinform and correct existing misinformation, respect the laws applicable, disclose
any conflicts of interest, “accept and offer constructive criticism”, assist colleagues,
take responsibilities for the well-being of: most people as possible, environmental
concerns, government, profession and colleagues’ reputation, meet customers’ expec-
tations and safety, company’s financial and reputation.

For the scientific computing, according with [48], the ethical aspects in robotics
need to be consider by the researchers based on the realistic future designs, instead of
focusing in pre-defined vision of robots that might not be feasible, and that robot ethics
are grounded in empirical data, by identifying the ethical implications and design
challenges in existing robots. The authors emphasize the importance of the ethics based
on the knowledge from social reality, how the technology is being used, and reflections
and concerns based on empirical studies of robotic artifact.

Analyzing the ethical aspects of the SE and HCI, the scientific research ethics can
consider the aspects from both fields. For SE, besides of following existing code of
ethics related to technology, it is important that the researcher take responsibilities for
the decisions and creations in order to protect and respect all parties. For the assist
colleagues, and profession and colleagues’ reputation, the ethics in scientific computing
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should be applicable to the members involved in the research. By meet customers’
expectations, we can consider align the research requirements with the advisor of the
project. The company’s financial and reputation in this case is the institution where the
research is being conducted. And, to the disclose of conflicts of interest, this might refer
to the people involved in the research, as the advisor and the institution. Regarding the
HCI, the ethical aspects for HCI were about concerns of the HRI. The ethical aspects
mentioned should be relevant when conducting a research that involves the interaction
between the human and the robot in order to guarantee the safety of person that it is
interacting, the level of intelligence that a robot should have, the emotions that the
person might feel about the robot.

Autonomy and Self-determination. According with the authors of [24], the partici-
pants have the right to decide to participate, refuse to continue collaborating at any
time, and decide give or not the consent. All participants should be informed of the
discomfort and risks that can occur during or after the experimentation.

One recent and common scenario that has been occurring is related to the web
environment. The web provides the user’s personal information in social media but
those data should only be collected with the user consent. If the consent is not given, it
is a violation of user’s privacy, autonomy and self-determination.

The ethical aspects approached by the second category must be applied in any field
of study in order to respect the person free will to participate to an experiment. The
consent is required in all kind of experiments, requiring a physical interaction or even a
form. The participant should know all possible risks of the experimentation, and the
person responsible to conduct the experiment must present the information clearly and
should not hide details from the participant. Some ethics discussion around the free will
of people to participate of an experiment are based on cases where the person or
organization conducting the experiment offers gift, money or any kind of compensation
or incentive as benefit to gather more participants. Unfortunately, this practice is
common by the industries for market research.

In Brazil, some companies are associated to ABEP (Brazilian Association of
Research Companies) [49], which contains guidelines and recommendations for market
research. Regarding the incentive with money or any kind of benefit, ABEP consider
that this practice might negatively affect the research results, once the participant could
be participating just for the benefit that was offered. Although, the association recog-
nize that this is a usual practice and that the gratification might change according with
the research complexity, user’s profile, duration of the interview, the distance of the
research location from the participant, etc. Considering some of those aspects, ABEP
consider valid the granting incentives but it is totally against to the use of this practice if
the researcher uses as a way to easily select participants, and if the participants use this
practice to receive an alternative income. So ABEP consider that the gratification
should be used only for refund for participant expenses, like transport, parking, food or
eventual costs, or indemnification.

Welfare of Participants and Researchers. This category defines that the participants
should be respected and protected mentally and physically. The mental well-being
encompasses sensitive issues, emotion states, and self-esteem, the researchers need to
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be careful when approaching sensitive memories, negative emotions, or emotionally
fragile individuals [24].

HCI researches can directly and indirectly involve the mental well-being of par-
ticipants. Some HCI researched focus on the study of the emotions effect, so the
researcher needs to be careful when approaching sensitive memories, negative emo-
tions, or emotionally fragile individuals [24].

In Sect. 3, this work presents some of the ethical aspects from different SE, HCI,
scientific research and bioethics, emphasizing the importance to procect the subject of
study and do cause harm. So, all professionals and researchers from any field need to
respect and protect the participants during experiments in order to avoid any physical
injury or mentally affect the participant by offending, causing embarrassment or put the
individual in a negative state of mind.

Privacy. The Privacy category is based on the protection users’ data, maintain the
anonymity of the participants, and confidentiality of the collected data [24].

The HCI researchers need to carefully design research methodology to avoid the
privacy violation by collecting data that the user did not consent, like life-log infor-
mation from social network, wearable devices, monitoring user’s behavior, etc. [24].

It is important to keep the privacy of the users during an experiment in order to not
expose any personal information, avoiding any feeling of discomfort, shame or
exposure by the participant. The text, audio and video artifact should be confidential. In
case of the forms, the data collected should be presented to show numbers, ranges,
opinions, probabilities and metrics but it should never specify who filled what infor-
mation. There are some exceptions, like the researches based on face recognition,
which the research needs to expose the participant photography but it should only be
published with the participant consent.

Individual Differences. This category evidence the cultural differences, different
range of age, physical disabilities, etc. From the HCI field, the system should not
indicate different usability with the culture that it is destined because the user might feel
frustrated or discomfort. The Universal Accessibility and Universal Design focus on
producing universally and accessible systems in order to build systems that attend
physical disabilities such as hearing, visions, mobility, cognitive, speech, etc. [24].

The SE practiced by the industries does not always attend the universal accessibility
and universal design, some of them does not even consider those aspects when gath-
ering software requirements, in some cases it is created two different versions of the
software to attend people with and without disabilities. For the cultural aspect,
sometimes the software is implemented in different locations and uses different graphic
interfaces or functionalities to attend different necessities, restriction of the laws
according with the country or nation, or to follow the trend of each place.

From the scientific computing perspective, it is important that the research is
accessible for most people as possible, especially the research community, in order to
contribute with further studies and even avoid duplicate research, that can lead to
plagiarism.

Deception. Deception category involves designing, manipulation and display of
information in HCI. It can preserve system image or social disruption by showing a
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progress bar when something is being processed but some deceptions lead to clicks in
something that it is not the purpose of the user’s action, like advertisement, phishing
and subscribe function [24].

In SE, the deception category can be related to the ethical aspect of client and
customer, for the scenario when the software does not meet with the customer’s
expectation by not having requirements that was requested or erroneous functionality
behavior.

For the scientific research, it is possible to adapt the category of Deception pre-
sented as an HCI ethical aspect by the deception in a research or paper, which it
contains and objective but the information of the rest of the paper leads to a different
approach and conclusion that was not what the readers expect.

Forced and Restricted Actions. It was categorized based on some HCI research that
forces or restrict the user to some actions. In some cases, the system does not allow a
simple task that the user should be able to execute but sometimes the system is
preventing some action to guarantee the safety of the user. The ethical aspect of rather
the system should allow or not some user’s actions is arguable, besides the design
heuristic supports that the system should be used without restrictions [24].

This category is more related with the user interaction with the system. It was not
identified a relevant aspect of this category applied for the SE during the development
of this paper.

Use of Subliminal Cues. It is a category that handles the subliminal cues that might
interfere on the individual’s behavior or decisions without the participant even
notice [24].

In HCI, especially when it is related to scientific computing, the aspect of this
category should be handle carefully to not provide any cue that can lead to the par-
ticipant be influenced in his decisions, answers or reaction. The researcher needs to be
aware to not send any subliminal message, so the experimentation does not generate
false results.

In SE, the professional that conducts the interviews with the customer should gather
the customer’s requests, and be careful to not induce the customer to agree on the easier
solution, different functionalities, or unnecessary requirements. This might lead the
customer to feel uncomfortable or disappointed by receiving a software that does not
attend his needs.

Ethical Requirements and Research Approval. This category is based on the
necessity of the research to go through ethical review, have protocols that meet with
legal and institutional requirements, and attending some previous categories as
Autonomy and Self-Determination, and Privacy.

As we saw in previous sections, the researches that involves experimentations with
humans should have a Research Protocol detailing the experiment and submitted to the
Research Ethics Committees, that will evaluate the protocol based on ethical aspects,
for example the safety of the participants and that if they are treating with respect. The
experimentation can only be executed if the Research Protocol is approved.

Professional Ethics. It encompassed some the ethical aspects of accept responsibilities
for the action and decisions made, not misinform participants, disclose any conflicts of
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interest, accept and offer constructive criticism, and assist colleagues in professional
environment. In HCI, those elements ensure research competence and protect the
research from damage, and the researchers should be aware of any misinterpretations of
the research [24].

Since the [24] contains the analysis on papers between 2010 and 2015 [24], the
elements of Professional Ethics category were based on [46], which it was already
presented in this discussion for the first category (Smart System) of the applicability of
ethics for robot engineers. So, the aspects of this category are also applicable for SE
professional, and in scientific computing, as it was discussed before, it can be applied
adapting to the researcher and the people involved in the research.

Role of Participant. In HCI research, this category encourages the participation of the
stakeholders and public but the participant should have more influence than the other
subjects of study [24].

In scientific computing, the role of participant is to provide relevant information or
participate of activities (if it the participant agrees) to the improvement research. The
research can conduct the experimentation by requesting personal information in a form
or interview, request the user to interact with system or a technology that is being
developed. It is common to have students from the same institution performing the
experimentation but sometimes it requires people with specific characteristics or
experience.

In SE the experimentation can also occur with gathering personal information in a
form or interview, user interaction with the software or a new technology but in this
case, usually the participants are the company staff. For the ESE, the test of the method
or tool is conducted by the academic institution but the ideal was that for the partic-
ipants to be practitioners (or engineers) from the industry.

Children Participation. It is regarding on the increased number of researches
involving Child-Computer Interaction (CCI). The CCI is under HCI field and has the
children as the focus group. It requires a special attention given the vulnerability of this
group. The ethical aspect in this case does not depends only on the willingness of the
child to participate but it also need a guardian to consent and make some decisions of
this participation [24].

Animal-Computer Interaction (ACI). It is based on the growth technologies that
monitor daily activities, and the desire of the users to track their pets. The ACI is under
the HCI field [24], this field has the objective to study the interaction between the
animals and technology. The ethical principles of the researches in this field are:
Respect all species of the research without discrimination, “human and nonhuman
participants as individuals equally deserving of consideration, respect and care”,
choose species only if the intention is to advance knowledge or technology for those
specific species, protect physically and mentally human and nonhumans participants,
allow the human and nonhuman participant to refuse the experiment at any time, obtain
informed consent for humans participants and the informed consent by the legally
responsible for nonhumans participants [50].

Any scientific research, including in computing field, involving animals should
submit a protocol to the animal ethics committee that will evaluate if the research does
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not cause any harm or pain to the animal. Even if the research has the approval from the
ethics committee, the researches involving animals can face some critics by the
organizations in defense of animals.

6 Conclusion

The main objective of this paper was to demonstrates the relationship of the HCI with
the evolution of the ethical aspects of the traditional SE and its application to scientific
computing. With the analysis made in this paper, it was possible to identify tools and
method of the SE that can be applied in scientific computing, and how the scientific
research can contribute with the ESE by identifying new tool and methods, or
improving the existing ones. The experimentations in SE usually requires humans’
participation, and the field that involves the interaction between human and computer is
HCI. The participation of human in experimentation involves ethical aspects in order to
protect the subject of study. The discussion of Sect. 5, based on the categories from
[24], shows some of the relations of the ethical aspects from HCI applied in SE and
scientist computing.

The ethic is highly important in any field. There is some similarity regarding the
clauses of different code ethics related to computer science field. Most of those codes of
ethics set the public interests as the main factor of ethics, the roles and the responsi-
bilities should be respected according with the clauses. Every time an experiment
involves a human interaction, the tests should be approved by ethics committees.
Analyzing the ethics from SE and medicine, both contain similar aspects but the
differences are the level of risk, and influences in the human health and society.

Based on the discussion of the ethics of SE, HCI and scientific computing, some of
the ethical aspect can be applicable, adapting to the person who is conducting the
experimentation, the participants, the organization and the final product. All fields
contain concerns about ethics, some are from new studies that are emerging with the
growth of the technology, like in scientific research and improvement of the HCI study,
and others are related to the absence of a regulatory entity of experimentation con-
ducted by industry in some countries.

One problem with the increasing number of experiments and tests conducted by
industries is the overload of ethics committees regarding the evaluation and supervision
processes of the projects. This requires the investment of smart system that can help the
member from ethics committees on performing their tasks. Another problem based on
the theme of this paper is the diversity of researches in robotics, autonomous systems
and smart systems. The projects from these fields of study (sometimes with more than
one field integrated like [51]) have specific characteristics that involve users, besides of
they could contain benefits and risks that are not clearly recognized.

The ethics and the codes of ethics are evolving according with the time and evo-
lution of the researches. Software, mobile devices, sensors and robots are gaining more
functionalities and autonomy, new technologies or future technologies are emerging,
and the ethics need to be adapting and evolving, so the society can feel more secure,
know what to expect, and what is the expected behavior in relation to these
technologies.
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Abstract. In April 2014, the source of drinking water in Flint, Michigan, was
changed from Detroit to the Flint River. This resulted in dangerously high levels
of lead and a coinciding rise in cases of Legionnaire’s Disease. In response, the
Flint Area Community Health & Environment Partnership (FACHEP) is moni‐
toring the amount of Legionella bacteria in home water systems. The complexity
and scope of the water sampling is daunting: nearly 200 Flint area homes were
tested in 2016 alone; each home has three sampling locations with a distinct set
(or kit) of collection components and procedures to ensure accurate analysis; and
individuals with different levels of sampling experience are assembling and using
the kits. Managing the large volume of water samples and materials requires
careful preparation and training; the FACHEP Water Sampling Kit Assembly
Guidebook was developed to address this need. This paper describes the context
and decisions that framed the design of the Guidebook, a user-centered training
tool enabling individuals with a wide range of scientific background to accurately
and efficiently assemble sampling kits.

Keywords: User-centered design · Research translation · Information design ·
Visual communication · Emergency response research · Instructional design ·
Scientific communication · Technical writing

1 Introduction/Background: Unique Instructional Challenges
in Emergency Response Research

“By choosing the right words, you can take an idea that’s happening in your head and
try to make an idea like it happen in someone else’s. That’s what’s happening right
now” [6].

2 The Flint Water Crisis and the FACHEP Program

In April 2014, a decision to change the source of drinking water in Flint, Michigan,
caused extensive corrosion to distribution pipes resulting in dangerously high levels of
lead. This switch coincided with a rise in the occurrence of Legionnaires’ Disease in
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and around Flint. Bottled water became a component of daily life for thousands of Flint
residents who were concerned about the safety of their drinking water (Fig. 1).

In response to this public health crisis, the Flint Area Community Health & Envi‐
ronment Partnership (FACHEP), an independent “enhanced disease surveillance and
environmental monitoring program” lead by Wayne State University, was assembled to
help quantify the Legionella bacteria in the Flint drinking water distribution system and
assess the associated risk to Flint residents [3]. This undertaking aims to collect envi‐
ronmental samples from nearly 850 home water systems in three different cities over
the course of two years and involves the collaboration of experts from five major research
universities, healthcare institutions, government agencies and numerous community
organizations.

The collection of Legionella samples involves several unique challenges: (1) collec‐
tion must occur during the summer months because the bacteria is most prevalent in
warm temperatures, and (2), as a precautionary preservative measure, each kit can only
be prepared a maximum of two weeks before use. All of the collection and kit assembly
work, therefore, is concentrated into a short span of 10–16 weeks. The sample collection
protocol for the FACHEP Legionella monitoring program uses a comprehensive
sequence of four distinct collection protocols to extract water and biofilm samples from
three discrete sampling locations in resident homes: the hot water heater, shower, and
kitchen faucet. Each of the sampling sites requires up to 61 separate specialty compo‐
nents, which must be assembled into “sample collection kits” (Fig. 2) with methodical
preparation and systematic attention. The consistency of the sampling and integrity of
the collected data depends on the proper construction of the sample kits to ensure that
every sample arrives at its intended analysis destination without contamination or
damage.

Fig. 1. Photo of a bottle of water in the bathroom of a Flint resident’s home shows the
normalization of water bottles in daily life as a result of the Flint water crisis. Although residents
are encouraged to now use faucet filters, many continue to use bottled water for cooking, brushing
teeth, and even bathing.
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Normally, a typical training model for a laboratory protocol like sample collec‐
tion kit assembly would be the use of a technical document called a standard oper‐
ating procedure (SOP), which is designed for use in a controlled environment by a
trained technician. For the FACHEP program, however, only the most critical
preparatory steps of the kit materials were performed in the Environmental Chem‐
istry Research Laboratory (ECRL) at Wayne State University and the remainder of
the preparation and assembly had to be done at the temporary field station in Flint
where laboratory amenities - industrial air filtration system, multi-step water purifi‐
cation system, and the chemical/biological safety hoods – used to keep the mate‐
rials “ultra clean” (meaning free of dust, trace chemicals, DNA, and any sort of
environmental contamination) were not available. Extra precautions were taken to
maintain “laboratory clean” conditions where the collection kits would be assem‐
bled and samples processed. For trained laboratory personnel, adjusting to the
aseptic technique protocols would be standard business and no formal group training
program would have been needed. However, for a mixed staff of Flint residents and
university team members, our trainees – who came to the task from a wide range of
experience with and familiarity of environmental sampling protocol, laboratory
technique, equipment, and materials – training was still needed to prevent mistakes
or serious disruptions to downstream processes (i.e. collection, sample processing,

Fig. 2. Collection of the environmental samples in each residence required 61 individual items
to be grouped as units, assembled into sets, and packed together as a kit. Each component of the
kit served a critical role to the collection process including a meticulously packed “extra barcode
label pack” that kept extra labels needed for post-collection analysis clean and safe during the
collection process so they could be reunited with their respective sample container before being
shipped to the analysis destination.
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and analysis) that could compromise the quality of the data and the safety of the lives
that depend on it.

The FACHEP Water Sampling Kit Assembly Guidebook was developed as a training
tool to accommodate the broad range of trainees’ experience in relation to the technical
protocols of the kit assembly process. This paper describes how the design of the Guide‐
book transformed the language limitations of traditional, predominately verbal technical
SOP training systems into the user-centered, predominately visual successfully diagram‐
matic system that enabled non-specialist trainees to assemble water sample collection
kits quickly, efficiently, consistently, and aseptically in the makeshift laboratory (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. An ECRL technician demonstrates the kit assembly protocol adapted for use in the
FACHEP field station housed in a former elementary school. Assembly tasks for a “circle” kit
include arranging the materials on a sterilized assembly table (upper left); labeling sample
containers with their barcode labels (upper right); dividing the materials into three separate
location sets (lower left); and finally packing the sets and the barcode label pack into a complete
kit (lower right).

3 Materials and Methods

The unexpected transition of field station staff from specialty to nonspecialty came after
existing FACHEP staff had completed their training. A separate module for kit assembly
had not been included in the original program because, under typical conditions, an SOP
would have sufficed. The Guidebook was completed over the course of a single week
using the note-taking application Notability (Ginger Labs), an iPad pro and apple pencil
(Apple Inc.) by a FACHEP staff member with a background in biological science and
communication design who had been assigned to develop the organizational program
for field station operations and logistics. Despite limited time, the development of the
FACHEP Water Sampling Kit Assembly Guidebook followed a “people-centred” model
described by David Sless in “Measuring Information Design” by evaluating the existing
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instructional system in context of the trainees’ experience, setting benchmarks for
needed modifications, and establishing baseline usability with a prototype before imple‐
menting the new training tool in the working system [11].

Interpreting the performance tasks from written instruction in a typical laboratory
operating procedure (SOP) depends heavily on a user’s previous experience. Theoreti‐
cally, a trained technician should be able to perform a new task within their specialty
range based on the SOP without extensive guidance or instruction but nonspecialty users
would face limitations of experience/familiarity with the project and language (in the
forms of literacy, technical jargon, or English as a second language (ESL). To test this,
undergraduate interns were asked to assemble kits using only the written instructions in
the SOP. Although the interns had performed similar tasks over the course of their ECRL
internship, they had not been formally trained on the FACHEP sampling kit assembly
protocol. From the written directions, the student interns were able to aggregate and
pack kits using the SOP but the process took a long time (over an hour) and they reported
difficulty understanding the barcode labeling system. The students found that the
majority of their knowledge base for successfully interpreting the SOP was drawn from
their summer training - such as the difference between a “vial” and a “tube”, knowing
how to judge if a container had been compromised, or how to identify which kit type
was needed for the four different collection protocols. The students also pointed out that
the skills they had learned that summer reading (and writing) SOPs also contributed to
their success. They knew how to navigate the format of the instructions and how to find
clarifying information in case something did not make sense. Such familiarity with
handling and preparation techniques for each type of container and previous experience
interpreting instructions from a SOP would not be accessible for new trainees.

Based on the intern’s feedback, the information transfer objectives were translated
out of verbal format using visual language to (1) communicate the importance of the
collection kits to the safety of drinking water; (2) identify the separate components that
were needed for each of the four collection protocols; and (3) demonstrate how to put
these components together to make the kits. The level of detail for the instructions was
based on a hypothetical minimum amount of information needed to communicate the
objectives of kit assembly. The resulting prototype was an easy-to-use 32-page illus‐
trated guide that showed the kit-making performance tasks in a series of step-by-step
diagrams for each of the four types of sample collection kits that were almost completely
nonverbal.

The Guidebook introduced the kit materials and task sequences in visual language
(symbols, icons, and colors) that enabled the user to follow the pictures through the process
narrative and reinforced the association between identity of the objects and the performance
tasks tightly integrating the visual language with the spatial arrangement and organization
system of the field station (Fig. 4). The Guidebook and its diagrams of the kit materials and
task sequences are an examples of what Tetlan and Marschalek call a “visual-based format”
in which people process information through a “fluid reading format” incorporating words,
images, shapes, space and symbols [12, p. 68]; the traditional SOP is the opposite, “structured
in primarily linear text format …[that] can discourage continued engagement with the mate‐
rial” [12, p. 71]. Technical language, although useful for communication for specialized
context, is not always necessary to transfer the knowledge of how a system works. In his book
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The Thing Explainer – complicated stuff in simple words, former NASA physicist and web
comic artist Randall Munroe demonstrated this by using only 1000 of the most commonly used
English words and hand-drawn illustrations. In this style, Munroe made brilliant use of simple
language and visuals to explain the basic working functions of a long list of “complicated
stuff” including a space station, living cells, and evolutionary taxonomy [6].

Fig. 4. Use of Tufte’s principles shown in identifying kit components and in organizing the
sequence of kit assembly: The kit assembly materials were stored in protective bins and arranged
in the FACHEP field station laboratory space (left) in an analogous order to the collection protocol
with labels (right) that corresponded to the kit type shapes in the Assembly Guide. The number
above the shape informed the user how many items were needed to make kits of each shape type.

The information interface of the Guidebook uses a visualization scheme for the compo‐
nents and assembly diagrams that employs the composition principles cited by Edward
Tufte in his book, Envisioning Information: (1) macro/micro relationships, (2) layering and
separation, (3) small multiples, (4) color and information, and (5) the narrative of time and
space [13]. For example, the sequencing of kit assembly activity enables the trainee to see
the relationship between a container in different configurations – e.g., part of its group, with
the other kit components, with its labeling choices – and easily adjust their understanding
of that container to a variety of diagrammatic contexts (macro/micro reading). The kit
components and associated group clusters use color, shape, and placement to distinguish
themselves (layering and separation, color and information, narrative of space and time)
(Fig. 6a–d). The diagrams of the many labeling options are clear examples of small multi‐
ples: the ordered nature of the visual elements allows the important details to be revealed.
The Guidebook packages the amount of complex information into easily understood icons
and diagrams since “there are limits to how much graphic information can be absorbed” [2,
p. 14]. Only one type of information was communicated by each element of visual language
and their meanings were carefully synced with upstream and downstream systems to
prevent confusion and cognitive overload.
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Information Chunking. Using this visualization scheme for the sequence and compo‐
nents, training for the kit assembly moved from the traditional predominately verbal,
specialist oriented SOP to a format that integrated visual and verbal material into one
that was predominately visual. The design of the diagrams in the Guidebook are exam‐
ples of what Matthew Peterson refers to as a “fully integrated strategy for text-image”
in which “text exists in discrete ‘chunks’ either embedded in an imaginal space (within
an image) or associated with individual images” [8]. Each kit component was first shown
as a part of a larger unit for context before it was broken down into its containing parts.
Similarly, complex sequences were presented as a smaller series of “doable tasks”
(material aggregation, grouping into sets by location, labeling, and packaging). For
example, using icons to represent the three sampling location categories (the hot water
heaters, the shower and the sink), the Guidebook emphasized an important grouping
cluster that would be central to the division of the materials and understanding the
labeling system. Once the function of the kit as a unit was established the kits were
expanded into the four kit types. The individual kit components were introduced by
reviewing the illustrated symbol key (Fig. 5) and a demonstration kit so that trainees
could begin to associate the real-life versions with the symbol. As a context framework,
each kit type was presented as a system of shape with most basic kit being the “circle
kit,” and then the three variations of this basic kit by shapes that increased in complexity
(triangle, square, star, respectively). As more containers were added, the shapes of the
kits grew more complex (Fig. 6a). By gradually layering information, the assembly

Fig. 5. Illustrated training guidebook reduced reliance on technical jargon and improved
information accessibility by presenting sample collection materials as images. The chunking of
information enables the user to make visual connections between a container and its label options,
emphasizing the importance of those different label options.
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instructions used the chunking of information to establish pattern recognition [1] and a
hierarchy of relational structures [4] to create the roadmap of doable tasks.

Fig. 6. Selected examples from FACHEP Field Sample Collection Kit Assembly Guidebook.
The kit assembly overview uses the organizational strategy of small multiples to clearly
distinguish the important differences between a few components in each of the kinds of kits. Those
differences are called out thorough the use of shape, color, and placement. This pattern of visual
signaling continues in the circle kit assembly where information becomes more specific: how
many of each kind of container is needed for that particular kit. And the detail of the circle kit use
color and small multiples to highlight the different labels assigned to each component.
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Using Miller’s concept of chunks of information [5] the diagrams of the Guidebook
are essentially maps for assembling the kits. The concept of chunks of information
relates to the “amount of information” that individuals can retain – “chunks of infor‐
mation is constant for immediate memory” [5, p. 349]. Thus the ability of individuals
to grasp information and process it depends on visually organizing information in
discrete packets so that the “process of memorizing may be simply the formation of
chunks, or groups of items that go together, until there are few enough chunks so that
we can recall all the items” [5, p. 351]. The diagrams operate as a combination of the
route and survey maps: route knowledge of “landmarks that can be mentally connected
into a sequence” and a survey knowledge that “combine[s] understanding of how land‐
marks and routes are connected [to] enable individuals to infer new paths” [2]. The result
is a “spatial mental model known as a ‘cognitive map’” [2, p. 9] of the kit assembly
process. The spatial association emphasized that the sets divided up items that would be
physically carried and used in different locations within the house and therefore needed
to be packed accordingly. Because the ultimate function of the kit was to be used by the
sample collection team and ultimately impacted the end fate of each sample, any aspects
of kit assembly sequence which were analogous to downstream performance systems
(i.e. collection, sample check-in, shipping, etc.) were aligned whenever possible
including the way the room was set up: the bins in which the kit-making supplies were
stored were arranged in the same order that the collection team collected the samples;
each bin was labeled with the name and label code of the container as well as the shape
codes showing how many of each item were needed to make each kit type (Fig. 4, right).
The grouping clusters of components and the organization of containers assigned to
easily recognizable simple shapes uses “chunked information” to enable trainees, who
often have limited knowledge of scientific materials and procedures, to accurately and
efficiently assemble the kits.

4 User Testing

The first FACHEP staff members hired to assist with field station operations started their
training several weeks before the collection campaign began which provided an oppor‐
tunity to test the modified training guide with face-to-face guidance of the field station
laboratory manager. With no previous experience in environmental sample collection
or laboratory SOP, the perspective of these first trainees as the first non-specialist was
extremely valuable to the development of the document. Although they had no previous
scientific or technical training, both trainees were able to aggregate the kit materials and
assemble the kits. One of the trainees with literacy limitations was not able to master
the labeling task, but this was accommodated for by dividing trainees into specialty
assignments so that literacy-focused tasks (labeling) were performed by one trainee and
literacy-light tasks were performed by the other. This round of user testing was
successful but required considerable time investment that was not available for subse‐
quent trainee groups.
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5 Refining and Implementation

After adjusting diagrams to reflect the feedback of the first two trainees (Fig. 7), use of
the guide was implemented for the training of 26 other people in various roles of the
FACHEP program: extending the system first to the water collection team and then to
the other members of the FACHEP public health, community resource, and navigation
teams. The water collection team had been trained in the collection protocol. Similarly,
some of the public health team had previous laboratory research experience.

Fig. 7. Two excerpts of updated diagrams based on user-feedback. Complicated tasks like
labeling was requested in user testing and so a new diagram (a) broke down the process. Another
sticking point was one bottle that was used for several different purposes and another diagram
was used to show the labels and kits for which the bottles were needed (b). Addition of such
clarifying detail promoted communication between teams and further examples of the use of small
multiples to emphasize important distinctions in information and application.

6 Results and Continual Monitoring

User Response. The use and sequence of the instructional diagrams in the Guidebook
has been a crucial component in the successful management of the large volume of
materials and samples associated with the FACHEP project. The visual guide was a
useful tool to overcome language limitations because users did not need to know the
different names or uses of the materials, only match the items with the illustrations and
perform the process demonstrated in the manual. The illustrations also helped clarify
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instructions for users who were specialty experts in related or peripheral fields (i.e.
medicine, chemistry, etc.) so that analogous terms were not juxtaposed or mistranslated.
The visual instructions also proved helpful for trainees for which English was a second
language because the visual presentation did not require translation from one verbal
language to another before the performance association was made. Three of the four
collection team members who completed kit making training repeatedly provided posi‐
tive feedback for the guide saying that the organization and instruction from the kit-
making training processes reinforced the steps of the collection protocol and helped
them remember details better during collection. They especially expressed appreciation
because they noticed that the kits had fewer mistakes when people used the guide.

The success of the Guidebook was evaluated using a numeric rubric for training
success based on observed performances and proficiency with the assembly protocol
(Table 1). 77% of the trainees demonstrated a proficient working knowledge of the kit
assembly process to the end that they could independently and consistently assemble
and label a complete kit in under an hour (skill level of 3 or 4). 30% of these proficient
individuals demonstrated a confident mastery of the process (skill level 4) to the end
that they could consistently build correct kits quickly (5–30 min) and effectively teach
others. The remaining 23% of trainees consisted primarily of the faculty leadership
committee who participated in kit-assembly training but could not invest the practice
time or student volunteers who assisted at the field station for only one or two days.
Even so, all of these individuals were still able to perform at least one grouping of the
kit assembly tasks (preparatory tasks, material aggregation, labeling, etc.) in order to
make a significant contribution to the kit-making system (skill level 1 or 2).

Table 1. Performance rubric used to measure the level of skills trainees demonstrated after
training with the FACHEP Water Sample Kit Assembly Guidebook. 77% of trainees demonstrated
a proficient working knowledge of the kit assembly process at the end of their training (skill level
of 3 or higher).

Kit assembly objectives reached Skill level
Beginner: has observed training demonstrations but needs guided practice to
successfully construct kits

0

Trainee: requires some guidance to complete kit assembly but makes a significant
contribution to preparatory tasks and performs at least one grouping of kit assembly
tasks (preparatory tasks, material aggregation, labeling, etc.)

1

Assistant: is able to performs all kit assembly tasks with occasional direction from
peers; makes a significant contribution to the kit-making system

2

Proficient: demonstrates consistent working knowledge of the kit assembly process;
constructs kit independently in under an hour

3

Master: builds consistently build correct kits quickly (5–30 min); participates in
cooperative peer teaching

4

Of the individuals trained to build kits (n = 30), most trainees (77%) initially learned
to make kits using the visual instructions and only the ECRL lab members and two team
scientists with experimental science experience ever used the written instructions to
construct kits. Although written and video instructions were available, all kit-makers
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who participated in cooperative team teaching trained peers with the visual directions
and the visual instructions were used as the primary reference tool in the field station
lab space. Only 70% of the kit-making trainees had been present for the contextual all-
team training days and only 39% of those individuals had participated in the formal face-
to-face sample collection training. All collection trainees (n = 18) initially received
verbal training instructions with a traditional SOP. After the collection campaign started,
67% of the sample collection trainees also received kit-assembly training and 75% of
these dual trainees reported that the visual instructions of the kit-making training helped
reinforce aspects of the collection protocols that had been difficult to remember or had
even helped elucidate errors in their methods.

7 Conclusions

Overall, the visual guide was considered highly successful since the design and organ‐
izational systems helped manage the limited time of the specialty staff and personnel
skills to accomplish the 2016 FACHEP summer objectives, collecting nearly 5000
samples from 188 Flint homes in ten weeks. The most rewarding benefit of the guidebook
was the way it promoted communication between program components of the different
teams. Instead of remaining segregated by specialty, the kit-making space of the field
station laboratory became a space where staff members from different teams (navigation,
community resource, public health, sample collection, field station operation, and lead‐
ership) could work together and the kits themselves became the shared reference point
into which team members could relate to their coworkers. Observing the success of
individuals trained with the kit-assembly guide, a mid-campaign training “check-in”
session was conducted to bring together the collection and kit-assembly teams (as well
as members of the faculty leadership committee and a visiting professor) to provide
more context to both teams and clarify how “upstream” details that might seem super‐
fluous without context – like tying the twist tie tightly or forgetting a container – are
important to sensitive “downstream” processes and play an important role in the success
of the whole program. Trainees or technicians who felt confident in their mastery of
tasks and felt they did not need additional training were encouraged to participate as
instructional assistants and demonstrated portions of the protocols, inviting group feed‐
back and discussion to make sure that everyone shared the same understanding and
methods. This enabled several important errors in protocol to be identified, adjusted and,
most importantly, gave both teams a pathway of communication and sense of orientation
on how their roles were connected.

Going Further. Since the focus of the emergency-response project was focused on the
collection of technical data and physical samples, a formal evaluation of the kit-assembly
training system or a universal assessment of the “big-picture” communication system
was not possible. The data for this metric was developed based on observations from a
single trainer and the feedback from users was collected anecdotally in conversations
and informal meetings. In this situation, having a training tool that was easily accessible
to all teammates was extremely helpful on many levels, but, the subjectivity of a
performance-based metric is limited in the extrapolations that can be made to the success
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of the user-centered design [11] and a more formal user-experience survey is being
developed for the next phase of the FACHEP sampling campaign (summer 2017) that
will provide more descriptive data. The successful integration of information design in
other research interventions demonstrates the value of prioritizing design objectives to
optimize resources and maximize outcomes of scientific initiatives, community health
programs and public policy [7, 9, 10]. The extent to which attribution of the program’s
success can be ascribed to the design of the FACHEP Water Sample Kit Assembly guide
or the organization of the workflow system remains to be determined in the coming
season.
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Abstract. Recent advances in mobile technology have seen a sharp increase in
the number of mobile applications across various application domains. The
challenge remains that many software development teams may lack appropriate
competences to design usable and human-centred interactive systems. This can
negatively affect the usability and the user experience. In this article, we present
how to learn the human-centred design process using an authentic learning
approach. Students need to investigate, discuss, construct new knowledge and
apply theoretical concepts to address real world problems. The main purpose of
authentic learning as a pedagogical approach is to position the subject of study
into a realistic context. That gives life to learning content from a theoretical,
abstract level into a more professional, real-world context. Our study considers a
post-graduate level course. The learning experience includes flipped classroom
and problem based learning through a design project. Learners define a
real-world problem to be addressed by a design solution. One of the intended
learning outcomes is the learner’s ability to use prototyping techniques for
mastering HCD process. Learners use prototyping tools in the same way as
professionals in the field. At the end of the course, students demonstrated
mastery of key methods and techniques as well as the psychology foundations,
and tools used in interaction design. Summative assessment results confirmed
that authentic learning approach leads to deep learning of key concepts and
development of a skills set necessary for designing usable interactive systems
for human use.

Keywords: Human-centred design � Prototyping � Authentic learning

1 Introduction

The use of mobile applications in everyday activities has become more of a norm in
many parts of the world. The application scenarios vary from social communications,
gaming and entertainment to production and real world problem solving. This increase
in the use of mobile technology solutions requires improvement in teaching approa-
ches, with increased awareness regarding the needs of the intended users. Traditionally,
in-class exercises have been used as part of the active learning instructional strategy,
whereby students are involved in doing tasks to reify their learning. To that end, active
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learning can help students grasp the main concepts on one hand, but also apply them
through problem solving based on the given tasks. However, the relevancy of the
class-based tasks remains a challenge as the exercises may not necessarily represent
real world scenarios. While learning the design of interactive systems for human use,
students need to investigate, discuss, construct new knowledge and apply theoretical
concepts to address real world problems. Herrington et al. [1] define authentic learning
as “a pedagogical approach that situates learning tasks in the context of future use”. As
promising as authentic learning may sound for different subject areas, teaching design
comes with challenges of its own. That is mainly due to the fact that design subjects
involve creativity, imagination and exploration of uncharted territories where there is
no clear-cut boundaries between the correct and incorrect approach to problem solving.
Corina [2] indicated that teaching interaction design requires the transfer of skills
acquired from practitioners, to match the theoretical foundations with the practice in
industry. The authors suggest that in authentic learning, tasks should not merely be
given to students for practicing the acquired skills but the tasks are an integral part of
the learning experience allowing more engagement with the content. The main purpose
of authentic learning as a pedagogical approach is to make the subject of study into a
realistic context. That gives life to learning content from a theoretical, abstract level
into a more professional, real-world context. As promising as authentic learning may
sound for different subject areas, teaching design comes with challenges of its own.
Several approaches to the teaching of systems development have been practiced in the
past, mostly focusing on how to provide the required functionality within a system.
However, interaction design as a field of study, focuses on designing interactive sys-
tems that support the way humans communicate and interact in their everyday activ-
ities. Such systems should enhance the lives of those using the systems, and therefore
the design process should primarily focus on the users. Human-centred design
(HCD) is an “approach to systems design and development that aims to make inter-
active systems more usable by focusing on the use of the system and applying human
factors/ergonomics and usability knowledge and techniques” [3]. This article presents a
pedagogical approach to teaching human-centred design process to post-graduate
students. The intention is to suggest how to make the course more effective to ensure
that learners are capable of applying the key concepts at the end of the course.

The next section introduces the course and teaching methods, followed by a
practical approach to conceptualizing interaction in Sect. 3. The system design is
presented in Sect. 4, and concluding remarks are discussed in Sect. 5.

2 Authentic Learning of Human-Centred Design

Interaction design is a Master’s level course offered at the University of Agder, in
Norway. This course is compulsory in the Multimedia & Educational Technology
programme, but it is also offered as an elective course to master programme in
Information and Communication Technology. Typically, a class of 15–20 students is
expected. This course combines face-to-face lectures and online learning (i.e. blended
learning) in addition to design project work. The learning experience includes flipped
classroom, whereby learners are expected to go through the learning materials prior to
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participation in face-to-face lectures and classrooms activities. Further on, problem
based learning [4] pedagogy is applied through the design project. Jonassen [4] defines
problem based learning (PBL) as a method to prepare students for real-world settings.
He suggests that in problem based learning (PBL), “knowledge building is stimulated
by the problem and applied back to the problem” (Fig. 1).

While PBL is tightly connected to authentic learning, the latter requires that stu-
dents’ activity comprises of real world problems which resembles the work of pro-
fessionals [5]. Learners are required to think of a problem that can be addressed by a
design solution. The project assignment is to develop an interactive system by applying
human-centred design approach. However, it is not sufficient to work on any design
project. The problem space should be situated in the real world: on one hand to increase
students´ motivation, but on the other hand to connect the learning with real world
issues thus better preparing students for the work environment.

This paper reports on a group project undertaken by two female students (20–30
years old) in autumn 2015. The aim is to investigate the potential of prototyping to
develop human-centred design competence through authentic learning methodology.
Prototyping tools are used in the same way as they are being used by professionals in
the field. The intention is to allow students apply open-ended enquiry, increase their
creativity and achieve mastery learning of key aspects of human-centred design as well
as higher order cognitive skills.

3 Conceptualizing Mobile Interaction

3.1 User Involvement

The design of this system is based on human-centred approach. The main focus is on
the user in terms of needs and requirements in order to enhance effectiveness, efficiency
and improve user’s everyday life.

Fig. 1. Interdependence of human-centred design activities [3]
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At the start of the course, one of the class members came up with an idea of
improving parking payment machines. This member claimed that these machines were
difficult to use and often resulted into people waiting in long queues. The group then
had to conduct the first survey to find out if this was true. This was discussed with other
class members and it became clear that there was a need to improve these machines.
“One of the worst moments in my life is trying to operate these machines while there
are people impatiently waiting behind me. It makes me feel stupid.” (Statement from
one member)

The group then came up with a concept outline in text that defined the project. At
this stage, the second round of interviews was conducted to obtain feedback on
acceptability of the proposed solution concept. It is at this point that the group realized
that users did not only need better payment systems, but also a system that supported
mobility and also helped them to find vacant parking places. Many drivers feel that
existing parking payment machines can be irritating to use and usually give a negative
user experience. When the first interview was performed to find out what exactly users
wanted to be improved, the group realized that users did not only want a better system,
but also a system that is easily accessible.

User’s needs were expressed by the study participants with statements such as:
“What if you developed an app that enables me to pay for parking anywhere at any
time without having to walk around trying to find a vending machine?”

Hence, a decision was reached to design a mobile application (app) for parking
payment.

The app was named “SafePark” and is mainly meant to improve drivers’ everyday
lives by enabling them easily find vacant parking as well as process the payment. This
system should be efficient to allow a user to make payments without going through
unnecessary processes that can be time consuming and irritating. This is the main
concept from which other functionalities were developed through an iterative design
process, based on regular user feedback.

Potential users have been involved throughout the iterative design process to ensure
that the designer’s mental model and user’s mental model [6] are brought together. The
user feedback would be effectively used to improve system usability.

3.2 Problem Space and Data Gathering for Requirements

There are a few parking applications in the Norwegian market today, one of them being
“EasyPark”. This application enables users to buy a parking ticket by using their
mobile phones. The application is also easy to use.

However, during the first interviews the group found out that users were dissatisfied
with this app. Most of the study participants wanted a parking app that can help to find
parking areas and shows if there were vacant spaces. This provided ideas on some of
the functionalities that were to be implemented to develop a parking app with high
usability. The next stage required to analyse the context of using a framework proposed
by Benyon [7]: People, Activities, Context and Technology (PACT). The analysis aims
to understand and describe the people (users) who undertake user tasks in given context
using technology solutions. This was achieved using data gathering techniques
including (a) user stories, (b) scenarios and (c) personas.
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User stories [8] help designers to create a simplified version of requirements as they
are used to determine the characteristics of the user, what they want and why.

A user story presents what the user wants to do with a given functionality, and
that’s described from the user’s perspective as shown in (Table 1).

User stories [8] help designers to create a simplified version of requirements as they
are used to determine the characteristics of the user, what they want and why.

Scenarios [9] are narratives that describe human activities and tasks allowing
exploration and discussion of contexts, needs, and requirements as shown in Table 2.

Personas represent different users that the system is being designed for. They
should have a name, the background and define the goals and what users aim to do [7]
(Table 3).

Table 1. User stories

User stories

(1) As a driver - I want, during the payment of my parking ticket using my mobile phone - To
be able to use an app/send SMS while sitting in my car - In order to pay without waiting in a
queue - So that that I don’t waste time
(2) As a person that has parked a car - I want, during the use of my parking app - To be able
to see how much time I have left on my parking ticket - In order to be able to update/extend
the time - So that I do not have to leave an important meeting to run to the parking meter
because my parking ticket is running out of time

Table 2. Scenario

1. It is early on a Monday morning and Ove has three different meetings to attend in three
different places
2. Before leaving the house, he makes entry into his parking app, so the system can help him
spot nearest parking lots to where he will be attending the meetings
3. He drives into town and checks on his app to find out if there are any vacant places in the
nearest parking lot
4. There are two places left and by the help of his parking app, he finds one of them and parks
the car
5. Ove doesn’t know how long he has to be at the meeting, so he uses the payment function on
the parking app to pay for one hour
6. While in a meeting, he receives a notification saying that he has only five minutes left to his
parking time
7. Since there are no signs that this meeting is ending soon, he updates the parking time to
30 min more
8. When he is finished with the meeting, he updates his schedule on the app that gives him
details on where to park for the next meeting
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3.3 Context of Use

Context of use defines the user goals, main user tasks, and the characteristics of the
environment in which the system will be operated or product used [10]. Putting these
factors into consideration, forms a foundation on which to design this system so as to
ensure that a highly usable system is developed.

Potential users of this application are people between the age of 1865. Each and
every driver needs the process of paying for a parking ticket to be as easy as possible
and very efficient. Users want to complete the process without having to use extra time
or effort. In addition, most users are people that own cars and will be using this
application frequently. A system with high memorability will then be convenient as
there won’t be need to remember how to use the system every time they log in. Users
would rather recognise the interface elements and the interaction flow each time they
need to use it.

Since this system aims at serving users of different ages, consideration was given to
the fact that there is a wide range of expertise, from novice users to people who are well
conversant with technology. This has been done by ensuring that the system does not
challenge the user, but is rather emotionally fulfilling and gives a feeling of satisfaction.

The main user task is finding a vacant parking space and successfully paying for it.
The system should give the user different choices to help them accomplish their goals
in relation to their situations. For example, a driver in a foreign city may need a
positioning function that can help him/her find the nearest parking lots. But a driver in a
familiar town may only need to easily access the last used parking. These tasks should
be easy to perform and enable the user to effectively achieve their goal. As the use of
money is involved in such a system, it is important that the users feel safe when using
it, and that feedback is provided to users throughout the process especially when an
error occurs.

Since this is a mobile app, it should be used everywhere as long as there is Internet
access. This means that the system will be used in diverse environments, from the quiet
environments at home, to very busy and noisy streets and towns. In relation to the
technical environment, it was assumed that sensors are needed to give the users the
right information. These sensors should register when there are vacant parking spaces
available. The other assumption taken is that all parking places are public and follow
the “first come, first serve” rule. This means that this app does not allow one to book a

Table 3. Persona

Persona: Ove Aslaksen

• 34-year old man
• Drives every day to work
• Works as a sales and marketing officer and therefore fully dependant on driving around in his
car

• Needs to be able to park anywhere at any time according to his meeting schedules
• Not a morning person, so he won’t be up early just to secure himself a parking place
• Likes to go out with friends and eat in good restaurants in his free time
• Is sedentary and underactive both at work and in his free time
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parking space. The main intention of designing this parking app is to come up with a
system that does not only give the user a possibility to easily pay for parking, but also
provides additional features that improve a driver’s everyday life. Some of these fea-
tures include finding vacant parking spaces in a home town, and locate parking lots
when driving in foreign towns. In addition, a list of last used parking lots could be
available on the home page to enable easy access for frequent users. Users will also be
able to sort out choices according to their own preferences i.e. price, distance and
location. Furthermore, the app should send a notification to the user when they are
running out of time and allow them to pay for more time if needed.

3.4 Requirements Specification

A requirement is “something the product must do to support its owner’s business, or a
quality it must have to make it acceptable and attractive to the owner” [11, p. 9]. This
work considered two main categories of requirements: the functional requirements
which specify what the system should be able to do, and non-functional requirements
which are constraints related to the development of a system.

The main functionality in this application is to enable drivers to find and pay for
parking. It is also important that the application is easy to use, as most drivers don’t
have time to think of how to use it. The system should be effective and produce results
as intended by the user. Drivers will frequently use this application, so the process
should be easy to remember so they do not have to struggle learning it every time they
use it. When it comes to user experience, the system should be satisfying and not
challenging or frustrating, but rather give an emotional fulfilment.

4 System Design

4.1 Conceptual Model

A conceptual model presents the main concepts in a system, their attributes and the
relationships that exist between them. Given a clear and well-designed conceptual
model, it is easier for people to develop a good mental view of the system [7]. By
creating a conceptual model, the students’ group was able to visualize the concept so as
to enable users create a picture in their minds of how the intended system would work
and look like. Figure 2 shows a conceptual model developed for SafePark app.

After visualizing the concept, the group presented this to the class as a conceptual
model in order to give users an idea of how the system was meant to function. Two
main issues came up at this point. The first issue was that all users needed the GPS
function to proceed to the next stages. This was not realistic, as users should have a
choice to either allow the app to access the GPS function, or continue without it.

Secondly, the conceptual model was incomplete as it did not give the user the
alternative to either continue or go back at some points. This would definitely annoy
users as it is important that one successfully completes a task, or gets an alternative to
go back and make another choice. It was at this point obvious that there was need to get
back to the drawing board and correct these mistakes.
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4.2 Prototyping and User Testing

A prototype is a model of a design that allows users and stakeholders to interact with it,
and give feedback that can be used to improve the system. In this project, two types of
prototypes are used: Low-fidelity and High-fidelity.

Low-Fidelity prototypes do not look much like the final product; neither do they
provide the same functionality. They are usually made of materials such as paper and
cardboard. This kind of prototyping is useful because it is cheap and can easily be
produced and reproduced to present different design ideas [9]. On the other hand, a
high-fidelity prototype can look more like the final product and enables more func-
tionality. This kind of prototyping can effectively be used to test ideas with technical
issues [9].

With this in mind, a low-fidelity prototype was produced using paper, pen, sticky
notes and cardboard. Paper prototyping made it possible to visualize the idea to users
and enabled the group to see how users interacted with the product. It was easy to
change arrangements of graphical elements for example buttons and input fields.
Additionally, the interaction flow as well as the user interfaces were improved
according to user feedback. It is noted that this study respected all ethical and legal
requirements in relation to personal data privacy and the rights of study participants.
A consent form was given to participants with all necessary information about this
study (Fig. 3).

A High-fidelity prototype was thereafter created using Adobe Captivate, and tested
as a web version of the app. At first, the high-fidelity prototype was tested on a
laptop. However, it was quickly realised that user testing should be on the target device
which the app was meant for. A new prototype that suits a smartphone, iPhone 5 in this
case was then designed. Most graphics used to design the prototype such as icons and
pictures are collected from the Internet. Testing iteratively with the target group
throughout the design process has tremendously helped in improving this system.

Fig. 2. Conceptual model
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At every step of the design, potential users were involved to provide feedback that has
effectively been used to develop more refined solutions (Fig. 4).

User feedback related to the user experience, was obtained both in user studies on
the low-fidelity and high-fidelity prototypes. By observing how users reacted and
seeing their facial expressions, helped designers to develop a deeper understanding of

Fig. 3. Testing paper prototype.

Fig. 4. Screenshots of a high fidelity prototype
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the user needs. In addition, the think aloud method was used during these tests, in order
to find out how users were thinking when performing tasks.

Test users uncovered a major issue when testing the paper prototype. The con-
ceptual model did not provide for a possibility for users to see the parking prices before
choosing a vacant parking. After the test session, changes were made on the design so
that users could select the parking duration to find out the cost for a particular parking
space.

4.3 Evaluation of Designs Against Requirements

Throughout the design process, there is need to evaluate the design solution against the
requirements to better understanding users’ needs, and at a later stage validate that the
requirements have been satisfied [3]. It is noted that any user based testing has to take
care of ethical considerations and personal data privacy requirements. Participants were
required to read, understand and sign a consent form at the start of the study. This was
done to assure participants that their right to privacy will be protected and data col-
lected not availed to any other persons other than test evaluators. The consent form also
stated that user identity would be safeguarded and no personal information recorded
disclosed. Moreover, participants were assured that participation during the study was
voluntary and test users could withdraw their participation at any time. All activities
that were to take place through the study were also described. User-centred evaluation
at every stage has been one of the fundamental keys to the development of a usable
product. This was important as it helped the designers obtain feedback on both
strengths and weaknesses of the design solution. A lot of user feedback was obtained
during evaluation, but priority was given to fixing severe usability problems first. Then
minor issues were addressed in subsequent iterations.

4.4 Findings from User Testing

Usability testing should be performed in order to determine how usable a product is.
A usability test was done by watching participants interact with the system in a con-
trolled setting as shown in Fig. 5. Six test users were purposively selected. They were
people between the age of 20 and 25 and all had a driving license. Three of them were
men and the other three women. All of them were students. One of the methods used
was the think aloud method developed by Ericsson and Simon [12]. This is a technique
used to examine people’s strategies for solving problems, as participants say out loud
what they are thinking and trying to do.

The second method employed was the user attitudes measurement questionnaire
based on a Likert scale. After interacting with the system, participants were asked to
rate the system on a 5-point Likert scale with measures ranging from strongly disagree
(1) to strongly agree (5). The Likert scale was used to evaluate user satisfaction and to
measure test user opinions and attitudes.
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At the end of every user study, a semi-structured interview was conducted and test
users were asked to give feedback and give suggestions on things that could be
improved to improve the app’s usability and overall user experience.

Semi-structured interviews are open when compared to structured interviews and
allow new ideas to come up. They also “probe the interviewee to say more until no new
relevant information is forthcoming” [9, p. 234].

Major findings from this usability test showed that the app was easy to use. All
users agreed that they would use the app instead of using a vending machine to buy a
parking ticket. One test user said, “I would gladly use this app to quickly find a vacant
parking place, rather than drive around several minutes trying to find one”. However,
the prototype was not optimal as there were several errors that occurred during usability
testing. Furthermore, it was clear that testing a prototype that is not fully functional can
be a challenge as users got irritated every time they tried to click on a button and
nothing happened. Thus, it is important to ensure that test participants are aware of the
limitations of the prototype.

One of the common errors during testing was on how to put in the time. To be able
to continue with the payment process, users had to put in the amount of time they
needed to park. None of the users knew exactly which format they were to use. It was
clear that there was need to develop a time input format that gives the user a hint on
how to do this.

Four out of six users did not know what “my parking” button should be used for.
This was due to misconceptions regarding the perceived affordances for the button and
the text: both did not give any clues to users. Another issue related to not visibly
perceivable affordance came up when most users tried to click on the text next to the

Fig. 5. Users’ opinions and rating of the prototype usability
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buttons instead of clicking on the button itself. Additionally, two of the users tried to
click several times on the logo at the start page even though the logo was not meant to
be clicked on. When asked why this happened during the interview section, one of
them said “I assumed it was clickable because it looked like the buttons”. This shows
that designers should always have in mind how users are likely to perceive the
affordances of interface elements. The concept of affordance and its role in designing
artifacts for human use has been extensively discussed over the last four decades [13–
15]. More extensively, Hartson [16] emphasized the usefulness of Cognitive, Physical,
Sensory, and Functional Affordances in interaction design; and suggested how this
should be considered in the evaluation. For instance, well designed cognitive and
sensory affordances could allow a potential user to correctively perceive and under-
stand the meaning presented through an interface element. User testing in this study
uncovered usability problems related to mismatch between the perceived affordances
and the real affordances. For example, one of the test participants did not recognize a
street picture used in the prototype even though he was familiar with the physical
parking street. He was hesitant to select the parking space as expected. This can be due
to the fact that the designers randomly chose a picture without thinking of its potential
impact on the usability of design solution. Further on, participants got confused after
they clicked the payment button. This is because the app did not give a clear feedback
to whether payment was successful. At this point most of them clicked on the return
button to try again.

4.5 Recommendations and Limitations

Participants suggested that using a function that allows the user to scroll through and
choose suitable time would make it easier for users to put in the time they needed to
park. Another participant commented that the time input field could have placeholders
showing the time format. She further gave an example of a website called “akt.no”.

It was clear that the button design and logo design had to be different to avoid
confusing users. The design on the buttons had to be changed too. Either by making the
whole area with text and button clickable, or moving the text into the button, so it
appears as one.

The three buttons, price, vacancy, and distance, which allowed the user to sort out
parking places, should be fully implemented. One of the test users suggested that this
function was necessary, and said that one of the reasons she would choose to use this
app, is the fact that it makes it possible to access cheaper parking. It was also suggested
that the picture showing the parking place should be replaced. One of the participants
said that it would even be better with a detailed picture showing exactly where the
vacant parking places were.

Given the time limitations of a one-semester course, it was not possible to design a
fully functional application, but an interactive prototype with limited functionality. It
was therefore important to scope and focus on some important parts of the application.
Parts moved to the waiting room include: payment function, availability of parking
where green means vacant and red busy, the possibility to sort according to price,
distance, and vacancy; the GPS-function, the registration and “My parking”-page. After
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all, the main goal was to learn how to design interactive systems for human use in
general. And the human-centred design approach for mobile applications in particular
based on real-world scenarios.

5 Conclusion

This article presented an authentic learning approach for a post-graduate course
focusing on human-centred design process. Students worked on a semester long design
project. The aim was to design a prototype of a usable mobile application which
provides an enjoyable user experience. This application would improve the everyday
lives of drivers by adapting the human-centred design approach. The proposed design
solution was mainly meant to enable drivers easily find parking and efficiently pay for
it. This work affirmed that multiple iterations and user involvement throughout the
design process are the key drivers to designing usable systems. The iterative design
process allowed designers to constantly collect user feedback and to use it to improve
the design solution.

The designed digital artifact and the course results indicate that the involved stu-
dents have achieved a high level of mastery in the subject “Interaction Design”. The
students group managed to come up with ideas that can be used to further develop the
parking app focusing on human factors and ergonomics. Using several prototyping
techniques and user study techniques, the students effectively increased their compe-
tence in the field of human-centred design. Since the learning activities involved
real-world scenarios, students were highly engaged and motivated to explore new facts,
analyse the context, synthesize the existing knowledge and create a new artifact. This
study reinforces the usefulness of authentic learning of interaction design, and rec-
ommends prototyping at varying levels of fidelity as a strategy for development of
higher order cognitive skills.
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Abstract. Several methods are available to converge ideas, choosing concepts
more suitable for the problem to be solved. Relations between concepts and
combination of ideas are limited to time constraints and designers’ cognition
during decision-making meetings, let some possible choices not available for
discussion. Understanding those constraints, is paramount to propose approa-
ches that take advantage of current technology advances. Nowadays, computers
can storage high amount of data and computational algorithms may infer
combinations not considered before by humans. Taking this perspective, this
text investigates the computational generative design as a tool to evaluate pat-
terns emerged in the ideation phase of a design team creation. Designers can
benefit of our approach in the ideation phases of the design process to have
insights, unusual and disrupted ideas facilitated by technology.

Keywords: Creativity and design process � Generative design � Collaborative
process

1 Introduction

Designer teams face creativity challenges when starting a new project. Deciding what is
the suitable approach to generate ideas and possible concepts to choose alternatives for
a product is one of those challenges. Designers usually question themselves: How to
look at known facts with diverse point of views? How to find new answers to old
problems? How to escape from obvious solutions and have unusual and original ideas?
(Löbach 2001 [15]; Bonsiepe 1984 [2]; Baxter 2000 [1]). In the preliminary stages of
the design process, divergent ideas emerge and choices should be taken to converge
proposals into design concepts. Several methods are available to converge ideas,
choosing concepts more suitable for the problem to be solved. Relations between
concepts and combination of ideas are limited to time constraints and designers’
cognition during decision-making meetings let some possible choices not available for
discussion. Understanding those constraints, is paramount to propose approaches that
take advantage of current technology advances. Nowadays, computers can storage high
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amount of data and computational algorithms may infer combinations not considered
before by humans. Taking this perspective, this text investigates the computational
generative design as a tool to evaluate emerged patterns during the ideation phase of a
team in the early stages of design process.

2 Design Process and Creativity

Usually design projects consist of more than one person. Even if a project has only one
designer, he/she interacts with stakeholders, clients or other project owners. Design
process methodologies intent designers to explore ideas with others and communicate
results in a set of stages. Following a design process approach facilitates designers to
find solutions for problems and builds confidence to justify the solutions chosen giving
a rational of why such alternatives would not solve the project problematics. Therefore,
there are no optimal solutions to design problems but rather a whole range of
acceptable solutions (Lawson 2006) [14] the project team should be aware and discuss.

In traditional design process, designers explore the solution space combining
requirements, stakeholder priorities, users and context characteristics, materials, tech-
nologies, and processes when generating ideas. New elements can be aggregated by the
process in an iterative mode, shaping the solution. Theoretical references have already
proposed design process phases: Defining the problem; Ideation; Solution and Mate-
rialization and Assessment phase (Bonsiepe 1984 [2]; Löbach 2001 [15]; Baxter 2000
[1]; Bürdek 2006 [5]; Frascara 2004 [8]; Plomp 2007 [18], Brown 2009 [3]). The
generating alternative phase is also known as Creativity; Generating ideas and con-
cepts; and Ideation phase. In this phase, several methods and techniques help designers
“to think out of the box”, e.g. Brainstorming, Mind mapping, Role playing, Mor-
phological analysis, Reverse thinking, Metaphors and Analogies.

Several designers and researches documented their experiences adopting ideation
methods and techniques that might help other designers to follow the design process.
Bulley (2013) [4] proposes a technique called Triad. This technique helps teams to
explore the identity of a project (e.g. service, product). First the project team brainstorm
a list of key words that they would like the product to incorporate. The team chooses
combos of three words that would describe the product experience. The team in groups
selects combos that are interesting for them and brainstorm for which combo related
nouns, verbs and adjectives. According to the author:

• Nouns help the team think about actors or objects that you might have in the
system;

• Verbs help the team think about actions that the system should support;
• Adjectives help you think about look, feel and what design principles should be

considered

The facilitator, a designer, asks people to exemplify products experiences that
people would have illustrated by those words.

In another research, Shi et al. (2017) [21] presents an ideation tool, called Idea
Wall, supported by cognitive strategies to facilitate idea generation. It consists of a
real-time system that extracts keywords from verbal discussions and augments the
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discussion with web-search materials. This research extracts information from group
conversation, does not have any machine learning intelligence or algorithms to auto-
matic generate ideas.

The use of analogies to assist on creative process during the design process was
also explored by researchers (Tomko 2015 [22]; Casakin 1999 [6]; Goel 1997 [10]).
According to Gentner and Markman (1997) [9] and Chan et al. (2014) [7] not all
analogies strategies result on creative outcomes. Chan et al. (2014) describes that:

Not all analogies are thought to be equally productive for creative outcomes. Many theorists
argue that, when considering the analogical distance of sources, far analogies—that is, from
sources that have a low degree of overlap of surface elements with the current problem
domain—hold the most potential for generating very new concepts. (2014: 2) [7]

Therefore, generating alternatives that not overlap with known concepts have more
potential to generate new concepts and innovation. In this paper, we focus on the
Ideation phase, using techniques based on analogies, empowered by generative design
techniques explained in the next session.

3 A Computational Generative Design Approach

A generative approach consists in design rationale explanations constructed, in
response to information requests, from background knowledge and information cap-
tured during design process (Gruber and Russell 1996) [11]. Computational generative
design applies certain strategies to incorporate the system dynamics into the production
of the artefact and experience, such as: permutation, randomness, iterative and feed-
back looping are the usual ones in a complex field of possibilities. According to
McCormack, Dorin and Innocent (2004) [17] the key properties of generative systems
are:

• the ability to generate complexity by database amplification and generate aggregates
from existent components;

• the connection between organism and environment often with feedback loops;
• the ability to self-maintain and self-repair being adaptable to maintain stable con-

figurations in a changing environment;
• the ability to generate novel structures, behaviors, outcomes or relationships.

Designers are usually looking for unusual alternatives, novelty in the sense of being
new, original and different from anything else before it (McCormack et al. 2004) [17].
Therefore, generative design allows designers to change not only elements by elements
but characteristics of elements (e.g. color, composition, forms) and system rules to
generate not expected combinations. With the advent of new programming and script
languages, designers can codify parametric conditions to search data from WEB, for
example, defining how those rules will work to achieve new outcomes and sources.
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4 Our Approach

For the phase of generation alternatives and concepts, we have used the transformation
method (Bonsiepe 1984) [2], in which the design team members create and suggest
analogies of project elements (e.g. keywords, images, sketches, logical operators). The
main objective of this technique is the broadening of meaning to assist in generating
ideas, by progressively differentiating from the original term based on team members’
subjectivity and personal references. Broadening is a type of semantic change by which
the meaning of a word (concept or idea) becomes broader or more inclusive than its
earlier meaning. It is an adaptive procedure – combining, recomposing, reversing,
replacing – from the obvious to unusual ideas, which can be paradigmatic or not (Kuhn
2013) [13].

We illustrate a scenario to describe how computational generative design is applied
to assist design teams in the ideation phase. The visual diagram (Fig. 1) describes the
features of a client toolbox, responsible to manage the iterative process of generating
ideas.

During the search (number 1) the designer team can investigate terms by searching
for logic operators (keywords, images) in different databases and getting as results the
building blocks (images, videos, texts). After, in the build & share phase (number 2),

Fig. 1. Visual Diagram
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panel nodes are developed and compose the idea paths in an iterative process; both
are saved in a specific collective database (number 6), which manages all searches from
different groups. The access to the groups database (number 6) gives the possibility of
mapping (number 3) nodes and paths and verifying the similarities/approximations
among the searches (images or panel nodes with structural and/or semantic high
coincidences). Finally, all mappings and searches are going to be visualized (number
4) as image and text clusters (panels) or tree maps. Possible alternatives can emerge
from the connections between searches and idea paths. The actions and iterative
resources (number 1, 2, 3, 4) are updated on an interface (toolbox) available for the
client level. The actions 5 and 6 are server features.

5 Gathering Data Relations: Ideation Phase with Design
Students

Firstly, two words, a noun and a verb – memory and to invent – were proposed to start
the process of transformation (the broadening of meaning). There were three groups
with two participants in each, and every round those students could only see the last
two words, proposed by the previous one, and discuss before writing their ideas.
Because of that strategy we had some synonyms and repeated terms, as shown in the
Table 1 bellow.

Table 1. The broadening of meaning to generate keywords.
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From that part of the design process, some concepts were chosen (in bold) and after
a discussion with all participants involved keywords were defined as: imprint and to
access, inventory and singularity, to live and mutant – for the second stage of ideation
phase.

During the second stage, students search on the web, specifically on the Pinterest
photo sharing website (Fig. 2), for visual references connecting concrete objects and
concepts based on keywords. The proposal was to put together unusual ideas or
thoughts and everyday things, as for example clip, button, clothespin, that could rep-
resent actions as to attach, to staple, to congregate, to compose, to assemble, and to
organize different parts and diverse materials.

After creating an inventory of objects, the proposal for the group was to look at
things and to think of contours and shapes and their “relational elements”, as Wong
(1972) [23] wrote about form and structure. From that interrelationship “unit forms”
were defined and when regrouped it was possible to explore other complex arrange-
ments. The association of repeated forms and their relational placements – “similarity,
gradation, radiation” (Wong, 1972: 7–8), gradually structure regular forms, as shown in
the Fig. 3. Repetition defines rhythm and ‘encourages our eyes to dance. Controlling
repetition is a way to choreograph human eye movement’ (Reas, McWilliams and
Barendse 2010: 49) [19], and it is used to construct the visual complexity asked for
students.

The form-making process can evoke the formulation of patterns, since they carry
formal synthesis potentially. For Hall (1990: 116) [12] ‘patterns are those implicit
cultural rules by means of which sets are arranged so that they take on meaning’. For
the author, patterns are related to concept model, able to encode data collected into
visual expressions and to be later decoded for people when reading and signifying the
visual narratives (Fig. 4). It starts from literal and figurative configurations to an

Fig. 2. (a) paper clips (Source http://melissaeastondesign.com/paper-clips/); (b) clothespins
(Source http://collectionaday2010.blogspot.com.br); (c) buttons (Source http://lemerg.com/data/
wallpapers/8/728544.jpg).
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unclear set of forces, from physical requirements to diagrams, to structure and to invent
forms. Variations, irregularities, and deviations are desired practices to deform and
conform not only regular compositions, by including different exercises of elements’
concentration and distribution.

From that point, the visual proposals have been developed properly thinking about
textures and colours to the final composition, and, at the end, defining formats,
materials and technical processes of information circulation and distribution, as printed
and digital context.

Fig. 3. Objects and forms – lines, circles – formulate patterns.

Fig. 4. Potential forms and visual configurations.
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6 Design Interface

The system counts on a range of interfaces which enable the stages of the interactive
process. As previously shown, the toolbox system for ideation has two essen-
tial phases and responsible for the construction of the cognitive network: Search and
Build & Share. Next, we will describe the main interfaces and also the tasks involved in
this cycle.

In order to respond for functions that integrate the means of search, construction,
selection and network sharing of texts and images, we have segmented the interfaces in
three integrated panels: Search Visualization, Image Inspector e Visual Grid (Fig. 5).

In the Search Visualization panel (Fig. 6), these groups can manage and visualize
the construction of an associative network of images extracted from the web. This
interface's main purpose is to visualize the brainstorming activity's semantic through
keywords input. According to our proposal in offer methods to stimulate creative
solutions based on connections between concepts and visual references, the insertion of
textual structures serves as a starting point for searching and as a sampling of images
references available on public databases online. The algorithmic principle of this
interface defines a web crawler type application that browses specific content domains
searching for images which metadata and tags matches keywords input. In this process,
the application can use the features of several public publishing platform APIs such as
Twitter, Pinterest, Flickr, and features offered by Googles engine. In fact, browsing the
web and associating content with social tagging contribute to achieving one of the
goals of the project which is the semantic expansion based on visual stimuli.

Fig. 5. Interface Set: Search, Build and Share.
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Searching

(a) Initially, each group of users has a login identification by which allow them to
save and share multiple sessions of searching and results. Each group can make
numerous researches and filter/select an unlimited amount of images, since these
images are hosted on distributed servers. The constructions of network nodes and
associations arise from the text search and also the series of locations (URLs) and
the images in form of metadata can be saved and shared hereafter among the
process of other’s group (Fig. 6)

(b) The search operation starts on the input field with the insertion of: keywords,
operators, regular expressions, URLs or even full block of texts. In the example,
we have inserted two keywords (memory, invent) selecting the AND operator.
The image content associated with the textual input can be searched in specifics
domains by the user (e.g.: memory AND invent IN: URL) or in categories formed
by tags organized in social platforms (Fig. 6).

Visualizing

(c) the visual results of search are organized in an interface that groups the images
according to their domain’s inception. On the central part of the panel, the
application generates interactive diagram that represent a hierarchical structure
containing the search description, domains and images. In the example, the circle
with dashed black border represents the whole search and inside it, each coloured
circle corresponds to a certain search domain (e.g. Twitter) and their grouped
contents into clusters of found images. For each conducted search, a new circle
will be generate like a cellular structure that can be enlarged through the zooming
function. The diagrams can be located or be deleted from the central panel through
labeled buttons placed at the panel's bottom (Fig. 7).

(d) the visualization of each image and the verification of their metadata can be
triggered by direct selection at the domain's cluster. The data will be displayed on
the Image Inspector panel and the follow information will be shown: location of
the image (URL), the origin domain of the publishing’s feed and others tags or
metadata that might be associated (Fig. 8a). On the this panel, the set of tags
related to images is represented by buttons. The activated buttons in red (+)
symbolize new possibilities of searching and when they are activated they

Fig. 6. User can load, save and share searching sessions.
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generate a new diagram of search in the central panel. On implementing
this feature enables the creation of new searches and associative connections as
we will see in the next stage of Broadening.

Broadening

(e) In this task, the expansion of the meanings is articulated to the combinatory
process of sources, tags and domains extracted from each interaction cycle.
Besides the initially text inserted by the user, the semantic context of the results is
enlarged by external social tagging, domain content or embedded metadata. In the
Image Inspector panel, the activation of a certain tag button connects the reference
image to a new search whose keyword is the associated tag itself. In the example,
the brain tag has been associated with an image and is used as the input source for
a new search (Fig. 8a and b). The interaction of this process can create an
interactive network composed by nodes (image clusters) and links (associative
connection). The navigation through this network and inside the clusters allows
the user to select and to group images that will be part of his repertoire.

Fig. 7. Each search operation is represented by a diagram that encapsulates domain and image
clusters.

Fig. 8. (a) Image Inspector panel represents associated metadata and tags; (b) Broadening
process is represented as a network of searching and association paths (Color figure online)
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Combining

(e) The images selected by the user can be added to a visual matrix formed in the
Visual Grid panel. Each selected image in cluster, checked at the Image Inspector
panel will be automatically added to a visual matrix. The set of images built
during all the processes could be downloaded for use in contexts of subsequent
creations (Fig. 9).

7 Conclusion and Further Research

The contribution of this paper for a design collaborative process is threefold. First,
amplify the semantic field of design possibilities. Second, converge similar alternatives
and transformation paths of designer’s insights. Third, a tool for designers manipulate
and generate ideas in a visualization system. We are interested on the emergence of
unusual ideas, pointing out the process of interconnecting iteratively the logic keys (the
path of feedback looping) more than on the standard visual results. It is the protocols
process – the formulating patterns structuring that will generate more ideas and con-
cepts for group ideation phase.

It is important to say that the process was proposed for the creation of the visual
identity of Anpap (National Association for Fine Arts Researchers) (Fig. 10), and since
the idea is to construct a inventory of forms, it will change each month till the annual

Fig. 9. Visual matrix of selected and suitable images.

Fig. 10. Anpap’s first visual identity (Source: http://anpap.org.br).
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congress, in September this year. It was designed a visual grid to be shared among
Design students, since the creation process was meant to be collaborative with each one
creating a visual composition.

We plan to do test our tool with more potential users and other designers to
understand better this collaborative generative design tool will assist in generating
designer’s ideas and discussions.
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Abstract. Today’s students on programs covering interaction design will most
likely contribute to the development of products that we will use in the future.
The roles they will play in this regard will of course depend on various factors.
Regardless of this, their educational background is a vital component, along with
their motivation, personality, knowledge, and ideas. The present study reports on
an online questionnaire (n = 82) given to students on interaction design programs.
Additionally, eight qualitative interviews were performed to gain more insight.
The findings show that, in general, the students of today perceive themselves to
be in great shape for the development of future products. However, the majority
of the respondents have also considered other study areas that might be relevant
to them, grounded in shared backgrounds and interests. They also enjoy working
individually with design ideas and prototypes, and they generally prefer working
with digital solutions over working with print and physical products. User testing
is found to be a vital element within the design process, although the analysis of
such data is found to be somewhat difficult. Concerning industrial needs, the
students struggle to clearly define the role of an interaction designer and the tasks
they are expected to perform when taking on a job within the design industry.
This paper ends with concluding remarks and suggestions for upcoming research
contributions.

Keywords: Interaction design · Human–computer interaction · Usability ·
Online survey · Qualitative interviews

1 Introduction

The everyday use of technologies influences our lives in many ways. For instance, it
influences the way we communicate, interact, collaborate, and exchange knowledge.
However, there have been major changes over the last 15 years as regards to how people
use technologies in different contexts (e.g. work and leisure) as a result of the emergence
of personal mobile devices, agent-based technologies, and social networks [1]. We are
also witnessing increasing numbers of innovations and traditional face-to-face interac‐
tions are no longer always the preferred method of communication. Additionally, we
have access to a huge number of digital services and a vast amount of online information.
In some cases, we also see that there are no alternatives to digital interactions and that
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physical information largely no longer exists. In many cases, the user has no choice if
they want to search for information and/or apply for a specific service. Instead of in-
person contact, in many situations, we must fill in an online form or an electronic
schedule. Consequently, we need to facilitate high-quality interactions and great user
experiences on the Web [2]. During the last few decades, academics and practitioners
have also shown an increasing interest in the use of information technologies due to the
positive impact on management and strategies, along with how technologies influence
financial performance [3]. In this regard, “The design of interfaces for business-to-
customers electronic commerce has been an area of high interest to MIS HCI researchers
in the last decade. This is partly due to the widespread growth of electronic communi‐
cation and digital interfaces that are the sole way of interacting with pure e-tailers” [4,
p. 17]. Thus, the facilitation of great user interfaces and the provision of high-quality
solutions are vital in our digital society. This is especially true within the public sector,
where all users should have equal access to digital information and online services [5].
Consequently, organizations are under a great deal of pressure to facilitate this access
by allocating resources and investments for development and quality improvements.
Websites are also the key to online information and services through the graphical user
interfaces that they provide for their users [6]. For some companies, we also see that
their competitors are only a mouse click and/or a Google search away. Thus, the
designers of digital solutions and Web applications must have different skills relating
to the needs of the users (target group), the available technologies, and design principles,
along with knowledge concerning interactions that take place between users and
computers/mobile devices [7]. Although the field of interaction design is growing
rapidly and receiving increased attention, there is a need to conduct research on various
topics within this area [8]. Moreover, the research that is undertaken also needs to
produce results that can be useful for both the industry and for practitioners [9] and we
need to bridge the gap between researchers and designers [10].

The present paper emphasizes the design and development of digital solutions, espe‐
cially by the people that will most likely contribute to this field in the near future. We
expect that many of today’s students will be tomorrow’s designers and will be vital
contributors to products that we will have to trust and use frequently in the future. Due
to the ever-growing degree of digitization within the last decade, we can assume that
more organizations will increasingly need expertise in this field in the coming years.
During the last decades, designers has also been forced to adapt to changing user contexts
because of new technological innovations, as well as cultural and social changes in our
society [11]. Moreover, it is critical to every designer and manager that Websites and
other digital solutions meet their users’ requirements and expectations [6]. The conse‐
quences of not doing so can be many and shared, including bad usability, frustrated
users, a loss of sales, and a negative reputation among users. As a result of new inno‐
vations and novel ways of communication today, we also find that many educational
institutions worldwide offer educational programs in the fields of Web design, interac‐
tion design, and the programming of Web and mobile applications. Such programs
intend to meet needs within the design industry through teaching in both technology-
and design-related topics. Regarding interaction design and product development, we
find that user testing and evaluations, design principles, and knowledge of the interaction
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design process and the design team are essential [7]. Designing products and digital
solutions is usually a long process and is not always straightforward. Therefore, we need
to start correctly and follow each step in the right direction. We also find many research
articles, textbooks, and online resources covering interaction design-related topics that
are of interest to both practitioners (the design industry) and academia (lecturers and
researchers). Additionally, there are many Web forums and blogs discussing topics of
interest within this field that share ideas, expertise, and exchange knowledge.

The present paper explore how students, who are up-and-coming designers, perceive
the future of interaction design and the way in which we will interact with products in
the future. This paper reports on an online survey questionnaire among design students
(n = 82) in higher educational institutions in Norway. In addition, eight qualitative
interviews were held with interaction design students enrolled in bachelor programs.
Many approaches could have been taken when studying this phenomenon, but in this
paper, interests in and motivation for studying interaction design, the perception and
role of user testing, and students’ perceptions of future products. We also note that many
people working within this field discuss the role of interaction are emphasized designers
(and similar roles such as UX designers, Web designers, and human–computer interac‐
tion [HCI] experts). The working tasks they are supposed to complete vary considerably
within the design industry and the individual organizations [12].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 provides related work pertaining
to the topic of interest. Section 3 deals with the methodology and Sect. 4 presents the
findings of our study. In Sect. 5, the findings are discussed and concluding remarks are
provided in Sect. 6. In addition, suggestions for forthcoming research contributions are
given.

2 Related Work

The field of HCI has often focused on the interface primarily as a tool for managing a
computer and/or the software, but during the last few years, it has also become a frame‐
work for exploring content such as music and videos [13]. Within the Scandinavian
context, projects related to user participation and participatory design, a central part of
HCI and interaction design, can be traced back to the 1970s [14]. “While there is no
commonly agreed definition of interaction design, its core can be found in an orientation
towards shaping design artifacts—products, services, and spaces—with particular atten‐
tion paid to the qualities of the user experience” [8, p. 4]. From this, we see that to some
extent, interaction design is an umbrella term, and we can expect that people working
within this field have shared backgrounds and experiences. An “interaction designer” is
not a protected working title, and it covers many and shared working tasks within the
design industry [12]. Moreover, interaction design is a complex discipline and people
working within this field range from those involved in technological development within
academia to business product groups and start-up companies [10]. Findings from
Churchill, Bowser, and Preece [1], investigating HCI subjects and related fields, varied
among people from different language populations, and ranged from cognitive science,
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design, art, and statistics, to software engineering and business. Topics within HCI that
were considered as important ranged from teamwork, media criticism, and language
processing, to product development, robotics, and social network analysis. The fact that
this is an interdisciplinary and complex field is also reflected in the variety of educational
programs on offer worldwide. According to Churchill, Bowser, and Preece [1], there are
a high number of courses offered in HCI and that number has increased during the last
decade. Regarding the education given within this field, Nirbrant, Hvannberg, and Lind‐
quist [15] stated that: “It seems much of the traditional education in HCI has focused on
training software developers to become generalists, who are supposed to design pleasant
user experiences in addition to knowing how to design and implement software under‐
neath” (p. 187). From this, we can see that interaction design covers many and different
tasks, and needs to be specific to the individual working context and situation.

Interaction design is largely carried out by multidisciplinary teams consisting of
people with knowledge of areas such as engineering, programming, design, and
psychology [7]. Design team members should have diverse areas of expertise and unique
knowledge concerning user experiences and the development of digital solutions.
Although the design process of interactive and physical products involves a design team
consisting of many people [2], the role of an interaction designer is especially vital.
Working with interaction design requires great and unique knowledge of how users
interact with a given solution, along with their needs and interests in conducting various
tasks and searching for information in our digital society. According to Gould and Lewis
[16], “The design team should be user driven. We recommend understanding potential
users, versus ‘identifying,’ ‘describing,’ ‘stereotyping,’ and ‘ascertaining’ them, as
respondents suggested. We recommend bringing the design team into direct contact with
potential users, as opposed to hearing or reading about them through human interme‐
diaries, or through an ‘examination’ of user profiles” (p. 301). When one is working
with interaction, an iterative process and the development of solutions do not happen in
a linear way, and sometimes there is a need to take “one step forward, two steps back”
[17]. To create great Websites, designers also need to work closely with content creators,
because both the aesthetics and content have been found to be essential elements when
aiming for success, along with issues concerning the entire user experience [18]. Over
the past few decades, designers have also needed to think about the future use of different
solutions [19] to facilitate user satisfaction and usability.

However, for years, the HCI community has struggled with integrating design
research practice. Design has gained a foothold in practice, but it has had less of an
impact on research related to the HCI field [20]. Within the field of interaction design
and HCI, we find that knowing the users and their interests and needs is vital to create
great user experiences (see [21]). In this regard, usability testing is an important activity
throughout the design process. The users must be involved as early as possible in system
development and interface design, using various techniques, such as high- and low-level
prototypes [22]. The evaluation of interactive systems is also a vital component within
the field of HCI [11]. “One thing we seem to have learned over the years is that no one
formula guarantees usability every time. There are no easy ways to always build a good
user interface. We know that relying on a designer’s intuition usually is risky. We know
that evaluation of interfaces is critical” [23, p. 23]. Therefore, we need people that are
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knowledgeable and have expertise within this field and in related areas (e.g. psychology
and programming). To stay updated and gain increased knowledge in regards to new
methods, tools, and best practices within this field, a study from Roedl and Stolterman
[24] reported that practitioners actively use channels such as Twitter feeds, blogs, and
online magazines, in addition to attending conferences. This evidences a growing
industry that is in constant flux.

Through activities such as user testing, we can identify various challenges and prob‐
lems associated with a given design, as experienced by actual users of the solution and
from their point of view. The purpose of such testing is to gain knowledge of how the
solution works, what works well, and what should be improved [17]. The only way to
determine this is to conduct testing early in the design process to enable finding the right
direction further on in the process. User testing can be quite time consuming and costly,
but testing can also be carried out relatively easily and inexpensively. This largely
depends on the method used, the equipment, and the type of analysis performed. In
regards to user testing, we can choose between different methods [7]; for instance, the
various tasks given to the participants, the observation of task performance, eye-tracking
metrics, individual interviews, and focus-group interviews. In some cases, an advantage
can also be found in a combination of different methods where benefits arise from the
strengths of each of them. According to Bødker and Buur [25], “The wish to reframe
usability practice came out of practical experiences and research findings that showed
how usability issues are often brought into the design process too late with too little to
say, because of the laboratory testing priority of traditional usability work” (p. 153). We
need to choose the method that is most feasible and suitable for the solution and devel‐
opment context, the resources available, and the feedback required from the users. In
every design process, we must also be aware of what a lack of usability might result in
and how this will influence the users, the solution, and the service provider.

After conducting a literature review emphasizing the topic of this article, no articles
were identified with the same approach, which makes this a great research opportunity.

3 Method

This paper involves a mixed-method approach [26] and draws on: (1) an online survey
questionnaire among interaction design students (n = 82) in higher educational institu‐
tions in Norway. The aim was to explore how students perceive the future of interaction
design. We have mainly focused on their interests in and their motivation for studying
design, the role of user testing, and students’ perceptions regarding future products. (2)
Grounded in these findings, eight qualitative interviews with interaction design students
was conducted to gain additional insight and knowledge.

3.1 Online Survey Questionnaire

A questionnaire consisting of seven background questions and 32 questions (state‐
ments), divided into four topics (interests and motivation, characteristics, user testing,
and thoughts about the future of interaction design) was developed. The topics are of
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special interest to the research objective. The background for the questionnaire was
developed white and the color black was used for all the text. Some of the questions in
the survey were positively formulated, whereas others were negatively formulated. In
addition, four open-ended questions (free-text fields) were included in the survey. The
five-point measurement scale ranged from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree.” The
questionnaire was administered through SurveyMonkey and the data were collected
through a Web-link created by the software. Before the survey was conducted among
the participants, a pilot test was administered, resulting in a few modifications and
changes to the questionnaire. The participants in the present study were students from
two different university colleges in Norway. The data were collected in April and May
of 2016, and the survey was closed after 82 useful respondents had completed the ques‐
tionnaires. Before the participants filled in the questionnaire, they were introduced to
the topic and the aim of the survey by the researcher. The students were informed that
participation was voluntary and that they could stop at any time. The students filled in
the questionnaire before or immediately after a lecture while they were sitting in the
classroom. Descriptive data are provided at this stage (i.e. in this paper).

3.1.1 Participants
Table 1 shows the respondents’ profiles and the background information pertaining to
the respondents. Each of the questions that were asked had different answer alternatives,
and the respondents only had the opportunity to provide one answer to each of the seven
backgrounds questions.

Table 1. Respondents’ profiles (the numbers are reported in percentages).

Questions Answer alternatives (reported in percentages)
Education level Bachelor 1st year: 20.73%; Bachelor 2nd year:

79.27%; Bachelor 3rd year: 0%
Gender Male: 48.78%; Female: 51.22%
Age 19–22 years: 43.90%; 23–26 years: 30.49%;

27–30 years: 14.63%; 31–35 years: 7.32%; 36–
40 years: 2.44%; Over 40 years: 1.22%

Educational background (before starting on the
present study program)

No higher education: 68.29%; Bachelor level
(not relevant for design): 10.98%; Bachelor
level (relevant for design): 3.66%; Master
level: 2.44%; Other: 14.63%

Plans in regards to further education Yes—relevant studies: 24.39%; Yes—non-
relevant studies: 1.22%; I don’t know: 47.56%;
No: 26.83%

Part-/full-time job, today, of relevance Yes: 18.29%; No: 32.93%; Partly: 20.73%; I
wish I had: 28.05%

Earlier part-/full-time job of relevance Yes: 19.51%; No: 62.20%; Partly: 18.29%

Most of the respondents (in the survey) were in the second year of their education
and there was a balance between the genders (male/female). The majority of the partic‐
ipants were in the 19–26-year-old age group and they had no higher education (before
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starting on their present study program). Almost 48% did not know if they would pursue
further education, whereas 25% planned to pursue further education related to design.
About 27% did not have any plans for future studies. In regards to working experience,
18% currently had a job relevant to their current field of study, whereas 33% did not.
Moreover, 28% did not have a relevant job but would like to have had one.

3.2 Qualitative Interviews

To gain more insight that could add to the body of knowledge, eight qualitative inter‐
views were held with interaction design students (n = 8) attending their third year on a
bachelor program. An interview guide was developed based on the findings from the
online survey that was conducted and on topics of particularly interest. During the inter‐
views and in regards to the questions asked, we chose to focus mainly on the students’
perceptions on the role of an interaction designer, on the important skills required for
the role, on user testing and its importance, and on interaction design in the future.
Depending on what the students responded, follow-up questions were asked when
needed. The interviews took place in groups consisting of 2 + 3 + 3 students (an equal
gender distribution in the 22–31-year-old age group). The researcher asked questions
and the students answered and discussed the topics highlighted. This paper present only
excerpts of quotes from the interviews and not the interviews in full. The purpose of the
interviews was to obtain information in addition to the survey data. The interviews lasted
for about 30 min and notes were taken. All the participants were interested in sharing
their views, thoughts, and input. The interviews took place in a quiet meeting room and
all of them agreed to participate in the study. Immediately after the interview was
finished, the notes were reviewed by the researcher and prepared for analysis. As previ‐
ously described, the intention was to gain more in-depth knowledge grounded in the
findings from the survey. Descriptive analyses have therefore been performed and are
seen in light of the previous findings (as adding value to the survey findings).

3.3 Limitations of the Study

The present paper reports on data gathered among a limited number of interaction design
students in Norway (representing two different university colleges). In the future, studies
could paint a more comprehensive picture by extending the data collection (number of
respondents) and unit of analysis. As mentioned earlier, the aim of this paper is also to
discuss the feasibility of a future study and to determine what adjustments may need to
be made to the questionnaire and to the use of theories, along with research gaps that
need to be filled. Upcoming studies will seek to receive feedback from practitioners
(within the design industry) regarding the topic of interest in this paper and compare
their feedback to the present findings.
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4 Findings

To communicate the findings, this section is divided into three subsections. Section 4.1
covers the students’ motivations for studying interaction design, whereas Sect. 4.2 deals
with the perception and role of user testing in interaction design. Section 4.3 presents
the overall findings regarding the students’ perceptions of future products and the role
of interaction design in the coming years.

4.1 Interests in and Motivation for Studying Interaction Design

This section start out by reporting on the students’ interests in and motivation for
studying the field of interaction design. The findings show that the majority of the inter‐
action design students envisioned a long career within the field, grounded in a genuine
interest in design and product development. They wanted to create the best solutions for
the future and felt that they would have much to contribute in the coming years. Further‐
more, the majority of the students were also motivated to put effort into securing a great
job after completing their education. Despite their positive attitudes and motivation in
terms of studying interaction design, the majority of the respondents had also considered
other studies that might be of interest to them. Learning from this, we see that interaction
design covers many and various aspects and that people with an interest in this field have
shared interest areas and personalities that could fit different positions and working tasks
in a design project. Regarding their motivation for studying interaction design, various
comments were made: “I want to help people and give them great user experiences”;
“There are no other creative (educational) alternatives”; “I hope there are great oppor‐
tunities for getting a job”; and “It is not design defined as ‘fonts and colors’ that motivates
me most; this comes in the second round. I am motivated by design as a ‘debate within
society’ and as a part of people’s everyday reality.” From this, we learn that interaction
design covers a large field and casts its net wider than what users actually see on the
screen (the interface design) and the technology behind it. The students of today want
a profession in which they can be creative, contribute to society, and facilitate great user
experiences through user-friendly and high-quality solutions.

Moving on to the respondents’ characteristics, the majority of the respondents felt
that they had qualities that were needed when working as an interaction designer: about
45% felt that they were striving to gain knowledge relevant to creating great, user-
friendly solutions. This result suggests that it can be difficult to create great user expe‐
riences and that working with design requires in-depth knowledge and experience. It is
also noted that about 60% of the respondents found the field of interaction design so
interesting that they were motivated to gain knowledge beyond what their educational
programs required of them. Although working with interaction design consists largely
of teamwork and collaboration, the findings also showed that respondents enjoyed
working individually with design ideas and prototypes, and not that much in teams.
Furthermore, the respondents also preferred working with front-end design compared
to back-end development (e.g. programming/coding) and the students generally
preferred working with digital solutions over working with print and physical products.
Regarding the role of an interaction designer, they found it difficult to define, since they
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did not really know what would be expected of them after graduation. Some seemed
slightly frustrated and were searching for an answer. One of the respondents said during
the interview: “It is very difficult to answer exactly what we will do as an interaction
designer and what will be expected from us, but I know that it is about including usability,
design and technology.” Beyond this, there were still some areas of focus they regarded
as more important (e.g. communication within a design team, identifying users’ needs,
prototyping, etc.) than others. This was grounded in what they had learned during their
education and the impression that they had gained of what would be expected from them
when they enter a job in the design industry. However, the concrete tasks that were
highlighted were coding (programming), interaction related to the design of innovative
products, concept development, and user testing. Regarding this, there were some
personal qualities and knowledge they felt were important to possess, which was linked
to their knowledge of different technologies (software and programming languages),
methodologies, tools used for user testing (e.g. survey questionnaires and eye tracking),
knowledge of design principles, creativity, open-mindedness, cooperativeness, posi‐
tivity, and to them being open to making “mistakes” and receiving input from others
(both colleagues and users). Great teamwork was perceived as vital, although everyone
should have his or her own responsibilities.

4.2 Awareness Pertaining to User Testing

As stated earlier, user testing was found to be an important activity and a vital component
within the interaction design process. Figure 1 provides an overview of the findings in
regards to user testing.
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Fig. 1. Perceptions of user testing within interaction design (reported as a percentage).
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Most of the respondents found user testing to be important to some extent and they
clearly saw the value of such actions in the development of digital solutions and quality
improvements. The respondents felt that user testing resulted in useful suggestions that
could guide them further in the design process. However, the findings also reveal that a
majority of the respondents found that the analysis of such data could be difficult, even
though they could receive great input and comments from the users by involving them
in the design process. They felt that the results of testing were often in accordance with
their own ideas and beliefs, and about 50% of the respondents found that the results of
user testing met their own expectations. Additionally, most of the respondents perceived
that user testing would become increasingly important in the coming years and that user
testing was never a waste of time and/or resources. One of the respondents explained
during the interview: “Interaction design has become more important and people have
seen it. You must create something that works; otherwise people will not have it!”
Consequently, user testing provides great and useful suggestions for design improve‐
ments, however, performing the analysis of the user-testing data can be quite chal‐
lenging. The respondents had only used a limited set of methods and techniques during
their education and mostly descriptive analyses had been performed. However, the
students experienced that they had learned new things that they could incorporate in
their current projects and knowledge that they could use to their advantage in future
projects. In order to create great user experiences, user testing was perceived as a vital
component. In this regard, another respondent said: “It is important to get feedback, to
figure things out—what is the best for users in different situations. But, it is not always
that we do it like the test subjects want us to, it depends on what it is related to.” There
are obviously some suggestions (user feedback) that are more important than others are,
but often the students felt that obvious findings were identified—viewed as simple
because they were ignored by them initially. Another one said: “As a designer you have
to be open to making mistakes, because you receive feedback all the time on what is
working (e.g. through usability testing) and not.” During their education, they had, in
some cases, been more focused on details than on the overall user experience when
working on design suggestions. They also found it easy to see trends when users pointed
out many of the same things and provided suggestions for improvements.

4.3 Contribution to Products of the Future

Most likely, today’s interaction design students will be important contributors to the
future development of products. If we look back over the past two decades, remarkable
technologies and changes in our digital society have occurred. Figure 2 shows the
variance in the answers pertaining to the future of interaction design.

From the student’s point of view, firstly, knowledge in interaction design will
become increasingly important in the coming years, and it will be more demanding to
develop user-friendly solutions in the future, as many users today have good experience
with high-quality interactions. Furthermore, most of the respondents also assumed that
the field of interaction design would develop in the coming years and they hoped to be
important contributors in the future in designer roles. This was also anchored in their
thoughts when in the role of a designer. One of the respondents explained: “This is a
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very exciting field in constant evolution. Exciting because there is no right or wrong.
The users know best and you have to stick to design principles and usability goals. There
is also a psychological aspect, how people think.” Another respondent explained: “We
can create something that’s really good, but if UX does not work—it does not help.”
The field of interaction design will most likely be increasingly important in the future.
Due to the ever-increasing number of digital solutions and innovations, we can expect
that the role of an interaction designer will be influenced by this trend. In this regard,
one of the students said: “Due to a growing degree of digitization, I think it is important
that in the future more people should know something about interaction design, although
they may not be primarily dealing with design issues in their daily work.” There was
also a consensus that interaction design would be part of several fields and an important
part of many different types of projects. This was seen as even more relevant, as “every‐
thing” would eventually be digital, and in the future, it might become commonplace to
have screen-based systems on the fridge and/or on other things when this is not common
at present. Another one said “There is a lot development now, as in Internet of Things.
Therefore, I believe there are going to be more physical products, with different forms
of panels/displays. I also think it will be more prevalent with robots.” The students also
believed it would become more important for everyone to have knowledge in various
fields (technology vs. design) because of the increasingly interdisciplinary nature of
work. In terms of design, it was also viewed as important to have good knowledge of
the technology so that a common understanding (within the design team) could be
created easily regarding what should be developed and thus enable the creation of inno‐
vative solutions.
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Fig. 2. Perceptions of the future of interaction design (reported as a percentage).
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5 Discussion

Due to the ever-increasing number of digital interactions and the provision of online
information and services within various business domains, we must facilitate high-
quality interactions and great user experiences [2]. In this regard, the design of user
interfaces and knowledge in the field of HCIs have received much attention within many
research communities [4], along with management decisions and financial performance
[3]. Concerning this, there is a need to conduct research that can contribute to future
development and quality improvements [9]. To fill a specific knowledge gap, this study
emphasize students enrolled on programs covering interaction design. The respondents
who participated in the present study were at the beginning of their careers, and many
of them envisioned long careers within the field grounded in a genuine interest in inter‐
action design and product development. The majority of the respondents were also
motivated to obtain great jobs in the future and personally felt they could be great
contributors. Additionally, the students were generally more motivated to work with
digital solutions than with physical products and print (e.g. magazines and newspapers).
These results can most likely be explained to some extent by which university college
the students were enrolled in, alongside the study program they had applied for.
However, of particular interest in this regard is that the majority of the respondents have
considered other study programs that are not necessarily related to interaction design.
As a design team primarily consists of members with shared backgrounds and experi‐
ences [7], people with different approaches and fields of interest could take part in the
design process. This might, to some extent, explain the variety of types of people in
regards to personality and working interests that happen to work within this area. Impor‐
tant contributions of knowledge and experience can also be grounded in a large and wide
area of interest, of which design is of course a key element. It may also be necessary to
have other related knowledge to contribute to developing solutions with high usability.
Furthermore, because it can be hard to build and develop great digital solutions [23], we
need designers of such products that have expertise within the field of interaction design
and in other related topics. Design is largely carried out by multidisciplinary teams
consisting of people with diverse skills [7], which was also revealed among the partic‐
ipants. The role of an interaction designer is vital and interaction designers are important
contributors throughout every design process, as the goal is to meet the users’ expect‐
ations [6]. The design team can also be driven by the users, and in such cases, we must
understand their interests and needs [16] to make the products usable by them. This
study showed that the respondents preferred working individually with prototypes and
design ideas over working in design teams. Most likely, various reasons can explain this,
and one of these reasons might be that these students are inexperienced designers with
limited training. After working in the field for some time, their self-confidence and
interest in sharing ideas might increase. Alternatively, we can look at it the other way
around: The respondents may feel that they already have great skills and knowledge that
would allow them to come up with great design ideas based on their own ideas and
expertise. In addition, the findings show that some students spent much time outside of
the teaching program to acquire new knowledge. This is in line with what many prac‐
titioners also do [24], and it testifies to the fact that the field is undergoing major changes
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and that keeping updated is of importance. Although many of the respondents felt that
they had qualities and knowledge relevant to working with design, they also felt that
they struggled to create high-quality solutions. This is in accordance with the literature
(e.g. [23]), which states that we cannot guarantee usability in every project and that user
testing and evaluation is highly important (e.g. [2, 17, 21]). Among the interaction design
students, usability assessment was found to be an important activity during the design
process. Such testing and quality evaluations contribute to the data that are central to
the design process, so that designers can receive guidance and make the right decisions.
The comments from students also showed the importance of being open-minded and the
necessity of handling feedback and input from others, which is not always necessarily
positive, in a constructive way. However, the respondents found that the analysis of
user-testing data could be challenging, although the results often met their expectations.
The findings also showed that the methods they used in their education tended to be
relatively simple and the analyses were often descriptive and less sophisticated. This
might be explained by the complexity of such data and the fact that the process of analysis
often requires experience and knowledge regarding how to apply the results to the design
process.

Regarding the future of interaction design and the fact that digital communications
will increase, the respondents in this study felt that knowledge within this field would
be significantly more important in the coming years. In light of this, it would also be
more demanding to develop high-quality solutions that provide a user-friendly experi‐
ence. Perhaps this is because of the growth of digitalization that we see today and the
high levels of competence and skills of the users, who are more demanding compared
to how they were some years ago. Grounded in this, the respondents believed that the
field of interaction design would progress further and that competence within this area
would become increasingly important in the coming years. In this regard, the majority
of the respondents felt that, after completing their education, they would have enough
knowledge, experience, and practical skills to cope with what the future would most
likely bring. Such findings can highlight the education programs offered in this field.
One approach might relate to examining the extent to which education meets the needs
of the design industry, whereas another approach might involve examining the extent
to which educational programs in higher education meet the students’ expectations.
Moreover, today’s students are somewhat uncertain about what really is expected of
them and about the role an interaction designer should fill. Prior studies has also ques‐
tioned the role of an interaction designer [12]. Despite key topics being covered in their
educational program that are central to this kind of work, there was still some uncertainty
about the detailed expectations (e.g. technology vs. design-related tasks) and about the
in-depth knowledge that would be required. Although this, to some extent, will depend
on the type of company they will work for and their expectations/needs, it might be a
sign that a position as an interaction designer in many ways is open and must be concre‐
tized in a significant way for the individual employee.
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6 Conclusion

Interaction designers are important contributors with unique expertise and knowledge
that will allow them to produce great products and solutions in the coming years. Today’s
students in such educational study programs will therefore play a vital role in this field
and will have a significant influence on various design and technical issues in the future.
Drawing on the findings in this study, the following concluding remarks can be made:
The students of today find themselves to be in great shape for work as interaction
designers, and that they are versatile and flexible in that they will most likely be able to
contribute in diverse ways. They also have interests beyond pure design skills, which
shows a diversity of different types of personalities and interests. As interaction design
is a large and somewhat undefined field, the position requires different skills and the
ability to familiarize oneself with new tasks. This might be challenging in regards to
how educational institutions teach to fulfill the needs within the design industry. User
testing and evaluations will be even more important in the creation of products in the
future, as the number of new innovations, products, and screen-based systems will most
likely increase in the coming years. The role of and the expectations required for an
interaction designer seem to be slightly vague and unclear, along with expectations and
requirements set by the design industry versus what the students have learned during
their education. To add to the body of knowledge, future research studies could advan‐
tageously focus on the link between the actual content of educational programs
(including curricula) covering interaction design and the need for such programs within
the industry. Another interesting approach would be to follow up with a survey inves‐
tigating how well the working tasks for interaction designers match the personal skills
developed during interaction design education, and the individual student expectations,
interests, and motivations for being interaction designers. Finally, a study of archetypes
(among interaction designers) could be undertaken based on the education the designers
have had and the focus areas relating to an interaction design process that they have been
trained in. Such a study can provide indications of what kind of competence students
have acquired after ended education and various examples of interaction designers
(archetypes).
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Abstract. The aim of this study is to discuss creativity in designing digital media
products. It especially looks at the differences between creativity in digital design
and in print-based design. It also presents a brief description of the main charac‐
teristics and aspects of both creativity in design and creativity in digital design.
Some definitions and methods in these areas are also reviewed. The impact that
the differences in digital design and in print-based design can have on the design‐
er’s creativity while designing projects is discussed, focusing on three differences:
user-centred design approach, design guidelines, and designers’ knowledge of
digital technology. This discussion raises three research questions related to crea‐
tivity in digital design, which are briefly answered and suggested as subjects of
further research.

Keywords: Creativity · Digital design · Graphic design · Print-based design

1 Introduction

Digital media design has become one of the main areas for graphic designers, especially
in the last 20 years with the growth of the Internet and more recently with the use of
applications in smartphones. In general, digital media design has been thought of
together with print media design, within a Graphic Design course or in a specific Digital
Design course. Although the knowledge required to design both digital and print-based
projects may be similar in various principles and theories, they differ in many aspects,
especially the ones related to technology and to the user experience.

While in print-based design the user interaction is usually both simple and well
known, in digital design, the way people interact with products is usually more complex,
less linear and less predictable. Therefore, the way print designers create projects may
be different from digital designers. One of the reasons may be explained by the fact that
in digital design users are commonly more included during the project development
(being observed and/or tested) than in print-based design projects.

This may interfere directly in the creativity of designers while dealing with different
type of media. Although different methods of project development have been investi‐
gated by researchers in both print and digital design, it seems that the difference in
approach is not so clear. There are many studies that investigate the effectiveness of
digital tools and systems in supporting creativity [1, 2]. Other studies compare print-
based products with digital media products [3, 4]. However, it seems that few studies
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discussed the impact that the differences in these media can have in designers’ creativity
while designing projects.

Creativity is a subject that has been studied by researchers of different knowl‐
edge areas (e.g. art, business, literature, science); can refer to different things (e.g.
person, process, product, environment), and has different definitions [5]. It is also
characterized as a complex activity that consists ‘of a special form of problem
solving’ [6]. Csikszentmihalyi [7] claims that creativity is manifested when a person
has “a new idea or sees a new pattern, and when this novelty is selected by the
appropriate field for inclusion in the relevant”.

A usual definition of creativity was coined by Amabile [8], and this is also used in
the present study. “Creativity is simply the production of novel, appropriate ideas in any
realm of human activity, from science, to the arts, to education, to business, to everyday
life” [8, p. 40]. She also explains that creativity is the first step in innovation. By inno‐
vation is meant the successful implementation of novel and appropriate ideas to the
problem or opportunity presented [8].

The aim of this study is to discuss creativity in designing digital media products. A
brief description is presented of the main characteristics and aspects of creativity in
design and of creativity in digital design. It especially looks at the differences between
creativity in digital design and in print-based design, focusing on three differences: the
user-centred design approach, design guidelines, and designers’ knowledge of digital
technology. It discusses the impact that these differences in these media can have on the
designers’ creativity while designing projects.

2 Creativity in Design

Creativity in design can be considered “a matter of developing and refining together
both the formulation of a problem and ideas for a solution” [9]. Creativity in design has
been investigated from different approaches and perspectives.

Shneiderman [10], in his study on creativity in user interfaces, divides the literature
on creativity into three different perspectives: inspirationalist, structuralist, and situa‐
tionalist. Inspirationalist focuses on ‘moments in which a dramatic breakthrough magi‐
cally appears’. According to Shneiderman [10], for the inspirationalists ‘creative work
starts with problem formulation and ends with evaluation plus refinement’. Inspiration‐
alists emphasize creativity by using ‘visual exploration of data and discovery of new
visually stimulating aspects of data representation’ [11].

The second group, the structuralists, use orderly methods of problem solving. An
example of an orderly method has been proposed by Polya [12], who identifies four
principles of problem solving: understand the problem, devise a plan, carry out the plan,
and look back. Structuralists can be characterized as rationalists, systematics, evaluators,
among others [11].

Finally, the situationalists emphasize the social and intellectual context as a key
part of the creative process. Shneiderman explains that situationalists usually talk
about the influence of family, teachers, and others. An example of a situationalist is
Csikszentmihalyi [7], who identifies three components of creativity: domain, field,
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and individual person. Shneiderman [10] claims that situationalists consider vital user
interfaces the ones that ‘support access to previous work in the domain, consultation
with members of the field, and dissemination of results to interested members of the
field’. While situalionalists emphasize collaboration in problem-solving, both inspir‐
ationalists and structuralists relate creativity with the individual problem solver [11].

Creativity in design can happen in various different manners. Designers may use
tools or techniques in order to promote creativity, such as flow diagrams, mind maps,
sketching initial ideas, brainstorming association, characterization and narratives [13].

It has been argued that in order for a design product to be considered creative, it
needs to meet some characteristics in terms of creativity. Demirkan and Afacan [14]
divide the characteristics of creativity into three main terms: novelty (e.g. new, novel,
unique, original, different), elaboration (e.g. integrated, adequate, deliberate, sensible,
coherent), and affective aspects (e.g. appealed, delighted, pleasant).

Creativity is also considered by some authors to be one of the stages in the design
method. For example, Murari [15] divides design method into 10 stages: problem, defi‐
nition of the problem, problem components, data collection, data analysis, creativity,
materials and technology, experimentation, prototypying, verifying, and technical draw‐
ings. Creativity is the fifth stage and is related to how to put things together in the right
way. According to Munari [15], creativity does not mean improvisation without method.
He explains that instead of ‘idea’ he included creativity in the method. He claims that
an idea provides the ready solution, whereas creativity helps to generate meaningful
operations based on data analysis before deciding on a solution.

With a different approach, Karjaluoto [16], in his book ‘The design method: a
philosophy and process for functional visual communication’, describes the design
method in four main stages: discovery, planning, creative, and application. According
to the author, the creative stage is related to the exploration of conceptual options and
potential design directions, as well as ‘organizing these possibilities into a clear vision’.

Creativity can be influenced by the designer’s previous knowledge. Chan [17] calls
attention to the fact that cognitive scientists found that new ideas came from the creator’s
prior knowledge and experience. He points out that although prior experiences can be
a source of inspiration and help in the creation of new ideas, they can also make it
difficult for designers to think of different approaches.

Researchers of artificial intelligence have been developing models of creative design
[18, 19]. Gero [19] discusses a model with five creative design processes: combination,
mutation, analogy, first principles and emergence. He explains that the combination
process involves the addition of two design prototypes or subsets of them. This means
that in a combination process creative design may occur when new configurations are
created from features of existing designs [20]. Mutation “is the alteration of a structure
variable by an external agent” [19]. According to Gero [19], mutation is interesting in
creative design as it can be used to produce new variables (e.g. a length is mutated into
a length and an angle).

The third design process explained by Gero [19] is the analogy process. According
to him, analogy ‘is defined as the product in which specific coherent aspects of the
conceptual structure of one problem are matched with and transferred to another
problem’. Another design process is called ‘first principles’. First principles are causal,
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qualitative or computational knowledge used to ‘relate function to behaviour and behav‐
iour to structure without the use of compiled knowledge’. He explains that it can be
difficult to design using first principles, as this does not predict the use of compiled
knowledge. However, Cross [20] claims that designing from first principles is at the
centre of understanding design. This is because it assumes the theoretical position that
designing starts with identifying requirements until the creation of appropriate forms or
structures.

The last process proposed by Gero [19] is called emergence. The emergence process
is related to the fact that ‘extensional properties of a structure are recognised beyond its
intentional ones’. Deleting one or more structural variables and replacing them with
others characterizes the emergence process. He claims that emergence plays an impor‐
tant role in design as it is often observed in the behaviour of designers.

Understanding these processes is relevant for designers, as they can be more creative
and explore design solutions better when they have more knowledge on how creativity
works. Dorst and Cross [9] claim that studying creative design is problematic as it is not
possible to know during the design process when a creative ‘event’ will occur, and it is
difficult to identify when a solution idea is creative. However, they argue that creativity
can be found in every design project – “if not in the apparent form of a distinct creative
event, then as the evolution of a unique solution possessing some degree of crea‐
tivity” [9].

3 Creativity in Digital Design

Digital Design is, in this study, the design of digital things, such as applications, elec‐
tronics, software, websites, and video games. Digital media projects require from
designers that they have an understanding of the audience, the technology and how to
communicate in a captivating way. In addition, they have to consider, among other
aspects, that people can be anxious when navigating in unknown networks [13].

Digital design is considered a new medium, which means the translation of all
existing media into computer-accessible numerical form [21]. Among the main char‐
acteristics of the new media are: interactive, hypertextual, virtual, networked, and simu‐
lated [22].

Manovich [21], describes five principles of new media: (1) numerical representation
(i.e. all new media objects are composed of digital code), (2) modularity (or “fractal
structure of new media”; a new media object has the same modular structure throughout),
automation (i.e. automated operations in media creation, manipulation and access. This
allows that humans can, at least in part, be removed from the creative process), (4)
variability (i.e. mutable or liquid – a new media object can exist in different, potentially
infinite, versions), (5) transcoding (i.e. translating something into another format -
cultural categories and concepts are replaced by new ones derived from computer
ontology, epistemology and pragmatics).

Creativity in digital media can be affected by these principles, bringing new chal‐
lenges for the project. Therefore, designers of digital media should consider these prin‐
ciples when creating new projects. For example, the variability of a digital project, also
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called a ‘dynamic characteristic’ [13], means that designers should consider that the
project may not be finished when delivered. This is because digital projects can be
updated, expanded and modified [13]. This also means that users can interfere in the
product, participating in and modifying it, so they are considered co-authors of the
project [23].

Thinking of how designers could create digital media projects with excellence,
Shneiderman [24] created a framework for generating excellence, called Genex (revised
in 2000). Shneiderman’s [10] framework aims to “assist designers in providing effective
tools for users” and more specifically ‘to suggest improvements for Web-based services
and personal computer software tools’. The framework has four phases: collect (i.e. learn
from previous works), relate (i.e. consult with peers and mentors at different stages of
the project), create (i.e. compose, explore and evaluate solutions), and donate (i.e.
disseminate results).

Shneiderman [10] claims that ‘powerful tools can support creativity’ and that ‘crea‐
tive work is not complete until it is disseminated’. The four phases of the framework
lead to eight activities during the process: (1) searching and browsing digital libraries,
(2) consulting with peers and mentors, (3) visualizing data and processes, (4) thinking
by free associations, (5) exploring solutions, (6) composing artefacts and performances,
(7) reviewing and replaying session histories, and (8) disseminating results. Shneider‐
man’s framework is relevant as it highlights powerful tools that can assist creativity in
digital design. As he claims, these activities and their integration can indeed ‘produce
an environment that greatly facilitates creativity’.

Many authors agree that, in order to create useful and successful interfaces, it is
important to include the user in the creation process [25, 26]. For instance, Shneiderman
and Plaisant [27] affirm that both costs and development time are dramatically reduced
by careful attention to user-centred design (UCD) issues during the early stages of soft‐
ware development.

The UCD approach has been used since the early 80s [28]. According to Draper and
Norman [25], in the UCD approach, the purpose of the system is to serve the user and
not a specific technology. In addition, they said that the design of the interface should
be dominated by the needs of the users and that “the needs of the interface should domi‐
nate the design of the rest of the system”. For the purpose of this study, UCD (also known
as user experience design, user interface design, human-centred design among others)
is a method of developing digital products in which users are involved in all stages of
product development [29].

Researchers have proposed different models of UCD. For example, Mandel [28]
describes a four-phase interface design process: analyse, design, construct, validate.
With a different model, Gulliksen et al. [26] identified six main phases in a user-centred
design process: vision, analyse, design for usability, evaluate, feedback, evaluate and
construct.

A well-known method that also uses the user-centred approach is design thinking.
A Design Thinking process also known as Human-Centred Design has been proposed
by the IDEO design company [30] and has been used by professionals and researchers
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from different fields, such as business [31]. According to Tim Brown, this process inte‐
grates “the needs of people, the possibilities of technology, and the requirements for
business success” [30].

The Design Thinking process has three main phases: listening (i.e. collecting stories
and inspiring people), creating (i.e. translating what you have heard from people into
structures, opportunities, solutions and prototypes) and delivering (i.e. costs and reve‐
nues, capacity assessment, and implementation planning) [32]. The project team goes
through two types of action: concrete (e.g. observing people) and abstract (e.g. discov‐
ering ideas and themes) [32].

The human-centred design process suggests that projects need to be developed in
multidisciplinary teams and that team members should infiltrate the homes and work of
the people for whom they are creating. The importance of mixing different educational
backgrounds in the project team is that the chance of unexpected solutions increases.
Therefore, this method may assist the creative process of digital designers. Although
processes used for enhancing creativity in digital design can be used for other media
such as print design, there are some differences in these media that must be stressed.
The next topic discusses some issues related to creativity in digital design, in contrast
to creativity in print design.

4 Creativity in Digital Design vs. Creativity in Print-Based Design

Digital design is considered a new medium design while print-based design is considered
a traditional medium, or analogical medium. Some of the differences between digital
and analogical media are: digital media tend to be dynamic, are stored in the computer’s
memory, and can be replicated without loss of quality, whereas analogical media tend
to be fixed, exist as physical objects, and lose quality when copied [13, 22].

Among the advantages of the new media over the analogical media are that they are
more easily handled, have fast access and are of non-linear form, and can be compacted
in small places [22]. It has been also argued that digital design involves lower resolu‐
tions, requires an understanding of usability principles, emphasizes function over form
more than in print-based material [33].

Comparisons between print design (analogical media) and digital design are not new.
To show an example, in 1987, James Hartley [34] wrote an article about the role of print-
based research in designing electronic text. He drew attention to the fact that although
research on printed texts might guide research on electronic text in some cases, there
are other areas that need new research. He focused his discussion on three areas: the
layout of instructional text, the role of typographic cueing, and the presentation of
graphic materials.

Another example is the comparison made by Nielsen [35]. He discusses the differ‐
ences between print design and web design. He argues that “anything that is a great print
design is likely to be a lousy web design”. He complements this by saying that different
design approaches need to be used “to utilize the strengths of each medium and minimize
its weaknesses”. According to Nielsen [35] the main differences between print and web
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design are dimensionality, navigation, response time, resolution, canvas size,
multimedia, interactivity, and overlays.

More recent studies have also compared print and digital design for the same type
of product. For example, Ihlström, Åkesson, Nordqvist [36] investigated the differences
between designing newspaper in print and digital media. They found that among the
preferred characteristics from print newspapers were: “clear overview of the content,
including a beginning and an end, the ease of use, typography and design”. On the other
hand, online newspapers’ preferred characteristics were: their continuous updates, the
possibility searching, hyperlinks and interactivity with the readers, among others.

These studies briefly summarized above illustrate some of the discussion and
research on the differences between print-based design and digital design. However, the
focus of this study is to discuss the differences in the designers’ creativity in designing
for print-based products and designing for digital products. As mentioned, there are
many differences between these two media and these may cause differences in the crea‐
tivity of designers. This study does not cover all the differences between the two media.
Instead, this discussion focuses on three differences between digital and print-based
design: user-centred design approach, design guidelines, and designers’ knowledge of
digital technology.

4.1 User-Centred Design Approach

As mentioned above (topic 3), the digital design process usually requires a user-centred
approach. This kind of approach is not so commonly used in print-based products. In
the usual approach to designing print products, designers study the material that they
will work with, the needs of the clients, costs of production, and visual and functional
aspects of the product.

Including users since the beginning of the project seems to have a number of advan‐
tages for the development of the project, such as getting to know some users’ habits (e.g.
the type of applications they use, their frequency), if they would like to use the project
under development, and what they think about the product’s competitors. During
different stages users may also help to choose hierarchies, labels - by applying, for
example, a card-sorting technique (i.e. a method in which users are required to organize
topics into categories and to help to choose labels) - and to test the prototype in order to
verify the product’s accessibility and usability.

However, this method may cause some problems for designers’ creativity. This is
because consulting users in different phases of the project may interfere in spontaneous
creation and prevent some ideas from flourishing. Souto and Santos [29] made a study
on the effectiveness of the user-centred design method with digital artists that were not
used to this type of method. The results showed that although the use of user-centred
design may help artists to create more usable interfaces and to understand users’ behav‐
iour better, it seems that the method needs to be more flexible in terms of the development
phases.

So, how to apply the user-centred design method without suffocating designers’
creativity? Of course, this answer depends on the project. However, it should be consid‐
ered that allowing designers to be creative by encouraging them to spend time in the
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creative process and to use techniques to promote creativity could also help them to
consider users’ insights in the project. Therefore, considering both users’ experience
and creative approaches in the design process may help designers to be more creative
and to design better products.

4.2 Design Guidelines

Design guidelines exist in both media: print and digital design. Design guidelines are,
in this study, a set of general principles that aim to help designers to create efficient and
effective products. Design guidelines may assist designers during their creative process
by helping them to consider the best practices for designing a project. Different authors
have been proposing design guidelines for print-based material for a long time, and many
digital design guidelines come from print research.

The problems with guidelines (in general) has been discussed by a number of
researchers [37, 38]. One of the main problems in relation to guidelines is that most of
them are not based on research. Although some guidelines do not require research (e.g.
consider who the users are), others do, and therefore if the latter are not based on research
their validity is questionable. Some guidelines are based on the experience of profes‐
sionals in the area and have never been tested. Furthermore, some guidelines are based
on research in different media (e.g. paper) and may not be appropriate for the digital
medium. Another guideline problem is the fact that there are contradictory guidelines
from different authors.

Answering the question on why designers should not apply what they know about
designing for print to screen design, Dyson [39] explains that it depends on how specific
the knowledge is. According to her, when dealing with general principles like consis‐
tency and ease of navigation it is probable that these have a universal application;
however, while dealing with specific legibility issues designers need to be careful about
generalising the principles. For example, while many guidelines recommend that line
lengths in print should not exceed about 70 characters per line [39], in screen empirical
research Dyson and Haselgrove [40] have found that long lines (about 100 characters)
may not cause a problem in reading.

Another difference between the guidelines for print design and for digital design may
be related to accessibility aspects. In digital design, accessibility guidelines, especially
in websites - for example, the well-known Web Content Accessibility Guidelines [41]
- have been discussed, and accessibility seems to be one of the main issues considered
when creating digital products. However, in print-based design accessibility issues seem
to be less considered [42]. Cornish et al. [42] claims that print-based design presents
particular challenges with regard to accessibility, such as the fact that print design cannot
be modified by the user in the way digital design can (e.g. increasing the size of the
fonts). Cornish et al., in a survey study with graphic designers and clients, found that
these groups do not communicate effectively about visual accessibility and there is a
need to develop tools to help designers with accessibility issues.

Therefore, it is possible to conclude that guidelines for designing digital products
should be specific to the type of media for which the project is being designed. Designers
should be careful with the origin of guidelines, with the initial purpose of the guideline,
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and also if they are based on scientific research. It is also important to highlight that
guidelines applied to one type of product may not be suitable to other type, even with
products within the same medium. For example, guidelines for applications may not be
suitable for designing web interfaces. Besides, it is important to consider that designers
with experience in websites may not be prepared for designing applications [33].

Another problem with guidelines, especially the ones for smartphone applications,
seems to be the fact that they may disturb the creative process of designers, as they have
many constraints and may make the applications look similar [43]. So, how can designers
create innovative visual interface applications and meet the guidelines proposed by
digital companies? One way of trying to avoid creating interfaces similar to those of the
competitors is to do research on information visualization systems. There are many
different information visualization tools being created, and they may help designers to
create effective interfaces and at the same time make the designer more innovative.

Despite the problems with guidelines discussed above, design guidelines can be quite
useful for helping creativity in design, as they may assist designers to choose the best
solution.

4.3 Designers’ Knowledge of Digital Technology

It is important to consider the knowledge and skills needed in each type of medium
design. Dyson [39] affirms that graphic designers who design printed material have
knowledge from various sources, such as ‘practical design experience, design training,
reading literature, looking at other designers’ work,’ whereas web page designers may
have knowledge from this traditional material but also have ‘background in Information
Technology or related disciplines’.

For designers, one of the major differences between print design and digital design
may be the understanding of the technology required by each project. It seems that it is
easier for a print designer to understand the whole development process of print material,
such as a book, from the beginning until it is printed than for a digital designer to follow
the development process of software until it is delivered. For example, print book
designers usually conclude their work (preparing the file to print) and send it to a printing
company. Not much needs to be discussed with the printer. On the other hand, designers
and programmers need to interact in various phases of the project in order to create a
product with excellence. They both belong to the design process of the project. There‐
fore, they need to have good communication, clarity in the role of each one in the project,
and a clear understanding of the technical possibilities of the project, among others.

On the one hand, software and applications have made it much easier for digital
designers to create prototypes that look very close to the final product; on the other hand,
the knowledge needed to implement the projects has become more complex. A multi‐
disciplinary team, with designers, programmers and other professionals, is common in
digital project development, and therefore the communication among the members of
the team is very important. The creative process may be disrupted when the communi‐
cation among members of the team is not clear [43]. Creativity in digital design may
also be affected by the scarce technological knowledge of the designer.
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This discussion leads to a question on how much designers should understand about
the technology they are designing. The point here is not to make the designer self-
sufficient in creating digital projects alone, but to draw attention to the need to teach
designers enough knowledge, so that they can dialogue better with programmers and
other members of the team. In addition, this knowledge will assist designers to be more
creative, as they will know more about their possibilities, limitations and challenges.

5 Final Remarks

The discussion proposed in this study focused on three differences between creativity
in digital design and creativity in print-based design: the user-centred design approach,
design guidelines, and designers’ knowledge of digital technology. It also brought up
some concepts and characteristics of creativity in design, and creativity in digital design.
The reflection on the differences between print-based design and digital design seems
to be very relevant, as there are many graphic designers that act in both media and
therefore need to have an extensive understanding of these areas.

This discussion leads to some interesting questions: how to apply the user-centred
design method without suffocating designers’ creativity? How can designers create
innovative visual interface applications and meet the guidelines proposed by digital
companies? And how much should designers understand about the technology they are
designing?

The answers to these questions are briefly discussed (topic 4) in relation to the crea‐
tive process of designers. Broader discussion and research is needed in order to provide
deep and detailed answers to these questions. In addition, creativity in designing digital
products is still a recent area of research, and therefore many studies are needed in order
to understand how digital designers create innovative products and also to help them
create useful and successful products.
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Abstract. Many methods have illustrated to demonstrate how the user experi‐
ence (UX) influenced on our lives. The notion of UX is much more complicated
since it has combined psychologists, social and physiological concepts. However,
only a few universities and institutions in China have established the discipline
that combined UX and psychology. This paper presents a different perspective of
promoting combination of user experience and applied psychology. Based on the
talents cultivation of User Experience, Master of Applied Psychology of the
Faculty of Psychology at Beijing Normal University is the successful program
from the psychological perspective. An additional reason of establishing this
program is to cultivate professional talents who have great capability on psycho‐
logical experiments and analytical methods in Human Computer Interaction
(HCI) and User Experience (UX) field.

Keywords: User experience · Psychology · Faculty of psychology · Master of
applied psychology

1 Introduction

In contemporary society, it is indispensable and essential that academic innovation
should be closely combined with technology creation. Especially in China, economic
boom calls for psychological health that ought to be integrated into the university
missions. Based on this background, Faculty of Psychology at Beijing Normal Univer‐
sity established the first User Experience research direction for master’s degree in 2016.
Since the creation of Psychology as the general course in 1902, Faculty of Psychology
has become a distinguished Faculty until 2001. Even though the conception and appli‐
cation of UX has developed greatly, it has been difficult to gain a common agreement
on the combination of UX and psychology. In this paper, we will demonstrate theoretical
and empirical contribution that the first UX master program can make from psycholog‐
ical perspective.

The concept of User Experience was firstly proposed (see Hassenzahl and Tractinsky
2011) and then it had become a prevalent and widespread issue in the field of human-
computer interaction (HCI) and interaction design. The conception developments and
evolution for User Experience can be traced back to the machine age during the 19th and
early 20th centuries. The application of internet and computers has facilitated people’s lives
tremendously. Donald Norman conceived the notion that the term “user experience” would
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be applicable to the affective aspects of usage. Subsequently, a review of his earlier works
had suggested that the term “user experience” was used to illustrate a shift to include affec‐
tive factors, along with the prior behavioral concerns, which had been conventionally
meditated in the field. Law and van Schaik (2010) discussed that there are three character‐
istics of UX including dynamic, context-dependent and subjective. Frederick Winslow
Taylor deemed that it is vital to explore more efficient approaches to improve labors’
productivity. Taylor’s research into the efficiency of interactions between workers and
their apparatus was an early precursor to much of what UX professionals think about
today. Over the last two decades, as technology and internet developed and matured, inter‐
active products became more useful and usable. Users’ demand for products were concen‐
trated on psychological need rather than their function.

Until the 21th century, it has evolved into a highly interdisciplinary field, which
combines industrial design, human computer interaction, graphical interface design,
interactive design, information design, usability, psychology, anthropology, architec‐
ture, sociology, computer science, cognitive science, etc. Many usability practitioners
continue to research and attend to affective factors associated with end-users, and have
been doing so for years, long before the term “user experience” was introduced in the
mid-1990s. Several developments affected the rise of interest in the user experience.
According to specific design briefs, UX might also involve sound design, communica‐
tion design, game design, etc. With the social development and economic growth, China
starts to promote innovation design, thus UX Design has become popular since then.

2 Current Talents Cultivation Situation

When the User Experience (UX) was established as an industry and discipline, people
had often discussed UX from the perspective of design, technology and business. Never‐
theless, it is scarcely disputed from a psychological view. Especially in the field of
discipline setup and talents cultivation, Chinese research institutions and professional
settings place more emphasis on HCI, industrial design and visual communication. And
only a few psychological schools have opened engineering psychology and other related
majors. Currently, Shanxi Normal University has set up space psychology major. And
the engineering psychology major for master degree has been opened at Zhejiang Sci-
Tech University (ZSTU). Then School Of Education at Capital Normal University
opened UX and human analysis major and School of Communication and Design of Sun
Yat-sen University explored specializations such as Interactive Design. Most of schools
in these universities which have industrial design at Tsinghua University, Beijing Insti‐
tute of Technology, Beijing University of Science and Technology have enrolled master
degree students and only a few of them can enroll doctor degree students.

3 Program Background

In the case of User Experience, we deem that it is a highly interdisciplinary area that
can combine the principles of industrial design, human-computer interaction, graph‐
ical interface design, interactive design, information design, usability, psychology,
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anthropology, architecture, sociology, computer science, cognitive science and other
fields of knowledge. Depending on the design goals of a project, User Experience
may also involve sound design, communication design, and tourism design. As the
core object of it is the humanity, it is also the research object for psychology. Subse‐
quently, psychology should be more influential in teaching, research and practice for
User Experience.

Based on these analyses, Faculty of Psychology at Beijing Normal University
utilized advantages on discipline and followed the economic, social, scientific and tech‐
nological development trends. From the psychological perspective, we have set China’s
first UX professional master’s program for demonstrating the necessity and feasibility
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Interdisciplinary of user experience

3.1 National Demands

In contemporary era, from the perspective of meeting the national demands, China’s
economy is facing unprecedented opportunities and challenges. Therefore, under the
circumstance of national “four comprehensive” strategy, “encouraging innovation and
public entrepreneurship” and “Internet + ”, whether the completion of model transfor‐
mation for economic development and industrial restructuring will determine whether
China can successfully cross the middle-income gap for accomplishing “Two one
hundred”. While in the process of innovation, entrepreneurship and the development of
the Internet industry, the user experience has played a more significant role. To a large
extent, the success of iPhone, Mi, Baidu and Wechat also definitely attributes to the
success of UX. Hence, the importance of user experience for business success is being
increasingly emphasized which has formed a relatively complete theoretical system.

Many domestic enterprises have set up the user research centers respectively. The
fact has demonstrated the importance of user experience. Domestic user experience
center is mainly distributed in the manufacturing, IT, communications, finance and
insurance industry and Internet companies. UED has established in Alibaba since 2000
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and after 2000 the well-known domestic manufacturing companies such as Haier, Chan‐
ghong and other companies have established user experience departments. The user
experience center of IT communication industry has been established after 2000, among
which the Lenovo Research Center has established the User Research Center in 2002
and then after that Huawei Cor. has established the UCD department in 2005. Most of
commercial banks in 2013 placed emphasis on user experience, which benefited from
the major banks in the field of mobile banking customers to compete. Nowadays, UX
research in China is becoming prevalent and Baidu, Tencent, DiDi, NetEase, QIHU360,
and all of these domestic companies own their User Experience Design Centers.

3.2 The Commitment to Our Community

Psychology itself is humanistic concern subject, so its purpose is to make people lead
happier and self-realization life. Subsequently, the application of psychology should
concentrate on its social effects that can make our community become more desirable.
Since the industrial revolution, the relationship between people and things has been
clearly transformed from the “instrumental rationality” into the “people-oriented”. A
product can not only provide its tool, but also make people feel well and well-being.
What UX concerned is the interaction between people and things. In recent years, UX
has attracted more tremendous attention in various fields of manufacturers. UX belongs
to the field of cognitive psychology and also is the important application development
direction as well. Therefore, it can solve the problem of friendly interface interaction
between human and products firstly. What’s more, people will formulate an efficient
and happy work circumstance for highlighting the respect for humanity. The establish‐
ment of UX research direction will transmit psychological knowledge into the benefits
for the whole society which can be perceived. It will be promoted to produce more
desirable products so that more people understand psychology and benefit from
psychology.

3.3 Cultural Accumulation of BNU

Faculty of Psychology, whose origin dates back to the Normal College of the Imperial
University of Peking founded in 1902, formed excellent traditions and distinguished
features during its over 100 years of history. After the creation of Psychology as the
general course, the first psychology laboratory in China was established in 1920. Depart‐
ment of Psychology was officially founded in 1980 and developed to the Faculty of
Psychology that is a distinctive institution in 2001.

Faculty of Psychology has a National Scientific Training Base for Research and
Education, a National Key Developmental Psychology Research Base (accredited by
the Chinese Ministry of Education), a Beijing Key Laboratory of Applied Experimental
Psychology, a National Experimental Psychology Teaching Center, and a National
Teaching Center for Virtual Simulation. The Faculty is authorized to confer doctoral
degrees in Psychology and provide training to postdocs. In a ranking published by the
Chinese Ministry of Education, it has been continuously topping the list. The subjects
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“Psychopathology and Psychology” and “Neuroscience and Behavioral Science” are
ranked among the top 1% of ESI.

3.4 Talent Cultivation Objective of MAP

Applied Master Degree is distinguished from the academic master degree in China. The
most prominent Applied Master Degree is MBA in the world, which can be traced to
more than 100 years of history. Beijing Normal University opened the user experience
master’s degree in applied psychology.

When it comes to the promotion of talent cultivation, the ultimate goal of Applied
Master Degree is to train professionals who can successfully integrate psychological
knowledge into their work, and effectively promote the development of related indus‐
tries. From the view of current cultivation of relevant talents, most of domestic univer‐
sities pay more emphasis on computer technology or art design. Consequently, user
experience is lack of its core foundation, that is, talent cultivation objective based on
the psychological background. With the improvement of UX in domestic IT and Internet
enterprises, the importance of the gradual increase in the demand for relevant personnel
is no longer satisfied with a single interface design, interactive optimization.

4 Introduction for UX of Applied Master Degree at BNU

Since 2011, most of universities have begun to enroll students majoring in Master of
Applied Psychology in China. And Beijing Normal University became the first pioneer
which participated in this admission.

Until now, Master of Applied Psychology has become the best applied master degree
major in China. Because its academic and social influence, it is essential to lead MAP
to develop and cultivate specialized research direction.

First and foremost, the establishment of UX can enhance the professional level for
master’s degree. Since the essence of MAP is the application of psychology, obviously,
from the application level, the psychological application to the other individuals is rela‐
tively higher than to themselves. Similarly, when psychology is applied to product
design and user experience, it is more vital than that in the psychological and human
resources management. From the perspective of application of artificial intelligence and
human-computer interaction, UX will be the focus issue in contemporary era (Fig. 2).

Moreover, the establishment of UX will promote knowledge transformation of
cognitive psychology. Because cognitive psychology is one of the prior disciplines in
BNU, it can facilitate practical application of academic capabilities. In addition, it can
not only be beneficial for discipline improvement, but can help universities integrate the
other disciplines.
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Fig. 2. MAP design thinking of major orientation

According to the survey, Faculty of Psychology hold an admission press on UX
direction in July, 2015. In March, 2016, there were 63 master degree students enrolled
who have distinguished educational background. In March 2016, we admitted the first
63 students, of which undergraduate colleges and universities in 985,211 of China
accounted for 41%. Bachelors majoring in design, computer, psychology, industrial
design accounted for 71%. Students’ English level over CET 6 accounted for 44%. In
July and August, 2016, more than 140 candidates enrolled in 2017 who had passed pre-
enrollment interview, which nearly 100 candidates to participate in. Both the enrollment
and the number of applicants in 2017 have a greater growth than 2016. In March 2017,
about 60 students majoring in UX will be expected to enter the Faculty (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Cultivation evolution of faculty of psychology

5 Cultivation Characteristics

Students majoring in the User Experience of Beijing Normal University emphasize
on solving practical problems. In the process of training, the Faculty attached great
importance to the internship for creating a new model called Trinitarian which
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include curriculum, internship and thesis. The thesis process will encourage students
to choose their subjects, solve a real problem, and design the corresponding prod‐
ucts or systems. So students can tremendously enhance their ability to solve prob‐
lems based on their theoretical accumulation (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. MAP curriculum, internship and thesis

Action learning theory was firstly proposed by the British Professor Revans (1982).
He deemed that especially in management practice, Action learning requires a group of
people who can acquire solution based on the existing knowledge of structured knowl‐
edge through questioning and reflection on the composition of important issues. We
adopt Revans (1998) definition of Action learning that individual knowledge (L) was
composed of two ingredients: structural knowledge (P) and query proposal (Q), which
compose the formula: LP + Q. P represents traditional knowledge while Q refers to
putting forward to insightful question. And it is the Q that is the essential technique to
encourage innovation and efficient learning.

5.1 Practice Courses

Courses design includes Psychological Foundations, research methods and user expe‐
rience introduction courses, such as, cognitive psychology, social psychology, data
analysis and visualization, UX overview. Specialized courses focus on experiment,
application and reflection, such as, advanced experimental techniques of psychology,
VR/AR scenario design, UX design reflection.

Meanwhile, we designed a practical course, such as UX Introduction course. And
the introduction of Land Rover task named “Benchmarking User experience Study of
China’s Natural Language Voice Recognition, Jaguar Land” which has combined
teaching and project practice. Under Chinese circumstance, students utilize a variety of
means of information and user experience research methods for researching and
resolving natural speech recognition benchmark problem through the simulation of the
driver and virtual simulation driving system (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. UX students utilizing visual driving for research

5.2 Competition Practice

At the beginning of 2017, the Faculty led deep collaboration with the Microsoft Asian
Technology Research Center (STCA). The researches were implemented under the
Microsoft Cortana devices for studying the user’s perception, needs, pain points, envi‐
ronment, and potential use. The purpose is for making UX specialists to utilize real-life
experiences to provide Microsoft designers, researchers, and developers with direct data
and new patterns of interaction for the Cortana family in the future.

The goal of this contest is to create a clear design for the Cortana interface by UX
students and Studio 8 experts. A successful project required uncovering user require‐
ments for innovation, feedback, and analysis based on a network-less scenario. As part
of the discovery and problem definition phase, during the conceptual design phase, the
team will provide multiple examples which can demonstrate how the interface is
designed and user-friendly.

There were 60 students who took part in and they were divided into 3 groups. Each
team (20 students) will be divided into 3 groups, so each one has 6–7 students. Experts
from Microsoft’s Asian Technology Research Center Studio8 will regularly organize
workshops and seminars to ensure continuing guidance on project progress. Some
common user experience research methods and techniques will be used prevalently, such
as interactive quality, emotional collage board, mind map, storyboard, user trip map,
video visualization, SWOT, trend analysis and so on.

5.3 Oversea Study

To expand the international perspective of students, Faculty of Psychology has always
been encouraging students to participate in more overseas programs. There are short-
term exchange study and long-term exchange programs. At the end of 2016, 18 UX
students, led by professional teachers, attended workshops at the Industrial Design
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Institute of Delft University of Technology in the Netherlands and the Industrial Design
Institute in Southern Denmark. Through the teamwork study with the local students,
students’ horizons were broadened hugely. In addition, the collaboration contracts have
signed between the Faculty with Southern Denmark University in Denmark, Kochi
Engineering University in Japan and Purdue University in the US. About 12 UX students
will participate in a forty-five-day or three-month exchange program in March, 2017.

6 Program Formulation

In the curriculum design, students and enterprises will be combined for the specific
needs. Consistent revision and adjustment will make it more suitable for student devel‐
opment and business demand.

When it comes to the internship, students’ orientation is the most significant and we
will provide more opportunities for cooperation with enterprises. For example, more enter‐
prises are willing to carry out joint research projects, providing UX professional talents,
incubating UX products, regularly holding UX industry forums and training and so on.

In the aspect of international exchange, we will implement more cooperation with
overseas universities to develop short-term study programs, exchange programs and
double degree programs.

7 Conclusion

In the ultimate analysis, based on psychological perspective, the application of UX for
cultivation of talents can be essentially beneficial and have profound meaning for applied
psychology. This paper focuses on the relationship between UX and psychology and
contributes to the theoretical and practical field. Faculty of Psychology at Beijing
Normal University will meet national emergent demands and formulate more optimized
cultivation process for enhancing the maturity in this field. Consequently, this article
shows that with “Internet+” development, it is possible for the UX to be more compre‐
hensive. One fundamental conclusion derived from this study is that UX Master Program
at Faculty of Psychology is beneficial for applied talents training and combination
between UX and psychology for promoting their interdisciplinary character.
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Abstract. Within the online education community, the rate of the course comple‐
tion is relatively low. To improve learners’ satisfaction, there is a growing interest
in designing the course contents as well as the way of their presentations online.
In this paper, in order to promote user experience for online education, the design
of knowledge graph is applied as an effective way to organize the diverse course
contents with well-designed structures. The knowledge graph is designed to scaf‐
fold learners having a clear framework of the contents, and to push learners to
acquire knowledge with accessible and explorable ways in the online learning
scenario. Also their learning continuity is expected to be extended through the
way of knowledge graph. Three particular implementations of this design from
online UX design education projects are demonstrated to illustrate the design
process of knowledge graph and its effectiveness in promoting user experience
for online education. In addition, specific issues emerging from the design of
knowledge graph are discussed. Considerations for its further application to other
online education fields are also put forward.

Keywords: Knowledge graph · Online education · User experience

1 Introduction

With the development of information technology, online learning is springing up as an
innovative way to make people easy accessing to education. A study [1] conducted by
Penn Graduate School of Education showed that online courses had relatively few active
users, with only a few persisting to the course end. Most of users don’t possess strong
willingness to learn online from beginning to the end. Viewing various online course
platforms, such as edX [2] and Coursera [3], courses of specific subject are roughly
labelled with the course sources, such as different institutions and universities, instead
of the contents themselves. Online courses are shown to users with big titles flatly
without any content categories. In this way, users are difficult to know what is the next
step to learn, and then they lack a systematic understanding for the contents they aim to
learn. Therefore, it is essential to find an appropriate way of organizing and classifying
courses for online education.

In this paper, knowledge graph design is proposed as an effective way to promote
user experience for online education. Based on the interrelations of the knowledge points
within course contents, knowledge graph design can provide clear-established contents
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and satisfying user experience for learners. Currently, knowledge graph design has been
widely used in Internet industry to create more intelligent experience. From 2012,
Google’s search engine started to use knowledge graph to unveil search results with
structured and detailed information [4]. Through enriching the results with semantic-
search information, Google attempts to help users find out information they want most,
and to provide deeper and broader information for them. Sergio etc. used knowledge
graph to supply a smart sound and music recommendation system [5], enabling the
system to tailor users’ appetites for the music at its maximum. These applications of
knowledge graph demonstrate its high potential in improving user experience and imply
that the design of knowledge graph might be evolved into the online education industry.
This paper attempts to break the institution-oriented model of online education platform
and to explore the content-oriented as a new way to promote user experience for online
education. Specifically, User Experience (UX) is chosen as the subject of online educa‐
tion. Then knowledge graph is implemented into online UX education platform in order
to encourage learners’ participation and promote their learning continuity.

2 Related Work

In this part, the existing UX online education platforms are reviewed to get an idea of
previous work.

Coursera is a popular online education platform which has close collaboration with
various of universities and institutes. In general, courses are organized with different
subjects in Coursera. The relevant search results are shown in Fig. 1 as one inputs UX
in the search box. These results are listed linearly without specific structures. Also it can
be seen that the courses within the results are emphasized with their providers.

Fig. 1. UX search result on Coursera Fig. 2. UX search result on edX
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A site very similar to Coursera is edX, which organizes course contents without any
structure. From searching results matching as shown in Fig. 2, courses are mainly
marked with their names, providers, and availability. There is no hierarchical categori‐
zation for the course display. On the right side of the page, a searching filter is designed
to refine the search results, allowing users to find the target course quickly.

CHUANKE [6], a C2C online video education platform with rich subjects, has
become more and more popular in the online education field in China. Figure 3 shows
a screenshot of the results after inputting UX in the search box. While the searched
courses are arranged without a specific structure. On the right side, some specific recom‐
mended courses based on users’ search are provided.

Overall, all the sites mentioned above adopt the same way to present materials to
users, which is just tiled display rather than structured categorization. And the brand of
the school & institution is highlighted as a vital factor motivating learners to make
decisions on whether to learn courses.

Fig. 3. UE search result on CHUANKE
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3 Implementations of Knowledge Graph

In this section, three cases of the implementation of knowledge graph design from online
user experience education projects [6, 7] are presented. Firstly, the preliminary design
practice named interactive knowledge graph for UI designers running on CHUANKE
is described. We present the design outcome, analyze the user data, and discuss how the
produced knowledge graph influences learners’ user experience. Then based on the
reflections from the preliminary trial, two newly released products with knowledge
graph design, which are running on CHUANKE and ue.baidu.com respectively, are
introduced.

3.1 The Interactive Knowledge Graph for UI Designers

When the user searches UI/UX on CHUANKE, a gateway to the integral knowledge
graph for UI designers in Fig. 4 was designed. It starts with the knowledge required by
a user interface designer, and represents a holistic course framework for UI learners with
a fishbone graph. This curriculum graph is created not over courses, but over the contents
knowledge points covered in courses. Four hierarchical categorizations are included in
this graph. The backbone containing introductory texts highlights the available contents,
such as UI overview, Art Foundation, Design Tools, User Interface Design, and so on.
Each content is subdivided into smaller topics, each listing its subtopics with texts. Once
the user moves the mouse pointer to these texts, courses under each subtopic will show
up. Clicking the course title turns the page into a detailed course page within the relevant
content. As the preliminary practice on user experience online education, this interactive
knowledge graph is intended to make users have a clear view of the knowledge that they

Fig. 4. Interactive knowledge graph for UI designers
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are going to learn. It ensures that all prerequisite topics for being an UI designer are
sufficiently covered without overlap. And this graph guides users to learn UI/UX knowl‐
edge progressively through a recommended path. In addition, through showing how
courses would be useful with introductory text, users are easy to be motivated to choose
courses to learn based on their desires.

The data collected from the online education platform before and after launching
this function provide strong evidence for the effectiveness of the interactive knowledge
graph in promoting learners’ user experience. Figure 5 shows the time variations of the

Fig. 5. The time variations of the numbers of daily unique visitors and the times of daily learning
in the online school

Fig. 6. The time variations of daily per capita learning in the online school
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numbers of daily unique visitors as well as the times of daily learning in the online
school. From this figure, it can be seen that the number of daily unique visitors remain
relatively stable no matter before or after launching the graph. While the times of daily
learning has a dramatic growth in the time of launching the graph. Furthermore, Fig. 6
illustrates the times of daily per capita learning has a rapid rise after applying the graph
in CHUANKE. There is no doubt that the users’ learning continuity is improved with
the interactive fishbone knowledge graph.

It is apparent that the fishbone knowledge graph has positive effects on users’ UX
online education. But some limitations are figured out as well. It has been found that the
fishbone graph brings high-cost interactions for learners, which prevents them from
learning the contents continuously. For example, users can mouse over the sub-topic,
and see all the courses under it. And then they can click on the course name and be taken
into a page with the specific content. After they finish learning the current content, they
are obliged to go back to the graph page if they desire to learn more. Another noticed
limitation is that the over structured fishbone graph demonstrates the knowledge
required by a user interface designer thoroughly at one time, which easily makes users
have no idea about what to do next, even enables them to give up learning. And in the
structured fishbone knowledge graph, besides the course tittle, there is no other infor‐
mation supporting users’ decision-making about whether to learn the course.

While most of current online education platforms adopt unstructured ways in the
content presentation. As prior work stated that courses are mainly displayed flatly on
the page rather than organizing them with knowledge-based reasoning. The unstructured
way of contents presentation enables users to learn the contents without any instruction,
even influences their own learning path. In addition, it could cause users to lack a
systematic understanding for the contents that they learn. Therefore, as Fig. 7 articulates,
keeping an appropriate balance between the structured way and unstructured way should
be taken into consideration in the process of designing knowledge graph for contents.

Fig. 7. The balance between the structured way and unstructured way

3.2 The Improved Implementations

Because of realized issues mentioned previously, we are striving to find an appropriate
way to represent the contents for learners. In this part, two improved implementations
exemplify how to balance the structured way and the unstructured way when designing
knowledge graph for diverse contents for online education.
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3.2.1 The Redesigned Homepage of UE School on CHUANKE
The new homepage of UE school on CHUANKE was designed with a balanced way
between the structured and the unstructured contents displaying. As Fig. 8 shows, the
whole contents of UE school are structured with two hierarchical categorizations,
including the primary navigation and the secondary navigation. On the left side, the
primary navigation shows all the knowledge topics courses cover. As users click on this
navigation, the related courses will be displayed on the right. Within this part, sub-topics
under each category in the primary navigation constitute the secondary navigation,
which works as the filter to refine searched courses on the current page.

Compared with the fishbone graph, the new design remains the structured way of
designing knowledge graph, giving users a clear framework to learn. Beyond this,
courses adopt tiled displaying along with several useful information, including related
knowledge points, course type, fee, course satisfaction, the number of learners and its
providers. This information informs users of what kind of courses they are viewing, and
then facilitates users to have a considerate decision-making about whether to learn.

Fig. 8. The redesigned homepage of UE school on CHUANKE
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3.2.2 Online UI Design Learning Platform
Upon looking at several online education platforms such as Coursera and edX, we
noticed that they are ‘horizontal’ sites in the context of content. Compared with these
sites, the platform ue.baidu.com was designed as a vertical site, specializing in the user
interface design online education for college students. This site is another example
illustrating how to keep a well-balance between structured and unstructured ways in
designing the knowledge graph for online education.

Contents on this site are organized with the knowledge-based reasoning based on
the needs of colleague students. Figure 9, the learning navigation page, which is mainly
categorized into four sections, including the software skill, college curriculum, career
skills and advanced research. Under each category, the contents are presented in a way
that allows learners to acquire knowledge with several knowledge points. Figure 10
shows the detailed page for one knowledge point, which contains the general knowledge
point introduction, relevant articles, related knowledge points and the software. This
page will show up when users click on the small square on the Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. The learning navigation on ue.baidu.com

In this case, this design utilized tiny knowledge points to organize the whole contents,
which gives users a clear structure for the contents. Especially, on the detailed page for
one specific knowledge point, relevant articles enable the user to have an adequate and
deep learning. Relevant knowledge points and software on the right side are sorted out
to make users have a smooth learning transition from one knowledge point to another
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one. Learners are expected to form a good learning circle when they learn on the site.
Accordingly, the learning continuity is extended by this new knowledge graph design.

Fig. 10. The detailed page for one knowledge point

4 Discussion

Knowledge graph design takes the course contents as its main clue, aiming to provide
well-reasoned contents for learners through disassembling and refining the knowledge.
The work presents a certain number of potential for improving user experience for online
education.

Enhance learner autonomy. The knowledge graph helps users improve their learning
autonomy to some extent. From the user data in practices mentioned before, the daily
times of per capita number of learning increases dramatically through the employ of the
knowledge graph design. Moreover, compared with the unstructured way of contents
display, the employ of knowledge graph in online education allows users to learn
systematically. As users’ learning path form, it also opens up new opportunities for
further explorations in their learning. Consequently, the learner autonomy will be
enhanced.
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In-depth/In-width Learning. The knowledge graph design highlights more opportu‐
nities for people to learn deeply and widely. On the online education platform with
knowledge graph design, users easily gain access to courses with different topics. In this
way, they will be cultivated to have a width learning intangibly. Likewise, users are easy
to be pushed with the knowledge graph design to expand their comprehension for the
content horizontally.

Wide Applicability. Examples listed above indicate the diverse applications of knowl‐
edge graph design in promoting UX online education. Especially the preliminary prac‐
tice has data strongly supporting the positive role of knowledge graph in online educa‐
tion. These examples imply the potential of knowledge graph design in other subject’s
online education, such as computer science, biology, etc. For instance, CHUANKE has
attempted to provide contents through the way of knowledge graph. Certainly, how to
disassemble the contents emerges as a critical issue to resolve.

There are challenges that need to be solved in order to designing the online learning
contents with the knowledge graph. The application of knowledge graph in online
education empowers the user to have an intangible learning for different topics. But
learning is a personal activity, which strongly depends on their motivations. Although
the knowledge graph design already affords a path for learners to follow, it is hard to
guarantee people to learn from beginning to the end completely. Also for beginners, the
knowledge graph design facilitates them to learn with explorable ways, supporting them
in knowledge discovery and enabling them to have a profound understanding for
contents. While for advanced learners with specific learning goal, knowledge graph
provides well-established contents for them. What’s more, based on the interrelation of
contents, knowledge graph could encourage this type of user to have a divergence
learning. Hence the different demands of end-users might need to be considered when
designing the knowledge graph. In addition, how to strike a balance between the struc‐
tured and unstructured way should be concerned as well.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed knowledge graph design, an innovative way for users to learn
the UX online continuously and positively. This paper starts with the problem that users
lack the persistence when they learn online, focuses on describing a new way called
knowledge graph to navigate users to learn with specific structure. Fishbone interactive
knowledge graph is narrated as the first trial to apply the knowledge graph in UX online
education, which reflects us to keep a balance between the structured and unstructured
way when presenting online contents with the knowledge graph. Then two newly design
outcomes with knowledge graph design are explored in online UX education.

In the future, we will continue to apply the knowledge graph design in the UX online
education. Most importantly, we will verify the effectiveness of knowledge graph design
in promoting online education with more specific user data. Subsequently, except for
the UX online education, we will intend to explore how it could be used in other fields.
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